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ORDERS OF REFERENCE

House of Commons, 
Thursday, 13th February, 1947.

Resolved:—That the following Members do compose the Standing Committee 
on Banking and Commerce:—

Messrs.
Abbott,
Argue,
Arsenault,
Beaudry,
Belzile,
Black (Cumberland), 
Blackmore,
Bradette,
Breithaupt,
Cleaver,
Cote {St. Johns-Iber- 

ville-Napierville), 
Dechene,
Dionne [Beauce), 
Dorion,
Fleming,
Fournier (Maisonneuve- 

Rosemont),

Fraser,
Fulton,
Gour,
Hackett,
Harkness,
Harris (Danforth), 
Hazen,
Ilsley,
Irvine,
Isnor,
Jackman,
Jaenicke,
Jutras,
Lesage,
Low,
Macdonnell (Muskoka- 

Ontario),
MacNaught,

Mcllraith,
Manross,
Marquis,
May bank,
Mayhew,
Michaud,
Nixon,
Picard,
Pinard,
Quelch,
Rinfret,
Ross {Souris), 
Sinclair {Ontario), 
Stewart {Winnipeg 

North),
Strum (Mrs.), 
Timmins,
Tucker—50

(Quorum 15)
Attest. ARTHUR BEAUCHESNE, 

Clerk of the House.

Ordered,—That the Standing Committee on Banking and Commerce be 
empowered to examine and inquire into all such matters and things as may 
be referred to them by the House ; and to report from time to time their 
observations and opinions thereon ; with power to send for persons, papers 
and records.

Attest. ARTHUR BEAUCHESNE,
Clerk of the House.

Tuesday,. February 18, 1947.

Ordered,—That the following Bill be referred to the said Committee:— 
Bill No. 16, An Act to amend The Patent Act, 1935.

Attest. R. T. GRAHAM,
Deputy Clerk of the House.

82854—14
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2 STANDING COMMITTEE

Tuesday, February 18, 1947.

Ordered,—That the following Bill be referred to the said Committee:— 
Bill No. 11, An Act respecting Export and Import Permits.

Attest.
R. T. GRAHAM, 

Deputy Clerk of the House.

Thursday, February 20, 1947.

Ordered,—That the said Committee be empowered to print from day to day 
such copies in English and French of its minutes of proceedings and evidence 
as the Committee may, from time to time, determine, but not to exceed on any 
subject of reference 1500 copies in English and 500 in French, and that Standing 
Order 64 be suspended in relation thereto.

Ordered,—That the quorum of the said Committee be reduced from 15 to 
10, and that Standing Order 63(1) (d) be suspended in relation thereto.

Ordered,—That the said Committee have leave to sit while the House is 
sitting.

Attest.
ARTHUR BEAUCHESNE, 

Clerk of the House.



REPORT TO THE HOUSE

Thursday, February 20, 1947

The Standing Committee on Banking and Commerce begs leave to present 
the following as its

First Report

Your Committee recommends:—
1. That the Committee be empowered to print, .from day to day, such 

copies in English and French of its minutes of proceedings and evidence as the 
Committee may, from time to time, determine, but not to exceed on any subject 
of reference 1,500 copies in English and 500 in French, and that Standing 
Order 64 be suspended in relation thereto.

2. That the Committee’s quorum be reduced from 15 to 10, and that 
Standing Order 63 (1) (d) be suspended in relation thereto.

3. That the Committee have leave to sit while the House is sitting.
All of which is respectfully submitted.

HUGHES CLEAVER,
Chairman.
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MINUTES OF PROCEEDINGS
Thursday, February 20, 1947

The Standing Committee on Banking and Commerce met at 11.30 a.m., the 
Chairman, Mr. Cleaver, presiding.

Members present: Messrs. Belzile, Blackmore, Bradette, Cleaver, Fleming, 
Fraser, Fulton, Gour, Irvine, Isnor, Jackman, Jaenicke, MacNaught, Maybank, 
Nixon, Quelch, Rinfret, Ross {Souris), Stewart (Winnipeg North).

Mr. Jackman, on behalf of the Committee, congratulated Mr. Cleaver on 
his re-appointment as Chairman of the Committee.

The Chairman read the Orders of Reference respecting Bill No. 16, an Act 
to amend the Patent Act, 1935, and Bill No. 11, an Act respecting Export 
and Import permits.

On motion of Mr. Irvine,
Resolved,—That the Committee report to the House requesting permission 

to print, from day to day, such copies in English and French of the Minutes 
of Proceedings and Evidence as the Committee may, from time to time, deter
mine, but not to exceed on any subject of reference, 1,500 copies in English 
and 500 copies in French.

On motion of Mr. Maybank,
Resolved,—That the Committee report to the House requesting that its 

quorum be reduced from 15 to 10.

On motion of Mr. Belzile,
Resolved,—That the Committee ask leave to sit while the House is sitting.
On motion of Mr. Jackman,
Resolved,—That an Agenda Committee be appointed, consisting of the 

Chairman, and Messrs. Blackmore, Fleming, Fraser, Irvine, Moore and Rinfret.

On motion of Mr. Fleming,
Ordered,—That the Clerk secure 60 copies of The Patent Act, 1935.
On motion of Mr. Jackman the Committee adjourned to the call of the 

Chair.

Tuesday, February 25, 1947.

The Standing Committee on Banking and Commerce met at 11.00 a.m., 
the Chairman, Mr. Cleaver, presiding.

Members present: Messrs. Beaudry, Black (Cumberland), Blackmore, 
Cleaver, Cote {St. Johns-Iberville-Napierville), Dechene, Dionne {Beauce), 
Dorion, Fleming, Fraser, Fulton, Gour {Russell), Harkness, Hazen, Irvine,
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6 STANDING COMMITTEE

Jackman, Jaenicke, Jutras, Lesage, Low, Macdonnell (Muskoka-Ontario), 
MacNaught, Mcllraith, Marquis, Mayhew, Michaud, Pinard, Queleh, Rinfret, 
Sinclair (Ontario), Stewart (Winnipeg North), Strum (Mrs.).

In attendance: Hon. C. W. G. Gibson, Secretary of State; Mr. J. T. 
Mitchell, Commissioner of Patents and other officials of the Patent and Copy
right office; Mr. Christopher Robinson, Vice-President of the Patent Institute of 
Canada.

The Committee proceeded to the consideration of Bill No. 16, An Act to 
amend the Patent Act, 1935.

The Honourable, the Secretary of State, made a brief statement.

Mr. Mitchell was called. He explained the different clauses of the bill and 
answered questions.

In the course of Mr. Mitchell’s examination, the Clerk was instructed to 
secure, for members of the Committee, copies of the Report of the Commissioner 
of Patents for the year ended March 31, 1946.

Witness stood aside and Mr. Robinson was called and questioned.

At 12.55 p.m., witnesses retired and on motion of Mr. Low, the Committee 
adjourned until Friday, February 28, at 11.00 a.m.

R. ARSENAULT, 
Clerk oj the Committee.



MINUTES OF EVIDENCE

House of Commons, 
February 25, 1947

The Standing Committee on Banking and Commerce met this day at 11.00 
a.m. The Chairman, Mr. Hughes Cleaver, presided.

The Chairman : As you know bill 16 is now before this committee, an Act 
to amend the Patent Act. If it is the wish of the committee we will first hear the 
minister who will give a general statement in regard to the amended Act. He will 
be followed by the Commissioner of Patents who will give in detail the amend
ments introduced by bill 16 and the reasons for them. Is it the wish of the 
committee that we now hear the minister? (Agreed).

Hon. Mr. Gibson : Mr. Chairman and gentlemen : I am glad to have the 
opportunity to present this bill at an early date. As I stated when I introduced 
the bill it creates certain rights as to the extension of time for filing patent 
applications and extension of time for payment of fees. We give those privileges 
to inventors of other countries where we receive reciprocal rights.

In the United States they have an Act granting similar benefits called the 
Boykin Act. It expires on the 8th of August, 1947, so if inventors in this country 
are to receive the benefits of it it is important that we should have our amend
ments passed here in time for them to take advantage of the Boykin Act before 
it expires on the 8th of August.

When I spoke on the bill on second reading I mentioned the fact that in 
section 2 we are amending the salary of the commissioner. In the draft bill that 
was presented it read:

The Commissioner shall hold office during pleasure and be paid such 
annual salary as may be determined by the Governor in Council.

It was thought at that time that the control of the salary would be in the 
hands of parliament when they passed the estimates of the department, 
but on further consideration it was thought we ought to put in the maximum 
salary of $8,000 that had been recommended in the Gordon report. I said at 
that time that I intended to move an amendment to the effect that section 2 
be amended by inserting after the word “salary” in the fifth line the following 
words, “not exceeding $8,000”. If the committee would see fit to bring in a 
recommendation on that basis then it would undoubtedly carry when it comes 
before the committee of the House.

I wrant to refer to section 4 of the Act which enacts section 19(a) of the 
Patent Act. It is the same as in the British Act. The only change that has been 
made is that the Minister of National Defence is substituted for the First Lord 
of the admiralty, or the corresponding officer in Great Britain. As to section 
19(b) of the Act, having to do with patents relating to atomic energy, the pur
pose is to bring our Patent Act in conformity with the Atomic Energy Control 
Board Act which was passed at the last session of parliament. There are other 
minor amendments for which the commissioner will explain the necessity.

In regard to the tariff of fees I should like to say that we have the lowest 
tariff in the world at the present time.

Some criticism was made of the work of the Patent Office. In justice to the 
staff I must say they are working under very extreme difficulties at the present 
time. The Patent Office is very crowded. They have suffered during the war

7



8 STANDING COMMITTEE

from a shortage of staff. We secured authority to increase the staff but after a 
competition had been held to secure patent examiners we found that very few 
applicants had the qualifications required. It has not been easy to get men with 
the high qualifications that are required for the patent staff.

With the increase in the fees it will be possible to print patents and make 
them available to the public. At the present time Canada does not print any 
patents. Anyone who wants to get the particulars of a patent must come to 
Ottawa and obtain drawings in the Patent Office. It is inconvenient; it is an 
expensive way of doing it. We find that rather than do that very often they 
write to Washington and secure copies of the identical patent. We feel that it 
will be quite a step forward to do our own printing of patents. At the same 
time the fees that are recommended will continue to be about the lowest in the 
world. We feel we should not make them any higher than is necessary in order 
to make it as easy as possible for Canadians to secure patents.

As to the work in the Patent Office it is interesting to note that of the 
applications for patents that come in about 90 per cent are foreign patents, so 
that the fees that we will receive on those patents will come chiefly from other 
countries.

Mr. Macdonnell: May I ask a question? Is the percentage of foreign 
patents so high because we are used in any way as a kind of trial trip?

Hon. Mr. Gibson : No, I think so many inventions are patented abroad, and 
they all file their patents in Canada to preserve their rights in this country. The 
commissioner will explain any of the details of the Act or answer any questions 
that are required.

The Chairman: Are there any questions that any of the members would 
like to ask the minister?

Mr. Fraser : I should like to ask the minister if he does not think the fees 
could1 be increased sufficiently so that the salaries offered to these applicants 
could be raised? We would likely get a better quality of applicant if they were 
offered a decent salary.

The Chairman : You are referring to the examiners?
Mr. Fraser: Yes. As the minister said 90 per cent are foreign patents. I do 

riot see why we should keep our fees at rock bottom and not take in enough 
money to look after the examiners.

Hon. Mr. Gibson: Of course, the salaries are not set by the Patent Office. 
The salaries are set by treasury board. The scale of salaries is set on the advice 
of the Civil Service Commission. Those who are employed in the Patent Office 
are, of course, civil servants, and their salaries are set on the recommendation of 
the Civil Service Commission.

Mr. Irvine: Which board fixes the salary?
Hon. Mr. Gibson: The Civil Service Commission advises on the salary and 

the treasury board approves it.
Mr. Fraser: A patent examiner would have to have technical knowledge?
Hon. Mr. Gibson : Yes.
Mr. Fraser : And therefore they would be skilled men and would require 

and demand a decent salary. What are they paid now?
Hon. Mr. Gibson: I will ask Mr. Mitchell to answer that.

J. T. Mitchell, Commissioner of Patents, called:

The Witness: The patent examiners are graduate engineers from a recog
nized university, usually with one or two years in the field before they enter the 
Patent Office. They come in as associate examiners at a salary of about $2,580 
and go up to $3,300. I say approximately that.
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Then there is an avenue of promotion from associate examiner to examiner. 
The examiners go up to $4,200. From the time that an associate examiner comes 
into the office it will probably take him ten years before he reaches the grade of 
examiner because these positions in the grade of examiner are usually caused by 
vacancies or there may be a development in an art which requires an examiner 
to be appointed to that art. Then we appoint an associate to the particular art 
which is being developed.

Mr. Fleming: I should like to ask the minister a question or two if the 
question is proper.

Th Chairman: Before you do that, does that fully answer your ques
tion, Mr. Fraser?

Mr. Fraser: It does, but it also proves that a technician or engineer' would 
be a whole lot better off in private industry than • in the Patent Office because 
it takes him ten years even to get into the class up to $4,200.

The Witness: At the beginning of last year the maximum and minimum 
salaries of associate examiners were increased. As I said, he starts now at about 
$2,580 and goes up to $3,300. They increased the maximum last year, and they 
increased the minimum. In other words, they used to come in at $2,100. Now 
they come in at $2,580. Increasing the minimum in that way was to take care 
of conditions as they exist today, and increasing the maximum was to give him 
more or less a living salary when he came to the top of his grade in about six 
years time. He gets an increase of $120 a year. Last May there was an increase 
of $120 which was an extra supplement to what they had in previous years. That 
was after recommendation by the Civil Service Commission and approval by 
the treasury board.

By Mr. Fraser:
Q. If they went into industry they would get at least $3,500 to start with?—. 

A. Of course, I could not tell you that.
Q. Do you think if the fees were increased that would look after the addi

tional salary?—A. An increase of fees might have two reactions. You could, of 
course, increase the salaries by that means. On the other hand, it might act as 
a deterrent to people filing applications in Canada. One thing that Canada 
does want is access to the inventions of other people so as to get the know-how 
and be able to put those inventions into practice for the benefit of industry in 
Canada. If you raise the fees so high that it acts as a deterrent to people filing 
applications in Canada than they are not going to be able to come to the Patent 
Office and find out exactly what has been invented and whether it would be 
advantageous for them to get in contact with the inventor or patentee to secure 
rights in Canada.

Q. How far down are we from the United States?—A. You mean the fees?
Q. What are the United States fees? We are the lowest.—A. Their fees are 

$30 on filing the application and $30 as a final fee, $1 for all claims exceeding 
twenty on filing and another $1 payable on all claims exceeding twenty on issue 
of the patent.

Q. What are they in the United States?—A. That is the United States.
Q. What are they here?—A. In Canada at the present moment there is a 

$15 filing fee and at the present moment $20 final fee, and 50 cents for each 
claim over twenty-five on filing.

The intention at the present time is to increase those fees to $20 on filing 
and $25 on issue of the patent, and to make it $1 for each claim over twenty on 
filing the application.

Mr. MacDonnell: May I make one comment? It does seem to me that 
regardless of where the money comes from in view of the fact that the minister 
has said, as I understood him to tell us, that the work has been to some extent
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held up by the fact that sufficient skilled examiners have not been available 
surely that raises a prima facie assumption that the amounts involved as 
remuneration are not large enough.

Hon. Mr. Gibson: Of course, during the war there was a great shortage of 
skilled personnel in any case.

The Witness: During the war there were about 25 per cent of the examiners’ 
staff who joined the armed forces, or joined other departments of the government 
directly interested in the successful prosecution of the war. Instead of having 
twenty-eight examiners we had about twenty-one. The work increased. Unfor
tunately for the patent office the work increased in Canada much more rapidly 
than it increased in the United S-tates or Great Britain. That is on a percentage 
basis. We had only one or probably two years in which there was a falling off of 
patent applications. In 1941 and 1942 applications in Canada increased mater
ially until in 1946 the number of applications received was about 4,000 or 40 
per cent more than had been received in other years in the last ten years.

Mr. Fleming: I was wondering if the minister would tell us what represen
tations have been received that have led to some of these sections in the bill? 
From where have representations been made? Have any of these sections been 
requested by bodies like the Patent Institute, and in the case of the secrecy 
provisions have those been introduced in any sense at the request of the Depart
ment of National Defence?

Hon. Mr. Gibson: The only representation that we have received has been 
in regard to the printing of patents. There has been a desire on the part of the 
Patent Institute that we should have patents printed. That is what led us to 
take this action this year. No other representations have been received in 
regard to the other contents of the bill.

Mr. Fleming: None in regard to section 4 dealing with the matter of 
secrecy?

Hon. Mr. Gibson: No.
Mr. Fleming: The Department of National Defence has not taken any 

interest in that as yet?
Hon. Mr. Gibson: The Commissioner of Patents can tell us the tie-up his 

department has had with the Department of National Defence. I am not 
personally informed as to that.

The Witness : In 1939 the office made arrangements with the Department of 
National Defence and also the Department of Munitions and Supply that they 
would send officers to the Patent Office to examine applications as they were filed 
to sec whether they would be useful to the country in the prosecution of the war. 
A great many applications emanated from the United States and Great Britain. 
They came from government departments in those countries and they were held 
in the utmost secrecy. They asked that we hold them in secrecy in Canada also 
under the provisions of the War Measures Act.

Mr. Black: We can hardly hear the witness at all.
The Witness: Wc were asked to hold them in secrecy under the provisions of 

the emergency rules which were in force during the war and the Defence of 
Canada Regulations. These applications were made secret. Some of them 
belonged to our government. Some belonged to foreign governments.

With emergency legislation passing out at the end of March something will 
have to be done to safeguard the secrecy of these particular patents, particularly 
those belonging to Canada.

By Mr. Fleming:
Q. Do I understand there are a number of patents already to which similar 

secrecy provisions have been applied since 1939?—A. There are a number of 
patents, and they have never been published. They have been held in secrecy.
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Q. Can you give us the number?—A. I could not tell you the number, 
but I can tell you we had about 5,000 applications in secrecy of which about 
1,000 have been released from secrecy on the request of the patentees or their 
attorneys. Those applications have been released in the country from which 
they emanated. As soon as they are released from secrecy in those countries 
the attorneys notify the Patent Office, and the Patent Office immediately releases 
them from secrecy and they are dealt with as ordinary applications from then 
on. At the present moment we have probably about 3,500 secret applications. 
A good many of those emanated from Great Britain, from their departments of 
aircraft construction and supply. A great many also emanated from United 
States government agencies. We are holding them until these government 
agencies release the applications and permit them to be handled in the ordinary 
manner.

Q. Do I understand that no patents have been issued in the case of any of 
these secret applications?—A. Patents have been issued but they have not been 
delivered and they have not been published. Patents have been issued but we 
are holding many patents in secrecy at the present moment.

Q. About 3,500 of them?—A. Those are applications. Do not confuse 
applications with patents. An application is not a patent until it matures to a 
patent.

Q. 3,500 is the number of applications?—A. Applications, yes.
Q. Still on the secret list?—A. They are still on the secret list. They are 

being released from secrecy at the rate of about 15 weekly. About 15 a week 
is the release that is going on at the present moment.

By Mr. Stewart:
Q. I should like to know what happened to patents which have been 

registered in Canada ivhich belong to enemy corporations? Does the Patent 
Office still hold them or are they surrendered to the Custodian of Enemy 
Property?—A. Patents issued to nations at war with Canada were not delivered. 
They were held in the Patent Office and the custodian was notified. As soon as 
the patent was issued the right to it was vested in the custodian. Then the 
patent was held in the Patent Office, and with the concurrence of the custodian 
licences were granted to Canadian manufacturers to manufacture under those 
patents at a very low royalty.

Q. Were many such licences issued?—A. The number of licences granted 
is not very large, although there are some. I think there are two hundred patents 
involved altogether. There is not a large number involved.

Mr. Jaenicke: I should like to ask the minister if he would make a general 
statement describing the provisions of the conventions and international agree
ments into which we have entered? Will they restrict our legislation and will 
they affect section 19A, that is the new section pertaining to secrecy? For 
instance, you said a moment ago that applications for secrecy were received 
from countries other than the United States. Will the new section make any 
provision for that? The only applications for secrecy which can be made are 
by the Minister of National Defence, so far as1 I can see. Could we have "a 
general statement in regard to the international situation?

The Chairman : That question of yours is quite involved ; I wonder if you 
would be willing to let it stand and the commissioner will answer it?

Mr. Jaenicke: Yes, only I thought it would give us a good background 
to know what our international relationships are.

The Witness: Canada is a signatory to the Hague Convention, but Canada 
did not sign the London Convention. The Hague Convention was revised- at 
London, but we did not sign it. At the present moment we are bound by the 
Hague Convention. I think it was signed in 1924.
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The Chairman : I would suggest, Mr. Mitchell, if it is agreeable to Mr. 
Jaenicke that you take his question under advisement and read a statement to 
the committee, a prepared statement. It is quite an involved question.

Mr. Jaenicke: That will be quite satisfactory.

By Mr. Jackman:
Q. May I ask the witness a question in regard to his answer to Mr. Stewart’s 

question about enemy patents in this country? I think you mentioned the fact 
that about two hundred were involved. Were those two hundred in regard to 
patents pending or were they the total number of issued patents?—A. The total 
number of patents to Germany and to the Axis countries was about eight 
thousand. Of those eight thousand there were some three thousand in which 
there were non-enemy interests. Therefore, the number of patents which are 
wholly enemy owned was in the vicinity of five thousand, between four thousand 
and five thousand.

Q. Did we make available to Canadians the operating rights to any of 
those patents?—A. To any of those patents for which they cared to ask for a 
licence.

Q. About two hundred and fifty were involved?—A. About two hundred 
were involved, in so far as licences are concerned. They are principally 
medicinal; there are a great number of them for medicinal purposes.

Q. May I ask a question on another subject, that of the salaries for the 
associate examiners and the examiners? Has the commissioner the comparable 
figures for the American Patent office?—A. I can get them.

Q. Do you know, off hand, whether they are about the same as in Canada 
or are they substantially higher?—A. They are higher, but of course living 
costs in the United States are much different, perhaps higher. Then, there are 
housing conditions and other things.

Q. And taxation?—A. And taxation, so that probably the result is you 
cannot make a true comparison. Our salaries here are about the same as the 
salaries in Britain where an examiner would receive about eight hundred pounds, 
going up to eleven hundred pounds or probably twelve hundred pounds which 
would give him in the vicinity of $5,000 a year. Now, that is for an examiner 
there, but they go right down in a series of grades to assistant examiner and 
even below assistant examiner. People are taken in to be tried out. They 
get about three hundred and fifty pounds per year.

Q- Is the Patent Office in the United States located in Washington or is it 
elsewhere?—A. It is at Gravellypoint at the present time with the administra
tion part of the office in Washington. Gravellypoint is five or six miles out 
from Washington. The administration part is in Washington.

Q. Perhaps the commissioner would be good enough to put in the record a 
short table of the comparative salaries?

The Chairman: I have made a note of it.
Mr. Stewart: There is one other question I should like to ask. Could 

the minister tell us what the gross revenues and- gross expenditures of the patent 
office were for the last fiscal year?

The Chairman : I will make a note of that; that will be tabled.
Mr. Fraser: Whatever is received from royalties should go into that, Mr. 

Chairman ; it should include royalties.
The Chairman: I did not hear that, Mr. Fraser.
Mr. Fraser: That would include royalties?
The Chairman : Yes, the gross revenues and gross expenditures of the 

office.
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Mr. Fleming: I want to ask a question in general terms, but may I just 
comment on that last question. I think if the commissioner is going to table 
figures on income and expenditures of the Patent Office, he should go back for 
more than one year. I would suggest he should go back for the last ten years. 
Those figures are, no doubt, readily available.

Hon. Mr. Gibson : Do you want them back to 1936 or 1937? I can give 
them for every year up to 1946.

Mr. Fleming: Suppose you start with the present Patent Act, 1935.
Hon. Mr. Gibson : This table only goes back to 1936-1937.
Mr. Jackman: This is just the office revenue, I take it; it has nothing 

to do with the royalty revenue. I do not understand how the Patent Office gets 
the royalty revenue.

Hon. Mr. Gibson : The custodian would get the royalty revenue. This 
gives_ the receipts, salaries, the patent record receipts, etc. These expenditures 
are divided under the headings of salaries, patent records and other expenditures. 
This table shows a surplus for each year. For 1936-1937, the receipts were 
$463,849.76 and the total expenditures were $230,028.54. I can give you a 
breakdown of that under the heading of salaries, patent records and other 
expenditures.

The Chairman : I would suggest the minister should simply read the tables 
and we can file the details in our records.

Mr. Michaud : Is there a surplus for each year?
Hon. Mr. Gibson : Yes,

1’ car Receipts Disbursements
1936- 1937   $463,849.76 $230,028.54
1937- 1938 ................................................................ 452,150.37 234,128.87
1938- 1939   379,052.88 220,109.48
1939- 1940   364.141.92' 220,795.10
1940- 1941   349,641.23 224,506.89
1941- 1942   366,799.68 235,230.82
1942- 1943   362,288.02 244,026.07
1943- 1944   381,658.03 216,142.21
1944- 1945   405,439.87 223,418.41
1945- 1946   439,356.59 239,826.69

Mr. Irvine: So, the department is solvent?
Hon. Mr. Gibson : We have had a surplus every year of between $233 000 

in 1936-1937 and $199,000 in 1945-1946.
Mr. Fraser: I think we should be shown also the amount you have been 

receiving from royalties because that constitutes receipts from patents, too.
Hon. Mr. Gibson : Those receipts are shown in the custodian’s account. 

He receives the royalties -which come from the patents.
Mr. Beaudry: Were these figures for patents only or patents and copy

rights?
The Chairman : I would suggest the committee might like to have a copy 

of the report of the Commissioner of Patents which will give the committee1 a 
breakdown of these composite figures. _ If it is your wish, I will obtain a copy 
for every member of the committee. The report has been tabled, of course, and 
you may have it, but I will obtain a copy for each member.

Mr. Beaudry: May I repeat my question? Are these figures for patents 
and copyrights or for patents only ?

Hon. Mr. Gibson: That includes copyrights also.
Mr. Beaudry: Could we have a breakdown showing the gross revenue 

from each?
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The Chairman: I am obtaining a copy of the report for every member of 
the committee.

Mr. Beaudry: I do not know whether the report shows it; I have not a 
copy of it here. I would like to have a report of the breakdown as between 
revenue and expenditure for copyrights on the one hand and patents on the 
other hand.

Hon. Mr. Gibson : This is all set out in the commissioner’s report. The 
detail is there.

Mr. Beaudry: Thank you.

By Mr. Fleming:
Q. I wonder if I might ask a couple of general questions? The commis

sioner has made some criticism about the administration of the department and 
I would like to get at the basis of it. What is the opinion of the commissioner 
as to the Patent Act in general? The trouble does not lie, I suggest, in the 
Patent Act in general, is that correct? A. The Patent Act is a very good Act. 
It does not lie in the Patent Act.

Q. The nub of the criticism which has been made is lack of staff in the 
department? A. Lack of space, primarily, and lack of staff.

Q. Both of those things? A. Both of those things.
Q. Is it twenty-two or twenty-four examiners which you have at the present 

time? A. We have twenty-four. Three examiners have been appointed within 
the last month which brings the total to twenty-seven. I asked for ten in 
August last to fill the vacancies in our staff as well as to take care of the extra 
amount of work which has been accumulating. Up to the present moment, 
we have received three.

Q. Does that indicate, Mr. Commissioner, in your opinion that had you 
obtained the ten it would have been sufficient to meet the need?—A. No, ten this 
year would be sufficient. I asked the former Secretary of State for sixteen, six for 
next year. Each examiner who comes in has to be taught. It takes about a year to 
do that. If you brought in sixteen men, it would take sixteen examiners to teach 
them. You are not going to have much output in that case, so you have to bring 
them in slowly in order that they may be taught and, at the same time, not 
interfere too much with the handling of applications pending.

Q. Subject to your capacity to absorb new men and train them, what, in 
your opinion, is the total number of examiners required to adequately handle the 
number of applications coming in?—A. It depends entirely upon the extent of 
the search required. At the present moment we search Canadian patents as 
thoroughly as possible. With regard to American patents, if the application has 
been filed in either Britain or the United States, we ask the attorney to supply 
the data of prior patents cited from the foreign country. We have facilities for 
making the search of British patents. British patents are available in the office 
for search since the year 1617, and up to the present day. United States patents 
are available in the patent office for search for the last ten years. This involves 
some 350,000 United States patents. They arc all classified and open to search if 
anyone wishes to see them.

Q. I have not got a full answer to my question concerning the commissioner’s 
statement of his opinion as to the number of examiners required to give adequate 
service to the public, subject to the capacity of the department to absorb and 
train them?—A. I should say if we had a total of 50 patent examiners and we 
had a clerical staff of about 110 or 120, we would be able to handle the patent 
situation. However, that does not include the printing of the patents, under- 
stand that. I am simply dealing with the applications in the office, for the clerical 
stall to handle that much work.
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The Chairman: Then, would you care to answer the second half of Mr. 
Fleming’s question as to how many of -those new examiners you could absorb 
yearly without unduly handicapping your office work.

The Witness: That is this year?

By Mr. Fleming:
Q. Or in any year; I assume it would take four or five years to build up your 

staff?—A. Yes.
Q. You askedjor ten this year?—A. Yes.
Q. Ten were authorized?—A. No, there were only twenty-two applicants 

and of those there were only seven people found to be qualified, and so far only 
three were appointed. However, ten were authorized.

Q. But you have only obtained three?—A. Yes.
Q. Does that go back, in your opinion, to the question which Mr. Fraser 

asked? Are you offering them enough money to receive applications from suit
able applicants?—A. No, there are a number of people who have called at the 
office who would like to have come into the Patent Office, but one of the deter
mining factors was beyond the control of the Patent Office. It was the housing 
situation in Ottawa.

Q. I have heard of that before.—A. Now, that was the situation.
Q. One of the many subjects upon which you have touched was the subject 

of staff, the examiners. I take it there would have to be a corresponding enlarge
ment of your clerical staff?—A. Yes.

Q. What about the matter of space ; would you enlarge upon that?—A. At 
the present moment we have in the Langevin Block about 7,500 square feet; we 
have about 3,000 square feet in the Hope Building; we have about 1,500 square 
feet—that is floor space about which I am speaking—in the Trafalgar Building.
I asked the former Secretary of State for 50,000 square feet of floor office space 
and 20,000 square feet of storage space but the Public Works department has not 
been able to give us the required accommodation.

Q. Will you say a word, Mr. Commissioner, about the organization of your 
office? You have spoken about examiners. You have been the Commissioner 
of Patents for some years now?—A. Since 1935.

Q. Will you describe the structure of your office?—A. Of my own office?
Q. From yourself down?—A.—Well, of course, the commissioner’s office 

is administrative, and all matters regarding the examination of patents which 
have come to a state of conflict are referred to the commissioner.

Q. Personally?—A. Yes. All applications which are final rejections made 
by the examiners are subject to appeal to the commissioner. All applications 
received under section 65 for compulsory licence are dealt with by the 
commissioner.

Mr. Stewart : Will you speak a little louder, please? We cannot hear you 
down here.

The Witness: Shall I go over it all from the beginning?
Mr. Stewart: No.
The Witness: All matters appertaining to compulsory licences are referred to 

the commissioner and there are hearings in connection with that work. During 
the war the commissioner also supervised licences for the printing of French 
publications in Canada, and also the granting of licences to manufacture under 
enemy-owned patents, with the approval of the custodian. Now, with regard to 
other powers ; the commissioner also has to sign all patents that issue, and 
patent correspondence, such as personal inquiries by people regarding patents 
and applications which are pending in the office. The other correspondence to 
the Patent Office with respect to patent applications in process of examination
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go directly to the examiners. They attend to that. That is to say where the 
examiner has made a report and the reply comes in, that correspondence is 
handled directly by the examiner. In the case of an appeal from an examiner’s 
decision, that is referred to the commissioner. The commissioner is also open 
at all times for consultation by the staff in the handling of any particular appli
cation with which they may be having difficulty.

By Mr. Fleming:
Q. Where is the bottleneck at the present time? You have given us a lengthy 

review of your own duties, and it seems to me it would be quite enough to keep 
any one man pretty busy.—A. I think it is adequate, I assure you.

Q. Is there any possibility of easing the bottleneck by any change in 
administrative set-up of your duties? You require a period of years in which 
to build up an examining staff. Is there any other place in which you can ease 
the present bottleneck?—A. The present bottleneck takes place in the examina
tion of applications, and the delays in attorneys replying to examiners’ reports. 
They are largely on that ground. When the examiners report is sent out the 
attorney has six months in which to reply. If he takes his time in replying ; of 
course it causes congestion. There are very few applications ever filed at the 
Patent Office where a patent issues immediately. They usually require about 
three examinations, and it is these examinations which take up the time and 
naturally result in building up this backlog of cases in the office which you 
cannot get rid of.

Q. I take it that your statement is that the bottleneck at the present 
time is on the examiner level?—A. Yes, it is at the examiner level. I may say 
that in the United States where they usually have seven hundred examiners 
lately there has been a request for three hundred additional examiners, bringing 
their examiner staff up to one thousand. They handle 70,000 to 75,000 appli
cations a year. We handle on the average about 10,000.

Q. Would you give us the statistics of the number of applicatons pending? 
We had some discussion about that the other day. Would that be in this report 
that you are going to file with the committee?—A. Yes, the report gives that; 
the number received.

Q. It would indicate the statistics as to the number pending and the length 
of time they have been pending? Would it give us a breakdown of that by 
years?—A. You cannot do that because the cases carry on from one year to 
another, and a great many of them may be ready for allowance, and although 
it has taken so many years to deal with all the cases you would get a wrong 
impression from a breakdown like that. There are applications in the office 
now filed about 1934 or 1935, and they have been in conflict for three or four 
years. There are five or six cases involved in conflict. We cannot. get the 
conflicting parties down to an agreement among themselves as to who owns the 
invention, and until that is done you cannot dispose of these applications. 
When an application is in conflict, in one case it involved as many as twenty-five 
applicants on the one conflict; all the other applications filed in that particular 
art and pending in the office, were necessarily held up until the conflict was 
decided, until they clear the conflict absolutely.

Hon. Mr. Gibson : They cannot be forced to agree.
The Witness: No. And there is an appeal—when this office finishes with 

a conflict application there is an appeal to the Exchequer Court—the cases go 
there and there is a delay again on the same procedure.

By Mr. Fleming:
• . Q- T.ta^e ^ that there are no statistics available which would advance that

rmation. A. No. You could not get a table of that kind.
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Q. Just one more question and I will sign off. Is the backlog volume increas
ing? Has it been increasing in recent years?—A. It has been increasing since 
the first year of the Patent Office.

Q. Yes. Now, has the increase been rapid in recent years?—A. The increase 
is rapid at the present moment on account of the war, but it was not rapid right 
up until 1939. We are not holding the line and starting to deal with the cases 
which have built up the Patent Office. We started in 1935 with nineteen 
examiners. In 1938 we had twenty-eight examiners. In 1939 we asked for three 
more examiners. In January of 1939 we got one man. We could not get the 
others at all in Canada. They were engaged in commercial enterprise and 
would not enter the office. During the war we could not add to the staff because 
the men were all otherwise employed. Since the cessation of hostilities we 
have been making every effort to build up the staff, and our last application 
to the commission was to give us ten additional examiners, with the results that 
I have already indicated.

The Chairman : You have referred to the great delay which occurs where 
disputes arise as to the ownership of patents—

Hon. Mr, Gibson : Conflicts.
The Witness: Conflicts, yes.
The Chairman : Are you people lacking in power to resolve these conflicts? 

Is there any additional power that you would like, that you think you should have 
now?

The Witness: We have sufficient power under the Act and a certain amount 
of latitude in dealing with applications which come before the office. During the 
war it was, of course, quite impossible to correspond with foreign applicants 
whose cases were in conflict. Since ninety per cent of such cases emanate from 
foreign countries nearly all the people involved in conflict in the office are 
foreigners. During the war it was quite impossible to correspond with a -great 
many of these people, and a great many conflicts have carried over from these 
six years of the war. It is only now that we arc again able to get replies. That 
is why applications- have been pending for a long, long time—due to the war.

By Mr. Irvine:
Q. What are the academic qualifications required of an examiner?—A. He 

would need a basic degree in engineering or chemical science. Some of them 
have their master’s degree in science, and they have to have two years of prac
tical experience. They are also required to be graduates of a university of 
recognized standing.

By Mr. Beaudry:
Q. Am I right in my understanding of your answer to a former question 

relating to another matter that if you had a large staff you might still have prob
lems arising from outside the office which would still create this backlog?—A. 
That is quite true. Even in the United States with all they are doing they still 
have it and there always will be a backlog.

By Mr. Macdonnell:
Q. In connection with this matter of conflicts to which you referred, I think 

you described cases where there were as many as fifteen people in conflict in 
respect of a certain patent; and then you went on to say that naturally your 
branch and everyone else would be held up unless they could clear up the conflict 
which existed?—A. That is right.

Q. It must be extremely difficult to define where there is an actual infringe
ment; and I am wondering if you would care to say something to enlighten the
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committee on that: whether there is any legislative change which could be made 
to overcome that or, if that is clearly a matter for the scientist. It seems to me 
that you might have someone here who could give us a statement as to that.

The Chairman : That bothered me. That is why I asked Mr. Mitchell if 
he needed any more legislative authority.

The Witness: It is purely a matter for the scientists. I think Mr. Robinson, 
the vice-president of the Patent Institute of Canada, who is here, could tell you 
something about the attorneys’ end of it, those working outside, and the nature 
of a lot of these delays. When an application is put in conflict the first thing the 
office does is try to ascertain if there has been a corresponding conflict in any 
other country in which these applications may have been filed; and, if so, what 
was the outcome. Conflicts in the United States go on for sometimes many 
years. In Canada we may be awaiting the outcome of these conflicts in the 
United States before endeavouring to proceed to deal with the conflicts in Canada; 
and it is only fair that they should be allowed time for that to be done.

By Mr. Macdonnell:
Q. They should be allowed that time, regardless.—A. Otherwise they are 

going to jeopardize their interest and possibly take away a right which is theirs.
I do not think it would be fair to take away, or even to interfere with those 
rights. For that reason we have to wait until the report is out to- see what the 
information is; then we have to go ahead and try to clear it up here. If the case 
is still in conflict we have to decide the scope of each claim and which claims 
are in conflict. As I have said already there were as many as twenty-seven cases 
in conflict at one time by one examiner in the particular case I mentioned.

Q. I am still a little perplexed as to what it seems to mean. It means, per
haps inevitably, that we are a little dependent on progress in the United States, 
but they may have been a little dilatory over there ; and you think there is no 
escape from that.—A. There is no escape from that. I think probably Mr. 
Robinson could answer that question.

The Chairman : Would you care to give us an illustration of one of these 
cases of conflict?

The Witness: The conflict of which I was speaking, of course, was in the 
washing-machine field, with respect to which there is a large industry in Canada. 
I cannot tell you anything about it because it is secret. Applications for patents 
themselves are secret and I cannot divulge any details of them to anyone until 
after the issue in conflict has been resolved and the patent issued. You can then 
see our files. If the minister cares to give the committee permission to investi
gate any particular case, of course, that can probably be arranged. Otherwise, 
I shall have to follow the usual procedure.

By Mr. Jaenicke:
Q. Are there any cases in which conflicts take place in Canada where they 

have to wait upon the outcome of a conflict in the United States before the 
Canadian conflict can be dealt with?—A. Not as a rule, because United States 
law is entirely different from Canadian law. In Canada you can only get a 
patent if you are the first inventor. In the United States it is the man in the 
United States who introduces the invention into the United States. There is also 
in the United States certain requirements of diligence. You cannot delay too 
long. Now, we have not got that requirement of diligence here. It might help 
if we had.

Q. But there is nothing in the International Convention that would prevent 
us from proceeding with an adjustment of our own conflict without waiting for 
the outcome over there?—A. There is nothing of an international nature that
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would prevent us dealing with conflicts. The international convention deals 
principally with priority, and a few other rights flowing from that, but it does not 
touch on conflicts.

By Mr. Fulton:
Q. Why could we not say the first man to apply for registration of a patent 

in Canada should "be entitled to it in the same way as they do in the States?— 
A. We might do that to a certain extent, but I do not think it would be practical.
I do not think it can be done.

The Chairman : Gentlemen, we have with us available to give evidence Mr. 
Robinson, the first vice-president of the Patent Institute of Canada. Would it 
be well now to stand aside this first discussion and hear from him? I would think 
that he would have the points pretty well clarified as to delay.

Mr. Fleming: May I ask cne more question, Mr. Chairman?
The Chairman: Yes, Mr. Fleming.

By Mr. Fulton:
I think the commissioner would be prepared to elaborate the answer he gave. 

If he cannot do that, why not?—A. We cannot do that because of the interna
tional convention. We have allowed them a certain period of time within which 
to apply in Canada after filing their patent application in the foreign country. 
We could not go against our international obligations.

Mr. Macdonnell: That raises the question as to whether we should take it 
to the international convention.

The Witness: That might be a matter to be brought before the next inter
national convention. I expect there will be one next year, but there has been no 
revision since before the war, and it was usually revised every ten years. It might 
be that something worth while could be brought up at the next international 
convention.

Mr. Macdonnell: So we are at a disadvantage because we are following a 
system which is apparently more generous than that followed in the United 
States.

The Witness : I think we are more generous in some ways than the United 
States. Of course, the United States people may not think so. That is a matter 
of opinion.

By Mr. Fleming:
Q. I would like to ask the commissioner about examiners. Is there anything 

that can be done to expedite the recruiting of additional personnel? What I am 
particularly interested in is this: Is there anything that can be done at all by 
way of recruiting additional training personnel for the purpose of expediting the 
training of personnel so that we could build up an examining staff faster than we 
are doing at the present time within the department?—A. I could absorb some 
ten associate examiners each year until my staff was up to a total of fifty exam
iners. These ten examiners would have to come in for training under the direc
tion of staff examiners. In other words, when a man comes into the office he 
first of all has to go through the Patent Act and find out what the statutory 
requirements for patents are. He then gets applications of a simple nature to 
examine. He is instructed as to how to examine them. When he has completed 
his simple examinations they are brought before the examiner who confers with 
the associate to see whether or not he is proceeding the right way—just like 
teaching.

Hon. Mr. Gibson: It is like training apprentices.
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The Witness: Yes, you have to go through the training, it cannot be 
acquired otherwise.

By Mr. Fleming:
Q. Is there no way by which you could expedite that procedure by recruiting, 

let us say, training personnel?—A. With fifty examiners we would have most of 
that backlog taken care of. As a matter of fact, the man who came in this 
year might start to be useful next year and the following year he would be able 
to do a trained man’s work. As a matter of fact you sometimes find that at 
the end of the training period he can do as good work as examiners who have 
been with us for fifteen years. His standing depends on the capability of the 
man, and we find that as a rule it takes about three years to train him. After 
that he has a definite value to the office. Unfortunately, it is not infrequently 
the case when we have trained a man he leaves us and goes into private practice 
in an outside office. As a matter of fact recently wre had two very w'ell trained 
men leave us to go into private practice in an outside office. They both went 
to very well known firms of patent attorneys at very much larger salaries. But 
the point is that they got their training in the patent office. We trained them 
for outside interests. And I do not think that is altogether fair to us.

Q. That is not unknown. My other question has to do with printing. 
Anyone w-ho has had anything to do with printing will appreciate the importance 
and the difficulty of printing. What is done in the way of printing now'? Is it 
just that you need more fees ; or, is there some question of ability involved? 
—A. I really could not tell you what stood in the wray of it because the act of 
1935 provided for the printing of patents.

Q. Who has held if off? Why has it not been done?—A. The fact of the 
matter is it probably would have been done before this. The war upset tremend
ously what we w-ere trying to do. We were getting along very nicely up until 
1939. We were getting well ahead every year. We had discussed the possibili
ties of printing. We approached- the Printing Bureau back about 1920 or 
thereabouts and they gave us a price of $19.00 per patent for fifty copies. Their 
price to-day for seventy-five copies of a patent is $62.50 which means that we 
would have to spend, if w'e wrent to the Printing Bureau to get that- done, 
$650,000 each year for the printing of Canadian patents, from which we would 
derive a revenue of probably $20,000 a year.

Q. For whose decision is the printing waiting now'?—A. The printing is 
waiting until we get the money, until we get the space. When we get the space 
we are going to print by an offset photographic method of printing. It has been 
investigated. I went to the United States on the instructions of the former 
Secretary of State. We estimate w7c can print 75 copies of each patent, taking 
the average patent as 15 pages and a page and a half or two pages- of drawings, 
for $15.35.

By Mr. Macdonnell:
Q. Do you mean to say that a government department w'anted 400 per 

cent profit?—A. I do not know w'hether it was profit. It is not the same process 
at all. We are going to use an offset printing process.

The Chatkman: A much cheaper type of printing but you think quite good 
enough for your purpose.

. The Witness: The United States government are reprinting 100 copies of 
Tnitecl States patents by private enterprise. It is let out to a private company 

• ancl they arc printing them for $13.75.
Mr. Fleming: As against the figure of the King’s printer of $62.
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Mr. MaCDONNEll: More than 400 per cent.
Mr. Fleming: I think we ought to be in the printing business.
The Witness: This is the offset process. That is the type of printing which 

we propose to do. The drawings are at the back. I should like you to look at 
the drawings. You can see what we are proposing to do.

By Mr. Fleming:
Q. This is the offset process?—A. Yes. We can print those for 25 cents a 

copy.
Q. That is good enough for anybody?—A. I should imagine so.
Q. But I am still asking who is going to make the decision on the printing?

Is that your decision or is that a matter for the Governor in Council?—-A. It is 
a matter for the Governor in Council. Section 25 of the Patent Act says this:

25. 1 he Commissioner shall, in each year, cause to be prepared and 
laid before parliament a report of the proceedings under this Act, and 
shall, from time to time and at least once in each year, publish a list of 
all patents granted—

which we do in the Patent Office Record—

and may, with the approval of the Governor in Council, cause such 
specification and drawings as are deemed of interest or essential parts 
thereof, to be printed, from time to time, for distribution or sale.

Q. It comes down to this then that the decision to print will have to be 
taken by the Governor in Council, and up to the present time the war has inter
fered, the shortage of paper and printing facilities?—A. And do not forget space.

Q. Space, and then the matter of expense.—A. The office was contemplating 
printing in the very same manner as one of the other departments of the govern
ment, the statistical branch. They print all their own reports by the offset 
process. They have a very nice plant. We looked through the plant. They gave 
us a figure. We investigated very carefully, and our investigation of their plant 
gave us a figure of about $15.

By the Chairman:
Q. Have you obtained estimates or tenders from the printing trade as to 

what this offset printing will cost?—A. We asked two of them to give us a figure 
and they would not touch it.

By Mr. Mayhew:
Q. Would there be any great volume that you would be printing?—A. The 

volume we would be printing?
Q. The volume in offset printing is certainly a very great factor. The initial 

setup is a terrific expense.—A. We timed all the operations at the Bureau of 
Statistics, the preparation of the plates, the setup and then the printing process. 
We investigated each step, and the number of people employed in each step.

The Chairman : Gentlemen, would it meet with your approval to ask Mr. 
Mitchell to make whatever statement he cares to make in a general way on the 
bill and the reasons for the proposed amendments? Then we will proceed to deal 
with the bill a section at a time. I have one other suggestion to make. It does 
seem to me that perhaps the question of space is one reason why there has been a 
delay. If this office is spread around in three different buildings and has wholly 
inadequate space it might be that- the committee would care to make an inspec
tion of the space now occupied by the department and make a recommendation 
in that regard. It may be helpful.

Mr. Macdonnell: Could we not send the steering committee to do that?
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The Chairman : A small committee would serve.
Mr. Fleming : I thought there was someone you were going to call on now.
The Chairman : I would rather have the general statement first.
Mr. Stewart: We are not going to discuss the clauses of the bill now?
The Chairman: Oh no, a general statement first from the commissioner.
The Witness: I will run through the sections.
Mr. Mayhew : Are we here to discuss the bill or are we here to discuss the 

economic operations of the department and its general work?
The Chairman: I do not think we should get too far away from the order of 

reference, but I do think if in the course of our inquiry as to this bill amending 
the Patent Act we gather any information that would be helpful to the depart
ment perhaps we might pass it on.

Mr. B lac km ore: Hear, hear.
The Chairman: All right, Mr. Mitchell.
The Witness : Section 3 of the bill is to facilitate giving information to 

commercial companies in Canada as to patent applications filed in Canada of a 
nature similar to issued foreign patents. On the information which the office may 
give an industry may start up in Canada without being hampered by a patent. 
For instance, if a patent is issued in the United States and an application is not 
filed in Canada a Canadian industrial concern may see this United States 
patent and ask us if a corresponding application has been filed in Canada. If we 
answer “no" and they are clear under all other sections of the Act they may go 
ahead and manufacture in Canada without any possibility of infringement or 
being held responsible for using this particular invention. Section 3 of the bill 
refers to sections 11 and 12 of the Act. The provision as to section 12 of the Act 
is to allow the office to look after secret applications which have been filed during 
the war at the request of foreign countries so that they will not be thrown open 
to ordinary examination, with the possibility of leakage of the information con
tained in them, after March 31 when the temporary legislation ceases to be in 
effect. That is the object of that.

In Great Britain they have secret patents. In the United States they have 
secret patents. This particular section deals only with patents owned by the 
Canadian government, not by any other.

The purpose of section 19 {b) of the Act is only to bring it into harmony 
with the Atomic Energy Act so that we may work with them as closely as 
possible and see that applications filed pertaining to atomic energy are dealt 
with in the manner provided for by the Atomic Energy Act or the rules and 
regulations under that Act.

Section 5 of the bill deals with the repeal of section 23 of the Act. We 
repealed it for the reason that it refers to patents issued prior to the 13th day 
of June, 1923. The last patent issued prior to the 13th day of June, 1923, must 
have expired on the 13th day of June, 1941, so that the section does not really 
fulfil any useful function now.

The reason for the amendment to section 26 is to clarify the section. There 
is nothing of any moment in it. It is a mere case of clarifying the section. 
Section 26 (1) of the Act reads :—

26. (1) Subject to the subsequent provisions of this section, any 
inventor of an invention,

and in subsection 2 it says:—
Any inventor or legal representative of an inventor.

The reason for amending section 26 (1) is to bring it into harmony with 
subsection 2, namely “Any inventor or legal representative of an inventor.”

There are some smaller amendments which may be made to that section
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but they do not alter its import at all. Section 9 of the bill refers to section 28 
of the Act. Its purpose is to permit the filing of applications in Canada at this 
late date when those applications could not have been filed during the war.

There may have been various reasons. We have been a little generous 
here because it does not necessarily have to be a war reason. It may be that 
the person who wants to file his application here did not find it expedient at 
that time to file in Canada but now he wants to come into Canada and file 
his àpplication. Of course, if he comes in and starts an industry we may be 
quite pleased to have him. I do not know.

Section 28 allows the filing of applications in Canada which might have been 
filed or should have been filed during the war years, but as to which the inventor 
was unable to file his application in Canada for personal or other reasons.

Section 10 of -the bill, referring to section 29 of the Act, is a rather debatable 
section in some ways. I want to explain that we require an oath in a Canadian 
application, and there are only three countries in the world which require oaths 
to be filed with the patent applications-. They are the United States, Canada 
and Newfoundland. I do not know how that first came into the Patent Act. 
Probably it was copied from the United States. It may have some use. 
Personally I do not know that it has much use. However, it is in the Act and 
we wanted to clarify when the oath should or may be filed.

Section 11 of the bill has to do with the fee. There is nothing in that.
Section 12 of the bill refers to section 31 of the Act. It is amended to 

clarify it. There was some doubt as to what “action” was. The only action 
that there is in the patent office is examiner’s action. We clarified section 31 
to bring out that the action on which it depended there was the examiner’s 
action.

Section 13 o,f the bill refers to section 32 of the Act. During the last few 
years we have found on a number of occasions joint inventors had made a 
certain invention and had disagreed as to filing an application. The result was 
that an application could not be filed.

We are making provision here that if all the inventors will not make.an 
application one of them may do so. We are not depriving the other inventors 
of the right to come in. If they want to come in and join with the first 
inventor they are at liberty to do so under the Act, Apart from that there 
is a section in this bill which will provide that they can have the register in 
the patent office corrected as to the title to the invention or patent if so desired. 
It is merely to correct a condition that exists. I think it should be corrected 
because it has prevented applications being filed as to a great many useful 
inventions, and knowledge of them being disseminated throughout the country.

Section 14 of the bill is merely a change of the fee.
Section 15 of the bill deals with a typographical error.
Section 16 of the bill deals with what will be section 52 (a) of the Act. 

If any assignment of ownership to a patent is presented in the patent office we 
do not inquire whether the assignment is- a good assignment or not. If every
thing appears to be in order and it is signed by -the contracting parties we 
simply register the assignment, but let us suppose there is an application for a 
patent and an assignment is filed which is a fraudulent assignment.

There was no provision in the Act for going to the Exchequer Court to 
correct the register of the patent office. This section of the bill is merely to 
correct the register, the ownership of title to the patent. It has nothing whatever 
to do with purging the register of lapsed patents. It is only to correct the 
ownership.

Secion 73, deals with the tariff of fees for the purpose of printing. During the 
sitting of this committee it has been represented to me that section 77 of the
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Act which is dealt with in section 18 of the bill should be repealed in toto 
and not merely by way of an amendment to the section. I suppose that will be 
discussed at a later date.

The Chairman: Is there anything more?

By Mr. Beaudry.
Q. Do I understand you are the commissioner both of patents and copy

rights?—A. Yes, there is a connection between copyrights and industrial designs. 
There is a very close tie between industrial designs and patents and you cannot 
separate them.

Q. Would you be good enough to tell me what the rank is of the highest 
French-speaking officer in your department?—A. The highest ranking French 
officer in the department at the present moment is the assistant commissioner. 
The late assistant commissioner retired a year and a half ago, but he was off for 
six months due to illness before that. As a matter of fact, the new assistant 
commissioner was appointed last week.

By Mr. Lesage:
Q. Just one question; Section 52A is there any special procedure in connec

tion with that?—A. That would come under the procedure of the Exchequer 
Court and would be governed by the rules of that court.

Q. Would notice be given?—A. They would have to serve the office.
Q. Is there anything in the Act or would it be at the option of the clerk?— 

A. No, they would serve the office with the notice because we would be the party 
to it. We would produce our books and say, “Here is the situation; we did 
register this. It is registered under so-and-so and here is the assignment,”

Q. It would not be by way of ex parte procedure?—A. There might be an 
ex parte procedure because it might be so,obvious it is fraudulent that it might 
be by way of ex parte procedure.

Q. Who is going to decide that? Would it be according to the rules of the 
Exchequer Court?—A. It would be decided by the Exchequer Court. The 
Exchequer Court has full powers in this matter.

The Chairman: Would the committee care to hear a general statement 
from the vice-president of the Patent Institute, before we go into the bill clause 
by clause? All those in favour?

Some Hon. Members: Agreed.

Christopher Robinson, Vice-President of the Patent Institute of Canada,
called :

The Witness: Mr. Chairman, at this stage there is not very much, on 
behalf of the Patent Institute, I can usefully say. We think that the purposes 
of the bill are good and, in general, we agree with the proposals made. We 
have some suggestions to make concerning the phraseology of some of the pro
visions. We will also offer some suggestions concerning possible additional 
provisions covering one or two points. We think it would be useful to deal with 
them since the Aot is being amended. We have some criticisms of the inclusion 
of certain provisions but whether, Mr. Chairman, it is desirable that those be 
put forward at this stage, before the bill is being considered section by section—

The Chairman: Is it your intention to attend the committee meetings 
during the entire course of our enquiry?

The Witness : Yes, sir.
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The Chairman : Then, in that event, if you will indicate to the. committee 
when we reach the sections upon which you wish to speak, I think that would be 
the proper procedure.

Mr. Jackman: I wonder if Mr. Robinson would tell us what the Patent 
Institute is? What are some of the problems as seen through the eyes of the 
institute? Who supports the institute?

Mr. Irvine: That is the information I desire, too; will you tell us about 
the Patent Institute, its relationship to this department and so on?

The Witness: The Patent Institute of Canada is an association of what you 
might call, shortly, patent attorneys. Actually, they are people, some of whom 
are members of the Bar and some of whom are not, but generally the principal 
occupation of whom is to give advice to people who have invented something 
they desire to have patented, or to manufacturers who may desire to undertake 
the manufacture of some article and wish to know whether they are likely to get 
into patent trouble if they do. All the members of the institute are principally, 
if you like, professional advisers on patent matters, some of them being members 
of the Bar and some not.

By Mr. Michaud:
Q. How many members are. there in your institute, approximately?—A. We 

have about forty Canadian members, we have about twenty British associates 
and I should think probably thirty to forty foreign associates.

Q. Arc all the individuals who perform your functions, members of your 
institute?—A. No, the institute does not cover all people who engage in this 
profession in Canada.

By Mr. Jackman:
Q. May I ask you whether the leading patent solicitors of this country are 

members of your association? Have you a good representation among them?— 
A. There might be a difference of opinion on that. I can say this, most of the 
people who are in this profession in Canada are members of the institute.

By Mr. Jaenicke:
Q. It is not a compulsory society, a society such as the Law Society where 

everyone must be a member?—A. No, not at all.
Q. It is a voluntary organization?—A. Yes.

By Mr. Fulton:
Q. Have you any special relationship with the Patent Office or the com

missioner?—A. No.
Q. It is just a matter of grace and courtesy?—A. We have no special 

relationship except that we are, naturally, in contact with the Patent Office all 
the time because that is our job.

By Mr. Irvine:
Q. Are you good friends?—A. Sometimes ; I think perhaps occasionally 

we make the commissioner’s life a burden.

By Mr. Jackman:
Q. The members pay fees and they keep a central office going?—A. Yes.
Q. You are the vice-president. Is this just a position of honour for you? 

Is your main source of income from your private practice or are you engaged 
full time by the institute?—A. No, my main source of income is from my
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practice. There is no income provided for the officers of the institute with the 
exception of an honorarium for the secretary. All the officers are carrying on 
their ordinary practice.

Q. Even the secretary?—A. Even the secretary.

By Mr. Michaud:
Q. You are not like the high officers of a labour union?—A. No, we are 

not a very large organization because the number of people who are engaged 
in this profession, if you took them all, both in and out of the institute, is not 
very great.

By Mr. Jackman:
Q. How old is the organization?—A. It goes back to 1926. It was incor

porated in 1935.
Mr. Fleming: I think the suggestion that we call on Mr. Robinson as we 

read the provisions of the bill section by section is a good one. However, I 
wonder if there are any general representations he may desire to make other 
than the views he has already expressed?

Mr. Rinfret: Perhaps you have some general information you wish to 
give the committee?

Mr. Jackman : Mr. Robinson may want to make some general statement in 
regard to how the Patent Act operates in Canada. Are there any particular 
difficulties? Arc you labouring under any particular difficulties, or is it too easy 
for people to get patents in Canada?

The Witness: I should say the statute is a'good one but, like every statute, 
there are possibilities for improving it. I think the main difficulty is the diffi
culty which the commissioner has mentioned, that is with regard to the 
insufficiency of space and the insufficiency of staff in the Patent Office to take 
care of the work. This is a most unsatisfactory condition and one which I 
think everyone agrees should be cleared up as soon as it is possible to do so. 
As the commissioner indicated, it cannot be done over night because the Patent 
Office is suffering from the results of years, if you like, of neglect. This office 
has not been given the staff or space it should have been given. The result 
is the work has just piled up in the Patent Office.

The difficulty in that connection in this country is that you get a patent 
for seventeen years from the date from which it is granted. From the date 
of the grant you have a monopoly on that invention for seventeen years. The 
theory of the thing is that you can only obtain a patent on something from 
which the public has never had any benefit before. You can only obtain a 
patent on something which is new. In the United States they say, “Well, if 
you will disclose to us this new thing of which you talk and which should be of 
general benefit to the public, we, in return for such disclosure, so that anyone 
who reads the patent will be able to put it into practice, will give you a monopoly 
for a certain term of years. This will only be for a limited term, the idea 
being when the monopoly is over, the public will have the full benëfit of your 
invention.” The alternative would be to have the inventor keep the secret and 
the public would not have any benefit from it.

By Mr. Michaud:
Q. Would ydb happen to know what period of time is granted in the other 

countries.'1—A. Yes, in the United States, it is seventeen years from the date 
0 îjlc Srant; in England, it is sixteen years from the date of the application; 
m Mance, it is twenty years from the date of the application; in Germany, it 
was eighteen—
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By Mr. Rinfret:
Q. From the application or the grant?—A. From the application. The 

difference between the North American way of dealing with it and, in general, 
the European way of dealing with it, is that in North America, both in the 
United States and Canada,' the patents run from the date of the grant. As a 
result, if the granting of the patent is held up, the term of the monopoly may, in 
effect, be extended. Once you have filed an application—let us say you are 
making an article upon which you have applied for a patent—you are entitled 
to mark it '“patent pending” or “patent applied for” ; all the members of the 
committee 'have seen those words. This mark has no legal validity -at all. So 
long as the patent has not been granted -anyone is perfectly free to make the 
thing which is covered by the patent application.

The difficulty arises in this way : if the article is one which would cost a 
lot of money to manufacture, or one which would entail a large capital expendi
ture, either in building a factory or something else, the manufacturers could not 
take a chance on doing that because they know that some time or another—they 
cannot tell when—the patent is going to come out with the result that if some 
thing is not covered by the patent application—unless it is the kind of thing that 
can be made in large volume and at low capital cost and quickly it is very 
unlikely that anyone is going to assume the risk of starting to manufacture, 
because you might have to stop in two weeks ; he could have three years-. That 
is why it is desirable that applications should be brought out of the Patent Office 
as quickly as possible ; they should be either definitely refused or granted as 
soon as possible.

By Mr. Jaenicke:
Q Is that the fault of the Patent Office always, or sometimes the fault of 

the attorneys?—A. I think it is possibly the fault of both; because there is no 
doubt about it that if the Patent Office is not in a position to force the thing on— 
there are certain legal delays attaching to the issue of a patent itself. For 
example, after you file an application the examiner considers it and he may 
rightly say you cannot have your patent or you cannot have the patent in as 
broad terms as you have asked for because there are, or there may be, other 
patents covering very much the same sort of -thing. And now, when you receive 
a communication from the examiner under the Patent Act you have a period 
of six months in which to answer that letter. It must be answered within six 
months otherwise the application is vacated. It is quite true that in a great 
many cases- probably the full six months is taken ; but the average lapse of 
time under the present provisions before there is any action by the examiner is " 
far over six months. It might be possible, particularly if the Patent Office were 
up to date in its work eventually to cut that time down a little bit; but in 
almost all countries they do give a term of about six months. Some give longer. 
A few give as little as four months. But you have got to consider the difficulties 
of a man who may be living in South Africa or Australia who has applied for a 
patent in Canada. A letter has to go out to him; and then probably some patent 
attorney in Australia has to get in touch with his client and they have to exchange 
some correspondence to arrive at a decision -as to what to do about it and then 
they have to write back. The six-month limit is not I think on the whole 
unreasonable; but by and large I think the -great delay under present conditions, 
is not the fault pf the Patent Office staff but it is delay within the patent office; 
and there simply are not enough examiners to examine these cases and act on 
them as soon as they come in, as would be desirable. As -an indication of the 
sort of thing that can be done under satisfactory conditions you must consider 
the United States before the war. Not now, of course. They made beginning
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in the middle ‘30’s—a concerted effort to bring their work more up to date. For 
one thing they increased the number of their staff enormously, with the result 
that just before the war you got the first action by the examiner ; that is, you 
got the first letter from the examiner in anywhere from four to six months, if 
your application had not failed. In the United States the time limit is now about 
fifteen months. In Canada I think it is considerably longer than that. The 
important thing, as the commissioner indicated, is to get more space and more 
staff and bring the work up to date. If that were done it would be much easier 
for the Patent Office in dealing with' applications to get- on with the job. There 
are cases, of course, where a person representing a client takes advantage of the 
opportunity for delay. . I have no doubt done it myself—taken advantage of the 
fact that the' work is so far behind. Some members of the committee are no 
doubt members of the Bar and they know that their professional obligations 
in certain cases may be, to be fair to their client, to apply the rules of court 
in a way. that is most advantageous to him. But that does not mean that 
looking at it as a member of the public, you may think that these rules are, 
first, the best ones to have. You may well think it would be desirable to have 
different rules, rules which would not make that sort of thing possible.

By the Chairman:
Q. I take it that once an application for a patent is filed in most instances 

the applicant is reasonably well-protected?—A. Well, he is protected in this way 
that he has established an official date on which he must have made his inven
tion, because he must have made his invention by the time he filed his applica
tion. Once he has filed it he is protected from the point of view of somebody 
else coming along and getting in ahead of him, that he and not they are entitled 
to the invention.

Q. Yes?—A. And mind you that protection is not absolute.
Q. No; but if he finds anyone entering the field on a temporary basis, which 

anyone can do.—A. Yes.
Q. If he finds anyone entering the field he can then—perhaps they are try

ing to take advantage of this time limit—he can then press for the grant of his 
patent?—A. Well, in exceptional cases like that he can get what is called a special 
order from the commissioner for immediate action on his application. If you can 
make a showing that you are going to be prejudiced by the normal delays in 
having the case taken up for consideration within the Patent Office you can get 
an order from the commissioner directing the examiner to take that case out of 
its turn. For example, in a case such as you are suggesting, where someone is 
infringing, is using your invention, and you want to get your patent out. But 
that is something which has to do naturally with the benefit to the applicant—

Q. I was coming to that. I was just prefacing my question, leading up to a 
further point. Then, the way our present legislation sits, the applicant can 
extend the seventeen year benefit which he has under a patent perhaps another 
three or four years by being dilatory in prosecuting his application.—A. Well, 
I think perhaps that is putting it a little high. In the first place, the applicant 
has got to answer the action by the examiner within six months. He cannot put it 
off any longer than that. If the Patent Office were able to deal with the applica
tions and with the replies on their official actions promptly you could very much 
cut down the length of time that it takes an "application to go through from the 
time of filing to the time of the issue of a patent. It would depend pretty much 
upon the individual case. Some cases, of course, are a great deal more difficult 
than others. But, if the Patent Office were fully staffed they would be able to cut 
down the time within the office. And I think it is fair to say this, that in cases 
wieie the answer to an official objection to an examiner is not a full answer
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the examiner would be in a much better position to hold the applicant’s answer 
up until, let us say, you have got the full answer ; or, he could say: now you 
have not given us a full answer and your application is abandoned.

Q. Answering now as a member of the general public and not as a patent 
attorney, what would you say as to an amendment to the present act to make the 
patent term extend for only seventeen years from the date of application?—A. 
Well, I think seventeen years from the date of application would be rather short.
I might say, Mr. Chairman, that there have been a great many suggestions, par
ticularly in the United States, for the limiting of the time of the patent by 
reference to the date of filing. On this basis, for example, a patent might run 
not for twenty years from date of filing and not for seventeen years from date 
of granting—in a great number of cases where applications have been pending 
for a very long time that would be perfectly satisfactory, and a satisfactory 
provision if the work of the Patent Office were up to date; but so long as the 
work of the Patent Office is not up to date it might work very great hardship 
on the applicant.

Q. But you have already told us that he is reasonably well protected 
anyway. If anyone invades the field during the time the application is pending 
there is provision for very prompt action.—A. One difficulty about that is that 
you do not always know whether anybody is invading your field or not, par
ticularly in the case of a foreign application; and, if you had to deal specially 
with a very large proportion of applications, had to get them dealt with specially 
it would very much decrease your difficulty. It is only in the very, very rare 
case—

By Mr. Rinjret:
Q. Would you be right in saying that there are absolutely no cases where 

the applicant is interested say definitely in delaying the application?—A. I 
certainly would not. Perhaps I have not made myself clear. The point I am 
trying to make to the committee is that from the public point of view everything 
should be done to prevent any abuse of formal procedure within the Patent 
Office and to get the patents out as quickly as they can possibly be got out. I do 
not think that the tijtne limits that are in the act for answering official objections 
.are unduly long.

By the Chairman:
tQ. May I put it this way : from your experience, your wide experience as a 

patent attorney, can you foresee that any substantial harm or injury would 
. occur to an applicant if an over-all ceiling of twenty years from the date of 

application should be written into the act?—A. Under present conditions, yes. 
Under conditions such as existed in the United States patent office before the 
war, I should say, probably not. And I emphasize again that I am speaking 
personally.

Q. Would you elaborate on the “yes”?—A. Because of the inevitable delays 
in getting the applications dealt with in the Patent Office.

Q. Do you know of any specific cases where infringements are taking place 
during this interim period between the date of application and the date of issue 
of the patent? Your answer “yes” rather involved that. That-is why I asked 
that supplementary question.—A. No. It is difficult to put your finger on par
ticular cases ; but there is this point, that in a good many cases it may be 
undesirable for anyone to start in on the manufacture of, or to make much 
disclosure about an invention before a patent has been granted.

Q. Do you think an applicant would not embark upon a heavy expenditure 
getting ready for production until he actually had his patent?—A. Aery often 
that is t-l'ie position; and very often he is afraid to make much disclosure about
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the invention, particularly if it is one that can be made fairly quickly and with 
low capital expenditure, because his patent may be delayed a long time and you 
do not know how many other people are going to come into the field.

Q. What would you suggest then as an over-all ceiling if the three-year 
period is not long enough? What would you suggest would be a proper period?— 
A. I haven’t got the figures with me now. We did have at one time some figures 
on the average pendency of applications.

Q. Perhaps you could look them up and let us have them later.—A. It 
seems to me that in principle a reasonable ceiling might be one of seventeen 
years, plus the average pendency of applications now; that, possibly, to be 
reduced if it were possible to get applications out more quickly.

The Chairman : It is now five minutes to one. The agenda committee met 
and decided to recommend that our next meeting this week be on Friday morning 
at 11 o’clock. Shall we adjourn until Friday at 11 a.m.?

Mr. Low : I so move.
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MINUTES OF PROCEEDINGS
Friday, February 28, 1947.

The Standing Committee on Banking and Commerce met at 11.00 a.m., the 
Chairman, Mr. Cleaver, presiding.

Members 'present■ Messrs. Black, (Cumberland), Blackmore, Cleaver, 
Dechene, Dionne (Beauce), Fleming, Fraser, Fulton, Gour, Harkness, Hazen, 
Irvine, Isnor, Jaenicke, Jutras, Lesage, Macdonnell {Muskoka-Ontario), Marquis, 
Michaud, Quelch, Rinfret, Ross {Souris), Stewart {Winnipeg North), Strum 
(Mrs.), Timmins.

In attendance: Hon. C. W. G. Gibson, Secretary of State; Mr. J. T. Mitchell, 
Commissioner of Patents and other officials of the Patent and Copyright office, 
and Mr. Christopher Robinson, Vice-President of the Patent Institute of 
Canada.

At the request of Mr. Jaenicke, it was ordered that the following correction 
be made in the printed minutes of evidence of February 25, viz:

In the three first lines of paragraph eight, for the words “Are there any 
cases in which conflicts take place in Canada where they have to wait upon the 
outcome of a conflict in the United States before the Canadian conflict can be 
dealt with?”, substitute the following:

“Are there any cases in which conflicts take place in the United States where 
they have to wait upon the outcome of a conflict in Canada before the United 
States conflict can be dealt with?”

On motion of Mr. Jaenicke,
Ordered,—That there be printed 750 copies in English and 250 copies in 

French of the Minutes of Proceedings and Evidence relating to Bill No. 16, An 
Act to amend the Patent Act, 1935.

On motion of Mr. Fleming,
Resolved,—That Mr. Rinfret be appointed Vice-Chairman of the Committee.
The Committee resumed consideration of Bill No. 16, An Act to amend the 

Patent Act, 1935.
Mr. Mitchell was recalled. He read statements in answer to questions asked 

at the last sitting, and was further examined.
Mr. Fleming submitted a copy of Sessional Paper No. 101A, dated 18th 

July, 1946, and it was ordered that the said document be printed in this day’s 
proceedings. {See Appendix “A’).

Examination of Mr. Mitchell was continued until 12.50 p.m., when the 
Committee adjourned until Tuesday, March 4, at 11.00 a.m.

R. ARSENAULT,
Clerk of the Committee.
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MINUTES OF EVIDENCE
House of Commons, 
February 28, 1947.

The standing Committee on Banking and Commerce met this day at 11.00 
a.m. The Chairman, Mr. Hughes Cleaver, presided.

The Chairman: Gentlemen, we have a quorum. Shall we proceed?
Mr. Jaenicke: Mr. Chairman, before we proceed I wish to request correc

tion of the record of the last meeting. On page 18 I am reported to have asked 
the following question:

Are there any cases in which conflicts take place in Canada where 
they have to wait upon the outcome of a conflict in the United States 
before the Canadian conflict can be dealt with?

I think, Mr. Chairman, you will recollect that my question was just the other 
way about. It should read: e

Are there any cases in which conflicts take place in the United States 
where they have to wait upon the outcome of a conflict in Canada before 
the United States conflict can be dealt with?

Of course, that was my question. The answer and the previous evidence would 
indicate that.

The Chairman: Yes, thank you, Mr. Jaenicke; that correction has been 
noted.

Before we proceed with Mr. Mitchell’s evidence, I should have asked the 
committee at our Last meeting to indicate how many copies of the Minutes of 
Proceedings and Evidence of this committee with respect to bill 16 should be 
printed. The suggestion has been made to me that we should have 750 copies 
printed in English and 250 copies in French. What is your pleasure in that 
regard?

Mr. Fulton: I so move.
The Chairman: Mr. Fulton moves that in respect of bill 16—
Mr. Fulton: I asked a question, why so many? Normally, it is 500 copies 

in English and 200 in French. Is there any particular reason why we should 
vary that?

Mr. Fleming: Does that include the number furnished to members of 
parliament?

The Chaibman: That is the over-all number.
Mr. Irvine: Must that motion go through to-day? The number we require 

might be determined by what sort of matter is contained in the report. If the 
question is not an urgent one, we might settle it some other day. Otherwise, I 
am in favour of printing the larger number.

The Chairman: In order to be safe, so we would not be short of copies of 
the first meeting, and as there was no authority from the committee, I took the 
responsibility for ordering a sufficient number printed. They are in your hands, 
now. As to the subsequent issues I am, of course, in the hands of the committee.

Mr. Hazen: What does the clerk of the committee advise? He must have 
a good deal of experience in these matters.

33
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Mr. Fulton: Will you tell us whether the 250 extra make much difference 
to the cost of printing?

The Chairman : Very little difference in the cost.
Mr. Jaenicke: I so move.
The Chairman: Mr. Jaenicke moves, in respect of bill 16, an Act to amend 

the Patent Act, that 750 copies be printed in English and 250 copies be printed 
in French of the Minutes of Proceedings and Evidence of this committee. All 
those in favour?

Motion carried.
Will you carry on, Mr. Mitchell, please? You might first table the informa

tion which you promised to give the committee when you were giving your 
evidence last Tuesday.

J. T. Mitchell, Commissioner of Patents, recalled :

The Witness: Mr. Chairman, there was a question asked with respect to 
international conventions for the protection of industrial property. I should like 
to read the following memorandum in reply to that question:

The convention was signed at Paris, March 20, 1883, and revised at 
Brussels, December 14, 1900; at Washington, June 2, 1911; at The Hague, 
November 6, 1925, and lastly at London, June 2, 1934.

The contracting countries constituted themselves into a union for the 
protection of industrial property.

The protection of industrial property is concerned with patents, 
utility models, industrial designs and models, trade marks, trade names 
and indications of source or appellations of origin and the repression of 
unfair competition.

On January 1, 1946, the general union comprised 37 member countries. 
Canada became a member'on September 1, 1923, and adheres to the text 
of The Hague revision.

This brief explanation of the union will be confined to patent 
applications and patents.

Article 4 of the convention provides that any person who has duly 
deposited an application for a patent in one of the contracting countries, 
shall enjoy for the purposes of deposit in the other countries a right of 
priority during a stated period.

The period of priority for patents is twelve months and there are 
regulations respecting the declaration to be made by the applicant of the 
date and country of first deposit, the proof of deposit such as a certificate 
from the proper authority and other formalities.

In effect this section means that conforming to certain formalities 
any person who files an application in any country of the union may file 
the application in any other country of the union not later than twelve 
months thereafter and enjoy the rights and advantages he would have in 
the other country if he had filed the application not later than the filing 
in the first country. The rights and advantages of a patentee of any 
country of the union in any other country of the union are the same as 
those granted to nationals of that other country.

Article 5 of the convention provides that the importation by the 
patentee into the country where the patent has been granted of articles 
manufactured in any of the countries of the union shall not entail 
revocation of the patent. Nevertheless each of the contracting countries 
shall have the right to take the necessary legislative measures to prevent
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the abuses which might result from the exclusive rights conferred by the 
patent, for example, failure to work, but in no case can a patent be made 
liable to such measures before the expiration of three years from the date 
of grant of the patent.

This means that a patentee may import the article manufactured in 
any of the countries of the union into the country where the patent has 
been granted for a period not exceeding three years from the date of grant 
of the patent. Importation and/or failure to jvork after three years 
would bring the patentee within the patent regulations of the country 
where the patent was granted, unless the patentee is able to justify the 
importation or non-manufacture by legitimate reasons. In the Canadian 
Patent Act there is provision for the commissioner to grant a licence 
precluding the importation of a patented article and either requiring the 
patentee to work the invention in Canada or permitting the manufacture 
by other persons.

There are other articles referring to the use of patented inventions 
used on board ships, aircraft and land vehicles temporarily or accidentally 
penetrating the country, the granting of temporary protection for goods 
exhibited at official or international exhibitions held in the territory of 
one of the contracting countries, the establishment of government depart
ments for communication to the public of patents, etc., but the articles 
explained in detail are the main clauses dealing with patents.

Does that answer the question?
There was a second question asked dealing with a review of the printing 

estimates.
In January 1919, the Printing Bureau estimated, the cost of printing 

a patent of average length at $22.90. This was for fifty copies in 
pamphlet form 11" x 8". With the yearly issue then at 7,200 the cost 
would have been $164,000.

In June 1925, the King’s Printer gave an estimate for fifty copies 
of approximately $22.00 per patent. With the annual issue at 9,000 at that 
time the cost would have been $198,000.

In 1929 the office made another estimate of $21.90 per patent and 
with the yearly issue of 9,000 the cost would have been $197,000.

In 1931, a firm outside of Ottawa made a proposition for reproduction 
at a cost approximately $7.00 per patent for twenty-five copies but could 
not guarantee more than 50 patents per week or 2,500 yearly. As the 
patent issue was then 11,000 yearly the proposition was not further 
considered.

In 1935 an estimate for reproduction by a photographic process was 
submitted at a cost of $7.50 per patent for thirty copies. The yearly 
cost at that time for an issue of 8,700 patents would have been approx
imately $65,000. This estimate was not satisfactory as it was made on the 
basis that the work Would be done in the Patent Office but was based 
on outside working hours and conditions.

Now, those are entirely different from the hours and conditions prevailing in 
the government service.

None of the above estimates took into account the editing or the 
cost of filing and storage.

In October 1946 the patent institute and the office thoroughly inves
tigated the reproduction of patents by printing and photographic processes. 
In the first place an estimate from the Printing Bureau was obtained. 
For printing the letter press and making line cuts of the drawings their 
figure was $62.00 a patent for seventy-five copies or with an issue of 
10,000 patents, a yearly cost of $620,000. In addition, the bureau stated 
they were not equipped to undertake such additional amount of work.
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Some local firms were approached but they declined to estimate 
because they could not obtain space, labour or printing machinery.. Firms 
outside of Ottawa are not considered desirable as there is always the risk 
of loss of irreplaceable papers in transport as well as the additional time 
required for such transport.

A method of reproduction already in use in another government 
department was selected for extended investigation. It consists of the 
formation by photographic process of printing plates from which any 
number of copies may be printed. It is thus a facsimile of the patent 
specification and drawing and there can be no compositor’s errors and 
proof reading is eliminated. Reproduction or enlargement can be made 
but the size of copy selected for computing cost was 7" x 9^" which is 
slightly smaller than the 9" x 11" British and United States copies. The 
size of 7" x 9-J" gives the most economical use of negatives and plates. 
Without going into further detail the various steps for preparation of copy, 
production of plates, press work, gathering, stapling, cost of material and 
labour, depreciation of equipment and other items were carefully consi
dered and it was estimated that if the Patent Office undertook the work 
it could be done for $15.00 for seventy-five copies of each patent, or on 
an issue of 10,000 patents for $150,000.

I should like to say here that the average patent is about fifteen pages with 
about 1 • 75 or 2 sheets of drawing. The basis on which that is computed is the 
consideration of 1,000 patents, 1,000 regular patents considered during a 
continuous period.

This does not include the cost of the equipment necessary for the work. 
Such equipment consists of cameras, plate machines, presses, cutters, folders, 
staplers and other necessary apparatus. The cost of these amounts'to $36,000.

I gave the figure last Tuesday of $50,000 for equipment. The actual figure 
we received was $36,000, so I errecf on the safe side by saying $50,000.

In addition, filing racks for storage of the copies would be required from 
year to year. If you undertake the printing of patents, we will require about 
an acre of space in the basement of the building to carry copies of patents for 
the next ten or fifteen years. Copies will be placed in steel racks which will 
be set about 2 feet 6 inches apart. These racks will carry all the patents which 
we print. Copies will be drawn from there to send out to the public as required.

The estimated floor space for the printing establishment would be 6,000 
square feet and filing space for ten years, 40,000 square feet. I think that is 
approximately the area I gave you.

In November, 1946, the commissioner of patents and another officer 
of the Patent Office visited the United States Patent Office in Washington 
to study their methods of printing and reproducing patents. In the 
United States the copy is edited in the Patent Office and the specifications 
to be printed are sent to their government printing office. Here, there 
is a section set aside for patents and no other class of work is done in 
that section. They have their own linotypes, monotypes, presses and all 
other necessary composing and printing devices. Normally, 104 copies of 
each patent are printed—4 on bond paper for special use and 100 copies 
on ordinary paper. For some classes of invention for which there is a 
great demand for copies an additional hundred copies are printed. In 
their printing office only the letterpress is produced. The reproduction of 
the drawing is done by outside contract by a plant in Washington. The 
Patent Office places the heading on the drawing before sending it there. 
In addition to reproducing the drawing this firm is forwarded the printed 
part of the patent from the printing office and assembles, staples, bundles 
and delivers the complete patent to the Patent Office.
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The cost of each operation was supplied and in every instance it was 
below the figures quoted by corresponding Canadian bureau or firms.

The reproduction of exhausted copies and the printing of their Official 
Gazette which corresponds to the Canadian Patent Office Record were 
also studied and while the information obtained will be very useful it 
will not be dealt with here as it is not directly concerned with the original 
printing of the patents. It will be sufficient to state that the United States 
Patent Office produces their copies of patents at a cost of $26.80 for one 
hundred and four copies.

I want to explain in connection with the figure of $26.80, the patent 
specifications are printed and not photographed ; only the drawings are 
photographed.

Mr. Fleming: May I interrupt before the commissioner continues his 
remarks on the next item which is a rather different one? I should like to draw 
the attention of the committee to sessional paper No. 101A which was submitted 
to the House by the Secretary of State and which is dated July 18, 1946, and 
in which there is some material dealing with the subject of printing. It might 
be helpful to the members of the committee if a copy of this sessional paper were 
placed in the record of the committee proceedings.

The Chairman : Is it 101A dated July 18, 1946?
Mr. Fleming : Yes, Mr. Chairman; fortunately I have a copy of it here. 

It is about two and a half pages in length. I think it would be helpful to have 
it on the record.

The Chairman : May I see it?

By Mr. Fraser:
Q. Mr. Chairman, may I ask the commissioner what the cost is of printing 

of what you call your monthly bulletin?—A. At one time it cost $50,000 a year.
Q. How many copies were made?—A. A thousand copies at that time. You 

may remember that the number was reduced to about 800 during the war but 
we have gone back again to printing a thousand copies.

Q. Is that monthly or weekly?—A. It is a weekly publication. It is done 
under the Patent Act, section 25 I think it is; the same section as deals with 
the printing of patents. But I want to point out that that amount of money, 
$50,000 which was originally voted has been reduced from time to time, down 
to about $30,000 to $35,000. I have with me two copies of the Patent Record 
which I think may be informative as to what happens when the cost is reduced. 
In October of 1932 the appropriations for printing were reduced considerably. 
In fact, they were all used up and we had to make a saving ; we had to print 
the Patent Office Record by reducing the size of the drawings and also by 
putting three columns-to a page instead of two columns as formerly. Also we 
were reduced to one claim, only one claim appended to each patent; and that 
materially interfered with the search being made at the Patent Office because 
the examiners did not have available to them the full set of claims usually 
submitted with the patent. The examiner’s files consist of drawings submitted 
in connection with the application and in connection with each of these drawings 
claims related to the patent as shown in the Patent Office Record are attached. 
This material all used to be included in the Patent Office Record, and cutting 
down the Record materially interfered with examination in the Patent Office. 
Luckily that only went on for about six months, but those six months did cause 
quite a lot of trouble.

The Chairman : Mr. Fleming, would you care to indicate to the committee 
what part of sessional paper 101A you believe should go into the record?
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Mr. Fleming: Mr. Chairman, I think the whole of it might well go in. 
It is all germane to the matters discussed at the last meeting, and also to matters 
referred to by the commissioner.

The Chairman : Is it the wish of the committee that sessional paper 101 A, 
dated July 18, 1946, a return to an order of the House, should be added as an 
appendix to to-day’s proceedings?

Mr. Fleming: Perhaps it would be helpful to the committee if I just read 
the headings as noted:

Office Accommodation 
Staff
Printing of Canadian Patents 
United States Classified Patents 
Printing of Classification Manual 
Classified Canadian Patents 
Secret Applications

Some Hon. Members: Agreed.
The Chairman : Return 101A will be added as an appendix to to-day’s 

evidence.
(Appendix A: Sessional paper 101A.)
The Chairman: Are there any further questions arising out of the statements 

which have already been read?

By Mr. Fraser:
Q. I have a question, Mr. Chairman: It was said that they would have to 

have additional equipment and extra space if they were to handle their own 
printing. You could not do that with what you have at the present time?— 
A. No, we could not. You realize that if you print seventy-five copies of ten 
thousand patents you will have 750,000 copies of patents in storage awaiting 
sale. And remember, that in the first year or two you may not sell fifty 
thousand or a hundred thousand. You may have to wait till they accumulate 
for ten years before you would be able to get anything like a good return on the 
number sold.

Q. Then there is another question I want to ask: This space which you 
would have to have would have to be fireproof, and you would have to have a 
certain amount of air-conditioning so your records would not be destroyed?— 
A. Yes, and preferably it would require to be on ground level so that the weight 
of that accumulation of paper, amounting to many tons, would not put undue 
stress on the walls of the building. I may say that in the United States they 
sell about four million to 4,250,000 copies of patents yearly, giving them a 
revenue of about $1,000,000 at the present rate of 25 cents per copy.

By Mr. Jaenicke:
Q. From what you said, Mr. Mitchell, I understand that you would be 

precluded under section 65 and section 66 of the Act from taking any action 
until after the expiration of three years?—A. Oh, definitely; it states that in 
section 65.

By Mr. Lesage:
Q. It is the same as the British Act, is it not?—A. It is the same as the 

British Act. It was copied from the British Act verbatim with certain changes 
made to suit our Canadian conditions. I think you will find that in the first 
paragraph in section 65.
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Q. After the expiration of three years?—A. After the expiration of three 
years, yes. You will also find at the end of section 65, subsection (3) it states:

.... it shall be taken that patents for new inventions are granted
not only to encourage invention but to secure that new inventions shall
so far as possible be worked on a commercial scale in Canada without
undue delay.

You will find that in subsection (3) of clause 65 of the present act.

By Mr. Stewart:
Q. Would you give us an interpretation of “undue delay”?—A. Well, 

“undue delay” means after the expiration of three years. If there is an abuse 
of the patent by the public not being supplied with the patented article to an 
adequate extent or on reasonable terms, or also if it is interfering with certain 
trade or industry in Canada, then any time after three years is undue delay. 
They may come in anytime but as a matter of fact if they come in immediately 
after the three years the patentee would probably be given six months in which 
to show reason why licences should not be granted.

Mr. Stewart : Thank you.

By Mr. Hazen:
Q. Do you make copies of patents?—A. Well, at the present time copies of 

patents may cost you anywhere from $2.50 to $4; and we have been issuing 
about four or five thousand copies per year, giving us a revenue of about $12,000, 
somewhere about that. A great many manufacturers in Canada do not come 
to the Patent Office for copies of their patents. They ascertain whether a 
patent has been granted in the United States and if it has been granted in the 
United States they send to that counry and obain a copy of the printed patent. 
They used to sell them at ten cents but they now sell at a quarter. Their 
libraries are built up by obtaining copies from the United States Patent Office. 
We hope to be able to do that in Canada with respect to Canadian patents.

Q. Do you recommend that this photographic process be adopted now?— 
A. I think it is a very good process. I have seen it. I have seen it in operation 
at a department plant. I have seen the specifications and everything that is 
printed there and they are very readable. It would fill the bill I think very well.

Q. Have you any conception of what to charge per copy if that process were 
used?—A. The charge would be twenty-five cents per copy.

By Mr. Lesage:
Q. But you would have to have space?—A. We would have to have space.
Q. And you will be able to. take a lot of files out of your own office?— 

A. My own office is crowded up with files now.
Hon. Mr. Gibson: We want to move the old office.
The Witness: That is one of the difficulties we are up against.

By Mr. Ilazen:
Q. At twenty-five cents per copy what amount of revenue would you expect 

to get from the sale of copies?—A. You must keep this in mind that at the 
present time the inventor himself is paying for the cost of printing with the 
result that anything we get out of the printing is really velvet. Anything we 
get from the sale of patents is clear, so that one can’t say what we may expect 
to. get. I know a great many industrial firms in Canada who have asked me a 
number of times about the printing of patents. I have asked them what their 
requirements were and they have told me that their requirements in the United 
States are a thousand copies of patents a year. Now, a thousand copies of a
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patent is quite a lot, but if we could supply say five hundred copies in Canada 
they would buy them here, and then they could get the remainder in the United 
States.

By Mr. Fleining:
Q. It really comes down to this : At the present time you are operating at a 

substantial profit in the department but the service you are giving to the public 
could be extended to this printing?—A. Quite true. I agree with you there.

Q. And I think it is a matter of general agreement that the services 
rendered by the Patent Office would be far more complete if you were to print 
these patents.—A. It is not complete at all; as a matter of fact it is not 
functioning in a proper way to help industry. That is what we are aiming at.

Q. In other words, we are not giving the public the service it requires?— 
A. I warn you not to go too far in this matter of deductions. I might say that 
in the United States during the last ten years they have had deficits in seven 
years. In the year 1943 they had a deficit of $1,047,000; and in the year 1944 
they had a deficit of $1,112,316. As you expand the privileges of the Patent 
Office in the way they should be to serve the public you have to take good care 
that you stay within workable limits.

By Mr. Timmins:
Q. I think you said that at the present time the cost of copies of patents 

is $4; is the present price $4 for a copy of the patents?—A. At the present time 
you get certified copies for that price. It is not $4 in every case ; it ranges from 
around $2.50 to $4.

Q. And you get a copy of a similar patent in the United States for— . - 
A. For twenty-five cents.

Q. For twenty-five cents?—A. Yes.
Mr. Lesage: The other day I sent over for two copies and the charge was 

fifty cents; how was that?
The Witness: You got two copies of the Patent Office Record. We are 

talking now about the cost of typewritten copies of patents.
Hon. Mr. Gibson : We are talking about individual patents.
The Witness: Yes, individual patents. You see, what you got was copies 

of the Patent Office Record, such as I have here, and they sell for twenty-five 
cents each. I may tell you that the twenty-five cents per copy does not pay for 
the cost of printing.

Mr. Fleming : You had better give Mr. Lesage his money back.

By Mr. Timmins:
Q. Mr. Commissioner, you charge $4 now?—A. Yes.
Q. Then at the present time the department must be making money?— 

A. No, they are not making money because these copies are all prepared by 
typing and we maintain a staff of from seven to eight girls who do nothing else 
except type these copies.

Q. Then our system is either antiquated or is too extravagant.—A. I would 
not say it was antiquated nor would I say it was extravagant ; it is not progressing 
as rapidly as it should though. It is not antiquated; you can’t get away with 
that.

Q. I did not mean it that way.—A. There are cases both in the United 
States and in Great Britain where they still typewrite copies of patents.

Q. If we were to go into this business of printing about which you have 
been speaking would we be making any revenue from it in the long run or would

Ve ^ac^nS a deficit?—A. No. We would make revenue from it. I do not 
think there is any doubt about that.
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Mr. Fleming: And we could give far better service to the public.
Hon. Mr. Gibson: Oh, yes.
Mr. Lesage: You have the building?
The Witness: We would have to have a new building; of course, that is 

assuming that we are going to get the equipment.
Mr. Timmins: This new paragraph No. 17; is it in any way to take care 

of this anticipated process?—A. Yes, that is to take care of the printing of 
patents. The applicant there is paying for the printing. Really that is what 
it amounts to; although as one of the gentlemen who was here Tuesday said, 
he thought our fees were ridiculously low and he wanted to raise the fees to 
provide adequate salary increases in the Patent Office.

By the Chairman:
Q. Mr. Mitchell, would you care to indicate to the committee the reason 

why it is preferable that the printing should be done within your department?— 
A. The reasons why the printing should be done in the department are these: 
if you have got to send a file of patents away for a week to the Printing Bureau 
to have them printed, then after they come back you have to go through each 
patent application to find out that everything is there, check it all over, before 
you put it back into the file again. Now, sending patents out of Ottawa—or 
even if the work were done here in Ottawa—sending out takes up a lot of time 
and also involves possibility of loss of material from the file, even the loss of the 
patent; and we cannot run that risk. We cannot take a chance on losing patent 
documents. As you know, there is only one copy in the Patent Office; there is 
no duplicate. Therefore, we must not take a chance on losing any of those 
documents. That is perhaps the most important reason why the printing should 
be done on our premises.

Q. Do I understand from that reply that you are suggesting the printing 
should be done by the King’s Printer but in your branch?—A. I do not care 
where they do it; whether they want to send their staff over to do it, or if they 
follow the same procedure as is followed in the department to which I have 
already referred, where they have their own employees and do the work on their 
own premises.

Q. And I think you want to avoid the very high cost the King’s Printer 
has given you as an estimate?—A. Undoubtedly.

Q. And if this lithographic process can be done with equal convenience on 
the premises at a quarter of the cost, it would seem to be preferable.—A. I think 
it should be done on the premises to avoid all possibility of loss of documents, 
and also to provide the cheapest form of printing adequate for the purpose, and 
so that they can be sold to the public at a reasonable cost.

By Mr. Stewart:
Q. From your own point of view do you not think it would be better that 

the staff which is responsible for this photolithographic process should be under 
your direction?—A. I think so. I think we should have a director of printing. 
As a matter of fact, I think the officer who went down to Washington with me 
is the proper person to undertake it. He has been looking after all this sort of 
thing in the Patent Office for the past several years.

Q. And that would keep everything entirely under your own jurisdiction?— 
A. Absolutely, under the direct supervision and direction of the Patent Office.

By the Chairman:
Q. Mr. Mitchell, owing to the fact that you require considerable additional 

space for the business of the Patent Office as you are now carrying it on, and 
owing to the need for considerable extra space for the printing and storage of
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patents, I would like to ask you as to whether there would be any objection to 
the location of your office being on the outskirts of Ottawa rather than in the 
middle of the city?—A. No there is not, because the majority of the work done 
in our office is by correspondence ; but it would of course be inconvenient to 
local attorneys if we were moved far out of the city.

Q. How about the experimental farm?—A. That would be adequate, 
splendid.

Mr. Stewart : Have you got your eye on any location at all?
The Witness: Yes, I have, sir; as a matter of fact the Records building. 

If we could get two or three floors there, it would be adequate space for us in 
which to deal with patent applications and also to serve the public.

The Chairman : Is it fireproof?
The Witness: It is a fireproof building.
The Chairman : What would you think of the setting up immediately of a 

subcommittee of this committee to visit the present office space of the department 
of patents and to bring in a recommendation, a rather detailed recommendation 
on printing and on space?

Mr. Stewart: It is a very good idea, Mr. Chairman. I think it should 
be done.

Mr. Fleming : Is there any question about it being within the scope of our 
authority?

Hon. Mr. Gibson : We would very much like to have a recommendation from 
the committee, particularly on the space question.

The Chairman: Well, is it the wish of the committee that we would have 
a subcommittee of say five; I do not think we should have too large a 
subcommittee.

Some Hon. Members : Agreed.
The Chairman : I would ask each of the parties to turn in the name of its 

nominee for that subcommittee ; and to make certain that they will be willing 
to work, because there will be quite a little bit of work to be done ; and I think 
personal visits should be made to the present offices and conferences should be 
held with the commissioner and with the printing establishments and whatnot, 
to bring in a really considered and worthwhile report. I will be very glad to 
have those names then, if I may, early next week. We will appoint the 
subcommittee at our next meeting and ask them to go to work right away.

By Mr. Fleming:
Q. Just before we leave the matter of printing, Mr. Chairman, there is one 

question I would like to ask Mr. Mitchell: does the offset process not offer 
definite advantages over ordinary printing when it comes to the matter of the 
reproduction of drawings?—A. Yes, it does.

Q. Quite apart from the cost?—A. Quite apart from the cost. Of course, it 
is very much cheaper, but the United States have found it expedient to have 
their drawings all reproduced by the offset process. They are photographed 
directly. There are no mechanical errors that can creep in at all in the 
reproduction of drawings.

Mr. Stewart: If we have finished this part I should like to take up another 
aspect.

The Chairman : There is one more report to table.

By Mr. Fraser:
Q. I want to ask Mr. Mitchell one question. In the new bill we have before 

us the fees are being raised about 20 per cent?—A. Yes.
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Q. Not any more than that. If those fees were raised say 30 per cent 
they would still be under the United States fees and they would pay for the 
printing of the patents?—A. They will pay for the printing of the patents 
as it is.

Q. Yes, I know that, but it would give you that little bit extra to go on.— 
A. You will find we have based printing on so much per patent. Suppose there 
are 8,000 patents issued this year, 10,000 next year and 15,000 the year after; 
the basis on which the printing is made is correct. It will cover all increases 
except in the cases of materials and wages. What I mean is $15 per patent will 
cover the whole thing. It does not matter whether you have 10,000 patents or 
15,000. With 15,000 you have the extra revenue from the filing and the final 
fees. It has been suggested, and it was seriously considered when preparing 
the new tariff of fees, that the filing fee should be the same as the final fee, 
namely, $25. Afterwards it was thought that if we put it up $5 in each case 
there could be no complaint but it might stand $10 on the filing fee. The 
present filing fee is $15, so that a filing fee of $25 and a final fee of $25 would 
not be out of the way.

Q. The filing fee now is $20?—A. It is $20, yes.
Q. What I am getting at is could that not be raised to $25?—A. It could, 

but I would not go beyond that because you are stretching the limit, you know
Q. Yes, I know it does that, but I feel that would help the situation.— 

A. Undoubtedly it would provided, of course, that people continued to file appli
cations in Canada. Of course, the filing fees are a secondary consideration. 
What they want in Canada is to get protection and start industries. Therefore,
I do not think that putting up the fee another $5 and making it $25 for filing 
would be a deterrent in any way.

The Chairman : I expect we will reach section 17 of the bill after we have 
the report of our special sub-committee and I would hope that report would 
contain pretty conclusive material as to costs of printing, and so on. Perhaps 
we will deal with that point then.

By Mr. Timmins:
Q. May I ask a question before you go on? I have before me a summary 

prepared in respect of your revenues during 1946. It shows a surplus of receipts 
over expenditures of approximately $200,000. It also shows that on the basis 
of the increased fees one may expect a surplus in 1947, or whatever the current 
year might be, of about $330,000. I was going to ask the commissioner if I might 
leave this with him so he may examine it. It may be of some use when we are 
determining the question as to what extent the fees should be increased.—A. Is 
that an extract taken from the commissioner’s report?

Q. From your report.
Mr. Stewart: We have it here.
The Chairman: I hope all the members of the committee have received 

this blue report I asked should be sent to you.
Mr. Lesage: It is referred to in No. 1 of the minutes and proceedings of the 

committee.
Mr. Timmins : I should like to ask a question. I have not the report 

before me.
The Chairman : I am sorry if you did not get one. I will see that you get 

one right away.
Mr. Gotjr: From the point of view of safety will this new building not be 

much inferior if it is not built outside of town? What if a bomb should be 
dropped? It might destroy this building if it were in the city. If you are 
going to put up a building there is plenty of space in my riding and it would
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be much safer. I make the suggestion that we should be careful as to this 
matter. We should start to put these buildings outside of the big towns. We have 
lots of room in my riding.

Mr. Lesage: What about Rockland?
Mr. Gouk: Rockland is a nice town for that purpose.
The Chairman : Did you want to bring up anything before the third 

report is read?
Mr. Stewart: It is a matter outside of what we have been discussing.
The Chairman : All right, Mr. Mitchell.
The Witness : The third report is as to the professional staffs in Great 

Britain, the United States and Canada, a comparison of the salary ranges of 
the officials. In Canada the Commissioner of Patents has a salary range of 
$6,000 to $7,000. Seven thousand dollars is the maximum under the statute.

By Mr. Lesage:
Q. Has it always been like that or was it higher at times?—A. It was much 

higher. In 1927 it was $8,000. There was no minimum. It was $’8,000 in 1926 
and 1927.

By Mr. Fleming:
Q. What do you think it should be Mr. Commissioner?—A. Well, perhaps 

I am without price.
Q. You are not interested in the money.—A. The assistant commissioner of 

patents has a range of $4,200 to $4,800.

By Mr. Lesage:
Q. Excuse me, but was it ever higher?—A. Yes, in 1928 it was $5,000.
Q. There is no amendment provided in bill 16 to correct that situation as in 

your own case?
Hon. Mr. Gibson: It is not set by statute, except for the salary of the 

commissioner.
The Witness: There is one principal examiner at a salary of $4,200 to 

$4,800. There is an inequality there, I must say, because the principal examiner 
gets as much as the assistant commissioner.

By Mr. Lesage:
Q. How can that be corrected, by the Civil Service Commission?—A. The 

Civil Service Commission would have to rectify the assistant commissioner’s 
salary range.

Q. It should be done.—A. Well, I think it is obvious from this. There are 
twelve patent examiners—

Mr. Fleming: The minister is taking a note of it.
The Witness: There are twelve patent examiners at $3,300 to $4,200. There 

is one patent classification examiner at $3,300 to $4,200. There are twelve 
associates, three of whom are now receiving from $2,400 to $3,300. The other 
day I think I mentioned $2,520, but there was an increase of $180 given by the 
Civil Service Commission with the sanction of the treasury board. I think they 
start now at approximately $2,580. There is a bonus of about $180.

By Mr. Stewart:
Q. Is that a cost of living bonus?—A. I think it is something like that.
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By Hon. Mr. Gibson:
Q. There is one question I should like to ask. Is that the establishment of 

the office or can some of the associate examiners be promoted to patent examiners 
when they are qualified?—A. They will be.

Q. You are not limited to twelve patent examiners?—A. No, we ought to 
have a very much larger number than that. There ought to be a principal 
examiner for each subdivision in the* office. First of all there should be a 
principal examiner for each of the sections of the office. At the present moment 
there is an electrical section, a mechanical section, a chemical section, and a 
classification section. We have only one principal examiner. There should be a 
principal examiner for each section. Then each section should be built up with 
examiners and associates. There should be an adequate number of associates 
for each examiner.

By the Chairman:
Q. If my memory is correct you told the committee at the. last meeting that 

an associate examiner would have to wait perhaps ten years to be appointed an 
examiner?—A. Yes.

Q. Why should that be? Why should a graduate engineer have to wait 
ten years before earning an appropriate salary?—A. I was not thinking of the 
present establishment, because in the present establishment as soon as associate 
examiners acquired adequate knowledge they would be moved up. I am thinking 
of an establishment having fifty examiners. In such an establishment in about 
ten years time associates would be eligible to take on an examinership,

Q. What encouragement is there for a young university graduate if on 
entering the service he knows he is going to have to wait ten years before he gets 
anything like the type of salary industry would pay him in two or three years?— 
A. Well, he gets his annual increment which he does not get outside, and also 
certain privileges they have in the service which they do not have outside.

By Mr. Lesage:
Q. I understand that is not the present situation of associate examiners?— 

A. The associate examiner at the present moment is probably not in a very 
enviable position.

Q. How long does he have to wait?—A. At the present moment I would 
say we have four or five examiners going out which means that four or five 
associates will go up immediately. Then there is the question of the development 
of new arts. For instance, in late years the plastic art has developed 
tremendously. There should be another examiner there. However, you are 
going to make your office top heavy if they are all examiners and there are no 
associates. You have got to balance it. It is the idea of balance you must keep 
in mind.

Mr. Irvine: Perhaps if we could get them all in the Moral Re-armament 
Movement they might not want any more salary.

By Mr. Jaenicke:
Q. I understand it is excellent training for a young engineer?—A. It is.
Q. Do we lose many after they have been there for a few years?—A. Of my 

own knowledge if we go back to 1920 or 1921 we lost Mr. Neville and Mr. Savage 
who went to the United States to large companies there. After a few years 
Mr. Neville was receiving a very nice salary, and Mr. Savage is one of the 
partners of a large firm. In 1924 another examiner went to San Francisco or 
Los Angeles. As a matter of fact he is now the senior partner of the firm he 
joined then. I do not know whether or not that means anything, but he is the 
senior partner of that firm.
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By Mr. Stewart:
Q. What would be your turnover rate? How many men do you lose outside 

of retirement?—A. Going back to 1926 or thereabouts we had one of our 
examiners—in fact, he was assistant to me, and a very well qualified fellow, 
too—who left and joined the General Electric Company. He got a very much 
larger salary than he was getting with us, practically double what he was 
getting with us. Then, as I said, we had two who left last year.

By Mr. Lesage:
Q. Was the personnel ever reduced by the action of the government?— 

A. Oh yes. In 1924 the staff of the patent office was reduced by 22 from 115. 
There were 22 employees dismissed in 1924.

Q. Who was the minister then?—A. I do not recall the gentleman's name. 
We were with Trade and Commerce then.

By Mr. Fleming:
Q. What was the reason for the reduction at that time?—A. I am afraid 

I am not a mind reader. I do- not know.
Q. Has that had any effect on this backlog of work?—A. Absolutely. That 

had one of the worst effects. It started to really materialize then.
Q. There are a couple more questions I have arising out of this matter of 

the increase in the backlog. I notice from the table on page 13 of your report 
that from the time of the establishment of the patent office in 1872 there is 
almost a steady, unbroken increase in the number of patents issued?—A. Yes.

Q. Up to 1921. There was a drop in 1922 and then a very large increase 
in 1923. As a matter of fact, more patents were issued in 1923 than in- any 
other year in Canadian history?—A. Yes.

Q. Then there is a sudden drop in ;1924. I presume that is owing to the 
fact you just mentioned, that drastic cut in your staff?—A. That is- owing to 
that fact. I want to explain the 1923 increase to you. With the increase of 
patent applications in the Patent Office the backlog had become so drastic 
that a regulation was- brought out curtailing the search in the Patent Office to 
Canadian patents only. They were not allowed to search the United States or 
Great Britain or use any textbook or anything else. The result was that a great 
many patents were issued at that time of very doubtful validity. I will read 
the rule to you so you will know what it was. This is the 1923 rule.

In the examination of an application the investigation as to novelty 
and patentability shall- be confined to the search of patents previously 
issued by the Patent Office, and such investigation shall not extend 
further and no reference other than such patents shall be cited as a 
reason for amendment or rejection.

Q. Perhaps it is fortunate those patents have all expired now.—A. I want 
to point out, if I may, that rule was only deleted in 1935.

Q. When the new Act came in?—A. Yes. I took that up personally because 
it was not fair to the people who were applying for patents, and some of the men 
in the office felt it was a reflection qn engineers to pass some of tjie patents they 
were passing.

Q. So there may be a question as to the validity of a good many of those 
patents issued up to 1935?—A. Well, I cannot . . .

Q. There is that possibility?—A. There is that possibility.
Q. Then from that point on the rate is fairly uniform until we get down 

to 1933. Then there is a very steady reduction from that time on. It has been 
running along fairly uniform in recent years at a much lower rate than previously.
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I am wondering if the reduction in the number of patents issued annually is 
attributable to stricter standards of examination or to the fact that a backlog 
has been piling up with which you have not been able to cope for reasons of 
lack of staff or inadequate space?—A. The real backlog started principally with 
the much more thorough search that is made nowadays and the combing of 
applications very carefully in the Patent Office. They take longer to go through, 
and necessarily there is a backlog. I should like to point out to you that 
10 per cent to 14 per cent of all applications filed annually are finally rejected, 
and they do not appear here at all. They do not appear in this. There are final 
rejections. Those people withdraw their applications or allow them to go 
altogether so that they cease to be applications.

Q. As to the matter of the backlog, has the backlog been increasing in 
recent years?—A. Yes, I suppose it has. It has been increasing but not at the 
rate that you might think from this -report.

Q. I was not drawing any conclusion as to the rate of the increase from the 
report itself because the figures are not adequate to permit drawing a conclusion 
on that point, but I wanted to get your answer on that. The backlog has been 
increasing in recent years?—A. It has been increasing. I want to point out 
something to you. In 1921, you will notice we had a very large number of 
patent applications. This was due to the fact that we had a new Patent Act 
at that time. We gave much better conditions for filing and people made haste, 
even though we tried to curtail it, to file their applications so as to come under 
the old Act.

Then we go on to 1935. You will notice that in 1936 there is an increase 
again and that was due to the new Patent Act, because people wanted to file 
under the old Act which was much more liberal than the new Patent Act. People 
wanted to get their applications on file.

As I explained the other day, the number of applications in Canada 
increased during the war while in the United States they fell off considerably. 
Instead of having approximately 75,000 cases in the United States in the year 
1944, they had only 54,165. If you look at our records for the year 1944, you 
will find our figures were above our average, about 11,000. We had many more 
applications filed in Canada, on a percentage basis, than were filed in the 
United States. I am speaking of the increase.

In the United States for the fiscal year ending in 1945, there were 66,037 
applications while normally the United States would have between 75,000 to 
78,000 applications. During the war the applications in the United States fell 
off but in Canada, for some unknown reason, the number of applications 
has risen.

By the Chairman:
Q, Your report shows that during the last four years—that is 1943 to 

1946 inclusive—your office has received something over 48,000 applications and 
has granted only approximately 29,000 patents?—A. Yes.

Q. Would you care to tell the committee what your backlog is now7?— 
A. I could not tell you that because we would have to obtain the figures for 
the abandoned cases.

By Mr. Lesage:
Q. What do you mean by “abandoned cases”?—A. Abandoned cases 

are those wrhich have been prosecuted before the office and usually for reasons 
which have cropped up in the office; the inventor finds he cannot obtain a 
valid patent, so he abandons his application. I think that is the main reason. 
A forfeited application is one in which the inventor has not paid his final
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fee. The other day—as a matter of fact last Monday—I sent down to the 
storage 1,300 cases, 1,000 of which had become abandoned and 300 forfeited 
during the last year.

Q. What would the number be, approximately, since the beginning?—A. I 
could not tell you that. Since the commencement the number of abandoned 
cases would probably run between 70,000 and 80,000—that is, since the com
mencement of the Patent Office.

By Mr. Fleming:
Q. What is the average length of time between the date of filing the appli

cation in your office and the date when the examination of it commences?— 
A. I should think at the present moment it would be about eighteen months or 
perhaps twenty-one months ; it would be about that. I may tell you that is 
not something that is happening in our office alone. The United States office 
is faced with the same situation.

Q. I hope not in quite as acute a form as that?—A. As a matter of fact, 
it is almost as acute. There was a gentleman up here with me this morning. 
He had an application before the United States Patent Office for about fifteen 
months before he got action. Then, when he requested a second action the 
office informed him he would get it within a year.

Q. Without trying to put the blame on anyone, but simply attempting to 
draw attention to the situation, that is not adequate service for the public?— 
A. No. During the years 1939 to 1946, the Patent Office has lost one examiner 
by death. I am going back to 1939 and 1940. Actually, the staff was reduced 
to nineteen patent examiners from twenty-eight during the years 1939 to 1946. 
It is only now that we are starting to get the staff built up again, and, even 
at this date we have not got the men we want.

By Mr. Lesage:
Q. Mr. Mitchell, in the February 18th issue of the Canadian Patent Office 

Record, I noticed that the patents which were issued for that week indicated 
that the date of application was sometime in 1943. Do you know if they have 
a similar record in the United States?—A. Yes, they have.

Q. Have you examined the record to ascertain the relationship between 
the date of application and the date of issue for patents in the United States?— 
A. Well, I have, but I did not examine it for that purpose. I examined it 
because it had been mentioned that a period of twelve years had elapsed from 
the date of application to the issuance of the patent in Canada. I only picked 
out those cases in which the applications had been in the United States office 
for the past ten years.

By Mr. Fleming:
Q. I was not concerned with those individual cases, I was concerned with 

the average service which this public office is giving to the public. I am not 
trying to put the blame anywhere. I think the commissioner has indicated to 
us the difficulties under which he has been labouring with regard to staff and 
building space. However, I wish to draw attention to the fact the public is not 
receiving good service?—A. The public is not getting good service, but 
undoubtedly it is getting efficient service. The public receives quality service 
but not quantity service.

Q. It is efficient so far as your personnel can make it, but you have not 
the personnel. The net result is that the public is receiving poor service?—- 
A. That is true.

By Mr. Stewart:
Q. Has the commissioner found any cases where those who apply for 

patents have tried to lengthen the time between the date of application and 
the date the patent was granted?—A. There are many cases of that.
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Q. What is the reason for it?—A. There are many reasons. We have 
attorneys who come to us and say, “you arc issuing our patent too promptly ;
I have not made application in all the foreign countries. If you issue it now 
you are going to cause us a tremendous financial loss.” Then, we are asked to 
withdraw it.

Q. Would this be a reason? Would it be an indirect attempt to lengthen 
the seventeen-year period?—A. No, I think it is a direct attempt to obtain all 
the protection obtainable in all the countries in which the inventor desires to 
file patent applications. You see, when a man has an invention, until lie has 
obtained a patent he has a very debatable article for sale. He has not a 
commodity to sell at all. When he obtains a patent he has something to sell. 
The inventor might want to get as strong a patent as possible in that way. 
He desires the United States and other countries to examine the corresponding 
applications in that country to see what art is against that invention.

When the inventor obtains his patent, it has passed through three offices. 
He approaches someone to obtain adequate capital to manufacture the article.
If it is found a patent was issued in Canada with twenty-eight claims and the 
corresponding patent was issued in the United States five years later with three 
claims, they come to the Patent Office and say, “why did you issue this patent 
with invalid claims”? The office is in a dilemma. The office has to either play 
along with these people and give them as strong a patent as they are entitled 
to or else their outside financial dealings will probably be jeopardized.

By Mr. Isnor:
Q. Mr. Mitchell, dealing with those 1,300 files which you have sent to 

storage, in view of the scarcity of storage space and the cost of maintaining 
that space, what is the object in sending those files to storage instead of 
returning them to the persons who submitted them?—A. You cannot return 
them to the persons who submitted them. You must keep the original application 
in the office as part of the permanent files in the office. We cannot keep them 
in the Langevin Block because we have no room. So, we store them in the Justice 
building.

Q. But they are abandoned?—A. They arc abandoned and they are dead. 
You cannot gain access to those applications ; they are secret.

Q. Why" keep them?—A. It might happen ten or fifteen years after these 
have been filed away that someone comes along with an invention. This person 
goes to the Exchequer Court. It may be that the inventor or the person who is 
supposed to be infringing the patent may say, “this thing has been in use for 
the last fifteen years ; as a matter of fact, John Jones filed an application with 
regard to it with the Canadian Patent Office in such and such a year.” The 
court then comes to us and requests us to produce the record.

By Mr. Timmins:
Q. How long would you keep those abandoned applications?—A. We had a 

paper shortage and we obtained a special dispensation to destroy those 
abandoned applications in 1928.

By Mr. Isnor:
Q. After how long a period?—A. About 1872, up to about that date; 

approximately 40,000 or 50,000 were destroyed.
Mr. Isnor: It appears to me to be a waste of money.

By Mr. Hazen:
Q. I should like to refer to a question which was asked by Mr. Fleming a 

minute or two ago. I should like to ask Mr. Mitchell what the average length 
of time is between the time the examiner starts to work and the patent is either 
granted or refused?—A. You cannot obtain an average there because if the
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attorneys will answer the examiner’s first letter fully the patent might be ready 
to go to issue. However, there might be some reason why the attorney would 
not want the patent to issue.

Q. What do you mean by, “go to issue”?—A. To be allowed by the Patent 1 
Office; then, the patent is issued. Until the patent is issued it is a mere 
application. When the patent is issued it becomes a grant from the government, ] 
you understand. The inventor has a Right as soon as the patent is issued, but 
while the application is pending in the office he has no Rights.

By Mr. Timmins:
Q. It might, at the last minute, be thrown out?—A. It might be thrown out 

at the last minute, you cannot tell.

By the Chairman:
Q. Mr. Mitchell, I do not want you to consider this question a criticism of 

you or your department, but I do think we should have more concrete evidence 
as to the backlog. It is apparent from the evidence I have heard' to date that 
you have been working under very adverse conditions; you have not sufficient 
staff and you have not enough office space. So far as I am concerned I hope 
this committee will bring in a report which will strengthen your hands and 
ensure you receiving adequate office space as well as a substantial increase in 
your staff. In order to justify such a recommendation I think the committee 
should have more detail concerning the problem. I should like to know a little 
about the backlog and how much it has increased in the last few years. I know 
that you are, perhaps, reticient in giving that information but I think the 
committee should have it. Armed with that information, this committee could 
make a rather strong report?—A. As a matter of fact, I should like to give you 
information concerning the backlog, but it means going through all these cases.

By Mr. Fleming:
Q. How much work does it mean? Is it possible to submit it later in the 

form of a written report?—A. It would be an approximation. It would not be I 
the actual figure.

Q. Perhaps if it was a written approximation it would serve our purpose?—
A. I can give you an approximation.

By the Chairman:
Q. Here is the situation; you had a substantial backlog prior to 1943. 

Since 1943 you have had 48,000 applications of which only 29,000 patents have 
been granted. You have told us that ten per cent fell by the wayside, that is, they 
were withdrawn or something of that sort. This indicates to me, in a nebulous 
sort of way, that your backlog is of serious proportions. I think it justifies a 
very stiund report on the part of this committee to see that you get proper staff 
and proper office accommodation.

By Mr. Lesage:
Q. What is the situation so far as staff is concerned in the United States?—

A. They have a very large staff.
Q. Do they?—À. They have seven hundred patent examiners at the present 

time and they are asking for an additional three hundred which will bring their 
staff of examiners up to one thousand.

Q. Do they have the same backlog, too?—A. They have a very large 
backlog; as a matter of fact it is something like ninety thousand.
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Q. I see by the United States Patent Office Gazette, I think it is of 
September, 1946, pages 272 and 273, that on seven patents issued applications 
were filed as follows: three in 1943; two in 1942; one in 1939 and one in 1933, 
ten years before.

The Chairman : You had a question, Mr. Fleming?
Mr. Fleming: I was going to ask the commissioner if he had finished 

reading that report with respect to staff.
Mr. Stewart : Do you think it is necessary for the witness to read that? 

Do you not think it might well go in as read?
Mr. Fleming : I agree to that, Mr. Chairman; and I would suggest that 

it be printed in the record and not taken in as an appendix.
The Witness: Then, Mr. Chairman, I will continue:

Canada
Professional Staffs

1 Commissioner of Patents..............
1 Assistant Commissioner of Patents
1 Principal Patent Examiner............

12 Patent Examiners...........................
1 Patent Classification Examiner... 

12 Associate Examiners (3 New).. .

. .$6,000 to $7,000

. .$4,200 to $4,800

. . $4,200 to $4,800
. .$3,300 to $4,200
. .$3,300 to $4.200
. .$2,400 to $3,300

28 Total '

Entrance to the examining corps is by examination given by the Civil 
Service Commission. The qualifications required are graduation in applied 
science from a recognized college or university and preferably two years 
industrial or similar experience. The present entrance salary of an Associate 
Examiner is $2,400, with annual increases of $120. Examiners, Principal 
Examiners and the Assistant Commissioner rise by $180 annually.
Great Britain

1 Comptroller General....................................... £1,650
3 Assistant Comptrollers General....................£1,360
7 Superintending Examiners...............................£1,000 to £1,150

30 Senior Examiners........................................ 850 to 1,000
94 Higher Grade Examiners.............................. 650 to 850

(Examiners ...................................................... 450 to 650
180-1

(Assistant Examiners ..................................... 250 to 450

This is a total of 315 on December 4, 1937. There were increases in salaries 
-since that time but the present salaries and staff is not known. Entrance to 
Assistant Examinerships is by competitive examination set by the Civil Service 
Commission. There are age limits but apparently graduation in engineering is 
not required. The subjects of examination include English, Mathematics, Physics, 
Pure Chemistry, Translation from French, Spanish, Italian or German, Mechani
cal and Electrical Engineering, Inorganic and Organic Chemistry. The salaries 
of Assistant Examiner rise by annual increments of £18. After five years of 
service Assistant Examiners who have shown that they possess the necessary 
capability are automatically advanced to the grade of Examiner, the Examiners
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scale is subject to an “efficiency bar” at a lower range than the maximum of 
their grade. This information is taken from a notice of examination for assistant 
examiner dated February 1, 1936.

United States
Executive Division

1 Commissioner of Patents............................... $8,750 to $9,800
3 Assistant Commissioners of Patents........... 7,175 to 8,225 '
1 Solicitor .......................................................... 7,175 to 8,225
1 Chief Clerk .................................................... 6,230 to 7,070
1 Librarian ........................................................ 5,180 to 6,020
1 Assistant Librarian ....................................... 2,980 to 3,640
1 Chief Draftsman ..........................................  3,640 to 4,300
1 Assistant Chief Draftsman............................  2,320 to 2,980

10 Total

Examining Division
7 Examiners-in-Chief (Appeal Board).............. $7,175 to $8,225
4 Law Examiners ............................................  6,230 to 7,070
3 Supervising Examiners ................................. 6,230 to 7,070

66 Primary Examiners .....................  6,230 to 7,070
68 Assistant Primary Examiners......................  5,180 to 6,020

203 Patent Examiners ........................................  4,300 to 5,180
69 Associate Examiners ..................................... 3,640 to 4,300
72 Assistant Examiners ....................................  2,980 to 3,640
29 Junior Examiners ........................................  2,320 to 2,980

521
Classification

1 Examiner of Classification............................ $6,230 to $7,070
2 Asst. Primary Examiners of Classification. 5,180 to 6,020

11 Patent Classification Assistant ................  4,300 to 5,180
1 Associate Classification Assistant............... 3,640 to 4,300

15
Interference

5 Primary Examiners ....................................... $6,230 to $7,070
1 Assistant Primary Examiner........................ 5,180 to 6,020
3 Patent Examiners of Interference................  4,300 to 5,180

9

This is a total of 555 on the professional staff as of December 1, 1945. The 
staff has been very considerably increased since then and is being added to every 
month. A flat increase in salaries of 14 per cent has been granted since that 
date.

Entrance to the examining corps is, in ordinary times, by examination 
given by the Civil Service Commission and a prerequisite to entrance to the 
examination is graduation in engineering from a recognized college, university 
or engineering school. The present ‘ entrance salary is $2,320 per year as a 
Junior Patent Examiner. After three months satisfactory service a Junior
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Examiner is eligible for promotion to Assistant. Examiner at $2,980; after 
three and a half years in the office to Assistant Examiner at $3,640 and after 
six years to Patent Examiner at $4,300. Positions in the higher grades are filled 
by promotion when vacancies occur or new divisions are created.

Mr. Jaenicke: How many patents can an examiner examine in a day on 
the average?—A. That of course is a very difficult question to answer. I had 
one case when I was an examiner which took me six weeks to read.

Q. But some you could examine in a day?—A. Some are quite simple, so 
simple that you could examine two in a day, but some of them take three or 
four days.

Q. I see that last year we had 14,778 applications?—A. Yes.
Q. You have nineteen examiners?—A. Nineteen.
Q. In order to deal with all those applications they would have to examine 

about three a day, according to my figures.—A. Yes, they would have to; yes.
Q. And they cannot do that?—A. It is not humanly possible. In the United 

States the examiner handles about 2-85 cases per week.
Mr. Lesage : I understand that depends on the type of case?
The Witness: Yes, it does. As I said, in the United States they give about 

2-85 cases per week to an examiner, and in Great Britain I think it is about 
2-50 cases per week per examiner. Our examiners—

Mr. Fleming: They work a shorter day.
The Witness: The United States work a longer day but they have a day off. 

Our examiners would have to handle about fifteen cases a week, and it is not 
humanly possible to handle that volume.

Mr. Jaenicke: That is the way I figured it out, that is about what they 
would have to do in order to deal with your present backlog of over 14,000 cases.

The Chairman : Are there any further questions on this phase of the matter?

By Mr. Stevmrt:
Q. Mr. Chairman, I have a matter here which I would like to bring to the 

attention of the commissioner and ask him if he could give us any information 
about it. This is the case of a young Canadian who was four years in the armed 
services, three years of which were overseas, and who served in the radar branch 
of the R.C.A.F. When he came back he decided he would like to open up a little 
business for the distributing and assembling in this country of radios, parts of 
which were manufactured outside of Canada. He was advised by his patent 
attorney to write to Canadian Radio Patents Limited, a company which I 
believe holds- all the patents and formulae. He wrote as follows:

Canadian Radio Patents Ltd.,
150 Bay Street,
Toronto, Ontario.

Gentlemen : We are very interested in bringing across from the 
United States radios for distribution throughout Canada and also in the 
assembling of radios from firms in the United States and England.

Can you please inform us what the set-up is and the procedure 
necessary in following out the above,—as we have been referred to you, 
as you are in complete control of licensing in Canada.

Thanking you, I remain,
Yours truly,

Bernard Rosenberg 
M. A. Gray & Co.
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He got this letter back from Canadian Radio Patents Limited; and it is 
this letter particularly about which I want to ask my questions:

CANADIAN RADIO PATENTS LIMITED,
159 Bay Street,

Toronto, Ontario.
November the 29th, |1945.

Mr. Bernard Rosenberg,
M. A. Gray & Co. Ltd.,
616 Main Street,
WINNIPEG, Manitoba.

Dear Sir: This will acknowledge receipt of your letter of November 
26th in which you request information on the patent situation in Canada 
covering the importation and sale of American and British-made radio 
receiving sets.

Canadian Radio Patents Limited owns or controls in excess of 
600 patents applicable to the domestic radio receiving set field, which 
include the major Canadian General Electric Company Limited, Canadian 
Westinghouse Company Limited, Northern Electric Company Limited, 
Canadian Marconi Company and Rogers Majestic Limited. In the 
opinion of our patent attorneys and engineers, a number of these patents 
are basic in the art and it is virtually impossible to make and sell modern 
domestic radio receiving sets without infringing upon one or more of the 
patent rights owned or controlled by this Company.

The Canadian Patent Act requires reasonable manufacture of the 
patent article in Canada and, in compliance therewith, this Company has, 
required each of its licensees to establish manufacturing facilities in 
Canada. In addition to the requirements of the Patent Act, we feel that 
the manufacture of radio sets in Canada rather than importation from the 
United States or England is another step towards maintenance of maxi
mum employment in Canada. Consequently, as a matter of general policy, 
we have not licensed the importation and sale of American or British- 
made radio receiving sets in Canada.

Yours very truly,

And now, could the commissioner tell this committee, has this man any 
redress whatever?—A. No. He can become a licensee of Canadian Radio Patents 
Limited if he has the necessary money to put into the equipment to manufacture 
in Canada. But you see they cannot give him a licence to import because that 
would be contrary to section 65 of the Patent Act; that would be an abuse of 
patent if they gave him a licence to import. Radio Patents Limited have eighteen 
companies in Canada, large companies, all manufacturing radios. I had oc
casion within the last year to take this matter up with them and I wrote and 
asked them what the average royalty paid on radios was and I found that the 
average royalty paid on all makes of radio, ranging from those priced at $30 
a set to those costing $250 and upward, is $1 per set.

Q. And does that not suggest that this Canadian Radio Patents Limited is 
a sort of holding corporation for patents in Canada and that they are not 
particularly interested in getting revenue from the patents but rather are 
interested in restricting trade and manufacture of these radios in Canada?—A. I 
do not think they are interested in restricting trade at all. I think they are 
helping trade because they are allowing no company to come in unless that 
company is manufacturing and distributing in Canada. They do allow and
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encourage the use of the, patents by the manufacturer. All anyone has to do 
who wants to get into the business of manufacture using these patents is to have 
the sum of $1,000 which they can put up to cover any royalties which might 
become in arrears. Aside from that they will have no difficulty in getting a 
licence for the manufacture within Canada.

Q. Does that mean that anybody can get a licence?—A. Anyone, if he has 
sufficient money to go ahead and manufacture. There is no restriction.

Q. Is there not an agreement between this company, Canadian Radio 
Patents, and other foreign companies whereby there is no importation of radio 
sets into Canada?—A. The importation of radio sets into Canada is a violation 
of the patent grant. It is an infringement of patent.

Q. Is that not also an infringement of tariffs to some extent. A. Well, 
that is a different thing altogether. They probably pay duty on the parts they 
bring in> but the Patent Act and the tariff are two different subjects.

Q. But they are sometimes inter-related?—A. AY ell, I do not want to get 
into tariffs, because I do not know anything about them.

Q. Does the commissioner know if as the result of this licensing there is an 
agreement whereby prices are set in Canada?—A. Prices cannot be set, because 
You can go into any retail store and price a radio there and go down to some other 
retail store—take any of the popular makes you like such as Rogers Majestic, 
Philco, General Electric; you can get machines of that kind in any store. Pick 
out any model that you want and go around the different stores and you will 
find that the difference in price, ranges anywhere from $10 to $16. And your 
trade-in allowances are about the same. In other words, there is real com
petition in radio business.

By Mr. Jaenicke:
Q. I would like to follow this up by some more questions. What do you 

consider is implied by the term “manufacture” ; let us use radios a» oui example.
A- bliere arc certain parts of radios, of course, which are not subject to patent 
ut all; and if you want to import into Canada some types of chassis, oi some 
types of base, you can do so without any violation of a patent. Y ou could also 
unport probably many pieces of apparatus which are not patented or on which 
the patents have run out. You could bring in all sorts of coils and You can buy 
them abroad. But the actual patented parts should be made in Canada. In 
the assembly there are'many parts which are not patented at all and there aie 
many parts which can be brought in from abroad, and you can bring all items 
ln without any infringement of patent. . ,
. Q. Supposing I were to make application to you under section 65 of the 
Act with respect to radios, let us say the manufacture of tubes?-A. Yes^

Q. Tubes are imported, are they not. A. Yes, some u , g Y
ubes are made in Canada. , . n , v- , avo

Q. Made right in Canada?—A. Oh yes, they are made in Canada. You are 
talking about the tubes I want to point out something. I happen to know 
about it, and it is this; that these large companies in Canada are servicing my 
radio, and a great many others, of 1928 or 1930 vintage, and they are ma ving 
these tubes of the old type, tubes that we used to pay $4 and $5 for previously 
and you can buy them to-day for $1.85 or $1.75. And I happen to know that 
that was a voluntary reduction made by the manufacturing companies They are 
Performing a real service in providing tubes for these old sets and they arc

AiT„tdZVUt.on, Mr. Mitchell. Suppose: there, is-Ration 
before you under section 65 for a licence on the ground that the invention is not 
being worked?_A Yes

Q. What" do you consider then to be the working of an invention, the 
manufacture of a‘product? How far would you go in distinguishing between
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assembly and manufacture? To what extent would you consider the importation 
of parts as being embraced within the term “manufacture”?—A. It depends 
entirely on what the percentage of assembly was at any given time in Canada; 
that is to say the parts entering into the assembly. If you import a large 
number of parts, and if they are all manufactured to size and you have only 
to shove them in; that is not assembly in the proper sense of ihe word; it is 
fitting parts manufactured abroad to actual size and not merely to put them 
together. Assembly means a little more, than that. It means assembling. You 
buy your base and your parts and your wiring. You take the several patented 
parts you have purchased in Canada and then you start from rock bottom and 
assemble. If you simply bring in a base which is bored and drilled for every 
part you have got to mount such as a post, and you have all your pieces of 
wiring cut to the proper lengths, and bent in the proper way, and you simply 
put them together, that is not manufacturing.

Q. Let us take the case of a radio where we merely manufacture the box 
or cabinet in Canada and all the other parts are imported. Would you consider 
that to be manufacturing?—A. No. As a matter of fact, in Canada the consoles 
or boxes are made by furniture manufacturers. They are purchased by the 
Canadian radio people directly from the manufacturer. Each one has his own 
design. They purchase those and then they build the r^dio. They standardize 
it so they can put it on line production and put it in at a very reasonable cost. 
They build it much more cheaply than can be done by individual effort where 
you have to cut your parts, make them, bend them and put them together. 
They can do it much more cheaply with the result that the Canadian public are 
benefiting from that and are getting radios at a reasonable rate. They are 
getting a radio on which they are paying the minimum royalty.

By Mr. Stewart:
Q. To revert to radio tubes for a few minutes, I believe that the patents 

relating to tubes have concentrated in Thermionics Limited?—A. Yes.
Q. I also assume that the commissioner has read the McGregor report on 

Canada and International Cartels. It states at page 48:
The licensees of Thermionics Limited are permitted to sell radio 

tubes only in accordance with schedules of prices, terms and conditions 
of sale established by Thermionics Limited.

A. What is the date of that report?
Q. 1945.—A. I am talking mainly from 1946 information which I have 

myself, because after that came out I wrote to these companies asking what the 
conditions of operation are now, and I have those conditions.

Q. And as a result-------A. As a result of that I think they probably have
been modified, but I think a great deal of the stepping down was a voluntary 
stepping down by the companies themselves.

Q. You would say now that there is no agreement at all about schedules 
of prices in Canada?—A. I would not say that because there is bound to be some 
sort of control, but I do not think the control is such that you would say it is 
obnoxious.

Q. That might depend upon the definition of “obnoxious”, of course.— 
A. That is quite true, but from my point of view I cannot see that it really is.

By the Chairman:
Q. Would you say the present condition of control is that the control is 

not against the public interest?—A. I do not think it is against the public interest.
The Chairman: Gentlemen, it is a quarter to one. I understand that next 

week the House is going to resume the debate on the address. It has occurred 
to me that in that event perhaps the members of the committee would be willing 
to hold a considerable number of committee meetings next week. Am I right 
in that conclusion?
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Mr. Stewart : Hear, hear.
Mr. Fleming : It depends on what you mean by a considerable number.
The Chairman : Perhaps the odd afternoon meeting as well as mornings. 

We will meet on Tuesday. Before the meeting adjourns there is one matter I 
wish the committee would attend to. At the meeting called by the chief 
government whip only the chairmen of committees were appointed. I hope that 
I will be able to attend and to preside over most of the meetings of this committee, 
but I should like the committee to appoint a vice-chairman, if they would, to 
take the chair any time I require to be absent.

Mr. Fleming : I would nominate Mr. Rinfret. He is a member of the 
steering committee.

Mr. Michaud: I second the motion.
The Chairman : All those in favour? (Carried).
Mr. Stewart: There is one other point. We have got the report of our 

last meeting very quickly. I congratulate whoever was responsible for it and 
I hope that we can obtain the following ones just as speedily.

The Chairman : We will do the best we can.
Mr. Fleming : What bill of fare are you proposing for the next meeting?
The Chairman: I thought we would go into the bill a clause at a time. 

I will consult with the chief clerk to find out as to whether the reference to the 
committee must be widened in order that we may bring in the report, which I 
know the committee desires to bring in, with regard to office space, staff and 
the like.

The committee will stand adjourned until 11 o’clock Tuesday morning.

Mr. Fleming: Just one moment. There is the matter of the representative 
from the Department of National Defence.

The Chairman: I have taken that up with Dr. Solandt. He is discussing 
Jt with the minister. When section 9 of the bill, which is the secrecÿ section, is 
before the committee an official from the Department of National Defence will 
attend and give evidence.

Mr. Fleming: Will it be Dr. Solandt?
The Chairman: Either Dr. Solandt or if he feels there is some one in 

his department better fitted to give evidence before the committee it will be 
someone else.

Mr. Fleming: I should think we will reach that point on Tuesday.
The Chairman : He is to be here Tuesday.
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APPENDIX A

SESSIONAL PAPER No. 101A

Thursday, July 18, 1946.
DEPARTMENT OF THE SECRETARY OF STATE 

CANADA

By the Honourable Paul Martin.
Question: by Mr. Graydon:—
1. During the past year has the Secretary of State received a memorial from 

the council of the Patent Institute of Canada.
2. If so, upon what date was the said memorial received.
3. What steps have been taken by the Government to institute any or all 

of the reforms outlined in the said memorial.
Answer: To stand as an Order for a Return, tabled herewith.

PAUL MARTIN 
Secretary of State of Canada.

July 17, 1946.
Answers to Questions of Mr. Graydon:

1. Yes, a memorial was received.
2. The date on which the memorial was received: June 14, 1946.
3. Office Accommodation.
The Secretary of State Department has made repeated efforts to obtain 

accommodation for the Patent Office and in 1939 had been promised (by the 
Department of Public Works) that additional space would be given in the 
Langevin Block in October 1939. Unfortunately the war intervened and the 
space promised was retained by the Post Office Department. This department 
^ras moving one of its branches (air mail) to the new Post Office (corner of 
"Parks and Elgin streets) but this space was taken over by the Department 
°ï Defence and so prevented the Post Office making the transfer.

Staff—
There is at present before the Civil Service Commission a request for 

additional patent examiners and the Civil Service Commission has advised that 
advertisements for these positions will be published within the next few weeks.

Printing of Canadian Patents—
. This has been considered on many occasions. In January 1919, the Printing 

ureau submitted an estimate of $22.90 per patent printed (for fifty copies). 
The matter was again considered in 1929 and an estimate cost of $21.90 

|)er patent was made (for fifty copies). The cost for that year would have 
,en $200,000 and to print all Canadian patents issued up to that time would 
tlave cost $7,500,000.

The matter was again considered in 1935 to reproduce patents by the 
1(Jo-pnnt process, a form of photolithographic reproduction. The department 
Intimated the cost would be about $90,000 annually. This process would not 
]ave been as satisfactory as printing and would have entailed the purchase 

01 special machines and the enlargement of the photographic staff and quarters 
‘ ud would have required more filing space than printed copies of the patents;
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In the past year the cost of printing patents by the United States Patent 
Office was nearly $600,000 or an average of $19 per patent. This figure of $19 
taken as a basis for printing the present annual issue of Canadian patents would 
amount to $145,000 (the issue of patents in Canada, as in other countries has 
declined during the war years due to absence of members of the staff on war 
work). It is doubtful if the printing of patents would greatly increase the 
number of copies sold in Canada unless the Canadian patent could be sold at the 
same price as the United States copies of patents, that is 10 cents per copy. 
Tiiis is because 70 per cent of all Canadian patents correspond to United States 
patents. If the office sold five times as many printed copies as it sells of typed 
copies the revenue at 10 cents per copy would amount to about $2,000. If the 
price charged per copy was greater than 10 cents, say 50 cents, the patentees 
would buy United States copies at 10 cents.

The matter is under further consideration as the cost of storing unsold 
copies would increase proportionately each year and office space is not at present 
available.

United States Classified Patents—
Copies of the United States patents for the last ten years have been classified 

and are available to the patent examiners and on request are made available 
to patent attorneys and the public.

Printing of Classification Manual—
The cost of printing the Canadian Classification Manual would be $1,100 

for one hundred copies. This manual must be used in conjunction with books 
of definitions of which there are eight volumes. The printing of these books 
is estimated at $42,000 for one hundred copies (Printing Bureau estimates). 
It is not seen that the demand would be sufficient to justify this expenditure.

Classified Canadian Patents—
The classified Canadian Patents in the examiners’ rooms are made available 

on request to the public. To duplicate this for a public search room would entail 
the reproduction of drawings and principal claims of over 435,000 patents and 
would probably cost some hundreds of thousands of dollars. The matter is 
under further consideration as it would entail a very considerable increase 
in the classification, clerical and photographer’s staffs as well as additional 
filing space.

Secret Applications—
Applications for patents are held in secrecy at the request of the British, 

United States and Canadian government departments. Examination is made 
only on petition by applicants so as to ensure absolute secrecy. The United 
States Commissioner of Patents ordered the removal of all patent application 
from secrecy but it should be known that a large number of the applications 
were never removed from secrecy or after the removal were returned to secrecy.

The Canadian Patent Office removes applications from secrecy at the request 
of the applicant with the approval of the department which asked for secrecy. 
The matter of secret patent applications is one affecting other allied nations. 
The majority of secret applications emanate from the United States and Great 
Britain and the latter country has expressed grave concern over removal of 
patent applications from secrecy without authorization of the ministries on 
whose requisition the applications were made secret.

(Note: Under the Canadian system there is no possibility of leakage of 
information).
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ORDER OF REFERENCE
Tuesday, March 4, 1947.

Ordered,—That pursuant to the recommendation contained in the Second 
Report of the said Committee, presented this day, the said Committee be 
instructed to inquire into the administration of the Patent Office in regard to 
staff, office space and equipment, and to report to the House in relation thereto.

Attest.
ARTHUR BEAUCHESNE,

Clerk of the House.

REPORT TO THE HOUSE
Tuesday, March 4, 1947.

The Standing Committee on Banking and Commerce begs leave to present 
the following as a

SECOND REPORT
Pursuant to an order of the House dated February 18, 1947, your Committee 

is considering Bill No. 16, an Act to amend The Patent Act, 1935.
Your Committee recommends that it be empowered to inquire into the 

administration of the Patent Office in regard to staff, office space and equipment, 
and to report to the House in relation thereto.

All of which is respectfully submitted.
HUGHES CLEAVER,

Chairman.
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MINUTES OF PROCEEDINGS
Tuesday, March 4, 1947.

The Standing Committee on Banking and Commerce met at 11.00 a.m., 
the Chairman, Mr. Cleaver, presiding.

Members present: Messrs. Argue, Belzile, Black (Cumberland), Blackmore, 
Breithaupt, Cleaver, Fleming, Fraser, Gour, Harkness, Irvine, Jackman, 
Jaenicke, Jutras, Lesage, Macdonnell (Muskoka-Ontario), Marquis, Michaud, 
Pinard, Quelch, Rinfret, Stewart (Winnipeg North), Strum (Mrs.), Timmins.

In attendance: Hon. C. W. G. Gibson, Secretary of State; Mr. J. T. Mitchell, 
Commissioner of Patents; Mr. Christopher Robinson, Vice-President, Patent 
Institute of Canada; Brigadier G. P. Morrison, Master General of Ordnance 
Branch, Department of National Defence, and Major J. H. Ready, of the Judge 
Advocate-General’s office.

On motion of Mr. Irvine,
Resolved,—That the Chairman report to the House recommending that the 

Committee be empowered to inquire into the administration of the Patent Office 
in regard to staff, office space and equipment, and to report to the House in 
relation thereto.

The Committee resumed consideration of Bill No. 16, An Act to amend 
The Patent Act, 1935.

Mr. Mitchell was recalled. He read a statement on the backlog of patent 
aPplications in the Patent Office, and was further examined.

Clause 1 of the Bill was adopted.
Clause 2 was allowed to stand.
On motion of Mr. Fleming, clause 3 was amended by inserting in the 

Proposed new section 11 of the Act, in line 16, after the word “inventor”, the 
w°rds “if available”.

At this stage, Brigadier Morrison was called and, by unanimous consent, 
the Committee proceeded to sit in camera.

Brigadier Morrison made a brief statement and was examined.

Witnesses retired.
By unanimous consent it was ordered that the following members constitute 

a subcommittee to visit the Patent Office and report to the Main Committee, 
Uanaely : Messrs. Fraser, Jaenicke, Lesage, Marquis and Quelch.

The Committee adjourned to meet again this day at 4.00 p.m.

83458—li
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AFTERNOON SITTING

The Committee resumed at 4.00 p.m.

Members present: Messrs. Belzile, Cleaver, Fleming, Fraser, Gour, Hackett, 
Harkness, Jaenicke, Jutras, Lesage, Marquis, Quelch, Rinfret, Sinclair (Ontario), 
Stewart (Winnipeg North), Timmins.

In attendance: Hon. C. W. G. Gibson, Secretary of State ; Mr. J. T. Mitchell, 
Commissioner of Patents, and Mr. Christopher Robinson, Vice-President, Patent 
Institute of Canada.

The Committee resumed its consideration of Bill No. 16, An Act to amend 
The Patent Act, 1935.

Mr. Mitchell and Mr. Robinson were recalled and further examined.

Clause 5 was carried.

On motion of Mr. Lesage, clause 6 was deleted.

On motion of Mr. Marquis, clause 7 was amended as follows:
In line 16, delete the words “as section twenty-five” ;
In line 17, for the number “25” substitute “26”)
In line 20, for the word “others” substitute the words “any other

person”)
In line 39, after the word “filed” add the word “either”)
In line 43, strike out the words “a foreign” and substitute therefor the

words “any other”.
Clause 7, as amended, carried.

On motion of Mr. Lesage, clause 8 was deleted.

Several amendments to clause 9 having been submitted by Mr. Mitchell and 
Mr. Robinson, it was agreed to let the said clause 9 stand for further 
consideration.

Clauses 12, 13 and 15 carried.

On motion of Mr. Lesage, clause 16 was amended by striking out the word 
“of” (being the second last word of line 30), and substituting therefor the 
word “to”.

Clause 16, as amended, carried.

Clauses 17 and 18 stand.

At 5.40 p.m., witnesses retired and the Committee adjourned until 
Wednesday, March 5, at 4.00 p.m.

R. ARSENAULT,
Clerk of the Committee.



MINUTES OF EVIDENCE
House of Commons, March 4, 1947.

The Standing Committee on Banking and Commerce met this day at 
11.00 a.m. The Chairman, Mr. Hughes Cleaver, presided.

The Chaibman : Gentlemen, if you will come to order now, we have a 
quorum and we will proceed.

There are two or three matters I would like to bring to the attention of the 
committee before we go on with the evidence of Mr. Mitchell. The first is in 
regard to the appointment of a small sub-committee to bring in a report to this 
committee with respect to office space, staff and printing. I have received the 
uames from three of the parties but I still require the name of the Social Credit 
Party representative on the sub-committee. Mr. Quelch, or Mr. Blackmore, is 
that name available yet?

Mr. Quelch : I think we were both out towards the end of the last meeting, 
Mr. Chairman; this is the first information we have had with respect to this 
matter.

The Chairman: We better let that matter stand then, and before the close 
°f today’s meeting perhaps you could give me the name.

Mr. Fraser: They couldn’t get around to doing anything now until some 
tune next week, until this snow lays down a little bit.

The Chairman : The clerk advises that this committee should ask for 
additional powers from the House before we would be able to bring in a report 
®uch as the committee wishes to make. I asked the clerk to draft a report which 
-*■ will now read:

Pursuant to an order of the House dated February 18, 1947, your 
Committee is considering Bill No. 16, an Act to amend The Patent Act, 
1935.

Your Committee recommends that it be empowered to inquire into 
the administration of the Patent Office in regard to staff, office space and 
equipment, and to report to the House in relation thereto.

The Chairman: What is your pleasure, gentlemen?
Mr. Irvine: I move the adoption of that draft report.
Carried.
The Chairman: The commitee will recall that near the end of our last 

meeting Mr. Mitchell was asked to make a separate report with regard to the 
backlog of work that has piled up at the Patent Office. Mr. Mitchell now has 
mat report and I will ask him to read it.

Mr. J. T. Mitchell, Commissioner of Patents, recalled:

The Witness: To determine the backlog of patent applications now in the 
office a survey of the examiners’ records has been made, the increase in the 
dumber of applications filed noted, the reduction in the staff during the war 
^ears detailed and the inconvenience and delay caused by insufficient space and 
cramped quarters explained.
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The total number of applications awaiting examiner’s action is approximately 
thirty-one thousand four hundred. Of this total two thousand eight hundred 
have a stay-of-proceedings under rule 25 of the rules, regulations and forms. 
This rule provides that an applicant may ask that no action be taken by an 
examiner for one year from the date of filing. Of all applications filed in a 
year twenty-five per cent are incomplete, incorrect or have some other 
informality. Under section 31 of the Patent Act the applicant has a year from 
the filing of his application to complete it. The incomplete applications are not 
withheld from the examiner but a notation is made on the case and normally 
the examiner does not act on the application until it is complete. In most cases 
the year does not elapse before the application is completed but as new 
incomplete applications are filed from day to day the number of incomplete 
applications remains fairly constant at twenty-five per cent. Thus in a year’s 
filing of twelve or fourteen thousand applications over three thousand will be 
awaiting completion before action is taken.

These two items add up to fifty-four hundred applications which can be 
deducted from the total of thirty-one thousand four hundred leaving twenty-six 
thousand awaiting action. This statement is only approximate in that some of 
the incomplete applications may also be included in those which have stop- 
orders or delayed action requests. In round numbers the total may be said 
to be twenty-six thousand eight hundred. Without a survey of each and every 
application in the office to determine its condition only a close approximation 
can be given. Such survey would require weeks of time of the whole staff and 
would further delay the work without in any way reducing the backlog. Another 
thing to be considered is that in the total of twenty-six thousand eight hundred 
are included two thousand five hundred replies by applicants to the Office action 
which have not yet been reviewed by the examiner. Many of these may 
conform to the examiners’ requirements and when they do the further 
examination is greatly lessened. As they are an unknown quantity they cannot 
be deducted from cases awaiting action.

Under normal conditions an examiner would have before him about eight 
months’ cases or between three or four hundred new cases. No matter what 
may be done you cannot have an examiner with no new cases awaiting action 
as he then would have no work to do. As there are now twenty-five examining 
divisions in the office three to four hundred applications w-ould mean that 
seventy-five hundred to ten thousand new applications would always be before 
the examiners. However, for the purposes of this committee I do not intend to 
compute the backlog in this way and shall not subtract those numbers from 
the total.

It may be asked how this backlog has accumulated in the last six or seven 
years. There are three main causes: the increased number of applications filed, 
the reduction of the staff and the insufficient and scattered office accommodation.

In the first place in the six years preceding 1940 a total of about sixty-three 
thousand eight hundred applications or ten thousand six hundred yearly were 
filed. From 1940 to 1946, inclusive, there were sixty-seven thousand four 
hundred and fifty or eleven thousand two hundred yearly. While this is only 
an average of six hundred a year increase it is noteworthy because in the 
United States, Great Britain and other countries the applications fell off as much 
as forty per cent during the war years. In eleven months of this fiscal year the 
increase continued with 15,600 applications already filed.

In 1939 the office had twenty-eight examiners. In December, 1941, an 
examiner in the mechanical division died. An examiner in the metallurgical 
division left the office in January, 1942, to join one of the war offices. He never 
returned and at the termination of the war resigned to enter private practice. 
An examiner in the fuel oil division joined the Royal Canadian Navy in 
September, 1942, and returned to the office in April, 1946. A radio examiner 
left the office in January, 1942, and returned in April, 1946. An electrical
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examiner resigned in August, 1943. Another examiner in the electrical division 
was absent from August, 1942, to November, 1943, on war work. Another 
electrical division examiner was in the army from January, 1942, to February, 
1943. The examiner of agricultural machinery was in the army from January, 
1943, to January, 1946. A chemical division examiner resigned in January, 1946. 
This was a loss since 1941 of nine examiners for varying periods but for a total 
time loss of twenty-seven years and five months. Five of the nine examiners 
have since returned but in the four vacancies caused by death and resignation 
there has been one replacement and that in February of this year. And I want 
you to note that twenty-seven years and five months. That is very important 
from the standpoint of service to the office by the examiners who were absent on 
war duty.

A comparison of the total staff during the war years should also be included 
as the clerical divisions have been greatly handicapped. On January 1, 1939, 
there were ninety permanent and twenty-four temporary professional and 
clerical employees, in all one hundred and fourteen. On January 1, 1946, there 
were sixty-four permanent and thirty temporary employees or ninety-four, that 
is, twenty less than at the beginning of the war. On February 1, 1947, there 
were sixty-four permanent and thirty-three temporary or ninety-seven employees 
Which is still seventeen under pre-war establishment. Decreases in the clerical 
staff were caused by death, marriage, transfers and resignations and such 
replacements as the Civil Service Commission have made have been with clerks 
who had to be trained in the work. The commission has not been able to supply 
all the clerks asked for.

Immediately before the outbreak of war additional office space in the 
Langevin block was to be provided. This was to consist of all the second floor 
and half of the top floor of the building. One-half of the basement for filing 
space was also to be allotted. The space to be acquired was by removal of some 
branches of the Post Office Department into the new city post office. The 
Department of National Defence took over the new post office building and the 
transfers were cancelled. At the present time the Patent Office occupies about 
one-half of the second floor, one large room on the fourth floor and a storage 
room in the basement of the Langevin block. In addition some of the staff are 
°n one floor of the Hope building, Sparks street, on part of a floor of the Trafalgar 
building, Queen street at Bank, and in a couple of rooms in the Fraser building, 
Queen street. There are also stores and files housed in the Sovereign building, 
Bank street near Queen, and in the basement of the new Supreme Court building. 
The patent files are in cases in the corridors of the Langevin block and on the 
second floor extend from Elgin to Metcalfe streets. The transfer of files to and 
from the different buildings and the separation of the examining divisions not 
°nly slows up the work but militates against efficiency.

In concluding this statement I wish to bring to your attention that appli
cations, particularly from European countries, are being filed at an increasing 
r-ate and that under the relief provisions of the amending Act a still greater 
number may be expected. Without relief the backlog will still further increase.

Conditions in Canada are not different from those in other countries which 
nave also large backlogs. The augmentation of the staff in the United States 
Bâtent Office has already been referred to.

The Witness: Now, to show the delay that takes place in offices, such as 
^n the British Patent Office, I have in my hand a certificate issued in Great 
Britain. I will just read you a part of it: “this certificate is issued in response

a request made on the 19th day of November 1945”; and the certificate is 
uated the 3rd day of May 1946, which is six months later. I have hundreds 
such as this in the office. And this is the type of case which keeps back our 
applications.
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With regard to space I have an order in my hand dated June 15, 1918, which 
reads as follows:—

Dominion of Canada

PATENT OFFICE

Department of Agriculture,
Ottawa, June 18, 1918.

Memorandum for the Deputy Minister.
The actual space now in use by the Patent Office in the Langevin 

block and in the Queen street building is eleven thousand five hundred 
and ten square feet, and with this space there is considerable congestion, 
many of the rooms being over-crowded.

A great deal of the space in the Patent Office is taken up with the 
records of our issued patents which must be kept in a convenient way for 
our examiners and the public, apart from the large classification of 
patents, on which the examiners rely entirely for the performance of their 
duties.

Our scientific library is overflowing and we have been obliged to 
infringe upon its space with the overflow of issued patents from the 
Record Room.

The rooms occupied by the examiners (19' 9" X 11' 6") should not 
be used for more than two examiners with their classifications. In many 
instances, we are obliged to place three men in this size of room. This 
interferes with efficiency.

Our Queen street storage building has nowr reached its limit for space, 
and we have been obliged to erect shelving in the centre of small rooms, 
increasing the difficulties in searching.

For the want of more space, the continuance of the classification of 
the United States patents is practically suspended, being obliged to store 
these copies in the store-room in the basement of this building and the 
examiners as a whole are greatly disappointed with this delay. Further
more, for want of space, we have been obliged to place a staff of clerks in 
all the available corners of the library. I would therefore, respectfully 
recommend that one half as much more space be provided for the Patent 
Office i.e. 17,000 square feet.

I cannot too strongly urge that the Patent Office be allowed to retain 
its present quarters. The Record Room has been provided with steel 
files, at a very great cost purposely made for the Record Room. The 
same may be said of our Scientific Library.

_ To meet the present need, as above suggested, increased accommo
dation should be provided on the floor we now occupy, or immediately 
above the first floor, the flat between our own offices and the Patent Office 
Library.

Below is a rough diagram of the ground floor of the Langevin Block. 
The Patent Office occupies part of the first floor, as indicated, in addition 
to the library space on the attic floor. If the second floor was assigned to 
the Patent Office, the present requirements would be satisfied, that is to 
say, all the space on the three floors from the red line in the plan, 
looking east.

(Sgd.) W. J. LYNCH,
Chief of Patent Office.
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In 1921 Mr. O’Halloran, Chief Commissioner of Patents, wrote a letter 
dated January 3, 1921. This was written to Mr. Hunter:—

Referring to your letter of the 5th ultimo and previous correspondence 
re office accommodation for the patent and copyright office. I beg to 
advise you that a patent examiner returned to duty to-day after a long 
sick leave, and as there is no room available for him he must remain 
idle until additional office accommodation is provided although his services 
are badly needed.

That is back in 1921. I also have a number of letters which I myself have 
Written, going back as far as 1934.

Mr. Fraser: But since 1921 you have had additional space made available 
to you, have you not?

The Witness: I have had about 3,000 feet. We asked for 17,000 or 18,000
feet.

The Chairman : If the commissioner is willing I would suggest that this 
material be handed to the subcommittee and that they would incorporate as 
much of it as they deem wise in their report.

Some Hon. Members: Agreed.
The Chairman : I suggest to the committee that perhaps now you might- 

care to carry paragraphs 1, 2, and 3 of the bill, which brings us to the secrecy 
sections ; and we have here to-day a representative from the Master General of 
the Ordnance Branch in regard to secrecy, perhaps you would care to hear him?

Shall section 1, which is the short title, carry?
Carried.
The Chairman : Does section 2 carry?
Mr. Lesage: There was an amendment to section 2. Was it not the 

mtention that the annual salary should not exceed $8,000?
The Chairman : Now we are on section 2. The minister has an amendment 

to make so that the new section, which is subsection 3 of section 4 of the Patent 
Act, will read:

The commissioner shall hold office during pleasure and shall be paid 
such annual salary not exceeding $8,000 as may be determined by the 
Governor in Council.

Mr. Marquis: Does that read, not exceeding $8,000?
The Chairman: Shall be paid such annual salary not exceeding $8,000 as 

may be determined by the Governor in Council.
Mr. Fleming: What was the substance of the recommendation of the 

Gordon Royal Commission with respect to the salary attaching to the office of 
commissioner?

The Chairman : I will have that for you in a minute.
Mr. Irvine: How does that $8,000 maximum salary compare with what 

Private industry might be prepared to pay for a man having equal capacity?
The Witness: On page 39 of the report of Royal Commission (the Gordon 

^ommission), the Commissioner of Patents salary is indicated at $8,000. 
Personally I was not consulted. I do not know what was asked. No representa- 
tlVe of the Patent Office was present as far as I know. I know that I was not.

Mr. Fleming : You say it does not go too far?
, The Witness: As a matter of fact, I prefer to leave that entirely in the 
hands of the committee.

Mr. Marquis: Do you object to that provision?
The Witness: I have never asked for an increased for myself and I do not 

mtend to.
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Mr. Lesage: It has been $8,000 for some time, hasn’t it?
The Chairman : The estimates of 1928 show that in that year the 

Commissioner of Patents was paid $8,000.
Mr. Macdonnell: Which year?
The Chairman : The estimates of 1928.
Mr. Macdonnell: And it has been reduced since then?
The Chairman : Yes.
Mr. Macdonnell: Why.
The Chairman : Oh, well, that is a moot question I suppose.
Mr. Stewart : I think we should investigate this a little further. I would 

like to know how long the commissioner has been in the service?
The Witness: I have been in the service now twenty-seven years.
Mr. Stewart: When did you become commissioner?
The Witness: In 1935.
Mr. Stewart : What was your salary then?
The Witness: The salary then—I got a range from $6,000 to $7,000; it had 

been reduced from $8,000 to $6,000; then they gave me this range from $6,000 
to $7,000.

The Chairman: If the committee question this section with the minister’s 
amendment in it I would have to ask that it stand in the absence of the minister. 
If you question it I will just mark it “Stand”.

Mr. Stewart : What I was suggesting was that he was paid $8,000 in 1928; 
the cost of living has increased considerably since then.

The Chairman : That section will stand.
Mr. Irvine: If you want to make it more I see no reason why it should 

stand.
Mr. Jackman : I presume when the cut was made in the salary of the com

missioner that was the time when a general cut was introduced applicable to the 
whole of the civil service.

The Witness : I could not tell you that.
Mr. Jackman: Was that in 1932 or 1933?
The Witness: 1930.
Mr. Irvine: Mr. Chairman, I would like to ask a question of the com

missioner. I do not know whether it can be answered. I was wondering what 
would be the likely salary paid by private industry to a man of the same 
capacity as the Commissioner and who had been employed for a similar number 
of years? Is there any way of knowing that?

The Witness : I am afraid not.
Mr. Fleming: I should like to have the minister here before we dispose of 

this finally for this reason. It is not .enough simply to have the section passed 
in the amended form because the bill does not give anybody any assurance that 
the salary is going to be raised to the $8,000. All it does is to empower the 
Governor in Council to determine the salary in a sum not exceeding $8,000. 
I think the minister ought to be prepared to tell us whether the salary is going 
to be increased in pursuance of that power if the section passes. I think the 
committee ought to know that.

Mr. Macdonnell: And in view of the recommendation of the Gordon 
Commission.

Mr. Stewart : I think we ought to let it stand.
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The Chairman : I will mark the section "stand.” Section 3 of the bill.
3. Sections eleven and twelve of the said Act are repealed and the 

following substituted therefor:—
“11. Notwithstanding the exception in the next preceding section, the 

Commissioner, upon the request of any person who states in writing the 
name of the inventor, the title of the invention and the number and date 
of a patent said to have been granted in a named country other than 
Canada, and who pays or tenders the prescribed fee, shall inform such 
person whether an application for a patent of the same invention is or is 
not pending in Canada.

RULES AND REGULATIONS •

Regulations and forms.
12. (1) The Governor in Council, on the recommendation of the 

Minister, may make, amend or repeal such rules and regulations and 
prescribe such forms as may be deemed expedient

(a) for carrying into effect the objects of this Act, or for ensuring the 
due administration thereof by the Commissioner and other 
officers and employees of the Patent Office; and

(b) for carrying into effect the terms of any treaty, convention, 
arrangement or engagement which subsists between Canada and 
any other country;

(c) for ensuring the secrecy of applications for patents and of 
patents, in the interests of the safety of the State; and

(d) in particular, but without restricting the generality of the 
foregoing, with respect to the following matters :—
(i) the form and contents of applications for patents ;
(ii) the form of the Register of Patents and of the indexes 

thereto ;
(iii) the registration of assignments, transmissions, licences, dis

claimers, judgments or other documents relating to any 
patent; and

(iv) the form and contents of any certificate issued pursuant to 
the terms of this Act.

Effect.
(2) Any rule or regulation made by the Governor in Council shall be 

of the same force and effect as if it had been enacted herein.”
Mr. Fleming: On section 3 would you mind taking sections 11 and 12 

separately? I have different comments to make on each. They are both in 
section 3 of the bill.

The Chairman: Section 3 of the bill repeals sections 11 and 12 and substi
tutes in lieu thereof—which would be in lieu of both of them—a new section 11. 

Mr. Fleming: And 12.
The Chairman: Under section 11 you can discuss both the old sections 11

and 12—
Mr. Fleming: And the new sections. Section 3 repeals the old sections 11 

and 12 and substitutes the new 11 and 12. The new 12 is a part of section 3 of 
the bill.

The Chairman : We will discuss the new section 11 first.
Mr. Fleming: On the new 11 I should like to make a comment. This 

amendment in lines 16 and 17 introduces a question that I think is worthy of a 
moment’s consideration. It proposes that “the Commissioner, upon the request
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of any person who states in writing the name of the inventor, the title of the 
invention and the number and date of a patent”, and so on, “shall inform such 
person whether an application for a patent of the same invention is or is not 
pending in Canada.”

I am sure there are many cases where the name of the inventor is not 
available to the enquirer.

Mr. Lesage: You only have to say “if available”.
Mr. Fleming: What I would suggest is that we insert in line 16 after the 

word “inventor” some such words as “if possible” or “if available”, because I 
am told in many cases the name of the inventor is not available.

Mr. Marquis: How can it be decided if it is possible or available?
Mr. Lesage: I think the minister is ready to accept such an amendment.
The Chairman : The words “if available” are acceptable.

By Mr. Jaenicke:
Q. The amendment is for the purpose of facilitating the work in the office, is 

it?—A. Yes, it is.
Mr. Fleming: But not to tie unnecessarily the hands of an enquirer because 

the name may not be available. I would be satisfied with that.
The Chairman : Mr. Fleming moves that section 3 of the bill, insofar as it 

deals with section 11 of the Patent Act, be amended by adding the words “if 
available” after the word “inventor” in the third line. All those in favour of the 
amendment?

Mr. Irvine: How could he supply it if it were not available?
The Chairman : If the Act says he shall supply it I suppose it is mandatory.

By Mr. Macdonnell:
Q. Let me ask this question. Is the commissioner satisfied that those 

words will do the trick, in other words, that no question will arise as to who is to 
determine whether the name is available or not? Is there any point there?— 
A. Many applications filed in Great Britain are filed by companies, or they are 
filed on instructions from abroad, and the inventor’s name may not necessarily 
appear.

Q. That is my point.—A. Although it is supposed to appear. Then we get 
a copy of a patent and we are asked if there is a corresponding case in Canada. 
If we have not the name of the inventor, and should there be half a dozen 
applications filed of the same nature, it means we have to read every one 
before we can determine which one corresponds to the foreign patent submitted. 
With the inventor’s name we can pin it right down without any trouble.

Mr. Lesage: This is only a suggestion, but instead of saying “if available” 
would it not be better to say “or that the inventor is not known”.

Mr. Marquis: On the same line—
Mr. Lesage: I should like an answer to that.
The Witness: That comes down to very much the same thing.

By Mr. Lesage:
Q. Would it come to the same thing?—A. I think sd.
The Chairman : The commissioner is content with the words “if available”.
Mr. Macdonnell: That answers me.
The Chairman: Mr. Fleming moves this amendment, All those in favour of 

the section as amended.
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Mr. Marquis: Before it is carried, if some person wants to have information 
as to a patent he may send a letter to the Commissioner of Patents and may 
not know the name of the inventor. The name might not be available to him but 
it might be available to the Commissioner of Patents. If he has the number or 
designation of the patent it would be important for this person to get the 
information. Yesterday I sent a cable to England and I had an answer this 
morning, “It is impossible to give you the information”. I gave a description of 
the invention. I do not know how much use it will be to have that amendment. 
If you make it “if available” will it be available to the person who requires the 
information or will it be available to the Commissioner of Patents?

Mr. Irvine: It will be available to neither.
The Witness: It is available to the person making'the request who then 

sends it to the commissioner.

By Mr. Marquis:
Q. If the person who makes the request has not the name of the inventor 

or holder of a patent how can he make it available?—A. He can send a copy of 
the foreign patent and if it is not given in the foreign patent he might say, “It 
is not available to me and I do not know who the inventor is. I am asking you 
now to make a search on the subject matter of the invention and to tell me 
whether an application has been filed emanating from that foreign country 
with this information in it.”

Q. And this has nothing to do with a Canadian patent.
The Chairman : Shall the new section 11 as amended carry?
Carried.

By Mr. Jackman:
Q. May I ask the commissioner whether any priority is given to requests 

of this nature over ordinary searches?—A. Yes, we give priority to those. They 
invariably deal with Canadian companies which are probably going into the 
commercial field on that particular invention. They want this information so 
that they will know whether they are infringing on a patent or whether they will 
be stopped in their endeavour with the issue of a Canadian patent. We give 
preference to those. We usually furnish information of that nature within not 
more than one week.

Q. May I digress for a moment? Does the Patent Office have any difficulty 
as the result of awarding a patent on some new' application and subsequently 
finding out that the idea was not a novel one-and it has been patented in another 
country? Do patent offices throughout the world run into those difficulties?— 
A. That is not the section of the bill wre are dealing with but I shall be pleased 
to answer it.

Q. Another time will do just as w7ell.—A. I will be pleased to answer it. 
The fact is every country which makes an examination of patents runs into that 
difficulty.

Q. Another time wrill do.—A. I can give you something more definite than 
that at another time.

The Chairman : We have now reached the secrecy sections.
Mr. Fleming: Mr. Chairman, you have not yet called section 12. I should 

like to make a comment on 12.
The Chairman: Section 12 has an amendment in regard to secrecy, (c) 

and (d). If you are content wre will call the witness and he will be able to answer 
questions on all of the secrecy sections. Is that satisfactory, Mr. Fleming?
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Mr. Fleming: With the qualification that I think there is much more in 
section 12, subsection (c) than there is in section 4 of the bill enacting 19 (a). 
In other words, the power proposed in 12 (c) to be given to the Governor in 
Council to make regulations “for ensuring the secrecy of application for patents 
and of patents, in the interests of the safety of the state,” goes far beyond the 
terms proposed in section 19 (a) because section 19 (a) in clause 4 of the bill 
has to do with patents to be assigned to the Minister of National Defence. The 
provisions of 12 (c) are not confined to the secrecy of applications or of patents 
that are assigned to the Minister of National Defence. It seems to me they go 
far beyond the scope of the new secrecy section, 19 (a), far beyond it. I think 
we have got to restrict the language of ;12 (c) in the light of what form section 
19 (o) is to take when it leaves the committee.

Mr. Lesage: I agree completely with Mr. Fleming.
The Chairman: I entirely agree but I thought perhaps it would facilitate 

the work of the committee if, now that we have reached the question of secrecy, 
we should hear the witness who is here and ask him what questions the committee 
wishes to before dealing with section 12 at all.

Brigadier G. P. Morrison, Master-General of the Ordnance Branch, 
called

The Witness: Gentlemen, I might explain that our function, in so far as 
patents are concerned, has been strictly limited to date to making recommenda
tions for the retention of a patent on the secrecy list, and alternatively that a 
certain article is a worthy patent or that we do not consider it is a worthy 
patent. I come from the technical branch which deals with that part of it.

What I might term the legal aspects of the problem have been handled 
by our legal branch which is represented by our Judge Advocate General’s 
Branch. I have with me here Major Ready from the legal branch. I think 
he knows more about the legal aspects than I do, which happens to be nothing 
at all.

Speaking for the M.G.O. Branch from the secrecy point of view we feel 
that for the protection of the—I use the word “state”—we must or should have 
some mechanism by means of which patents or applications for patents may be 
placed on a secret list and issued only to and for the benefit of members of the 
commonwealth or any other countries that are allied with us in defence, or by 
virtue of any other treaties we may have that would give them the right to those 
patents. This is purely a personal opinion, but we would like to see the law so 
made that the inventors of the country are protected so that the fruits of their 
endeavours cannot be taken away from them by what we might call a too narrow 
interpretation of the term “secrecy” on the part of any official of the Department 
of National Defence.

Thirdly we would like to see the regulations or the Patent Act so written 
as to protect our minister. We are all human and we may make a mistake and 
recommend that something be placed on the secrecy list, money might be paid 
for it, and after careful examination by the Patent Office it might be discovered 
the invention was well known and our minister had been—

Mr. Fraser: Hoodwinked.
The Witness: Hoodwinked. I think that represents the technical soldier’s 

point of view without any legal restrictions.
Note:—From this stage, the Committee held its proceedings in camera until 

adjournment at 12.45 p.m.
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AFTERNOON SESSION 

The committee resumed at 4 p.m.
The Chairman: Gentlemen, we have a quorum. Shall we leave the secrecy 

section and carry on with section 5 of the bill?
Some Hon. Members: Agreed.
Mr. Lesage: On section 5, Mr. Robinson of the Patent Institute has some 

objections to the renumbering of the sections.
Mr. Fleming: That is 6.

Mr. J. T. Mitchell, Commissioner of Patents, recalled:

The Witness: Yes.
Mr. Lesage : “Section 23 of the said Act is repealed” ; and it is that which 

brings up the reference.
The Chairman : Mr. Robinson, would you care to come up here where 

you are handy?
Mr. Lesage: Yes, and I will want to make some observations on section 6, 

relating to renumbering.
The Chairman : Shall section 5 carry?
Mr. Fleming: We have no objection to section 5, Mr. Chairman.
Section 5 carried.

The Chairman : We are now on section 6, the renumbering section.
Mr. Lesage: Mr. Chairman, I respectfully submit that this should never 

have been put into law, especially when you come to consider what is compre
hended under the general term jurisprudence.

Mr. Fleming: These numbers are well set. They have been referred to in 
Cases. What is to be gained by renumbering them?

Mr. Lesage: I think we should agree that we should not renumber them. 
Mr. Hackett: Unless one has to consider—what is it we call them, 

Stators?
Mr. Lesage: Yes, citators.
Mr. Hackett: Yes, the full realm of the old books would become useless. 
The Chairman : It has been moved that section 6 of the bill be deleted. 

*hose in favour please signify?

Motion agreed to.

Mr. Fleming: That means that all the sections of the bill will have to be
^numbered.

The Chairman : We are now on section 7, who may obtain patents.
„ Mr. Lesage: We should delete that section 25. We should delete the words, 
as section twenty-five”; and replace the number “twenty-five” by the number
twenty-six”.

Mr. Fleming: Yes, that should be done.
Mr. Lesage: It is only for the purpose of renumbering.
Mr. Hackett: Are all the words underlined new?
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Mr. Lesage: That is the only new part, that which is underlined. What is 
it for, Mr. Mitchell?

Mr. Rinfret: I understand it is to clarify subsection 2.
The Witness: Yes, to clarify that with respect to 2, and to bring in the legal 

representative. Subsection 2 says, “any inventor or legal representative of an 
inventor who applies;” section 26 said, “any inventor of an invention”. It missed 
off the legal representative, which should be inserted to make it agree with 
subsection 2 (b).

The Chairman: Mr. Robinson has some remarks he wishes to make on this 
section. Is it the wish of the committee that he be heard now?

Mr. Lesage: There is one thing first, before we hear Mr. Robinson; in sub
section 2 would it not be more clear if the word “either” was added immediately 
after “filed”?

Mr. Hackett: After what?
Mr. Lesage: “Filed.” in line 39; “either” because there is a choice.
Mr. Fleming: It is not clear.
Mr. Lesage: And in line 23 we find the words “foreign country”; everywhere 

else in the Act they say “in any other country”.
The Chairman: “In any other country”?
Mr. Lesage: Instead of “foreign”. Everywhere else in the Act that is what, 

they say.
The Chairman: “Any other country”.
Mr. Belzile: That is in line 23.
Mr. Lesage: Yes.
Mr. Hackett: What change do you want to make in line 39?
Mr. Lesage: “Either or”.
The Chairman: You say there is the word “or” which appears at the end of 

subparagraph (a)?
Mr. Lesage: Yes, that is it.
The Chairman : Have you any other comments before we hear Mr. 

Robinson? I will put all the amendments at one time instead of putting them 
individually.

Mr. Jaenicke: Are you objecting to these words “foreign country” when it 
says “any other country”? You will find- Canada is always connected with that 
when it is used that way, but yiu will find Canada is not in here.

Mr. Lesage: Well, “any other country” is quite clear.
Mr. Jaenicke: Have you any objection to that term “foreign”? Any other 

country is foreign to Canada. There should be no objection to that.
The Chairman : All right, Mr. Robinson.
Mr. Robinson: There is only one other point that the patent institute 

would like to raise and it is in connection with section 26, particularly section 
26-l-(a) ; which now reads in the bill :—

(a) not know or used by others before he invented it, and
The institute would suggest that, the word “others” be changed to “any other 
person”. The words “any other person” were used in the statute from about 
1870 odd until 1923, and for no reason that anybody can find out they were 
changed in 1923 to “others”; and as it stands now they are inconsistent with 
some of the other provisions of the statute, particularly section 61. Everyone 
has always gone on the assumption that if one other person could prove that 
before a given inventor made an invention, he had made that invention, then
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the subsequent inventor could not get a patent. That is, if I make an invention 
today and file application for it the position should be that if any other person 
can show that before I made my invention he had made it then I should not be 
able to get a patent. But the way the section, reads now because of the use of 
the word “others” there must be at least two, and it might be a perfectly 
confidential disclosure; that is, the two people would really be one. It is a 
distinction that really does not seem to us. to make very much sense.

The Chairman : Are there any other questions ?
Mr. Marquis : You would substitute “any other” by “some person”.
The Chairman : Are there any other questions before I put the amendments?
Mr. Hackett: Just let me ask who represents the institute?
Mr. Robinson : I do.
Mr. Hackett : In section. 61 we have in the fifth line “by some other 

inventor”. Then we have further down in (6) “such other inventor” ; and then, 
again, “such other inventors”. Is there any distinction now made between 
inventor and a person? Should we not put inventor here instead of person?

Mr. Robinson : If you argue that “person” is to be preferred, your argument 
would have been better if section 61 had said “person”; because there should not 
be a distinction between inventor and person for these purposes. The question 
is a simple one. Prior knowledge about it does not necessarily presuppose an 
inventor or presuppose any invention. The question is simply did someone 
before this man apply for a patent of this alleged invention.

Mr. Hackett: I am going to ask the Chairman if he would take a note of 
that, that when, we are making these changes it might be well to be consistent 
and make the changes in section 61 as well.

The Witness : In section 26, 1, (a), “not know or used”, of course the 
words, “by any other persons” do not necessarily mean an inventor; and the 
clause, “not knowm or used by any other person” is favourable to “any other 
inventors.”

Mr. Hackett: Yes, all right; but what I am asking now is whether section 61 
should also be corrected.

The Chairman : Yes. I have made a note of that. Thank you, Mr. 
Hackett.

Mr. Marquis: But this term “inventor” supposes a man who has made an 
invention and refers to an inventor and not to a person. A person might use 
an invention and not be an inventor.

Mr. Hackett: That may be the complete answer.
The Chairman : I will be glad to check it. Shall I put the proposed 

amendments?
It is moved by Mr. Marquis that section 25, be amended to read section 26;
And that the word “others” in line 20 be deleted.
Mr. Lesage: No. First of all in line 16, that the words “twenty-five” be 

deleted.
The Chairman: I have deleted that.
And that section 25 be changed to read section 26.
Mr. Marquis : Be renumbered, yes.
The Chairman: Yes.
Mr. Fleming: We will have to take into account the opening words of the 

bill.
(i The Chairman: Oh; thank you very much. And that in line 16 the words 
‘twenty-five” be struck out, and—

Mr. Lesage: You don’t have to put “twenty-six” thdte.
83458—2
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The Chairman : And that the words “section twenty-five” in line 16 be 
deleted.

He further moves that the word, “others” be struck out in line 20 and 
that the .following words be substituted in lieu therefor, “any other person” ;

And he further moves that in line 39 the word “either” be added at the end 
of the line after the word “filed”; and he further moves that in line 43 the 
words “a foreign” be struck out and that the following words, be substituted 
in lieu therefor, “any other”. All those in favour of the motion covering these 
amendments please signify.

Carried.

Shall the section as amended carry?
Carried.

Mr. Hackett : What do you think about the word “seven”—that section 
26 of the said Act be repealed and the following substituted. Was there some
thing to be done there? Was section 25 to come out?

The Chairman : Yes, we did that.
Mr. Marquis : We called it section 26.
The Chairman : Now, what about section 8 of the bill?
Mr. Fleming : It ought to come out too, for the same reason.
The Chairman : It is moved by Mr. Lesage that section 8 of the bill be 

deleted. All those in favour?
Carried.

On section 9:
Mr. Lesage: Should we go into this one? It is controversial.
The Chairman: I beg your pardon?
Mr. Lesage: This is a very difficult section and I think Mr. Robinson has 

strong objections to present on it. Perhaps we had better not start a discussion 
on that just now.

The Chairman: There is no reason why we should not do a little work this 
afternoon.

Mr. Lesage: All right.
Mr. Belzile: This will be section 28(a).
Mr. Lesage: Yes. First let us take that 28(a) ; replace the words “twenty- 

seven” by the word “twenty-seven (a)” after “section twenty-eight”. That will 
require putting an (a) after the number twenty-eight.

The Chairman : Right. All right, Mr. Robinson.
Mr. Robinson : Mr. Chairman, this section, as one of the members of the 

committee remarked, is a very difficult one. The Patent Institute of Canada 
has given a great deal of consideration—

Mr. Lesage: Mr. Robinson, before you go on, I think there were a couple 
of amendments the commissioner was ready to put forward. It would be my 
suggestion that it would be better for him to place those before the committee 
before you start your discussion. I think you have a couple of amendments, 
Mr. Mitchell?

The Witness: Yes, I have.
Mr. Lesage: Maybe it would be better, before we proceed to hear Mr. 

Robinson, if Mr. Mitchell would put his amendments.
The Chairman : All right.
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The Witness: That insertion 28(a) of the bill, “at any time” should be 
deleted, and substituted therefor “in the case of rights relating to patents of 
invention which arose on or after September 2, 1939, and”.

Mr. Fleming: What is the reason for that date? Did the war not break out 
3rd of September 1939, and this country came in officially on the 10th?

The Witness: In every official document I have looked at in the form of 
Defence of Canada regulations, and Trading with the Enemy regulations and 
all the others, they take the date. September 2, that is the date posted. September 
2 was taken from those precedents.

The Chairman : That was the date on which Britain declared war. Now, 
what other amendment do you propose?

The Witness: In section 28(2) after the word “which” ; delete “and have 
become payable”; and insert “should have been repaid”. Then after the word 
‘‘Act” delete “since” and insert “on or after”.

In section 3 delete the words “provided by section 25 of this Act for the 
filing of applications for patents of invention”, and after “which” delete the 
Word “rights” in line 3. That-is line 25 on that page. Cancel the word “rights” 
and insert therefor “the rights which had not expired on the second day of 
September, 1939, or which rights”—

By Mr. Lesage:
Q. Yes, but you should say “provided under this Act”.—A. Yes, “provided 

under this Act”. I beg your pardon, “rights provided under this Act”.
Q. What do you think of adding “relating to patents of invention”?—A. Yes, 

that was another. “The rights under this Act relating to applications for patents 
of invention”.

By Mr. Fleming:
Q. “Rights under this Act”—A. “Under this Act relating to applications for 

patents of invention.”

By Mr. Lesage:
Q. Applications only?—A. Applications.
Q. Why do you say applications? Could you not say “relating to patents of 

invention”?—A. We are dealing with applications. Further down in line 30 it 
says, “Applications upon which patents have been granted as well as to applica
tions”, and so on. That is to keep the nomenclature the same throughout. It 
Would be “under this Act relating to applications for patents of invention which 
had not expired”. In line 30 after “granted” insert “during that period”.

Q. Did you delete “rights” in line 26, the last word of line 26?—A. Yes, I 
think that was deleted.

Q. “Or which have arisen”?—A. “Or which have arisen”.
Mr. Fleming: Give us that last one again, please.
The Chairman : Line 30, add after the word “granted” the words “during: 

that period.”
Mr. Lesage: Mr. Chairman, there is the word “and”, “during that period

and.”
Mr. Cleaver: Does that require “and”? I do not think so. No, it does not.
The Witness: Line 47, after the word “patented” insert “by the same- 

^ventor.”

By Mr. Fleming:
Q. This is subsection 4?—A. Subsection 4.
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By Mr. Marquis:
Q. Insert which words?—A. “By the same inventor.” Line 48 after the 

word “any” insert the word “other”, “in any other country.” Line 49, delete 
“other than a country with which Canada was at war.” On page 6 of the bill 
cancel “first day of September” and insert “second day of September.”

By Mr. Hackett:
Q. Does that not get us into a conflict? Canada did not go to war until the 

tenth, did she?—A. Our defence of Canada regulations, regulations as to trading 
with the enemy and other regulations of that nature all refer to the second day 
of September.

By Mr. Fleming:
Q. Do they not all say “since the second of September” or “after the second 

of September”?—A. It may be that.
Q. My impression was they were to take effect immediately at midnight on 

the second of September because the state of war which actually broke out on 
the morning of the third was dated back to the first minute of that day as far 
as those regulations were concerned. It may be a small point.—A. I only want 
to get these points in and then afterwards they may be discussed.

By Mr. Lesage:
Q. Why do we say here, “in any of His Majesty’s dominions or possessions”? 

Nowhere else in the act will you find that. You always say, “in any other 
country.” This is the only place you will find it. I do not see why you use 
those words.

By the Chairman:
Q. They would seem to be needless?—A. They are needless.
Q. “Patented in any other country.”
Mr. Marquis : Delete “in any of His Majesty’s dominions or possessions.”
The Chairman: Yes, “patented by the same inventor in any other country.”
The Witness: Page 6, line 8, delete the word “eight” and insert “seven”, 

“1937.” There is no correction in section 5. Then we add a subsection 6 to 
section 28 which reads as follows.

By the Chairman:
Q. Is it long?—A. No.

Nothing in the provisions of this section shall be deemed in any way 
to affect or to operate in derogation of any rights as to the revival or 
restoration of any lapsed rights to or in respect of any patent of invention 
applied for or acquired under the provisions of this Act which may be 
asserted or claimed by any person under and in virtue of the stipulations 
of any treaty of peace or convention entered into on behalf of Canada 
and ratified by parliament with any country with which the allied and 
associated powers are or have been at war, with regard to industrial 
property or otherwise affecting patent rights.

I

By Mr. Lesage:
Q. May I intervene here to remark that if you put in subsection 6 you 

cannot delete the words in line 49 on page 5, “with which Canada was at war.” 
—A. The reason why I deleted that was that this committee has always 
impressed on me that this is peacetime legislation. The one reason I took that out 
was on account of that.
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Q. But subsection 6 has no meaning if you take that out.—A. Quite so. I 
would have to leave in there, “with which Canada was at war.” I would require 
to leave that in.

The Chairman : You leave in the words, “other than a country with which 
Canada was at w7ar.”

Mr. Fleming: Which line?
Mr. Lesage: Line 49 on page 5.

By Mr. Fleming:
Q. In subsection 4?—A. In subsection 4.
Q. Why do you bring in “allied and associated powers” in subsection 6?— 

A. The reason I brought that in was this. I have since learned there are certain 
peace treaties and certain treaties only now in the making, and I wanted to be 
perfectly clear I was not bringing in something here that was going to be at 
variance with anything the government might do.

By Mr. Lesage:
Q. Parliament is going to ratify.—A. Yes.
Mr. Fleming : In other words, you do not think it is enough to confine that 

to “countries with which Canada is or has been at war”?
Mr. Lesage: It is confined to that.
Mr. Fleming: Why bring in “allied and associated powers”?
Mr. Lesage: Because the treaties of peace are signed by the associated and 

allied powders.
Mr. Fleming : Yes, but they are entered into on behalf of Canada and 

ratified by parliament. Is that not a sufficient definition?
The Witness : I suppose it is.
Mr. Fleming : It is- a matter of definition. I still do not see why you have 

to bring in a definition in those terms', “with any country with which the allied 
and associated powers are or have been at war.” Is it not sufficient to say, 
‘country with which Canada is or has been at war”? We are not going into a 
definition of the scope of the treaty. We are simply trying to identify it.

The Witness: I think you are perfectly correct there.
Mr. Fleming: Why bring in these others?
The Witness: I think that could be deleted.
Mr. Lesage: “With which Canada was at war”.
Mr. Fleming : “With which Canada is or has been at war”. That is at 

the end of the new subsection 6.
Mr. Lesage: If I understand it correctly it is because there are some peace 

treaties signed now which are not ratified by parliament and there are some 
special conventions as regards patent rights, especially between Italy and 
Canada, for instance.

The AVitness: I understand from the newspapers that in the treaty restora
tion of certain rights has been made to Italy under Annex 15.

By Mr. Stewart:
Q. What rights are these? A. Rights in connection with industrial property, 

.they involve all rights in industrial property.
Q. Does that mean patents that were registered by Italians in this country 

Revert to them? A. I read it that way. I may be wrong. I think it is under 
Annex 15 of the peace treaty with Italy that they were restored to Italy. Those 
rights in industrial property were restored.
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By Mr. Lesage:
Q. On certain conditions? A. On certain conditions.
Q. Under certain conditions and certain limits of time.
Mr. Stewart : Could we know what those conditions are?
Mr. Lesage : We will know when parliament has to ratify the treaty. If 

you read the amendment which was put forward it says “entered into on behalf 
of Canada and ratified by parliament.”

Mr. Stewart: Are we not being asked here to legislate on something we 
do not know anything about?

Mr. Lesage : No, they will have to be ratified by parliament.
Mr. Stewart: We do not know what we are legislating for.
Mr. Hackett : You do not think that is something that is peculiar to this 

Act, do you? There are a few words here that I am not sure add anything to 
the statute. In the second line we have “or to operate in derogation of”. Does 
that add anything to the word “affect”? Are we not just as far along if we 
say that nothing in the provisions of this section shall be deemed in any way 
to affect the rights as to the revival and restoration, and so on. Does “or to 
operate in derogation of any” add anything to it? It seems to me that is 
cumbersome, fulsome and without value.

Mr. Fleming: Mr. Chairman, perhaps Mr. Hackett might have added the 
word “tautological” there, but nevertheless “in derogation of” is a pretty good 
statutory expression. I do not see that it does any harm.

Mr. Hackett : “In derogation of” is included in “affect”. I am not going 
to stick out for it, but it does seem to me we are getting a lot of very verbose 
enactments.

Mr. Jaenicke: Can we not head the whole section up by saying, “subject 
to any treaty which Canada may enter into”?

Mr. Hackett : That is another question which might come up, but when 
you have the word “affect” have you not in that everything that is imputed 
in the words “or to operate in derogation of any”?

Mr. Marquis : Do you contend that is a repetition?
Mr. Lesage: It is a limitation.
Mr. Hackett: It is a diminutive which is included in “affect”.
The Chairman: I have made a note of that.
Mr. Hackett : Then there is another one a little further on, “claimed by 

any person under and in virtue of the stipulations”. It seems to me that “by 
any person in virtue of the stipulations” should be sufficient. I do not see that 
“under” adds anything to it.

Mr. Lesage : In French you would say “en virtue”.
The Chairman: Delete the words “under and”.
Mr. Hackett : Yes, and above that “or to operate in derogation of any”.
Mr. Rinfret: You would leave the word “any” in.
Mr. Hackett: Yes.
The Chairman : Asserted or claimed is another.
Mr. Hackett: It struck me there you might assert a right for somebody as 

distinct from claiming it for yourself, but I am quite willing to say “asserted” 
and let “claimed” go.

The Chairman: Shall we hear from Mr. Robinson?
Mr. Lesage : There is another subsection, I think.
The Witness: I do not think so.
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Mr. Lesage : No. 7? Did you not intend to add something with regard to the 
representations of the Canadian Manufacturers’ Association?

The Witness : Yes. I am willing to let this stand because I wish to discuss 
this later on.

The Chairman : All right, Mr. Robinson.
Mr. Robinson: Mr. Chairman, the Patent Institute finds itself in some 

difficulty in approaching this section in the bill as amended.
As one of the members of the committee said, this is an extremely difficult 

subject. The members of the institute feel this section is dangerous in many ways 
because, although it is a draft, the language is, in the view of the members, of 
the institute, very likely to lead to difficulty when it comes to interpretation by 
the courts. The section as presented in the bill is practically identical except for 
the changes in the dates with sections 5 and 7 of chapter 44 of the statutes of 
1941. In the view of the institute that statute was not a satisfactory statute 
for a number of reasons. First of all it sets out—and this is true of the bill—in 
the first subsection to deal generally with everything and then makes that subject 
to the granting of reciprocal rights. In subsequent subsections it goes on to deal 
specifically in somewhat different language with the kind of things already dealt 
with in subsection (1).

For example, subsection (1) says, in the case of rights relating to patent 
inventions which arise after September 2 and under particular conditions, a 
British subject or national of any other country which extends reciprocal privi
leges may accomplish any act, fulfil any formality, pay any fees and generally 
satisfy any obligation prescribed by the laws or regulations of Canada relating 
to the obtaining of patents or invention. Now, it would be hard to find broader 
words with which to deal with the whole subject of extension. As I pointed out, 
this is made subject to the granting of reciprocal rights by foreign countries.

Subsection (2) says,
Fees which have become payable under this Act since the second day 

of September, 1939, may at any time until the expiration of a period of six 
months from the coming into force of this section, be paid with the same 
effect as if paid within the time prescribed by this Act.
Subsection (1) has already legislated in favour of fees but legislated only 

In favour of Canadian citizens, British subjects or nationals of any other 
country which extends reciprocal privileges. This section legislates with regard 
fij fees without any limitation at all. You come again to the same sort of 
difficulty when you come to subsection (3). There arc contradictions between the 
next subsections. The proposals which have been made by the commissioner of 
Patents have been, I think, probably the best proposals that could be made to 
dear up what -was, in the view of the institute at least, fundamentally an 
unsatisfactory sort of provision to accomplish purposes which everyone agrees 
]t is desirable should be accomplished.

For example, subsection (1) says,
In the case of rights relating to patents of invention which arise on or 

after September second, 1939 . . .
Now, it is not quite clear what that means because a right to a patent of 

invention probably arises at the time of the making of the invention. I do not 
hink that is really what was meant, I think what was meant was that any of 
10 time limits say, for filing an application in Canada or for doing other things 
n,:er the Act which had not expired on that date should be extended. Yet, 

curiously enough, that is what subsection (3) deals with specifically. I could 
°n at some length pointing out that sort of difficulty which the institute feels is
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likely to arise under that section. With this difficulty in mind the members of the 
institute have given very careful consideration to the whole matter. I should say 
here that the members are entirely in agreement with the purposes which are 
aimed at in this section. They have proposed a revision of this section, which, 
in their view, covers more concisely and with, therefore, less danger, the difficulty 
arising because of the conflict of provisions on the same subject in diffeerent 
subsections. I think all the members have copies of the proposed subsection. They 
were distributed, but I have some extra copies here in case some member has 
not one.

This section is designed to accomplish exactly the same object as the section 
in the bill except for one important point. The section in the bill would allow 
a patent which was granted by virtue of that section to be granted for the normal 
term of seventeen years. The result of that might be, therefore, that someone 
who had made an invention and published it on September 3, 1937, and would 
therefore have had to file in Canada on September 3, 1939, to be within the 
normal time limit for filing could file up to within six months of the passing 
of this Act, or September 30, 1947. In other words, he’ could file eight years 
later than he would normally have had to file and thus obtain a patent for the 
full seventeen year period. His patent would be granted in 1950 and expire 
in 1967, whereas if he had filed within the normal time his patent would 
have expired in 1958 or 1959.

The members of the institute which includes not only patent attorneys 
in private practice, of which I am one, but also includes'patent attorneys 
working for Canadian companies who are interested in the manufacture of 
these articles, as well as the holders of patents, unanimously agree that 
that is not a satisfactory result. Someone is going to get into this country 
now and secure very special privileges which he could not secure except for 
this legislation. We feel he should get a somewhat shortened term on such a 
patent, particularly having regard to this fact: in this country since November, 
1939, there has been in force an order in council known as the Patents, etc., 
Emergency Order, 1939.

Under that order it has been possible for anyone who filed outside the 
normal statutory time limit to secure from the Commissioner of Patents an 
extension of the time for filing his application if he could show he was not 
able to act within the normal time limit because of circumstances arising 
out of the war. The result of the existence of the order since 1939 has been 
that anyone who has any kind of case for not having come in within the 
normal time limit has been able to come in and get an ordinary patent- 
Therefore, this legislation is going to benefit only or substantially at least 
those people who could perfectly well have come in before but, for some 
reason or other, decided at the time they did not want to bother. Now, 
as there is legislation which offers those persons a chance, they will come in- 
In the view of the institute at least the primary reason for passing any legisla
tion on this subject in Canada is to enable Canadians to get rights under 
foreign legislation which are made subject to the granting of reciprocity by 
other countries. I think a good many members of the institute would have felt, 
had it not been for that, there would have been no need to have this legislation 
at all, since everyone who has had a case has been able to come in all right- 
The members of the institute, therefore, do feel strongly that anyone who 
does come in now should not get a patent which is going to expire perhaps as 
late as 1967, whereas it should have expired eight to ten years earlier.

Mr. Hackett: Can you say what has been done in the United States, Great 
Britain and other countries?

Mr. Robinson : Yes, the United States has put in a provision to exactly 
the same effect as the one of which I am speaking, notwithstanding the fact
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that in the United States during the war there were no special priveleges to 
allow anyone to get in outside the normal time limit. The United States had 
no order or law corresponding to our patents emergency order of 1939. There
fore, anyone who was unable to get in in the United States within the normal 
time limit could get a patent in the United States only by virtue of this legisla
tion which is known as the Boykin Act. Notwithstanding that fact, the United 
States limited any patent such a person could get to twenty years from the date 
he made his first application in any country.

In England, they did have a Patents etc., Emergency Act of 1939, one section 
of which was in exactly the same terms as the extension section of which I have 
been speaking in our patent order. So far, I have not seen the English legislation 
which, I understand, is at least in the discussion stage and is intended to match 
the American Boykin Act. I understand legislation is being cast in England 
largely for the purpose of enabling British subjects to secure the benefits of the 
Boykin Act in the United States.

Mr. Fleming: Which expires on the sixth of August?
Mr. Robinson : I think it expires on the eighth of August, 1946. You have to 

get an application on file in the United States before August 8, 1946.
Mr. Hackett : 1947.
Mr. Robinson : 1947, I am sorry. Now, coming back to the section proposed 

by the institute, subsection (1) says,
Subject as hereinafter provided, the commissioner shall extend to the 

thirtieth day of September, 1947—
It may be that it would be preferable to say six months after the passing of the 
Act. Frankly, we put the 30th of September, 1947, because it makes the 
operation of the section easier and it is probable that this Act is going to be passed 
before the 31st of March. You could put the 30th of September, or, if it were 
preferable, you could say six months after the passage of this Act.

Mr. Lesage : What would happen if we gave certain rights to German subjects 
by a treaty which treaty would likely be signed after the 30th of September, 
1947.

Mr. Robinson : If we are giving rights?
Mr. Lesage: Yes.
Mr. Robinson : Such persons have to come in under the normal time limit.
Mr. Lesage: But they could not, it would be after the peace treaty.
Mr. Robinson: I think it is inconceivable any peace treaty would give 

rights to Germans beyond the rights which were given to anyone else. If there 
Were special provisions in this legislation that treaty rights should, so to speak, 
override the legislation, the result would be that an Englishman would have to 
file before the 30th of September, 1947, but a German whose peace treaty might 
be signed in 1950 would be able to file in 1952; that would not be right.

Mr. Lesage : But if we signed the peace treaty, what then? You will have a 
c°ntradiction in your law.

Mr. Robinson : This legislation being in force, presumably the government 
!)r parliament would have some say about what was to be done about German 
lndustrial property rights.
_ Mr. Marquis : Perhaps we might include that section 6 after your section 
^°A as it is drafted now, to make that reservation.

. Mr. Robinson : We do not hold any very strong view about that, but our 
ylew is this; if such a section -were going to give the Germans, the Italians and 
aPanese greater rights than were given to anyone else, then the provision should 

n,Jt be in there and if it is not, then it is unnecessary.
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The Chairman : I think Mr. Lcsage’s point is this; it may well be that the 
treaty will not be signed in time for any German to apply now, and if the treaty 
is signed after the expiration of this time limit and the treaty gives certain 
rights, obviously Canada should respect those rights.

Mr. Robinson: Perhaps those rights could be given by special legislation 
if it became necessary at that time.

Mr. Lesage: It would be special legislation but it would be contradictory to 
this provision.

Mr. Robinson : Possibly an amendment could be made to cover that when 
the time comes.

The Chairman: You would suggest amending the Act after the peace treaties 
are signed, if that is necessary?

Mr. Robinson: Yes, because in our view, it would be extremely unlikely 
that would be necessary.

Mr. Fraser: Would not that P.C. 3558 which was signed on December 30, 
1946, concerning German patents in London, be taken into account in connection 
with that?

Mr. Robinson : That is only concerned with granted patents, sir, not 
applications.

The Chairman : Perhaps some German would want to apply for a patent 
after the peace treaty was signed and I would think we would meet that situation 
when it arose.

Mr. Lesage : I think section 28A with subsection (6) which was proposed 
covers this point in advance. When parliament ratifies the peace treaty, you will 
not have to amend the Act. I think when the peace treaty is ratified by parlia
ment the Act becomes the law of Canada and you would not have to amend this 
Act which you would have to do under Mr. Robinson’s proposal.

Hon. Mr. Gibson : It would be safe to assume that they would not give the 
enemy rights that were greater than we extend now to our allies.

Mr. Marquis : Their rights will not be interfered with. They will be able 
to protect their rights if they come in within the period specified, within six 
months or two years. They have the right now, but they cannot ask for that 
right.

Mr. Lesage: Have you the peace treaty, Mr. Mitchell?
The Witness: No, I have not got it.
Mr. Robinson : I have seen only the newspaper report of the Italian peace 

treaty ; and certainly that clause in the peace treaty would have required no 
special legislation at all and would have required no clause in this bill, because 
there is nothing in this that would be contrary to it. AVhat the German treaty 
may be like, I do not know. But the difficulty is the difficulty that the minister 
just mentioned. It seems difficult now to pass legislation which might have 
the result of giving the Germans some more rights than are going to be given 
to British or American or any other allied countries.

The Chairman : On the proposed subsection 6 which the commissioner 
suggests, that subsection does not deal with any greater rights than are specifi
cally given by the treaty.

Mr. Robinson : Well, it may give them greater rights indirectly, that is 
what I had in mind, because they would come in much later with their patent 
applications than anyone else and they might get patents which would be 
effective later than anybody else’s patent. And not only that, the clause pro
tecting third party rights in both the draft submitted by the institute and the 
section of the bill are based on applications, new applications with respect to
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inventions at a particular date, the date of the passing of the section. If you 
give special treaty consideration to the Germans you might have this situation. 
Let us assume that the German treaty is signed in 1950—perhaps I am optimistic, 
but we will take that date—some Canadian in 1948 wants to manufacture some
thing. He makes a survey of all Canadian patents, and he makes inquiries 
under section 11 of the Act, and he is assured that there are no patent applica
tions ; therefore he knows that he is free to go ahead. No more applications 
can be passed. He goes ahead and he starts manufacture. The German treaty 
is signed in 1950. By it somehow the Germans are allowed to come in at the 
end of 1950 and file an application, and Germans come in and file an applica
tion for the thing which our Canadian has been manufacturing for three 
years. He gets his patent and he says to the Canadian: you are infringing ; 
because the Canadian is not protected.

Mr. Lesage: What about the present provision?
Mr. Robinson: I am trying to deal with the kind of question that will 

arise on signing of the German treaty if this sort of clause remains in.
Hon. Mr. Gibson : It is the worst kind of clause that could be in.
Mr. Lesage: Yes.
Mr. RoBiksoN : The tendency so far as I have been able to see from the 

newspaper reports would require nothing in the way of special legislation. That 
is, it does not give the Italians the right which it would give under the treaty 
subsection if this section were agreed to.

The Chairman: I may be stupid about this thing. Do I understand that 
you are arguing that we should now by the amendment we pass prevent the 
Germans from acquiring patent rights which may be assured to them if the 
Peace treaty should be signed?

Mr. Robinson: No, sir. What we have in mind is this. If that does 
become necessary as a result of the treaty then legislation might be passed at 
that point, but any general treaty legislation now might have extremely 
Undesirable effects, such as the case which I suggested of a Canadian who 
started manufacture and then found himself faced with a German patent.

The Chairman: I get your point; and perhaps it is this: your point is that 
the German peace treaty should give certain rights to Germans which are in 

excess of the rights which we are now giving to others that those Germans 
should not be permitted to exercise those rights until the Patent Act goes back 
t° the house and we amend it and similar rights are extended to others.

Mr. Robinson : That is partly the point; also that when such cases arise 
then this house should have an opportunity to determine exactly what protection 
they are going to give Canadian manufacturers against such patent rights.

The Chairman: Oh, yes.
Mr. Robinson: Whereas if the treaty provision is put in now—perhaps I 

aua labouring this too much, because it is not perhaps, as I said at the beginning, 
a Point on which the institute holds particularly strong views. We would not 
°Urselves be inclined to put it in.
, Mr. IIackett: Your suggestion is this; you want to preserve the rights 
ut not extend them. You are willing that they should have the rights for the 
°r_iod which they would normally have enjoyed the patent if they had got

re8istration?
Mr. Fleming: It is a little more than that. You want a twenty-year ceiling?

j Mr. Robinson: A twenty-year ceiling; that is, not more than twenty years 
t 0rn the date of the first application; which is exactly the same point that1 ai* making.
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Mr. Hackett: And what would happen if somebody had not made an 
application anywhere?

Mr. Robinson: You mean, if he makes his application in Canada?
Mr. Hackett: Yes.
Mr. Robinson : Then it is simply a new application.
The Chairman: That concludes your representation. I think perhaps the 

committee would like to hear from Mr. Mitchell.
The Witness : I do not exactly know what section 28-1 (c) means ; “or 

appears to the commissioner”. I do not exactly know what “or appears” means.
Mr. Lesage: Surely it gives you larger authority.
The Witness: I do not think the commissioner should have any larger 

authority.
Mr. Robinson: I will tell you why we put that in. If you could say 

simply, such patentee or applicant is a British subject, and the country of which 
he is a national gives reciprocal privileges—if it appears to the commissioner. 
The difficulty is this. A man gets his patent and throughout the life of the 
patent it is open to anyone to attack the validity of that patent on the 
ground the country of which he is a citizen does not extend reciprocal privileges 
to Canada, or that the patentee is not a British subject, and the patent 
might be upset on those grounds. What we had in mind was that the com
missioner is obviously the proper person to determine whether these countries 
do give reciprocal privileges; and the commissioner in giving a man a patent 
would have to satisfy himself as to whether or not that individual was a 
British subject, and also whether the country to which he belongs, if he is not 
a British subject, extends the reciprocal privileges.

Mr. Lesage: Do you not think that is rather a broad subject? An appli
cant should be able to satisfy the commissioner, or anyone else, as to whether 
he is a British subject. Why not put it that way?

Mr. Robinson : If it appears to the commissioner that he is a British subject, 
sir. The point is this: by putting in “if it appears to the commissioner”, or “if 
the commissioner is satisfied” then the patent once it is drawn is not open to 
attack on that formal ground; whereas, if you do not say “if the commissioner 
is satisfied” or “if it appears to the commissioner” any court may anywhere 
at any time try the right to a patent on those particular points. We also 
think that it would be well to put in that other provision, “or that the country 
extends reciprocal privileges”.

Mr. Hackett: If the commissioner made a mistake that would have no 
bearing on the fact.

Mr. Robinson : No. But there is some sort of provision under the patent 
emergency order of which I was speaking some time ago. The express provisions 
of that order are that the commissioner may grant an extension of any patent 
for any period of years if he is satisfied that certain conditions exist. Now, once 
the commissioner is satisfied ' that is so everybody knows where they stand"’ 
the patent has been granted on that basis, and it cannot be attacked once the 
commissioner is satisfied on grounds that the commissioner was not satisfied.

The Chairman : Gentlemen, I have a suggestion to make. I have listened 
to this discussion with a great deal of interest and I would like to make » 
suggestion now. We all appreciate very much the way in which the institute 
is helping in the revision of this bill, but I know very well that no two drafts
men will draft legislation in exactly the same way. Now, this is a difficult 
section to draft. I think that the commissioner is entitled to have his line of 
drafting followed. To me, it would seem to be rather unfair to our coin- 
missioner if we flash on him a brand new section drafted by someone else and
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ask him to fit his views into some other person’s drafting. I would think, Mr. 
Robinson, that the proper procedure would be for you to take the section as 
drafted and to indicate one, two, three, in every place where the institute has 
an objection to the section as drafted, and to indicate that objection, and then 
we will deal with those one at a time. But to come along with a brand new 
section is, I think, hardly fair to our commissioner.

Hon. Mr. Gibson: Is there not a certain merit in having the section in 
the same form it was in before so that any decisions that have been made on 
previous legislation will be available for dealing with this section?

Mr. Robinson : So far as I know, sir, there are no decisions relating to the 
amendment to that 1931 legislation. There was one case in which there was 
the question of an extension. I should say, Mr. Chairman-, that I have not 
discussed our ideas in detail with the commissioner. It seems to us that it 
Would be difficult to take this section and deal with the difficulties which seem 
to us to arise in connection with it. We tried to do that, but we found that 
We were not covering points which we thought were necessary, that we could 
n°t do that without possibilities of duplication and contradiction, and that it 
Would be much better done by suggesting a redrafted section.

Mr. Fleming: Is the commissioner the draftsman of this section we have 
ln the bill, and are these further amehdments that we have to-day from the law 
officers?

The Witness: I discussed them with the law officers as a matter of fact.
Mr. Fleming : It is going to be very difficult for the' committee to sit in 

Judgment on these different draftings. Mr. Robinson has indicated approval 
°f the purposes of the section with one or two qualifications, and it is a problem 
°f draftsmanship. Is there any merit in the Chairman’s suggestion that we should 
3-sk the commissioner, Mr. Robinson and the law officers, or the draftsmen of 
the section, to confer on this matter before our next meeting? I do not think 
we want to sit in judgment.

The Witness: I wanted to refer to section 2 of this Institute draft so 
that you might know my objections. In section 2 of that draft Mr. Robinson, 
referred to a patent taken out in the United States and Canada on which the 
United States patent expired prior to the Canadian patent, and he thinks that 

this particular section the Canadian patent should expire at the same time 
as the foreign patent, or the American patent. Now, what you are going to 
do there is this, you are going to throw the Canadian market open to American 
competition. The American market will be open to Canadian manufacturers 
as soon as the American patent expires and if the Canadian patent does last 
three or four years longer the Canadian manufacturer will have access to the 
American market provided he can meet the tariff walls and at the same time 
he would be protected as to his market in Canada. That is one point that you 
'uust take into consideration, and possibly the Canadian Manufacturers’ Asso- 
Clation have not looked on this in the way they should have. This is an 
°Pening of Canadian markets under patent to foreign patentees.
,. Hon. Mr. Gibson: On the other hand, the Canadian Manufacturers’ Associa- 
,l0n has suggested that we should curtail our patents to the life of the patent in 
oreign countries. I have a letter from the Canadian Manufacturers’ Associa- 
l0n on that ground.

Mr. Hackett: What is the argument back of that?
, Hon. Mr. Gibson: I think the argument was that after the patent expired 
)road the manufacturers in Canada could manufacture for export, that the 

oan who holds the patent can manufacture for export even when the world 
Market is open.
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The Witness: There are third party rights in Canada, and if another party 
in Canada has his rights and is manufacturing in Canada he is protected also 
under the Canadian Patent Act in so far as there is any infringement; and he 
is open also to exploit the foreign market while also enjoying protection in the 
Canadian market. You have competition in the Canadian market with the 
patentee and the person who enjoys protection under the third party rights.

Mr. Fleming: I do not know whether this suggestion of mine has any 
merit or whether that sort of thing has been done in committees in the past. 
It seems to me if the parties cannot come more closely to agreement on the 
subject of draftsmanship at least we could have a clearer definition of the 
points at issue between them. I would ask you to take that in hand before 
the next meeting.

The Chairman : I think the suggestion is a good one, but I think the parties 
would have to be at one as to what they want to achieve by the legislation. Mr. 
Mitchell has indicated he wants certain patent holders in Canada to have rights 
extending only to Canadian manufacturers.

Mr. Hackett: It is not a matter of draftsmanship.
Mr. Fleming: That particular point is, and that raised a question of policy. 

We have heard from Mr. Robinson indicating that in general he is in sympathy 
with the terms of the section. As I say, if there are points of it that require 
direction as to policy surely those can be isolated by conferences of the officials.

The Chairman : Would you care to express an opinion on that point as 
to policy?

Hon. Mr. Gibson: No.
Mr. Marquis : Do you not think that section should stand?
The Chairman : All those in favour of the section standing?
Mr. Lesage: Before we decide that might I ask the reporter to put on the 

record Annex NV of the Italian peace treaty because what I said to Mr. Robinson 
was true.

The Chairman : Would you mark it, please, and hand it to the reporter?
Mr. Lesage: We do not have to have all the clauses. It is only part. It 

is section 1, subsection (6).
The Chairman: If you will clearly mark the part you want to go on the 

record it will go on the record.
Mr. Hackett: It is an extract from the Times, is it?
Mr. Lesage: Yes.
The Chairman : Have you marked it?
Mr. Lesage: Yes.
The Chairman : Shall the section stand?
Mr. Fleming: It is going to stand but can these officials get together before 

the next meeting?
The Chairman: I will see they get together.
Mr. Stewart: I should like to suggest we have the whole annex reprinted. 

It is not very long. I think we should have the whole thing there.
Mr. Lesage: Not what relates to insurance.
Mr. Stewart: It is only a couple of clauses.
Mr. Lesage: Part (a) of the Annex.
Mr. Hackett: You have it in the blue book?
Mr. Stewart: This is the peace treaty.
Mr. Hackett: It might be better if they got it from an official document 

rather than from a newspaper.
Mr. Lesage: We give them rights.
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“ANNEX XV
SPECIAL PROVISIONS RELATING TO CERTAIN KINDS OF PROPERTY

A. Industrial, Literary and Artistic Property.
1. (a) A period of one year from the coming into force of the present 

Treaty shall be accorded to the Allied and Associated Powers and their nationals 
without extension fees or other penalty of any sort in order to enable them to 
accomplish all necessary acts for the obtaining or preserving in Italy of rights 
in industrial, literary and artistic property which were not capable of accomp
lishment owing to the existence of a state of war.

(b) Allied and Associated Powers or their nationals who had duly applied 
in the territory of any Allied or Associated Power for a patent or registration 
of a utility model not earlier than twelve months before the outbreak of the war 
with Italy or during the war, or for the registration of an industrial design or 
model or trade mark not earlier than six months before the outbreak of the 
war with Italy or during the war, shall be entitled within twelve months after 
the coming into force of the present Treaty to apply for corresponding rights 
in Italy, with a right of priority based upon the previous filing of the application 
in the territory of that Allied or Associated Power.

(c) Each of the Allied and Associated Powers and its nationals shall be 
accorded a period of one year from the coming into force of the present Treaty 
during which they may institute proceedings in Italy against those natural or 
juridical persons ‘ who are alleged illegally to have infringed their rights in 
industrial, literary or artistic property between the date of the outbreak of the 
War and the coming into force of the present Treaty.

2. A period from the outbreak of the war until a date eighteen months 
after the coming into force of the present Treaty shall be excluded in determining 
the time within ■which a patent must be worked or a design or trade mark used.

3. The period from the outbreak of the wrar until the coming into force of 
the present Treaty shall be excluded from the normal term of rights in industrial, 
literary and artistic property which were in force in Italy at the outbreak of the 
War or which are recognized or established under part A of this Annex, and 
belong to any of the Allied or Associated Powers or their nationals.. Consequently, 
the normal duration of such rights shall be deemed to be automatically extended 
in Italy for a further term corresponding to the period so excluded.

4. The foregoing provisions concerning the rights in Italy of the Allied and 
Associated Powers and their nationals shall apply equally to the rights in the 
territories of the Allied and Associated Powders of Italy and its nationals. Noth
ing, however, in these provisions shall entitle Italy or its nationals to more 
favourable treatment in the .territory of any of the Allied and Associated Powers 
than is accorded by such Power in like cases to other United Nations or their 
Nationals, nor shall Italy be required thereby to accord to any of the Allied 
and Associated Powers or its nationals more favourable treatment than Italy 
°r its nationals receive in the territory of such Power in regard to the matters 
dealt with in the foregoing provisions.

5. Third parités in the territories of any of the Allied and Associated 
Powers.or Italy who, before the coming into force of the present Treaty, had 
b?na fide acquired industrial, literary or artistic property rights conflicting 
with rights restored under part A of this Annex or with rights obtained with the 
Priority provided thereunder, or had bona fide manufactured, published, repro
duced, used or sold the subject matter of such rights, shall be permitted, without 
any liability for infringement, to continue to exercise such rights and to continue

to resume such manufacture, publication, reproduction, use or sale which 
lad been bona fide acquired or commenced. In Italy, such permission slu 
take the form of a non-exclusive licence granted on terms and conditions to be 
Whituallv agreed by the parties thereto or, in default of agreement, to lie fixed
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by the Conciliation Commission established under Article 83 of the present 
Treaty. In the territories of each of the Allied and Associated Powers, however, 
bona fide third parties shall receive such protection as is accorded under similar 
circumstances to bona fide third parties whose rights are in conflict with those 
of the nationals of other Allied and Associated Powers.

6. Nothing in part A of -this Annex shall be construed to entitle Italy or 
its nationals to any patent or utility model rights in the terriory of any of 
the Allied and Associated Powers with respect to inventions, relating to any 
article listed by name in the definition of war material contained in Annex XIII 
of the present Treaty, made, or upon which applications were filed, by Italy, 
or any of its nationals, in Italy or in the territory of any other of the Axis 
Powers, or in any territory occupied by the Axis forces, during the time when 
such territory was under the control of the forces or authorities of the Axis 
Powers.

7. Italy shall likewise extend the benefits of the foregoing provisions of 
this Annex to United Nations, other than Allied or Associated Powers, whose 
diplomatic relations with Italy have been broken off during the war and which 
undertake to extend to Italy the benefits accorded to Italy under the said 
provisions.

8. Nothing in part A of this Annex shall be understood to conflict with 
Articles 78, 79 and 81 of the present Treaty."

The Chairman: Section 10.
Mr. Fleming: Section 10 calls to mind the remarks of the commissioner in 

his opening at the first meeting of the committee in which he referred to the 
present necessity for an oath or affirmation to substantiate statements in the 
application. He pointed out that this is not to be found in the legislation of 
all countries, that probably it was borrowed from the United States, and if 
I remember correctly the commissioner’s statement he did not see any particular 
value in it. I understand that a great deal of time is spent in checking over 
these oaths and affirmations, and that in the result they do not serve any 
practical purpose. Can we not approach this broader question in connection 
with section 29 of the Act at the same time as we are considering this proposed 
amendment?

Mr. Hackett: Can we not also say there seems to be in much of the legis
lation of the United States a tendency to have income tax returns and all kinds 
of returns made to the government under oath. Personally that is repugnant to 
me. I think we should have laws and if people disrespect them they should be 
punished, but it seems to me it is an unfortunate characteristic of legislation in 
other countries which is not a desirable one. So far we have escaped putting 
people on oath that they are following the law. I think it has a tendency to 
lessen all respect for the law and to lessen all respect for an oath.

The Witness: Section 29, as it appears in the Act, is probably a deterrent 
to someone fraudulently trying to obtain a patent. I have never had a case like 
that appear in the Patent Office. I am only saying it is probably there for that 
purpose although a case like that has never cropped up.

Mr. Hackett: Would it not be well to wait a little while?
Hon. Mr. Gibson: It is already in the Act,
Mr. Marquis: It is already in the Act. It is only the filing of the oath or 

affirmation.
Mr. Hackett: “Such oath or affirmation as the case may be shall be filed"—
Mr. Marquis: The inventor shall make oath.
The Chairman: The inventor is already required under the Act to make 

oath, and it is simply the time.
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The Witness: The office is quite open to leaving out section 29 if it is 
found expedient to drop it in Canada. The office has no objection. I am only- 
stating I think it was put there as a deterrent to fraud, but I have never known 
of a case of that nature arising in the Patent Office where anyone fraudulently 
tried to obtain a patent.

By Mr. Fleming:
Q. Does it add to the work of the Patent Office going over this requirement 

of the oath or affirmation?—A. It is a tremendous lot of work, and it is a 
nuisance in some ways. As I said, only three countries have it to my knowledge. 
They are the United States, Canada and Newfoundland. All other countries 
only have an application form. There is no other requirement at all.

Mr. - Fleming: My suggestion is we ask the commissioner to bring in an 
amendment for our next meeting dealing with the whole of section 29 that will 
have the effect of eliminating the present requirement as to an oath or affirmation. 
It is clear it does not serve any useful purpose.

Hon. Mr. Gibson : You would have him file a statement?
Mr. Hackett: Certainly.
Mr. Fleming: Yes. As you will recall in connection with dominion 

succession duties you do not require any oath there. The province require an 
oath but not the dominion. Surely that is just as formal. An income tax return 
is also just as formal a return as an application for a patent. In fact, a great 
deal more may hinge on it than hinges on a patent as far as general interest is 
concerned in this country. We have got a clear statement from the commissioner 
that the taking of these oaths and affirmations is a nuisance and it involves a 
tremendous amount of work.

The Chairman: If the oath is deleted as has been suggested should we then 
add a penalty section for a false statement?

Mr. Hackett: It is there already.
The Chairman : The oath carries a penalty under the code, but if we delete 

the oath I think we should check carefully to make sure.
The Witness : There is a penalty clause.
Mr. Jaenicke: Is there not a penalty section for anybody making a false

statement?
The Witness: Section 53 of the Act says:

A patent shall be void if any material allegation in the petition or 
declaration of the applicant in respect of such patent is untrue.

The Chairman : That is not a penalty.
The Witness: No, but it renders the patent invalid. If he says he is the 

first and true inventor and he is not the first and true inventor it renders it
^valid.

The Chairman: Should there not be a mandatory penalty for making a false
statement?

Mr. Marquis: There is no fine.
The Chairman: There should be.
Mr. Lesage: You can add something to section 78.
Mr. Fleming: It could be put in section 79 which has to do with offenses
penalties. You have four penalty sections, 78 to 81 inclusive. Something 

P1 that kind could easily be inserted there, and the commissioner could bring 
n ln his report on amendments to section 29 an amendment to one of these 

Penalty sections that would cover the case adequately.
Mr. Belzile: What about the Criminal Code?
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The Chairman : The Criminal Code already covers it if it is a false oath. 
If it is a false oath he is liable under the code but if we delete the oath then there 
should be a penalty under section 79.

Mr. Hackett: What have we got in section 80?
Every person who (a) wilfully makes or causes to be made any false 

entry in any register or book, or (t>) any false document or altered copy 
of any document,

and so on. We could put something there.
Mr. Lesage: Do you not find that the drafting of section 80 is very bad and 

there should be an amendment?
Mr. Hackett: Pardon?
Mr. Lesage: Do you not think that the drafting of section 80 is terrible?
Mr. Hackett: Yes.
The Chairman: It is terrible.
Mr. Lesage: It should be amended anyway. It cannot be left the way it is.
Mr. Hackett: I think the commissioner would be glad to give a little 

paternal attention to that.
Mr. Marquis: It is pretty hard to commit an offense under that section.

By the Chairman:
Q. Would you do that, please?—A. I will do so.
The Chairman: I have been asked that section 11 should stand. Section 12.
Mr. Fleming: Why are you allowing section 11 to stand?
The Chairman: I have been asked by the Patent Institute. They are not 

ready to .make representations on it. Section 12.
12. Section thirty-one of the said Act is repealed and the following 

substituted therefor:—
Applications to be completed within twelve months.

31. Each application for a patent shall be completed within twelve 
months after the filing of the application, and in default thereof, or upon 
failure of the applicant to prosecute the same within six months after 
any examiner, appointed pursuant to section six of this Act, has taken 
action thereon of which notice shall have been given to the applicant, 
such application shall be deemed to have been abandoned, but it may be 
reinstated on petition presented to the Commissioner within twelve months 
Abandonment and reinstatement.
after the date on which it was deemed to have been abandoned, and on 
payment of the prescribed fee, if the petitioner satisfies the Commissioner 
that the failure to prosecute the application within the time specified was 
not reasonably avoidable. An application so reinstated shall retain its 
original filing date.

Mr. Fleming: There is no objection to section 12.
The Chairman: Shall section 12 carry?
Carried.

Section 13. Perhaps some of the members would like to go back to the 
House for a few minutes before six o’clock. We will adjourn as soon as we have 
dealt with section 13 if you like to do that. While we are on the subject would 
you like to work tonight at 8.30 or would you rather not?

Mr. Fleming: No.
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The Chairman: Section 13.
13. Section thirty-two of the said Act is repealed and the following 

substituted therefor:—
Effect of refusal of a joint inventor to proceed.

32. (1) Where an invention is made by two or more inventors and 
one of them refuses to make application for a patent or his whereabouts 
cannot be ascertained after diligent enquiry the other inventor or his legal 
representative may make application and a patent may be granted in the 
name of the inventor who makes the application on satisfying the Com
missioner that the joint inventor has refused to make application or that 
his whereabouts cannot be ascertained after diligent enquiry.
Refusal of applicant to proceed.

(2) In any case where
(а) an applicant has agreed in writing to assign a patent, when 

granted, to another person or to a joint applicant and refuses to proceed 
with the application; or
Disputes between joint applicants.

(б) disputes arise between joint applicants as to proceeding with an 
application ;

Powers of Commissioner.
the Commissioner, on proof of such agreement to his satisfaction, or if 
satisfied that one or more of such joint applicants, ought to be allowed to 
proceed alone, may allow such other person or joint applicant to proceed 
with the application, and may grant a patent to him, so, however, that 
all persons interested shall be entitled to be heard before the Commissioner 
after such notice as he may deem requistie and sufficient.
Procedure when one joint applicant retires.

(3) Where an application is filed by joint applicants, and it subse
quently appears that one or more of them has had no part in the invention, 
the prosecution of such application may be carried on by the remaining 
applicant or applicants on satisfying the Commissioner by affidavit that 
the remaining applicant or applicants is or are the sole inventor or 
inventors.

(4) Where an application is filed by one or more applicants and it 
subsequently appears that one or more further applicants should have 
been joined, such further applicant or applicants may be joined on 
satisfying the Commissioner that he or they should be so joined, and that 
the omission of such further applicant or applicants had been by inad
vertence or bona fide mistake and was not for the purpose of delay.
When patent to be granted to joint applicants.

(5) Subject to the provisions of this section, in cases of joint appli
cations the patent shall be granted in the names of all the applicants. 
Appeal.

(6) An appeal shall lie to the Exchequer Court from the decision 
of the Commissioner under this section.

Shall section 13 carry?
Carried.

Section 14.
Mr. Lesage: I have an amendment to section 14.
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The Chairman : Section 14 stands. We will carry the ones that are in the 
clear.

Section 15.
15. Subsection two of section thirty-seven of the said Act is repealed 

and the following substituted therefor :—
Divisional applications if more than one invention claimed. Proviso.

“(2) If an application describes and claims more than one invention 
the applicant may, and on the direction of the Commissioner to that effect, 
shall, limit his claims to one invention only, and the deleted claims may be 
made the subject of one or more divisional applications, if such divisional 
applications are filed before the issue of a patent on the original applica
tion: Provided that if the original application becomes abandoned or 
forfeited, the time for filing divisional applications shall terminate with the 
expiration of the time for reinstating or restoring and reviving the original 
application under this Act or the rules made thereunder.”

Shall section 15 carry?
Carried.

Section 16.
16. The said Act is further amended by inserting immediately after 

section fifty-two the following section:—
Jurisdiction of Exchequer Court.

“52a. The Exchequer Court of Canada shall have jurisdiction, on the 
application of the Commissioner of Patents or of any person interested, 
to order that any entry in the records of the Patent Office relating to the 
title of a patent be varied or expunged.”

Mr. Lesage : There is an amendment there.
The Witness: In line 30 “of” the second last word in the line, should be 

changed to “to”. It should read “to a patent”.
The Chairman : It is moved by Mr. Lesage that the word “of” should be 

deleted from line 30—the second last word in the line—and in lieu thereof the 
word “to” substituted. Shall the section as amended carry?

Carried.

Section 17:
Mr. Fraser : There was to be a change in the fees ; is that right?
The Witness: Yes.
Mr. Fraser: I suggested that there be a change there and the commissioner 

said he was agreeable. I think that that section should be studied and the 
fees jumped up a bit.

Mr. Fleming: An increase in fees has got to be tied in with an improve
ment in service to the public. Now, that is going to lead us into a wider field 
of inquiry. I do not suppose anybody would object to a modest increase in the 
fees as long as in return he is receiving an improvement in service which is com
mensurate. Now, this raises the same old question with which we started out 
about printing the patents, the increase of staff and improvements of facilities ; 
and the point is: which is going to come first here, the egg or the hen?

The Chairman : I suggest we should increase the fees and hope that the 
service will follow.

The Witness: You cannot get the service without the fees being increased; 
or until the fees are increased.
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Mr. Fleming: Mr. Chairman, as far as I am personally concerned I have 
no objection to any increase of the fees as long as we are going to undertake the 
printing of patents and have those prints available at a modest fee; and the 
suggestion has been 25 cents.

The Chairman : The commissioner suggested the section be allowed to stand 
until we have had a report from that subcommittee.

Section stands.

Section 18:
Mr. Fleming : That depends on section 17.
The Chairman: No, it is just the return.
Mr. Fleming : The amounts depend on section 17.
The Chairman: Yes.
The Witness: Section 77 (18) as a matter of fact has outlived its useful

ness and probably might be repealed, instead of just changing the fee. We have 
had no case of restoration under this section during the last fifteen years, and 
I do not know that we could have any restoration under it anyway.

The Chairman : Section 18 of the bill?
The Witness: Yes. I am referring to section 77 of the Patent Act, the 

restoration of patents.
Mr. Fleming : Mr. Robinson could consider that and let us know his 

opinion at another meeting.
The Chairman: Very well, gentlemen, shall we meet at 4 o’clock tomorrow 

afternoon; the morning is taken up pretty well with caucuses.

—The Committee adjourned at 5.40 p.m. to meet Wednesday, March 5, at 
4 p.m.
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MINUTES OF PROCEEDINGS
Wednesday, March 5, 1947.

The Standing Committee on Banking and Commerce met at 4.00 p.m., the 
Chairman, Mr. Cleaver, presiding.

Members present: Messrs. Belzile, Breithaupt, Cleaver, Fleming, Irvine, 
Isnor, Jackman, Jaenicke, Desage, Marquis, Quelch, Rinfret, Sinclair (Ontario), 
Stewart (Winnipeg North), Strum, (Mrs.), Timmins.

In attendance: Mr. J. T. Mitchell, Commissioner of Patents, Mr. Christopher 
Robinson, Vice-President of the Patent Institute of Canada, and Major J. H. 
Ready of the Judge Advocate General’s office.

The Committee resumed consideration of Bill No. 16, an Act to amend The 
Patent Act, 1935.

Consideration of Clause 2 was again deferred.
Clause 3 was amended as follows:

By adding the word and immediately after the word “country” in 
line 3, paragraph (b) of section 12(1);

By deleting paragraph (c) as section 12(1).
Clause 3, as amended, carried.
Further consideration was given to clauses 4, 9 and 10, and Mr. Mitchell and 

Mr. Robinson were again examined in relation thereto. Several amendments to 
the said clauses were submitted and it was finally agreed to let them stand over 
Until the next sitting for redrafting.

At 5.45 p.m. witnesses retired and the Committee adjourned until Thursday, 
March 6, at 4.00 p.m.

R. ARSENAULT,
Clerk of the Committee.
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MINUTES OF EVIDENCE

House of Commons, 
March 5, 1947.

The Standing Committee on Banking and Commerce met this day at 
4 p.m. The Chairman, Mr. Hughes Cleaver, presided.

The Chairman : If it is your wish we will go back over the sections which 
were marked “stand.” Before proceeding I have a special request from our 
reporters that the members of the committee should talk one at a time and 
should talk a little louder in order that they will be able to take an accurate 
report.

Mr. Fleming : And oftener?
The Chairman: Section 2 is marked “stand.”
Mr. Fleming: We wrere waiting for the minister on that.
The Chairman : The minister is willing that the section should carry 

without amendment, namely, without a ceiling, as the section stands without 
amendment. Is that agreeable to the committee?

Mr. Fleming : The point on which I wanted some assurance from the 
minister was that if the bill does authorize payment of a salary of $8,000 the 
government will raise the present salary to $8,000, and that the section will 
not be allowed to remain a dead letter. I do not believe in legislating dead 
letters.

The Chairman: The proposal is that the section will stand as it is.
The commissioner shall hold office during pleasure and be paid 

such annual salary as may be determined by the Governor in Council.
It was suggested at our last meeting there should be a ceiling not exceeding 

$8,000, but I am now asking the committee to approve the section as it stands.
Mr. Breithaupt: Is it agreeable to the minister that the ceiling be out?
The Chairman: That the ceiling be out. It may well be that at some time 

in the future the minister might deem it wise to recommend a salary in excess 
°f $8,000, and with that ceiling in there it could not be paid without amending 
the Act,

. Mr. Stewart : I think that would be a very wise suggestion because as was 
pointed out yesterday in evidence in 1928 the commissioner was paid $8,000. 
?,n't now we are reverting to that today. I would be inclined to assume that 
j e Position of the Commissioner of Patents might be similar to that of a 

minister in some ways. If that is so of course a salary of $8,000 
°uld be out of line completely.

fhe Chairman : Shall the section carry without amendment? 
as t *^r' Fleming: I am still holding out for a statement from the minister 
a ,(| what the government is going to do about it. I do not want to legislate 
anvtr'* *e^cr" There is nothing here that compels the government to do 
wi llng- 1 think the committee ought to know from the minister as to 
Wj °ther the government is going to increase the present salary and if so to 
8till , Patent. That was the only observation I made on that section, and I 
le^ think we want that information. The thing will just remain a dead 
theGI as tar as the legislation is concerned. There is nothing in it that requires 

government to do anything.
101
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J. T. Mitchell, Commissioner of Patents, recalled.

By Mr. Lesage:
Q. Is there something about it in the estimates?—A. I do not know.
Mr. Fleming: Is the minister coming?
The Chairman : He is not available. Undoubtedly we will have to meet 

again to clear the bill because we have some substantial amendments to deal 
with this afternoon. I want the committee to have the revised draft before 
them before we report the bill. If you are willing, Mr. Fleming, I would suggest 
that the section should carry, and before the committee reports the bill we 
can take the matter up again when the minister is here. I do not see that you 
are committing yourself in any way by allowing us to carry section 2 but 
withholding your vote on the reporting of the bill until you have an assurance 
from the minister.

Mr. Fleming: It is not going to take us any more time if the matter stands. 
If the minister will just give us a one-sentence assurance, that is all I am 
asking for.

The Chairman : Are you content with my suggestion?
Mr. Fleming : No.
The Chairman: All right, stand. Section 12.
Mr. Belzile : Section 3 in the bill.
The Chairman : Section 3 in the bill is already carried.
Mr. Fleming: No.
The Chairman: As to section 11 of the Act. We are now dealing with 

section 12. Section C is deleted.
Mr. Rinfret: And D relettered accordingly.
The Chairman: There will be a relettering. D will become C and the 

word “and” will be added to subsection B because of the deletion of C. Shall 
the section as amended carry?

Carried.
We come next to section 4 of the bill.

By the Chairman:
Q. Would you make a statement, Mr. Mitchell, please?—A. That is 

section 19A of the Act.
Q. Yes.—A. Section 19A has been redrafted in the following way.
Q. Would you read very slowly?—A. Section 12A, subsection (1) . . . •
Mr. Fleming: It is 19A. You said 12A.
The Witness: 19A, subsection (1).
Mr. Fleming: You said 12A.
The Witness: I beg your pardon. I mean subsection (1) of section 19A.

The inventor of any improvement in munitions of war, as defined 
in the Official Secrets Act, shall, if required by the Minister of National 
Defence, assign to such minister on behalf of His Majesty all the benefit8 
of the invention and of any patent obtained or to be obtained for the 
invention, and the Minister of National Defence may be a party to the 
assignment.
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By Mr. Stewart:
Q. There is nothing in there about a transfer without valuable considera

tion?—A. There is nothing in there about consideration, but I am adding 
1 (a):

In the event that the consideration for such assignment is not agreed 
upon mutually by the assignor and the assignee, the amount of considera
tion payable from the assignee to the assignor shall be referred to 
the commissioner who shall determine the amount of consideration 
payable, provided however, that either the assignee or assignor may 
appeal the commissioner’s decision to the Exchequer Court.

The Chairman : Carry on, Mr. Mitchell.
Mr. Lesage: Would you like us to discuss that now?
The Chairman : I think that we had better discuss the entire section.
The Witness : Subsection 2 as revised reads:

The assignment shall effectually vest the benefit of the invention 
and patent in the Minister of National Defence on behalf of His Majesty, 
and all covenants and agreements therein contained for keeping the 
invention secret and otherwise shall be valid and effectual, notwith
standing any want of valuable consideration, and may be enforced 
accordingly by the Minister of National Defence.

By Mr. Fleming:
Q. There is no change in that one?—A. No change in that one. I am just 

feading it as it is. Then subsection 3 in the draft is cancelled and the following 
is substituted :

Any person who as aforesaid has made an assigment under this 
section to the Minister of National Defence shall, in respect of any 
covenants and agreements contained in such assignment for keeping the 
invention secret and otherwise in respect of all matters relating to the 
said invention, be for the purpose of the Official Secrets Act deemed to 
be a person having in his possession or control information respecting 
the said matters which have been entrusted to him in confidence by any 
person holding office under His Majesty, and the communication of any 
of the said information by such first mentioned person to any person 
other than one to whom he is authorized to communicate with by or on 
behalf of the Minister of National Defence shall be an offence under 
section 4 of the Official Secrets Act.

Mr. Lesage: Mr. Chairman, that is a very lengthy amendment. I think 
ff will be very difficult to discuss this—

The Chairman : I am suggesting that the commissioner should read into the 
record the full amendments. We will ask the reporting staff to transcribe them 
^nd to have sufficient copies made for every member of the committee, and 
tiley will be available at our meeting tomorrow.

Mr. Lesage: Could we have them before the meeting?
The Chairman : Yes.
The Witness : I will get them to you tomorrow by 11 o’clock.

I Mr. Breithaupt: Do they have to be read into the record? Could they not 
e handed over to the reporter?

The Chairman: The reason I am suggesting it should be read into the
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record is for this purpose. This is what has finally been agreed upon by four 
different officials representing three different departments. I should like them 
to hear it and make sure they are in agreement before we consider it.

Mr. Rinfret: Would it not be simpler if we asked the three departments 
to redraft the whole thing as they have it now and put it before the committee?

The Chairman: If the committee will be patient I think we are near the end.
The Witness: You are pretty near the end. There is no more serious 

writing to this.
The Chairman: Carry on and finish as quickly as you can.
The Witness : Subsection 4 reads as follows :

Where any agreement for such assignment has been made the 
Minister of National Defence may submit an application for patent for 
the invention to the commissioner, with the request that it be examined 
for patentability and if such application is found allowable, may before 
the grant of any patent thereon, certify to the commissioner that, in the 
public interest, the particulars of the invention and of the manner in 
which it is to be worked should be kept secret.

By Mr. Fleming:
Q. That is in place of subsection 4 in the bill?—A. Yes. Then subsection 

9 of the bill will read—
The Chairman : Before we leave this, subsections 5, 6, 7 and 8 go in 

pursuant to this memorandum which I will hand you, Mr. Reporter.
(5) If the Minister of National Defence so certifies, the application 

and specification, with the drawing, if any, and any amendment of the 
application, and any copies of such documents and drawing and the 
patent granted thereon, shall be placed in a packet sealed by the com
missioner under authority ef the Minister of National Defence.

(6) The packet shall, until the expiration of the term during which a 
patent for the invention may be in force, be kept sealed' by the com
missioner, and shall not be opened save under the authority of an order 
of the Minister of National Defence.

(7) The sealed packet shall be delivered at any time during the 
continuance of the patent to any person authorized by the Minister of 
National Defence to receive it, and shall if returned to the commissioner 
be kept sealed by him.

(8) On the expiration of the term of the patent, the sealed packet 
shall be delivered to the Minister of National Defence.

The Witness: Subsection 9 of the redraft reads:
No proceeding by petition or otherwise shall lie to have declared 

invalid or void a patent granted for an invention in relation to which a 
certificate has been given by the Minister of National Defence as afore
said, except by permission of the said minister.

Mr. Marquis : There is no change?
The Witness: Yes, there is, “shall lie to have declared valid or void.” 

Sections 10 and 11 remain.
In section 13—
Mr. Fleming: How about 12?
The Witness: I think section 12 remains the same as the draft you have. 

Section 13, reads, “the governor in council may make rules under this section
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for the purpose of ensuring secrecy with respect to applications and patents to 
which this section applies.” The remainder is deleted.

There is a section 19B added which will take care of the deletion of section 
12, subsection (c), which reads as follows:

Section 19B. If by any agreement between the government of Canada 
and any other government it is provided that the government of Canada 
will apply the provisions of the last preceding section to inventions- 
disclosed in any application for a patent assigned or agreed to be assigned 
by the inventor to such other government, and the commissioner is notified 
by any minister of the Crown that such agreement extends to the invention 
in a specified application, such application and all the documents- relating 
thereto shall be dealt with as provided in the next' preceding section.

Mr. Lesage: Does that section replace the section 19B concerning atomic 
energy?

The Witness: No, section 19B is now 19C and in 19C the second para
graph is deleted.

The Chairman: Now, as arranged, gentlemen, you will all receive copies 
of these changes at eleven o’clock or sooner if possible. Shall we now turn to 
section 9 of the bill?

Mr. Lesage: We received some copies of this draft before and I do not see 
much use in putting in subsection (1) (a) when we have to redraft the whole 
section.

The Witness: We will renumber it as number 1, 2, 3.
Mr. Lesage: That will be done?
The Witness: Yes.
The Chairman: As tti section 9 of the bill, I understand there arc one or 

two matters of principle as to which the commissioner and Mr. Robinson are at 
"ariance and as to which we are going to ask the committee to make a decision. 
Mr. Commissioner, would you please state those matters which are at variance?

Mr. Robinson : It has been agreed between the commissioner and the 
mstitute that the text of section 9 which is to be used as a basis for discussion 
-mould be the text proposed by the institute of which I think all the members 

the committee have a copy, with one or two minor changes which I can insert 
a"d which the members of the committee can write into their copy. If any 
"'ember of the committee has not a copy, I have some extra copies here. The 
changes- are these: in section 28A, subsection (1), line 3, the word “any” is 
changed to “such”. Then, the rest of that line from and including the word 
sections” is cancelled. The whole of the next line is cancelled and the next line 

ul) to and including the word “which”, is also cancelled. What I will read to you 
u°w replaces it.

Mr. Fleming: Will you repeat that?
w Mr- Robinson: On line 3 of subsection (1) cancel everything after the 
i 0l.c*s>. “fixed by”. Cancel the whole of line 4 and everything on line 5 up to and 
,i ('lll,l'ng the words “Act which” and substitute what Ï will now read to you for 

0se cancelled words.
—- — time limits fixed by this Act for the filing or prosecution of 
applications for patents, or appeals from the commissioner or for the 

^ payment of fees as-------
le *as-t word is “as”. As revised, the opening part of the subsection would read, 

Subject as hereinafter provided, the commissioner shall extend to 
the thirtieth day of September, 1947, in favour of a patentee or applicant
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such of the time limits fixed by this Act for the filing or prosecution of 
applications for patents, or appeals from the commissioner as for the 
payment of fees as expired after the second day of September, 1939.

There is one other minor change in subparagraph (c). Cancel the words, “it 
appears to”, and after the word “commissioner” insert the words “is satisfied”. 
Now, that text as amended, as I have just indicated, the commissioner and the 
institute have agreed might be taken by the committee as a basis for discussion.

Mr. Fleming: What about the objection of the commissioner to sub
section (2) ?

The Witness : It still stands, I still object to subsection (2) because I think 
subsection (2) should be amended. I object to section 28A (1) (a),

by or on behalf of such applicants before the payment of the fee payable
on the grant of the patent.

I think that is far too indeterminate a length of time. It might extend into 
years. There is nothing definite about that section and I object to that. 
However, Mr. Robinson assures me that can be straightened out.

Mr. Fleming: Straightened out or struck out?
The Witness: He can overcome my objection.
Mr. Fleming: That is quite an undertaking, I think.
Mr. Jaenicke: If I understand this correctly, section 28A is in addition 

to the proposed section 28.
The Chairman : You have before you the single page draft presented by 

the institute.
Mr. Jaenicke: This is what they proposed instéad of section 28 here on 

page 5?
The Chairman : That is right. Now, the question arises as to the commis

sioner’s objection. He objects to the last two lines.
Mr. Fleming : Air. Chairman, is there any other point involved there? I 

understood a different section of the bill contemplated an entirely new section 28, 
whereas Mr. Robinson proposes section 28, as I understand it, remain in the 
bill and that section 28A be added. Could you clear that up?

Mr. Robinson : Perhaps I have not made the point clear. What the chair
man asked Air. Mitchell and me to do yesterday was to discuss which section 
should be in the bill as section 9, whether the text which was to be discussed 
would be the text, which was in the bill for section 9 as amended by the com
missioner yesterday or whether it should be the text of section 9 as proposed 
by the institute.

The Chairman : Mr. Robinson, the question as I understand it, is one 
directed at the numbering of the sections. Would you please clear that up?
• Mr. Robinson : The numbering of the sections results from this section 
8 of the bill which contemplated certain renumbering. A section of the statute 
was cut out with the result there is now a section 28 in the statute. Therefore) 
the section of the statute which is to' be inserted must be numbered 28A.

Air. Jaenicke: You must have known then we were going to delete section 
8 because we had these copies before we deleted that section of the bill.

Mr. Robinson: I had discussed that with the commissioner and the com' 
missioner had indicated at that time he saw no objection to the cancellation 0 
the renumbering provision.

The Chairman : We have reached a point in the argument where the coni' 
missioner says the last two lines of the draft which I have and on the ne
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draft, the last three lines of subparagraph (a) are objectionable as being too 
indefinite. The objectionable words are, “by or on behalf of such applicant 
for patent before the payment of the fee payable on the grant of the patent.”

Mr. Stewart: What words would the commissioner suggest instead?
The Witness : I have no correction.
Mr. Jaenicke: I would like to have the commissioner’s suggestion as to 

what is wrong with this drafting of section 28, or what used to be section 28.
The Witness: The objection which I have to the section proposed by the 

institute is this; you are waiting until the application becomes ready to mature 
to a patent. It may be three or four years before you invoke the section at all. 
Now, anyone who wishes to come under the section should come in under the 
six months provided by the bill and should not wait for three or four years 
sitting on the fence trying to decide whether he will jump one way or the other.

By Mr. Jaenicke:
Q. I think you misunderstood my question. Did you draft this section in 

the bill?—A. That was drafted originally by the office.
Q. With your advice?—A. Yes, in discussion with one of the members of 

the Department of Justice.
Q. Is it not all right the way it is?—A. This one here?
Q. Yours?—A. It is up to you gentlemen to discuss the matter. The matter 

has been opened by the institute and you can discuss it. I have no objection to 
discussing the form suggested by the institute at all. In fact, I think the dis
cussion of it might be helpful to the bill. I want to get the bill through. The 
Principles are the same although the method of arriving at it is different. Per
sonally, I prefer to state definitely what you are doing rather than leave the 
section so loose ; that is the point I wish to make.

Mr. Jaenicke: I should like to make my position clear. I would rather 
Jake the advice of our commissioner on these amendments, but I should certainly 
uke to be told the difference between the proposed amendment as we have it 
!n bill 16 and the suggestion made by the patent institute. At our last meeting 
d was stated this is a very difficult subject. Personally, I cannot understand 

of it. Perhaps the commissioner will point out to us the difference between 
bis proposal and the proposal of the institute in order to give us a better basis 
0n which to form a judgment.

The Witness: Both proposals aim at the same objective; it is only the 
Methods which differ.

By Mr. Timmins:
Q. Is there a difference of principle at all?—A. No.
Q. Is it only a difference of draftsmanship, then?
Mr. Lesage : Not only that, but a very large discretion is given to the 

c°unnissioner by the patent institute draft which is not given in the bill.
The Witness: I objected before to section 28A only in view of the fact the 

^unniissioner had a power there to which I am sure Mr. Fleming would object, 
s well as some others. I do not mean that personally, Mr. Fleming, and I 

1’ute agree with you on it. The section says: 
if the commissioner is satisfied.

xi )' objection to that is this; an applicant comes in and I am satisfied a certain 
is all right. Ten years after, when the matter comes into a court, it is 

at ti “^<)U cannot adjudicate on this because the commissioner was satisfied 
b'at time that the application was properly presented.”

Mr. Marquis : This is a bar to further prosecution.
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The Witness: It is for that reason I objected to it. I think Mr. Robinson 
is prepared to try to clear that up.

The Chairman : I wonder if we could take one thing at a time. We are 
now discussing the objections of the commissioner to the last part of sub- 
paragraph (a). We have heard from the commissioner; shall we hear from 
Mr. Robinson?

Mr. Fleming : Agreed.
Mr. Robinson : Mr. Chairman, the reason the last part of subparagraph (a) 

was put forward in the form in which it is was this : so long as the application 
for a patent is pending any objection to the granting of the patent in that 
application may be brought forward and the applicant has no way of knowing 
beforehand what objections will be brought forward to the granting of his patent 
as a result of the search made by the patent office. It was because of that 
inability of the applicant to know beforehand what objections might be brought 
forward and, therefore, his inability to know whether he needed the extension 
given by this section that we suggested he might be able to take advantage 
of the extension given by this section at any time during the pendancy of his 
application. We had in mind that the main thing from the public point of 
view is that once a patent has been granted the public, particularly, should 
know exactly what they are faced with, but during the pendancy of the 
application it should be open to the applicant to take advantage of the extension 
provisions of this section, if necessary, as the result of the objections brought 
forward by the Patent Office.

Mr. Fleming: May I ask this question? There is no difficulty between 
Mr. Robinson and the commissioner up to the 30th of December, 1947. Now, 
what situation is likely to arise on the 1st of October which the commissioner 
has not the power or is not required by the section as now drafted to do 
substantial justice?

Mr. Robinson : During the pendancy of an application, perhaps some time 
in 1948, the examiner who is making a search might find there was some patent 
in a foreign country which would be a bar to the applicant for a patent under 
this section. He would cite that patent against the applicant. Until the 
time the examiner cited that patent the applicant might, conceivably, not 
know of its existence. The patent might be one which had issued on such a 
date that if the applicant could get the benefit of these extension provisions 
he would be entitled to have a patent over the foreign patent, where as, if he 
could not he would not be so entitled. Now, the difficulty is that he woud not 
know wha.t he was facing until the examiner’s report came forward, which 
would be likely to be well after September 30 next.

Mr. Fleming: In case the application was filed before the 30th of September
1947?

Mr. Robinson : Oh yes. Only those applications filed before September 30, 
1947, can benefit at all from these extension provisions.

Mr. Fleming: You were taking the case of an application made and filed 
before the 30th of September, 1947. You were saying that after the 30th of 
September, 1947, a situation might arise where if the time were extended as you 
propose in these words the commissioner objects to, an opportunity or occasion 
might arise for the commissioner to reject an application which if these words 
are not there he is likely to allow?

Mr. Robinson: No, rather the reverse.
Mr. Fleming: The reverse?
Mr. Robinson : The reverse.
Mr. Fleming: I had not thought of that.
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Mr. Robinson : If these words were not there then the commissioner might 
be bound to reject the application whereas if these words are there then the 
applicant could when he was faced with these objections overcome them asking 
for the extension granted by this legislation. The point is perhaps this; that 
the applicant so long as his application was pending could not know whether hé 
would need the protection of this section or not and he would only find that out 
as the Patent Office makes objections to his application ; so if you put a definite 
date, a definite time limit on the period within which he can invoke the pro
visions of this section, that may do him an injustice because after that time has 
expired something may be brought against him which he could overcome by 
invoking the provisions of this section at that time.

Mr. Fleming: Your draft goes bevond the terms of the American act, does it
not?

Mr. Robinson : I think not.
Mr. Fleming: You think you are closer to the American act than the 

commissioner is?
Mr. Robinson: I do not think there is very much difference. I had not 

looked at the American act lately from that point of view. The commissioner 
and I have had no discussion on that aspect of it. I have a copy of it somewhere. 
I apologize, I am afraid I have not got it with me; I thought I had. That is 
something which perhaps will be easy enough to find out about. I would not be 
Prepared to say that offhand.

The Chairman: Mr. Robinson, is there any reason why an applicant should 
*t°t take a blanket request on it before September 30, 1947? You see section 28 
la) simply refers to the limitation of the time with respect to the filing or pro
portion of an application for patent, appeals to the commissioner and to the 
Payment of fees. Why should an applicant be called upon to make a blanket 
Implication for extension of time only in specific cases ; why could he not make a 
blanket application, provided he did it before the 30th day of September, 1947?

Mr. Robinson : Well, Mr. Chairman, if there were a definite time limit in the 
Patute such as the committee proposes I would certainly advise any client of 
mine to make in respect of every single application they have a request for a 

•anket extension. That is going to make a lot of additional work for the 
atent Office if blanket applications are made, because it will probably be 

applicable to only about five per cent of the cases in respect of which such 
request is made.
,, The Chairman : Would that involve very much work? It seems to me that 
be section limits the mitigation of the time limit with respect to the filing or 

Prosecution of an application for patent, appeals from the commissioner and for 
Payment of fees. Why should not an applicant simply make a blanket request?

Mr. Robinson: Mr. Chairman, that could be done. It strikes us as being 
()f ^?ce®®arily complicated and likely to cause difficulties from the point of view 
a the Patent Office and from the point of view of the applicant. It means that 
v- r.e(luest has got to be made in every single application filed under the pro- 
] Sl_°ns of this law. Whether or not they will fall under the provisions of this 
anV-SUCh a re9uest would have to be filed in every single pending application; 
by* ^ might involve a very substantial amount of work which might be avoided 

■ a little care in planning.
^le Chairman : What about the point the commissioner raised, that he 

aru, these applicants to make the decision on or before the 30th of September, 
Mu ; 5*oes not want them to delay, to reserve their decision in deciding as to 
aPnr' the fence they are going to jump? Is there any reason why these
oh ’^Ms should not make up their minds by a given date if the commissioner

‘c s to an indefinite delay.
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Mr. Robinson : Well, in the way in which you suggest that would be possible. 
It would then be necessary for every single applicant to put in a request for an 
extension in cases like this; that would be perfectly possible.

The Witness: In the suggestion by the Patent Office it definitely states that 
any prior part would have to be before, or any earlier working would have to be 
prior to the date of September 2, 1937. That is giving the two years in section 
26. That would take away any possibility of coming across any patent at a 
subsequent date which would embarrass the applicant and which he thinks he 
could have got over had he known at an earlier date about this patent.

Mr. Robinson: I wonder, Mr. Chairman, if it would be possible to 
compromise the differences between the institute and the commissioner; if 
for both patents and applications some date later than September 30, 1947, 
were fixed as the terminal date for making an end of the request? Has the com
missioner any views on what that date might be?

The Witness: I would say six months after the Act comes into force, and 
it terminates then. That would give you six months in which to make your 
application. Anyone knows that the amendments to the bill are going on. 
They know more or less the context and should be quite prepared to file their 
applications in the Patent Office prior to six months after the coming into force 
of this bill.

By Mr. Fleming:
Q. Have you any idea of the number of cases involved?—A. No. I think it 

would be probably three or four thousand.
Q. It would be easy to overlook the necessity for filing a request.—A. The 

Patent Office provides for all applications filed in the interim, and also those 
filed under this section. They may come directly under this; but they have to 
make application as to whether they are coming under this amendment to 
the Patent Act or are going to remain under the rules and regulations under 
which they filed their applications between the 2nd of September, 1939, up to 
the date of the coming into force of this Act.

Q. Those rules and regulations went as far as the others?—A. Quite true; 
but I say they still may elect to say that they shall apply to applications pending 
in the interim and also to patents which have issued in the meantime.

By Mr. Jaenicke:
Q. The whole legislation is for the purpose of putting these people back in 

the same position as they were in on the 2nd of September, 1939?—A. I want 
to do that.

Q. And give them a six months time limit within which to do it.—A. Yes, 
give them six months extra.

Mr. Jaenicke: I understand that is the object of the legislation put for
ward, and I think it is good legislation.

Mr. Timmins: Supposing the difficulty is not run into until after the period 
-set in the Act?

The Chairman: May I ask a question to make sure that I thoroughly 
understand this? Do I understand, Mr. Robinson, that you have no objection 
at all to the deadline made of September 30 as to filing?

Mr. Robinson: Oh, absolutely not.
The Chairman: And your request for an extension is wdth respect to the 

patent applications that are already filed and are now in process of being 
prosecuted? Do you think that in, some cases additional problems may arise-
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Mr. Robinson : That is the difficulty, Mr. Chairman. A man might file 
on September 30, 1947, and it might be very difficult for him during that day to 
know whether he had to request an extension or not. The difficulty arises with 
applications that have been filed.

The Witness: The Act provides that all the citations prior to September 2. 
1937, arë not applicable in the prosecution of cases by the Patent Office; and 
then you have overcome that objection, that is in section 26.

Mr. Robinson : What is your proposal, Mr. Mitchell, for revision in sub
section (a) ?

The Witness: What I object to, Mr. Robinson, is this carte blanche as it 
were; that you can still leave it open.

Mr. Robinson: What do you propose in place of it?
The Witness: I do not know. I think it should terminate on a deadline 

of six months ; or in this case, the 30th day of September, 1947; that it should 
terminate then. They have made their applications and they can derive the 
benefits of this Act. I do not think they should be allowed anything further 
than that. I do not think they should be permitted to carry the benefits of 
the Act with respect to their applications for an indeterminate time. They are 
allowed to come under this Act at any time before the payment of the final fee. 
As to invoking its provisions ten or a dozen years afterwards, I do not think 
that should be allowed.

By Mr. Lesage:
Q. What would you think of one year, which is the delay provided for in 

the peace treaties ; twelve months after the coming into force of the peace treaties 
themselves?—A. You mean, in the bill?

Q. Yes.—A. Give them twelve months in which to do it?
Q. Yes.—A. In other countries, like the United States, it will expire on 

the 8th of August, 1947, and unless there is an extension made of that time 
they will not come under the terms of the peace treaty either for one year.

Q. But would that not be contrary to law?—A. When is the peace treaty 
coming into force?

Q. You might as well ask me when it would be ratified. When it is ratified. 
That may be in June or July.—A. That is a very indefinite period and one that 
"rould be difficult to put in the form of an amendment.

Mr. Fleming: It would be better to have it fixed in the Act than to 
leave it to be determined by something outside.

Mr. Lesage: I agree with that. My suggestion is merely that we might 
take this as an example and set a period of twelve months. What would be 
the objection to twelve months? I merely offer that as a basis for discussion. 
Would there be any strong objection to a period of twelve months?

The Witness: The only thing is that twelve months would be a tremendous 
^uiount of time to extend the benefits that would derive from an invention. 
Should you allow this extra time, this twelve months, I think that is too much.

Mr. Fleming: And do you think that an extension of twelve months, such 
s has been suggested, would be rather out of line with what vou are proposing 

t0 do?
j, . The Witness : I tell you it is so foreign to what the office deals with that 

ls rather difficult to do that. The point is that we always deal with something 
ery precise as a rule. After it comes from parliament it usually is very 

in?C*se' I may say that I am not. in the habit of having stuff like this before
and it is very difficult to come to a decision, 

p The Chairman : Then, Mr. Mitchell, is there any other way out of this 
1 oblern? If you would extend that deadline date for say another ffix months
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and if an applicant pursues with reasonable diligence prosecuting his application 
would he not within an extra six months encounter all the potential problems 
that might arise?

The Witness: I would say, assuredly. The reason I say that is due to the 
fact that he has already filed in the country of origin of the invention ; and it 
has probably been filed there four or five years—such as in Britain or the 
United States—and that means that he knows all the prior art, and he knows 
exactly what he is up against.

The Chairman : Are you content with the 31st of March, 1948, then, and 
meeting the point in that way? I would have thought that the applicant would 
receive full status by the extension of time for the filing of his application; but 
apparently there is some question about that. And now, that being so, what 
would be the point of extending the date line to March 31, 1948? Then it is 
up to the applicant. If he is not diligent; why, let him lose it.

The Witness : All right, providing he is ready to come in then, and 
providing his claim is in.

Mr. Jaenicke: I object to that. I think that the time is too long now. 
1 object to any extension and I want to register my objection.

Mr. Fleming: It is only a matter of another six months and it is going to 
clear up a lot of difficulties.

Mr. Lesage: We would be giving that extra six months only for the second 
part of it.

Mr. Jaenicke: I am in favour of the patent legislation the commissioner 
suggests.

The Chairman: I do not mind freely admitting that I am a babe in arms 
on patent law.

Mr. Jaenicke: So am I.
The Chairman : We have been told, Mr. Jaenicke, that apparently potential 

problems may arise that would have led the applicant to file a different sort 
of application for patent had he known such facts. I do not think it is the 
wish of this committee or of the commissioner to deny any bona fide applicant 
the right intended to be given to him by this amendment.

Mr. Jaenicke: I cannot see why six months is not sufficient.
The- Chairman: The only difficulty is the backlog which now obtains in 

the department and the consequent delay which will be absolutely inevitable 
in answering correspondence and that sort of thing; and since the institute 
know' this law and feel that the extra time is necessary I would not want to 
set myself up and say: no, we will set an arbitrary six months limit in the 
law and you will have to abide by it.

Mr. Jaenicke: Yes, Mr. Chairman ; but the institute are speaking for their 
clients and for themselves ; but we have a duty to the public also.

Mr. Fleming: Mr. Chairman, surely this is a matter of trying to do justice 
to all applicants—this whole question. I think it is clear from what has been 
said that issues may not be foreseen. If you are still getting applications filed 
up to the 30th of Setpember of this year issues may not be foreseen that may 
arise after that date. All that is suggested now is that you will provide another 
six months to allow any such issues or conflicts between applicants to arise so 
that justice may be done between all kinds of applicants; those patent appli
cations which have come in under the wartime order and those which are coming 
in under this amendment. It is a matter of doing justice to all.

The Chairman : I think this discussion has been helpful. I have just one 
suggestion which has been made to me and it is that as to the contentious part of 
this section we will put a deadline of March 31, 1948; and that would amend the 
section to read March 31, 1948, instead of September 30, 1947.
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Mr. Jaenicke: Have we discarded the bill we had before us, bill 16; if so, 
why did we do that? The commissioner suggested a certain amendment yester
day and I diligently wrote it down. I cannot read it now, but I presumed that 
at the suggestion of the Patent Institute the Commissioner was going to meet 
their wishes on our language, the way we have it in our bill.

The Chairman : I am afraid I will have to take some personal responsibility 
for that. I felt yesterday that since both parties were endeavouring to achieve 
the same end that our commissioner had a right, as a matter of right, to have 
his draftsmanship followed. At the suggestion of Mr. Fleming the parties met 
and had a conference today. This conference has agreed, including the com
missioner, that the committee would accept the draft of the Patent Institute and 
would rule on certain points of principle that arise, but that the draft of the 
Patent Institute, in so far as draftsmanship was concerned, is entirely satisfac
tory to the commissioner. I wrote these various amendments just as diligently 
as you did yesterday and apparently they are now scrapped.

Mr. Jaenicke: Of course, I think it is absolutely out of order. If the 
steering committee had met with Mr. Robinson and the commissioner it might 
have been all right, but I am a member of this committee.

Mr. Fleming: Surely this is a tempest in a teapot. What we are trying to 
do is to get the best possible draftsmanship of what we all admit is a very 
difficult section on an absolute subject. We had three different versions yester
day. We had the original bill. Then we had the amended version put forward 
by the commissioner. Then we had the Patent Institute coming forward with 
another version. They took exception to the draftsmanship of the bill. The 
suggestion was made yesterday, for the sake of helping out this committee, that 
Mr. Robinson, the commissioner, and the law officer drafting the bill might meet 
together. They have met together since last night and as I understand it they 
are suggesting to the committee now that the Patent Institute version might best 
serve as a basis on which the committee might now go to work. There are 
several points yet to be cleared up, but from the point of view of draftsmanship 
that is a suitable formula to work on.

Mr. Jaenicke: As a general remark I should like to say that I prefer our 
own law officer of the Crown in conjunction with the patent commissioner to 
draw up any amendments to our Act rather than any other institute or organi- 
zation.

Mr. Fleming: Surely it is perfectly clear that the law officers of the Crown 
sat in on this matter with the commissioner and Mr. Robinson. There were 
three individuals sat in to try to iron out the difficulties presented by three 
different versions, all for the assistance of this committee. The privileges of no 
Member of the committee have been interfered with.

Mr. Quelch: Would it not be possible for Mr. Mitchell, Mr. Robinson and 
the law officer to get together and submit an amendment to this committee that 
they can agree upon?

The Chairman: The commissioner agreed to this proposed amendment to A 
and Mr. Robinson agreed to it. Shall we carry on? I understand that B is 
satisfactory to every one. Now we come to C.
,. Mr. Lesage : It would be easy to. take away the powers that are given to 
'G commissioner to which we object if we delete the words, “it appears to the 

eommissioner either that”. It would be a definite rule then.
Mr. Marquis: It would take away the power and the discretion given to the 

c°nimissioner.

th Lesage : I do not know why the matter of “British subject 
e- I do not see the use of putting it there.

83563-2

» was put in
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The Witness: There should be no exception there for a British subject at 
all. They can come in under the terms of the bill. If their country will give 
substantial reciprocal privileges they can come under the bill. There is no right 
to exempt them.

The Chairman: Mr. Robinson has no objection to that coming out.
Mr. Lesage: “Of which the applicant is a national”.
The Witness: “And the country of which the applicant is a national”.
Mr. Marquis: Patentee or applicant.
Mr. Lesage: Such patentee or applicant.
Mr. Jaenicke: What is it as proposed now?
Mr. Lesage: It would read as follows, “The country of which such patentee 

or applicant”—
Mr. Belzile: Start at C.
Mr. Lesage: “The country of which such patentee or applicant is a national 

gives substantial reciprocal privileges to Canadian citizens.”
Mr. Quelch: Is that C?
Mr. Lesage: That would be C if my amendment is carried.
Mr. Jaenicke: And everything else is struck out?
The Chairman: “Such patentee or applicant is a national of a country 

which gives substantial reciprocal privileges to Canadian citizens”.
, Mr. Lesage: That is better English.

The Chairman: Is that satisfactory?
Carried.
Is there any objection to sub-paragraph 2?
Mr. Fleming: The commissioner has an objection to that. It is on the 

-question of importation.
The Witness: It is not only importation, but actually an application may 

be filed in the United States, and owing to the length of the prosecution there 
the Canadian patent filed under this section may absolutely go out and the 
United States patent might still be in force.

Mr. Fleming: What has Mr. Robinson to say about that?
Mr. Robinson: Mr. Chairman, this proposed subsection 2 was put forward 

by the Patent Institute although it might appear to be against the interests 
of the people that most members of the Patent Institute represent, namely, the 
patentees, but it was put forward by the Patent Institute because in the view 
of the Institute it was to the public advantage that patents granted to people 
who had had very many opportunities to come into this country and get patents 
under the legislation which was in force all through the war but did not take 
advantage of it, and now take advantage of this very special legislation, should 
be somewhat restricted. However, it is certainly not a point on which the 
institute feels particularly strongly. The suggestion which was discussed with 
the commissioner this afternoon, and which I understood the commissioner might 
agree to in place of what is suggested here, was that instead of the life of 
the patent being 20 years from the date of the first application it should be 
17 years from the date of the filing of the application in Canada. Mr. Mitchell, 
what do you say?

The Witness: What is that?
Mr. Robinson: Would you agree to 17 years?
The Witness: I would agree to that, but there is another objection also- 

This is the objection. I do not want a Canadian patent to expire before the 
foreign patent because it throws the Canadian market open to invasion by
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foreign countries. I want Canadian industry to flourish to such an extent 
that at least it is able to take care of itself before the patent expires in Canada. 
My reason for saying that is that there are third party rights in Canada. 
You have to remember that. It is not an absolute monopoly you are giving 
at all. There are third party rights in existence. You have competition in 
Canada, but you do not want to have unfair competition from everyone 
coming in and dumping stuff in Canada because the patent in Canada has 
expired due to any legislation which we may invoke now.

Mr. Fleming : Do you meet the problem by changing the last word of the 
section?

The Chairman : Whichever date is later.
Mr. Fleming: You are going to get into hot water if you do that.
Mr. Robinson : I think that would be worse.
The Witness: We would have to redraft that. It would havè to be 

redrafted altogether.
Mr. Belzile: Your subsection is very good.
The Chairman: What about subparagraph 3?
The Witness: The principle of 3 is perfectly acceptable. It agrees very 

much with what we had in our own draft, that third party rights should be 
recognized.

Mr. Fleming: Then we can leave over subsection 2.
The Chairman : Leave over 2.
Mr. Fleming: 1 think we can indicate to the commissioner, can we not, 

that we think the point is well taken. We do not want to see the Canadian 
Patent expire before the foreign patent. Is there any serious objection to that 
from the point of view of Mr. Robinson?

Mr. Robinson: No, I do not think so.
Mr. Fleming: It should not be difficult to phrase the section as long 

as that principle is to be preserved.
Mr. Robinson : I have no doubt if you sat down to draft it it would 

he possible. It is a little difficult to draft at the moment.
Mr. Fleming: If you clarify that matter of substance it should not be 

difficult to work out a draft that is acceptable to both.
The Witness: You can work out a draft and say the Canadian patent, 

shall not expire before the date of expiry in the country of origin of the 
aPplication. It would have to be done in that wray.

The Chairman : We will leave that for drafting.
. Mr. Lesage: Just before we go on, what would be the effect of subsection 3? 
" °uld third parties be allowed to go on with the manufacture of the subject 
Matter of the invention?

Mr. Robinson : Yes, they would.
Mr. Lesage: We do not say that.

, Mr. Robinson: The purpose of the subsection is that anyone who has 
Qji'ted to do anything with an invention before March 31 should after that 

n^e be in effect as free as if the patent did not exist. The reason that it does 
say that he should have the right to continue to do something is this. IfPot

yousli iSay that someone who has manufactured, used or sold before March 31 
that u- have the right to continue to do that afterwards it is at least arguable 
Uni “s right is limited to what he had begun to do before. You might have 
L") i a section so phrased this ridiculous situation, that someone on March 
t0’ , , had begun to manufacture something but he had not got enough made

sell any. All he had done was manufacture bv March 31. He might then 
83563-2*
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find himself restricted after March 31 simply to manufacturing. He would 
not be able to sell anything. What we had in mind, and what the commissioner 
and the Patent Institute can agree on in principle, is that anyone who has started 
to do anything with an invention before March 31 should after that date be 
just as free as if there were no patent.

What the section provides is that no claim for the infringement of any patent 
of this specified kind shall be made against any person, or the successor in 
business of any person, who had done certain things. Therefore, anybody who 
can show that they had done any one of the things specified in this subsection 
would then be exempt from any claim for infringement brought under one of 
these patents granted by virtue of this section.

The Chairman : If that is the intention, is there any reason e should
not use the commissioner’s section?

Mr. Lesage : Do you not think it is a little broad?
Mr. Robinson : Mr. Mitchell, I think you were thinking of subsection (5), 

were you not? That is the one which was directed to this point. Subsection (5) 
of the former draft said,

no patent granted or validated under the provisions of the last 
preceding subsection or of this subsection shall abridge or otherwise 
affect the right of any person or his agent or agents or his successor in 
business to continue in manufacture, use or sale commenced before the 
coming into force of this section by such person nor shall the continued 
manufacture, use or sale by such person or the use or sale of the devices 
resulting from such manufacture or use constitute infringement.

The difficulty with that draft appeared to be the difficulty I mentioned a 
moment ago. It simply gave the right to continue after March 31 what you 
had begun to do before March 31. It made it a negatory right. You might 
have started in to manufacture and not have sold anything. The right to go on 
manufacturing without the right to sell would be an empty right.

Mr. Irvine: Was there any case of that sort under the old Act?
Mr. Robinson: There are no decided cases at all under the Act of 1921 of 

which I know.
The Witness: Section 28 (3) says,

Provided that such extension shall in no way affect the right of any 
person, who, before the enactment of this section, was bona fide in 
possession of any rights in patents or applications for patents conflicting 
with rights in patents granted or validated....

It goes right along and then section 5 comes in and it clears it up.
Mr. Lesage : It is clearer in your first draft than it is this time.
The Chairman : The point, Mr. Lesage, as it has been explained to me is 

this; in subparagraph (3) as drafted by the institute, once a person qualifies 
himself under that section, then he is at liberty to continue to do anything at 
all with respect to a patented article.

Mr. Lesage : But the section does not say so.
The Chairman: Could you add a few words to the section whereby y°u 

would add to the section the legal effects which flow as a result?
The Witness: Just before you start, Mr. Chairman, supposing a third party 

had started to make an article for himself, for his own use, but had not any 
intention of selling it. He made it for his own use and probably some of his 
friends came and asked him if he would make one for them. Is that man t° 
be allowed to enter the manufacturing business afterwards?

Mr. Lesage : He will under the section as drafted by the institute.

II
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The Chairman : Gentlemen, shall that stand for the commissioner and Mr. 
Robinson to redraft?

Mr. Lesage: Mr. Chairman, there is another point there. I still think even 
if we were to take this drafting by the institute we should add what was proposed 
by the commissioner as subsection (6) to cover the coming peace treaties. I do 
not see how the institute could have any objection to that. You see, we are 
given until the 30th of September or the 31st of March. Here, I have a peace 
treaty with Italy which should be ratified by the Canadian parliament about 
June by the terms of which we give twelve months to Italian nationals to come 
in with their applications. This must be covered in advance if we are to avoid 
having this Patent Act come up every session for amendment. We must avoid 
a conflict of laws and we would do it by the amendment as proposed by the 
commissioner.

The Chairman: Is not the objection to that, though, just this; if we had 
what you suggest we might find ourselves in the position whereby we gave to the 
Italians or the Germans rights in excess of those we gave to our own people?

Mr. Lesage: No, because they are reciprocal in the treaty, but they are 
different from the Act.

Mr. Fleming: We do not want a conflict, at any rate, and I would suggest 
if Mr. Robinson has not already given consideration to the subsection (6) 
Proposed by the minister, that might be considered along with the other changes 
being considered to-night.

The Chairman: Are there any other points, Mr. Lesage?
Mr. Lesage: No.
The Chairman : Then, coming to section 10 of the bill which has to do with 

the oaths. Mr. Hackett brought this matter up yesterday, you will recall, but 
unable to attend the meeting to-day. He wrote me a letter which I feel I 

should read to the committee so the committee will have Mr. Hackett’s views 
before it.

I cannot be at the meeting of the Banking and Commerce Committee 
this afternoon.

I would be glad to see the affidavit presently exacted on application 
done away with.

I think that people in their dealing with the government should tell 
the truth and, if they miss it intentionally, they should suffer.

I have two objections to the oath being used indiscriminately. One, 
people are frequently called upon to swear to facts of which they can 
have no personal knowledge and, secondly, a too frequent resort to the 
oath tends to diminish ones respect for it.

I feel that in some countries oaths are taken so frequently their full 
significance has ceased to be uppermost in the minds of many.

I am not sure that the cancellation of the patent is a proper method 
of dealing with the false statement in the application. This might entail 
loss to an innocent party. A beneficiary of the patent who has financed 
it or possibly owns it might, under such an enactment, find himself unfairly 
penalized.

I believe the committee was fairly well in agreement yesterday that the 
P uvision for the oath should be eliminated and a proper penalty section incor- 

0ra'ted in the Act to punish offenders.
Mr. Marquis : When there is an oath it is certified; there is evidence that 

sifr*1C°ne bas sworn to the statement. If you replace that by a declaration or 
j ature, it should be before a witness and should be certified by someone else. 

arl a case a few weeks ago. Someone came to me with an invention and
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I found out that this invention had been patented overseas. Whe I asked him 
to swear a declaration, he refused to do so. If his signature had been 
required to the statement, I am sure he would have signed it.

Mr. Stewart: Even if penalties were added?
Mr. Marquis: If you only have the signature of a man, it would be difficult 

to prove. Someone may say, “I never signed it.” There should be the certificate 
of some person in authority who attests to the signature. However, I am in 
favour of getting rid of the oath.

The Chairman : I understand that the elimination of the oath provision 
would save the department a lot of work; is that true?

The Witness: Yes, it would. There is no doubt about that.
The Chairman : If that is the case, would not your objection, Mr. Marquis, 

be met by requiring that the signature should be witnessed?
Mr. Marquis: Yes, that is the point.
The Chairman: There is no objection to that.
Mr. Jaenicke: Supposing the oath to the signature is false. If you have 

an affidavit, you can go after the J.P.
Mr. Marquis: If you have that you could go after the J.P.
Mr. Jaenicke: It is the same thing.
The Chairman: What are the views of the committee in regard to the 

penalty which should flow from a false statement.
Mr. Lesage: It should be the very same penalty as that contained in 

section 80.
Mr. Marquis : There is no provision for a fine in that section is there?
Mr. Lesage: Yes,

—is guilty of an indictable offence and shall be liable to a fine not 
exceeding five hundred dollars ($500) or to imprisonment for a term not 
exceeding six months—

The Witness: You would find that under the heading “Offences and 
Penalties”.

Mr. Marquis : You should add a subsection to take care of it.
Mr. Fleming: I think we agreed yesterday that section 80 would need 

revision, in any event, so it could probably be drafted to cover this case of false 
statement. I 'think we would have to see that, Mr. Chairman.

Mr. Lesage : Could we have that to-morrow, your proposal for the amend
ment of section 80?

The Witness: If you have a draft of what you desire with regard to the 
section, it would be easy enough to add a small subsection covering penalties 
for false statements. As the section appears here, every person who makes any 
false documents—I do not know what it means.

The Chairman : Shall section 10 of the bill, then, be deleted?
Mr. Fleming: It is more than section 10, Mr. Chairman. We have to g° 

beck to section 29 of the Act and eliminate some things in section 29 of the Act-
Mr. Stewart: Section 29 would have to be revised.
The Witness: Section 29 deals only with these affirmations under the Act

if you are going to do that, “oath or affirmation” you have to repeal the whole 
of section 29.
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Mr. Fleming: That is the point I am making.
The Witness: You will have to repeal it within the year. It would have 

to be effective not earlier than April 15, 1946. We cannot allow applicants 
to come back and request us to restore applications which have failed under 
section 31 because they had not completed their applications. We cannot do 
that. We would have to have that repealed effective as of April 15, 1946.

Mr. Fleming: You mean repealed as to applications filed on or after 
April 15, 1946?

The Chairman : I think the committee has agreed on what it desires to 
accomplish and the drafting will be up to the commissioner.

Section 11, Mr. Lesage, you asked for that section to stand yesterday?
Mr. Lesage: No, I was not the one who asked for that. I think it was 

Mr. Fleming.
Mr. Fleming: No, it was not I.
Mr. Robinson: I think I was the one who suggested that change. I 

think I said that the institute and the commissioner propose to replace section 
11 by a revised section 30. We all agreed on this revision. I think I have 
sufficient copies here to pass around to the members who are present, It 
reads as follows:

11. Section thirty of the said Act is repealed and the following 
substituted therefor:—

30. (1) Any applicant for patent who does not appear to reside 
or carry on business at a specified address in Canada shall, at the 
time of filing his application or within such period thereafter as 
the commissioner may allow, nominate as his representative a person 
or firm residing or carrying on business at a specified address in 
Canada.

(2) Subject as hereinafter provided, such nominee shall be 
deemed to be the representative for all purposes of this Act, including 
the service of any proceedings taken thereunder, of any such 
applicant and of any patentee of a patent issued on his application 
who does not appear to reside or carry on business at a specified 
address in Canada, and shall be recorded as such by the commissioner.

(3) An applicant for patent or a patentee may by written 
advice to the commissioner appoint another representative in place 
of the last recorded representative, or may advise the commissioner 
in writing of a change in the address of the last recorded represen
tative, and shall so appoint a new representative or supply a new 
and correct address of the last recorded representative on the 
despatch by the commissioner to him of a notice in writing by regis
tered mail that the last recorded representative has died or that 
a letter addressed to him at the last recorded address and sent by 
ordinary mail has been returned undelivered.

(4) If, after the despatch of a notice as aforesaid by the 
commissioner, no new appointment is made or no new and correct 
address is supplied by the applicant or patentee within three months 
or such further period as the commissioner may allow, the 
Exchequer Court or the commissioner may dispose of any proceedings 
under this Act without requiring service on the applicant or patentee of 
any process therein.

(5) No fee shall be payable on the appointment of a new 
representative or the supply of a new and correct address, unless
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such appointment or supply follows the despatch of a notice in 
writing by the commissioner as aforesaid, in which case the fee 
payable shall be five dollars.

Note to Section 11

This is proposed in place of the section in the bill in order to 
strengthen section 30 of The Patent Act. As it stands, the section 
requires the appointment of a Canadian representative for service, 
but does not ensure the appointment of a new one if the first dies or 
cannot be found. It is desirable that a representative for service should 
always be available so that a Canadian manufacturer who wants to 
manufacture something which may infringe a patent owned by a non
resident may, before undertaking manufacture, be able conveniently 
to obtain a judicial determination of his possible liability.

Under the proposed section, such a manufacturer could notify the 
commissioner that the patentee’s representative for service was not 
available, and the patentee would then have to appoint a new one or 
suffer the consequences of not being represented in legal proceedings 
brought against him by the manufacturer.

Mr. Lesage: As a matter of fact, Mr. Chairman, do you not think that we 
should adjourn and leave that alone for the present?

The Chairman : I was going to suggest this. There is a large volume of 
work done in the way of drafting. I do not think we should attempt to meet 
tomorrow morning. I am going to suggest that before we have a formal meeting 
again we try to have all the amendments in the hands of members of the 
committee not later than eleven o’clock tomorrow. That will give them plenty 
of time in which to study the amendments and then I would suggest that we 
meet at 4 o’clock in the afternoon. Is that satisfactory?

Agreed.
Mr. Lesage : Mr. Chairman, I have an amendment to propose to section 14. 

I think it might be just as well to place it before the committee now.
The Chairman : Very well, we will deal with it now.
Mr. Lesage: We may as well have it with the others. When I read section 

14, I was wondering when and what additional fee should be imposed. 1 
discussed it with the commissioner and I think he would accept the following 
amendment: that in line 56 we delete the words after the word “provided”, and 
insert the following:

“Where the number of claims in an application exceeds twenty, a prescribed 
fee shall be imposed for each claim in excess of that number, provided that when 
the number of claims in an application for reissue exceeds the number of claims 
granted in the original patent an additional fee shall be imposed only for each 
claim over and above twenty in excess of the number of claims granted in the 
original patent.”

Mr. Stewart: Mr. Chairman, I have an amendment here which I would 
like to suggest for the 'consideration of the committee. It applies to section 48 
of the bill, the section dealing with the term of patent. I would suggest the 
insertion of these words in section (1), after the word “issued”:

On and after the first day of June 1948 the duration of every patent 
issued by the Patent Office shall be seventeen years from the date on 
which the patent is granted and issued, or twenty years from the date of 
application, whichever is the lesser period.
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I think that would help to clear up the backlog which has been accumulating 
in the office; and I would like to hear what the commissioner has to say about 
that, to see if it would be of any assistance to him.

The Witness: Mr. Robinson discussed that point with you earlier. He was 
of the opinion that seventeen years plus the average time to prosecute a case 
was sufficient. Now, the office is behind, as a matter of fact, thirty-two months 
or thereabouts in its actions, and probably if some date in the future were 
set—that is to say that any patent issuing after a certain named date shall 
expire within seventeen years from the grant of the patent or twenty years from 
the date of application, whichever is the shortest term of the monopoly—that 
might be quite alright. But there would have to be a year or a year and a half, 
whatever it is, allowed these applicants to clean up their stuff. Mr. Robinson 
was quite agreeable to their being given that time. I said he said he was 
agreeable. Of course, he would"not agree to that anyway; but he did say that 
it would be helpful if you could say seventeen years plus the time it was under 
review.

Mr. Robinson : 1 would like to indicate that I was speaking then as a 
Private individual.

The Witness: We do not know who is going to be influenced by it. This 
bill is for the private individual, it is for the people of Canada; it is not just 
for the institute. If you were speaking as a private individual I think we should 
a*so hear from our manufacturers.

The Chairman: I do not want to put Mr. Robinson on the spot. When I 
asked him the question I restricted it to his opinion as a private individual. The 
Pfont arises that if any amendment of this kind is to be made the Canadian 
Manufacturer’s Association have asked for a hearing and I would have to 
advise them to attend. I will probably to that.
^ Mr. Stewart, would you mind checking with the law officer of the Crown, 
. r- Olivier, and have him assist you in the drafting of the amendment you have 
1,1 mind in proper form.

Mr. Stewart: Yes.
Mr. Irvine: There is one question I would like to bring to your attention 

a°w, and it is one which I mentioned to you before we started to examine this 
bill. Arc we permitted to propose an amendment to any other section ot the 

and include it in our bill?
^ The Chairman: We have been doing that, and I think the present bill 
clore us makes a sufficient number of general amendments to the Act to justify 
>c committee considering it as a general revision of the Patent Act.

Mr. Irvine: That is what I understood you to say the last time we met. 
Mr. Jaenicke: I think the same too, Mr. Chairman.

, fhe committee adjourned at 5.50 p.m. to meet again Thursday, March 6th, 
<u 4 P.m.
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MINUTES OF PROCEEDINGS

Thursday, March 6, 1947.
The Standing Committee on Banking and Commerce met at 4.00 p.m., the 

Chairman, Mr. Cleaver, presiding.
Members present: Messrs. Belzile, Black (Cumberland), Blackmore, 

Breithaupt, Cleaver, Dionne (Beauce), Dorion, Fleming, Gour, Hazen, Irvine, 
Jackman, Jaenicke, Jutras, Lesage, Marquis, Michaud, Quelch, Sinclair 
(Ontario), Stewart (Winnipeg North), Strum (Mrs.).

In attendance: Mr. J. T. Mitchell, Commissioner of Patents; Mr. Christopher 
Robinson, Vice-President, Patent Institute of Canada ; Major J. H. Ready, of 
the Judge Advocate General’s Office, and Dr. Maurice Ollivier, Law Clerk of the 
House of Commons.

The Committee resumed consideration of Bill No. 16, An Act to amend The 
Latent Act, 1935, Mr. Mitchell, Mr. Robinson and Major Ready being examined 
thereon.

Mr. Stewart moved,
That Section 48 of the Act be amended by adding thereto the 

following proviso: provided, in case of such patent issued on and after 
the first day of June, 1948, the patent shall expire as above stated or 
twenty years from the date of application, whichever is the lesser period.

After discussion, Mr. Stewart was given leave to withdraw his motion.
The Committee having agreed to reconsider clause 3, the said clause was 

further amended by deleting the words “and prescribed such forms” in line 24.
Clause 3, as amended, carried.
The following new clause 4 was adopted, subject to be reconsidered at the 

next sitting, should a representative of The Canadian Manufacturers Association 
aPpear to make representations in relation thereto, viz:

4. The said Act is further amended by inserting immediately after section 
*9, the following headings and sections.:

Government owned patents
. 19A. (1) The inventor of any improvement in munitions of war as defined
^ the Official Secrets' Act shall if so required by the Minister of National 
i efence assign to such minister on behalf of His Majesty all the benefits of the 
th G!lt!on and of any patent obtained or to be obtained for the invention; and 

c Minister of National Defence may be a party to the assignment.
0r (2) An inventor, other than an officer servant or employee" of the Crown 
0f ja. corporation which is an emanation of the Crown, acting within the scope 
ag.lls duties, and employment as such, shall be entitled to compensation for an 
th ^Hjïïent to the Minister of National Defence under this Act. In the event 
he t)t lc consideration to be paid for such assignment is not agreed upon it shall 
Pro u °f the Commissioner to determine the amount of such consideration 
c«ed' ^ his decision shall be subject to appeal to the Exchequer Court. Pro- 
caipln®s before the Exchequer Court under this subsection shall be held in 

Qra upon request made to the court by any party to the proceedings.

84115-
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(3) The assignment shall effectually vest the Benefit of the invention and 
patent in the Minister of National Defence on behalf of His Majesty, and all 
covenants and agreements therein contained for keeping the invention secret and 
otherwise shall be valid and effectual, notwithstanding any want of valuable 
consideration, and may be enforced accordingly by the Minister of National 
Defence.

(4) Any person who, as aforesaid, has made an assignment under this 
section to the Minister of National Defence, shall, in respect of any covenants 
and agreements contained in such assignment for keeping the invention secret 
and otherwise in respect of all matters relating to the said invention, be for the 
purposes of The Official Secrets Act, deemed to be a person having in his 
possession or control information respecting the said matters which has been 
entrusted to him in confidence by any person holding office under His Majesty 
and the communication of any of the said information by such first- mentioned 
person to any person other than one to whom he is authorized to communicate 
with by or on behalf of the Minister of National Defence shall be an offence 
under section four of The Official Secrets Act.

(5) Where any agreement- for such assignment has been -made the Minister 
of National Defence may submit an application for patent for the invention 
to the Commissioner, with the request that it be examined for patentability, and 
if such application is found allowable may, before the grant of any patent 
thereon, certify to the Commissioner that, in the public interest, the particulars 
of the invention and of the manner in which it is to be worked should be kept 
secret.

(6) If the Minister of National Defence so certifies, the application and 
specification, with the drawing, if any, and any amendment of the application, 
and copies of such documents and drawing and the patent granted thereon, shall 
be placed in a packet sealed by the Commissioner under authority of the 
Minister of National Defence.

(7) The packet shall, until the expiration of the term during which a 
patent for the invention -may be in force, be kept sealed by the Commissioner, 
and shall not be opened save under the authority of an order of the Minister 
of National Defence.

(8) The sealed packet shall be delivered at any time during the continuance 
of the patent to any person authorized by the Minister of National Defence 
to receive it, and shall if returned to the Commissioner be kept sealed by him-

(9) On the expiration of the term of the patent, the sealed packet shall be 
delivered to the Minister of National Defence.

(10) No proceedings by petition or otherwise shall - lie to have declared 
invalid or void a patent granted for an invention in relation to which a certificate 
has been given by the Minister of National Defence as aforesaid, except by 
permission of the said minister.

(11) No copy of any specification or other document or drawing, by this 
section required to be placed in a sealed packet, shall in any manner whatever 
be published or open to the inspection of the public, but, save as in this section 
otherwise directed, the provisions of this Act shall apply in respect of any 
such invention and patent as aforesaid.

(12) The Minister of National Defence may at any time waive the benefit 
of this section with respect to any particular invention, and the specification, 
documents and drawing shall be thenceforth kept and dealt with in the reguM 
way.
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(13) The communication of any invention for any improvement in muni
tions of war to the Minister of National Defence or any person or persons 
authorized by the Minister of National Defence to investigate the same or the 
merits thereof, shall not, nor shall anything done for the purposes of the 
investigation, be deemed use or publication of such invention so as to prejudice 
the grant or validity of any patent for the same.

(14) The Governor in Council may make rules under this section for the 
purpose of ensuring secrecy with respect to applications and patents to which 
this section applies and generally to give effect to the spirit and intent thereof.

19B. If by any agreement between the Government of Canada and any 
other government it is provided that the government of Canada will apply the 
provisions of the last preceding section to inventions disclosed in any applica
tion for a patent assigned or agreed to be assigned by the inventor to such other 
government, an dthe Commissioner is notified by any minister of the Crown 
that such agreement extends to the invention in a specified application, such 
application and all the documents relating thereto shall be dealt with as provided 
in the next preceding section.

Patents relating to atomic energy

190. Any patent application for an invention which, in the opinion of 
the Commissioner, relates to the production, application or use of atomic 
energy shall, before it is dealt with by an examiner appointed pursuant to section 
six of this Act, be communicated by the Commissioner to the Atomic Energy 
Control Board.

The following new clause 9 was adopted, viz :
9. The said Act is amended by inserting immediately after section twenty- 

eight the following section:
28A. (1) Subject as hereinafter provided, the Commissioner shall 

extend to the thirtieth day of September, 1947, in favour of a patentee 
or applicant such of the time limits fixed by this Act for the filing or 
prosecution of applications for patents, for appeals from the Commissioner 
or for the payment of fees as expired after the second day of September 
1939, provided
(a) a request for such extension is made by or on behalf of such patentee 

not later than the thirtieth day of September, 1947, or by or on 
behalf of such applicant for patent before the thirty-first day of 
March, 1948; and

(b) such request specifies the date of the first application in any country 
for a patent for the same invention by such applicant or patentee or 
anyone through whom he claims ; and

(c) such patentee or applicant is a Canadian citizen or a national of a 
country which gives substantially reciprocal privileges to Canadian 
citizens.
(2) Every patent in respect of which, or in respect of the application 

for which, a time limit has been extended under the provisions of sub
section one of this section shall expire at the date specified in the grant of 
such patent or at the end of twenty-two years from the date of the first 
application in any country for a patent for the same invention by the 
patentee or anyone through whom he claims, whichever date is the earlier.

(3) No claim for the infringement of any patent in respect of which, 
or in respect of the application for which, a time limit has been extended 
under the provisions of subsection one of this section, shall be made
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against any person or the successor in business of any person who, before 
the thirty-first day of March, 1947, had made, constructed, used or vended 
to others to be used the invention protected by such patent or against any 
person deriving through such person or such successor his title to any 
article, machine, manufacture or composition of matter so protected.

Upon consideration of clause 10, the following was substituted therefor:
10. Section 29 of the said Act is repealed as of the fifteenth day of 

April, 1946.
The following new clause 11 was adopted viz:
11. Section thirty of the said Act is repealed and the following sub

stituted therefor:—
30. (1) Any applicant for patent who does not appear to reside or 

carry on business at a specified address in Canada shall, at the time of 
filing his application or within such period thereafter as the Commissioner 
may allow, nominate as his representative a person or firm residing or 
carrying on business at a specified address in Canada.

(2) Subject as hereinafter provided, such nominee shall be deemed 
to be the representative for all purposes of this Act, including the service 
of any proceedings taken thereunder, or any such applicant and of any 
patentee of a patent issued on his application who does not appear to 
reside or carry on business at a specified address in Canada, and shall be 
recorded as such by the Commissioner.

(3) An applicant for patent or a patentee may by written- advice 
to the Commissioner appoint another representative in place of the 
last recorded representative, or may advise the Commissioner in writing 
of a change in the address of the last recorded representative, and shall 
so appoint a new representative or supply a new and correct address of the 
last recorded representative on the despatch by the Commissioner to him 
of a notice in writing by registered mail that the last recorded represen
tative has died or that a letter addressed to him at the last recorded 
address and sent by ordinary mail has been returned undelivered.

(4) If, after the despatch of a notice as aforesaid by the Com
missioner, no new appointment is made or no new and correct address Is 
supplied by the applicant or patentee within three months or such further 
period as the Commissioner may allow, the Exchequer Court or tlm 
Commissioner may dispose of any proceedings under this Act without 
requiring service on the applicant or patentee of any process therein-

(5) No fee shall be payable on the appointment of a new represen
tative or the suply of a new and correct address, unless such appointment 
or supply follows the despatch of a notice in writing by the Commissioner 
as aforesaid, in which case a fee as prescribed shall be payable.

The following new clause 14 was adopted, viz:
14, Subsections three and four of section thirty-five of the said Act arC 

repealed and the following Substituted therefor:—
3. When the number of claims in an application exceeds twenty 

a prescribed fee shall be imposed for each claim in excess of that nurnbe ’ 
provided that when the number of claims in an application for reissu 
exceeds the number of claims granted in the original patent an addition 
fee shall be imposed only for each claim over and above twenty 1 
excess of the number of claims granted in the original patent.
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By unanimous- consent the following new clause was inserted immediately 
following 16 of the bill, viz:

Subsection 1 of section 53 of the said Act is repealed, and the following 
substituted therefor:—

53. (1) A patent shall be void if any material allegation in the 
petition of the applicant in respect of such patent is untrue, or if the 
specification and drawings contain more or less than is necessary for 
obtaining the end for which they purport to be made, and such omission 
or addition is wilfully made for the purpose of misleading.

By unanimous consent, the following new clause was inserted immediately 
following the new_ clause above quoted:

Section 1 of Section 61 of the said Act is repealed and the following 
substituted therefor:—

61. (1) No patent or claim in a patent shall be declared invalid or void 
on the ground that, before the invention therein defined was made by the 
inventor by whom the patent was applied for it had already been known or 
Used by some other person, unless it is established either that,

(a) before the date of the application for the patent such other person 
had disclosed or used the invention in such manner that it had become 
available to the public ; or that

(5) such other person had, before the issue of the patent, made an 
application for patent in Canada upon which conflict proceedings 
should have been directed; or that

(c) such other person had at any time made an application in Canada 
which by virtue of section twenty-seven of this Act had the same 
force and effect as if it had been filed in Canada before the issue 
of -the patent and upon which conflict proceedings should properly 
have been directed had it been so filed.

Clause 17 of the Bill was amended as follows:
1. By substituting “$25.00” for “$20.00” in line 37 of section 73(1).
2. By deleting the ward “two” in line 8 of section 73(1) and substituting 

therefore the word “three”, and by deleting the figure (4) in line 10 and sub
stituting therefor (3).

3. By deleting the words “On filing an application for the restoration 
fUid revival of a patent—for each patent mentioned therein, $35.00” being lines 
15 and 16 of section 73(1).

4. In line 17 of section 73(1), between the words “a” and "copy” insert 
.he words “certified typeuritten or photostat”, and after the word “specification” 
lnsert the words “not exceeding twenty pages”.

Clause 17, as amended, adopted.

The following new clause was substituted for clause 18 of the Bill:
Section 77 of the said Act is repealed.

■tv. The following new clause was added immediately after clause 18 of the 
tilll, viz:

Section 80 of the said Act is repealed and the following substituted
therefore;—

80. Every person who in relation to the purposes of this Act
and knowing it to be false
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(a) makes any false representation ;
(b) makes or causes to be made any false entry in any register or 

book; or
(c) makes or causes to be made any false document or alters the form 

of a copy of any document; or
(d) procures or tenders any document containing false information
is guilty of an indictable offence and shall be liable upon conviction to 
a fine not exceeding five hundred dollars or to imprisonment for a term 
not exceeding six months, or to both fine and imprisonment.

The following new clause was also inserted immediately following clause 
15 of the Bill, viz:

Subsection (3) of section 38 is hereby repealed and the following 
substituted therefor:

The Commissioner may, in his discretion, dispense with the 
duplicate specification and drawing and the third copy of the claim 
or claims, and in lieu thereof cause copies of the specification and 
drawing, in print or otherwise, to be attached to the patent, of which 
they shall form an essential part.

Mr. Jaenicke submitted four amendments to sections 59, 64, 65 and 66 
of the Act.

The Clerk was instructed to send mimeographed copies of the said proposed 
amendments to the members before the next sitting.

At 6.00 p.m., the Committee adjourned until Tuesday, March 11, at 
11.00 a.m.

R. ARSENAULT,
Clerk of the Committee.



MINUTES OF EVIDENCE
House of Commons,

March 6, 1947.
The Standing Committee on Banking and Commerce met this day at 4.00 

p.m. The Chairman, Mr. Hughes Cleaver, presided.
The Chairman: Gentlemen, you now have before you a mimeographed 

copy of all the sections to which substantial amendments' have been made 
which would be difficult to read to you for your notes. I do not think it fair 
to ask you to approve all these at this meeting since you have had no oppor
tunity of checking them properly. If it is your wish, we will simply stand 
them over to our next meeting.

Mr. Fleming: Is there any discussion possible on this, Mr. Chairman, 
which might be helpful? There might be some odd points which occur to some 
of us now.

Mr. Jaenicke: I have made a few notes, Mr. Chairman.
The Chairman : I have a telegram from the legal department of the 

Canadian Manufacturers’ Association which I will read.
The Canadian Manufacturers’ Association strongly supports the views 

advanced by the Patent Institute of Canada with respect to section 4 
of bill No. 16 on secret patents and agrees with the institute there might 
be substituted for section 4 some such provision as that proposed by 
the interdepartmental committee on patents 1942. Copy of this telegram 
is going forward to the minister.

This is signed by H. W. MacDonald.
Mr. Irvine: This raises a lot of suspicion.
The Chairman: I have not wired in reply before consulting the committee 

hut, so far as I am concerned personally, I think they should have been here 
long ago if they wanted to make representations. However, I still think they 
are entitled to a hearing and I will advise them that they will be heard by 
the committee on Tuesday morning at eleven o’clock if that is satisfactory.

Mr. Fleming: Are they asking for a hearing?
The Chairman: No, but they say they are opposing this section in regard 

to secret patents and they are supporting the institute. We have not accepted 
the representations of Mr. Robinson regarding that section and I think they 
should have an opportunity to be heard if they so desire.

Mr. Fleming : I may be very stupid about this, but I did not understand 
Mr. Robinson, on behalf of the institute, was opposing something in the nature 
°f section 4. Am I mistaken?
bpli Mu Robinson: niat is perfectly right, sir, but I have been instructed on 

a the institute to criticize the idea of granting a secret patent.
Mr. Fleming: That is a theoretical position, I take it?
Mr. Robinson : I think it goes deeper than just the theoretical.
The Chairman : I would not want the association coming to us afterwards 

0r going to the press and saying they had registered their objections and had 
n°t been given an opportunity to be heard.

129
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At the close of the meeting yesterday, an amendment to section 48 was 
moved by Mr. Stewart. It was left in the position that he would consult with 
Dr. Ollivier as to the drafting of the amendment. Would you care to proceed 
now, Mr. Stewart?

Mr. Stewart: You have the proper draft.
The Chairman : I have a draft here, but it is very rough.
Mr. Stewart: I also have a rough draft. We have heard from the com

missioner there is a very substantial backlog of work. I think, perhaps, an 
amendment such as this to section 48, subsection (1) might, to some extent, 
get rid of the backlog. It was for this reason I moved the amendment for 
the discussion of the committee. I shall read it again.

Section 48 of the said Act is amended by adding thereto the following 
proviso : provided in case of such patent issued on and after the first day 
of June, 1948, the patent shall expire as above stated or twenty years 
from the date of application whichever is the lesser period.

I talked this over with the commissioner and he seemed, at the time, to have no 
objection. Perhaps, however, he would desire to comment upon my suggestion 
that the passage of such an amendment to the Act would, to some extent, remove 
the backlog.

J. T. Mitchell, Commissioner of Patents, recalled :

The Witness: Mr. Robinson did say, speaking as a private individual and 
not as a representative of the institute, he thought,' when this subject was 
broached before that an amendment such as that might be considered if you 
could take into consideration the seventeen year period and the average time it 
takes for a patent to go through the patent Office. Mr. Stewart’s point, I think, 
is that these cases having been in the Patent Office long over the average time, 
giving them fifteen months or thereabouts tp clean up the cases might help to 
get rid of the backlog.

By Mr. Fleming :
Q. What is your opinion, Mr. Commissioner?—A. I think it is a very good 

idea, provided sufficient time is allowed to do that. Probably, Mr. Stewart 
in, allowing fifteen months should have allowed eighteen months or some such 
period to give these people an opportunity to amend their cases and put them 
into the office in a proper condition. Of course, you understand, Mr. Robinson 
was speaking as a private individual at that time, not as a representative of the 
institute. He did say that.

Q. I think in this matter we had better let him speak for himself, but before 
the commissioner takes his seat may I say I think this idea may be all right as 
applied to cases where there is a delay in the Patent Office which is attributable 
to something deliberate on the part of the applicant or his attorney, but what 
about these other cases- which are held up now because of the backlog in the 
department—the congestion, which exists there? Is it going to be fair in those 
cases?—A. I think it would be quite fair in the long run. Do not forget, if a° 
amendment of that nature is made that all that will happen in this: attorney8 
from the United States and Great Britain will not file their application in Canada 
until the last minute. They will just add to the life of the patent. If a'n 
applicatioin in the United States is filed, they may not file in Canada within jnc 
period of one year to come under the convention, they will wait until witma 
the two years of publication or use when they have had two years of noanu
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facture of their invention, it may be about three years after the application has 
been filed, in the United States, then they file in Canada and the prosecution in 
Canada may take another three years, which consumes a six year period.

If what we have heard can be relied upon, action in the United States is 
given within a year. Well, the prior art would be cited in the first action and 
all applicants for patents should know at least what the art is in the first United 
States action, that is, the art which applies very closely to the invention. There 
is, of course, the trouble that a patent citation may not turn up until the third 
year. There may be a case of conflict in the United States which would hold up 
action, but those are rather rare cases. Probably if some sort of legislation could 
be brought about which would spur up the attorneys to do their work, I would 
not object at all.

Q. I have two further questions with regard to Mr. Stewart’s amendment, 
and the first is this: is the period fixed in the amendment, that is to say from 
now until the first of June next year, an ample period under all the cir
cumstances? The second question is: is the three year period ample to allow 
for the passage of the application through the Patent Office?—A. With the staff 
which I hope you are going to provide, it would be ample.

By Mr. Marquis:
Q. But with the staff you have right now?—A. No, it is not.

By Mr. Lesage:
Q. Is there such a proviso in the United States law?—A. No, there is not. 

However, periodically they do clean up their wmrk. In the United States they 
get in about four or five hundred extra examiners to clean up those cases. I 
am going to give you an example of how the attorneys do comply with the law. 
In 1930, the United States charged a dollar on every claim over twenty and as a 
result of that, they issued in six weeks, in the United States, between 10,000 and 
11,000 patents. Usually the United States issued between four and five hundred 
a week, so that instead of issuing approximately 3,000, they issued between 10,000 
and 11,000. The attorneys simply acted on those cases. They got those cases put 
into shape because if they had not they would have had to pay an extra one 
dollar for each claim over twenty. It was a case of hitting their pocket.

By Mr. Fleming:
Q. What troubles me is the reasonableness of this three year period being 

Contingent on your obtaining adequate staff. If that adequate staff and space 
^"ere an accomplished fact there may be something to say for the amendment, 
but it seems to me rather suppositious?—A. If Mr. Stewart said two years, what 
w°uld happen?

Q. I don’t know—A. It would mean we would have to come back later to 
nave the committee reduce this period.

Q. I would rather see the increased staff and the improved office accom
odation an accomplised fact before we start in limiting the period, where the 
lairness of the limitation depends upon the speed of action in the Patent Office?— 
W As I have already said, applications are not filled in Canada and the United 
states simultaneously—In those emanating from the United States, the attorney 
nr inventor waits until he has tested the art in that country before he files in 
I anada. In that way, he is usually quite familiar with the prior art and, if 
,e so wishes, he can present his case in a very much better condition than he 
Oft;8’ ^ bave already told you that 25 per cent of the cases filed in the Patent 
o,™ce are incomplete. A large number of these cases come from the Tnited 

ates. It is only another way of holding the examination back for a year, 
lading progress.
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By the Chairman:
Q. There is nothing to prevent an inventor going right ahead and manufac

turing or using his rights immediately? He does not have to wait until a patent 
is granted?—A. He can establish a market if he so desires.

By Mr. Fleming:
Q. In order to be sure injustice is not going to be done in some cases, it may 

be that the terms of the amendment would be quite ample to provide reasonable 
protection and fair treatment in a great majority of eases, but I wonder if, 
so long as this backlog is continuing in the Patent Office, it is fair to do it 
now?—A. Mr. Robinson has looked up a number of cases and finds our initial 
actions are back about two years and a half. The United States are back,- 
I think, about a year and a half. In the United States their second action is 
about fifteen months later. We are back about two and a half years, but 
they have all the information and they still take six months to answer us. 
It means we are back in the Patent Office three years or at least two years 
they take the full six months ; they never answer immediately.

By Mr. Lesage:
Q. What happens in the case of a conflict?—A. In the case of a conflict, 

they come in and get extensions and extensions galore.
Q. What if the conflict goes on for .eight or nine years?—A. When a conflict 

comes up they come along and get an extension here. They, go into the law 
courts and stall the cases there. Notices of motion are served and then delays 
occur and everything is held over. I have cases in the office which have been 
before the court in which the attorney or barrister in -Ottawa has taken no 
action in the court. There has never been any pressure for a decision in the 
court and these cases have been that way for three or four years.

Q. But there may be cases where conflict lasts for two or three or even four 
years when no one is at fault—A. There might be. These cases last a long 
time in the United States because they take testimony throughout the different 
states of the United States. Such a case does last a long time.

Q. Would not the amendment suggested by Mr. Stewart create an injustice 
towards those people?—A. It is probably an unusual amendment. It ha£ 
merit, a considerable amount of merit, and the fact it is new, of course, should 
not discredit it.

Q. I understand it is only in Canada and the United States that the delay 
computed from the filing of the application to the awarding of the patent?—A- 
A United States inventor can file his application in the United States and fi’® 
in Great Britain eleven months after that. He can get his patent through and 
sealed in Great Britain within twenty-one months.

Q. There is not the same system of computing delays?—A. No, but it is the 
same system of examination. In an examination, the examiners are quit® 
familiar with the state of the art. The principal attorney of record in the 
United States is quite familiar with that art. He knows all the objections- 
He knows all the answers, but he does not care to give them.

The Chairman : The institute would like to be heard on this point.
Mr. Fleming: Just one word before you call on Mr. Robinson ; may I ^ 

if the amendment has been checked as to form by Dr. Ollivier?
Dr. Ollivier: Yes, I think I drafted it.
Mr. Fleming: You are satisfied there is no conflict between the amendment 

and subsection (2) of section 48?
Dr. Ollivier : No, I do not think there is.
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By Mr. Fleming:
Q. Are there any cases at all to which subsection 2 can now apply, 

Mr. Commissioner?—A. There may be one or two. There cannot be very many, 
but there may be a few. Do not forget they would still have eighteen months, 
or whatever it is that Mr. Stewart wishes to state in his amendment, to clean up.

Q. Mr. Stewart’s amendment would not apply to the cases under sub
section 2. His amendment applies only to subsection 1 and does not repeal or 
amend subsection 2.—A. That is quite true. Of course, I suppose 99 decimal 
something or other are under subsection 1. I do not think there are very many 
under subsection 2.

Mr. Robinson: Mr. Chairman, I think the first point to make about the 
proposed amendment is that so far as I can see it wrould not help to clean up 
the backlog in the office. The backlog in the office is primarily caused by the 
situation in the office, and not, as one might gain the impression, by attorneys’ 
delay. I feel quite confident in- saying that.

Just the other day we made an analysis of all patents which issued a week 
ago on Tuesday. There were 121 of them. We went through those patents to 
see what proportion of the time which lapsed between the filing and the issue 
was occupied by the applicant in answering objections by the Patent Office, or 
between the allowance and the payment of his final fee, and what proportion 
was occupied by work in the office. The average time which elapsed between 
filing and the issue of the 121 patents which issued a week ago on Tuesday was 
35-7 months. The average time that was taken by the attorneys was 7-6 
months. The balance of 28-1 months wras in the Patent Office.

It is quite possible in certain cases some of that time in the Patent Office 
might have been attributable to something defective in what was originally put 
forward. For example, of the 121 patents 33 had what were called stop orders on 
them. Stop orders are given by virtue of a rule which is in the rules and has 
oeen in the rules for a great many years. It enables an applicant to say to the 
Patent Office, “Please do not act on my case for at least a year.” In my own office 
We never put on a stop order because there is no point in doing so. The Patent 
Office is infinitely over a year behind in its work, anyway. There are never going 
f° get to the work for a year so there is no point in bothering with a stop order. 
Nevertheless there were 33 out of the 121 cases where there was a stop order, 
fifiere may be some small fraction of those which conceivably have been acted 
0n earlier -than one year without a stop order.

As to the rest the variation in the time between filing and issue ran all the 
Way from 12 months to 114 months in the case of the longest patent. Interest- 
mgly enough in that- case of the 114 months two months were taken by the 
attorney and 112 months were taken by the Patent Office.

. I am not suggesting that the Patent Office is to blame. We have been over 
Jlls ground before. The Patent Office is faced with an impossible situation. 
*‘ley have not enough staff; there have not enough space, and they simply 
cannot get the work out, but if you put a limitation on the term of patents 
tinning from the filing date at least under present conditions substantial 

.tiJustice is going to be done to a very large proportion of patentees because there 
n° way they can get their work out.

Mr. Stewart: That is under present conditions?
^ Mr. Robinson: Under present conditions. Let us assume for a moment that 
«Ie Proportion of attorney’s delays was substantially higher. I do not like the word 
of tv ” because that suggests it is confidential. It is not in at least 75 per cent 
a 'be cases, I should say. The examiner eventually gets around to examining

aPplication in anywdiere from a year to three and more years. I have had
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final actions in my office within the last month in which the first action on the 
case is six years after it was filed. The Patent Office has not touched that.

The Witness: Which case was that?
Mr. Robinson : I cannot mention it now. I do not know.
The Witness: I want to get it. I should like to see it.
Mr. Robinson: I will give it to you later. There have beeh those cases. 

Nobody is to blame for it, but there is the situation. Some of the examiners in 
the office are simply overwhelmed by work. They have thousands of cases in 
front of them and they simply cannot get around to them.

The Witness: There is one examiner with thousands of cases, not the 
whole lot of them.

Mr. Robinson: Well, one. The examiner acts on an application. The 
applicant may be in England. He may be in Europe. He may be in the 
United States or in Canada. The action probably goes to the attorney who is 
representing him. If it is for a foreigner it is then sent on by the Canadian 
attorney to the foreign attorney who has instructed the Canadian man. He then 
must get in touch with his client. They must get copies of the prior patents 
that were cited against them. They must consider them. They must see what 
changes, if any, ought to be made in their application, what the answers to the 
official objections are. They must then prepare them. They must send that 
back to Canada to the Canadian attorney and the Canadian attorney must send 
them to the Patent Office.

The Patent Office has not a monopoly on being overworked. Attorneys are 
overworked, too. They have been extremely overworked, certainly in the last 
six or seven years. I must confess there are many cases in which I get instruc
tions from principals abroad to do something and I do not get around to it 
for some time because I simply cannot. I have not the time to do it. There are 
other things that are ahead of it.

I mention that only because that is not a case of intentional delay. As I 
said the first day there are undoubtedly a few cases of intentional delay but I 
think they are much magnified, and by and large the time that elapses between 
action by the Patent Office and the reply by the applicant is not a case of 
intentional delay.

Mr. Marquis : May I ask Mr. Robinson if the time taken to issue a patent 
makes the applicant suffer? They do not suffer ; they can manufacture after 
the application is filed.

Mr. Robinson : In fact, they can manufacture even if they never file a patent 
application. The manufacturing and the filing of a patent application have 
nothing to do with each other.

Mr. Marquis : Some third party who has filed an application may sue them.
Mr. Robinson: Possibly if he gets his patent. I quite agree that the 

applicant does not suffer under the present system, but if you put in a system 
where the life of his patent runs from the date of filing then the longer it takes 
to get his patent issued the shorter the life of the patent he gets. That is the 
difficulty. With, the present situation in the Patent Office where your average 
time is three years and you may have cases that are as long as 114 months, 
and in many cases through absolutely no fault of the applicant, it would do a 
substantial injustice to applicants.

The Chairman : Do you say then that in a substantial number of instances 
no benefits accrue to the inventor until he has actually received his patent, tha 
is, he does not proceed with the manufacture of his product?

Mr. Robinson : I should say in a substantial number of instances yeS 
because of this. There are some cases in which manufacture is undertaker1)
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but I think it is well to remember a very large number of patents are taken 
out over a year and of that number a comparatively small portion actually go 
into production within any fairly short time of either filing or issue. There 
are a great many patents which may never go into production because the 
man may have thought they were going to be useful and they turned out not 
to be so or in many cases he was long before his time.

For example, it may interest members of the committee to know that the 
first patent on television in the United States was filed in 1880. That man 
got his patent in about 1900. His patent had expired in 1917 before anybody 
ever thought of using television practically. The basic patents had all gone. 
There are lots of cases of that kind.

The Chairman : Then deleting those—
Mr. Jaenicke: Whose fault was that?
Mr. Robinson : Nobody’s fault.
The Chairman : —of the patented articles which actually go into produc

tion can you tell the committee what percentage of them go into production 
before the patent is issued?

Mr. Robinson: I simply could not hazard a guess, and I do not think 
anybody would be in a position to say.

The Chairman : As to the instance which you gave us a few minutes ago 
where there was such a great delay was that article in production during that 
time?

Mr. Robinson : I do not know.
Mr. Jaenicke: As to the matter as to where the fault lies as to the delay 

are there any rules in the Patent Office which require the applicant to file 
a reply to the requisition made by the commissioner within a certain time?

Mr. Robinson: I was coming to that. In the first place there is the general 
rule which is in the statute that any objection by the Patent Office must be 
answered in six months.

Mr. Lesage: Where is it?
Mr. Robinson : Section 31. The sanction is that the application becomes 

abandoned if you do not. The Patent Office can take as long as it likes but 
the attorney must act in six months.

Mr. Jaenicke: Suppose he does not?
Mr. Robinson : Then his application becomes abandoned and he cannot 

get a patent.
Mr. Jaenicke: Can the commissioner extend the time?
Mr. Robinson : The commissioner may. If an application has become 

abandoned through failure to answer the objection the commissioner has the 
Power to reinstate that application if he is satisfied the delay was not reasonably 
avoidable. You can all imagine cases where there is a slip-up somewhere and 
the letter does not get there or it is not attended to or the man is away or 
something like that. Where there is a real case the commissioner can and does 
^instate the application.

Mr. Jaenicke: Would the fact the patent attorney is too busy be a reason- 
ahle excuse?

Mr. Robinson: No, generally not. I will say this, that if it can be shown 
|hat either the patent attorney or applicant would normally have done every
thing he could to have answered the action, but that something extraordinary 
^aPpened so that there was a genuine error and the thing was overlooked, the 
application may be reinstated. I think you will find in the commissioner’s report
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each year the number of applications that have been reinstated under section 31. 
I think you will find the number is quite small. I am not sure whether it is in 
the commissioner’s report. You may know.

The Witness : Yes, it is.
Mr. Robinson : I think you will find the number is fairly small.
Mr. Stewart: You said you took one day as a sample. Would that be 

a fair average?
Mr. Robinson : I have no way of knowing. It was taken completely at 

random. I took last week’s issue, and so far as I know, and looking at the 
figures, I should say there is nothing unrepresentative about it. They vary 
all over the lot.

Mr. Stewart: So that the average time taken by patent attorneys would 
be 7 months out of roughly three years?

Mr. Robinson: That is all, yes.
The Witness: Did you include the six months for paying the final fee in 

that period?
Mr. RbBiNSON : Yes, I did.
The Witness : One case took two months.
Mr. Robinson : That is right.
The Witness: Out of 114 months?
Mr. Robinson : Yes.
The Witness: And only two months delay?
Mr. Robinson : That is right.
The Witness: I want to see that case.
Mr. Robinson : What I was going on to say is you were asking about the 

rules that made the applicant answer the official objection. There is not only 
the general rule that he must answer in six months on pain of abandonment 
but there is also a special rule which allows the commissioner to shorten any 
time limit for answering. That is quite often resorted to, particularly in 
cases of possible conflict or existing conflict. The examiner will require an 
answer in two or three months instead of six months depending on where the 
applicant is. There is power under the existing statute and the existing 
rules for the Patent Office to prevent intentional delay on the part of the 
aplicant or attorney. There is one other point I should mention. Not only 
can the time limit be shortened by the commissioner but if the official 
objection is answered in a way which is incomplete and the commissioner has 
reason to think that is being done intentionally he has power to say, “That 
reply was incomplete. You did not file a complete reply within six months, 
and I therefore hold your application abandoned.”

Coming back to my first point that I think this proposal would not help 
the backlog as you can see the backlog is essentially in the Patent Office 
by necessity. If this were passed let us assume you would find a very large 
number of applicants who would be pressing to get their patents out. They 
would simply put pressure more heavily on the examiners than now. What 
might happen is that certainly those applicants who were able to might amend 
their cases and would try to get the examiner to consider them, but the examiner 
cannot take up cases out of turn.

Some of the examiners are two, three, four and even five years behind 
on some of the applications. You would have everybody pushing to get their 
applications out. The result would 'be that the office would be no further ahead 
than it is now.

As the commissioner indicated there would be certain cases in which a 
Canadian applicant might know what the position is abroad. He has already
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prosecuted the United States application and he knows roughly the extent of 
the claims he will be entitled to over the prior patents, but even in that case 
you cannot get action quickly from the Patent Office.

I have in mind two applications which I prosecuted for a Canadian inventor 
in the United States, and I got his patents for him. Just before his United States 
patents issued I filed in Canada, and I filed in Canada an application identical 
with what I had got allowed in the United States. Therefore it was one, that 
so far as I knew, was perfectly allowable application in Canada. I did that 
in November. In January the United States patents had issued. I secured 
copies of them. My client was very anxious to get his Canadian patent out 
as quickly as possible because there was a possibility of infringement. I secured 
those copies and I went over to speak to the examiner. I thought perhaps if I 
left with him copies of the United States patents and he saw the Canadian 
application was identical he might perhaps be able to take the thing up 
reasonably quickly. I find that the application filed in November not only is not 
with the examiner but will not be with the examiner for about five months. It 
is still in the clerical part of the Patent Office. The clerical part of the Patent 
Office is now working on cases filed last July. There you are. You have got 
seven months before the examiner can even see the case.

In my submission under present conditions in the Patent Office, and I should 
say for four of five years, at least, it would work a gross injustice on applicants 
to make the term of the patent depend on the date of filing. Let us assume 
that this committee’s report has the result which we all hope it will have, 
namely of giving the commissioner what is absolutely necessary in order to put 
the Patent Office on a proper footing. It takes time to train examiners. As 
the commissioner indicated it takes time to get them. Last September the 
.Civil Service Commission advertised for ten examiners. By February they had 
secured three. They had been over their whole list and they could only raise 
three out of it. Now, they will have to advertise again. It will be another 
six months before they get these, if they get them. They are going to advertise 
for another ten again shortly and it is going to take some time to build the 
Bâtent Office up from twenty odd examiners to fifty. And not only that, you 
have to train these men. You have such an increase in the Patent Office that 
it means there will have to be a considerable part of reorganization.

Now, I think that it would be a very bad mistake to suggest that it would 
be possible to clean up the backlog in anything like eighteen months. I find 
it very difficult to hazard a guess as to when this would be cleaned up. It 
anight be I should think three or four years. Now, if at that time or at some 
time that backlog in the Patent Office had been cleared up and conditions 
'vere such that you could be sure of getting the applications out of the Patent 
Office in a certain specified time; if you could say for instance ninety per cent 
°f the applications would get out of the Patent Office in three years, then there 
«fight be a case at that point for putting this suggested limitation on the 
««ration of patents into effect. But until that time comes I think it would 
^«rk a very great injustice on applicants; and not only a very great injustice 
0« applicants but it might well discourage people from bothering to file patent 
applications at all in Canada.
v _ Another thing which I think is relevant in this, country and. in the 
United States: the system there since there has been a patent system has been 
.° issue a patent as of the date of issue and not as of the date of patent; and 
« a great many other countries that is not the situation, England being as 

?,°°d an example as any. There patents are issued as of the date of filing; 
I lat is, their term runs from the date of filing. One of the reasons I think

that, and I think the preponderant reason for that, is this, that in North 
. Daerica the whole concept of the right to a patent is different from the concept 

Great Britain and most other European countries. In North America your
84115—2
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right to a patent depends on the date on which you made the invention. In 
European countries your right to a patent depends on the date on which you 
made application to the Patent Office. Now, I think and a great many people 
think that the North American system is the better one because if we think 
that the European system and the British system puts a premium on fraud, 
for this reason: if I were making an invention today and somebody happened 
to hear about it—I might keep it in my head or I might write it down or I 
might tell a friend or two about it or I might do some experimenting on it— 
and somebody else hears about that; under the European system he runs to 
the Patent Office and files an application. If I come along later I am just out 
of luck, I cannot get a patent or I may get a patent and find my patent is 
no good. When I get a patent in this country I know that it is perfectly good. 
We do not do it that way. We do it the way they do it in the United States 
where they say that the man who is entitled to a patent is the man who first 
made the invention. He is the first person who has contributed anything to 
the public. Because, after all, that is what an invention is. If you make an 
invention you have given to the public something which that public otherwise 
have not got. In that sense a patent is quite different from any other kind 
of monopoly.

I do not know whether members of the committee know the origin of it 
in England, I mean the present patent law. It is the statute of monopolies 
of 1621, under which up until that time the Crown could grant a monopoly 
let us say on the making of salt or on the doing of almost anything at all; 
and in 1621 parliament decided no more monopolies of that kind were going 
to be granted because of the fact that they were taking away from the public 
something which the public ordinarily had a right to have. They made an 
exception there with respect to inventions because of the fact that an invention 
is something the public would otherwise not have; and so finally in order to 
encourage inventions they provided for that sort of thing. Now, in North 
America the patentee gets the right to a patent from the date of the invention- 
One of the necessary results of that is that you get a certain number of cases 
where you have two or more applications for a patent, each applicant claiming 
the same invention. In that case you have what they call in this country a 
conflict, and in the United States they call it an interference. Now, the Patent- 
Office officials and courts on patents have to determine which of the two appli' 
cants, inventors, made the invention first, and they will give the patent to 
the man who made the invention first and they will not give a patent to the 
other man. Now, that conflict or interference procedure quite often takes a 
long time. That is nobody’s fault but it takes up considerable time. U 
somebody gets drawn into a conflict the result is the holding up of his apph' 
cation for some time. It would be unfair if the rights of the patentee should 
be threatened because something occurs which is no fault of his. He may be 
the fellow who in the end is adjuged to be entitled to the patent, but he has 
to go throught this procedure in order to establish his right. In the United 
Kingdom they do not pay any attention to that. If there are two application® 
for the same invention in the Patent Office the patent application which i® 
first received is the one to whom the patent is granted. That necessarily 
shortens the amount of work they have to do and enables them to turn patent® 
out more quickly. Now, it is quite true that in the United Kingdom they were 
before the war turning patents out fairly quickly. They had a good and 
proportionately large staff and it worked efficiently and they got their patent® 
out. But I must say this, their examination was not nearly as thorough 
the American examination. I think their system is about the most thorough 
of any in existence. When they examine a patent they make a comply6 
examination of patents in all of the countries—Holland, Belgium, Great Brit»in’
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Germany and so on. Their system of examination is the best of any country 
which I know. At their office in Washington you can go in and look at any 
patent and see the related picture in any country in the world. Naturally this 
involves a good deal more work than in the case in Great Britain where they 
have a comparatively restricted search. As I say, that is the reason why Great 
Britain gets her patents out much more quickly. During the war, of course, 
the position has been rather difficult and they are very very far behind even 
in the United Kingdom. They have been working under the same difficulties 
in the United Kingdom and in other countries as we have been doing here. But, 
as I say, at Washington they make a thorough search not only with respect 
to related rights in Canada and Great Britain, but in European and other 
countries as well.

There is one other point which I think it worth mentioning and it is this. 
Let us assume the Patent Office is able to handle the business, and that may 
have the result of an applicant being able to get his patent out as quickly as 
possible; let us assume also that it still takes some considerable time and he 
says this: I will take a chance, I know everything that is being brought against 
me and I think I can draw my patent so that I will be able to get over it and 
I just hope that nothing else will come up later. Now, he gets his patent and 
it may be an invalid one. Now, a patent which is not a valid one can be a very 
bad weapon in the hands of the patentee, because unless it is completely 
invalid on its face there—a conflict only happens where you have say a prior 
patent in another country which is identical with what this man has. Then there 
is always doubt, is it valid, or is it not. The holder, the patentee, may go to 
somebody and say; you take a licence from me or I will sue you. The man he 
goes to has to make up his mind; will I buy this or won’t I. What I mean to say 
is there is always the possibility of his losing that sort of a patent. It could be 
a very dangerous weapon. It is the function of the Patent Office to see that 
that kind of a patent does not issue. Now, the Patent Office has got to have time 
in which to do that job. That is one of the reasons why, the principal reason 
why the United States Patent Office does take a long time to get patents out. I 
don’t know what its average is but it takes probably not very much longer 
overall. I should be surprised if it took very much less time at least under 
Present conditions to get a United States patent out than it does to get a 
Canadian patent out. But the result is that the patent you get is really something 
for your money. When you have your United States patent out you have every 
assurance that a most thorough examination has been made. In the case of United 
States patents you very seldom get it allowed without at least two official letters 
from the examiner; that is, he will examine the case first and he will note certain 
objections which he will draw to your attention. You will answer those. He 
Will make further examination and write you further objections and you have 
then to answer those. There may be four or five or six of them in all. That is 
n°t at all unusual. In 121 cases in connection with Canadian procedure, as I 
focall it, there were only 87 cases on which the examiner took any action at all 
before allowance. As a matter of fact, 51 cases out of the 121 were allowed 
without any action at all by the examiner. However, that does not mean that 
he did not examine them, but rather that he did not find anything to question 
about them. In the United States you really are getting something for your 
looney, and the public is thereby given much better protection because the public 
has as much assurance as it is possible to give that an invalid patent will 
n°t issue.

Now, I should say that the danger resulting from the issue of invalid patents 
^an be greater than the danger resulting from the issue of a patent for longer 
erffis than might be obtainable by legislation that allowed these applications to 
^ from the date of filing.
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By Mr. Stewart:
Q. In regard to that case of eight and a half years before the patent was 

issued would it not have been possible for the person who had that invention to 
proceed with the manufacture of his article? Would he not in that way get the 
benefit of eight and a half years in his production?

Mr. Robinson : Yes, he certainly could manufacture but he hasn’t got a 
patent, and the patent is the right to be the only one who can manufacture it; 
that after all is what inventors file applications for.

Mr. Stewart: But he is in a pretty good position.
Mr. Robinson : He can manufacture if he did not file an application at all.
Mr. Fleming: He would have to take a chance.
Mr. Robinson : The same as he does now. For instance, there are a certain 

number of cases in which companies, particularly royalty companies, have come 
to me and they have consulted me about a development that has been made. 
I have advised them that it probably is not patentable, that they might spend a 
good: deal of money trying to get a patent, or that they would not get one, or if 
they did get one it probably would not be any good. They have said to me: 
how are we going to protect ourselves against somebody else doing approximately 
the same thing that we are and later making application and getting a patent. 
The answer to that is simple. I tell them to publish a description of what they 
are doing in a trade paper, that is any printed publication, and for two years it 
is complete protection.

Mr. Jaenicke: What is the provision of the Patent Act with respect to 
the life of a patent?

Mr. Robinson : It was eighteen years from 1906 to 1935.
Mr. Jaenicke: What was it prior to that?
Mr. Robinson : Before 1906, I am not sure.
Mr. Jaenicke: Could the commissioner tell us?
The Witness: I cannot tell you that.
Mr. Robinson : I think it was eighteen years.
Mr. Jaenicke: Was that just set arbitrarily?
Mr. Robinson : Arbitrarily if you like, yes. I really think it was set— 

I am sorry I have a short memory—I think it was eighteen years up to 1935 
and in 1935 it was reduced to bring it into line with the term in the United 
States and other countries. The term in some of the countries is as high 
as twenty or twenty-five years.

Mr. Jaenicke: Why should we always be referring to the United States 
on every point that comes up? Do you not think in view of the advances we 
have made in manufacture, in the rapidity of manufacture, that a patentee 
would be able to get into production on his patent much more quickly to-day than 
ever before? Do you not think conditions have improved materially?

Mr. Robinson: I wonder whether we have, sir; I wonder whether we have 
made such advances in rapidity of manufacture. I wonder whether it really 
is possible to get a new product before the public more quickly than it could 
be done say twenty years ago. I do not know of any definite statistics on that, 
but I myself should be a little surprised if that were the case. In some way8 
things are much more complex now, in a lot of these developments in getting 
a patented article into production. It may take a considerable time before > 
as we say in our jargon, the art catches up with it: that is before practical 
industrial developments have reached the stage where this new idea can be 
used effectively.

Mr. Irvine: Is not volume much larger when production starts as a rule?
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Mr. Robinson : Oh, that depends so much on the individual case. I doubt. 
It would be true to this extent, yes: the population of Canada is larger than it 
was twenty years ago.

Mr. Irvine: I am talking about after it comes out.
Mr. Robinson : Is not the important thing possibly to absorb?
Mr. Irvine: That naturally follows.
Mr. Robinson : To the extent that Canada has grown in the last twenty 

years, yes, it is possible to produce a larger volume of goods.
Mr. Marquis : Is it not important that we have in mind the duration of 

patents in the United States?
Mr. Robinson : I think it is, that is what I had in mind.
Mr. Marquis : Because ninety per cent of patents issued in Canada are 

filed by United States nationals?
Mr. Robinson : About sixty-five or seventy per cent. There is one distinc

tion to be made when wre say that sixty-five to seventy per cent of the applica
tions for patents in Canada are filed from the United States, are filed by inventors 
who reside in the United States. The percentage of patents granted which are 
owned by Americans is substantially lower because you have a great many 
companies have a Canadian company and an American company and until 
recently the greater part of the research was done under the control and direc
tion of United States interest. But when it comes to obtaining a Canadian 
Patent, the Canadian patent is owned by the Canadian company.

Mr. Marquis : And the duration of the patent in the United States is 
seventeen years?

Mr. Robinson : Seventeen years from the date of issue.
Mr. Lesage: Is this not a general fact, that the duration of a patent would 

”e a question of government policy?
The Witness: I think when you consider the life of a patent you have to 

Jcniember that in European countries few patents ever run the full sixteen or 
Wenty years for which they were granted because of the taxes. In Great Britain 
atier the fourth year there are annual taxes each year until the sixteenth year 
and in the sixteenth year there is only between 2-5 and 4 per cent of patent 
interest remaining in force. I may say that I got those figures from the 
c°niptroller of patents in Great Britain when I was there. The same thing 
applies in Belgium and other countries. I think there is an annual tax also in 
Rolland with the result that relatively few patents run their full time. In that 
,°untry also out of 5,000 patents only about 500, or ten per cent were issued 
,° Hollanders. I do not know the number that remain in force during the 
j .tenure of the patent ; but I do know this, that they are relatively small. 
U1 Canada and the United States when a patent issues it continues for seventeen 
cars. There are no annual taxes on it and it remains in force.

By Mr. Marquis:
of In the United Kingdom I think patentees have the right to a renewal 
Ut'it.jj'lr Patents after the expiration of the patents?—A. They have in Great

On Q- They have five years or ten years by which they can extend the 
Station of their patent?'—A. Five years, and they can have another five years

a ten. ,
till) Q- Which we do not give here? A. No, but they could have an additional 

0 by a private bill to parliament.
841l5—3
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By Mr. Jaenicke:
Q. What would those reasons be?—A. I cannot tell you that.
Mr. Stewart : We seem to have something of a problem to resolve here. 

The commissioner believes certain patent attorneys are inclined to hold things 
up somewhat and Mr. Robinson denies that. I suppose the committee. . .

Mr. Lesage: He did not deny it, he said the commissioner could take 
action against them by virtue of section 31.

Mr. Stewart: Mr. Robinson said the patent attorneys were not guilty 
of delay.

Mr. Lesage: But he did not say in all cases.
Mr. Stewart: No, but there is a disparity of opinion. I, for one, am 

quite incompetent to pass judgement on it.
Mr. Marquis : I think the commissioner may be thinking of a staff suf

ficient to clear up the work.
The Chairman: Gentlemen, are you ready for the question?
Mr. Irvine: Pass the amendment and keep them on their toes.
Mr. Fleming: Mr. Chairman, Mr. Irvine made a very significant remark- 

He said, “Pass this amendment; it means keeping them on their toes.” The 
difficulty is the people we are trying to keep on their toes are all parties 
concerned. If we ask the commissioner to speed things up, we have to give 
him the tools for the job.

Mr. Jaenicke: Is not this committee agreed that we will do so?
Mr. Fleming : We might be unanimous on that point. I take it that 

everyone who has heard the evidence which this committee has heard in recent 
days does desire to see some rather far reaching action taken to clean up the 
situation in the Patent Office. However, we cannot expect them to do that 
unless we give them the tools to do the job. I think we had better see that 
the job is done before we start passing amendments on the footing that 
changes will be brought about.

Mr. Irvine: Is it not so that a large number of young men who can® 
back from overseas have taken courses in engineering? It is very likely that 
in a year or two there will be any number of them graduating and surely- 
if we are paying a decent salary, we can fill up this office.

Mr. Jaenicke: We have to get the space.
Mr. Fleming : I think Mr. Irvine has given up the answer. In another t"’° 

or three years the situation might be different. Most of these young men wh° 
are crowding our science faculty now will have graduated and will be availa® 
to fill some of these positions. However, the commissioner spoke about h® 
ability to absorb these men. If you had fifty graduates from the scier® _ 
faculty ready to step in, the Patent Office still could not absorb them ; thc> 
could not be trained. The ability to train these men is limited by the s® 
of the commissioner’s present staff. I am not prepared for one to say there 1 
no merit in this amendment ; I would not say that at all. However, I th®^ 
it would not be fair to press this now in the light of the evidence we have he® 
as to the situation in the Patent Office. In another two years, the situât® t 
might be quite different. We hape it will be. I do not think it would be fab' 
the present time to press that amendment in the light of the evidence we ha 
had as to the conditions in the Patent Office.

The Chairman : Mr. Lesage, will you take the chair, please?
At this point Mr. Lesage took the chair.
The Acting Chairman: I should like to know what the commissioner th® 

about Mr. Fleming’s remark.
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The Witness: I quite agree. When I spoke about Mr. Stewart’s proposed 
amendment and, as Mr. Robinson pointed out the other day, if you could have 
seventeen years plus the average time to put a ease through the office, it 
would be all right. Speaking as a private individual Mr. Robinson said he had 
no objection to that, but speaking for the institute, he would not express any 
opinion. He has now expressed an opinion for the institute, and they do not 
approve of that. However, that does not detract from the merit of the amend
ment ; the fact he does not approve does not detract from the merit of any 
suggestion put forward by Mr. Stewart. I think, as Mr. Fleming said, probably 
within the next two or three years, when the staff has been augmented and 
the backlog has been reduced something might be done. Otherwise, there 
is a tendency to go into so many other things which arise to impede the use of 
patents, and that is something I do not want to happen if I can possibly avoid 
it because I think patents are very useful things-

Mr. Stewart: In order to facilitate the work of the committee, I will with
draw the amendment.

The Acting Chairman : Mr. Jaenicke, I think we have your amendment 
here to section 59 of the Act.

Mr. Jaenicke: I have several of them.
Mr. Fleming: Just to clarify the situation, I think the chairman., earlier 

in the meeting, indicated there would be an opportunity to make some general 
comments on some of these drafts before we got into the detailed discussion. 
We understand we are not going to the asked to pass on these today, but I, 
Personally, had some comments I desired to make with regard to section 4 of the 
bill to create section 19A of the Act.

The Acting Chairman : Perhaps those comments would facilitate the study 
°f the committee.

Mr. Jaenicke: Would you permit me to put these amendments in before we 
dose our meeting to-day?

The Acting Chairman: Yes, I should like every member of the committee 
t() have an opportunity of studying them.

Mr. Fleming : I should like to make a comment, Mr. Chairman, on the first 
two subsections. I will try to be very brief.

Subsection (1) now applies the new secrecy provisions to munitions of war 
a« defined in the Official Secrets Act. The bill as originally presented to us 
aPplied the secrecy provisions to instruments or munitions of war and the bill 
'bd not purport to define either of those terms, “instruments or munitions of war”.

Dr. Ollivier: I think, in connection with the change there, you will find the 
definitions in the Official Secrets Act. Those terms are defined there.
p .Mr. Fleming: That is the very point on which I am speaking now, Mr.

hairman. It seems to me, while there is a definition now which is desirable in 
Principle, nevertheless, the definition is much too wide for the purpose of the 
ccrecy.provisions with which we are now dealing. The Official Secrets Act was 

j,assed in 1939. It is chapter 49 of the statutes of that year, and the expression 
Munitions of war” is defined in section 2(f) of the Act as follows:

(/) the expression munitions of war means arms, ammunition, imple
ments or munitions of war, military, naval or air stores or any articles 
deemed capable of being converted thereinto or made useful in the 

j production thereof.”
eJu^ mention that, Mr. Chairman, to draw the attention of the committee to the 
ti1()rern° breadth of the definition. We would not quarrel, I am sure, with some of 

Se words, “arms, ammunition, implements or munitions of war”, but then, 
8*115-31
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getting down to the next line there is, “military, naval or air stores or any articles 
deemed capable of being converted thereinto or made useful in the production 
thereof.” Let us take an example. Suppose it is a question of a button on a 
tunic or some device, some invention which is useful in the manufacture of 
buttons. This language is broad enough to apply to that, and inferentially, the 
Minister of National Defence would have the power to step in and expropriate 
an invention for a process in relation to buttons.

Mr. Jaenicke: If it is a machine or special device for the manufacturing of 
buttons and it is necessary it be kept secret why should it not be done?

Mr. Fleming: That is not the situation. You are leaving it in the hands of 
the minister to go that far afield.

Mr. Marquis : Yes, Mr. Chairman, but we have to consider this ; the minister 
has the power to decide what will be a munition of war, what he will need to 
prosecute the war. If he needs some kind of building especially for the wTar 
he has to decide it. He should have the right to declare such a design or such 
a thing is needed for the war. If you restrict the interpretation of “munitions” 
as defined in the Official Secrets Act, I think it would prevent the minister 
declaring something is necessary for the war and prevent his securing it.

Mr. Fleming: I will just state my points ; I shall not argue them at this 
stage. All I say is I think that is too broad. I think you could get a better 
definition for the secrecy provisions than that.

The Acting Chairman: I did not want this to be discussed this afternoon 
because the officers of the Department of National Defence are not here.

Mr. Fleming : The other point I was going to make applied to subsection 
(2) which now provides,

“an inventor other than an officer, servant or employee of the Crown or 
a company which is an emanation of the Crown—”

The Acting Chairman : It should read “corporation” instead of “company.”
Mr. Fleming : That is an improvement but it is not the point I was going 

to mention.
“—shall be entitled to compensation.”

You are saying there, inferentially, an officer, servant or employees of the 
Crown or a corporation is not entitled to compensation. This would be all right 
if the employee or servant of the Crown had made the invention in the course 
of his employment, as an employee of the Crown. However, consider a civil 
servant who has an inventive streak in him who employs his spare time in 
developing something which is truly useful. Why should he not have compen
sation? His spare time does not belong to the government.

The Acting Chairman : This morning the provision read ; “acting within the 
scope of his duties.”

Mr. Fleming: You have a similar provision in section 46 of the Patent Act 
which now reads;

Every patent granted in respect of an invention made by a person 
while employed in the public service of Canada and relating to the nature 
of his employment—

Could you not incorporate language of that kind in this section?
The Acting Chairman : AYe had the words, “acting within the scope of _ his 

duties”, in there. Those words should be inserted after the word “Crown" ,n 
the third line.

Mr. Fleming: That takes care of it, we cannot confiscate an inventi011 
made by a civil servant in his spare time.
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The Acting Chairman: There is another technical error. The title, 
“government owned patents’’ should come in after the first three lines.

Mr. Fleming: Whereabouts is that, Mr. Chairman?
The Acting Chairman: The title at the top, the heading.
Mr. Irvine: I suppose the idea is that these objections may be noted for 

the draftsmen and they can correct them, if they wish, before the next meeting. 
If they do not correct them, we will make them correct them.

The Acting Chairman : Did you have a suggestion to make limiting the 
powers of the minister?

Mr. Fleming: No, my objection to number one was not an objection to the 
definition of the powers of the minister, but I do object to the scope of the 
definition under the Official Secrets Act. I think it is much too broad. I think 
it ought to be reduced. What you propose, Mr. Chairman, in regard to sub
section (2) takes care of my objection there.

The Acting Chairman : I would ask Major Ready to look over the matter 
and discuss it with the technicians and Dr. Ollivier, if necessary.

Major Ready: That is with regard to section 19A, subsection (1) and the 
definition in the Official Secrets Act.

Dr. Ollivier: I do not think it is a question of drafting, it is a matter of 
policy with the government. If the government wants to give the minister 
the discretion to say what is a munition of war and what he wants secret, it 
is up to the government.

The Acting Chairman: Did you have anything to say concerning the other 
amendments which were distributed?

Mr. Fleming: No, Mr. Chairman.
The Acting Chairman: Have you anything more to say on section 19?
Mr. Fleming: No.
Mr. Hazen: I have not been in attendance at the last two meetings, so 

I do not like to say a great deal in consequence, but I have just read this 
amendment over which I presume is to take the place of section 19A. Reading 
the section and subsection 7 and 9, do I understand from them when the term 
expires the office or the commissioner has no right to open the patent at all? 
When the time expires it has to be delivered to the Minister of National Defence. 
In other words, at the end of the term, no one can apply to you for a copy of that 
Patent; am I right in believing that?

The Witness: You are perfectly right in that. The government may wish 
t° hold that device in secrecy.

By Mr. Hazen:
, Q. That is the way it should be?—A. That is the intention; if it should 

held in secrecy, it should be so held. Farther down the section states if 
the minister wishes to waive his rights to secrecy he will do so.

Q. Section 12, is it?—A. In section 12. There arc just two alternatives, 
either he wishes to maintain it in secrecy or he wishes to open it up for public 
lnspection.

At this point Mr. Cleaver resumed the chair.

By Mr. Hazen:
• Q. If I might revert to subsection (7) for a moment; is it necessary to have 
j that section the words, “until the expiration of the term during which a patent 

the invention may be in force”? Is it necessary to have those words in there 
at a»?-A. Oh, I think so.

Q- Would it not be better without them?—A. Why would it?
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Q. “The packet shall be kept sealed by the commissioner and shall not be 
opened save under the authority of an order of the Minister of National 
Defence;” if it read that way, it seems to me it might make it a little stronger. 
Then, you would read section 9 and then section 12. You cut out those words 
“until the expiration of the term” and so on?—A. It is held in the office for the 
duration of the term and the proper place for a patent to be is in the Patent 
Office for the duration of the term of the patent. It is held for that term 
definitely, and at the end of that term the minister may, if he so desires, open 
it to the public for inspection, or, during that term, he may waive his rights and 
open it to public inspection. At the end of that term, he may order it to be 
returned to him, although the patent has expired. The secret would still remain 
with the government in the Patent Office and also in the Department of National 
Defence.

By Mr. Marquis:
Q. Then, that would be a distinction between the term of the duration and 

the time after expiration?—-A. Quite so, that is true.
The Chairman : Are there any other comments as to the other sections 

which have been mimeographed?
Mr. Fleming: Mr. Chairman, they have cut out the second subsection of 

the present section 19B which becomes 19C ; is there any reason for that? That 
is the one about secrecy. We have it at the top of page 4 of the bill.

The Witness: The fact that it is once communicated to the board would 
be quite sufficient. The office will then act in conjunction with the board, and to 
repeat “on concurrence of the Atomic Energy Control Board the commissioner 
shall order that the application shall be subject to the Atomic Energy Control 
Act and the regulations thereunder” is not necessary because having com
municated it to the board the board will then instruct us. I do not think it is 
necessary to have that subsection unless you particularly want it there. Is 
there any reason why you want it there?

Mr. Fleming : No. I always want a reason for legislation being in.
The Witness: That is the only reason. As a matter of fact, that was all 

in one subsection and Dr. Ollivier, for the reason that he thought it would' be 
easier to read, divided it into two, and now we think probably two is not at 
all necessary. Having communicated the information we receive instructions 
from them.

The Chairman : Are you ready to clear section 4 of the bill? I should like 
to read to the committee the amendments which I have in the draft. Then if 
the committee is willing we will definitely clear it.

Mr. Lesage: There was an objection as to the width of the definition of 
munitions of war as defined in the Official Secrets Act. We asked Major Ready 
to look into the matter with the officers of the department.

The Chairman : Stand.
Dr. Ollivier: The reason I referred to that Act was because you were 

talking about munitions of war before without any definition at all so I thought 
that it would be perhaps a good thing to refer to munitions of war as defined 
in the Official Secrets Act which is to a certain extent related with this.

Mr. Fleming: In pari materia.
Dr. Ollivier : As to leaving it to the minister I do not imagine the minister 

would be anxious to get a secret patent on a button or things like that. I 
imagine it is a question of policy as to whether we should leave it to his discretion 
to say what should be kept secret and what should not be kept secret.

Mr. Fleming: The section as drawn does not give the minister discretion 
in determining what is or what is not munitions of war.
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Dr. Ollivier: No, munitions of war are defined. On the other hand we 
say, “If so required by the minister” although he does not define what are 
munitions of war. He may decide something which is munitions of war docs 
not need to be patented.

Mr. Fleming: That is all right. He does not need to take over everything 
that may come within that classification. It is enabling as far as he is con
cerned, but I am concerned with the converse, in other words, the minister 
reaching out to gather in something that relates to stores or processes involved 
in the manufacture of something that might go into stores which could not 
by any stretch of the imagination be said to be munitions of war as distinguished 
from an article for civilian use.

Mr. Irvine: He would not do that.
Mr. Fleming: He has the power though.
Mr. Irvine: He should have the power provided here. There might be 

something that was required in the case of an emergency.
Mr. Fleming: To give a concrete suggestion I think if you borrowed part 

°f the definition of munitions of war from the Official Secrets Act probably 
that would meet the need, but I do not think we ought to take in the whole 
°f the scope of the definition from the Official Secrets Act. Let me read those 
words again.

“The expression ‘munitions of war’ means arms, ammunition, imple
ments or munitions of war, military, naval or air stores, or any articles 
deemed capable of being converted thereinto, or made useful in the pro
ductions thereof.”

It is terrifically wide.
Dr. Ollivier: Those articles would probably not be patentable.
Mr. Marquis: Do you not think we should delete the words “as defined in 

the Official Secrets Act” because “the inventor of any improvement in munitions 
°f war shall if so required,” and so on. He has to decide.

Dr. Ollivier: It comes to the same thing. You make it much wider then 
wOch does not answer Mr. Fleming’s objection. You are making it much wider.

Mr. Fleming: I think we want to legislate as clearly as we can. On the 
^ther hand, I do not think we want to leave it to the minister in such a way as 
to give him uncontrolled discretion to say what is or what is not munitions of war.

Mr. Marquis: Do we really know what will be munitions of war in two or 
three years?

Mr. Irvine: Suppose somebody invented a microbe that would clean up 
the world.

Mr. Fleming: That language is still too broad. 
s Dr. Ollivier: If it is too broad would it not be too broad in the Official 
berets Act also?

Mr. Fleming: It may be, but we have no chance right now to go to work 
11 the Official Secrets Act.

^ Dr. Ollivier: I thought if that definition was sufficient to put in the Official 
®crets Act saying that it is something that should be kept secret for the same 
as°n that should be kept as a patented secret also. 

iSt Mr. Fleming: I can see this in the suggestion of Dr. Ollivier, that in 
Set 68 this hind which to this extent are in pari materia you should try to 
th n COInnion definition, but here it seems to me when you come to legislate in 
ii)G ?atents Act with regard to maintaining secrecy the language of the definition 
h«*ti°n 2(f) of the Official Secrets Act is too broad for this purpose. We 
rwe. not got the power in this committee to recommend an amendment of the 

Clal Secrets Act.
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Dr. Ollivier: If it is too broad there it is too broad in the other one.
The Chairman: Mr. Marquis’ suggestion is we should strike out the words 

“as defined in the Official Secrets Act.” Then the subsection would read:
“The inventor of any improvement in munitions of war shall if so required 

by the Minister of National Defence”, and so on. Obviously someone has to 
have discretion. It may be by adding the words “as defined in the Official 
Secrets Act” we have widened the discretion of the minister much further than 
we should widen it.

Dr. Ollivier: I do not think so. I think it is contrary.
The Chairman : Just a minute. The Official Secrets Act definition certainly 

goes much further than the ordinary English meaning of improvements in 
munitions of war.

Mr. Lesage: What about vaccines? If you do not refer to the definition 
as contained in the Official Secrets Act and also the same definition in the Act 
respecting the Department of Reconstruction and Supply then what about 
vaccines? It is exactly the same definition in the two Acts.

Mr. Fleming: I would not think vaccines are munitions of war.
Mr. Lesage: You can include them in the definition as it is here, in the 

Official Secrets Act. It is very important.
Mr. Irvine: I should like to ask Mr. Fleming if it is possible to narrow the 

field of discretion without the possibility of hindering the minister in controlling 
something that might turn out to be necessary for munitions of war of which 
we do not now know.

Mr. Fleming: I think it is possible to do that. I do not think it should be 
difficult to arrive at a definition that will meet the need here without hamstring
ing the powers of the minister. We want to make sure the defence of the realm 
gets first consideration. On the other hand we do not want, by the inclusion 
of an extremely broad definition, to give the minister powers he may never 
need. I think if we leave it with Major Ready and Dr. Ollivier something can 
be worked out. I do not think it is an insuperable problem I have raised at all

The Chairman: No, but the pressure is becoming pretty strong upon me t° 
get this bill cleared because we have other measures we also have to clear, y e 
must reach finality some time. We have been worrying away with this section 
for three sittings of this committee. Can we not agree now? Would you he 
content with the deletion of the words, “as defined in the Official Secrets Act 
and, Mr. Lesage, would you be content to have them come out?

Mr. Lesage: I think Major Ready would object to that.
Mr. Hazen: If you delete those words you will have to put the wor 

“instrument” in.
Mr. Lesage: I think Major Ready would object.
Major Ready : I have not much idea of the technical side of the army 

the research that is going on, but one very good example of a munition—v'h& 
shall I call it—not a device—

The Chairman : Instrument of war. j
Major Ready: A vaccine which is really a preventive measure for bacterm 

warfare would not be included in munitions of war. I think it must be vu< 
enough to take in any preventive measures which may be used. „

The Chairman : If we add the words “in munitions or instruments of waI 
would that be satisfactory?

Major Ready: It is hardly an instrument, is it? j
Mr. Hazen : The words are “any articles deemed capable of being conve>ttl 

or made useful.”
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Major Ready: We felt that definition would include such an item as a 
vaccine or medicine which would prevent sickness and so on arising from a new 
type of war.

Mr. Marquis : After having heard Major Ready I think we should accept 
the wording “as defined in the Official Secrets Act.” We have a definition there 
which covers everything which may be necessary in wartime whether or not 
the minister may need it. If we try to change the wording perhaps we will have 
to amend the legislation later on. There is no risk at all in keeping that 
definition. I understand the point of view of Mr. Fleming, but if you try to 
restrict those terms probably some difficulty will arise. We must give wide 
jurisdiction in this ihatter because secrecy is involved and it is for war purposes. 
“As defined in the Official Secrets Act” covers everything.

Dr. Ollivier: I think apart from that there is another argument. I think 
you should have uniformity in our statutes. When we talk in one Act of muni
tions of war it should mean the same thing in every Act.

The Chairman: You believe that is satisfactory.
Dr. Ollivier: I think it is sufficient. My main argument is that we have 

the expression “munitions of war” used in three or four different statutes. If it 
is going to have a different meaning in each statute I do not think it will be 
very helpful. I think even if it is only for the purpose of uniformity, we should 
keep it like that. I do not see much objection to that except that the minister 
will have to take his responsibility. That is all.

Mr. Lesage: Do you think it is better to refer in this Act to the definition 
as it is in the Official Secrets Act?

Dr. Ollivier: Either that or repeat the definition. Sometimes it is better 
to have a new definition in the Act, but I think in this Act it will be well under
stood if you refer to the other one. Generally I like to repeat.

Mr. Lesage: Suppose the Official Secrets Act is repealed ; we would have 
to amend this Act.

Dr. Ollivier: No. According to the rules of interpretation you would 
go back to the time it was enacted.

Mr. Lesage: It would not mean the revising of the statute.
Dr. Ollivier: If you did that when you revised the statute you would 

have to repeat the definition.
Mr. Fleming: I thought it Major Ready, Dr. Ollivier and the 

got together they could work out a definition that would m PI do not want to^be dogmatic about it. I have stated my view on it

Dr. Ollivier: I do not mind very much but I should like to know what 
you have agreed on.

Mr. Fleming : It is these concluding words of the definition in the Official 
Sccrcts Act that seem to me to extend this definition too widely. No. one would 
lotion at all the earlier words of the definition, “arms, ammunition, implements 
or munitions of war, military, naval or air stores”, but then it goes on, any 
artmles deemed capable of being converted thereinto or made useful in the 
production thereof.” The production of stores may mean cloth, rubber sheets, 
1 may mean buttons or anything.

Mr. Marquis : It may be—
Mr. Fleming: Because you find in military, naval or other stores practi- 

a *y everything under the sun.
d Mr. Marquis: If we had an invasion you might have some kind of suit 

Cx doped for protection.
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Mr. Jaenicke: If it is not too wide for the Official Secrets Act why should 
it be too wide for this section?

Mr. Fleming: I have not any opportunity to comment on the Official 
Secrets Act except so far as the question arises under these amendments to the 
Patent Act. I do not want to repeat. All I say is I think it is too wide for 
the secrecy provisions of the Patent Act.

Mr. Jaenicke: We are dealing with secret patents. It is the same as 
the secrecy to be observed in the Official Secrets Act. I see no objection to letting 
it stand the way it has been drawn.

The Chairman : I think Mr. Fleming will withdraw his objection.
Mr. Fleming: It is only an objection I have entered. There is no point in 

flogging this horse any longer. You have heard me.
The Chairman: I am going to indicate the amendments which have been 

made to mimeographed draft. Mr. Robinson has called my attention to the 
fact this is the section to which the Canadian Manufacturers Association object. 
My suggestion is that I should like to indicate to the committee now the 
corrections that have been made today and make sure we have our record 
straight. Since we are going to hear a representative from the Canadian 
Manufacturers Association we will not finally carry this until we have heard 
their representations. The words.“government owned patents” are inserted at 
the head of the section. In subsection 2 the word “company” is struck out and 
“corporation” inserted in lieu therefor. In the third line following the word 
“Crown” these words are inserted, “acting within the scope of his duties”. The 
word “commissioner” is capitalized throughout.

Mr. Marquis : Is it not “within the scope of their duties”?
Mr. Fleming: No, it is “an inventor”. It is “his duties .as such”, is it 

not, “acting within the scope of his duties as such?”
The Chairman: May I read back this interlineation, “coming within the 

scope of his duties and employment as such”.
All those in favour of the section in its present form, subject to the 

representations we made here on Tuesday from the Canadian Manufacturers 
Association, please signify?

Carried.

Now, to come to 19 (b) ; is 19 (£>) agreed to?
Carried.

Coming to 19 (c), I have deleted the words “of patents” after the word 
“commissioner” in the second line.

Carried.

Coming to section 11:—
Mr. Lesage: We have no objection. The only thing we know is that the 

commissioner and Mr. Robinson agree. We did not have the opportunity of 
having an explanation.

The Chairman: Carried.

Section 14:
Mr. Fleming: Mr. Chairman, you have not dealt with section 10 of the 

bill. That is the one about the oath.
Mr. Marquis : That is repealed.
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The Chairman : I am simply going through the new sections which were 
mimeographed but wre will turn to the bill. Section 10 is not included in the 
mimeographed copy.

Section 14:
Carried.
The Chairman : Now, coming back to the bill—
Mr. Fleming: You have another one yet, section 21.
The Chairman: Section 21. Now, this relates to section 10 I believe.
Mr. Fleming: That is related to the section I just mentioned?
The Chairman: Right. Now, the intention is to repeal section 29 of the 

Act as of April 15, 1946, and to amend—
Mr. Fleming: You mean the date of April 15 to apply with respect to 

aPplications filed?
The Witness: After that date; anything in the office at that time.
Mr. Fleming: You were speaking about the filling?
The Witnesss Yes, filing.
The Chairman : And then related to that to add the new section to the bill, 

section 21; repeal section 80 and substitute the new section shown in the 
mimeographed copy.

Mr. Fleming : It is a big improvement—
Mr. Irvine : I do not think so.
Mr. Fleming: —when you read the exact language of new section 10 of 

the bill.
Mr. Marquis: It is repealed.
Mr. Fleming: I want to get this working, applying to the date of filing of 

applications.
Mr. Marquis: That is repealed, if I remember correctly.

« hhe Chairman : Section 29 of the said Act is repealed as of the 15th day of April, 1946.
Mr. Belzile: Is that two, or three or only one?
Mr. Marquis : There is only one in the old act.
The Chairman : Is that satisfactory to you, Mr. Fleming?
Mr. Fleming: I am just wondering if it is clear. Doctor Ollivier can tell you. 

U, riic Chairman : I raised the same point this morning. How about that, 
U°ctor Ollivier?
s Doctor Ollivier: You can do it both ways. I think it is shorter to say, 

ctlon 29 is repealed as from the 15th of April, 1946.
to tK r- Fleming: It is clear as to that, that the date of the bill is to be applied 

he date of the filing of applications?
t° that°C^°r <->LLIVIER: To the giving of any oath or similar declaration. It applies

'P, Mr. Fleming: The date the bill is related to the date of filing of applications. 
nat is what I want to be sure about. Is that quite clear?

Doctor Ollivier : I think it is clear.
o. 'The Witness: That is how we consider it. It applies to cases filed after 
hat date.

to „ Fleming: It is going to be applied that way, but the rules "ill apply 
Cases after that date, or from that date. Those before that date are affecte L 

Mr. Marquis: Do the rules apply for applications signed by the applicant.
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The Witness : Definitely.
Mr. Lesage : Mr. Chairman, were there not some amendments this morning 

to sections 17, 18 and 19?
The Chairman : I want to go through the whole bill now to make sure there 

are no misunderstandings.
Mr. Fleming: May I ask with respect to section 2 if there is any word from 

the minister yet?
The Chairman: He is out of the city to-day.
Are you ready, gentlemen, to go through the bill now one section at a time so 

as to make sure nothing is overlooked?
Section 1 carried.
Section 2 stands until the return of the minister.
Section 3 is carried as amended by adding the words “if available”, after 

section 11 of the Act and after section 12 of the Act the words “and prescribe 
such form” are deleted from line 24; and subsection (c) is struck out. Otherwise 
the section is carried.

Coming now to section 4 of the bill we have already dealt with that.
Section 5 is carried.
No. 6 is deleted.
No. 7—you have already dealt with that. Shall I go over these amendments 

again?
Some Hon. Members: No.
The Chairman: Section 8 is deleted.
Section 9; you have agreed on that in the mimeographed copies.
Section 10 has just been dealt with.
Section 11—there is a new section 11. Have you got that there?
Mr. Lesage: That is that one.
The Chairman : Oh, you have agreed to that.
No. 12 is carried without amendment.
Section 13 is carried without amendment.
Section 14 has to do with the fee section. That was mimeographed and
Section 15 is carried.
Section 16 is carried as amended ; there is one slight amendment in line 1$’ 

the word “of” is changed to “to”.
Section 17 is not 17 any more. We have replaced that with a new sectmjj 

17. I have it here. This is simply a technical or clerical amendment. I W1. 
read section 53 of the Act. Section 17 of the bill will amend section 53 of the Act-

“53. (1) A patent shall be void if any material allegation in the petition 
or declaration of the applicant in respect of such patent is untrue, or if y1^ 
specifications and drawings contain more or less than is necessary for obtain'1'” 
the end for which they purport to be made, and such omission or addition 1 
wilfully made for the purpose of misleading.”

Shall section ;17 of the bill carry?
Carried.
Mr. Fleming: Is that part of the bill?
The Chairman : Yes, it will be section 17 of the bill.
Mr. Fleming: It is the section that we have put on the sheet now?
The Chairman: Yes, but it will be section 17 of our bill.
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.Then section 18 is an amendment made at the suggestion of Mr. Hackett, 
that the word “inventor” should be changed to “person”, to make section 61 of 
the Act conform with the wording of the other sections of the Act.

Mr. Fleming: That is just clerical.
The Chairman: Shall section 18 of the bill amending section 61 (1) carry? 
Carried.
Section 19:
Mr. Lesage: That will be section 17 of the bill.
The Chairman : What about the corrections proposed there on filing; the 

fee there on filing an application for patent is changed from .$20 to $25. Is 
that agreed?

Carried.
On page 9 of the bill, line 8, subsection (2) is changed to subsection (3) ; 

and in section 10, subsection (4) is changed to subsection (3) ; lines 15 and 16 are 
deleted. Line 17 has two additions to it. I will read the complete line including 
the amendment: “on asking for a certified typewritten or photostat copy of 
Patent with specifications not exceeding 20 pages”. Is that carried?

Carried.
Mr. Fleming: How much?
The Chairman : There is no change in the amount.
Mr. Irvine : The prices are indicated on page nine.
The Chairman : That takes care of section 19.
Section 20 we have already dealt with. Section 20 was an amendment to 

foe penalty section of the bill.
Mr. Lesage: Now section 77. We repealed section 77.
The Chairman : That will be section 20 then.
Mr. Lesage: Yes.
The Chairman : Section 77 of the said Act is hereby repealed—shall that 

carry?
Carried.
Section 21.
Mr. Fleming: You are repealing the whole of section 77 now, not just (5) ?
The Chairman : The entire section.

, Section 21 of the bill is an amendment to section 80 of the Act and we have 
acalt with that.

Carried.
Mr. Jaenicke: Mr. Chairman, I have some amendments here which I 

°uld like to place before the committee.
j. The Chairman : Excuse me just a moment, Mr. Jaenicke, there is one more 

em we want to clear up, just another clerical correction ; which please write 
as section 15 (o) of the bill amending section 38 of the Act:—

Subsection (3) of section 38 is hereby repealed and the following 
substituted therefor.

The Commissioner may, in his discretion, dispense with the 
duplicate specification and drawing and the third copy of the claim 
or claims, and in lieu thereof cause copies of the specification and 
drawing, in print or otherwise to be attached to the patent, of which 
they shall form an essential part.
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Mr. Jaenicke: Mr. Chairman, before you adjourn, would you allow me 
to introduce certain amendments on a few sections of the Act and just file them 
with the clerk; and then we can discuss them at our next meeting.

The Chairman : Yes.
Mr. Lesage : I do not see why we should use these words, what do you 

think about that, Doctor Ollivier?
Doctor Ollivier: What is your question?
Mr. Lesage: We have said the commissioner may dispense with the third 

copy when he already has the power to dispense with a duplicate. I do not see 
the use of putting this in. I do not want to start an argument about it, but it 
seems to me to be superfluous.

The Witness: There are duplicate copies of the specifications but three 
copies of the claim are required. Now, that third copy of the claim is only used 
to send to the printers to have the claims that are going to be inserted in the 
Patent Office Record.

Doctor Ollivier: Unless you want to do away with the third copy and use 
the second copy.

Mr. Jaenicke: May I place my amendments before the committee?
Mr. Lesage: Mr. Chairman, I promised Mr. Jaenicke wffien I acted as 

chairman that he would have an opportunity of placing these amendments before 
the committee.

The Chairman : I suggest that you file them with the clerk and I will ask 
the clerk to have mimeographed copies made and circulated to every member 
of the committee before our next meeting.

Mr. Fleming : To what sections do they apply?
Mr. Jaenicke: They apply to sections 59, 64, 65 and 66.
The Chairman: Mimeographed copies are to be sent to every member of 

the committee. We will adjourn now until Tuesday morning next at eleven 
o’clock.

The committee adjourned at 6.00 o’clock p.m. to meet again on Tuesday next, 
March l’l, 1947, at 11.00 o’clock a.m.
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MINUTES OF PROCEEDINGS

Tuesday, March 11, 1947.
The Standing Committee on Banking and Commerce met at 11.00 a.m., the 

Chairman, Mr. Cleaver, presiding.
Members present: Messrs. Argue, Blackmore, Breithaupt, Cleaver, Fleming, 

Fraser, Gour, Irvine, Isnor, Jaenicke, Jutras, Lesage, MacNaught, Marquis-, 
Mayhew, Quelch, Rinfret, Ross {Souris), Stewart (Winnipeg North), Timmins.

In attendance: Hon. C. W. G. Gibson, Secretary of State; Mr. J. T. Mitchell, 
Commissioner of Patents, Mr. Christopher Robinson, Vice-President, Patent 
Institute of Canada; Major J. H. Ready, of the Judge Advocate General’s office; 
Mr. R. S. Jane, Director of Research, Shawinigan Chemicals Limited, and repre
senting the Canadian Manufacturers’ Association; Mr. J. D. Barrington, Vice- 
President and General Manager, Dominion Magnesium Limited ; Mr. A. J. R. 
Fanoue, Patent Attorney for the Northern Electric Company, Ltd., and Dr. 
Maurice Ollivier, Law Clerk of the House of Commons.

The Committee resumed consideration of Bill No. 16, An Act to amend The 
Patent Act, 1935.

On motion of Mr. Fraser,
Resolved,—That the Committee hear the representations of the Canadian 

Manufacturers’ Association and of the Dominion Magnesium Company.
Dr. Jane was called. He made a statement and was examined.
Witness stood aside and Mr. Barrington was called and examined.
Witness retired, and Mr. Robinson was recalled and further examined.
At 1.00 p.m., witness retired and the Committee adjourned until 4.00 p.m., 

this day.

AFTERNOON SITTING

The Committee resumed at 4.00 p.m., Mr. Cleaver, presiding.
p Members present: Messrs. Belzile, Blackmore, Breithaupt, Cleaver, Fleming, 
Uasor, Gour, Hackett, Harkness, Irvine, Jaenicke, Jutras-, Lesage, Marquis, 
i^ayhew, Rinfret, Sinclair (Ontario), Stewart (Winnipeg North), Strum (Mrs.), 
1 Zimins.
y In attendance: Hon. Brooke Claxton, Minister of National Defence and 

*°se whose names appear for the morning sitting.
u Mr. A. J. R. Lanoue of the Northern Electric Company was called. He 

ar*e a statement and was examined.
Witness retired and Dr. Jane was recalled and further examined.
W itness retired.

in ,,^°n- Mr. Claxton made a statement on the matter of secret patents involved 
c*ause 4 of the bill and proposed amendments thereto.
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Further consideration of clause 4 was finally deferred until another sitting.
Clause 2 of the bill was adopted.
Mr. Mitchell was recalled. He submitted the following new clause to the 

bill:—
22. (1) On request made to him not later than the thirty-first day of 

March, 1947, the Commissioner may, subject to such conditions-, if any, as 
he thinks fit to impose, extend to a date not later than the said date, the 
time limited by or under The Patent Act, 1935, for doing any act where 
he is satisfied
(a) that the doing of the act within the time so limited was prevented by 

a person’s being on active sendee or by any other circumstances aris
ing from the existence of a state of war which, in the opinion of the 
Commissioner, justify an extension of the time so limited, or

(b) that, by reason of circumstances arising from the existence of a state 
of war, the doing of the act within the time so limited would have 
been or would be injurious to the rights or interests of the person by or 
on whose behalf the act is or was to be done or to the public interest, 
(2) An extension under this section of the time for doing an acti—

(a) may be for any period expiring not later than the thirty-first day of 
March, 1947, that the Commissioner thinks fit, notwithstanding that 
by or under any enactment in the said Act power is conferred to 
extend the time for doing that act for a specified period only; and

(b) may be granted notwithstanding that time expired before any appli
cation or request for extension was made, or that, by reason of that 
act not having been done for the reasons set forth in subsection one 
of this section within that time, the relevant application has ceased or 
expired, or been treated as abandoned.

The Committee agreed to let the above clause stand in order that it may be 
referred to the proper legal officers for their approval.

On motion of Mr. Jaenicke, it was resolved that the following new clause 
be inserted immediately following clause 16 of the Bill:—

Paragraph (d) of section 66 of the said Act is amended by striking out 
the word “may” and substituting therefor the word “shall” in line three 
of the said paragraph (d).

At 5.30 p.m., the Committee adjourned until Thursday, March 13, at 
11.00 a.m., with the understanding that the Committee would then proceed to 
the consideration of Bill No. 11, an Act respecting Export and Import permits-

R. ARSENAULT, 
Clerk of the Committed'

I



MINUTES OF EVIDENCE

House of Commons 

March 11, 1947
The Standing Committee on Banking and Commerce met this day at 11.00 

&.m. The Chairman, Mr. Hughes Cleaver, presided.
The Chairman : Gentlemen, we have a quorum. Yesterday, I had a tele

gram from a firm in Toronto requesting this committee to hear a representative 
of the Dominion Magnesium Company and a patent attorney with respect to 
section 4 of the bill. These gentlemen, I understand, are now here. Is it your 
wish that we hear them now?

Mr. Fraser : I so move.
The Chairman: Any objections?
Mr. Fleming : The representatives of the Canadian Manufacturers’. Asso- 

oiation are here?
The Chairman: Yes, they will follow. Mr. Fraser moves we hear these 

representatives now. Any objections?

Dr. R. S. Jane, Director of Research, Shawinigan Chemicals
Limited, called :

By the Chairman:
Q. Dr. Jane, would you care to indicate to the committee first, the capacity 

111 which you are addressing the committee and, secondly, your present com
mercial relations with any company?—A. Mr. Chairman and gentlemen, I am 
here representing the Canadian Manufacturers’ Association and I am, at the 
^ornent, a director of research for the Shawinigan Company in Montreal.

By Mr. Stewart:
Q- What company?—A. Shawinigan Chemicals in Montreal.

. The Canadian Manufacturers’ Association is in general in favour of the 
Principle underlying this section because it is realized from recent experience 

at the government requires extraordinary powers in times of national emer- 
j?ency. ^ jg our beiief that the proposed revision of Section 19A is drawn 
j. such broad terms as to defeat its purpose. In particular, we have in mind 
irai ec^ on research and development throughout this country at a time when 
thiUStry r® planning to spend increasing amounts of money on research. Any- 
jjj nf dkely to discourage research in Canada is inconsistent with the encourage- 
fhat *1° researeh being given by branches of the government such as, for example, 
to 1 Siven by the Department of Reconstruction. Accordingly, we submit, as 
potion 19A of the Patent Act as proposed in section 4 of bill No. 16, 

Actions (1) and (4) the following comments :—
Subsections (1) and (4) of this section have the effect of empowering 

the minister to seize practically any invention at all and thereafter pro
hibit the inventor from making any disclosure about the invention, sun- 
section (1) gives the power of seizure in respect of munitions of war as 
defined in The Official Secrets Act, but the definition in that Act is so 
broad that it is almost impossible to conceive of anything which is not at 
least arguably within it.
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Such drastic powers should, it is submitted, be given only if and to 
the extent that they are clearly shown to be absolutely essential for 
purposes of national defence. The Canadian Manufacturers’ Association 
believes not only that they are unnecessary, but also that they will have 
the opposite result from that desired. That they are unnecessary is 
suggested by the fact that no such power either exists now or even, so far 
as is known, existed during hostilities in England, the United States or 
Canada. If these three countries got through the war satisfactorily 
without any such poxver, and England and the United States find it 
unnecessary in peacetime, extremely clear demonstration of its necessity
in Canada should be required.

Inventions which are useful for war purposes may be made either by 
persons employed by the Crown or a Crown company for purposes of 
research along those lines, or by independent inventors perhaps for
tuitously in the course of other research. No difficulty arises about 
inventions made by the first category of inventors ; that is Crown or Crown 
company employees ; appropriate arrangements can be made by their 
employers that they should assign any invention to the Crown, and 
appropriate undertakings can be obtained that they should make no 
disclosure, except as permitted, of any work that they are doing. With 
independent inventors, however, the position is different. The only way 
in which the department will ever hear of an invention made by such an 
inventor before knowledge of the invention has got out to the public is as 
a result of some voluntary act by that inventor—either the filing of an 
application for a Canadian patent or disclosure to the department. The 
only case in which it would ever be necessary to resort to compulsory 
assignment provisions of subsection (1) of proposed section 19A is when, 
after a disclosure as a result of such a voluntary act, the inventor and the 
department are not able to agree on terms of assignment. The subsection 
is likely to be taken by most independent inventors as a warning that 
once they have disclosed their inventions to the department they will have 
to accept as remuneration not what they and the department, bargaining 
on equal terms, can settle on, but what the department is prepared to pa>' 
them or the Commissioner will award them after seizure. The Canadian 
Manufacturers’ Association submits that such a possibility may vre 
accentuate the present tendency of technically skilled persons to cmigratc 
to the United States (wffiere there is no such legislation) and that in any 
event the inevitable result of the proposed legislation will be that rnofc 
independent inventors w-ill stay away from the Department of Nations 
Defence if they possibly can.

The Canadian Manufacturers’ Association agrees with the Pati'n 
Institute of Canada that the granting of secret patents is an absurdity aP( 
believes that all the requirements of national defence could satisfactori i 
be met by legislation along the lines of that proposed by the institute.

Hon. Mr. Gibson: I notice you have left out the appeal which is all°weC* 
to the Exchequer Court from a finding of the commissioner. ,

The Chairman : I am afraid, gentlemen, the Canadian Manufacturé-^. 
Association have not had the benefit of our final draft on this section- ., 
think their comments deal with bill 16 as referred by the House to t1 “ 
committee.

The Witness : We are dealing principally with subsection (1). u
The Chairman : Yes, but I say your brief makes it quite apparent y 

have not had the benefit of the proposed amendments suggested in comm1• _
You are dealing with the bill as it was originally referred to the comm1
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Mr. Fleming: I do not think that is quite right because they, at least, 
have had the benefit of seeing the earlier amendments we have made. There is 
no reference to the definition in the Official Secrets Act in the original draft 
of the bill as it came to the committee. This first paragraph of the submission 
we have just heard does treat with that very subject. However, I do not know 
that the Canadian Manufacturers’ Association has had the final draft of the 
amended section, but they certainly had a later draft than the bill itself.

The Chairman : I wonder if it might straighten the matter out if they 
had an opportunity of reading the draft which is tentatively proposed? Are 
all the spokesmen who are here this morning, so far as you are aware, presenting 
a brief similar to yours?

The Witness: I am the only one who is presenting" a brief for the 
Canadian Manufacturers’ Association.

The Chairman: Have you checked with the Magnesium company?
The Witness : No.
Mr. Fleming: Could we ask Dr. Jane to scrutinize this reprinted bill or at 

least this section of the reprinted bill and then call him back later?
The Chairman : I think it better to do that than to ask him any questions

now.
Will the committee now deal with the proposed amendment? If, after 

nearing the witnesses, any changes are proposed, the chair will accept them 
l°r the purpose of a vote. In section 19A (1), “the inventor of,” then add the 
Words “any invention or—”

The Witness: May I ask if there has been any change in section 1?
The Chairman : Just wait one moment and you will have it.
Mr. Jaenicke: “Any invention of or any improvements in—”
The Chairman : No, “any invention”; invention as defined by the Act. 

Wrike out the word “any” before “improvements” then, read, “of improvements 
ln > and after the word “Act”, “instruments or”.
, Dr. Ollivier: I think, “any invention of or improvement in”, would be 
better. I think that is correct.

Mr. Fleming: Will you just read it now so we have all got it, that is, 
lc first two lines of the proposed section 19.

The Chairman : “The inventor of any invention of or improvement in 
instruments of munitions of war shall—”

Mr. J. D. Barrington is the next witness.

]u ^r- J* D. Barrington, Vice-President and General Manager, Dominion 
agnesium Limited, called:

to f l'le Witness : Mr. Chairman and gentlemen, I suppose you first want me 
e * y°u who I am and whom I represent?
The Chairman: Yes.

Ma Witness: I am Vice-President and General Manager of Dominion 
folir0sium Limited. We object to the proposed section 4 of bill 16 for the 

mowing reasons:
pUr think Dr. Jane has pointed out very clearly that one of the primary 
very:<es granting patents is to ensure publication of inventions. This is a 
We]j ,lrnP°rtant part of research in that one piece of research endeavour may 
For w le^ UP due to lack of knowledge of another piece of research endeavour. 
hea|.lxa!ïlPle, a new metallurgical process might well be held up due to a new 

rasistant alloy being on the secret list as proposed.
*llov?fCOndly’ munitions of war include all sorts of things from buttons to new 

1 ' or tanks, battleships or aircraft and processes involved in their production.
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This section would have the effect of giving the Minister of National Defence 
control of new production in Canada. This section would authorize the Minister 
of National Defence to transfer an invention to the government of another 
country which, in turn, may turn it over to a world competitor of the original 
owner of the invention. This would mean Canada would lose a substantial 
asset in world markets merely because of this section in the statute.

The commissioner of patents, through his minister, is responsible to parlia
ment for the administration of the Patent Act. Authority under the Act should 
not be delegated to a department which has no authority under the statute for 
administration, otherwise endless confusion will arise.

Mr. Fleming: Would you mind enlarging upon that?
The Witness: I would prefer Mr. MacRae to enlarge on that point. It is 

one of his points and he is better able to do it than I am. I think I can enlarge 
upon it but I think he can do it more clearly than I can. In peace time, there is 
no justification for such strict control. If such control is imposed, it is clear 
the background of commercial experience and development will not be avail
able in time of war. No one person or a department of government can possibly 
appraise all new inventions or classify them as munitions- of war which should 
be kept secret. I think that is quite clear. With the fast development of various 
new forms of warfare, it would be utterly impossible to know what to keep 
secret and what not to keep secret. Something which should not be kept secret 
today may very well be of importance tomorrow.

By Mr. Lesage:
Q. Who is to decide?—A. That is it, who?
Q. The Minister of National Defence?
Mr. Marquis: So, nothing should be kept secret at all?

By Mr. Lesage:
Q. Then, you think England should not have kept radar a secret from 1937 

and 1939?—A. If you give such authority it tends to hamper development which 
is so essential in time of war. If this Act were to come into force, then what 
would happen? First, the inventor would probably prefer not to patent his 
invention but to keep it a secret or patent it in some other country.

By Mr. Marquis:
Q. Do you think experts may decide a thing should be kept secret? Do you 

think experts could do it?—A. They may be able to do it. They may decide today 
it should not be kept secret and tomorrow they may decide it should be.

Q. Are there some experts who could decide that?—A. The development of an 
invention will not take place.

Q. So, you contend nothing should be kept secret?—A. No.
Q. If you do not contend that, you have to admit that some inventions should 

be kept secret during peace time?—A. For example?
By Mr. Lesage:

Q. Radar was kept secret?—A. Radar was developed by the British 
Government.

Q. Yes, of course, but suppose it was invented by an inventor who was not 
in the employ of the government, what would have happened? It would have 
been public. Every country would have had it during the war or the commence' 
ment of the war, at least, whereas only.the allies had it. It was an advantage 
due to the fact it was kept secret during peace time. You cannot delete the 
secrecy section, not today, and we have not seen any proposal from either the 
Manufacturers’ Association or the Patent Institute which could replace tha 
section.
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By Mr. Marquis:
Q. Mr. Chairman, I should like to go back to that point. I should like to 

know if the witness says, “no invention should be kept secret?”—A. No, I do 
not wish to say that.

Q. You do not go as far as that?—A. No.
Q. So, if something had to be kept secret, do you admit that the Minister 

of National Defence may have experts who could decide what inventions should 
be kept secret?

By Mr. Timmins:
Q. Better than anybody else, probably?

By Mr. Marquis:
Q. Yes. I know the Minister of National Defence is not an expert himself, 

but he may have experts available to decide which invention should be kept 
secret and which should be public?—A. That is true.

Q. Do you have any objection to experts whom the Minister of National 
defence may choose deciding some invention may be useful in war and deciding 
that those inventions should be kept secret during peace time?—A. Yes, but with 
the Act as proposed, there will be great hesitancy on the part of any inventor, 
n° matter what he invents, patenting it in Canada.

Q. But if the Minister of National Defence has the responsibility of requir
es that some inventions be kept secret and if he has the experts to decide what 
®hould be kept secret, where will the harm come?

By Mr. Lesage:
Q. What was your preceding answer?—A. My answer was that there would 

be hesitancy on the part of inventors, knowing their patents would be taken 
over-—

Q. Have you any proposal to make?
By the Chairman:

Q. You concede, of course, someone must exercise the discretion. Now you 
<~° not think the Minister of National Defence is the right man to exercise it?— 

No, I point out that I think it is going to stop development. You are going 
to tend to have greater development in other countries. Inventions are not 
arhcles of war until they are practical.

Hon. Mr. Gibson : I should like to get Mr. Mitchell to explain one thing 
yhch bothers me. How is the Minister of National Defence going to know about 

i * these inventions or applications for patents which come into your office unless 
e has a representative in there?

Mr. Fleming: Before Mr. Mitchell answers that question, I should like to 
yW I do not think Mr. Barrington has made this point clear. I must confess, 

01 myself, I do not understand it.
r . The Chairman: Now, I wonder if you would mind if we cleared up the point 

‘used by the minister first. We will hold Mr. Barrington in suspense for a
m°ment.
• Mr. Mitchell: Mr. Chairman, I explained before that when this bill comes 
offi ^orce the Minister of National Defence will be asked to appoint three 

lccrs from the three main services who will attend at the office when they are 
a Tested to do so to scrutinize any applications for inventions which may be of 

type which may apply to war.
*^r- Jaenicke: According to your opinion? 

t0 Mr. Mitchell: According to our opinion ; in the first place, we ask them 
attend. Then, they, in turn, will make representations to their minister 
ether they think it should be kept secret. The minister will take the appro-
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priate action. This procedure was followed during the war and this is only 
a continuation to a lesser degree of what we have done during the last seven years.

Hon. Mr. Gibson: Does he keep you advised as to the type of things in which 
the Department of National Defence is specifically interested?

Mr. Mitchell: Yes.
Mr. Jaenicke: May I ask one question of Mr. Barrington?
The Chairman: Let us clear up this point first.
Mr. Fraser: On this same point; are those officers in your department yet? 

Are they working there now?
Mr. Mitchell : No, they do not w'ork in our office. They are members of 

the Department of National Defence. They are technical officers appointed by 
the department to the office and when necessary they are called in as consultants.

Mr. Fraser: But the patents are going through your office?
Mr. Mitchell: Yes.
Mr. Fraser: When are the officers called in?
Mr. Mitchell: When the applications are first received they go to a division 

called the classification division. In the classification division during the war, 
each week I had a list of applications put before me which it was thought might 
help the war. These applications were divided into classes and the classes were 
referred to the appropriate officer of the Department of National Defence and 
also to munitions and supply at that time.

Mr. Fraser: You are still doing that?
The Witness: We are not doing it now because the war has ceased, but we 

could still do it if we so desired. Under this bill we necessarily have to do it.
Mr. Fraser: You would have to do it under this bill?
The Witness: Yes.
The Chairman : I think that point is fairly clear now.

By Mr. Fleming:
Q. It seems to me there is a very serious point which Mr. Barrington has 

raised, but it is not clear in my mind as to the relevancy of the draft which we 
have before us. I would like to get my mind very clear on this before I ask 
questions. I think it would be a very serious thing if there were legislation 
anywhere which would discourage people from bringing their inventions im° 
Canada or which would have the result of Canadian inventions being seized by 
National Defence in this country. You do not go so far as to say that no such 
inventions should be withheld. You do not go so far as to say there should no
be any secrecy?—A. No. T

Q. Where do you draw the line; and who is to make the decision?—A- 
think the inventor is probably the only one who can make it. For this rèasoffi 
he is going to make it anyway. In a great many cases patents are applied for 
the United States before they are applied for in Canada; in a great many cases> 
so there is no secrecy. Now, in his judgment, if he has a patent which is vît» 
to this country then it should go to Canada; otherwise he might very well appv 
in the United States and have his patent issued there before he has it patente 
in Canada at all.

Q. In other words, if the Canadian legislation did not go any further than 
the American legislation a person who takes a Canadian patent is assured th 
if the Minister of National Defence takes over this patent, expropriates it, the 
he is going to get compensation for it. Do you see any insuperable difficu -
there?—A. Yes.
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Q. Do you think this will discourage people from getting patents in 
Canada?—A. The point is probably the inventor is the only one who knows, 
or who does not know, that his patent has been declared secret.

Q. He does at the moment he makes his application. When he goes into the 
Patent Office and before these examiners from the Department of National 
Defence.—A. Pardon me, sir; it may not go into this office until it is already 
public property.

The Chairman : Yôu say that the inventor is the man who in your opinion 
should make that decision?

Mr. Barrington : Whether this Act is in force or not; all right, the inventor 
is still the man.

The Chairman: May I lead on from there, then, following your viewpoint; 
you say the inventor is going to make the decision. Do you know of anything 
better that we could do to secure that invention for the defence of Canada 
than to pay a man adequate compensation for his invention?

Mr. Barrington : Yes. Let him patent his invention, develop it and get 
!t to the point of being practical before wrar begins in his own country.

Mr. Lesage: And other countries will use it,
Mr. Fleming: I think in order to get at this problem we will have to break 

jt down into two cases. First of all the case where a. Canadian, and the other 
the case where someone outside of Canada proceeds to seek a Canadian patent 
t°r an invention which may be useful for defence in Canada. Let us take the 
hrst case. I would like to ask Mr. Barrington if he thinks a Canadian who 
has an invention which would be useful to national defence would seek a patent 
?n the United States rather than in Canada, or some other country, because he 
18 afraid his patent will be always open to expropriation here?

Mr. Barrington: Yes. The point is this, who is to judge as to what is 
adequate compensation.

Mr. Lesage: The Exchequer Court.
Mr. Barrington: Throughout the world there are very few articles produced 

'at are not useful for war purposes.
By Mr. Fleming:

, Q. I quite appreciate that. That is the difficulty we had about the earlier 
definition. Let us take the other case. Let us assume an American has a 
Useful invention. It is hardly to be expected that he would apply for a Canadian 
Datent before he applies for one in the United States. Supposing he applies there 
pM then comes to the Canadian Patent Office. If it is clear that the American 

atent Office is not treating his application in the United States as a secret 
Patent application it is hardly likely that would be done in Canada. But 
^’Pposing the American Patent Office is treating it as a secret, then at least the 
S'anadian Patent Office knows there has been disclosure in the Patent Office in 
be United States even if there has not been publication in the United States, 

wink it would be reasonable to expect that there would be some hesitancy 
? the part of the Canadian government to take over such a patent because 

significance in relation to the defence of Canada ; I mean in connection 
arîo Some Patent where a patent has been applied for in the patent office of 
* n°ther country—A. Yes, that would be very true.
j Q. So that from the standpoint of the inventor it seems to me that the 
ofDfr you hold out is not so formidable in that case.—A. No. I am speaking 

good Canadian citizen.
cj,. Q. You are limiting your observations to— —A. The bad Canadian

lz°o, the one who applies for his patent in another country.
T> . Tlon. Mr. Gibson■ Do vou think thev have no provision for secrecy in the 

nited States?
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Mr. Lesage : They have had that, sir, since 1917.
Hon. Mr. Gibson : I thought you said there was no provision for secrecy 

in any other country.
Mr. Barrington : No. I think it was Mr. Fleming mentioned that.
Mr. Fleming: He didn’t suggest going as far as the point raised.
The Chairman : Gentlemen, it is very difficult to report a meeting where 

there are two or three people speaking at once. If you will try to speak one 
at a time it would be better.

And now, Mr. Barrington, coining back to the question asked a moment 
ago; what have you to suggest that would be an improvement on our proposal 
that any inventor who makes an invention with respect to a munition of war 
is to be properly compensated for it?

Mr. Barrington: I do.not think that enters into it. I do not doubt that 
he will be compensated. The point is that if you want to develop research 
in Canada there has to be cooperation all the way through, where something 
is held secret—

By Mr. Lesage:
Q. Louder, please. Don’t you think, Mr. Barrington, that if an invention 

is kept a secret and referred to the scientists of the national research department 
that they will go ahead with work on it with the assistance and collaboration 
of the inventor and such other scientists as may be usefully employed in its 
development?—A. Yes.

Q. So wre can assume that it is going to be developed?—A. It may be 
developed.

Q. It may be, and you have all. the chances in the world that it will be.— 
A. No, it is just it may be.

Mr. Lesage: If it is a necessary invention.

By Mr. Jaenicke:
Q. I was just going to ask you a question or two; your work during the war 

was rather important in connection with munitions and instruments of war, was 
it not?—A. Yes.

Q. Did you work under any patents that were kept secret?—A. Yes.
Q. How did that work, was it satisfactory?—A. Yes.
Q. Tell us about it, then.—A. I am afraid I cannot.
Q. We will evaluate these methods.—A. I am afraid I cannot disclose some 

parts of that work, .it is so secret.
Q. You don’t need to tell us what it is, but the methods, as to how it is kept 

secret.—A. I prefer not to, if you don’t mind.
Q. Now, Mr. Chairman, we are trying to legislate here. Maybe we ought 

to have this meeting in camera^ I think we ought to know.—A. I do not think it 
applies to this.

Q. Are there any of the patents that your firm got from the National 
Research Council that are being kept secret?—A. No. Those are all known.

Mr. Mayhew: Did they not develop equipment at the National Research 
Council patents that you are now using?

Mr. Barrington : That is right. They were kept secret and later turned 
over.

By the Chairman:
Q. Mr. Barrington, as I understand it the purpose of this legislation is simply 

to perpetuate into peacetime procedure that which was followed under ordcr 
in council during the wartime. Now, do you quarrel with it?—A. I quarrel with 
its use during peacetime.,
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Q. Now, we are getting down to the point of your quarrel, why do you quarrel 
with it during peacetime?—A. Because I think it will hinder ordinary commer
cial research.

By Mr. Fleming:
Q. Is that because of the difficulties of distinguishing between what is 

munitions of war on the one hand and what is not on the other?—A. That is right.
Q. It may be a matter of definition, or is definition impossible?—A. A new 

alloy may be very important to warfare and may also be applied with import
ance to peacetime use, and its development might depend upon its being used 
in peacetime.

Q. I can appreciate the problem there because we have had some difficulty 
already with the definition. But you are still concerned about discouraging 
the Canadian inventor from entering his patent in the Canadian Patent Office. 
We had provision for assignment during wartime through the Minister of 
National Defence. It was on a capacity basis. I understand that when this 
bill came in first there was no provision for any compulsory assignment #of 
patent rights to the minister by an inventor. What we'have now in this present 
version is the proposal that the right be given to the minister to expropriate a 
Patent.—A. That is right.

Q. Have you any objection to voluntary assignment in these cases of secrecy 
of patent?—A. None whatever. No.

Q. But you are concerned about the right on the part of the Crown of 
^voluntary assignment?—A. Yes.

By the Chairman:
Q. And you fear the minister may exercise his right to the prejudice of the 

civilian use of patents?—A. Yes.
Q. Who do you suggest would be in any better position to exercise that 

discretion than the Minister of National Defence?—A. I think that the inventor 
and the Department of National Defence would have to be both agreed to that.

Q. You say that the inventor should confer and agree, if possible?—A. That
is it.

Q. If they failed to agree obviously someone must make the decision as to 
what is in the national interest. Who do you suggest to have the final decision?— 
A. I still think it is up to the country and the inventor.

Mr. Quelch : Is there anything to prevent a Canadian inventor who, 
toight be afraid1 that his patent having been declared a secret of the country 
horn, first of all taking that invention to another country and getting a patent 
xyhere he thinks he can get higher compensation ; is there anything at the present 
frme to prevent that? If there is nothing to prevent it, is there not a danger 
mat that very thing may happen, in which case it would be absolutely useless 
m declare a patent secret in this country ?

Mr. Barrington : That is my point.

By Mr. Fraser:
Q. What about the patents your firm worked for during the war?—A. Those 

Patents are no longer secret. They were secret during the war but they are no 
°ngcr secret.

Q. They were secret during the war; did the inventor in those cases make
objection to their being kept secret, if they were Canadian inventions?—

Yes, they did.
Q. But did they ask that they be kept secret; and, if so, whom did they ask?
The commissioner of patents.

The Chairman: Mr. Lesage has the floor, and then Mr. Timmins.
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Mr- Lesage: Referring to what Mr. Quelch has in mind, you are talking 
about Canadian citizens filing their applications for patents in other countries— 
which usually means in the States. In the United States they have a secrecy 
provision which they have had since 1917 and which they have in peace-time. 
It reads substantially as follows:—

Whenever the publication or disclosure of an invention or the granting 
of a patent might in the opinion of the Commissioner of Patents be 
detrimental to public safety or defence he may order that such invention 
be kept secret.

So there is a measure of compulsion also in the United States. If he files it in 
the United States first it may be held there as it is held here, and I think the 
terms giving discretion to the commissioner of patents in the United States 
are probably within the proposed terms for discretion to the Minister of National 
Defence here. I think it will be kept.a secret in the United States and later 
passed on to the Canadian government, or it will not be kept secret in the 
United States and then the Minister of National Defence can decide whether 
or not it is to be kept secret here.

By Mr. Timmins:
Q. Mr. Barrington, I take it that if a Canadian inventor had perfected 

an invention with respect to a munition of war that he would most likely 
be thinking about the remuneration he would receive from the patent if it 
was patented in the Patent Office at Washington, most likely?—A. Yes.

Q. But your point, I believe, is that in respect of something that the 
inventor might not conceive in the nature of a munition of war or an instrument 
of war that he might apply to the Canadian Patent Office and have it taken 
away from him. Is that the point that you are raising?—A. Yes.

Q. And that is the only point about which you are concerned?—A. That 
is one point-

Q. So that an invention which in the natural course of events had to do 
only with ordinary affairs might be seized upon by the Minister of National 
Defence and the applicant as a consequence might lose the benefit of proper 
remuneration?—A. Well, it is not so much a question of remuneration as it is 
that research may very well be stopped, come to a stop with respect to it.

Q. Why would it be stopped?—A. Because someone else who is working 
along similar lines not having any publication of that invention may be stopped-

Q. In other words, if the minister makes a secret no other inventor gets 
the use of it; therefore, that particular trend is stifled?—A. Yes. They are 
very few pieces of equipment either in wartime or in peacetime which involve 
only one invention. They usually involve a number of inventions and in order 
to design anything, it does not matter whether it is a farm tractor, an airplane 
or anything else, there are many inventions involved. Now, development m 
an invention may be stopped because of secrecy whereas otherwise it might be 
improved both for war or for peace. I am not dealing with one who invents 
a new kind of machine, a new atomic bomb or anything like that. I have i° 
mind just the ordinary run of inventions. It might very well be that they 
would say that is the very thing we want and it might be some new type 
superheat-treated steel.

The Chairman: Before we leave this point, the statement has been mad° 
that during wartime the inventors themselves asked that secrecy be maintained- 
I think we ought to hear from the commissioner and find out whether that i- 
accurate in point of fact.

Mr- Mitchell: It is not accurate in point of fact at all, Mr. Chairman- 
A great many requests for secrecy were made by the United States governmen - 
and by the British government, but the inventors made no request whateve 
for secrecy.
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Mr. Fraser: Was that in regard to Canadian inventions?
Mr. Mitchell: The number of Canadian inventions that were declared 

secret were relatively small. You must bear in mind that there are only 1,200 
inventors in Canada out of 12,000,000 people; in other words one out of 10,000. 
Also that not all of the inventors, hardly any of them, are engaged in war work, 
with the result that the number of inventors in Canada who were working on 
secret work was relatively small.

Mr. Fraser: Arising out of the point raised by Mr. Lesage is something 
about which I would like to ask Mr. Barrington. As I appreciate it the point 
involved here is, who should have power over the normal rights of the private 
owner of a patentable invention ; first of all, with respect to the application of 
secrecy to it; and, second, the taking over of the patent rights from the inventor. 
Now, if 1 understand Mr. Barrington’s objection to this legislation it is to the 
language of the section ; he does not want power given to the Crown to expropri
ate and leave it on the basis of negotiation or sale. If the Crown wants the bene
fit of the patent then the Crown negotiates with the patentee as to the sale of 
his rights. I am not at all clear yet as to what limits are o be attached to the 
matter, but I take it from what he has said that in his opinion there should be 
P° secrecy provisions at all in times of peace, no right to the Patent Office to 
nnpose a blanket of secrecy. At the same time Mr. Lesage has quoted the pro- 
yision of the United States Patent Act which does authorize secrecy on patents 
m their office.

The Witness: Well, if you carry out my original proposal—may either 
offer, or on valuable consideration may—take the “must” out of it. You see, the 
Unscrupulous person, we’ll say, the individual who wants to get something out of 
ff will sell to a foreign power and get his patent abroad. The good citizen, on the 
other hand gives it to his own government.

By Mr. Fleming:
Q. Then, in the drafting of this bill you would simply write in “may’?—A. 

that is right.
Q. Without change in the language : may either offer or for valuable con- 

^'deration assign to the Minister of National Defence ; you have no objection 
to that?—A. No.

. . Q. You would not then, I gather, have any objections to the secrecy pro
visions which were contained in the original draft of section 19(a)?—A. None 
at all.

Q. Your objections then are simply to the amendments that has been 
Written in since the bill came to this committee?—A. Yes.

Q. Well, that clarifies that, In other words, you are prepared to have the 
situation continue as we had it here during the war, which I understand is the 
Sltuation that existed during the war where the legislation in the original bill 
Was adapted from the United Kingdom Act.—A. During wartime there was 
exPropriation as and when it became necessary.

°rder.
Q. Not in the order that applies to Patents?—A. No, but in the over-riding

soin,
this

The Chairman : You will recall that you made that suggestion, Mr. Fleming. 
Mr. Fleming: Yes, I recall the suggestion.
The Chairman: The suggestion was yours. Your suggestion was to repeal 

e °f the clauses in the bill in the form in which it originally came before
oommitte. Under section 12, subsection (c), the minister has power now indim ujmitte. under section suosecuo 

C(ff fashion to accomplish that objective
pMr Fleming: I think we all agree,

• er to be given indirectly. There was the objection taken tothat
T dire

Mr. Chairman, we do not want that
_ D...... ............... v. ____ __ _____,____ section 12(c);

. ff he were to be given that power it would be better for him to be given 
ctly.
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The Chairman : Yes; and the bill did give the power to do indirectly exactly 
what the present amended section does.

By Mr. Fleming:
Q. I would like to ask Mr. Barrington several questions. Do you not think 

that the power of imposing secrecy means virtually the power of compelling an 
inventor to assign his invention to the government? It may be very hard for 
some of us to see your line of distinction between the power to expropriate a 
patent, or to force assignment, and the power to impose secrecy to which you 
are objecting?—A. Well, the power to expropriate stops research at a certain 
time in the proceedings.

By Mr. Lesage:
Q. That is the point. You say the power to expropriate stops research?—A. 

Stops further research by any other company or with that type of equipment.
Q. Don’t you think that if you have any really important invention it is 

going to be worked in a sensible way and much better by the officials of the 
Department of National Defence or by the National Research Council, with the 
help of the inventor if necessary? Because, after all, I think it is reasonably 
safe to assume that the Minister of National Defence will see that that is done 
in the best interests of Canada and in the best interests of national defence.— 
A. In that, sir, again, in order for that to succeed, for the government, the 
Department of National Defence, to carry on, you must have the assistance 
of the inventor, he must co-operate.

Q. I did not mean, must; let us say he will be invited to co-operate.—A-
Well—

Q. Do you know of any companies, your own for instance, who have carried 
on research work for war purposes?—A. No, not for war purposes; but research— 
not all research—I will leave it as mostly research, you might say. What we 
learned during the war is being utilized now. Where is your secrecy going to 
stop?

Q. Where are you going to stop; that is what Mr. Fleming’s question to 
you really means.—A. Any new invention, a good many new inventions may be 
considered useful in the next year. Are you going to stop research in Canada 
because of that?

Q. Not if we admit it is for munitions or instruments of war.—A. It is for 
the use of the country. When it comes to patents, the inventor can do one of 
two things ; he may decide to take out a patent or just to keep it secret.

Q. It is up to him. If he is a good Canadian and thinks and believes it is 
an instrument which is related to instruments and munitions of war; if he is a 
good Canadian citizen to do his best to work it out for the benefit of the Depart
ment of National Defence conscientiously.—A. But there is a point there which 
you must keep in mind, and it is this: where a thing is developed in a commercial 
firm it is not secret. It is known to a great many people who by reason of their 
association with the firm are connected with it. Everyone knows about it. 1* 
is discussed at staff meetings. It is discussed there and with others. Then y°u 
discover that it is something which should be kept secret. Well, it is already 
known to so many people that you can hardly keep it secret from them.

Q. No, of course not. But you must rely on their keeping it secret.^ 
A. Right; again I say you must rely on your inventor.

Q. You have to rely on the inventor to keep it secret?—A. Yes. In other 
words, you have to rely on the inventor anyway.

Q. To keep it secret?—A. That is it.
Q. And you can rely on his working on it if he is a good Canadian citizen-
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By Mr. Marquis:
Q. 1 he point I want to stress is this. I think you said a few minutes ago 

that the inventor should decide whether an invention should be kept secret or 
not; but don’t you think that preventing war is just as important as making war? 
—A. Quite.

Q. So that if you have to take the responsibility of deciding whether or not 
an invention may be useful in wartime is it not the duty of the government 
through the Minister of National Defence to decide which instruments or 
munitions of war are important and whether or not they should be used in war, 
and so on? If somebody could decide if something is to be used for war or not, 
you might go on during the next twenty-five or fifty years and make public 
many inventions with the result that all the countries in the world will have 
knowledge of these inventions. Then if and when a war starts you would have 
to spend a great deal of money and expend a great number of lives in order to 
repair what has been let out in the meantime. I think it is very important, 
Mr. Barrington, that the government should have the decision as to what and 
xx"hat is not to become secret. At the same time let me say that I do not think 
the government will hinder private inventors from developing their inventions, 
t think we can safely leave it at that.—A. But you arc using the term inventor 
m the singular.

Q. Will you speak a little louder, please.—A. You are using the word inventor 
m the singular. As I said a few moments ago, there are very few pieces of war 
equipment or of commercial equipment which deal with one invention only.

Q. Yes; but along that line do you think that one may rely upon the 
Minister of National Defence to cooperate with the commissioner of patents to 
have due regard for the needs of industry and the safety of the state, to ensure 
that only so much as should be kept secret is kept secret? We could not rely 
°n some foreign power doing that for us. If certain things were not kept secret 
auyone could come here and take away any important inventions which might 
Prove to be of benefit to countries which at some later time might be our enemies. 
Upon whom can we rely better than the government as represented by the 
Minister of National Defence and experts appointed by him for the purpose to 
decide which patents or parts of patents or inventions should be kept secret? 
x think that is the only point we have to deal with here.

Mr. Fraser: Mr. Chairman, I would like to ask Mr. Mitchell from what 
s°Urce section 19 (o) came?

Mr. Mitchell: It was originally taken from the British Act verbatim and 
adapted to our Canadian use here.

By Mr. Fraser:
. Q- Then I would like to ask Mr. Barrington if he does not think the Act 

R it exists here in section 19 (o) would only apply to inventions from the 
Search council or Crown companies? The government could not really have 

.octroi over anything else, because as you said before it is up to the inventor 
he feels it should be secret to ask for secrecy, and if he does not ask for 

^crecy; he can have his lawyers apply for a patent in any other country in the 
and therefore it is really only the National Research Council and the 

' 0vvn companies that the Act applies. Am I right?—A. That is right, 
i, Q; That is the only source from which the government could ask that these 
th C^*ons be kept secret?—A. Yes, because it is up to the inventor to make 

e decision.
a Q- And there is no law that we have which can compel inventors to keep 

Secret?-A. Right.
84277—2
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By Mr. Lesage:
Q. By the way, you said that an inventor would be free to dispose of his 

inventions. Subsection (4) of section 19 (a) says—an inventor or a person 
making an assignment, under this section—comes under the provisions of the 
Official Secrets Act?—A. What did you say I said?

Q. That even if the inventor assigns----- A. Oh, yes; but you were speaking
of an inventor. When it comes to the development of that invention there 
probably is a big chance that a whole department of a commercial firm may know 
about it.

Q. You mean, may have some interest in it?—A. Oh yes, or knowledge of it. 
In most cases probably the whole staff have talked the development over.

Q. And then we would have to amend section 4?—A. It would apply to 
patents anyway.

Q. I think if the intention was to require an assignment to the Minister of 
National Defence on behalf of His Majesty, and so, we should have sanctions 
to ensure such action being taken. May I draw the attention of the committee 
to that?

The Chairman : My answer to that would be this: what sanctions would 
you have in mind? I would suggest that what you have in mind is already 
provided under the powers of expropriation. Well now, how much better would 
the power of expropriation be than your present wording because under your 
present wording, by action in the court, the minister could compel the transfer. 
Expropriation proceeding is also an action in the courts, so what better sanction 
could you have than this compulsory legislation.

Mr. Lesage: If the Minister of National Defence has to take action in the 
court, the secret will be divulged.

The Chairman: In your expropriation proceedings, the sanction you suggest 
wmuld be subject to the same criticism.

Mr. Lesage : We could hold it in camera.
By the Chairman:

Q. I have a suggestion t<5 make. Were you content with the bill as originally 
referred to the committee?—A. I think we would have to study it a little closer 
because it was the last bill as revised at which we looked.

Q. You made no objection until the committee started amending this section. 
Now, I am asking you are you content with the section as originally drafted? 
—A. I did not see it. I think I saw the last one.

By Mr. Fleming:
Q. I understood Mr. Barrington indicated he wras satisfied to have the 

provisions which were in effect during the war continued?—A. That first bill'77 
as I say, I have not had an opportunity of restudying this one. I did see h 
and it sounded all right to me.

The Chairman: It occurred to me that Mr. Fraser has brought out a p0jn* 
in that the bill, as originally referred to the committee, is copied from the British 
legislation on the same subject. It may be that we would be well advised hj 
pass the section as originally drafted and forget about all of our propose 
amendments.

Mr. Fraser: May I ask another question on that point of Mr. MitcheC 
Mr. Chairman? This section which was taken out of the British Act, was it Pu 
there during the wrar or was it before the war?

Mr. Mitchell : Before the war.
Mr. Fraser: Do you know what year?
Mr. Mitchell: I cannot tell you exactly the year, but I can find that °u '
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Mr. Fraser: Does it refer to a time when, perhaps, Britain was at war? 
Was there any mention of that?

Mr. Mitchell: I think it was subsequent to the first war, but I am not sure.
Mr. Fraser: What I am trying to get at is whether this Act was put in just 

in order to cover inventions or patents during war years or whether it was for 
peace time?

Mr. Mitchell: I think it was for peace time. I do not think it is restricted 
to any particular period.

Mr. Fleming: It is permanent legislation, as I understand it.
Mr. Mitchell: Yes, it is permanent legislation. It is in force.
Mr. Fleming: There is a factor there, I think, of which we have to take 

account. I should like to put this before Mr. Barrington clearly. I think we all 
appreciate the fact that preparation for war from now on will be a different 
Matter from what it has been. From now on the nation that is going to be strongly 
Prepared for war will be the nation which has carried on research and invention 
faster and further than any other nation. Now, is there any change in our 
approach to legislation of this kind? I have indicated in a previous meeting, Mr. 
Chairman, my own view of this matter would be qualified to some extent by the 
attitude of our own Department of National Defence. If they are not going to 
have the means put at their disposal for carrying on research far more seriously 
than has been done in the past, I would be rather reluctant to see power put in the 
hands of the minister which might prevent, that research being carried on by 
Private individuals in the country. On the other hand, if the Department of 
■National Defence is going to be given the means to measure up to this new 
^csponsibilty and will push research faster and further than ever before, then 
I think we will have to take account of the necessity of giving the Minister of 
■National Defence the necessary powers for that purpose.

Would Mr. Barrington care to comment on that, because he was not present 
f Ple mecring when this was discussed with the witnesses from the Department 

°‘ National Defence?
The Witness: I very much approve having the Department of National 

defence carry on a very aggressive campaign of research. I think in that regard 
v10 department could well follow what has been done by the United States 
Army and Navy Industrial College, where they have taken industry right into 
?aitlP and are watching developments in all lines of endeavour. They are keeping 
ln yery close touch with it, whether it is research in plastics, metals, motor 
'’chicles, etc. The United States department is very aggressively following every 
1Ile of commercial research.

By Mr. Fleming:
Q. Just what do you mean by, “taking industry into camp”? You do not 

A>an compulsory power?—A. No, what I mean is not keeping apart from indus- 
but knowing what industry is doing.

^ Q- Is industry always willing to disclose to the United States army what 
, u'y àre doing? Some of these inventions would have civilian uses as well as 
i ytary?—A. In regard to the one industry of which I know, which is the metal 
, 'mstry, I would say yes, that there has been a very open discloseure of
uevclopments.
(j0 Hon. Mr. Gibson : Is the difference in the United States the fact that they 
^ n°t expropriate the patent, but they do provide for its being kept secret for 

c Purpose of national security?
The Witness: I do not know, sir.

84277—24
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Mr. Irvine: I was wondering whether the witness was afraid we would 
hear him. We are sitting here straining every nerve trying to hear him and he is 
whispering into the ear of someone else in the corner.

The Witness: I am very sorry, sir.
Mr. Irvine: So am I, I tried to get you to speak up.

By Mr. Fleming:
Q. There is one other point which is the one we touched upon earlier. I do 

not know whether we can come any closer to meeting the view of Mr. Barrington 
by applying ingenuity to this matter of a definition. The committee is faced 
with the very great difficulty of defining “munitions and instruments of war”, 
in such a way that we will, at least try, to exclude civilian uses or development 
for civilian purposes. Now, can Mr. Barrington help us on that? I think we 
all appreciate the difficulty and the breadth the definition is going to have and 
the extent of the powers the minister would have under such legislation as this?— 
industry, I would say yes, that there has been a very open disclosure of 
“munitions of war” was such that it meant what that very word says, it 
might be possible to make a definition such as confined it actually to weapons. 
On the other hand, I feel that with the modem warfare of to-day, that includes 
some of the most important parts of warfare.

If it just referred to weapons, someone might devise a new landing barge 
which is not a weapon. It might he used on a canal or something of that sort. 
I think if would be very difficult to try and define where ordinary commercial 
products stop and weapons of war start or a piece of equipment useful in war 
starts.

Q. We had quite a discussion in the last meeting with regard to the sugges
tion we use the definition of munitions of war in the Official Secrets Act, which 
is very broad?—A. Oh, yes, it covers everything.

Q. It could include a multitude of things having a more potential civilian 
use than military?—A. From boots and shoes to buttons.

Q. Yes, it might be buttons or anything else; that was an example I used 
the last time, buttons. We have a rather restricted definition proposed this 
morning. Do you think this definition helps us at all in meeting your objections,
“the inventor of any invention of or improvement in munitions of war----- ” ; the
bill does not have any definition of “munitions of war”. If a dispute arose 
between the Minister of National Defence and the applicant for a patent as to 
whether his invention or improvement is a munition of war, it might get to the 
courts?—A. Yes, and you have a precedent for that in that there was a munitions 
and supply department which would separate munitions from supply.

Q. I am just wondering if this does not meet the substance of your objections» 
the fact that we do not propose to say, as yet, in the bill that it is what seem8 
to the commissioner of patents or the Minister of National Defence to be an 
invention of or improvement in munitions of war or instruments of war ; it is no 
given to him to make a definition. The bill does not define it and if a question 
or dispute arose between the parties as to whether an invention was really a 
munition of war it would have to go to the courts, I take it, before expropriation 
could take place. I think, in the meantime, the secrecy provisions would be ® 
effect. I am exposing my mind to you so that if there is some answer, you 'V1 
have an opportunity of giving it, Mr. Barrington. I find it a little diffic.u 
to follow your reasoning when you make your objections to the expropriate0 
provision and, at the same time, you indicate that your objection to the secrecy 
provisions does not go very far. If you are prepared to admit the necessity 
secrecy, I can see that the language of the original bill or even the America 
law as it stands to-day, suspicious use could be made through the Patent 0® is
of that power to impose secrecy. You could put the iron curtain down on tin8
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invention and, at the same time, refrain from expropriating. If the minister 
wanted to use that power improperly, could he not, in effect, nullify the value 
of that invention to the inventor?

Hon. Mr. Gibson: Except that he could go on working at it.
The Chairman: Gentlemen, the British have an Act which was passed in 

peace time. We have no reason for assuming that it is not working satisfactorily 
and therefore we must presume it is. Had we not better go back to the bill in 
the original form as we received it from the House and pass the section as it is 
in the bill?

Mr. Jaenicke: Mr. Chairman, what bothers me about the brief of the 
Canadian Manufacturers’ Association and of the Patent. Institute is the 
suggestion that what we are trying to pass is an absurdity. I do not think it is, 
but do you not think we should get the opinion of the Rt. Hon. Mr. Howe, the 
Minister of Munitions and Supply? I think he handled most of these patents 
during the war and I should like to get his opinion on the matter.

The Chairman : The bill, in its present form, simply carries on into peace 
time the procedure which was followed during the war. As I understand the 
witness, industry is not seriously opposed to that.

Mr. Irvine: I would like to have someone who would demonstrate the 
necessity for secrecy, in the first place. Secondly, I should like to have someone 
say what relationship a secret patent act in Canada might have or what effect 
it might have on the United Nations peace policies in the future. Then, I should 
bke to know whether it is possible to keep anything secret at all and whether 
d is a wise policy for any government to follow in these days?

The Chairman : Mr. Robinson, you arc the next witness.

Mr. Christopher Robinson, Vice-President, Patent Institute of Canada, 
Recalled :

The Witness: Mr. Chairman, the comments by the Patent Institute of 
anada do not relate to the subsection which so far has been under discussion, 
hese comments relate to the later subsections of the proposed section 19A 
bich deal with or contemplate the granting of secret patents. The patent 

nstitute has prepared a memorandum on the subject which I propose to read.

By the Chairman:
■ Q- Before you continue, if the bill is passed by this committee in the form 
,P which it came to the committee, have you any objections?—A. Yes, sir, on 
“e secret patent.

y Q- You still have objections?—A. Yes, sir, and it is with those objections 
wanted, if I might, to deal.
. A patent on an invention is merely a right to prevent others from making, 

0jSI118 or selling the invention without the patentee’s permission. A secret right 
this kind seems an absurdity. The very term “patent” is an abréviation of 

e term “Letters Patent”, i.e. an open or public document in which the Sovereign 
II ocifieg the exclusive right which is granted, so that everyone may know what 
co'T are Prohibited from doing. “Secret Letters Patent” is accordingly a 
U I radiction in terms. How, in fairness, can a man be made to incur a legal 
...ditv for doing something which he had no way of knowing he was not 

? Yet a secret patent would impose just this liability. If some 
made, independently, an invention which happened to be already 
secret patent, but had commercial as well as wartime utility, and 
develop it commercially, he would find himself liable to pay 

nfringing a monopoly of the existence of which he had>no means
owing.

ad°wed to do 
^facturer 
Jeered by a
dameeded t0 

for i
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So far as concerns an invention which is to be kept secret in the interests 
of national security, the Crown’s principal concern with the patent law is that 
no subsequent independent inventor of the same invention should be able to 
obtain a patent which would enable him to claim compensation from the Crown 
for its use. In the United Kingdom, from the law of which subsections 5-14 of 
proposed section 19A are largely taken, the grant of a patent to the Crown may 
be necessary for this purpose. In Canada, however, an application filed in the 
Patent Office by the Crown achieves the purpose just as effectively as a patent 
granted on that application. If an independent inventor were later to file an 
application for the same invention, a conflict would be declared between the two 
applications, and the later application would be refused if the independent 
inventor could not show that he made the invention before the inventor named 
in the Crown’s application.

It is to be noted that in the United States, where patents are granted to the 
first inventor, as in Canada, rather than to the first applicant, as in the United 
Kingdom, there is no provision for secret patents. The United States law provides 
simply for withholding the grant and consequent publication of a patent on an 
invention which is to be kept secret in the interest of national security.

The whole subject of secret applications was thoroughly canvassed in 1942 
by a strong interdepartmental committee under the chairmanship of the Under 
Secretary of State and including representatives from the National Research 
Council, the Patent Office, the Departments of Justice, Munitions and Supply, 
External Affairs and the Secretary of State, and also counsel familiar with patent 
matters. This committee at that time settled on a provision in the terms shown 
on the attached sheet. The Patent Institute of Canada is of opinion that such 
a provision would give the Crown all the necessary protection against spurious 
claims by later inventors, and suggests that its substitution for section 19A as 
now proposed in the bill should be seriously considered by the committee.

Now, the proposal on the attached sheet amounts, in effect, to this, that a 
minister of the Crown may tell the commissioner that the rights to an inven
tion disclosed in a patent application have been assigned to the Crown and 
that that application should be kept secret. Then, that application should be so 
kept and inspected only at the direction of the minister. Furthermore, that the 
secrecy order might be, at some subsequent time, removed. When it is, the patent 
and the application should be dealt with, rather, the application for a patent 
should be dealt with in the normal way, but that the term for which the patent 
is granted should be the usual term of seventeen years less the time during which 
it has been kept secret. Otherwise, you might have a situation where an applic-9-' 
tion has been kept secret in the Patent Office for ten or fifteen years, then the 
patent issued for another seventeen years, which would unduly extend the 
monopoly.

Finally, there is a provision for sanction for disclosure in breach of the 
undertaking given to the minister.

By Mr. Lesage:
Q. In your proposed draft, it must be a voluntary assignment?—A. Yes.
Q. It cannot be compulsory?—A. No, sir.
Q. In the United States it could be compulsory?—A. No, there is no com' 

pulsory assignment provision in the United States.
Q. The United States provision reads,

Whenever the publication or disclosure of an invention by ^,e 
granting of a patent might, in the opinion of the commissioner of patents, 
be detrimental to the public safety or defence he may order that t*1 
invention be kept secret and withhold the grant of a patent—

I think that is compulsion?—A. I am sorry, sir. I misunderstood you- 
thought you were speaking of the assignment. There is no provision for com' 
pulsory assignment.
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By the Chairman:
Q. There is provision for compulsory secrecy?—A. There is nothing com

pelling the United States man to disclose to the government at all. It is only 
if he does file an application that such a provision takes effect. The trouble 
with the American provision, it is the same sort of difficulty as Mr. Barrington 
was mentioning, there is no way of compelling the inventor to disclose to the 
government.

Hon. Mr. Gibson : How could you compel him to disclose?
The Witness : That is the difficulty; therefore, even a provision such as 

they have in the United States ordering any application to be kept secret, does 
not really do what is necessary. Nothing can go the whole way and make an 
inventor disclose. All the United States provision provides fords that any appli
cation can be ordered to be kept secret. Then, if a patent is subsequently 
granted they say "the inventor may set up a claim in the United States Court 
of Claims against the government for its use before the application was granted. 
However, there is nothing about a compulsory assignment to the United States 
government.

By Mr. Lesage:
Q. But it is compulsory for the inventor to keep it secret?—A. If he filed 

an application.
Q. Of course, yes?—A. The difficulty is there is still nothing to compel 

him to file an application.
Q. The commissioner of patents in the United States must know about it 

and it is the same here.—A. There is nothing to compel the inventor to file an 
aPplication at all in the United States. Perhaps I have not made my point 
clear, sir. If a man makes an invention, the question of whether or not he files 
and application is one for his decision only. In the United States the legislation 
Provides, if he has filed an application, then that application can be ordered 
lo be kept secret. There is nothing compelling him to file an application at all. 
He could file an application anywhere, in Canada or anywhere else.

Q. He will be compelled to keep his secret where it is a matter of national 
defence or security, but you do not state that here?—A. But only if he has filed 
an application.

Q. Yes, but in your draft you do not state that. You give too much power 
|'° any minister of the Crown?—A. No, sir, because it is only when the invention 
has been disclosed and the pending application has been assigned to the Crown.

By the Chairman:
Q. In theory, you fear some unsatisfactory results would flow from what 

the government now proposes to do, but up to date it is only a theory. Have 
y°u any complaints from the United Kingdom that their legislation worked out 
htisatisfactotily or that any dire results flowed as a result of the legislation?—A. 
Ho, sir, I do not know anything about it except this, I can say, in the United 
Wngdom, because of the fundamental difference in their patent law from ours, 

may Weii be necessary to actually grant a patent on some application. In 
l'us country, in our view, there is no necessity to grant a patent at all. All the 
Protection the Crown needs can be obtained from a pending application.

Hon. Mr. Gibson : Only if it is assigned to the Crown, 
r The Witness : The United Kingdom only gives the assignment to the Crown, 
.h other words, the difference between the United Kingdom Act and what the 
nstitute proposes here is simply this, that in the United Kingdom they actually 
brant a patent on the secret application. Our suggestion is that having regard 

. 00 fundamental difference in the law of this country and the law of the 
nited Kingdom there is no necessity to grant a patent on a secret application.
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It is quite enough that there should be a secret application pending in the 
Patent Office.

By Mr. Lesage:
Q. As in the United States?—A. Yes.
Q. But in the United States, the commissioner of patents may compel the 

inventor to keep it a secret?—-A. We think that is an unwise provision for the 
same sort of reason as Mr. Barrington advanced. It will discourage these 
people from filing applications.

By the Chairman:
Q. Are we too much interested in theory? We have the actual practice 

in Britain to turn to, so are we much interested in the theoretical objections 
if this bill is actually working there? The Englishmen are no different from 
Canadians.—M.. They have a completely different patent law," sir.

Q. I understand that, but I do not see any force in your argument, that 
the difference in the Patent Act could have any results at all. What harmful 
results would follow?

Mr. Irvine: We have not sufficient information as to how the British 
Patent Act is working to warrant us coming to any conclusion.

By the Chairman:
Q. If it is working very unsatisfactorily, certainly the patent institute 

would know about it?—A. Not necessarily.

By Mr. Lasage:
Q. These suggestions were made in 1942, were they?—A. Yes, sir.
Q. They were not accepted at that time?—A. No legislation was passed 

based on them at the time.
Q. Orders in council were?—A. No, there were no orders in council passed 

as a result of these recommendations. This was a consideration of possible 
■amendments to the statute.

Q. Your suggestions were not accepted?—A. These were not suggestions 
made by the institute. No legislation was based on these suggestions. It 
probably was not necessary during the war because there was the power to 
keep the application secret. There was a question as to what should be done 
in peace time when the War Measures Act powers expired.

Perhaps, with your permission, I might try to make my point a little 
clearer as to' the difference between the United Kingdom and the Canadian 
law.

By the Chairman:
Q. I know the difference between the Canadian and the United Kingdom 

law in regard to the right to a patent. I take it your argument is, on account 
of that difference, we are going to encounter difficulty here if we copy the 
British legislation in regard to instruments of war, but I do not see any force 
to the argument?—A. It is partly that and partly because of the difference 
in the Canadian law. In our submission, the granting of a patent on a secret 
application is quite unnecessary to protect the Crown. The Crown gets «u 
the protection it needs by the secret application without granting any patent-

By Mr. Fleming:
Q. You do not want to see a patent ever kept secret?—A. The only kin(| 

of a patent should be Letters Patent, open, that is what a patent is. We qu||c 
agree that there must be cases in which inventions have been developed by 
the Crown which should be kept secret. We quite agree the Crown should ha' c 
a record in a public office, namely, the Patent Office, so as to prevent spuriou5
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claims by subsequent inventors which might enable the inventors to get a 
patent and set up a claim to compensation against the Crown.1 We feel that 
object can be completely achieved by having a secret application in the office 
and not granting the secret patent.

Q. Let us turn away, for the moment, from the rights of the inventor 
and the Department of National Defence, to the rights of a third party. Can 
you see any prejudice resulting to third parties from the issuance of a patent 
that is kept secret as distinguished from simply letting the application stand 
as a secret in the Patent Office?—A. That was the point, sir, which we tried 
to bring out at the end of the first paragraph of our submission. The only 
difference between the patent and the application is that the patent gives a 
monopoly and the application does not. Therefore, if you are going to grant 
a patent you must be granting it for the purpose of giving that monopoly. 
This monopoly can only be used against some innocent third party who happens 
to think of the same idea and starts to develop it commercially. He would 
then find himself liable in damages for infringement of a patent he never knew
existed.

By Mr. Timmins:
Q. At the suit of whom would he be liable for damages?—A. At the suit 

°f the patent owner, presumably the Crown.
Q. That is not likely to happen?—A. If it is not likely to happen, why 

grant the patent?
Q. Does it not bring some finality to the matter?—A. No, sir, that is our 

Point. The Crown can get all the protection it needs against spurious claims 
hy other inventors by keeping the application secret in the Patent Office.

The Chairman: No legislation is perfect. Are you content with the bill 
as originally referred to the committee?

Mr. Fleming: I am not content with the last subsection.
Mr. Lesage : I think we had better work on the reprint after all the work 

We have done.
Mr. Fleming: I would not want to see anything resembling subsection 

13) of 19A in our report to the House.
The Witness : If the members of the committee feel that the objections 

°[ secret patents, I wonder whether any possible difficulty the granting of 
the patent institute are far fetched and there is no harm in the granting 

*°cret patents may cause could be overcome by the insertion of an additional 
subsection in the bill which would free from any claim for infringement of any 
secret patent a man who did not know the patent existed. I would suggest a 
c ause something along these lines:

No claim for infringement of any patent for invention in relation 
to which a certificate has been given by the Minister of National Defence 
as aforesaid shall be maintained against any person unless it is estab
lished that, at the date of the commencement of the alleged infringe
ment, such person knew of such invention or patent or that at such 
date the Minister of National Defence had waived the benefit of this 
section with respect to the said invention.

a Hon. Mr. Gibson : What is the case law on that? Is it not required that 
.Person who has infringed a patent must do so knowingly before he is liable 

r Substantial damages?
The Witness: No, sir, because all patents are public.

By Mr. Lesage:
H0 Q- How could a tribunal condemn - a man to pay damages if there was 
ihfy'lens rert?—A. They can. An innocent infringement is just as much an 

uigement as one with knowledge.
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Hon. Mr. Gibson : There have been no secret patents, but the common law 
is good enough to take care of that.

The Witness: My suggestion is an additional subsection such as this 
would overcome any difficulty we fear if the committee feels secret patents 
should be granted.

By Mr. Lesage:
Q. Would you just read that again?—A. “No claim for infringement of 

any patent for invention in relation to which a certificate has been given by 
the Minister of National Defence as aforesaid shall be maintained against any 
person unless it is established that at the date of the commencement of the 
alleged infringement such person knew of such invention or patent or that at 
such date the Minister of National Defence had waived the benefit of this 
section.” Perhaps the committee will remember there is a provision which 
allows the minister to waive the benefit of the section.

By Mr. Jaenicke:
Q. An action for infringement can only be started after the patent has 

been granted ?—A. Yes.

By Mr. Lesage:
Q. “At the commencement of the alleged infringement—” Suppose he 

commences without any viens rca, then he knows about it and continues, what 
then?—A. That is a possible difficulty. There are difficulties in legislating for 
it because a man might start out innocently and for the purpose of starting 
he may have invested considerable capital. If, after he knew the patent 
existed, he insisted on continuing, it would be an indication of bad faith, but 
would you say as soon as he found out the patent existed he should scrap 
his $10.000 worth of equipment?

Hon. Mr. Gibson: Yes, if it is a secret patent.
The Witness: —and render a man liable for infringing a patent he had 

no means of knowing existed ; it does not seem right.

By the Chairman:
Q. You think he should be compensated for his investment?—A. No» 

simply permitted to go on as if there were not a patent.
Mr. Fleming: It is now one o’clock and I presume we will be rising, but 

I was going to make a suggestion which I hope will help us. We have had 
some formidable objections here this morning, and I am wondering if it would 
help if Mr. Barrington conferred with Brigadier Morrison before our ncx 
meeting. Presumably we are going to do something about this secrecy Pr°' 
vision, certainly in the new draft, so that having Brigadier Morrison repre' 
senting the Department of National Defence meet with these gentlemen, worn 
likely assist us. Major Ready is here now, and such a meeting might enable 
us to get a little closer to some common ground on this problem.

The Chairman: I would ask these men to confer. I would suggest tha 
we meet at four o’clock. The pressure of time is becoming very serious insoD 
as this committee is concerned. We have referred to us a bill on export' 
import permits and we have been asked to clear this patent bill, if it is human 
possible, today. I am quite willing to meet this afternoon and this eveniu 
if the members of the committee are prepared to do so. Our problem lS 
difficult one, but, obviously, we must make a decision on it. I do not 
there is much to be gained by postponing the decision much longer. We bam 
heard the representatives of all the parties who aré interested and we w 
just have to do what we feel is best. • I would suggest in the interim, betwe^ 
now and our four o’clock meeting, these gentlemen should confer and
everything they can to reach an agreement. We will meet again at four
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o'clock and I would ask the members of the committee to keep this evening 
clear in order that we can meet at eight-thirty this evening if we do not 
conclude the bill this afternoon.

At 1.00 o’clock p.m. the committee adjourned to meet again at 4.00 
o’clock p.m.

AFTERNOON SESSION 

The committee resumed at 4.00 p.m.
The Chairman : Gentlemen we have a quorum if you would care to start. 

We have one more witness, gentlemen, whom we did not have.time to hear this 
morning. Shall we call him now?

Mr• A. J. R. Lanouc, Northern Electric Co., Limited, called:

The Witness: Mr. Chairman and gentlemen, I am a patent attorney for 
the Northern Electric Company and have been for a good many years. I have 
been in charge of the patent department for the last twenty years, approximately, 
doing all the company’s patent work.

In hearing the comments before the committee, it occurred to me if we gave 
you some concrete examples of what we are trying to convey, it would help you. 
~he chairman has given me an opportunity of trying.it. I will take one example: 
^dison, after developing his lamp found a defect in it. I forget how he did it, 
but then the next man who came along was Fleming who added a plate in the 
uuip. He found the current would only flow one way and would not flow the 

other. He called this a valve.
d hen the next man who came along was DeForest, who added the third 

e °ment to the lamp and who gave us the key to radio and long distance telephones 
XVe know them today. The other two gentlemen who really did some work in 

bat connection were Arnold and Langmuir. They pumped the valve to a very 
cgh vacuum and that was the last step which opened the door to all the different 
^ Pcs of tubes which we have to-day.

Up to the commencement of the second war we had a certain type of vacuum 
.ube. These illustrations show the chain of inventions on which you base all the 
|bventions which come afterwards. At the beginning of the second war we were 
bced with this radar problem. That is, the scientists were trying to find a means 

be detecting objects in the air. This was done to a minor degree, if I am correct, 
Vlth the ordinary tubes as we know them, that is, the glass tubes. Then, the 
^search was pressed and out of it developed what wre consider the heart of the 

julat- system, that is, these tubes here. These were developed during the war.
.e manufactured them in our plant and they were kept secret. Even I was not 

I ‘owed to go in and look at them, even though I was the patent attorney and 
Was handling all the secret inventions ; I kept them in my safe before they went 

0 the Patent Office.
t , Now, the next thing which was developed during the war with these radar 
r bes or magnetrons, as we call them, was a microwave radio system, portable, 
f 1 the army. By means of this, you could communicate on a line of sight as 
a r.as you could see. It has two antennae, side by side, which were focussed, 
0 ' y°u keep your conversation going from there to there. You could put another 

b beside it with the same wavelength and it would do the same thing. That 
ijj e‘opment, which came out of the war, is basic. This basic idea is going to be 
kp:ol'Porated in the radio relay system which the Bell System is putting up 
ei) "eon New York and Boston. The frequency range of this system is large 

b£h to take television on this channel and the Bell System is trying it out to
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see if it is better than the coaxial cable which we have today, or if it will work 
in with the coaxial cable or if it will work well enough to be put up in isolated 
areas w'here it is not possible to put up wire lines. Now, that was one of the 
secret inventions which we have just obtained permission, if I remember correctly, 
from the United States Patent Office, to file in Canada. This is one difficulty. 
A work, such as that, as I understand it, would fall within the definition of 
munitions and the director of the department could make this secret. If ,he does, 
we cannot use this development in the commercial art.

Personally, I "would never undertake to sit on a committee to judge whether 
an invention was more important from the munition standpoint or from the stand
point of the country as a whole. I might add this; in my younger days, I thought 
I knew quite a bit and I thought the taking out of a patent on an invention for 
the carrier telephone system was nebulous, that we would never get a line from 
Montreal to Vancouver. I said, “Well, we will leave it,” and within eight months 
the different telephone companies got together and put it through. I lost some 
of my inventions. That is the situation you are up against every day in the 
week when you are dealing with inventions.

Another little thing I might add was a development by the Western Electric. 
This company developed a very high speed camera which took pictures at the 
rate of three to four thousand per second. The war department did not find that 
fast enough, as I understand it, so the department developed one with a higher 
speed than that using 35 millimetre film. This camera was so fast it would take a 
picture of a rocket going out of an aeroplane at 800 miles an hour. The depart
ment used this for testing purposes in finding out how a rocket operates when 
it leaves the muzzle and what it does after it leaves the muzzle. In peace t-imê 
scientists use such a camera to take pictures of propellers and what they do under
water. Scientists use those cameras to try and improve the propellers and to 
see how they are going to work.

This Fastex camera, as we call it. is being sold in the United States to be 
used for research purposes. Is it an article or munition of war? I do not know. 
As I see it your definition is so broad it takes in everything.

By Mr. Fleming:
Q. Which definition do you mean?—A. The one which is in the bill.
Q. Which version? We have had several.—A. All the versions I have seen 

so far. I will agree I have not studied them very thoroughly. My difficulty is to 
appreciate the rules. I want to live within the rules; that is why I am trying 
to emphasize the difficulties I find in trying to live within the rules. If we could 
define munitions in such a way that it would mean cannon or ships or aeroplanes 
of a military nature, it would help.

I might emphasize that point a little more. If that were done, I might say 
“all right, I understand what you wrant,” but when you say, “munitions of war > 

it could apply to all this material which goes into the making of raincoats f°’ 
the soldiers and everything else. To my mind, those are munitions of war and 
I cannot see any other way out of it.

By the Chairman:
Q. Would you be content with the actual wording of the bill as it was 

referred to the committee which reads as follows:
The inventor of any improvement in instruments or munitions 0 

wrar ... ?
A. I am still at a loss, sir. .
Q. Could you word it any better than that?—A. No, sir, I cannot; that j 

my difficulty. If I could do so I would be only too glad to help you. P 
something upon which we just do not see eye to eye. We want to live with1
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Uie rules. If we can understand each other, it will be all right, but my difficulty 
is if we place that in the hands of the minister he, being human like all of us, 
is likely to err. As I said before, I would not want to be in the minister’s shoes 
in applying that section because he is going to have some terrible headaches.

Q. Can you think of any better wording than “instruments or munitions 
of war”?—A. Not without a great deal of thought, sir. I have been thinking 
this over for a week and a half, in fact, ever since the bill came out. I am not 
a very good draftsman at the best of times. I might say this—here, for instance 
is a device to shoot rockets out of a tank which holds this contraption which 
shoots out the rockets. It sends them out in salvos or one after the other or in 
twos or fours. All it is, wdien you look at it, is a telephone switch wired in a 
special way to do this job. If I was the munitions minister I would say, “All 
right, don’t print that particular thing. I don’t want to publish it.” The rest 
of the stuff is standard and you can use that in your business or anywhere else. 
I can understand that.

Then, there is this other device that we have which, to my recollection, is 
railed the M9 directive. It was- used for directing the anti-aircraft guns during 
the war. Now, this thing has a marvellous brain in that it has a computer in 
there which takes all the angles you shoot at it and sights the gun so that the 
shell comes out of the gun and reaches the place at the designated time the 
aeroplane will reach it. With that device I would say, “Now, I do not want to 
Publish anything on that.” But, in that device there is this computor which 
was developed to my recollection before the war and which is- being used for 
calculations in some of these mathematical calculators by means of which you 
Put your question on a tape, put it through the printer and come back tomorrow 
toorning and your answer is there. Now, I would say of this particular device, 
I do not want you to give any of the details.” How you would word this in your 

Act, I do not know.
By Mr. Marquis:

Q. May I ask the witness a question? Do you admit that the choice of 
inventions to be used in the war is a matter of public interest?—A. Yes, sure.

Q. If it is a matter of public interest, who is entitled to make the choice? 
:s it the government as represented by the minister or the inventor?—A. I am not 
111 a position to answer that. I do not think anybody could.

By Mr. Hackett:
T Q. We are trying to enact a law.—A. I appreciate that and I will do all 
: can for you. So far as I am concerned I would say, “Yes, you can have anything 
f have got.” You can have my shirt if you want it. However, I want to play 
,ah’- I am not going to put everything in the pot and get nothing out of it.

other words, if, from a commercial standpoint, I can go out and put out 
his telephone system, put some work into it and get some money out of it, I do 

11 want to give up that opportunity.

By Mr. Lesage:
, . Q. 'Could I ask the witness what he would think of the following suggestion 
Uch was given to me by Dr. Ollivier?

The inventor of any invention of or of improvement in instruments 
or munitions of war which could be used only as instruments or munitions 
of war shall, if so required ...”

in Well, let us give that some study. My offhand impression is that is 
°r° al°ng the lines I have been thinking. 

triat Q- That is my suggestion?—A. Whether it might be adopted is another

^r- Jaenicke: It still leaves the matter to the discretion of the minister.
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Mr. Lesage: Yes.
By Mr. Jaenicke:

Q. Have you not any faith in our piinister? He is not going to make some
thing secret which is of some use commercially.—A. I would prefer to have one 
of our chemical men answer that question. I think that this gentleman here was 
talking about that particular thing before we met, about your bacteriological- 
processes that you had in mind. That is one of the things that could be done, 
one of the ways in which it could be applied. Which is the best? That is the 
question in my mind. I would prefer some gentleman in the chemical field to 
answer that one. I am not qualified.

By the Chairman:
Q. You know how you have been treated by the departmental officers 

during the war. In the light of that treatment would you be willing as repre
senting your company to give it a trial on the words that I read to you a few 
moments ago; and then if you found you were badly harmed you could go back 
to parliament?—A. I would not want to go through this again. I would like 
to make sure of the problem now. I am afraid if I came back you would say, it 
is too bad but here is what you have.

Q. You cannot make any suggestion for the improvement of the wording 
there?—A. How about something like this, gentlemen. We should at least try 
to limit it to something on which we may see eye to eye, in other words, I am 
not trying to be obstructive, I’m trying to find something for you to work on; 
but, as I say, I cannot do it. Maybe some of our other minds can get working 
on it.

Q. Now, the department already have many of these patents on which you 
are working. Have you had any unfair deals, deals which you would consider 
to be unfair to you?—A. Not as far as I am concerned, because we have had 
very few. We have had several which were American inventions which the 
United States government allowed to be barred in Canada as secret, and until 
they remove the secrecy the government here is also bound by it.

Mr. Stewakt: Can the commissioner give us some idea as to how many 
patents of invention discovered by Canadians were filed by Canadians during 
the war which were declared to be secret?

Mr. Mitchell: Relatively few. I could not give you the number, but they 
were relatively few.

Mr. Stewart: We might be wasting a lot of time here on inventions which 
might not come along for another ten years or so.

Mr. Hackett: Could you not give a statement to Mr. Stewart showing the 
number of inventions registered by people other than Canadians?

Mr. Stewart: That has nothing to do with this, surely.
Mr. Mitchell : I can say that 99 per cent plus emanated from the United 

States and Great Britain.
Mr. Stewart: Yes.
Mr. Jaenicke : You told us that this morning.
Mr. Mitchell: Yes.

By Mr. Lesage:
Q. Would the chairman ask the witness what he thinks about, “the invent^ 

of any invention or of any improvement or improvements in any instrument , 
munition of war shall when the Minister of National Defence believes that suc^ 
invention or improvement is essential and should be used only for purposes 
national defence—”

The Witness: That may be better from my standpoint, but not very-
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Mr. Hackett: Does that not change the entire sentence?
Mr. Lesage: I do not think it does.
Mr. Hackett: The one that I have here does not read that way.
Hon. Mr. Gibson: You have the old one. You had better get a new copy. 
Mr. Lesage: I was reading from the new draft.
Mr. Hackett: I am sorry. I have the old copy.
Mr. Lesage : I think this amendment would cover a lot of the objections 

that we have heard from the witnesses that we have had here.
Mr. Gibson: Would it not follow, only if required by the Minister of 

National Defence; he would not require it unless he considered it necessary?
Mr. Lesage : Well, they say it is at the discretion of the Minister of National 

Defence. That is too broad. This amendment would limit it to cases of 
essential national defence.

Mr. Marquis : But he has to use his own discretion.
Mr. Lesage: That is ‘right, but we will limit his discretion to cases that he 

deems essential for use only for purposes of national defence; exactly as it is 
said in the United States statute written for the same purpose.

Mr. Jaenicke : Ydu are talking about the Minister of National Defence. 
Since he is here we would like to hear from him.

Mr. Fleming: Has the witness completed his presentation?
By Mr. Timmins:

Q. In so far as the American Patent Office is concerned, did they not during 
the war declare certain applications for inventions that came before them 
secret?—A. Oh, yes, plenty of them. I have one hundred alone of my own, that 
is of my own Western company.

Q. So there is nothing new in the declaring of applications for patents
secret?—A. No.

Q- Then, following that, did they in the American Patent Office grant a 
bâtent in respect to secret applications?—A. No, sir.

Q. They did not?—A. No, sir.
Q. What happened to them?—A. They prosecuted the application to the 

llne of allowance and then withheld it from publication.
Q. What happens to the applicant for a patent; does he receive compensation 

nder the American Act?—A. That is my understanding.
Mr. Lesage: That was all discussed this morning.

By Mr. Timmins:
j Q- Coming back to the principles of the Canadian Act that we have had . 
er°> we are talking about the secret patent here in this Act?—A. Yes.

Q- What is your main objection to that?—A. The designation. 
c Q- The designation ; in other words that something may be desirable for 
^minereiai purposes to-day and to-morrow it may be taken over for military 

c ~rM Or vice versa.
u , 0- Yes; and you say you cannot answer that question?—A. No, sir;

less they can find a definition. That is my difficulty. 
hr > Just following that one step further; under this Act, compensation is 

n'ded where a patent is secret?—A. Yes.
0- That follows the American Act?—A. But in a different way.
V- But there is compensation?—A. There is compensation.

• 0- And if you are not satisfied you can take an appeal ?—A. 1 cs. 
if 0- And you as a patent attorney would be satisfied about that? A. Oh, yes, 

give me an appeal.
an ] 0- Then, coming to England—the commissioner has prepared this for me 

1 thought it might be helpful for him to get the various categories—in
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England they could also during the war declare certain applications for patent 
secret?—A. Yes, sir.

Q. And according to the minister’s advice there a patent could be granted?— 
A. Yes, sir.

Q. So that is the very thing we are talking about here for the Canadian Act? 
—A. But under a different law.

Q. But we figured this section—• —A. The laws of England, the United 
States and Canada vary.

Q. I see; but at any rate they do grant a secret patent in England?—A. Yes, 
sir.

Q. And they go further and if it is something they are interested in the 
minister may grant compensation?—A. Yes.

Q. So we are really travelling along in exactly the same way?—A. That part 
is all right.

Q. So that we come back to the one thing?—A. Yes.
Q. Whether it is a munition of war or whether it is to be used in ordinary 

commercial use?—A. Yes.
Mr. Lesage : That is the only point under discussion.

By Mr. Fleming:
Q. Predicating your position on this bill on the power of expropriation 

given in this latest draft; we discussed this morning eliminating that and going 
back to the original version?—A. That is all right with us.

Q. And I take it your probelm is in defining instruments and munitions of 
war?—A. If it is permissive I can go to the commissioner and discuss it with him. 
If he says the invention is one that he figures is a munition of wrar—

Q. Your objection is that we simply should put it on the basis of the original 
version of this section ?—A. Yes, sir.

Q. Let me ask you one other question. It has been suggested Mr. Robinson’s 
section, the original 19(a), is not complete in itself. We have added here a 
section which reads as follows:—

(12a) No claim for the infringement of any patent for an invention 
in relation to which a certificate has been given by the Minister of 
National Defence as aforesaid shall be maintained against any person 
unless it is established that, at the date of the commencement of the 
alleged infringement, such person knew that such invention was patented 
or that, at such date, the Minister of National Defence had waived the 
benefit of this section with respect to such invention.

What is your opinion of that?—A. Perfectly satisfactory to me.
Q. Do you think it is satisfactory?—A. Yes.

By Mr. Lesage:
Q. You think it is?—A. Yes, sir. Under our law we have only until the 

application becomes a patent. I can manufacture and sell it; I can make 
thousands of it. After the patent issues, I can still sell it. And now, you give a 
secret patent. There is that blank wall against me. I do not know what it is.

Q. What about the rights for royalty, and the rights of the origin0'’ 
inventor?—A. Yes; apparently he has a patent and I will pay a royalty accord' 
ing to the courts, providing the courts say I have infringed his patent. I’d 
rather say: I’ll pay you five per cent or I’ll quit.

By the Chairman:
Q. Would you not be safer if you left it to the court to develop case laVJ 

under the new conditions rather than to try legislation to attempt to mee 
these things before they develop?—A. What I think you have in mind there 
is to prevent going to the courts. If we have to go to court to decide question6
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of law it is going to be mighty expensive. I know the lawyers would be pleased. 
I am not flattering myself, but I have to pay these bills. I know the lawyers will 
be glad. They will say, we will go before a judge and have him decide this 
question. It seems to me that if we can meet this point by legislation we’will be 
all set.

Mr. Fleming: I think this clarifies the position of this witness. I do not 
want to interrupt any procedure about suggesting calling the Minister of National 
Defence, but I think it would be helpful to us to have a statement by the 
commissioner at this stage as to his view on the proposed addition of 12(a) to 
the original section 19(a).

The Chairman: While the minister is studying that Mr. Jane has some
thing further he wanted to put before the committee. Would it not be well to 
recall him now and clean up that tag-end?

Dr. R. S. Jane, recalled :
Mr. Chairman, my remarks this morning were confined almost entirely to 

subsection (1). I would like to say now that the Canadian Manufacturers 
Association withdraws its objection if the subsection is left in its original form. 
There is one remark which I would like to draw to your attention and it is 
this; the object of this section as I understand it is to bring inventions useful in 
war to the attention of the Department of National Defence. It is my opinion, 
and I think of the Canadian Manufacturers Association, that the best means 
of doing that is to create in the inventors of Canada, whether they be independ
ent or working for a company, the maximum incentive to bring such inventions' 
to the Department of National Defence. I maintain that the section as it now 
stands would have just the opposite effect and would keep inventors away from, 
the Department of National Defence.

There is one other part I would like to bring to your attention, speaking 
ior my own company as director of research ; I am seriously concerned with the 
effect of this bill, and I think the results will be that money that is now being 
niadc available for research will gradually dry up.

As this research work that we are doing matures to inventions we will 
P® afraid that they will be taken up and confiscated by the Department of 
National Defence. There are one or two other points, but I think they have 
been adequately dealt with by Mr. Barrington and Mr. Lanoue.

By Mr. Fleming:
Q. May I ask if you have any opinion to express on the proposed addition 

°f 12A to the original 19A?—A. No, I have left that entirely to the patent 
People.

Mr. Lesage: If I may say so, Mr. Fleming, on account of the objection 
'vhich I took this morning to this addition because a manufacturer might learn 
ab°ut a secret patent after the commencement of his operations, would it be 
Possible to strike out the following words, “At the date of the commencement 
0 the alleged infringement?” Did Mr. Robinson draft this?

Mr. Fleming: It is Mr. Robinson’s draft.
Mr. Lesage : What do you think of it?

n Mr. Fraser: You would have to strike out “at such date” also, would you

Mr. Lesage : Yes, “at such date”.
Mr. Fraser : Naturally you would have to strike that out.

, Mr. Timmins: Arc we going to hear what the Commissioner has to say ab°utthis clause? *
84277—3
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The Chairman : He is thinking it over.
Mr. Mitchell: Mr. Chairman, my objection to 12A is that it is not in keep

ing with section 56 of the Act. Under section 56 if a person does not know there 
is a patent he goes on manufacturing, but as soon as he is notified there is a 
patent he stops manufacturing. The same thing should apply to 12A. As soon 
as he is notified there is a patent he should stop manufacturing. It is not enough 
to say there is no claim for infringement. It should also contain a clause to say 
the same as section 56 does, “Now that I have been notified there is a patent I 
will stop manufacturing and I will not manufacture any more.”

Mr. Lesage: It will be covered by section 56.. You do not have to put it 
there. Section 56 will apply.

Mr. Mitchell: Well—
The Chairman : I think you are much safer to leave it as it is and let the 

case law develop on it. It is almost impossible to provide in advance for these 
different points and contingencies that will crop up. If you provide for one and 
do not provide for another then you may interfere with the level handed justice 
that flows under case law.

Mr. Marquis : If it is covered by section 56 why do you need a new 
subsection?

The Chairman : Shall we hear from the Minister of National Defence?
Mr. Irvine: On what? What is the subject of the minister’s remarks?
The Chairman : I take it that the minister is rather interested in these secret 

provisions.
Mr. Irvine: I should like him to say something about the secret feature of 

this bill, whether it is possible to keep anything secret, whether it is advantageous 
or advisable to try to keep anything secret, whether it would not be better to 
disclose everything that is discovered to every country in the world, particularly 
if they are willing to reciprocate with us, and whether trying to keep secrets even 
under our Patent Act will not interfere with efforts to make peace that are being 
carried on by international organizations.

Mr. Lesage : We will have to sit in camera again if the minister is going 
go into that question.

Hon. Mr. Claxton: Mr. Chairman and gentlemen: I think my presence here 
is really designed to enable me to follow the course of your discussion on tin5 
bill so that I can discuss it with the officers of the department rather than fror° 
any intention of mine to endeavour to inform you on our attitude or our 
position. I am primarily here as a learner rather than in any reverse capacity-

Mr. Irvine: You came to the right place this time.
Hon. Mr. Claxton : I must say I have followed the discussion with gr6a. 

interest both from your proceedings and this afternoon. The section whic 
concerns the Department of National Defence is the proposed section 1“ ^ 
On that I'would call to your attention as no doubt you must have been inform6 
before—and it is quite evident—that in war many inventions for war purpos6 
were not subject to any application for patent at all. Further, in war 
government was given powers necessary to look after the safety of the sta 
with regard to patents and pretty well everything else either under the Defen 
of Canada regulations or some other provisions.

So that this provision is, as I understand it, designed not only to meet 
situation in the possible event of another war but also in order to ensure v*1* | 
as far as possible, the state is protected in time of peace. We are all awa,euSe 
the fact that very useful inventions are made in peacetime which may be of 
in connection with instruments or munitions of war.
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Section 19A, as it appears in the original draft, was prepared, I think, by 
the Commissioner of Patents.

Hon. Mr. Gibson : Copied from the English.
Hon. Mr. Claxton : No doubt in consultation with others, and was based on 

the English Act. It was only after it appeared that my attention was drawn 
to it. I should like first to say a word on whether or not there is anything to be 
said for there being compulsory expropriation powers such as are suggested in 
the alternative draft that you have had before you. It has been suggested to 

by officers of the department that the provision in the original draft, 19A (1), 
The inventor of any improvement in instruments or munitions of war may 

assign to the Minister of National Defence”, and so on, “all the benefit of the 
invention” really adds nothing either to the rights of the inventor or the powers 
°i the minister. A voluntary assignment could be made without any such 
Provision, but there is, that notwithstanding, an advantage in the draft with the 
Provisions for secrecy which follow in subsections 3 and following. So while, as 
I understand it, 19 A, subsection (1), as proposed in the draft bill, does not add 
anything to the rights of the inventor or the capacity of the minister to accept 
nn assignment, it does make some useful provisions with regard to secrecy.

With regard to the alternative draft that has been put before you it would 
°bligate the inventor of any improvement in munitions of war to assign the 
Patent if required by the minister. It gives the minister a right to exercise that 
power even against the wish of the inventor. I cannot conceive of the minister 
having to exercise such a power in peacetime except in very rare circumstances.

lrst of all I cannot conceive of his having to do it in the case of the ordinary 
Patriotic citizen who would be prepared to deal with the matter in a perfectly fair 
. ay in the interests of his country, but there might be a case where an important 

yention was made which the inventor was unwilling to assign, and which it 
^ht be very much in the national interest that he should not assign to any 

tt e+eLse- It is on account of that possibility, and to provide for that contingency, 
'at I understand this alternative draft has been put forward. 

an ®P.eaking largely on the advice I have received,—because I think you 
PPreciate that I have had no experience whatever with patents of inventions 
r war purposes,—it would seem to me that there would be a very considerable 

countag® in having the compulsory feature left in, provided some safeguards 
UId be introduced to prevent its being abused in any way.
. I really have nothing more to add on that, that is, that I am advised that 

finite conceivable that inventions may be made which it would be in the 
crests of Canada not to have made public, and that if that is so, and one is 
Wp.erly advised by competent officials, it would probably be the feeling of any 
com ter of National Defence that the assignment should be made, proper 
con ^nsation should be paid, and the patent kept secret for as long as was 
likrwi ered desirable. However, I would add again that I am informed that the 
expG "l0°d of there being many such cases or of such power being exercised, 

in a rather unusual case where the matter is one of very definite and 
cpal advantage to the country, would be very small, 

oy I say, I have nothing further to add on that point. With regard to, one 
decGr flatter which has been raised, the definition of “munitions of war as 
Soor?6? the Official Secrets Act, I have looked at that and I must say I have a 
Thn i 1 of sympathy with the last witness from the Bell Telephone Company, 
to l anguage does seem to go pretty far. If it were desired by the committee 
adon+Gp any compulsory feature I would hope that some language might be 
Whjp^d following the lines of the suggestion made by Mr. Lesage and others 
the i\T^?nld be far more specific, and really limit the power to be exercised by 
Cotri -^ter t° matters which were of definite and specific usefulness in 

ecti°n with an instrument of war.
8*277^31
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With regard to the question raised by the hon. member for Cariboo that is 
a pretty large order. That is the kind of thing they are discussing in another 
place in New York pretty actively. I do not think we are prepared here to have 
any final discussion of it. I think there was one qualifying phrase at the end 
of his remarks to which I would adhere for the time being at least. That is 
that if it could be ensured that there was full publicity for all scientific inventions 
on a completely reciprocal basis then I think there would be a good deal to be 
said for his case, but that is not possible at the present time. We may be 
working towards it but until we arrive closer towards it, then, whether we like 
it or not, I think it is necessary that nations which have some pride and self 
respect should be prepared to take such steps are are necessary to see to their 
national defence.

Mr. Hackett: Has it not been the experience of the Department in the 
past that inventors have invariably gone to the Department with a view to 
getting the Department to adopt and, if possible, purchase their inventions?

Hon. Mr. Claxton: I think that is so in the great majority of cases.
Mr. Hackett: I think that is the general rule, but I recall several cases 

which achieved some prominence after the last war where men had attempted 
time and again to dispose of a patent to our War Office and having failed sold it 
to Germany, and it came out through claims against the custodian at a later 
date. To give any value to the suggestion that this extraordinary power of 
expropriation will keep inventors from disclosing their invention to our depart
mental officials, that may be paying too high a price for this arbitrary power 
however carefully it may be exercised; and we must not forget that when war 
does come—

Hon. Mr. Claxton : If war does come.
Mr. Hackett: If war does come as the minister puts it—we all pray that 

he may be right—the extraordinary powers which vest in government at that 
time would enable it to exercise powers of expropriation that it does not enjoy 
in peace time. Apparently, in Britain they have not as yet felt that they require 
these extraordinary powers, and if there is any chance of it having the effect 
of preventing the inventor from taking out a patent here and giving to Canada 
the benefit of his invention in time of war it would seem to me that the balance 
of convenience and the balance of prudence would indicate that the first draft 
which I understand is a copy of the British draft, will persist and prevail.

Mr. Fraser: I should like to ask the Minister if he does not think that this 
first clause here all depends upon the loyalty of the inventor, and by making it 
compulsory you may bring about a certain result: you know yourself, perhapSi 
that if you are told you have to do a thing, many times you will fight against 
doing it; and perhaps by making it compulsory you are making it so that the 
inventor will not go to the Minister of National Defence.

Hon. Mr. Claxton : I am not an expert in patents, but I would think that 
while that may be generally so, Mr. Mitchell, I imagine, could conceive of sonic 
situation where the man’s patriotism or loyalty is not concerned where it ,s 
largely a question of bargaining to get the best possible consideration.

Mr. Fraser : Yes, but the same inventor could say: “They say I have to ^ 
the Minister of National Defence take this patent, but I will be darned if „ 
will do that; I am going to have it patented in every country in the world- 
And he can do that. He does not have to go to the minister at all. It a 
depends on loyalty. He will object to being pushed into that position. ^

Mr. Timmins: Could I ask a question of the commissioner? Having rcga^g 
to the fact that the Canadian Act seeks to certify an application for a patent 
a secret patent, and having regard to the fact that the British Act provides |j1 t 
an application there may be held in secrecy, and having regard to the fact t 
the United States Act provides that an application there may be made secre
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Mr. Lesage : In the United States it may be compulsory.
Mr. Timmins: That is it, yes. That is the mandatory section. It goes across 

the three Acts. That is the point where the inventor cannot go any further 
because it is declared a secret. We have not gone very much further than that 
when we put in subsection (1) that the inventor shall if required by the 
minister—we are not going very much further; we are following the trend, it 
seems to me.

Mr. Fleming: May I ask if the minister or the commissioner can answer 
my question; it may be more directly within the knowledge of the commissioner? 
As regards the remark made by the Minister of National Defence, between the 
outbreak of war and say up to the present time, how many .applications were 
made for patents of which the Minister of National Defence sought an assign
ment and was refused?

Mr. Mitchell: I do not know of any.
Mr. Fleming: And do you know of cases where a request was made for 

an assignment and the assignment was negotiated?
Mr. Mitchell: No, I do not know of any either.
Mr. Fleming: In other words, the Minister has not taken the assignment 

voluntarily or otherwise of any patent?
Mr. Mitchell: I would have to go through each application singly and 

look at the assignments to find out what happened in each case, and, as there 
Were some 4,000 or 5,000 secret applications, that is an impossibility. Now, 
these applications are passing into the office at the rate of 15 or so a week. I 
have never come across an assignment yet where the inventor was asked for it. 
There were some assignments made by air force officers to the Crown but they 
were made by these officers voluntarily and under certain particular conditions.

Mr. Fleming: Well, you may not be sure about the numbers of voluntary 
assignments—

Mr. Mitchell: I think I only know about Air Marshal Ferrier who 
Assigned to the Crown probably one or two inventions, but that was a voluntary 
a°t on his part.

Mr. Fleming : There have been no cases, though, where assignment was 
mfused to the Minister of National Defence?

Mr. Mitchell: Not that I know of.

Cr

Mr. Fleming: Perhaps the problem does not look quite so serious then. 
Mr. Mitchell: There is a P.C. 9750 where servants and officers of the

own did assign—assignments received from officers of the Crown and semants 
the Crown—but that is an entirely different thing. You are taking in the matter 

of master and servant, where it may be that a contract of employment or some 
“tiler regulation in the Department of National Defence may have controlled 
that. That is not the type of thing to which you refer.

The Chairman- Now, gentlemen, the Minister of National Defence has 
ffidicated to me that he would prefer to have an opportunity of discussing this 
fatter fully with the officials in this department; and I would suggest that we 
Tar the bill as to all the other clauses and reserve this section of the bill, we

ti>at Ca^ a sPeciaI meeting later in the week to deal with that. I would hope 
W0 . We could clear all the other provisions of the bill this afternoon which 
on rd mean that we could start on the Export and Import permits Bill 

hursday morning. Is that satisfactory?
"^r- Jaenicke: I do not know why we cannot carry section 19.

Hk JiP10 Chairman: The minister has indicated, he would like to confer with 
“mcials.
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Mr. Marquis : But there is no objection to accepting the bill as it is now.
Hon. Mr. Claxton : Indraft?
Mr. Marquis: I think the members would be willing to adopt the bill.
Mr. Fleming: Do you mean the original section?
Mr. Marquis: No, the new one; the one you have suggested.
Mr. Fleming: Mr. Chairman, I have something to say about that.
The Chairman: Now, we have plenty of work to do without this. If the 

minister is not ready to express a final opinion now and he has asked for a slight 
delay in order to consult with the officials in his department, why not let that 
section stand? All those in favour of allowing section 4 to stand?

Carried.
Now, coming back to the bill, section 2, which in the absence of the minister 

was left over, the committee indicated it would approve of the section without 
any salary ceiling. The minister is content to accept that. Shall the section 
carry?

Mr. Fleming: No. I come back to the point I made before in asking that 
this stand over. I would like some assurance from the minister as to the steps 
that would be taken under this amended power in this section if the amendment 
carries. We have not any assurance at all.

Hon. Mr. Gibson: What is intended will be that the salary will be set at 
$8,000 in line with the recommendation of the Gordon report. Of course, it will 
have to be voted by parliament every year anyway.

Mr. Lesage: That does not show in the estimates?
Hon. Mr. Gibson: It would.
Mr. Irvine: Will it be $8,000?
Hon. Mr. Gibson: I have got to get the order in council passed, but all 

the other recommendations in the Gordon report, I think, have been accepted— 
recommendations in the way of salaries that were recommended; I think they 
have all been proceeded with, except those that are statutory.

Mr. Hackett: Could the minister say how salaries of this kind are generally 
determined? Is it in this way?

Hon. Mr. Gibson: No, it is not very often done in this way. I do not 
think they are in the Act. I think the Civil Service Commission salaries are 
included in the Civil Service Act.

Mr. Timmins: Carried.
Mr. Lesage: May we have the assurance of the minister that the comrni3' 

sioner will receive $8,000?
Hon. Mr. Gibson: I am recommending it to the council.
The Chairman: All the minister can do is assure you it has his blessing-
Mr. Lesage: May we have the assurance of the minister he will do hJ® 

utmost in his representations to the Civil Service Commission to raise the salary 
of the assistant commissioner?

Hon. Mr. Gibson: Of what?
Mr. Lesage: Of patents.
Hon. Mr. Gibson: That has to be recommended to the Civil Servi66 

Commission.
Mr. Lesage: Could we have the assurance of the minister he will n:a -g 

such representations, because I believe the salary of the assistant commissioner 
not fair.

Hon. Mr. Gibson: I do not even know what it is.
Mr. Timmins: We are out of order.
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Mr. Lesage : Even if I am out of order, it is an important question.
The Chairman: I am going to declare section 2 of the bill carried.
Now, gentlemen, we have two distinct matters still to clean up. The first 

is the question of unfinished business as of March 31. This has been discussed 
and agreed upon, I understand, by the commissioner, so I will ask him to indicate 
to the committee what he has in mind. While this will not be an added section 
to the Act, it will be an added section to the present bill in order to take care 
of unfinished business as of March 31.

Mr. Mitchell: Mr. Chairman, after we obtained the opinion of the Depart
ment of Justice in connection with the emergency rules and regulations which will 
terminate on March 31, of this year, it cast grave doubts as to whether the office 
will be able to handle any applications which come in during the last week 
of March and to which attention could not be given before March 31. Now, if 
those applications cannot receive attention under the emergency rules and 
regulations, since they have passed out of the picture, there should be some 
provision made in the present bill to permit all those cases to be taken up 
at the earliest possible moment and be signed as of the 31st of March so that they 
will have proper legal effect. It is for this reason this amendment is submitted.

The Chairman : Would you please read the text of the section ?
Mr. Mitchell: The text is this:—

PROPOSED SECTION 22 OF BILL No. 16

22. (1) On request made to him not later than the thirty-first day 
of March, 1947, the commissioner may, subject to such conditions, if any, 
as he thinks fit to impose, extend to a date not- later than the said date, 
the time limited by or under The Patent Act, 1935, for doing any act 
where he is satisfied
(a) that the doing of the act within the time so limited, was prevented 

by a person’s being on active service or by any other circumstances 
arising from the existence of a state of war which, in the opinion of 
the commissioner, justify an extension of the time so limited, or

(b) that, by reason of circumstances arising from the existence of a state 
of war, the doing o,f the act within the time so limited would have 
been or would be injurious to the rights or interests of the person by 

or on whose behalf the act is or was to be done or to the public 
interest.
(2) an extension under this section of the time for doing any act—

(а) may be for any period expiring not later than the thirty-first day of 
March, 1947, that the commissioner thinks fit, notwithstanding that 
by or under any enactment in the said Act power is conferred to 
extend the time for doing that act for a specified period only; and

(б) may be granted notwithstanding that that time expired before any 
application or request for extension was made, or that, by reason of 
that act not having been done for the reasons set forth in subsection 
one of this section within that time, the relevant application has 
ceased or expired, or been treated as abandoned.

The sections are taken from 1 and 2 and paragraphs (a) and (6) of the 
rst subsection are taken exactly from the wording of the emergency rules and 

filiations, 1939.
The Chairman: Mr. Mitchell, who drafted these? 

r; Mr. Mitchell: Mr. Robinson did, in my presence. This only extends the 
to me to act in any case up to the 31st of March, 1947.

The Chairman : Have you seen it?
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Dr. Ollivier: No, I have not.
The Chairman : Has Mr. Varcoe seen it?
Mr. Mitchell: No, Mr. Varcoe has not seen it. We were going to refer 

it to Mr. Draper of the Department of Justice to get a ruling on it.
The Chairman: Is it satisfactory to the committee if this section stands? 

You now have notice of it, so it might stand until it is referred to the proper 
legal officers for checking.

It is agreable then that sections 3 and 4 shall stand?
Mr. Fleming: Three was adopted, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Jaenicke: I have it noted as passed with amendments.
The Chairman : That is quite true, but we deleted from section three a 

subparagraph which must go back in if section 4 is to revert back to the 
original draft.

Mr. Lesage: I do not think so, Mr. Chairman, because in the original draft 
the Governor in Council already had the power to make any rules by sub
section (13). More than that, if we go back to the original draft we will have 
to delete some words in section 13. The Governor in Council may make rules 
under this section.

The Chairman : I think we are talking at cross purposes. Section 3 of the 
bill deals with both 11 and 12. We cannot carry section 3 of the bill until we have 
disposed of section 4, so both of those sections will require to stand.

Mr. Lesage: It is there I do not agree with you because we deleted from 
section 12 the powers given to the Governor in Council to make some rules 
concerning secrecy. Even if we have not changed section 4 of the bill, we would 
have to delete it anyway, because it is already in the original draft and the 
reprint.

The Chairman : Show me where it is in the reprint?
Mr. Lesage: Subsection (14) of 19A.
Mr. Fleming: It is all there and the language is identical with section 14-
Mr. Irvine: It cannot do any harm to let it stand and then it would stop 

all this discussion.
Mr. Fleming : I would oppose the leaving of that subsection in the new 

section 12 for this reason: it was all passed before, but if you want to discuss iL 
the power to make regulations for ensuring secrecy of patents in the interests 
of the safety of the state under section 12 goes much further than the breadth 
of the language in section 19A. Section 19A deals only with those patents which 
are assigned to the minister and you have got all the power required to ensure 
secrecy of those applications, that is those assigned to the minister, already in 
the section. You do not need this at all, and it goes much further.

The Chairman : I find it difficult enough to keep up with the questions o 
one member at a time. Mr. Lesage stated subsection (14) of the bill took care 
of this problem. I cannot find any subsection (14) in the original draft.

Mr. Lesage: In the original draft, it was subsection (13). It goes much 
farther and perhaps we will need to modify it, but it is there.

The Chairman : Well now, just wait a moment. Subsection (13) says,
The Governor in Council may make rules under this section for thc 

purpose of ensuring secrecy—
As I read the section, that only arises where subsection (3) comes into play-

Where any such assignment has been made the Minister of Nation-1 
Defence may at any time before the publication of the patent gran?(j-c’ 
certify to the commissioner of patents that, in the interests of the pub*1 
service—

and so on. Is that not correct?
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Mr. Lesage: Yes.
The Chairman: Then, subsection (3) is restricted to all cases where a 

voluntary assignment has been made. You will find it is so restricted.
Mr. Lesage: All right, Mr. Chairman, but if we leave section 19A as it is, 

there is nothing which prevents the committee replacing—even if we go back 
to the original print, there is nothing which prevents us from replacing sub
section (13) of the original draft by subsection (14) of the reprint. It will be 
complete.

The Chairman: I think I fully understand your question now. What is 
your point, Mr. Fleming?

Mr. Fleming : My point is the same, Mr. Chairman. Insofar as it may be 
necessary to pass regulations or make rules for ensuring secrecy, under section 
19A, the power is there, both in subsection (13) of the original version and 
subsection (14) of the reprint.

The Chairman : I cannot find the power in sectidn 19A. I think the power 
ns to secrecy is restricted to patents which arc voluntarily assigned.

Mr. Fleming: And it should be so restricted1.
The Chairman: No, I do not think so.
Mr. Fleming: That is the reason that subsection (12) (c) in the original 

bill is objectionable because it gives the power to make regulations with respect 
to secrecy going beyond the substantive terms of the bill.

The Chairman : Yes, but if the regulations as to secrecy are restricted to 
Patents which are voluntarily assigned, is your bill worth anything at all?

Mr. Lesage: I cannot see that they are restricted in that way.
The Chairman : If you will take the time to read subsection (3) in section 

^9A and the original draft, you will see what I mean. It is restricted purely to 
voluntary assignment.

Mr. Lesage: But what is there to prevent us, when we come to section 19A, 
rePlacing subsection (13) by subsection (14) of the reprint.

The Chairman: Nothing at all, except this—
Mr. Lesage: Let us assume it will be done.
The Chairman: Nothing at all, except this, that the witnesses who have 

^Ppeared here today have indicated they have not any violent objections to the 
bill in its present form. If we go ahead" and add subsection (14) to step up the 
Powers of the minister with regard to secrecy, it would hardly be a matter of 
?°°d faith to those men who have more or less given their blessing to this bill 
ln its present form.
n Mr. Lesage : It is quite the contrary ; we are restricting the powers of the 
governor in Council to make rules if we adopt the phraseology of subsection 

of the reprint.
, .The Chairman: I am quite willing that it should be left on a voluntary 
^sis for the assignment so long as I know, in the back of my head, l an\ 
Sergent condition arises, the minister has the power to regulate as to secrecy.

Mr. Jaenicke: Then, we should reinstate paragraph (c).
. Mr. Fleming: I am opposed to that as going beyond the substantive pro- 

’Sl(?ns of the Act as contemplated in the amendment. Mr. Chairman sub- 
®c^on (13) of the original bill provides that the Governor in Council may 
>ke rules under this section for the purpose of ensuring secrecy with respect 
of patents to which this section applies. I am not going to lead the t alanc J because the balance of it, I think, is entirely objectionable. Then, eub- 

cbon (14) 0f the reprint provides,
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The Governor in Council may make rules under this section for the 
purpose of ensuring secrecy with respect to applications and patents to 
which this section applies and generally to give effect to the spirit and 
intent thereof.

The Chairman : That is quite true, but in the bill from which you are 
reading we have made provision for compulsory assignment.

Mr. Fleming: It is just the same provision as you have in .the original 
draft. It is on a purely voluntary basis, Mr. Chairman.

Hon. Mr. Gibson : But with the voluntary assignment in the original draft 
we also had section 3 (c) and section 12 (c) which gave the right to keep a 
patent secret even though it had not been assigned to the Minister of National 
Defence.

Mr. Fleming: I think if there is to be any power given it should be given 
in specific terms and not introduced in general language empowering the minister 
to make regulations. If such a power is desirable, I submit it must come 
under section 19A or some section to be passed under the general heading of 
secret patents which precedes 19A. It should not be left simply on the basis of 
empowering the Governor in Council to make regulations which are, in effect, 
legislation. It is that very thing we want to get away from now.

Hon. Mr. Gibson : You are quite right.
Mr. Fleming: If there is need for any such power, then let us have it in a 

substantive provision in the Act and not put on the basis of empowering the 
minister to make regulations.

Hon. Mr. Gibson: We are empowered to do that under section 19B where 
we have foreign commitments to maintain secret patents which we have received 
from Britain and the United States.

The Chairman: Is there any reason why this whole discussion should not 
stand until we hear from the Minister of National Defence?

Hon. Mr. Gibson: As a matter of fact, I would like Hon. Mr. Howe to 
give his opinion upon the thing, because I do not think he is particularly 
impressed with the necessity for having secret patents for individual applies- 
tions that are not taken over by the government.

Mr. Fleming : I think we had the full answer a few minutes ago from the 
commissioner when he said that nobody had ever refused to assign to the 
minister.

Mr. Mitchell: I said I did not know of any.
The Chairman : We have a number of amendments with respect to which 

Mr. Jaenicke has given the committee notice. I think we should deal with 
those now.

Mr. Lesage: Mr. Chairman, before Mr. Jaenicke begins, may I ask 11 
question? I understood that when we redrafted the bill we had arranged to Pu* 
in a section 21. In the reprint which I have before me I see we have only 
twenty sections. I wonder if one has been left out.

The Chairman : I can assure you that no section was left out but in the 
hurry and scramble of redrafting and this and that we apparently got one m°re 
number than we needed.

All right, Mr. Jaenicke.
Mr. Jaenicke: All the amendments I am proposing revolve around 

section 64.
The Chairman: That is, section 64 of the Patent Act?
Mr. Jaenicke: Yes, section 64 of the Patent Act. That section provide® 

that the commissioner may give notice to any patentee to make certe11
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returns. My proposed amendment makes it compulsory ; that is that the 
patentee should once a year make certain returns of certain facts. I have added 
a few other amendments. I may say that I have been prompted to propose 
these amendments because of the abuses of patents of which we have read 
and heard ; and I think that almost everybody will agree that there are abuses 
of the Patent Act. Now, I realize that my amendments would entail a lot of 
work; and since I have drawn up these amendments I have visited the Patent 
Office and I realized it would be very difficult under present circumstances to 
put these amendments into effect because there is no space for any filing. 
These returns would require a large amount of filing space and would also 
entail further staff being engaged in order to file the returns. Although I 
think it is a good idea, at the present time it is not practicable. There is one 
section, however, section 16(d) of my proposed amendment which deals with 
paragraph (d) of section 66. I might say that in the copy which I have before 
me there appears to be a misprint. It reads “Paragraph (e)”, it should be 
"Paragraph (d)” of section 66 of the said Act—“Paragraph (d) of section 66 
of the said Act be amended by striking out all the words after the word 
‘powers’ in the third line of the said paragraph and submitting therefor the 
following:—” The present Act says that the commissioner may order a patent 
to be revoked ; and the principal part of my amendment is that he shall order 
the patent to be revoked. I would suggest, Mr. Chairman, that as the com
missioner of patents is here and as he has read over this amendment, I 
should like to get at least his opinion with respect to the same and then 
decide as to what I propose to do.

Mr. Mitchell: Mr. Jaenicke, do you refer to section 64?
Mr. Jaenicke: I refer to all the amendments, as to what you think 

about them.
Mr. Mitchell: All right. In section 64, while I quite agree with the 

spirit of it, it certainly is unworkable at the present time. It would require 
about twenty-one more additional staff and a tremendous amount of floor 
sPace, and more staff to carry it out. It would mean dealing with 124,000 
reports yearly. We only have personnel at the present time to handle about 
60,000 pieces of mail and putting an additional 124,000 reports in would involve 
a tremendous amount of work. I do not think we could undertake it. The 
spirit of the thing is all right, but it is not practicable under present condi- 
tmns. If we were right up to date with our work and had sufficient space and 
staff to handle it I would have no objection in agreeing with that, but at the 
present moment we are not up to date and we have more applications coming 
ln now than we have ever had before in the history of the Patent Office, 
and after this bill goes through I anticipate there will be several thousand 
1:nore coming in.

The Chairman : I take it from what you said, Mr. Jaenicke, that under 
me circumstances you are prepared to withdraw your amendments?

Mr. Jaenicke: Except the last one.
Mr. Mitchell : With regard to (d) of 66—

, The Chairman : I understand your amendment to be that the word “may” 
be struck out and that the word “shall” be inserted at the end of line 3 of
subsection (d) of 66.

Mr. Jaenicke: No, it goes a little further than that.
« Mr. Mitchell: I think, Mr. Jaenicke, that the change from “may” to 
shall” would effect everything you want there. It would then become a 

j'U'Qpulsory section, make it compulsory to void a patent if the patentee did 
^ot live up to the agreement or if the compulsory licence was not fully lived 

p with respect either to the righting of a wrong or the abuse of a patent
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which had taken place under section 65. I do not think it requires all the 
words that you have indicated there. I think if you change “may” to “shall” 
that will effect your purpose.

Mr. Jaenicke: I thought your powers were considerably restricted by 
those words and that was the reason for my amendment:—

He shall order the patent to be revoked either forthwith or after 
such reasonable interval as may be certified in the order :

Those are the new words.
Mr. Irvine: From where are you reading?
Mr. Jaenicke: From paragraph (d) of section 66 of the Act.
Mr. Mitchell: You will have to give them a reasonable time before you 

can come along and revoke a patent.
Mr. Jaenicke: My amendment provides for that:—

He shall order the patent to be revoked either forthwith or after 
such reasonable interval as may be certified in the order: provided 
that the commissioner shall make no order for revocation which is at 
variance with any treaty, convention, arrangement or engagement with 
any other country to which Canada is a party.

Mr. Mitchell: I think putting in the word “shall” would effect the 
whole thing, Mr. Jaenicke; I think it would correct the abuse right off.

Mr. Jaenicke: Well, I will be satisfied with that.
Mr. Lesage: I propose that we do not change it.
Mr. Hackett: Are we going through the Act again?
The Chairman : Well, I do not think it changes the meaning at all by 

changing it from “may” to “shall”. I do not see any difference in meaning 
between “may, if he is satisfied” and “shall, if he is satisfied”; because he 
does not have to do it unless he is satisfied.

Hon. Mr. Gibson : No use cluttering up the Act with any more amend
ments.

Mr. Fleming: What was the motion then?
The Chairman : So far as I know, gentlemen, that ends our work for 

this point.
Mr. Fleming: Should that be “certified” or “specified”? The only change 

proposed in the Act is to strike out “may” and substitute “shall”?
The Chairman: Yes.
Mr. Fleming: I think there is a misprint in the draft before us.
The Chairman : All in favour of striking out the word “may” and sub

stituting the word “shall” at the end of the third line in subparagraph (d) of 
section 66, signify.

Carried.
We will meet at eleven o’clock on Thursday with the other bill referred 

to us. I will give every member notice of the special meeting we are to call 
to deal with the two sections which stand in the Patent Act.

The committee adjourned at 5.35 o’clock p.m. to meet again on Thursday 
next, March 13, 1947, at 11.00 o’clock a.m.
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MINUTES OF PROCEEDINGS

Thursday, March 13, 1947.

The Standing Committee on Banking and Commerce met at 11.00 a.m., 
Oie Chairman, Mr. Cleaver, presiding.

Members 'present: Messrs. Belzile, Black (Cumberland), Breithaupt, 
yleaver, Fleming, Fraser, Fulton, G our, Hackett, Hazen, Irvine, Isnor, Jackman, 
lacnicke, Lesage, Macdonnell {Muskoka-Ontario)i, Marquis, Michaud, Pinard, 
tjuelch, Rinfret, Sinclair {Ontario), Stewart (Winnipeg-North), Timmins.

In attendance: Messrs. M. W. Mackenzie, Deputy Minister ; W. F. Bull, 
^rector of Export Division; D. Harvey, Director of Import Division, and T. G. 
pWs, Chief of Export Permit Branch, all of the Department of Trade and 
Commerce.

The Committee proceeded to the consideration of Bill No. 11, An Act 
lespecting Export and Import Permits-

Mr. Mackenzie was called. He made a statement on the general provisions 
0 the Bill and was questioned.

In the course of Mr. Mackenzie’s examination, Mr. Bull and Mr. Harvey 
answered questions.

]• A copy of “Dominion of Canada Export Permit Regulations, 1946, with 
st of commodities for which an export permit is required as of October 1, 1946, 

*, h Rules and Information” was distributed to each member of the Committee
Present.

At 12.55 p.m. witness retired and the Committee adjourned to meet again 
Friday, March 14, at 11.00 a.m.

R. ARSENAULT,
Clerk of the Committee.
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MINUTES OF EVIDENCE
/

House of Commons, 
March 13, 1947.

The Standing Committee on Banking and Commerce met this day at 
11.00 a.m. The Chairman, Mr. Hughes Cleaver, presided.

The Chairman : Gentlemen, we have a quorum. As you are aware the 
committee is taking up consideration of Bill No. 11 this morning. Mr. Mackenzie, 
Deputy Minister of the Department of Trade and Commerce, will make a 
general statement in regard to the need for the bill ; and then he will be followed 
by officials from the department. Mr. Mackenzie:

Mr. M. W. Mackenzie, Deputy Minister, Department of Trade and 
Commerce, called:

The Witness: Mr. Chairman, this bill which deals with both exports and 
imports is proposed for a period of one year.
\\r ^r: Macdonnell: Might I interrupt the witness to make a suggestion? 
Would it help us if the deputy minister would give us, before plunging into the 
ctails of this bill, a broad picture of the export-import situation?

The Witness: I really intended to try to do that, Mr. Macdonnell.
Mr. Macdonnell : Yes.
the Witness : It is proposed for a period: of one year to continue certain 

ontrols which were introduced during the war and which were desirable as a 
Çceggary part of the whole control mechanism. I think it will be convenient, 
mh the permission of the committee, to deal with it under two classifications, 

xPorts and imports. They are both dealt with in this bill, but they are two 
heParate problems really.

Taking first the case of exports, I think you can go back and say that at 
he beginning, or early in the development, of controls which were brought in 
Uring war time; and basically as a result of the stabilization policy it became 
pessary to impose export controls to ensure that there would not be too great 
drain of goods from Canada, thereby denuding the Canadian supply. We had 

1 that time, as you know, a great many different control authorities. There 
?re. the controls in the Department of Munitions and Supply; there were the 
dministrators in the Wartime Prices and Trade Board ; then the question of 

ç bsidies entered the picture involving the Commodity Prices Stabilization 
a ^Poration. A great many people were concerned (a) to maintain (and develop) 
/'equate supplies in Canada; and, (b) to see that when goods were exported 

p Pfestic subsidies which had been paid to maintain Canadian prices were not 
'd solely for the benefit of people outside of Canada. An attempt was made 

d0 erever practicable to recover subsidies which it was not always possible to 
sta ^thematically, because a subsidy might well have been paid at an early

in production of the raw material, say cotton. The article which was being 
^Ported might be in part composed of the product on which the subsidy had

P&id. An attempt was made to approximate the amount of the subsidy in 
re^ts of that nature; and the export permit system was used in order to 

°ver subsidies where practicable.
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By Mr. Macdonnell:
Q. When did that begin?—A. You mean the subsidies?
Q. The controls?—A. I could not give you the exact date; it must have 

been very early in the war. I think it would be right at the beginning of the 
war. I might ask Mr. Bull, director of our export division, who is here, if he 
could answer that for me.

Mr. W. F. Bull (Director, Export Division) : They were started in 1939 
when controls for arms, munitions and implements of war were going to Spain. 
Then, on May 5, 1941, the export permit branch was started, and in it were 
consolidated all the controls, such as those which had existed in the Depart
ment of Agriculture and in the other departments of government, such as the 
Wartime Prices and Trade Board. So that the beginning of the control unit 
of the Department of Trade and, Commerce would be as of the date May 5, 1941.

Mr. Black: That would include only specified articles and commodities?
Mr. Bull: That is right.
Mr. Black: Have you a list of those commodities?
Mr. Breitiiaupt: Mr. Chairman, do you not think it would be preferable 

to have Mr. Mackenzie make his statement first and have questions later?
The Chairman : I think any questions interrupting the presentation of the 

opening remarks should be confined to very, very general questions.
The Witness : Because so many different branches of government and so 

many different administrators of controls were concerned, it was decided to 
centralize in one place the issuance of export permits. The effect of that was that 
the exporter had but one place to go in Ottawa to get an export permit. If that 
had not been done the exporter would have had to approach an innumerable 
number of people to get permission. Take for example the case of insulated 
wire and cable. A big export order for insulated cable would involve say copper ; 
and textiles. On the question of supply of copper in this country it would 
involve the metals controller; it would also involve the textile or cotton admin- 
istrator in the case of insulation. It would involve the C.P.S.C. because of the 
subsidy angle. By centralizing the whole thing in the Department of Trade and 
Commerce it was possible to establish one office in one place, to which an 
exporter would apply ; and it then became the duty of the export permit branch, 
which was established for the purpose, to do the necessary clearing with all the 
administrators involved. As a result of that system the export permit branch 
of the Department of Trade and Commerce became the centralized office through 
which export permits were issued, although many decisions either to withhold 
exports or permit them were essentially the decisions of some other department 
—the department more particularly concerned. The Department of Trade and 
Commerce played its part in that regard and did its best to see that such export8 
as were permitted—were directed to maintaining trade, with a continuing valu6 
and to see that historic markets were served.

To give you some indication of the size of the operation, last year, at th6 
end of the fiscal year, March 31, 1946, export permits were required on more than 
900 items. Twelve months period before that practically all items were under 
export control.

By Mr. Macdonnell
Q. How many would that be; I mean roughly?
Mr. Bull : About 1,200, according to this book.
The Witness: During that year there were 154,000-odd applications f(,r 

export permits.
Mr. Michaud: That is for the fiscal year ending March 31, 1946?
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Mr. Bull : That is right, up to March 31, 1946—154,000.
Mr. Fleming: That is export only?
The Witness: Yes. There were 144,000 in the previous year. I might say 

that there, are still more now. I think they have reached the rate of about 18,000 
a month now.

Mr. Bull: That is right.

By Mr. Breithaupt:
Q. How many of those requests were granted, Mr. Mackenzie?—A. Ninety 

percent. I might say in connection with the granting of these permits that as 
the trade became aware that certain permits were freely "granted and others 
were almost impossible to grant the percentage of approved applications natur
ally went up. During the same year subsidies were collected,—that is during that 
fiscal year,—amounting to about §2,410,000.

Now, the machinery under which this was done was that the Governor in 
Council could, as a situation developed, place an item under export control.

By Mr. Macdonnell:
Q. Sorry, I do not understand about the §2,000,000-odd subsidies recovered. 

—A. the export permit branch recovered $2,410,000-odd during that fiscal year.

By Mr. Hazen:
Q. From whom?—A. From exporters; being the return of subsidies that they 

had received in respect of the goods that they were exporting.

By Mr. Jackman:
Q. May I ask to whom the $2,410,000 is credited on return.—A. It would , 

?c returned. I cannot say specifically in connection with government account- 
yig- It goes back to the Crown, and to the account from which it was taken,
1 expect.

Mr. Jackman: I expect so, too. I would like to know.

By Mr. Hazen:
Q. Would you be good enough to take an example of a particular item, I am 

dot familiar with it; but let us say here is an exporter exporting an article m 
^speet of which he would have received a government subsidy when it was 
brought in?—A. We might very well take cotton which would be involved in 
isolation for wire and cables' The cable manufacturer would have got his 
°otton from a Canadian manufacturer who in turn would have obtained ns 
eotton in the form of raw cotton on which a very substantial subsidy had been 
Paid. The amount of subsidy recoverable would be assessed having in mm 
the cotton content and the subsidy paid in respect of the domestic market it 
>’as not possible exactly to equate all these things for obvious reasons, but that 
ls ^e type of case that would be involved.

By Mr.'Lesage:
Q- As an example, let us take the case of the subsidy on buttci. ^ 

f,at butter is rationed and for some time received a subsidy—still receives it, J>heve. Take the case of the manufacturer of butter It is collected for export.
you tell us whether or not the Crown paid a subsidy on biittci I under- 

nta.y that whether or not it was for export a subsidy had to be paid, that it vas 
1 aid even when that butter was used for feeding Canadians !

The Witness : I wonder if we could come back to that type of question later,
^r. Lesage : Oh yes, that is all right.
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Mr. Stewart: It has been suggested that the witness be allowed to go ahead 
and give us a complete picture; then we will be able to question him 
intelligently, I think.

The Chairman : Is this committee willing that questions should be withheld 
until the statement is completed?

Mr. Breithaupt: Except with respect to the exception one.
Mr. Jaenicke: Let members make a note of questions they want to ask 

later on.
The Witness : I think that outlines generally the way in which the export 

permit branch has operated. It did operate as a central place to which exporters 
could apply. The officials of the export branch in turn consulted with the con
trollers and administrators and the permits were issued by the export permit 
branch. Now, the next point I wish to deal with has to do with the question 
that has been raised by several people, as to why it was not possible to enumer
ate in the law the items that we had under export control. There was one very 
good example of that last year, steel. Steel appeared to be coming into fairly 
good supply and export control was withdrawn. Then, as you will remember, 
there were a number of upsets in the American situation which in turn created 
an extraordinary demand on Canadian supplies, and without export control 
tremendous quantities of steel would have moved to the United States. Now, 
that is a situation that arose entirely outside of Canada, but it is illustrative 
of the sort of thing that happens and can happen so long as Canadian prices 
are below world prices and so long as there are overall world shortages. When 
a particular demand is created in other quarters it can very readily result in an 
instantaneous demand on Canadian supplies. It so developed that export control 
on steel items had to be reinstated in order to protect the domestic supply. That 
is one example of the sort of thing that makes it almost impossible to forecast 
with accuracy just what items have to be included and what we do not need to 
have included. Accordingly, this bill proposes that there should be a continuation 
of the same system ; that the Governor in Council would have the authority to 
place under control any export item. I think that, generally speaking, is the 
picture of exports.

As far as imports are concerned, it became necessary during the war to 
impose import control for a variety of reasons. One of the reasons was that 
the united nations got together and agreed on an allocation of foodstuffs that 
were in short supply. Oils and fats is a very good example of that. Canada is 
far from being self-sufficient in edible oils and fats. AVe have to import sub
stantial quantities. These articles were in world-wide short supply and the 
united nations during the war agreed amongst themselves through their com
bined boards to make an international allocation and see that there was some 
equity in distribution amongst the various claimants for the available supply 
of oils and fats. In order to participate in that division an arrangement had to be 
agreed upon. First of all, after common discussion, an agreement was reached 
as to what constituted a fair distribution, and then each country had to agree 
that it would not take more than the agreed quota. The same thing happened 
in canned fish. Sugar is another example. This applied particularly to the 
food situation—where the item was in world-wide short supply and an agree
ment was reached, it became necessary for each country participating in tha 
agreement to give an undertaking that the country itself would not import m°r® 
than its fair share. That was one of the conditions under which it was agreÇ( 
that a country could have an allocation. Different variations of that same pr<>b' 
lem developed, but they all arose from the fact that a commodity was in world
wide short supply. It might be by formal international allocation of a combmcj 
board. It might be, and it was in some cases, where another government whm 
happened to be in control of the supply made an arrangement and said : ■We
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are only going to deal with other governments in this matter and we will make 
allocations.” Consequently there are cases where an essential import from 
Canada’s point of view is under the control of a foreign government, and we have 
to maintain import control in order to be sure we will get our supply, and that 
it will be fairly distributed when it gets here. An example of that is the case 
where Canada is given a comparatively small allocation, something far less 
than the demand for that product in this country. If there was no import con
trol it would very likely happen that one or two users of that commodity, who 
happended to be perhaps the biggest or the most aggressive, would go out and get 
the total amount available to Canada. Then the next man who came along would 
find that Canada’s total allocation had been used up. Unless there was an attempt 
to control imports and see to some equitable distribution in Canada we would 
be apt to have too large a proportion of the import going to one particular man.

In this bill it is proposed that authority be granted for the imposition of 
import controls under conditions of the type I have described, namely, where 
there is a scarcity in world markets, where there are governmental controls in 
the country of origin, or where there are formal international allocations.

I might say that in the handling of all these import controls, up until now 
they have not been centralized in the Department of Trade and Commerce. 
They have been handled by the various administrators concerned. There was 
not the same urgency for consolidating them in one place. To start with take 
sugar as an example. There was and still is a sugar administrator. He was 
carrying on his negotiations with the international sugar authorities, and he 
was in the best position to issue import permits for sugar.

While this bill is, as I understand it, the single authority for operating 
import controls of this type, and vests the powrcr in the Minister of Trade and 
Commerce, it is not the intention that the Minister of Trade and Commerce 
should immediately set up an import permit branch of the same nature as our 
export permit branch. As long as the sugar administration, for example, is 
continuing to function it presumably will carry on as it has done over the past 
few years, by some delegation of this authority, but it does mean there is simply 
one authority.

Another important part of the bill, of course, is that it is for a limited life 
of one year.

In the administration of these permits the customs department and customs 
officials are the people who actually carry on the work. I here is no duplication 
between our officials and the actual customs officers at the border. The customs 
officers at the border are the people who actually, and in the last analysis approve 
the movement of goods either in or out of the country. This Act picks up the 
various provisions in the Customs Act as a means of enforcement. It does not 
set out any particular rules or procedures for the handling of the physical expoit 
and import of goods. It simply says that goods tendered for export contrary to 
these regulations shall be deemed contrary to the customs regulations, that 
brings the whole thing into the operation of customs and avoids setting up any 
Sort of duplicate organization. I think that is all I have to say.

Mr. Fleming: Is it the intention to present further introductory data to the 
committee through some of the other officials ?

The Chairman: What I had in mind was this.
Mr. Fleming: Or are we to submit our questions to Mr. Mackenzie now.

, The Chairman: What I had in mind was,that after the presentation of the 
deputy minister giving the broad over-all picture if one representative from each 
of the parties would like to make a short presentation in general terms to the 
'Committee as to the view of his party with respect to the bil perhaps it would 
be wise to hear that now. If not, I think that it would be well to call witnesses 
fr°m the department who will be familiar with all of the details. As to the
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examination of the witnesses. I have been wondering how to be fair about it. 
What I would suggest is that I alternate it in this manner. With the first wit
ness I will give the members on my left the first chance to question, and with the 
next witness I will reverse that. The reporters would very much prefer if only 
one member would question a witness at a time. It is extremely confusing when 
cross-questioning enters into the discussion. Mr. Jackman, you have the floor 
first. Mr. Bull is ready to answer questions. Are you on export?

Mr. Bull : Yes.
The Chairman : Mr. Bull is now available for questioning.
Mr. Jackman: I judge that the witness would prefer also that only one 

question be asked at a time. I have no statement to make either on behalf of 
myself or anyone else. We are approaching this bill with an open mind and 
are seeking information before we come to any definite conclusion. Naturally 
no one in business likes regulations if they are not necessary. I trust that at 
some time the departmental officials will give us a list of the commodities 
which now require to have export licences.

Mr. Bull: We have them with us now. Would you like us to circulate 
some of these books?

Mr. Jackman: I think it might be well if we had those so we can see what 
the picture is. That applies to imports as well as exports.

Mr. Lesage: May I ask Mr. Jackman to speak a little louder.
Mr. Jackman: I have asked for the tabling of the list of all commodities 

requiring export and import licences.

By Mr. Jackman:
Q. Mr. Mackenzie, in regard to the instance of steel which you put forth 

as an illustration of why you did not want to list in the bill itself certain items 
and not have the power to eliminate and to put back or even to add to the list 
a new item, I wonder if I could question you on the example you gave to see if 
we can get a general principle out of it. Let us suppose that an American steel 
strike did take place, and there was an extra demand on steel which was not 
in surplus supply. How is it that the Canadian steel manufacturers would not 
look after their regular sources of outlet, their Canadian buyers who would service 
the Canadian trade, rather than take a temporary advantage and perhaps get a 
slightly higher price for a short while and in that way make it difficult for the 
Canadian people to get the steel they required. It seems to me surely those steel 
manufacturers could not be looking after their long range interest. Do you 
really need control ? From what I can see of the larger companies particularly, 
where you have got a small group of three or four basic steel producers in the 
country, I cannot understand how they would let the domestic market go 
short, their permanent customers, in order to send steel across the border. Is it 
merely something that exists in theory, in the minds of what we sometimes term 
bureaucrats, or have you found from experience you have to put on these controls? 
Can we go back to the example of steel which you gave?—A. Unfortunately it is 
not the case that one is talking only of three or four major producers. What 
you describe might well be the situation if, in fact, the control of steel items 
could be handled by three or four people. It might or might not be the case, 
but the facts are that there are a great many people capable of exporting steel 
items. It does not necessarily mean that the steel will go in the form of the 
primary output of the basic steel mills. It may go in the form of corrugated 
roofing which is very badly needed. It might be in the hands of warehouses, 
jobbers, all sorts of people. The situation is aggravated where there is an 
important price differential. The trouble wdth trying to do it any way other 
than a regulation which applies to everybody can be illustrated in this manner.
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Attempts were made earlier in the war to try to control things of that nature by 
that technique, but what happens is this. Let us say 90 per cent of the people 
are playing ball and doing what has been suggested. Nevertheless one or two 
people fall for the temptation of excessive prices, and then there is a good deal 
of hard feeling about it, but I repeat it is not the case that we are only doing 
with three or four people. There are literally hundreds of people involved in the 
possibilities of exporting steel and steel products.

Q. No doubt the larger the number the more difficult the problem of control 
is if controls are necessary. It would seem though that even these secondary steel 
handlers, fabricators, wholesale dealers, and others who had any quantity of 
steel at all, would have their regular trade. I am wondering if your experience 
has borne out what I will call the theoretical case. Is it-a practical case or is 
it just a theory that you see? AVhat has experience shown as to this example?— 
A. I would say it is almost impossible to try to have it equitable by putting 
it up to a substantial group of individuals because there is always somebody 
who will yield to the temptation of the excessive price he can get by exporting.

By Mr. Macdonnell:
Q. I would think that is true, but how substantial does that become? Is that 

not the real question? How serious nationally does it become?—A. Well, it 
would be very difficult to give a specific answer to that. Certainly it has been our 
experience that it is a very unsatisfactory arrangement to try to control some
thing that is in short supply in Canada and in strong demand outside of Canada, 
where the outside price is considerably more than our price, by exhortation that 
people ought to look after their own customers.

Q. I can see that, but the whole question, of course, that causes the 
difference among us is the point at which you have got to let nature take its 
course. In other words, let us take sugar or let us take some commodity like 
wheat where we have made a contract to export. I think we must admit controls 
are necessary there, but surely it does verge from that to places where at any 
rate those of us who are looking for 'the restoration of freedom as soon as it can 
come will say, “Yes, you will not get complete equity there. That is quite true, 
but nevertheless the question involved is not so great but that we can îely on the 
majority of people not, I am afraid, to be terribly high minded but to have 
common sense to look after their customers”. Mr. Jackman has suggested to me 
that the cure may be worse than the disease.—A. I think I can say that that is 
given very real consideration. That is just the sort of problem that is un< ci 
consideration all the time as to what items must be kept under control and what 
can be freed. Items are being continually taken off control. 1 enodically lists 
are issued and new items arc taken off control. That is done just as fast as it is 
Possible to do it. I might say as far as the officials are concerned, the Depait- 
toent of Trade and Commerce approach all these questions with a bias in favour 
01 stimulating exports, and with a bias in favour of taking off con i o . ■ is
^obably natural that the official who is primarily concerned with keeping 
domestic supplies adequate approaches with a bias in favour of the domestic 
jacket, but when those two get together and discuss the problem you do get a 

alance between them, and it is as a result of that type o conveis 
ltems are recommended to be kept under control or taken off control.

r?'?/ flip hflYi *

j Q. Might we have a list of the articles as to which control^ was^aken off and 
1 the light of subsequent events you found it necessary ° r 1 • A m
nat not help?—A. That could be produced.

Mr. Breithaupt: I suppose you mean exports?
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The Chairman : We are dealing purely with exports at this time.
The Witness: That can be done. It will probably take a little while to 

produce it but it can be done very readily.

By Mr. Jackman:
Q. In regard to imports you said where there was a short supply, and where 

there were international agreements in regard to allocations, such as on sugar and 
some other matters of that description, it was necessary to have these import 
controls. If it is not too large a question may I ask you what commodities are 
expected to be in continued short supply? We have our sugar. What else have 
you got that is really in short supply?—A. Oils and fats is another outstanding 
example.

Mr. Jaenicke: Building materials?
The Witness: The whole cereal field because of the world wide shortage of 

cereals.
By Mr. Jackman:

Q. As far as Canada’s imports are concerned—A. Rice, for example, which 
is brought into the cereals field by reason of the world shortage of cereals. 
They are not nearly as numerous in the import field, but sugar, oils and fats and 
cereals are three outstanding ones.

By Mr. Hackett:
Q. Would you not make a distinction between sugar and the other com

modities which you have mentioned because sugar is the object of a specific 
agreement covering world production whereas I am not certain that any such 
agreement exists with regard to the other commodities. It may exist with 
regard to rice.—A. I do not think it would be possible to say that any of these 
agreements are exactly the same. They all vary. The International Emergency 
Food Council does have an oils and fats allocation. It does have a cereals 
committee, and there are varying degrees of cooperation and agreement in those 
fields.

By Mr. Michaud:
Q. What about wool and cotton? Are those in short supply, too?—A.

Cotton is.

By Mr. Jackman:
Q. Not wool?—A. Cotton yarns as distinct from raw cotton.

By Mr. Hackett:
Q. Do you not import greys?
The Witness: Pardon?
Mr. Jackman: Mr. Hackett says that we import greys, grey cotton goods.

By Mr. Hackett:
Q. Which is the raw material for our prints.—A. If you want a statement 

on the exact status of the cotton import situation I should like to ask Mr. 
Harvey to answer it.

Q. No, not now.

By Mr. Jackman:
Q. Those are the items which at the present time are in short supply a® 

far as Canadian imports are concerned. Do you expect that any other com
modities will necessarily be placed under this power if it were given to the
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minister?—A. First of all that is not necessarily a complete list. There are 
other items, but those are the three major items. As an example of one that 
might have to come under some type of import control there is jute and jute 
products. It is not now, but it may well have to come.

Mr. Fraser: We have been short of jute bags right along.
The Witness: The general world situation is generally short. That is 

the sort of case where it might be necessary to do something.

By Mr. Jackman:
Q. Perhaps you might elaborate that. I might preface my question with 

this statement. Some of us still believe in a law which "is called supply and 
demand. The regulator of that law is price. If we are to face a prospective 
shortage of jute bags we feel if the price was to go up, more jute, or whatever 
fibre it is made from, would be produced in the tropical country, and more 
bags would be produced, the same as has happened for many generations with 
a very satisfactory world economy on the whole. This is not a price control 
question, but if you are controlling jute I presume price has something to do 
with it, and it would seem to me if you did not have the right to place a com
modity in the future under this limitation in the bill natural economic forces 
would make the supply of that commodity adequate. May I ask you in the 
case of jute, which you mentioned, why you see a prospective need for putting 
it under import control?—A. Well, it is very difficult to foresee all the actions the 
governments of other countries are going to take. These matters of import 
control are essentially dictated by the actions of other countries.

Q. Even if we do put on import controls, we are still subject to the sovereign 
Powers of the other countries. If these countries want to play nastily with us, 
they can still do so, no matter what regulations we put into effect here. 1 do 
not see the value of the point you are marking.—A. Take for example, where 
a commodity is under the control of the foreign government.

Q. Take jute?—A. It is not controlled at the moment, but let us say it is 
going to be. We seek an allocation. The other country might well say, as has 
happened in the past, “we are only going to deal with these government alloca
tions;” that is not a position which we can effect, it is a decision of that country. 
W that case, the Canadian government through some agency will have, to deal 
with the Indian government to seek and obtain an allocation. Then, there will 
he some arrangement so that that allocation is made available to the Canadian 
Users.
, Q. In the place of private trading we have to allow for state trading 
because some states have that philosophy?—A. That is right.

Mr. Breithaupt: I think the argument is all the stronger where the 
,°reign country controls the situation. I think in such a case the necessity for 
l!uport control and distribution is all the more important. If there is a limited 
auiount of stuff coming out of this foreign country, surely it is more impoitant 
hat the limited amount imported into Canada be distributed equitably.

By Mr. Fraser:
, . Q- I should like to have from the deputy minister a list of the countries 

yheh have export-import regulations at the present time. Have you a list 
1 them?—A. I think that would be nearly every country in the world. 

r Q. I know Britain and the United States have, to some extent, such 
cegulation. Do they control it in the same manner as we control itf A. \\ ell, 
l)ntrols are exercised in a variety of ways. . ,

] Q. That is what I am getting at; they have nothing similar to what we 
av c '■—A. A great many of them have.
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Q. Are they all allied countries; they would all be in together? We are 
not getting anything from the other countries now?

By Mr. Isnor:
Q. They are countries with which you are doing business are they not?—A. 

In pretty nearly ever country in the world today there are some regulations 
of some sort or another governing exports and imports.

By Mr. Fraser:
Q. Do these countries designate where the exports should go?—A. It is 

very hard to answer a question as general as that, but that certainly does 
happen in a great many cases.

Mr. Hackett: Would it help Mr. Fraser if he were to limit his question, 
for the moment, to the United States.

By Mr. Fraser:
Q. The United States and Great Britain?—A. May I have again what you 

would like to see from the United States?
Q. What do they control on their exports?—A. Yes, we have that.
Q. There is another question I should like to ask; sugar was mentioned 

as being one of the commodities in short supply. During the war, controls 
were on sugar and we were just getting a quota into Canada, yet, under your 
export permit you were allowing the manufactured sugar product such as candy 
to be sent to other countries in great quantities. I am sure of that because in 
Newfoundland I went into a store and asked if I could have any candy. The 
reply was, “Yes, would you like a case of it.” It was all Canadian candy.—A. I 
think the answer to that-------you say, “In great quantities”.

Q. Yes, in great quantities—A. I think we could give you the figures 
of our exports of that type of commodity which would show that the quantities 
which we exported were certainly not great. Furthermore, the destinations to 
which they went were the markets which traditionally have been dependent 
on this country. That has been the basic principle all the way through.

Q. The reason I mentioned that one article was because, in Canada, the 
candy stores have been open from one o’clock to five o’clock. I think that ig 
still the. case with some of them. I do not eat candy myself, so it does not 
bother me. We were in short supply here, yet wre were supplying Newfoundland 
and the British possessions with candy of all kinds in quantity?—A. I think 
the only way that question can be answered is to have a look at the actual 
volume of the exports and the destinations. If you care to see that, we can 
produce it.

Q. I should like to see it. It is not only of interest to myself, but I have 
had a number of people speak to me about it; people who have been travelling 
about in different places.

By Mr. Macdonnell:
Q. I should like to ask Mr. Mackenzie a question arising out of the state' 

ment he made a few minutes ago as to the difficulty which arises when we are 
dealing with a country -which wishes to practice state trading. I understood 
him to say, under those circumstances, we pretty well had to fall in with tha ■ 

I should like to press that point because it seems to me to be a very importan 
matter from our point of view. The government says, and I accept the statemen > 
it w'ishes to have as much freedom as possible. Take the case of Britan 
which, at the present time is rather addicted to state trading. Let us ta*? 
the case of textiles ; am I correct in my understanding that the Board of Trad 
in Britain wants to deal with textiles on a bulk trading basis, is that correct, an 
is that the reason we have our controls in the case of textiles?
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Mr. Harvey : In textiles, at the present moment, we have no import controls. 
The only import controls in textiles exist on woollen yarns and fabrics, not fibre, 
and the importer may cite a general permit number, write it across the face of 
his importing invoice and make a customs entry without further ado.

Mr. Macdonnell: I am not competent to form an opinion as to just how 
large a percentage of the textile imports what you have just said covers, if it 
covers anything. May I ask if it does fall in with the point I have just made 
that that is done because the Board of Trade in Britain wishes to deal -with it in 
that way ; that is what I am informed?

Mr. Harvey: I would put it the other way. We have to support the 
requirements of the trade in Canada and negotiate on their behalf with the 
Hoard of Trade in order to get a supply for Canada. British exporting is on an 
allocation basis at the present time.

Mr. Macdonnell: Therefore you are saying, as I understand it, in order 
to get what we want we must deal with the government.

The Witness: We do, but it is not in the sense—
Mr. Macdonnell: I should just like to ask one question and then I am 

hrough for the moment. I find it quite difficult to believe that is so, in this 
®ense; I would have thought England was anxious, when material was available,

I obtain hard money for it. I find it difficult to believe that Canadian indivi
duals, if the material is available, would be refused an opportunity to purchase 
jn Britain. Therefore, I desire to raise this question, as to whether we are tied. 
jj1 .by the ideologies of other countries. I find it difficult to believe. I think.

is a basic point because if it is true we might just as well face the fact that 
tate trading is prevalent in a large part of the world1. If we are going to have 
0 follow state trading we will have to realize our pursuit of freedom is the 

Pursuit of a shadow.
Ü , The Witness: In connection with this question, you have used the words, 

ate trading”. I think that is not quite correct. It has a connotation that the 
fr0Vernment actually does the buying and selling. A great deal of this results 
in 'tf exercise of government controls but it is distinct from state trading 

die sense in which it is practised in certain countries where you can only 
abe an actual purchase from a trading corporation owned by the government.

By Mr. Macdonnell:
+r Q. Would I be correct in saying that, substantially, the result is virtu a y 
;;lc same?—A. Not quite, but it does mean this, that m the United Kingdom 

ere has been a large measure of control. It is that control which îas 1 °u§1 ^e. companion piece of control on this side. There is one point I do want to 
f ake and it is this; in the whole textile field, speaking particularly of what has 
j'fPPened in the last few years, controls have been administered not by the 
department of Trade and Commerce, and a full description of. what has 
jJPPened in the textile field during the past few years could be better obtained 

111 the cotton administrator of the Wartime Prices and trace oait . 
ym Q- I realize that and we will come to it later. I am very anxious • 

view on this, because to my mind it goes to the root of the whole matter 4.- My view is this, that many of those countries will, m fact, have adopted 
Usures which make some form of regulation necessary at this end-

affion9g ln 0rder t0 get goods or in ^^^y bTeither i^mav be in order 

5 8*ASttïïSbft ordeîtPâi an ^ta«e «ri’bution Within Canada 
‘e limited amount which is available. , T

i^ n Q- Let us leave the second point for the moment, because 
av°ur of equity.
^Mr. Quelch: Could the member speak louder?
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Mr. Macdonnell: I want to repeat this one question: the witness answered 
the question as to how far, in order to get goods in this country, we have to 
proceed in what I have called the state trading manner. Now, he has corrected 
me on that and he says it is not exactly state trading but he admits it has 
essentially the same result.

The Witness: It is a large measure of state control.
Mr. Fraser: It was for that reason I asked him the question.
The Witness: May I say this, these situations of which we are speaking 

are essentially affected by world wide shortages existing at the moment.

By Mr. Macdonnell:
Q. I suggest that is not exactly the point I am making. I am talking about 

getting textiles from Britain which are there. I am only talking about those 
which are available. We are asking whether those textiles can be bought by 
individuals or whether they have to be bought through government interven- 
tion; that is the point I want to get at,—A. Let me go back and just say this 
on a point I wanted to make in connection with what you have just said. The 
sort of circumstances I have been describing have to do with a situation which 
is essentially a question of world wide short supply. It is not so much a question 
of the philosophy of the other government, to my way of thinking, after all that 
country is developing exports.

Coming to the case of textiles from the United Kingdom, the actual purchase 
and sale is made between the merchant in the United Kingdom and the merchant 
here. My understanding, and I -should like to put this in with reservation and 
subject to correction by the Wartime Prices and Trade Board, is that at least 
in the last year or so the situation was operating this way; we were having 
great difficulty in getting cotton textiles from the United Kingdom. We asked 
for assistance, for priority assistance on certain lines and through the operations 
of the United Kingdom control we were able to secure priority assistance. When 
one of our importers made application for a bill of goods from the United 
Kingdom, if that was sponsored by the Canadian authorities it did receive 9 
measure of priority there.

Q. Why should it?—A. It did as the result of the arrangement we wei’e 
able to make.

Q. Priority over other nationals, or over other Canadians?—A. Over other 
countries.

By Mr. Irvine:
Q. The Canadian government is not buying textiles from Britain direct!? 

as a government, in other words?—A. No, I was not sure whether the Commodity 
Prices Stabilization Corporation was doing any buying or not but I am told 1 
is not.

Q. May I ask, just in passing, to bring out the point which has 'be® 
emphasized, just how much lumber would we have in Canada for domes1 
consumption if we did not have export permits in connection with it?

Mr. Fulton : Put it the other way and bring in the question of the domes11® 
price ceiling before you answer that.

Mr. Stewart: In pursuit of freedom which I also hold very dear, I woiU 
suggest there should be some control of the discussion so it can be Pr°PS 
allocated. I should like to ask Mr. Mackenzie one or two questions. The m® 
one is this, does the department impose controls on theory alone or arc mS? 
imposed because it is necessary for the social benefit of the nation as a who1 '

The Witness: I would certainly say, to my knowledge, no control has be®11 
imposed which was not considered very necessary or desirable.
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By Mr. Stewart:
Q. Have those items which have been taken off control been removed because 

of substantial quantities in the country and therefore control does not enter 
lnto it? There is enough for all practical purpoêes, is that the reason for taking 
off control?—A. Basically that is the reason, yes.

Q. Mr. Macdonnell mentioned earlier the question of the restoration of 
freedom. I think he and I -would see eye to eye on many phases of this question, 
hut, perhaps on many other questions, we may be as far apart as the poles.’ 
My idea of freedom, so far as controls are concerned, would be this; you would 
have your greatest freedom when the greatest number of people have an oppor
tunity of buying that which they wanted.. The witness has told us that it was 
Possible, in connection with certain importations which were rationed, that the 
most powerful group financially may be able to buy up the available supply of 
the imported commodity and the other merchants would suffer. I would suggest, 
because this control was the means by which the majority benefited, it was 
Really an extension rather than a diminution of freedom ; would you agree with 
that?—A. I believe that is the way the thing has worked.

Q. Another question, it was brought out by Mr. Jackman that there is a law 
°f supply and demand. I think that law is something like the Ten Command
ments, we would all like to live up to it. I suggest that the law of supply and 
demand lands you in exactly the same situation as we had before. We run 
mto difficulties in the application of the law of supply and demand in that some 
8'et the available supply to the detriment of all the others. Therefore, the 
jmvious injustices in the application of the natural law of supply and demand 
lad to be interfered with for the social benefit of small nations. That is another 

suggestion which I make. Now, as regards this situation in the United Kingdom 
j'dh respect to textiles do you know, Mr. Mackenzie, if the United Kingdom 
ms enough textiles for all its customers- or is there a shortage in the United 

T-mgdom?—A. There is a world-wide shortage as well as a very great shortage 
|_n the United Kingdom1 itself. That is shown by the fact that clothing is still 
utioned over there. They cannot produce anything like enough to meet the 

demand for export.
■ Q. Therefore all the more reason why there should be a strict allocation 

. ■dh regard to Canada.—A. I am not prepared to say exactly what the situation 
n°w because I do not know. It is my understanding that more and more 

nley are endeavouring to leave it up" to individual exporters. There is 
Undoubtedly a control in the United Kingdom which regulates the overall 
,,Qlount that can be exported and the overall amount that must be kept in 
r,'le country. But it is my understanding that they are definitely working in the 
111 ection of giving the individual exporters more and more freedom in relation 
0 weir markets.

m Q- Therefore, the control of the Department of Trade and Commerce over 
isarketing does not essentially mean that it is a marketing agency?—A. There 

a Measure of control but it is not state trading.

By Mr. Michaud: ., T
an Q- Mr. Mackenzie, according to the experience of the last year, it l
c5nreciate it adequately, there seems to be no simple raT "Latioïfl Jrec- 
iZ?odities distributed equitably, even although there is iS
Cs ;nt as to allocation to particular countries ; is tha g 

mtially correct.

By Mr. Quelch:
ibtem ' ^ "Md it be possible to try to cover all that by regulation? Is it the 

84 to use this bill for the purpose of trying to balance our exports and
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imports, and to control prices with respect to them?—A. I think the bill 
speaks for itself on that account, Mr. Quelch. It refers in section 3, to goods 
which may be subject to export control, and it provides the reason why such 
items will be included. Similarly, in connection with import control, it refers 
to the criteria that I have mentioned. There is no reference in it to the balance 
of payments question at all.

Q. In my submission section 3 might be interpreted as being implemental 
of some arrangement which would bring about that end; that might be one 
of your commitments, to maintain a balance of payment?—A. I think perhaps 
you should direct that question to a member of the government. It is my 
understanding that this has nothing to do with the balance of payment 
question at all.

Q. Then I would like to ask you this question: what is the basis of the 
allocation of the subsidies as between one exporter and another, and as between 
one importer and another?—A. Once again that varies from commodity to 
commodity, depending on a particular situation.

Q. How are you to ensure equitable distribution to these firms as between 
one importer and another and as between one exporter and another?—A. There 
are some things which are put on a straight first-come first-served basis. Then 
there are those which are distributed by quota and each person who is known 
to be in the trade is given an opportunity of getting an export quota. There 
are a number of such cases where quotas have been worked out by agreement 
and after consultation with the trade, and in that way the quota available 
for export to each firm is arrived at. Ordinarily, speaking generally, it 15 
based on historic trade ; because that was the general principle that was being 
followed in granting export permits. The first consideration was to maintain 
essential markets. But it is very difficult to generalize. There haVe been a 
number of different arrangements because there have been so many different 
situations.

Q. But has there not been some criticism as between one exporter and 
another and as between one importer and another, in view of the large number 
of permits that are involved?—A. I think that anybody who said that "-c 
could issue 18,000 permits a month without criticism would be rather over' 
stating it. At the same time I would say that I think the amount of well' 
founded criticism has been surprisingly small. ,

Q. What do you mean by “first-come first-served”; do you mean by tha 
the first application which arrives in the mail?—A. Yes, that may be perfectly 
practical.

Q, If you had an application one day for an export permit or for a 
import permit and the next day you had another application, to what extea 
are you going to release the first one and deny the second?—A. What we do 1 
this. We agree as to the overall quantity; we have to agree with the pe°P^ 
responsible for maintaining the domestic supply as to the overall quanti : 
which can be exported. It may be that the whole quantity available has n°. 
been taken up. Now there it is; in effect a wide-open amount. In such case 
we simply announce to the trade that applications may be made and th.

this
niypermits will be granted. That is why I say you cannot generalize on 

thing because it depends entirely on the type of trade. There may be 0 
one or two people in the trade. There may be a hundred, or there may 
more than that. The commodity may be in extremely short supply; it may 
in very good supply but still short; and it may be in abundant supply. Thc 
are a great many variations.

By Mr. Michaud: ttriQ. Coming back to this question of textiles in Great Britain, does ^
witness know if there is any ceiling on such goods in Great Britain?' 
ceiling price, do you mean?
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Q. How does the law of supply and demand apply?—A Do vou mean 
?oreS(,xport?nited Kmgd0m maintain reSulations on the price that can be charged

Q. Yes.—A. It is my understanding that they do not.
the law of suPP!y and demand; is there an international 

allocation?—A. Not in cotton textiles, no.
Mr. Irvine: It is just the law of demand; there is no supply.

By Mr. Irvine:
Q- ^ the law of supply and demand still applies, what is there to prevent 

P ople who are in a position to pay from paying more, let us say, like Canada, 
0 get the bulk of the exports available?

Mr. Harvey : The United Kingdom maintains export control.

By Mr. Michaud:
Q. 1 here is a great demand from all countries in the world for it?—A. Yes. 

wh f • ihere is no ceiling in Great Britain and if there is no allocation 
ai, . 18 there to prevent Canada, say, or any wealthy importer from buying 
g + can buy an(t taking up the whole supply available?—A. There are a 
8u ^ fany fact°rs which affect that. If you carry that to the extreme, you
wnu one c°untry which is prepared to pay any price whatever to get it, 

ouic! get it all.
is t) ^ ^ ^S'—^ immediately one factor which comes into play there 

10 oesire of the people in the United Kingdom to maintain some of their 
ttier markets.

from^ ^ they were prepared to pay a higher price could not, say, someone 
is a 1 ":maba SR over there and buy it up?—A. Well, seemingly, yes. But there 
thev JUSm?®s Principle which is accepted by a good many people, which is that 
this "ould not necessarily sell the whole of their output to one person 
foi- r," ear the expense of others with whom they have been doing business 
°r anumber of years.

aVa.fMV°uld there not be a tendency, however, to make a greater supply 
^enden 6 who were willing to pay more for it?—A. There is that

By Mr. Hackett:
ï'jjQj I want to ask you a few questions which will not tax your imagination, 
of . ve to do with our trade relations with the United States. The bulk 

n imports, I understand, come from the United States?—A. That is true, 
fegn, | : f ask you, is there any governmental agency in the United States which 
Statp9 k exports generally?—A. Yes. Export control is in force in the United 

q ®ut it does not apply to Canada.
Prey^- So that in so far" as Canada is concerned there is nothing which 
A. the purchase in the United States of anything that Canadians want?— 
it A,rC • that is rather a sweeping statement, a rather broad way of putting

’ Hackett.
e*c if- I am asking you to answer it in a general way. There may be a few 
it V tlons to which you can point.—A. May I say this, that early in the war 
as agreed that the United States would not put export controls into force 
«Xc}] Ccting Canada. That was done to assure that there would be a ready 

pUge of goods in a common effort and so on. 
that ri me ask you there if there was not a counterpart to that agreement, 
by (, . anada would scrutinize very carefully its imports from the United States 
que xcising controi over the medium for paying for them?—A. That is a 
°Ut§i j which I am not prepared to answer directly because it is completely 

" Ue of my field. Dealing with the actual controls themselves I say when it
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was agreed that the United States was not going to impose export control 
against Canada there was a general undertaking that we would see to it that 
our people did not, in connection with specific commodities, take more than our 
fair share. We had a choice of agreeing that we would not import undue 
quantities of, let us say sugar, or of "having export control which would in 
effect have upset the whole plan.

Q. That was only before 1942. We went into the sugar pool in 1943. The 
sugar pool came into existence after Pearl Harbor, and we went in in 1943. 
However, I will leave that aside because it is a special case; it is a case of 
world shortage; a case of international control through the sugar conference; 
and I would ask you instead to deal with commodities which constitute the 
bulk of trade between Canada and the United States.—A. Let us take the case 
of textiles. First of all, the domestic price of textiles in the United States was 
controlled.

Q. Well, it is no longer under control?—A. No. They had an export ceiling 
on textiles which was higher than the domestic price.

Q. Yes?—A. Let me put it this way: there was no export control vis-à-vis 
Canada, although there was an export control in the United States applicable 
to the rest of the world ; and having in mind that export to Canada was 
substantially the same thing as a domestic shipment in the light of the cost 
of packaging, shipping and so on, it was suggested that unless we took some 
measures to control the quantities that were coming in they would be forced 
to put on export control against Canada.' As a result of that certain arrange
ments were made whereby the quantity coming in from the United States would 
be under control.

Q. And what was the principle used to determine what would be a reasonable 
quantity?—A. Agreement as to what would be a reasonable quantity having 
regard to our needs and so on.

Q. You see, it might have a bearing on something else. If we were allotted 
a certain percentage that was one matter, but if it was related to exchange) 
our capacity to pay, that would be another matter.—A. I am speaking now of 
what took place some time ago; and once again I profess that while the Depart
ment of Trade and Commerce is, very important, it does not cover everything 
in the country. I cannot give you an answer for all of these questions. My 
understanding however is this, that there was an arrangement when the United 
States was closely controlling their output of cotton whereby once again we g°* 
some government assistance in getting supplies, and there was a system by 
which with the sponsorship of the Canadian cotton administrator orders could 
be placed with the result that deliveries would be relatively assured as distinct 
from a straight hunting expedition which might or might not be successful. The 
details of that you would have to get from someone else.

Q. But any sanction or permit which came from your department had t° 
have the approval of—I do not know whether it is the Department of Finance 
but the department which controlled our financial operations. Is that correct?'" 
A. We have never issued any permits in the textile field at all. ■ They wcrC 
issued by the cotton administrator of the Wartime Prices and Trade Board-

Q. Can we say roughly then that our imports from the United States &re’ 
where restricted, restricted by Canada and not by the United States?

Mr. Irvine: It would not be so from his own statement.
Mr. Hackett: If it is not so would you please give me the explanation- 
Mr. Lesage : It is still on page 31 of the Wartime Prices and Tra 

Board report.
Mr. Hackett: No.
Mr. Lesage : Oh yes, it is there. 
Mr. Hackett : I beg to differ.
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The Witness : In a great many of these items there is no control whatsoever. 
To the extent that any control is exercised it is in a few special cases. I have 
mentioned textiles as one.

By Mr. Hackett:
Q. I am not permitted to go to the United States and make'a purchase 

there and pay for my purchase without a permit from the Foreign Exchange 
Control Board. I understand you say that you cannot speak for them. I 
Understand that perfectly, but that is a fact nevertheless.—A. My under
standing is this, that the Foreign Exchange Control Board has a permit system 
Miich is necessary to see that the right type of currency is used, but that they 
"'ill automatically provide exchange for anything that can legally be imported 
mto this country.

Air. Fleming : I have some questions of a general nature that I should 
ike to put to Mr. Mackenzie.

The Chairman : Would you excuse me? There is one point, if I may, on 
Miich I think the record should be made clear in regard to your questions, Air. 
Hackett. I think we should have on the record the reasons why Canada 
continued to enjoy the right to exports from the United States unfettered by 
anything in the nature of United States control.

Mr. FIackett : It was because of an agreement between the I nited States 
and Canada.

Air. Fraser: You mean imports.
q The Chairman : I mean exactly what I said. I mean that the I nited 
"fates imposed no restrictions in regard to export of their commodities to 
, anada, but the reason why we enjoyed that unfettered right was because o

fact that Canada in turn agreed to restrict or to control our impoits nom 
le Hnited States.

The Witness: In a few particular lines where they were fearful without 
'arrangement...

By the Chairman: . , t t
Q. And « we had fallen down in that, if 

iUr imports from the United States then \ ery q 
ave imposed export controls?—A. Exactly.

By Mr. Quelch: . .. „„„:i0Lip
f Q. Was it not also because we had agreed to ^er ^en last year in
t r export? I have in mind machinery That rea.o gondition that we
T House. We were able to get imports of machinery on conan q

Hght
were auie tu geu mij/vivz> vi mttvi.iAiiv.ij vm -.............

available certain exports of machinery to European countries? A. That

By Mr. Fleming:
bill jam first concerned about the scope of the powers to be assigned by the 
itidiPot a,m speaking now of the range of commodities, and Mr. Mackenzie has

1 1 <-v<'vz> -------------- .1 " J. ■ ^ Awrvrtwl-c^ted at the maximum there were ........—.....— ------
t think - ken he indicated that a year ago the number had dropped to 900,

Q vviWaS-‘>—Approximately.
• What is the approximate total today?

Mr- Hull: Around 700.

about 1,200 commodities under export
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By Mr. Fleming:
Q. So you have taken about 200 items off in the past year? What changes 

do you anticipate during the coming year?—A. I am afraid that would involve 
some forecasting I could not make.

Q. I only want a general statement.—A. It is anybody’s guess. It will 
depend entirely on supply conditions, but if supply conditions improve, and 
as they improve, we are continually bringing up this question. I am speaking 
now of discussions amongst officials. The Department of Trade and Commerce 
officials are continually going to the various people responsible for domestic 
supply and saying, “Let us have another look at this. Is it really necessary?’ 
That sort of discussion is going on all the time. As and when it appears that 
a commodity is in reasonably good supply then the control comes off.

Q. Then it is fair to say in general you look for a reduction in the number 
of commodities under control?—A. I should be very disappointed if that is not 
the case.

Q. Do you anticipate at this stage a necessity for increasing or extending 
the commodities in any specific direction, or just to give the whole picture, ^ 
it practicable to catalogue commodities in terms of the present list of controlled 
exports and put a ceiling on it there?—A. Our experience has been it is almost 
impossible to forecast the type of situation that may arise. I cited one, which 
was the case of steel, where by reason of a situation entirely outside of Canada s 
control, an extraordinary demand arose. We have found that that type of thing 
can happen. If it does happen and there is not some machinery for handling 
it then, I suggest that tfie consequences might be very unsatisfactory.

Q. If I may paraphrase your view then you would not be willing to b® 
confined for the future to the list of present controlled exports?—A. I would 
say this, our advice to the government was simply this, that it would be 
impossible for anybody to forecast with accuracy and with certainty and say> 
“These are the only items where this sort of situation might arise.”

Q. How many commodities have been added to the list of controlled export5 
within the last six months which were not there previously?—A. I could not gb'e 
you that information, but one question was asked earlier for a list of d'e 
commodities that had come off the list and a list of commodities that had bee11 
put back. We will get that for the committee.

Q. We will leave that then. You have indicated that the function of y°^r 
department in administering these controls hitherto has been to work 1 
co-operation with certain other government departments and branches. Do 
anticipate any change for the future, or are you going to continue to oper»^ 
as an agent, as you have put it? I do not know whether that was your exa^ 
expression, but the purport of it was as an agent for other departments 
government bureaus?—A. The expectation is as long as these things can ^ 
administered by other bureaus it will be handled in that way. I am speak"1* 
now of import control. As to export control, we have bandied the act"® 
issuance of permits. We have referred to the supply authority as long as 1 
was in existence, for instance, the coal controller, the rubber controller, 1. 
steel controller, whoever it might be. As these controllers disappear there 
a presumption that the situation is easier, and it is reasonable to expect t*1. 
the export control will disappear shortly thereafter, but to the exent d jj 
necessary to carry it on for any limited period for whatever reason we wo11 
be carrying it on. .

In the import end of it there has not been the same degree of concentrât' 
in the Department of Trade and Commerce. It has been handled more by *v, 
individual administrators and controllers. As long as those people and d" 
organizations are in existence they would carry on, but if it became necess"^ 
by reason of international agreement or any other cause, to extend in'P
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control beyond the life of the special organization, controller or administrator, 
then the Department of Trade and Commerce would presumably be the 
department to carry on that function.

Q. As to my next question i'f you think it is rather a matter of government 
policy or your answer is it is a matter of government policy please say so. 
Suppose this bill is adopted. Is it the intention that in the administration of 
the bill the same situation shall prevail? In other words, the administration 
of these export and import controls under your department would be a matter 
of consultation with other government departments and bureaus. I am thinking 
particularly of the Wartime Prices and Trade Board.—A. It is my clear 
understanding that this bill is simply going to continue the same situation we 
have today which involves extensive consultation with " other people involved 
in the field of supply, namely, the Wartime Prices and Trade Board, the Steel 
Controller in Reconstruction and Supply, the Lumber Controller and so on.

Q. Applying that specifically to the matter of price control would you 
indicate to the committee just how export control is going to be related to 
domestic price ceiling policy? I am thinking of a question which has vexed the 
House quite frequently, the matter of lumber exports.—A. I think you are 
getting somewhat outside my particular sphere.

Q. I will not pursue it if you are not prepared to answer the question.—A. I 
do not know that I quite get the full significance of your question.

The Chairman: I think the Timber Controller should be called on that.
Mr. Fleming: Very well.
The Witness: I think probably as far as that goes you had better speak 

to the people more directly concerned with the price stabilization policy than 
We are.

By Mr. Fleming:
Q. That leads me to ask a question or two about the machinery within the 

department. Would you outline the machinery that exists within the department 
at the present time, first for applying export controls and secondly import 
controls? What is your setup within the department?—A. Do you mean in 
connection with the decision to place an item under control or how an actual 
Permit is handled?

Q. I will make the question perfectly general, both as to your policy 
decisions and otherwise. I take it that the matter of policy decision is handled 
at the highest level, but I am thinking about the machinery within the depart
ment for the administration of both import and export controls. A. I think 
Perhaps Mr. Bull had better answer that question.

Mr. Breithatjpt: Was that not covered in the presentation of Mr. Mac
kenzie? He said he had no machinery for import control, and it has been 
delegated to the departments that are still functioning.
, The Chairman: I think Mr. Fleming is entitled to more details if he wishes 

details.
Mr. Bull: We have an export permit branch which was set up in 1941. We 

*ai'e about 80 employees there at the present time.
Mr. Jackman : 18 or 80?
Mr. Bull: 80. We have a definite chain. Permits come in the door and 

80 first through our numbering system. We keep very careful track of the 
^Umbering. There are seven copies of the form and there is a purpose for every 
ot}c of those seven copies. They come back to what used to be the cash section 
Mien we collected $2 a permit. We stopped that over a year ago and we are not 
making any charge now. ,,

Then, they pass through the indexing to the allocations desk. Where the 
c°minodity is under allocation or quota, the officer in charge indicates on the
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application whether the quantity is within the allocation. He indicates on the 
permit whether it is within the allocation. Then, he makes his ledger entry in his 
quota book. It passes from there to the processing officer who is a specialist 
in a group of commodities and is familiar with the exporters and the supply 
position of those commodities. If it is a commodity over which he has jurisdiction 
he will approve or refuse the permit based on whether the quota covers that 
particular shipment.

On the other hand, if it is a commodity to be cleared with a controller he will 
send, say, to the steel controller, two copies of the permit. The steel controller 
will either approve or refuse the permit based on the current supply position 
and return one copy to the export permit branch. If the copy is approved, it 
passes to the issuing desk and a copy is forwarded out to the applicant and 
another copy to the collector of customs. If it is a commodity subject to subsidy 
recovery it goes to the subsidy recovery section, where the officer in charge 
sees that the cheque is in order before approving the permit for issue.

If the steel controller, say, refuses the permit he sends back one copy marked, 
“refused”. If we believe the refusal is reasonable as, for example, a man desiring 
to ship pig iron to the United States because of the high price, that is all right. 
However, if we think it is unfair, we negotiate directly with the controller 
concerned, either through Mr. Hills or myself. Sometimes the exporter, through 
unfamiliarity with the matter does not put up a very good case, so we act as his 
advocate and put up a case for him. This might happen where the commodity 
is under control, not under allocation.

One copy of this form goes to the exporter and the other copy to the collector 
of customs. When an exporter makes a shipment he attaches his copy of the 
permit to the shipping documents and the collector of customs matches up the 
exporter’s copy of the B13 B form with the copy of the permit which was sent 
directly to him by the export permit branch. This is done to see there is no 
alteration made in the quantities.

The Chairman : It is now after a quarter to one and I think we should 
agree as to our future meetings. Are you willing to meet this afternoon at four 
o’clock to continue or would you prefer to meet on Friday or Monday?

Mr. Fulton : Could I suggest we do not meet this afternoon at four o’clock 
because there is an agricultural bill coming up in the House in which I think 
many of the members who arc interested in this matter would be interested.

The Chairman : I am entirely in the hands of the committee. I think we 
had better have a show of hands on it. All those in favour? Opposed?

We do not meet this afternoon. What about to-morrow?
Mr. Macdonnell: What great urgency is there? If it is urgent, I am in 

favour of it, but if it is not urgent, I do not see the necessity for it.
The Chairman : I have been asked to proceed as quickly as possible to get 

this bill back to the House. We will have a show of hands on it and the majority 
will rule. The question is whether we shall sit Friday or Monday. All those in 
favour of Friday please indicate?

We will meet tomorrow morning and at that time we will decide whether we 
will meet in the afternoon.

Before we adjourn. Mr. Macdonnell, would you like to pursue your textile 
enquiry any further? Would you like the administrator here? I feel you were 
more or less choked off and I was wondering whether you would like to have the 
administrator here.

Mr. Isnor: I should like to ask one question following a point brought out 
by Mr. Hackett in regard to imports from the United States insofar as textiles 
are concerned.

The Chairman : I was asking Mr. Macdonnell whether he wanted the 
administrator here.
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Mr. Isnor: Yes, you have been keeping all the questioning up there.
The Chairman : Go ahead, Mr. Isnor.

By Mr. Isnor:
Q. I desire to ask whether you have any control on textiles imported into 

Canada or can an individual firm go out and purchase from the United States 
in unlimited quantities?—A. It is my understanding he can. I should like that 
question to be put to the cotton administrator if you have him, because it is not 
a matter which, at the moment, comes within our department. My understanding 
is that you can.

Q. You have an import branch the same as you have -an export branch and 
you have an import branch manager or director here today. Perhaps he could 
tell me, as an importer, as to whether I have an unlimited scope in regard to 
importing from the United States?

Mr. Harvey: That is correct. There is no import permit control on textiles 
from the United States except in form only and that would apply purely to 
Woollen yarns and fabrics. You can cite a general customs permit on the face of 
your documents and the customs officer permits entry.

Q. When you say fabrics, do you mean woven goods such as would go into 
shirts?—A. No, it would be woollens only, not cotton fabrics.

The Chairman : Does that answer your question?
Mr. Isnor: For the time being.
Mr. Fleming: I had not completed the questions I was asking Mr. Bull. 

There are two questions arising out of his last answer and the first is, what is 
fhe average length of time to process an application for an export permit from 
the time it is received until it goes out?

Mr. Bull : We attempt to put them through in forty-eight hours, and we 
Were very successful. A permit may of course be held up for some weeks by the 
administrator. A question comes up say, in regard to timber. A man may say 
he has a credit and the timber controller says he has not got a credit. This may 
Evolve correspondence back and forth.

The Chairman: Mr. Macdonnell, I should perhaps tell you before you leave 
that Mr. Donald Gordon will be attending our committee meeting on 1 uesday 
Corning at eleven o’clock. I am sorry to interrupt, will you continue.

Mr. Bull: Some litigation of that nature has to go on, back and forth, to 
clear up the point. It may take as long as a month.

Mr. Rinfret: They would be exceptional cases?
Mr. Bull: Those would be exceptional cases. If we have a cleai cut case, 

We can do it in a matter of forty-eight hours. Sometimes it is necessary to catch 
a ship such as when a repair part is needed urgently and we do that by telephone 
°r telegram in a matter of minutes.

Mr. Fleming: Sometimes you do it by wire?
Mr. Bull: A great deal by wire.
Mr. Fleming: Have there been any fluctuations in your staff? What is 

e general tendency?
Mr. Bull: It is downward no\v. If people resign now we are not replacing 

ein. That has been our policy, we have lost about five peop e.
Mr. Fleming: Your maximum then would be about eight} five.
Mr. Bull: We had 105 at one time, but that was wheP we had both the
section and the subsidy section. We have done away with the cash action 

v and amalgamated the sections.
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Mr. Fleming: So far as import control administration is concerned, that is 
outside of your department entirely?

The Witness : There has been only one item handled under the import con
trols which have been issued by the Department of Trade and Commerce, and 
that is the import of canned fish. All the others have been handled by the 
various administrators, sugar and so on.

The Chairman : We will meet in room 429 to-morrow.
The committee adjourned at 1.00 p.m. to meet again Friday, March 14, 

1947, at .11.00 a.m.
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MINUTES OF PROCEEDINGS

Friday, March 14, 1947.

The Standing Committee on Banking and Commerce met at 11.00 a.m., 
the Chairman, Mr. Cleaver, presiding.

Members present: Messrs. Cleaver, Fleming, Fraser, Fulton, Hackett, 
Hazen, Ilsley, Isnor, Jaenicke, Jutras, Lesage, Macdonnell (Muskoka-Ontario), 
Michaud, Quelch, Rinfret, Ross (Souris), Smith (York North), Stewart (Winni
peg North), Timmins.

In attendance: Mr. M. W. Mackenzie, Deputy Minister; Messrs. W. F. 
Bull, Director of Export Division; D. Harvey, Director of Import Division, 
and T. G. Hills, Chief of Export Permit Branch, all of the Department of 
Trade and Commerce.

On motion of Mr. Fleming,
Ordered,—That 750 copies in English and 250 copies in French of the 

Committee’s minutes of proceedings and evidence relating to Bill No. 11, An 
Act respecting Export and Import Permits, be printed.

The Committee resumed consideration of Bill No. 11.

Mr. Mackenzie was recalled and further examined.

Witness stood aside, and the Right Hon. J. L. Ilsley made a statement 
°u certain aspects of the Bill under consideration, and answered questions.

Mr. Mackenzie was recalled and further examined, Messrs. Bull and Harvey 
al$o answering questions.

In the course of the proceedings, statements on Canadian controlled imports 
and items under export control were distributed to members of the Committee.

At 12.55 p.m., witness retired and the Committee adjourned until Tuesday, 
March 18, at 11.00 o’clock a.m.

R. ARSENAULT, 
Clerk of the Committee.





MINUTES OF EVIDENCE

House of Commons,
March 14, 1947.

The Standing Committee on Banking and Commerce met this day at 
U.OO a.m. The Chairman, Mr. Hughes Cleaver, presided.

The Chairman: Gentlemen, the Minister of Finance is to be with us this 
morning. He has been unavoidably delayed but will be here at 11.30. The 
Deputy Minister of Trade and Commerce has some of the material which he 
promised at our last sittings he would supply to members of the committee. 
If it is your wish we will carry on.

Mr. Fraser: Before the deputy minister takes the floor, Mr. Chairman, at a 
meeting we had here it was decided to ask the importers and exporters associa
tion to send representatives here. Was that done? Have they been asked?

The Chairman: As I recall it it was suggested that the Canadian Manu
facturers Association—

Mr. Fraser: And the Chamber of Commerce.
The Chairman: —which had import and export organizations under their 

general supervision, would be asked. I immediately contacted the Canadian 
Manufacturers Association. They thanked me for the communication and said 
I would be advised later. I received word yesterday from the secretary that they 
wcre not going to make any presentation.

Mr. Fraser: How about the importers and exporters? They have an asso
ciation. I believe they had a meeting here last night.

The Chairman: I may have erred. I understood the Canadian Manufac
turers Association was more or less the parent association, and that t ic> wou 
be directly in touch with both importers and exporters If there is any other 
association not allied with the "Canadian Manufacturers Association I will gladly
contact them.

Mr. Fraser: I think Mr. Breithaupt is a member of that association. He is 
n°t here at the present time but will likely be here later on.
, The Chairman: At the close of today’s meeting if you will give me the 
'ame and address of any other association I will gladly contact them.

.. Mr. Fraser: I think Mr. Breithaupt might be able to give you more informa- 
l‘on than I can, but if they are in town I think they should be invited to give 

s any information they may have.
t , Mr. Macdonnell: Before we leave that point, may I ask this question. 
P have here the name of a man who is stated to represent approximately 2o 
Mtoadian companies who are selling abroad, a man called Mars ia o 1 1 

°uld it be possible for me to ask to have him called.
The Chairman : Yes, quite.
Mr. Macdonnell: Will you write a letter if I give you his name? 

lh. The Chairman: Gladly. We should decide as to how many copies of our 
Joutes and proceedings should be printed on this given bill. You will recall 

e took general power on the understanding that as each bill came forward to

225
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the committee the committee would indicate the amount of printing to be done. 
May I now have a motion in regard to the printing of our minutes of proceedings 
and evidence in regard to bill No. 11?

Mr. Fleming: What was the number we decided to have of the proceedings 
on the Patent Act amendments?

The Chairman: 750 and 250.
Mr. Fleming: Has that been adequate?
The Clerk: There are quite a few left.
Mr. Fleming: Would the same approximate number be satisfactory?
The Chairman : I think so.
Mr. Fleming: Then I will so move.
The Chairman : Mr. Fleming moves that we print 750 copies in English 

and 250 copies in French of the minutes of proceedings and evidence in regard 
to bill 11. All those in favour? Contrary?

Carried.

M. W. Mackenzie, Deputy Minister of Trade and Commerce, recalled.

The Witness: There were several items asked for yesterday. One had to 
do with the number of items under control, the number that had been taken 
out from under control and subsequently put back again. We are producing a 
list of the actual items for distribution to the committee but unfortunately 
between yesterday and today we have not been able to get stencils cut and an 
appropriate number of copies prepared. We have here the totals. These figures 
show that the highest number of items under control was 1,109.

By Mr. Fleming:
Q. That was at any one time?—A. That is right. That is the highest.
Q. That is not the aggregate of those that were under control at all times, 

is it?
Mr. Bull: It is the maximum number under control at any one time, just 

about at the end of the war.
The Witness: That is at the 31st of October, 1944. There were on that day 

1,109 items under export control. Since that- time there have been 576 items 
removed from control, and there have been 134 items placed back under control 
with the result that there are 667 items under control. As I say, we are having 
lists of these prepared so you can see the actual items but unfortunately they 
are not available today. We hope to have them for you on Monday.

By Mr. Hazen:
Q. In the list you are having prepared will it show the ones that have been 

released under different groups? There are apparently ten groups in this state
ment on export permit regulations. Will they be shown by groups?—A. Yes, 
they will be grouped.

Mr. Bull: By groups, yes.

By Mr. Fleming:
Q. Were you going on to make some further comment or may I ask a queS' 

tion about this now? Were you going on to deal further with these figures?—Y 
was just going to report on the status of the questions that were asked yesterday- 

Q. I have one question about these figures before you leave this sheet.
The Chairman: Very well.
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By Mr. Fleming:
Q You used the expression “reimposed.” I take it then that since October 

31, 1944. no new item lias been brought under control which was not under 
control at that date?

Mr. Bull: There are some new items.
The Witness: I am told that the use of the word “reimposed” is not com

pletely accurate, that there were some few items that were introduced for the 
first time since the 31st of October, 1944.

By Mr. Fleming:
Q. Are they included in the 134 figure?—A. They are included in the 134. 

The detailed lists will bring that out.
The Chairman : Gentlemen, if you are willing I suggest that we now leave 

off the examination of the deputy minister and have the statement from the 
Minister of Justice.

Mr. Fleming: May I ask one question to clear this up before that is done?

By Mr. Fleming:
Q. Your list will enable us to pick out the items that were brought under 

c°ntrol for the first time since October 31st, 1944?—A. We will see that is done. 
Q. It will show what those items are?—A. Right.
The Chairman: All right, Mr. Ilsley.
Right Hon. Mr. Ilsley: Mr. Chairman, I did not come with any prepared 

statement, and I do not know what discussion has taken place on this bill 
to date. The Department of Justice was asked to draft the bill. It is a 

bl11 which the Department of Justice is not directly interested in except from 
standpoint of draftsmanship. However, I know something about the neces- 

sffy for import and export controls and their background. I might, go into ui 
0 some extent.

• f authorizes the imposition of export The bill, as is obvious from its m ‘ , ,-g^. 0f products but on a list tcvbe
c°ntrols and import controls not on a spe wjth certain principles tha
Prepared by the Governor in Council in accordance *i
are set out in the bill. , u is pretty obvious that export

So far as export controls are concerned it pr y
C(,ntroltHit ' necessary if we are to be able to carry out our intergovernmental com- 
of p e . > and if we are to ensure adequate supply and distribution in Canada 
fist tl' +In ar^cies- Those are the grounds for placing certain articles on this 
Satisare fie subject to export control. The Governor in Council must be 
of Su!) in order to ensure adequate supply and distribution in Canada
in oh ' article or any component or material used in the production thereof or 
neces'- ‘ imPiement an intergovernmental arrangement or commitment it is 
refer Sar'" f° regulate or control the export of such article. The proviso makes 
Dot s *?c.e nrms, munitions, war materials or supplies. Those articles are 
tiecçai>JCCt filc condition that the Governor in Council must be satisfied it is 
CanarrT impose those in order to secure adequate supply and distribution in 
exp0J, a „or f° carry out intergovernmental commitments. The control of the 

°f arms, munitions, war materials and supplies . . .
• Hazen : What section is that?

Cu8t0 Hon. Mr. Ilsley: That is section 3—is already provided for by the 
GovprIll!S Act lu fact, there is a section in the Customs Act which enables the 
War !n< r *.n Council to go further than to control the export of arms, munitions, 

aterials or supplies. It even includes food, but the whole intention of
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that section of the Customs Act is to enable the necessities of defence or 
military situations to be met. I think that is the object of the section in the 
Customs Act.

Mr. Hackett: When was that enacted?
Eight Hon. Mr. Ilsley : Oh, many years ago. I think it has always been 

there. It is a very old section.
Mr. Hackett: Does it ante-date the first great war?
The Witness: It was in 1927 Revised Statutes. I know that.
Right Hon. Mr. Ilsley : It was under that section of the Customs Act that 

we imposed the embargo on the export of munitions to Spain, for example. That 
was used in the late 30s, so we thought we would just leave that situation 
unchanged. We can prevent the export of arms, munitions, war materials and 
supplies anyway under the Customs Act. However, we felt it was desirable they 
should go on this list. Otherwise there would be confusion. There is quite a 
long list of war materials that are subject to export control at the present time. If 
exporters saw they had disappeared from the list we thought there would be a 
brief period of confusion, and that therefore they ought to be on this list and not 
not be dealt with separately under the Customs Act, although they may be dealt 
with under the Customs Act.

I do not know how much has been said about the necessity of export controls. 
I did not think there was very much dispute about the necessity of export controls 
for the goods that are covered by our intergovernmental commitments or that 
will be covered by them. Certainly as long as we have a much lower price level 
in Canada than in the United States we have to have export controls if we are 
to fill the British contracts. Otherwise the stuff would all go to the United States.

Apart from that it is necessary to have export controls in order to ensure 
adequate supply and distribution for our own people.

Mr. Fleming : May I ask Mr. Ilsley if he would enlarge on the expression 
“our intergovernmental commitments”?

Right Hon. Mr. Ilsley : I mean the contracts with Great Britain.
Mr. Macdonnell: Is that all?
Right Hon. Mr. Ilsley : I cannot think of any more. Are there any others-
The Witness: There are arrangements through the International Emergency 

Food Council, the I.E.F.C., whereby a group of countries agree together on the 
distribution of a commodity in short supply.

Right Hon. Mr. Ilsley : Is there anything more than salt fish, which has 
disappeared?

Mr. Hackett: Sugar.
The Witness : The oils and fats field is still covered by certain agreements. 

They are not all the same character.
Right Hon. Mr. Ilsley : Do we export any of those? Do we have to have 

export permits?
The Witness: We have to stop exporting.
Right Hon. Mr. Ilsley: I do not know how much difference of opinion there 

will be about the method being adopted here, but on the principle of exp01 
control I did not think there would be very much difference of opinion in thc 
House. Perhaps I was going somewhat on a sentence or two that Mr. Brack01' 
used in his speech on the address in which he seemed to say that the necessity 
of some export control was recognized. I thought that perhaps there would be 
more difference of opinion on the question of import controls.

Mr. Macdonnell : Do you mind us interrupting?
Right Hon. Mr. Ilsley: No.
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Mr. Macdoxnell: I should like to ask a question arising out of this second 
part. Where there are government obligations like the British wheat contracts 
as far as I am concerned I see the necessity of export control. However, you 
said secondly to secure adequate distribution in Canada of certain articles. I 
think I can understand what you mean there, but what I want to ask is this. 
Where goods do go to foreign countries to what extent is it the case that it is 
In pursuance of a government contract? I take it in the case of the I nited States 
that is not So. We allow individual sales there, but it interests me as to what 
extent- we are getting ourselves involved in state trading two ways.

Right Hon. Mr. Ilsley : Two ways?
Mr. Macdoxnell: It comes up in connection with imports, too, but to what 

extent does it arise in the case of exports? Would you say a word on that as 
distinguished from sheer government obligations such as our wheat agreement. 
Then you go to the other field where you say for the purpose of keeping enough 
goodsin Canada.

Right Hon. Mr. Ilsley : We did not have in mind facilitating any additional 
state trading.

Mr. Macdoxnell : I might refer, for example, to the case of lumber exports.
Right Hon. Mr. Ilsley: Yes. That is an extreme and perfect example of the 

Necessity of export controls. As long as you have the price level lower in Canada 
^an abroad you must have export controls. Otherwise you lose all youi lumbci.

Mr. Hackett : Or you pay the world price.
Right Hon. Mr. Ilsley: Yes, but that is the reason I said as long as you have 

a lower price level.
Mr. Fleming: I wonder if it would be practicable to put on the record the 

hst of the commodities which come within the scope of that expression v men 
W. Ilsley used, “our intergovernmental commitments .

The Chairman : We will be glad to do that.
> Right Hon. Mr. Ilsley: Unless you want to take this up section by section 
.Want to deal with the next section, section 4, having to do with nnpm con ro »•

0 you want to pass on to that now?
. Mr. Hazen: As to section 3 I have something in my mind. I o' no_ 'now 

Tute how to express it, but is it considered a good policy to (), (LM 1 .
Us country to sell goods at less than it costs them to produce in> g 1° make u,i the difference or make up their profit by selling ^ rest of them 

^°°ds to another country? What I have in mind is umber The producer o 
di man has to sell two carloads of lumber in Canada befme ie Canada he 
.e United States. The experts say that as to the carloads u - » underhand

®ells them at a loss unless he sells them on the black market or in some underhand
which is largely done, but if he makes a bona fide sale he ii seiling at a 

?• ' he experts figure he is selling at a loss of $8 per : umsai . josg
in nPretty hard to get at the exact amount of his loss, but he ^ selling at al 
sb, lls c°untry if lie sells above board. Is it considered goo j - r'nited fc*ld sell at a loss and make up his profit by selling the balance in the United 

Cs or some other country?
Mr. Hackett: At a higher price.

b Uiglit Hon. Mr. Ilsley: I should like to have Mr. Howe answer . ^
foni glVen a lot more thought to it than I have, but: t ie ac > • t ^thliW,e can face such a large increase in the cost of lumber. We want keep 

down.
arp Mr. Hazen- The difficulty is when you force people to sell at a loss they 
cvLnot going to sell at a loss. They are going to find ways and means to ade the law. You are making law-breakers of so many people. You have
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deplored black markets but this thing goes on not only in the lumber business 
but in a number of businesses in Canada. I was talking to a man the other 
day who was being prosecuted for an offence by the Wartime Prices and Trade 
Board. He said: “Business to-day is the worst racket that it ever was.” That 
is what it apparently is becoming. Then he went on to explain in his own 
business just how it worked out. He was in the retail clothing business. 
I need not go into that now.

Right Hon. Mr. Ilsley: You are on the question of lumber now, whether 
the lumber policy is justifiable.

Mr. Hazen: It is perhaps broader than that.
Mr. Hackett: That is an example.
The Chairman : A very good one.
Mr. Hazen : Yes. Is it a good policy, if it is the policy, to force people 

to sell their goods at less than cost, at a price where they cannot make a profit?
Mr. Lesage: It has to be proven first that they sell at a loss.
Mr. Michaud: That is what they claim. Is it a fact? Representations 

have been made to me along that line.
The Chairman : If their over-all operation, figuring in both their export 

sales as well as domestic sales, is profitable it might be in the public interest 
to have such a policy.

Mr. Hackett: That is an argument. We were asking for the policy.
The Chairman : I understood the question was as to whether it was a 

wise policy, not whether it was the policy, but whether it was a wise policy, 
and that leads to an argument.

Mr. Fleming: May I ask a question? Taking the words you used in your 
last remark, Mr. Chairman, perhaps Mr. Ilsley would comment on it. You 
talked about a profit on the over-all operation. I understand the Wartime Prices 
and Trade Board in fixing prices takes into account the over-all operation of 
a producer. He may be producing a dozen staple products, but when they come 
in they do not assess separately the profit or loss resulting from his manufactured 
production of one particular commodity. They take his over-all operation 
with the result that many producers, from my information, are discontinuing the 
production of the lines that they cannot produce at a profit under the price 
ceilings and are producing the things they can produce at a profit. That >s 
the result of this over-all assessment of profit and loss on any particular producer 
instead of a particular commodity.

The Chairman : Of course, they could not do that in the lumber business 
because they cannot enter the export field unless they supply the required 
amount to the domestic market.

Mr. Fleming: Yes, but remember this export quota is set on a footag6 
basis, not on a dollar basis or on a grade basis. It is set on a footage basis- 
The result is the best of the lumber is going out of the country. I am tol 
that is the reason in many cases where the producer is producing a dozen 
commodities or products for general consumption. When a complaint is mad 
to the Wartime Prices and Trade Board that he cannot continue to produc 
under the ceilings, the Wartime Prices and Trade Board looks at his over-a 
operation instead of his costs on each particular commodity, and that is d1 
reason we get shortages in many of these products.

Right Hon. Mr. Ilsley: I should like to have someone from the Wartm^ 
Prices and Trade Board answer that. My impression is they now try to - 
that there is no loss in any one particular line.
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Mr. Macdonnell: I have been one of the offenders, but I am going to 
make the suggestion that we allow the minister to make his complete statement 
and then carry on with our questioning.

The Chairman : I agree with one exception. My friend from British 
Columbia at the end of the table has been trying to get in a question for a 
long time.

Mr. Fulton: I wanted to ask a question on the matter of export control 
before we go on to import control. It was brought to my mind when Mr. Ilsley 
said that export controls are necessary if we are to fulfill our intergovernmental 
commitments. I should like him to go beyond that and tell us what consideration 
Was given, or whether the matter was ever discussed of adopting the course of 
letting these governments with which we have contracts, or perhaps even 
compelling them, to go into the open market in Canada to make their purchases 
father than agreeing with them as an agent for the Canadian producer to sell 
at a certain price. In other words, if they want 100,000,000 bushels of wheat 
let them go into the open market and purchase in Canada. Then they have 
Purchased their wheat and it will go to them. Why was that policy not followed, 
and why was the policy followed of making all those sales as governmental 
contracts?

Mr. Isnor: You must favour the same policy with regard to lumber as 
you do with regard to wheat.

Mr. Fulton : No, I am asking why—
Mr. Isnor: I am asking a supplementary question so as to have it clear. 
Mr. Fulton : I do not understand what you mean.
Mr. Isnor : The government purchases wheat. Now you want them to 

Purchase lumber.
,n Fulton : I do not think the government purchases wheat. The govern- 
T]]1? agreed that wheat would be sold to Great Britain at a certain price. 
aj|° government set the price. My question is was consideration given to 

owing the price to be set by what these various governments were willing to 
y in the open market?

hist ^*^t Hon. Mr. Ilsley: I think you know just as much as I do about the 
of (.)ry of the wheat negotiations. The wheat negotiations are a big example 
a posing the ordinary channels and making an intergovernmental contract at 
top, Pri co for a fairly long period of time. That was done as matter of govern- 
£ n. Policy rather than letting the British come in and buy through the Grain 
Uni'] lan^e and get what wheat they could at the market price. I would not 
S() ' Cfstake to enumerate the reasons for that now. It has been threshed out 
as ,nucb for years in the House of Commons. I suppose opinions would differ 

0 which was the better way.
qiaesti, ' * o lton : That is taking one agreement as the answer to the whole 
givey *>rif a8ain may be a matter of opinion, but personally I do not think it
thres]a ml answer to the whole question. I do not think there is any point in 
Wc h,unS out the wheat agreements again, but we have wheat, we have meat, 
the K‘U.e dsh, we have lumber to some extent. As to all these commodities 
to hu'v tn'lulenf bas set the price at which the other government would be able 
hiost (.. ^ ^ie ,P°mt I am trying to make is that the result of that has been in
blent ,<L\es’ w’th the exception of lumber, that exports under government agree- 
bryin ' f ° a vcry much lower price than the prevailing price. What I am 
§overn] ’ get at is why was it decided to do that instead of letting these other 
arid D'i!n?L*S’ wbich are anxious for our commodities in short supply, come in 

y the world price for them?
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Right Hon. Mr. Ilsley : It ensured a market for quite a long period. That was 
one reason. A market for the Canadian producer was assured for quite a long 
period at a price which he knew he would get and for quantities which he knew he 
could sell. That is from the standpoint of the seller.

Mr. Fulton: I take it your answer would be in order to ensure stable long 
term markets?

Right Hon. Mr. Ilsley: Yes.
Mr. Fulton: That is practically the whole answer.
Right Hon. Mr. Ilsley: I think from our point of view, from the standpoint 

of the interests of Canada, that would be the answer, yes.
The Chairman : Is it the wish of the committee that we have no further 

interruptions?
Mr. Quelch : I should like to ask one question. I have not been able to get 

the floor so far. Personally I believe as long as conditions are as they are 
export control permits will be essential, but I was wondering if the government 
thinks that these high export prices for lumber, for example, will continue 
and if so, does the government then feel it will be necessary to maintain these 
export controls as a permanent policy or, on the other hand, will it be the 
intention to allow prices to rise internally to the export level?

Right Hon. Mr. Ilsley: I do not know what the future is of lumber prices 
abroad, but I think eventually the domestic price will have to be the same as the 
export price.

Mr. Quelch: That is what I want to know.
Mr. Hackett : Mr. Chairman, might there not be some convenient point m 

Mr. Ilsley’s statement, to be determined by himself, where he would be glad to 
stop and have questions put to him before he proceeds with another point?

Right Hon. Mr. Ilsley: The trouble is I have not any statement. I did not 
understand I was to come here and make a statement. I understood I was jus* 
here to answer questions anyway. On the question of imports we thought that 
was a section where we should spell out particularly the grounds, and the only 
grounds, on which import controls can be imposed. Therefore, we put in tin- 
section three criteria, and unless a commodity comes under one of these heading8 
it cannot go on this list. I am going to suggest a fourth heading, and I am go111” 
to mention a fifth heading which I am not proposing but which certain incmbci8 
and others would like to have proposed. The first of the headings is by reason 0 
the scarcity in world markets. That appears paradoxical. The question wow 
be asked at once, “Why do you seek the power to impose import controls on 
article that is scarce abroad?” You would think the fewer controls the bette ^ 
There arc articles that are scarce abroad but which are not subject to govern 
ment controls in the country of origin or to any governmental allocation and up0” 
which import controls are desirable. I will give an example that is given to 10 ' 
tea. Tea has been and is scarce. It is a scarcity product in the world. I tlm1' 
governmental control in the country of origin has been abandoned. 
governmental allocation on tea has been abandoned, but nevertheless there is 0 
much tea. We did not think that it was fair to permit one buyer, for examp1 ’ 
to get all the tea that would be consumed in Canada to the exclusion of eve • 
other importer and all the jobber agencies which are dependent upon them. Th , 
can very well be done if you do not have a system of import permits with rcg-a^ 
to a scarce article. That is a fair example. It is a matter of opinion, I supP°^J 
for the committee, as to whether it would be all right for the particularly P°w. ^ 
ful and wealthy—I think we should say—importer to be able to scoop up w ’r 
little tea can be got before anybody else can get any and be the only distribu j 
in Canada. That is a matter of argument, I suppose, but I do not think it w° 
be a fair thing to do.
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Now, that is heading No. 1. Heading No. 2 is governmental controls in the 
countries of origin. Now, many articles are controlled by governments abroad 
now, and' they will only deal with other governments abroad, and they insist or 
expect, at least, that there will be some control of imports in the countries with 
which they deal.

Mr. Macdonnell: Will you give us an example.
Right Hon. Mr. Ilslby: We have a lot of examples here.
Mr. Harvey: Jute.
Right Hon. Mr. Ilsley: That is an allocation.
Mr. Harvey': No. There is no allocation.
The Witness: It is not an international allocation. ..
Mr. Harvey: It is an export allocation made by the India government.
Right Hon. Mr. Ilsley*: That is a government-controlled article but it is 

not subject to an intergovernmental arrangement.
Mr. Harvey: Yes.
Right Hon. Mr. Ilsley : There is jute as an example.
The third heading is allocation by intergovernmental arrangement, bugai 

's a typical example of this. We must have a system of import permits on 
sugar.

Now, I want to add a fourth heading by amendment, and the amendment 
1 would propose is at the end of this section. I propose that these words be 
added: “Or unless the price of such article is supported under the Agricultural 
prices Support Act, 1944, the Fisheries Prices Support Act, 1944, the Agi lcultura 
Products Cooperative Marketing Act, 1939, or is in effect supported under ic 
Agricultural Products Act.”

Now, that is, I need hardly point out. an important amendment.
Let us take an example of a price which is supported or may be suppoi 

"uder the Agricultural Prices Support Act, 1944. Potatoes are as good an examp e 
as any. We might very well have a situation where you have a floor price under 
Potatoes in Canada and a glut of potatoes in the United States, and if you have 
oat situation you have to have the power to impose import contio s.

Mr. Macdonnell: That is a case where you get into difficulties because our 
Prices are too high.
. Right Hon. Mr. Ilsley: Right, I do not know whether Ï agree with tlie 
adjective “too”, but we get into difficulties which are brought about by prices 
a )1-oad being lower than the floor price in Canada.

Mr. Macdonnell : We get it going and coming.
• Right Hon. Mr. Ilsley: Yes, but I would rather ha\e the Americans^ump 

g hundreds of thousands of tons of potatoes than have i * ‘ : np^the
I would not like to see a situation where the government boojht aUthe 

Canadian potatoes at the floor price and the public mug i \ . [ p
;rn°m the United States at the glut price. I do not want a situation where

Mhing spoils the government owns it- . a__. « 1044 „nfi
th .bhe same considerations apply to the Fisheries 11 ices, upi - ./floor price

Agricultural Products Cooperative Marketing Act 193 Jltave been some 
t which most people may have forgotten about, bu . 1 Products

Aerations under it and there may continue to be I ie * « , discussed by
r gIV€s in effect price support. That is a case t m 0 g should not& c°mmittee; I know the Department of Agriculture fee’tfoff the Canadian 
ZV? a situation like this arise where we are taking productsi off the Canadia 
>kflets in order to meet British contracts at a certain ^ce which effect.

floor price, and which in effect supports the pi ice ‘ ’
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same time importing from the United States, for example, the same articles 
below that price. Then our British contracts support the American price instead 
of— or as well as—the Canadian price. We have got to have this amendment 
somewhere, and we have to do this or we cannot operate this thing—I do not 
think we can without possible huge losses to the treasury. The result would 
stop the operation of it.

Mr. Hackett : Control has to be complete or it is not effective.
Right Hon. Mr. Ilsley: It has some ramifications, once it is started, I will 

admit. A person has to have a clear head and considerable industry—
Mr. Hackett: And endurance.
Mr. Michaud: What is the last Act—the Agricultural Products Act; is that 

bill 25 which is before parliament now?
Right Hon. Mr. Ilsley: Yes, it is not through. I do not know whether there 

is very much more to say about import controls. I am not going to propose 
another amendment which has been suggested.

Mr. Macdonnell: Had we better propose it?
Right Hon. Mr. Ilsley: I was wondering whether someone would propose it.
Mr. Michaud: I will be pleased to move it.
Mr. Hackett: We do not know what it is yet.
Mr. Michaud: I thought you were referring to the one you have just read.
Right Hon. Mr. Ilsley : Yes, I am proposing this one, but I might as well 

tell you about a fifth heading that has been suggested as we are all friends 
together.

During the last twenty years or thereabouts we have had a system i11 
Canada of imposing special valuations for duty purposes on fruits and vege
tables, and we are familiar with the system. The system is that these values are 
imposed for certain periods in the year, and these periods vary regionally-" 
they may not be the same in British Columbia as in the maritime provinces 
for example. We set a value for duty purposes higher than the fair market 
value in the country of origin, higher than the export price quoted. Under 
section 43 of the Customs Act the difference between the export price and the 
values so fixed is collectable as dumping duty, so that vegetable and fruit growers 
from various parts of Canada have each year applied for and secured the 
special valuations for duty purposes with the object of debarring the importation 
of these fruits and vegetables from the United States during certain seasons m 
the year.

Mr. Hackett : Early beans and potatoes and such things?
Right Hon. Mr. Ilsley : Yes, the list is all set out in the trade agreement 

with the United States together with the length of the period during which they 
may be imposed, and the advance in prices is set out; it is all covered b> 
agreement.

Now, then, there is some pressure to have that system changed and haVe 
these importations subjected to the prohibitions which would come about as tn 
result of import controls. I am not proposing that although undoubtedly 
fruit and vegetable growers would like it, and some members would like it. * 
is the system that has been operating during the last two or three years undcl 
the War Measures Act or the National Emergency Transitional Powers Ac 
with the consent of the United States. It cannot be done without consultât!0' 
with the United States government.

Mr. Hackett: Where is that agreement?
Right Hon. Mr. Ilsley: That particular agreement? The last one was m® 

in 1937 or 1939—the trade agreement with the United States, the recipr°cl _ 
agreement. I mention that because after consideration we think we will S
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back to the somewhat awkward and clumsy method of handling these impor
tations that we had before. We think we prefer to do that rather than cut in 
on these importations with these complete embargoes over a few weeks each 
year.

Mr. Fraser: I have here a memorandum from the Department of National 
Revenue dated the 24th of February, 1947. which says: “Applications for 
specific permits, together with all correspondence relating thereto, to import 
fresh fruits and vegetables not included in general permit No.G-2400, are in 
future to be sent direct to the administrator of fresh fruits and vegetables, War
time Prices and Trade Board 490 Sussex street, Ottawa.” Would that be refer
ring to something that was not covered by the agreement in the two years?

The Chairman : What are you reading from?
Mr. Fraser: This memorandum from the Department of National Revenue 

dated the 24th of February, 1947, which says that if you want a special permit 
y°u have to go to the administrator of fresh fruits and vegetables, artime 
Ri'ices and Trade Board.

Mr. Harvey : That is the transfer from the wartime food control to the 
Rrices Board administrator.

Mr. Fraser: That would be something that was not covered under this 
Canadian-United States agreement, was it not?

Mr. Harvey: No, that is the same article.
Mr. Hackett: That would go off at the end of the month.
Mr. Isnor: That agreement you are speaking of respecting fruit alter the 

first year was generally a-ccepted as fairly workable, was it not'?
Right Hon. Mr. Ilsley : That arrangement in the fruit agreements with the 

United States?
Mr. Isnor: Yes.

Min'M^ht Mon. Mr. Ilsley : It is workable. I worked it myself when I was 
w I1* er °f National Revenue and while it nearly set me crazy it worked. They 
Anri]< C0,mc an<^ want the dumping duty on cucumbers put on on the 26th of 
hav s and the officials would want it put on on the 29th of April and we would 
Rrir I0 decide between the conflicting claims, and we always had trouble with 
sen.ls.1 Columbia with regard to strawberries and articles of that kind. They 
C0iv m, /Aggressive telegrams : The east gets this so why should not British 
The,.'! • a something else and so on. Nothing in here is purely protective. 
the of)1S a- reaso.n’ aPai"t from pure price protection, for everything in here, but 
ku0\v her is getting away completely from the idea that foreign exporters should 
vvhat " ia^ eonfracts they can make in exporting into the country and importers 

contracts they can make in importing.
Wav ,IC h hairman : Would not there be an additional reason in favour of the 
fetin''' °U ProPose dealing with the problem : the present bill before us will be a 
per„ Wlary measure while the problem of dumping fruits and vegetables is a 

anent problem?
j^tght Hon. Mr. Ilsley: Yes, decidedly.

SUg ' ' ■ Fulton : I should like to refer to the fourth reason which the minister 
Is ia,, V'* as justifying clause 4 on which he proposes to move an amendment, 
by u .f|le proposed amendment cutting across the field of what is presently done 

tariff regulation?
Wca-^ght Hon. Mr. Ilsley : Only to the extent it is necessary to enable us to 

"Ur price support legislation.
fiftli " Fulton: I wonder if what the minister had in mind in speaking of the 
Plisj Possibility- which might be included in this section could be better accom- 

0(1 by tariffs? Would not that apply also to the fourth case: would it not
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be better to allow it to continue under the tariff regulations instead of putting 
this additional burden on the Department of Trade and Commerce?

Right Hon. Mr. Ilsley : Oh, well, you mean institute a new system of 
values for duty purposes It could be done, I think; you could advance the 
values up to your floor price. You could do that if you wanted to. This 
support legislation was intended to be merely for the transitional period.

Mr. Fulton : Floor prices are not for the transitional period.
Right Hon. Mr. Ilsley : I think so. I do not know whether it is in the 

Act or not, but that was the understanding ; that was the announced policy 
from time to time.

Mr. Ross: Yes, it was.
Right Hon. Mr. Ilsley: When I speak of the transitional period I do not 

mean a period fixed in any legislation; but it was expected that there would be 
a transitional period and that nobody could tell in advance what would happen 
to agricultural prices and fisheries prices during that period, and that there 
should be provision for floor prices during that period. It is not to be found 
in any legislation, but during that period this floor price policy would be 
applied. The amount that may be used under the floor price policy is limited 
by the Act. It is a pretty high limit, $200,000,000, but nevertheless there 
is a limit there, and the speeches by the minister and the announcement of 
government policy all' said it was for the transitional period after the war.

Mr. Quelch: Having in mind this amendment it is true, is it not, that 
tariffs have operated as a form of price control and therefore if we are going 
to be absolutely consistent and demand that controls be abolished we should 
also demand that all tariffs be abolished because they are in themselves a 
control of prices to some extent.

Right Hon. Mr. Ilsley : The dumping duties on fruits and vegetables have 
operated as a control on the imports of fruits ' and vegetables. They have 
operated in many cases as a prohibition on the import of fruits and vegetables. 
That is an import control. That is really what it is.

Mr. Fleming: In commenting on the three criteria that are set forth 
section 4 the minister gave as a reason for the first one the necessity for what 
seemed to me to be rather a distribution control than an import control. One 
does not want to take up time here with theoretical differences. Is this bill the 
proper place for setting up what is in effect a distribution control rather than 
an import control? The reason the minister gave for the first criterion was 
definitely the necessity for distribution control rather than import control. * 
did not relate to import.

Mr. Fraser: You are referring to tea?
Mr. Fleming: Yes.
The Chairman : Is it not a lot easier to make your proper allocation at tj>° 

source instead of allowing one man to bring it all in and then set about to takc 
it awray from him?

Mr. Fleming: I should like to have the minister’s comment on that becaiW 
it seems to me as his statement stands it is a statement in favour of a distr1' 
bution control rather than an import control.

Right Hon. Mr. Ilsley : If there is an undesirable situation to be correct0 
I think the duty of parliament is to take the most sensible method of correct’0. 
Assuming that there has to be some control of distribution I do not tin 
there would be any advantage in trying to take stocks away from people 
the country after they have bought them rather than regulating^their imp01 Z 
Besides that we would not have the power to do it after the emergency PasS 
at any rate.
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Mr. Fleming: Not under this bill; I agree.
Right Hon. Mr. Ilsley: Not under any bill. This has no relation to the 

national emergency. We have the constitutional power to regulate imports. 
We have not the constitutional power to order distribution in Canada at least 
within a particular province. I think that is probably right.

Mr. Fleming: I can understand the point the minister has raised that the 
reason for putting that kind of control in an import control bill is on constitutional 
grounds.

Mr. Jaenicke: Of course, the section mentions distribution.
Mr. Fulton : I should like to come back to this question with regard to 

the fourth reason which the minister gave and on which he introduced an 
amendment. I understand at the moment floor prices are purely transitional, 
but certainly a great many members, and a large body of the public as well, 
hope that eventually a floor price policy can be introduced which would be 
Wade permanent. Then the question is going to come up as to how that will 
be administered. The question which is covered by your proposed amendment 
will also arise as to how we are to protect our floor prices against dumping. In 
the hope that a policy might be worked out I wonder whether it would not be 
more advisable to provide for the permanent administration of that question. 
That is why I wonder if it would not be more advisable to give this duty 
to the tariff people who presumably would be the ones to can y on if the 
Policy should become permanent. I come back to the question whether it would 
not be better to do that now than to have this job done by import control.

Right Hon. Mr. Ilsley: I speak with a good deal of ignorance in this field, 
but so far as international dealing is concerned with other countries 1 think 
the other countries concerned would recognize the necessity and agree to a 
system of import controls where you have price support legislation designed to 
°Perate for a limited period but if you begin to set up a system of tan I is think 
you would have a lot more difficulty because the United States has never liked 
°ur system of values for duty purposes at all.

Mr. Fulton : Do they prefer to do it this wray rather than undei a trade 
ngreement?
T Right Hon. Mr Ilsley: I do not know what their preference would be, but 
1 would think that the job of a Canadian negotiator would be much easier in 
suggesting an import control system because you have price support legislation 
which is in all probability likely to be temporary It is not as hkffiy that they 
^°uld be in favour of agreeing to the imposition of a whole new se o p g 
duties.

The Chairman : You see there is one difference as to the treatment you 
*ce°rd to perishable products. Raw fruits and vegetables have to be marketed 
^ben they are fit to be marketed or they are a total loss. In that way there s 
^ sharp difference between fruits and vegetables and grain, fish, and so on, 
'filch are not perishable products at all.

n Mr. Macdonnell: Without wanting to press it too far I want to raise 
question for the minister’s consideration. I think I 

°n of the paradox that we are going to have nnpoi c 1 ave
Juries in cases wffiere there is not an abundance hi a ; 7/, thine
£ lustration of it. He said what I fully agree with, that it wo dd be a hing 

would all greatly deplore if we allowed a situation to c^inue whereby on 
?an went out and got all the tea and practica ly had a corner on it in Canada, 
f, p°uld not gree with that, but I want to ask the minister this questiom ls 

the only way to deal with it? In effect it seems to me we are oo^usmg
th<T°rt oootrol to deal with a monopoly situation. I sio ? I am notthcre no other way bv taxation or some other means to deal with that. 1 am no 

84654-9
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forgetting that under this bill it is only going to last for a year but it seems 
to me that by implication we are putting on a government department a task 
which I think is impossible of achievement. I do not see how any government 
department can undertake to create ideal justice among people in every line 
of business. We had a statement from the deputy minister yesterday in 
which he indicated something like that was almost laid on the shoulders 
of the department. Can the minister say whether it has been considered if 
there is not some other way to eal with it, or do we have to fetter business 
at the source in order to prevent some man from doing what we all deplore, 
namely, getting a corner on the market? How far does that take us?

Right Hon. Mr. Ilsley : I must say I have not given consideration to any 
alternative method. It may be that other ministers have. Maybe the officials 
have. I doubt whether they have. I think perhaps the reason they have not 
is because in the case of articles such 'as tea there has been an apparently satis
factory distribution of import permits in the past. Is that not right?

The Witness: There have always been difficulties, great difficulties, the 
sort of difficulty Mr. Macdonnell suggests, but by and large it has been possible 
to arrive at a workable arrangement.

Mr. Macdonnell: How far back does that go, just during the war?
The Witness: Yes, during the war. I am speaking of the allocation of a 

limited import quota among the users in Canada. There have been some rough 
corners. There always are, but it has been workable and generally satisfactory-

Mr. Macdonnell : May I ask this question? I do not want to be fractious 
in raising difficulties. Do you think it is reasonable to look forward to a tii»e 
in the near future when the amount of tea offered will be enough so that we can 
abandon this in a year or two years, let us say.

The Witness: These controls are based on scarcity. As and when 
supplies increase the extent of government control in the countries of origin wifi 
of necessity disappear when they start to go and look for markets and arC 
selling in a buyers’ market as distinct from a sellers’ market, but at the 
moment a good many of these import controls are, in fact, operating to assist 
people to get supplies.

Mr. Macdonnell: On what basis do you give your import permits at the 
moment?

The Witness: On what basis are they allocated to people in Canada?
Mr. Macdonnell: Yes.
The Witness: Each one is worked out depending on the commodity, the 

type of person that is handling the commodity.
Mr. Macdonnell: I am just talking about tea. ?
Mr. Fraser: Would it be on a quota based on what they were buying before-
Mr. Harvey: It would be on the previous history of trade. Perhaps 

might point out—
Mr. Macdonnell: Let me point out that the big people like that, while th® 

little people do not like it. In my opinion, that is one of the defects of th®s 
controls. You are always favouring the big people and making it difficult 
new people to go into business.

Mr. Harvey: There is always an endeavour to keep a margin of protect'1’ 
for the new man endeavouring to establish himself in business. There is 0 
great difficulty in that respect. The commercial size of quantity has 
tremendous bearing on the facility of its handling and its landed cost here. „ 
very frequently find even when we extend a quota to somebody endeavour' =>
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to enter business he is unable to compete commercially because he has not the 
distributive size while the world is still a sellers’ market. He cannot handle 
the volume to reduce his cost.

Mr. Macdonnell: Now that it is being sold on the open market what is the 
technique of the buying? Is it bought by a government agent or is it bought 
hy one big person?

Mr. Harvey : Until recently tea has been purchased in bulk by the ( om- 
toodity Prices Stabilization Corporation. They are now in the process of 
returning it to the hands of private trade.

Mr. Macdonnell : I only want one further short explanation. A ou say it 
being returned to private trade. That comes back .to my other question, 

n ill one individual or one corporation or a certain group be allowed to go and 
hdy, because after all we must be skillful in our buying.

Mr. Harvey: Yes. Under this arrangement as it is returned to the hands 
of private trade firms who have been in business before will apply tor import 
Permits and obtain import permits to make their own purchases.

Mr. Hackett: On a rationed basis.
. Mr. Harvey: On the quota basis. As the quantity improves the necessity 
f°r the control disappears. It is a question of the pre-war producing aieas com- 
lng back into production in very large part. _

Mr. Fraser: There is a question I want to ask. The deputy^mimster 
Mentioned there had been some rough corners. A ere those long 1 ( 0HK - * . 
hl your tea firms that had been in business for a number of years being 
plotted different tea to what they had been used to buying. 1C>—, , •
have certain agents and certain places where they buy their ea. - &
them their special blend. Were there difficulties in regard to one fi™ getting 
an inferior quality of tea to what another firm got. How die >on 1 
ne matter of the quality of the tea?

The Witness : Quite frankly I w-as not thinking specifically of tea or o
• Particular commodity. I wras speaking in general of ic P>11 > 1 Honendine 
fg a limited quota. In each trade one meets with different prob ems dependmg 
P°n how the thing wras handled. Innumerable questions ecu 1I ■ reiate

E 'estions such as the amalgamation of two firms when ><» • .
ï/o past history. Maybe somebody has-gone out of ^Tfie infomation on 
l eat variety of problems that come up. If you wan -1 _ . Commodity
P’ the tea allocation was handled I think it should be got from the Commodity

riCes Stabilization Corporation. „ .
a ^r- Fraser: The reason I asked the question is bican.-c was 
;pn who is in the tea business. He said, “Well, our tea has not been 
pr y up to the quality we like to keep it owing to the fact that we 

take what is allotted to us,” , u
The Witness: I do know that tea is a particularly difficult one because 

1(3 grading problem and ageing, and so on. ■
g pir. Fraser: That is exactly what he said ïid^We topethe^am hiU
&Lthat is n0t UP t0 re^ular Stan?;dbuv for urs^es”PI think those
Ver government will allow us to go in and buy tor ourseives

e “is exact words. , ,, . „Tr. uppri tw
we-.The Witness: I think the comparison with the past iwm 
C«> might not be getting exactly what he wanted he got sometm g 

” h= Would have got if there had not been any allocate . 
a,y Mr. Fraseh: There might be something in that. He was objecting to it, 

lrnagine other people were, too.
8*654-_2i
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The Chairman : The minister may not be able to be with us this afternoon. 
If you have any more questions you want to ask him it would be an opportune 
time to do it.

Mr. Isnor: Are there any other clauses to which the minister is going 
to refer?

The Chairman : No, no other amendments, I understand.
Mr. Hazen: I should like to ask the minister this question. Have there 

been many prosecutions under the regulations created by order in council that 
exist at the present time? There is power here to make regulations in section 10.

Mr. Bull: There were only two prosecutions, I understand, under the 
regulations. One had to do with fish in Montreal where a fish dealer was 
sending out one type of fish and claiming it was another. He was caught at 
the border by the Royal Canadian Mounted Police. He was prosecuted and 
fined, and his trucks taken away from him. We have another case in British 
Columbia at the present time under the same circumstances where a man was 
selling spring salmon and calling it another type of salmon. He was moving 
it from Vancouver down to Seattle, a type of salmon which should have been 
going into cans. He was sending it out as fresh salmon at a higher price. There 
have only been the two prosecutions.

Mr. Isnor : I wonder if the minister would enlarge on section 9 in regard 
to transferring permits. What is the purpose of that?

Right Hon. Mr. Ilsley: Would it be all right for Mr. Mackenzie to answer 
that?

Mr. Isnor: Yes.
The Witness: The important point is to stop trafficking in permits. That 

is the reason for the provision that the permit is not transferable. Again when 
you are working with export quotas, and having in mind that the export 
price is higher than the domestic price, an export permit as such becomes an 
instrument of value. If one made them transferable there could be unlimited 
trafficking in them.

Mr. Macdonn-ell: A new industry.
The Witness: Apart from that the rest of that section is merely to make 

it abundantly clear that this permit which is issued does not over-ride other 
legislation which might be operative, such as pure food laws, drug laws or any 
other laws that control the movement or type of the merchandise involved.

The Chairman : Were we not told at some time somewhere that in some 
instances the department sets up a clearing house for permits? Take, f°r 
instance, lumber. A man will have lumber cut none of which is of a $}lC 

suitable for export. Yet he earns an export quota. Is there not some provision 
whereby that permit which he earns can be transferred for value to someon0 
else?

The Witness: Yes, that can be done as long as it is under control, but if ^ 

permit was readily transferable then there would be no means of seeing th» 
they were properly handled.

Mr. Lesage: As to lumber there must be special permission on the invoic1- 
and it must be approved by the lumber controller?

The Witness: That is right.
Mr. Lesage : I saw that this morning.
Mr. Fulton : I should like to ask a question on section 7 which perhaP6 

the Minister of Justice might be able to answer.
Mr. Isnor: May I ask one more question before we leave that? In 

of a tea merchant, one who would be blending teas, and jobbing it to the trfcdj 
if he had a permit and for some reason or other went out of business would he 
permitted to transfer that to his partner or someone else to carry on?
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The Witness: I think it would depend on the commodity, the special 
arrangements and the basis on which quotas had been issued. There certainly 
are cases, as in the case of lumber, where quotas may be transferred under con
trol. There arc other cases where it is not suitable that they should be transferred. 
One would have to be specific as to the particular transaction.

Mr. Fulton : I was wondering whether there was an provision for 
compensation to a merchant whose export permit it was necessary to cancel. 
For instance, suppose there was some change in the over-all world situation 
and some new agreement was made that directed the commodity to some other 
country than the one to which he had permission to export it, and it was 
necessary to cancel his permit and he suffered a loss. Would there be any 
Provision for compensation?

The Witness: No, there is nothing in this Act. There is no vote from 
which such compensation could be taken.

Right Hon. Mr. Ilsley: The purpose is merely^to cancel the permit if he 
ls proved to have committed some violation?

Mr. Fulton : It is really a punitive clause.
Right Hon. Mr. Ilsley: Is it? I was just asking that.
The Witness: It depends on the change in supply conditions. A man 

tuight be laying his plans to export a certain commodity, before obtaining a 
Permit or even after obtaining a permit. If some situation developed there 
nfight be a change in the regulations. What has happened up until now when 
that situation has developed is that we try to arrive at some sort of arrangement 
that will avoid his being placed under too heavy a loss, perhaps by way of 
Permitting him some export because of commitments that had been undertaken, 
hut there is no provision for compensation as such.

. Mr. Lesage: During the war it happened to my knowledge in the charcoal 
business. A certain charcoal producer had some export permits to the United 
States where the price was much higher. There was a scarcity on the Montreal 
Market. The domestic market could not be supplied so they cancelled his 
permits and he had to direct his carloads to Montreal. The remedy ior .it was 
^hat his export permits were postponed. A little later when the situation on 
the Montreal market was corrected he exported to the I mted ■' fate.'' an îe. 
Save him a little more in the way of permits to help to balance it up.

Mr. Fulton : I was thinking of a case where a man made firm contracts 
^"ith a shipping agent for the delivery of these goods. He might be held ha i e 
llnder those contracts. He might get involved in losses in price on his goods. 1 

wondering what could be done there to safeguard him. I tmiv i P°^r 
*s given to cancel a permit in that manner there should be some punition mar e 
f°r recompense to a merchant who suffers consequential damage, unless it is 
Cancelled for fraud. .
„ Mr. Fraser: You would have to put on the bottom of his contract besides 
an act of God”, “at the direction of the government . It would have to be, 
Act of God and direction of the government. . .

Mr. Jutras: In the allocation of export permits what provision do you 
niake for new businesses coming into the field?
^ The Witness: That would depend entirely on the commodity^ There are 
^?any commodities where there could not be any new pro ucei> < varied

foreseeable future by reason of the process of manufacture. It has varied
a the way through. , -in

Mr. Isnor: Except in the case of veterans; you make a special allowance 
there?

The Witness: There are many industries where a veteran could not possibly 
et up in business in the foreseeable future.
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Mr. Michaud: For instance, in the soft drink business you have refused 
to grant permission to go into the soft drink business on account of the sugar 
situation?

The Witness: That is a thing altogether apart from this bill. That is 
rationing of sugar and the licensing of a business under the Wartime Prices 
and Trade Board. It has nothing to do with this bill at all.

The Chairman : Mr. Macdonnell, at our previous meeting you asked some 
questions directed to the point as to whether the present bill could include a 
list of all articles that would be subject to control. While the minister is here 
would you like to pursue that point?

Mr. Macdonnell: Yes. I think .the question has not been fully answered 
but nevertheless a good many things have been said which have helped to 
clear it up somewhat. I do not want to be monopolizing the asking iff questions, 
but I should like to ask this question. We had some discussion at the previous 
meeting as to the very important question of whether exporters can be trusted, 
without being controlled, to take care of.the domestic market. Of course, 
exporters are inclined to think they can. I am informed by a friend of mine 
who is an exporter—and I have no means other than his word of knowing whether 
his statement is fair—that things like canned foods, machine tools, plumbing 
supplies, do not need to be controlled at all. He tells me they are controlled. 
I mention those as samples. I mention them to introduce the general principle 
which I think goes to the very root of the mattér. I think it is fair to say that 
one of the reasons given the other day for export controls was that situations 
would arise where our manufacturers would not take care of the domestic 
situation. I want to ask in particular what the bearing of the newsprint industry 
is on that. My understanding is that is a case which stands out as an illustra
tion to the contrary. If I am wrong I should like to be corrected. I should 
like very much to hear the minister’s views from his experience during the war 
as to whether we have got to assume that a manufacturer is going to be so 
foolish that for the sake of an immediate advantage he will disregard his home 
customers, jeopardizing his whole future for many years to come for the sake, as 
I say, of immediate advantage. There are some 700 cases where you say y°u 
need to have controls. I understand the illustration that the minister gave 
this morning, but when you have 700 items it does make you wonder how far we 
have gone in the business of paternalism. I think Mr. Mackenzie would be a 
very nice paternalistic institution. I am sure he would try to do his best, but 
I am wondering how far you have got to go in that direction?

Right Hon. Mr. Ilsley : I really have not had enough experience with the 
operation of the export permits system to know how far you could depend on 
manufacturers, producers, to see that the domestic market was adequately sup' 
plied before they exported, but I would think you could not safely depend °n 
very many. I hat is mv belief. This is the way it arises. Let us take the 
manufacturers of agricultural implements who are very respectable peopl6- 
TV hen they can get more for their implements abroad than they can in Canada 
their opinions are influenced as to what is an adequate supply for the Canadian 
people. They may be quite sincere about it.

Mr. Macdonnell: That puts it very gently.
The Chairman: Might even be warped a little.
The Witness : May I add a word? There is one other point I think naigh* 

be made in answer to Mr. Macdonnell’s question. That is that'there is practically 
no product which is under the control of the manufacturer all the time. On^ 
it passes out of his hands he loses control of it. There are any number oj 
people in the country who can find ways and means of getting possession of tha1 
product, and find a way to export it. If vou trv to ensure that a certain
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quantity is distributed in Canada it assumes that a reasonably adequate quantity 
is available. It does not take much ingenuity to pick up some of these articles, 
Perhaps not from the original manufacturer but from other people in the 
various trades. Then some individual who has been able to do that, without 
export permits, proceeds to make an export of t e ltinis ®. 5 . .
able to get under his control and makes a handsome prmit T he minute ta
happens the manufacturer comes back and says, > . t, ^
the right thing and distributing enough m Canada, Jut a“ n( denied ” 
it simply to enable somebody else over here to make a profit that I am denied.

Mr. Macdonnell: Will you mention the newspiint incu..tr> . .
The Witness: Newsprint is a very special ease because new.prm ^as^ ^

18 dealt in almost directly between the big milk am P other items on this 
get into general commerce to anything like the extent that other items on 
list do.
Hot ?°?' ^r- Ilsley: There are at least two publishers in Canada who are 

■satisfied they are getting enough newsprint.
- Ir. Macdonnell: I know one of them. 

surro-pl1'; Isnor; I should like to pursue that thought a little beyond the point 
hirm if, ^ou- ^ manufacturer of clothing about two years ago found 
t0 jw suddenly faced with this situation. Buyers from New York came over 
''vooll°ntrea andl were buying almost every suit and suit length of serge and 
exn ™ nuiterial that was available. They were not on the list. There was no 
Wooll Perm^ rcquired at that time. If I recall correctly you immediately put 
to e CU ®oods on your export list. That made it impossible for the individual 
po^ suds or woollen goods. Because of that action by you it made it 
bpo" hc °r us to have more clothing in Canada than otherwise would have 
een the case. That is one case.

0p ud? recall an outstanding firm, whose name I know very well, which 
good'8 m Chicago. When they found they were unable to procure cotton 
Can Vn ^1C h-uited States sufficient for their requirements they sent buyers to 
sli|),a ,a and bought at retail prices in Toronto and Montreal sheets, pillow 
the « an<^ S0. on" That is a case where it does not affect the manufacturer, but 
dornSame Principle was carried out of exporting goods from this country and 

nronstrates the need for an export permit such as is mentioned in this bill.
that "f^r" hlACDONNELL: At the risk of being tiresome I want to come back to 
Welt -a ™*nu*e- Would you say whether you did have any such cases, Mr.

§0m I'be Witness: That is exactly the type of situation I had in mind where 
been^r y.other than the manufacturer is able to pick up a supply that has 
thaï dlstributed in Canada and intended for domestic consumption. He picks 

np and proceeds to export it.
gone?" ^ULT0N : Perhaps Mr. Mackenzie can say where all our shirts have

The Chairman : Mr. Macdonnell has the floor.
I am p.r'- Macdonnell: I am afraid I have been holding the floor too long, 
tyfiat mV° bt- I want to say this. First of all I am not sure whether
the ro„ r; tlsley said about the two publishers who wanted newsprint got on 
Scroun ^ *t did I want to say I think I know one of them and I think by
that aroun(t he has got the paper he needed. I want to come back to
Hiomeptjn?rai question. It may not be fair to ask you to answer it at the 
qüantip .t I want to have it answered later. I want to get an idea of the 
thino-s 10,s. involved. My colleague, Mr. Hackett, to my right has said some 
of p | nch evidently have interested the public a good deal as to the number 

Pie who have gone into the government service and who are busy
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controlling the rest of us. No sensible man thinks we can get along without 
controls altogether at the moment. It is a question of how much. Perhaps Mr. 
Mackenzie can give me an illustration. I should like to know the quantities 
involved in some of these indirect operations that he talks about. I should 
like to know how significant they are. I want to point out incidentally that to 
the extent to which people have managed to export probably the Minister of 
Finance does not wholly complain because it helps with our exchange situation. 
That is probably one of the things we have in mind. I do want to get an idea 
of the quantities involved because it seems to me if we are going to get rid of 
them we have got to have a rather strong digestion in these matters and admit 
there are going to be certain things we will not like, but we have got to go 
through that period when we are getting readjusted and1, as I say, not deal with 
little things.

The Witness: It is very difficult to give you precise figures on it.
Mr. Macdonnell: Would you care to let that stand and perhaps give me 

an illustration later? We will be back again but do as you prefer, now or later.
The Witness: There may be a typical case we can give you. I would be 

•glad to look and see if there are some. I think one can say this, that there has 
been, as you can see from the little statement that was tabled this morning, a 
very substantial reduction in the number of items under control. One of the 
principal criteria that is used is that fact of the number of permits involved 
and the relationship of that to the seriousness of the problem. They are coming 
off all the time.

Mr. Macdonnell: Take canned goods, one of the things my friend 
mentioned and tell me about that, or perhaps one of your colleagues could. 
Are they controlled in the export of canned goods?

Mr. Bull: We have met that situation in several ways. One of the main 
things is to give general permits to the responsible exporters, that is, to the 
actual producer of the goods. On the understanding he is supplying a proportion 
of his production to the domestic market he gets an export permit for the 
balance. He ships it in any form to any country. It is almost equivalent to 
taking it off control. As to the brokers over 500 new firms have set up in the 
last few years in the export business. They are constantly looking for goods. 
If they come in at the wholesale and retail level and pick up these goods we 
may and probably would1 deny them an export permit.

Mr. Macdonnell: You would deny them?
Mr. Bull : Because we had already taken care of the quantity we could let 

go, and the manufacturer in supplying those goods to the domestic market is 
given the opportunity to sell some goods at a higher price in the export market- 
Take the case of cocoa. A while ago the entire body of manufacturers was 
supplying the wholesale market with cocoa at 6 cents a pound. There constantly 
was a shortage in cocoa. We discovered a man in Montreal was skimming i* 
off the wholesale market and selling it in New York at 26 cents a pound and 
creating a constant shortage in Canada. We were not getting applications from 
the manufacturers for export permits because they knew the wholesale trade 
was constantly calling for cocoa and the cocoa administrator was pushing them 
to supply more cocoa for the domestic market at a time when one small broker 

•in Montreal was shipping it to New York. He got out about ten carloads and 
he made a very substantial profit on it. We caught up with that, and we have 
got a very tight control on cocoa. We give no permits to brokers on cocoa- 
The permits only go to the manufacturer until he has all the permits he wants» 
then we give them to the broker. The manufacturer has the responsibility ol 
supplying the domestic market, and therefore he is entitled to any exports» 
having supplied the domestic market.
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The Chairman : The manufacturer is practically uncontrolled. He does just 
as Mr. Macdonnell suggests.

Mr. Bull: We have given very substantial open permits -to manufacturers 
and within those figures they have a responsibility to the Canadian distributors 
and the Canadian market. Over and above that they are allowed to export. 
If we find the domiestic market crying out for goods we will tighten up on these 
general permits under which they arc operating. There is a top quantity within 
those figures but the quantity set was generous, and was arranged in cooperation 
with the canners so that there is a minimum amount of complaint from the 
canners as to how they have been treated, but there is a complaint from food 
brokers and people along the way who would siphon, off goods which were 
delivered to the domestic market.

The Chairman: Is it fair for me to ask as to whether your complaint came 
from a broker or a canners?

Mr. Macdonnell: No, it came from a man who really represents a group 
°f exporters. He knew the export situation.

The Chairman : Then it comes from a broker, you see.
Mr. Macdonnell: No, he is not a broker, but at the same time he is not a 

Manufacturer. My only comment on that—and it is really in the nature of a 
question—is that you are really finding it necessary to discourage individuals, 

make it impossible for individuals because of the case you have mentioned. 
^ °u really find it necessary to discourage to the point of extinction the private 
food broker in that line?

Mr. Bull: In many lines we are making it very difficult for them.
Mr. Macdonnell: Do you think there is any danger in that for the future 

°I °ur export business?
Mr. Bull: These fellows were not in this business before the war for the 

JUost part. They have been attracted to it by the big profits. When we come 
}>ack to a buyers’ market many of these commodities will not stand brokerage 
lri between the producer and the consumer abroad. The tendency is for the 
Producer in this country to make direct connections abroad and move the goo s 
^ffhout that second commission or profit. Where a broker has been established 
m the trade he has a right to continue but he operates on the quota given to 
the manufacturer. He cannot buy wholesale under normal conditions and export.

Mr. Macdonnell: He is attached to a certain manufacturer?
, Mr. Bull: If he is buying from the manufacturer it is quite in order for him 
t° continue in the export business operating under the manufacturer s : 1lice c . 
m other words, if a manufacturer such as Heinz says that it is quite 1a 1 ^ 

fii’m in Toronto to sell their ketchup in Jamaica we will give 61 ,
, Permit and charge it against the quota we have for Heinz. 1 ‘ .,

|he approval of the manufacturer. They would give that approval if a man 
n buying from the manufacturer, but if he is buying fiom ic 

e Manufacturer would not be inclined to give his approva .
Mr. Macdonnell: It all makes a rigid and unelastic economy. We cannot 

e Use to face that fact.
^'fr- Bull: That is true.

Mio • 16 Chairman: Looking at it from the other viewpoint it assures to the man 
stenJs entitled to the profit a profit and it prevents some opportunist from 

PM? in and making a killing.
^fr- Quelch: I should like to ask the minister a question. 

har<j *]•' Macdonnell: May I make one comment? I want to say that it is a 
if w Jung to answer, but it is the death knell of competition and free enterprise

hx our minds on that.
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Mr. Quelch: I should like to ask the minister this question. I take it 
during the war in exercising these controls the government was influenced by the 
question of balan.ce of payments.

Right Hon. Mr. Ilsley: Export-import permits were not based on exchange 
considerations at all. The War Exchange Conservation Act was based solely 
on exchange considerations. That was a very rigid basis of control of imports.

Mr. Quelch: That was exercised entirely by the Foreign Exchange Control 
Board?

Right Hon. Mr. Ilsley : No, it was the law. It is over now, but the imports 
were controlled by the Department of National Revenue. It became a part of 
the law. Certain things could not be-imported at all from certain countries.

Mr. Fulton : Before we adjourn may I make another plea with regard to 
the time of meeting? I know there are at least two members who are extremely 
interested in the Natural Products Marketing Act. I think it is largely related 
to this sort of legislation. It is coming up in the House this afternoon.

The Chairman : If I may interrupt I might state that it was only as a 
safeguard that I asked for the room for the morning and afternoon in the event 
we would be unable to finish with the minister and the committee would want to 
continue with his presentation. I take it you are through with the minister?

Mr. Fleming: Is he through with us?
The Chairman: I hope his explanations have been very convincing. Of 

course, they have been to me. We will not meet this afternoon. We will meet 
at 11 a.m. on Tuesday morning.

The committee adjourned at 12.55 p.m. to meet again on Tuesday, March 
18, 1947, at 1;1 a.m.
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MINUTES OF PROCEEDINGS
Tuesday, March 18, 1947.

The Standing Committee on Banking and Commerce met at 11.00 a.m., the 
Chairman, Mr. Cleaver, presiding.

Members present: Messrs. Argue, Bel:zile, Black (C umlIrvine, Isnor’ 
^reithaupt, Cleaver, Fleming, Fraser, Fulton, Gour, ‘ Ontario) MacNaught, 
Jackman, Jaenicke, Jutras, Lesage, Macdonnell (.M^oka-Ontarw), Maci g
Marquis, Mayhew, Michaud, Rinfret, Stewart (Winnipeg horth )•

In attendance: Hon. James A. MacKinnon, nerce- Mr. Donald
Mackenzie, Deputy Minister, Department of Trade and Commerce,
Cordon, Chairman, Wartime Prices and Trade tfoara.
-, The Committee gave further cons,deration to Bill No. 11, An Act respecting 
Export and Import Permits.

Mr. Gordon was called and examined.
,pi M 100 o’clock p.m., witness retired and the Committee adjourned until 

aursday, March 20, at 11.00 a.m.
R. ARSENAULT, 

Clerk of the Committee.





MINUTES OF EVIDENCE
House of Commons,

March 18, 1947.

The Standing Committee on Banking and Commerce met this day at 
TOO a.m. The Chairman, Mr. Hughes Cleaver, presided.

The Chairman: Gentlemen, we have a quorum.
Mr. Gordon is with us this morning. As he is an extremely bus> man we 

at once. He is here to answer questions which any member oi
— • • *— 4„ n ofafpmpntcarry on at once. He is here to answer quesuuuo nmu. — 

e committee would like to ask. He is not going to make a statement

Mr. Donald Gordon, Chairman, Wartime Prices and Trade Board, 
called :

The Chairman: Mr. Fleming, you have the floor.

Ry Mr. Fleming:lord? ^ think it is very helpful to this committee that we should have Mr. 
3]at0A Preser!t, because it has been made clear I think that while this bill 
Mate t ° h^Tcular classes of controls nevertheless there are features here that 
i tint ° *le wh°le broad question of controls. Having prefaced my remarks 
hssib] Wa,V ^ w?uhl like to ask Mr. Gordon in the first place if lie thinks it is 
ack an° desirable not necessarily now but certainly as an objective to get 

y 0 an economy that is free of these wartime or emergency controls?— 
tierc S.' . am afraid that can only be expressed as a personal opinion because 
Xporf1? lnvolved in that question the whole matter of government policy, 
hat s , de> tariffs, etc. I think I would like to say in answer to that question 
,Hrj '° long as we are trying to carry on an effective system of price control 
hat ° °ns as the Prices Board is charged with the responsibility for seeing 
UPp,;n adequate domestic supply and an appropriate distribution of that 
ieri0(j fS maintained as a matter of government policy in this transitional 
aid tn °f shortage, then it is absolutely essential that we have export controls 
hat o S°me import controls; that so long as government policy dictates
in eff vC0Untry be served in that way, then I do not see how you could get 

eotive administrative system without export control, lot ati • am thinking, Mr. Chairman, rather in terms of objectives, and I am 
;°Vern 0g Mr\ Gordon to go into that field if he does wish to, the matter of 
h'actjp111)6,11^ Policy. I am very anxious to get his view as to whether it is a 
•‘OierEjp1® objective to aim at, an economy that is freed of wartime and 
Si],, n!T control; not necessarily to-day, but as an objective to which we 
îüaljf- be bending our efforts?—A. Almost certainly I would say without 
20tild <aüon the objective is possible, and the only reason why the objective 
°tt ofnot be reached in the short term is because of world conditions arising

q V‘nditions of war affecting supplies.?ondit: Xes- I think xve all agree, we have got to take account of world 
**i rca,.)1.1®—A. You may be reaching for your objective but there arc obstacles 

Illng it because of" conditions arising out of war, and then you must decide

249
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whether these obstacles are of such character and will so adversely affect your 
economy that there is a case for continuing a measure of government 
supervision.

Mr. Irvine: May I just interrupt there and ask would the questioner or 
the witness enlarge a little bit on what they mean by an economy free for all- 
I do not understand it. I do not know whether the rest of the members of the 
committee do or not.

Mr. Fleming: Mr. Chairman, if it would be helpful I would be glad to 
do so but I think if I just follow my immediate line of questioning through» 
then if there are any other questions which follow. The expression I used was, 
an economy freed of these wartime and emergency controls.

The Witness: If I may say so, the short answer to that is that all of 
these wartime controls are of an emergency character, and it is quite clear that 
government policy has been expressed that these emergency controls will be 
lifted just as soon as conditions which gave rise to them disappear.

By Mr. Fleming:
Q. And that I take it is the objective toward which those who are adffliU' 

istering controls are working within the scope of government policy ?— 
Absolutely. We are trying every day to review the situation and to see whcr 
these special conditions of emergency have now been rectified to the point th® 
the emergency controls which had to be put on to deal with them can now b 
lifted. g

Q. My next question is this: In relation to the time within which thes^ 
controls are found to be necessary; that is to say, the period of continuance 0 
these emergencies ; we had evidence at this committee from the Dcpj1 
Minister of Trade and Commerce that each of the controls of the kin, 
contemplated in this bill for export-import control is a particular type 0 
commodity, and that the need for the continuance of the control is based 0 
consideration of the supply of each individual commodity?—A. That is corre^:

Q. Does that apply over the whole control area in Canada at the prcsC. 
time as well as to import-export control?—A. That is my understanding,

Q. Then that leads to the next question, which is the relationship of tbÇ 
various controls to one another; that is to say all import-export controls, pW 
controls and all other forms of war emergency controls. I would like - ^ 
Gordon if he will, Mr. Chairman, to enlarge on the relationship of the van0^ 
pieces of this control system to one another, both as to principle and policy’ 
the one hand and as to administration on the other; in other words, co-opera ■ 

between the departments and bureaux or boards that have to do with ,
-A. Yes. Well, on that; that is a veryadministration of the policy, 

field.
Q. Yes. I am opening up a pretty big field for you -A. I think I can

hr o&tl

coVerthe■ ..................I.....................O I I %/-----O--------------------------J------------ ------ - ------------ . . t -

it for you. If I do not I hope you will tell me wherein I fail. Essential1? 
Prices Board job is one of trying to maintain price ceilings or to get on wit1 .g3 
job of an orderly adjustment of our prices when it seems that permanent sllPP gr 
have reached a point where controls may be lifted, where regulation is no 1° ^s, 
necessary. That is what you have been witnessing for the last six or eight mm ^ 

Mr. Isnor: I wonder if Mr. Gordon would be good enough to SP 
louder so we can hear him.

The Witness: Do you want me to stand up?
Some Hon. Members: No, no. {o
The Witness: I am saying that the essential job of the Prices Boarh^y 

see that the price control system is maintained so that we do not have a run'j1&v® 
race in the cost of living, and during the last six or eight months what wc
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■ ipvpi in the form of individual prices 
been doing is gradually adapting mu P”0 . uave been sort of crystallized;
where it would seem that pennanen - uere an(j abroad have reached 
wherever we feel that the increased cos . g0 that we can free them of
a permanent level then we try to adjus _s. The second thing we are
control. We have made the necessary 1 ;n Canada of the essential
interested in is to maintain an adequatei s I have als0 to consider other
necessities of life. Now with that in mini ' | export trade; and we look
trade considerations of Canada; namely, o - &n export interest m that 
at the supply of any particular commodity > « rce officials and we agree
commodity then we sit down with tra< - t]ie export trade and keci
upon what may be a reasonable amount t go ement on a reasonable
°ur feet in our foreign markets. Vt e.}}' 0r our commodities that have to
division so to speak in connection with au Agriculture on the same lines, 
divided. And we talk to the D('l)ar^e^p board takes its part m discussing
On the reverse side, on the import su <. 0f ‘ allocations which Canada
with foreign government officials the km ‘ ;n almost every field,
entitled toffi cases of short supply. But you findtn ^ Iesperately
take textile supplies in England as an example,^ b the world s
$hort in relation to world demand. T world demand. The same is
desperately short in relation to the o^ - bave been mentioned m
with regard to almost all the other items that h The pn s Board
course of previous discussions in this conn to present the Canadian
take, it° part in dealing through alloua ton commit other depart-
Case for an allocation which is adeq < -n these discussions, mam y
nients of the government also take the 1 - nommerce. Agreement is rea 
departments of Agriculture and Trade a « eements have of course to 
between all departments concerned, an omIfendation in that respect, < 
ratified by council. The officials make the deals arc made they arc brought 
"bo is to represent Canada; and then v ... approved or disapprove! ,
to the attention of the government ani. , allocations arc decided up
'■use may be. And when these interna ' controls in regard to mte 
die operation of controls, mostly imP cce to n,’and be able to ^ ation 
allocations begin to function. We have wp do not 0ver-buy our a ‘ .g 

■ ° control authorities of other countii » ' that we need import
? any particular instance. The secon ^ we do not oyer-buy YP gg ag 
°r °ur own interest ; that is to en. ^ an allocation. Again usug daKe

Particular commodity in which we eJ,iee „f fabric, or an °vera P ur own
of example, we might get an overa wo()1 or cotton. ^e then ^ ^
■J.Yarns as the case may be, m elt“V lar tvpes or grades that
Rarest break that down into the part^^t. in arriving at this brea^
Set in order to maintain an appropria ‘ ^hat need in each g
fawn of the particular amount of yardage tnat 
advisory committees from the trade.

By Mr. Macdonnell: are concerned with the
tor S' At that point am I correct in tlnn ’in .^^ after it a,,riVrCyardagc let
ÿfal amount that comes in rather than n its^a & fixed amount of ya^dag^ 
^ first point we want to determine^ ^ certain poundage in that by

■ say of a particular fabric, oi let allocation we need otherwise youlaying import permits to pick up that alio particular type, otherwis y 
J large we do not get too much of any ^ other types «fusers 
£*tfind the men’s clothing ^ustiy & particu?ar type. So weha ^ 
tl(f.e. kind of fabrics would have t overall allocations n

ourselves on a breakdown <
' ^ field.
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By Mr. Fleming:
Q. Mr. Gordon, in a word I take it that it is your view that these controls, 

again speaking of the wartime emergency controls, are related to one another and 
there must be close co-ordination in terms of administration?—A. That is 
correct, yes; not only with our own departments here but with the opposite 
numbers of those departments in foreign countries.

Q. So your board, the Wartime Prices and Trade Board has definite interest 
in this particular type of control of exports and imports?—A. Oh, very definitely- 
I mean not only in the export side, if I may return to that; the obvious reason 
is, of course, that so long as our price level is lower than the price level of 
foreign markets, particularly the . United States, then if we did not have export 
controls our goods would be drained off to that foreign market at higher prices 
and we would be severely short here or alternatively our prices would have to 
rise substantially and we would have competitive bidding between two markets.

Q. Let me ask you if, having regard to that co-relation of policy as it is 
now in effect, you are satisfied with the present machinery, and if you feel that 
the present machinery is adequate for the purposes of bringing about a 
co-relation ; and, is it working satisfactorily to that end? When I speak of 
machinery I am thinking of the whole group of control bodies, the Wartime 
Prices and Trade Board as well as the controls that are operating directly 
through government departments.—A. I would say that the system of co-relation 
in Canada excels almost that of any country of which 1 have knowledge, and all 
during the terrific strain of war it stood up and worked. Now, mind you, I am 
not going to attempt to say it is perfect. No matter what you may have there 
will be occasional slips. But by and large, I think the machinery worked 
extraordinarily well, and has done a job which will stand comparison with any 
country with which I am familiar.

Q. Are you prepared to make any comment to this committee on places 
where you think that machinery could be improved now?—A. No. I might say 
in all honesty that I think the machinery as it now stands is quite adequate for 
the purpose to be served.

Q. Now, are you satisfied with the way for instance export controls arc 
working out in relation to the public supply?—A. Quite.

Q. Let me give you an example that has been cited in this committee more 
than once, and elsewhere ; it is the matter of lumber.—A. Yes.

Q. It is that so much of our lumber is going to the export market where the 
price is very attractive where at home there appears to be a definite shortage 
of supply?—A. Well, that question could be better answered by the timber 
controller who is under the Department of Reconstruction. But by and large 
I can say this, that the Prices Board definitely is interested in the supply 0 
lumber in Canada and its allocation?

Q. And the price?—A. And the price. The allocation of lumber to Canad 
is, to the best of my knowledge, adequate. ■

Q. Would you say that again?—A. I say that the allocation of lumber-^-
Q. The allocation?—A. The overall allocation of lumber in Canada is 1 

the best of my knowledge adequate, and it is considerably greater than wc eve 
used prewar. Where difficulty does arise however, and it is very difficult j, 
control and operate, is in this respect ; you get occasional shortages of grades 
lumber or dimensions of lumber; and that is a matter which is constantly und 
review by the timber controller. But I think Canada has been well served 
the continuous quantity of lumber that has been made available in relation 
what is going export. js

Q. Well now, you used the expression that the allocation of lumber 
adequate ; and then you used the expression, occasional shortages—I think y 
said of special grades?—A. Of types, yes. , eI

Q. Of types, as it were ; but you said definitely that the supply of lurn 
broadly speaking is adequate in Canada?—A. Yes.
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Q. Would you enlarge on that?—A. I do not think I can. I say that there 
are specific shortages of types and dimensions from time to time. But the point 
is this, that the allocation of lumber for the domestic market is based on a 
percentage of production, and each person who exports lumber from Canada can 
only do so after he has earned a credit for the amount that he has put into the 
domestic market; so that the control situation is pretty good. But I say that 
lumber is probably one of the most difficult of controls to operate in the sense 
pi getting everything that you want for your domestic market. And my point 
is that the amount of lumber, the footage of lumber which was made available 
to the Canadian market is in relation to the allocation system in my judgment 
adequate; but we are constantly struggling with shortages of one type and 
surpluses in other types and there are constant adjustments going on. that is 
the type of shortage to which I presume you refer.

Q. To be perfectly fair to Mr. Gordon, Mr. C hairman, I should tell him 
that my information is rather different from his about the adequacy of the 
•supply, the overall supply of lumber; and that is why I asked him for some 
further enlargement on the expression that the allocation of lumber in Canada 
Was adequate ; because so far as I am concerned the information which has been 
supplied to me and the information which he has apparently are not at one. - 
A. Perhaps I should just make this clear. I am talking about what has happened 
in the past. As the program develops it is quite possible you will get developing 
shortages and those shortages would be adjusted from time to time as allocations 
are adjusted. But, as I say, I have been drawn into talking about a field which 
is not essentially my responsibility, and necessarily I have been speaking in a 
rather general way. The specific description of how these jams take place 
should rather come from the timber controller. .

Q. I will not pursue it any further. The only reason I raised it vas because 
f understood from your previous answer that the Wartime Prices and liade 
ifoard have a definite interest in a matter of these controls and I took it- 10m 
that that you have your finger in the pie in relation to lumbei expor s.
A- That is quite true because we are controlling lumber prices, oi |>inS 
and naturally the supply of lumber has an important bearing on it v 10 c 
structure of prices. It is in our experience that pricing adjustments have had 
? be made from time to time in order to encourage one grade of lumber rather 

than another or one type of supply rather than another and m doing j- v ,, 
lnt° an assessment of what we need. That is why I statet . h
SuPply is sufficient, and out of our experience I would say hat gemra ^ 
speaking the absolute footage of lumber that has been aHocatcd to Canada 
should be enough if it were possible to get all of it in ie pai i • 
c tensions that we need.

By Mr. Jaenicke:
, , Q- When you speak of allocation to Canada does that mean that. we are 
^bject to international control?—A. No, that is entirely our own allocatiom 
I mea'i this, the total production of Canada is taken over by the im ^ 
.^roller and a decision reached as to the percentage amount of that pmduc 
tl0n which should be reserved for the Canadian market before expoit pern

u granted. . , . ,, ,o a 'runt
• Q- But- no international body has anything to sa> a iou ia 

entirely our own affair.

By Mr. Irvine:
i Q- Have we need for the controls we have, for instance such as we now ^ave in Canada?—A If it were entirely free then it would depend entirelv I 
^Gan, it depends on which control you mean; do you mean export controls, 
Pripe controls?
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Q. That is what I mean.—A. If you were to take off both price and export 
control then the Canadian prices would depend entirely upon how much the 
Canadian consumer was prepared to bid against the export market.

Q. And the consumer here would have to pay a whole lot more?— 
A. Substantially more.

By Mr. Fraser:
Q. Wartime housing and housing enterprises ; are they restricted as to the 

prices they pay for lumber ; does price come into the picture with them ; if they 
want to buy lumber from a firm do they have to stick to the price?—A. Oh, 
yes, the price ceiling is applicable throughout.

Q. Then it does affect them?—A. Yes, it does.
Q. Yes. I asked you that question because I know that wartime housing 

wanted to buy 2x4 and they could not get the cheaper grades like hemlock 
or spruce and they said “We have to have 2x4 and we have to have them at 
once.” The firm with whom they were dealing said “We haven’t got 2x4 but 
we can give you 2 x 4 by cutting 2 x 12 white pine—and that priced $126 a 
thousand.” Obviously, doing that takes white pine off the market. I think it 
is to that that much of our shortage is due, to it being held by wartime housing 
and housing enterprises.—A. Well, I would have to have specific complaints of 
the kind before I would be able to give evidence on a matter of that sort.

The Chairman: Gentlemen, we agreed at the opening of the committee 
to-day that as Mr. Fleming needs to leave early he would have the floor first. 
Some of the members were not in when the committee opened. Will you 
proceed, Mr. Fleming?

By Mr. Fleming:
Q. I can assure my friends that I am nearly through. I do not want to 

impose on the good nature of the committee.
The Chairman: I understand, Mr. Fleming, coming back to this question 

of adequacy, that Mr. Gordon’s reply was adequacy in the light of all the 
circumstances.

By Mr. Fleming:
Q. I do not intend to pursue the matter further, Mr. Chairman. I think 

I understand his answer. His information I think is not at one with the infor
mation I have; but then he has indicated it is matter rather of timber control 
than coming under his particular purview. I do not want to pursue the matter 
further.

The Chairman : Yes, quite.

By Mr. Fleming:
Q. I would like to ask you now though as to the relationship between 

controls of the type we are dealing with in this bill and the problem of ensuring 
for Canada an adequacy of international exchange, the experience of other 
countries particularly I take it the United States with whom we were going t0 
buy and pay in cash?—A. Well, with all deference, I do not know of anything 
in this bill which is directed in any way towards the question of exchange, 
am in the hands of. the committee. ,

Q. There were some questions to the Deputy Minister of Trade an 
Commerce on this point the other day and if I correctly state the gist of D 
remarks it was this; that this bill was specifically directed or aimed to cop 
with our exchange problems.—A. Yes?

Q. But I think it is clear that it may have a very direct effect on exchan^ 
problems, it would be quite possible.—A. No, it is not the intent nor won 
it be used—
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Q. I did not say intent; but it could have a relationship and affect our 

exchange problem, because we have an exchange problem in this country.— 
A. There is nothing in the administrative controls which will be operated under 
this bill that would originate by reason of our exchange position. Here I am 
safe in saying that the administration would not be motivated in any way by 
reason of our exchange position.

Q. I quite accept that. That was the gist of the answer the Deputy 
Minister of Trade and Commerce gave, that these controls provided for by 
this bill could have a very direct relationship to that problem.

Right Hon. Mr. Ilsley : What Mr. Gordon says is perfectly right, in the 
operation of this bill the administration will not be motivated l>> exchange 
problems. Of course, it is obvious, if you had no export controls whatever you 
would have a greatly increased export to the I nited States and a greatly lessened 
export to Great Britain. Therefore, your exchange position would be improved 
as against the reverse situation, but it is not the purpose of the hill to reduce 
°ur exchange in that way.

Mr. Fleming : I appreciate that. It has been the consistent answei we have 
bad all along. It is not the purpose of the bill but I think the answei ju-t Riven 
is clear, it has a relationship to the problem ; it could have an influence on our 
exchange problem.
. The Chairman: How could it have an influence on our exchange problem 
if the issuance of export permits is not motivated at all bv t îe exc îange 
situation.

The Witness: Perhaps I could clarify thM ^UNoe*directed only to 
various export and import controls under this bill will
securing an adequate supply for Canada

Mr. Fleming: Supply of goods? , • • Canada
The Witness : A supply of goods ; on the export side w cw 

what is needed for our own consumption. for Canada from foreign
On the import side controls will be usee < *- having aimed at what is 

countries a sufficient supply of essential goo s cf^et ifc .could have on our 
necessary for Canada, that is the only P - currency we need to buy our 
exchange position, the amount of dollars _°‘ 1 we did not get by reason of 
un ports or the amount of dollars or othei exchange considerations are not
restricting our exports. However, I repeat, that e l ^ the necessary
Within the purpose of the bill because it is dealing cnti. y 
supply of goods in Canada.

By Mr. Fleming:
Q. Then, this is my final question. I take it that, broadly speaking costs 

ar,e. rising in Canada, the cost of producing goods is not that a problem wit 
Much the Wartime Prices and Trade Board is faced at the present time in 
relation to scarcity?—A. Yes, I would say costs have been rising in ( anada 
durmg the war years. I would hesitate to say they are continuing because I do 
^ut know. . . ,

Q. Have you not experienced a rise in the cob of production sinee 'Ç vages 
controls were lifted in December, I946?-A. It is difficult to be precise about that 
r]p° lave bad to make price adjustments m vanous fie ds -Icmonstrated rise in costs, but those adjustments go back over a period of time, 

18 hard to define just when they start. ,, i j j.iiprp
Q- We have had people saying to us in the House, on the ?ne\ 1C” fhould be a freezing of prices with no ceiling on salaries and wages, and we have 

& l*»ple, SÆ, saying you could not .Warn tag a system of 
,Çc control if there were no ceilings on costs of that kind Jould care to 

make a general comment on that, particularly in the light of the situation we 
are going to face with reference to the objective we discussed at the commence-
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ment of your statement?—A. I would put it this way, the system of price control 
now being operated in Canada is a system which has, as an early objective, 
complete decontrol. We are trying to adjust ourselves to the situation where we 
will be able to get out of price control. If we were starting price control or 
had in mind the continuing of long term price control, then I would agree it 
would be necessary to have control of wages and salaries. But, since we are 
not, since we have not that as our objective, then it seems to me we might as wrell 
get ourselves adjusted to our new costs as soon as possible.

Q. That adjustment of new costs does mean, probably, an increase, does it, 
in the overall cost of living or cost of production?—A. That will depend ; 
it is not only a domestic matter, you see. We are influenced in our cost of 
living in Canada very materially by the cost of material supplied from foreign 
markets. If we find in the United States, which is one of our most important 
markets, that, in due course, there is a downward turn in their prices, as many 
people expect, then that will have a very definite influence on our costs in 
Canada.

Q. I take it your board is keeping a close watch over prices in the United 
States?—A. We are trying our best, yes.

Q. What have you found in recent months as to the trend in the cost of 
living after that flurry which followed the removal of certain controls on con
sumable commodities?—A. I think I have a statement here from which I could 
just read a paragraph.

In June, 1946, the last month of effective price control in the United 
States, wholesale prices in that country were 40 per cent over the pre-war 
averages, (1935 to 1939). In January, 1947, the latest month for which 
complete figures are available, the United States wholesale price index 
was 76 per cent over the pre-war level, and judging by the weekly figures 
there has been no decline to date. In Canada, on the other hand, whole
sale prices which were 42 per cent above the pre-war average in June, 1946, 
were only 48 per cent over that average in January, 1947. The present 
differences between the two countries have widened considerably since 
decontrol in the United States. This is equally apparent if one compares 
the cost of living indexes. In June, 1946, the Canadian cost of living index 
was 124, that is 24 up per cent over pre-war and the United States index 
was 133. The latest figures show that the Canadian index is at 128 and 
the American at no less than 153.

So that gives you, I think, a fairly good indication of the disparity which still 
exists in the price levels of the two countries and the rapidity with which that 
disparity widened after the United States decontrolled last year.

Q. That, I take it, is subject to this qualification, that there has been a 
contribution through taxes in this country, at least from the public treasury, 
through subsidies towards holding down the cost of living to an extent which has 
not obtained in the United States?—A. Well, to an extent that does not obtain 
right now.

Q. All right, put it that way, then.-—A. I think in the United States price 
control system, their subsidy bill was as high as ours.

Q. That is not the situation to-day; our cost of living is favoured by a 
subsidy?—A. Yes, but our subsidy has been very rapidly reduced in the last 
six or seven months. We have made quite a lot of adjustments in subsidies and 
that is part of the reason for our price rise in the last few months.

By Mr. Isnor:
Q. Have I these figures correct, when I say there is a difference between 

June, 1946, and January, 1947, in the United States of 40 to 76?—A. You ai"c 
talking about the wholesale figures?
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Q. Yes?—A. In June, 1946, the wholesale figure in the United States was 

40 per cent over the pre-war average. In January, 1947, the figure was 76 
per cent.

Q. Yes, a difference of 36 points?—A. Yes. In Canada it was 42 per cent in 
June, 1946, and in January, 1947, it was only 48 per cent, a difference of 6 points.

Q. There was a difference in favour of Canada of 30 points?—A. Yes.
Q. The other figures, so far as control is concerned, are 124-------A. 124 in

June 1946.
Q. And 128?—A. 133 in the United States.
Q. Let us deal with Canada first.—A. All right. In Canada, it went from 

124 to 128. In the United States it went from 133 to 153.
Q. That is 20 points and, therefore, a difference because of control of 16 

Points in our cost of living in Canada?—A. Yes, I think that is so.
Mr. Hazen : But taxes go into the cost of living.
Mr. Isnor : Yes, but 1 was dealing only with the figures Mr. (midon gave.

By Mr. Jaenicke:
Q. These comparable figures between Canada and the United States are 

they based on the same commodities?—A. Y ell, the method of arriving at them is 
the same although I could ndt say that every commodity going into it is 
exactly the same. By and large, the comparison is a proper one.

By Mr. Macdonnell:
Q. Have you ever figured out how much our figure would be altered if 

the relevant subsidies were carried into all figures as part of the cost oi living.— 
Y We have tried to do that. I would not care to hazard a figure because it is 
subject to so many qualifications it is misleading.

Q. It would be substantial?—A. I would not say it was substantial. If I 
jnight hazard a figure, it being clearly understood it is a debatable question 
between economists or other estimators, I do not think it would be more than 

the order of 5 to 7 points. I am talking about the cost of living index 
. figure. This figure would be substantially dependent upon the time at which 
these subsidies were removed. , , ,.
„ Q. Another question in this connection, I read a report of the cost of living 
figure put out by a labour organization the other day. I grant you on \ Savc 
|t a cursory reading, but as I read the figures they varied substantially from 
the figured given by the Wartime Prices and Trade Board, being substantially 
higher.—A. Of the cost of living index? . ,

Q. Yes.—A. I am not familiar with the figures to whichyoureferbutof 
c°urse, the manner in which the cost of living index is computed has always been 
a subject for debate. All I can say is I believe, myself, the Domimon Bureau 
and their estimate of the cost of living is about as good a j° 
anywhere . . .
, .Q. In the American cost figures, are the subsidies carried in?—A. In the cost 

living figures, they would be, yes, just as they are wit 1 us.

By Mr. Fulton: „ , , , .. ,
. Q. I thought you said our subsidy figures were left out o : the cost of hving 
index?—A. I do not know what you mean by “left out . The figure testate 
1Clan takes is the figure the goods cost the consumer. > ’

C0Ur'o Ahai tjlC.SU!rdy has helïtiÉ States ?_A Wherever subsidies are
„ Q- And it is the same in the United state.. ■ , . , • .
Pplicable it would be the same. It is the consumer pn

c°st of living index.
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By Mr. Fleming:
Q. Could you have subsidies of the present nature without control?—A. I 

do not think so. It is quite impossible to have a subsidy system without export 
control because your subsidy system reduces the price of your goods. If we did 
not have export control, the goods would go into the foreign markets. You would 
have the effect of spending the Canadian taxpayer’s money to provide goods 
for foreign countries and I do not think that would be accepted.

Q. Apart from the international exchange of goods, are controls necessary 
to the functioning of any of our existing subsidies, that is, subsidies to the cost 
of living?—A. It is the other way, is it not? Is it not really that the existence 
of price control is the reason for the subsidy?

Q. It works both ways, I think, if I may say so?—A. If you remove price 
control, then there is no apparent reason for the government to pay a subsidy 
to reduce the price.

Q. There might or might not be a reason?—A. It might arise'as a matter 
of government policy, but here, in relation to the price control system the subsidy 
has been used as a weapon to keep prices under control during the war, and, in 
certain cases, up to now.

By Mr. Fulton:
Q. You said it would not be a reason for the subsidies in Canada, not for 

export control. Have you not used the system of reclaiming the subsidy when 
the product was exported?—A. Now that is exactly the point. You need export 
control in order to recapture the subsidy when you allow any goods which have 
been manufactured under a subsidy provision to be exported. We have cases 
where goods have been subsidized and we allow a certain percentage to be 
exported in the interests of our own trade. Whenever that is done, we have a 
means whereby the subsidy content of those goods is recovered so the importer in 
the foreign country pays the full price.

Q. I understood you to say, in effect, that was one of the reasons why you 
needed this export control permit system, but that is not, perhaps, what you 
meant?—A. Yes, we need the export permit system in order to work out the 
machinery to recover the subsidy.

Q. Surely there are other ways it could be attempted? It is an accounting 
method?—A. If we did not have an export permit system, there would be no 
definite way established of recovering the subsidy on the goods. Moreover, I 
should say, the export permit in these cases is granted as a condition of getting 
the subsidy back.

By Mr. Breithaupt:
Q. Is not this true, too, where a subsidy is collected and an industry has a 

profit beyond the standard profit, the subsidy is returnable?—A. Of course the 
trouble is that this whole picture is so complicated I find myself in danger ox 
over-simplifying it. Where a subsidy is paid, generally speaking, the plan is t° 
recover any excess profit which' a particular industry may earn because we do 
not permit the industry, or we try not to permit it, to get government funds 1» 
it is able to earn in excess of standard profits. There are other types of subsidies 
where that does not apply, particularly in the import field.

By Mr. Stewart:
Q. I wonder if Mr. Gordon would answer this question ; was the cost of 

subsidies to the Canadian taxpayers as great as the increase in the cost o 
living would have been had there been no subsidy.—A. I would say the cost o 
subsidies would be substantially less than what it would have cost the Canadian
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taxpayer in dollars in buying !,is gÎJq!nHfv’‘bc^au^witlioti°price control 
this is one of those questions which I q! * • inflation_I cannot measure
rm other words, if we had a have caught up with the race
for you the extent to which wages and sal shown that wages
against prices. All I can say is that experience nas ^ • j cannot
and salaries lag considerably behind t ie m , repeat we are completely
balance the thing for you, nor can anyone^ substantially less than what
satisfied the cost of subsidies has been - > include in that term, “Canadian 
it would have cost the Canadian consumer, a lar^e purchases of warconsumer”, the Canadian government because oi its larg P
suPPlies. •, f themselves in savings to the

Q. In other words, the subsidies paid to ti ^ just take that back.
Canadian consumer?—A. Oh, yes, ten ti " yterally. It has been a veryI do not want that, “ten times over” to be taken too literal y

substantial sum.

By Mr. Isnor: , ■ t the ;mn0rt of textiles
Q. Earlier in the meeting you s,t^d’ ^tocal boards, I think, of the trade, 

and other articles, you consulted advis . That was mostly in regard to
Was that in regard to distribution or pnce?-A. that
distribution. : ? distribution a little farther. In the

Q. I am going to pursue the questm of woollen and cotton goods
case of textiles, you keep track of certa )P QUalities of goods. What 
with a view to having an equal distribué eoods which are first imported
control have you in regard to export, it an. , , „_^ That takes place in
into Canada then manufactured for the expo „mmerce. "Wherever the export 
consultation with the Department of 1ra e r+ permit is an administrative
Permit system applies, then the granting o 1 , t the policy which may be
Judgment of the officer charged with it He"tillthinking of the textile 
necessary in that field. In other words, i . , woUicl be prohibited in 
field, there would be certain types of exP01 s ly situation were inadequate. 
®ense a permit would not be granted if oui _ pos;tion seemed to justi y i • 
*or other types, export would be pernn e manUfacture of certain type»

Q. Have you any control in regard to the manut^ ^ we have had a
goods after the yardage is imported mto C&n c&m them, during the war 
substantial number of production ^ectives, a e ]i ctiv€S were abolished in 
Generally speaking, almost all of those to carry on for a few
December, 1946, apart from a few which it v i consisting largely of cotton
Months more. I am reminded that certa_ g ’m gojng into hosiery are 
yarns going into underwear and certain 1 system of what wccontrolled. During the war, we had anelaborat^ y^ manufacturer m the

Production directives” by means o _ wbich they must supply o
textile field the minimum amount of PI0< 1 . -n foreign markets.
raw materials which we were procuring

By Mr. Stewart:
Q. Are you still procuring 
The Chairman: Mr. Isnor

the raw materials for them? 

has the floor.

By Mr. Isnor:
Q- I am asking this question because statements have been made t rat 
orters are bringing into the country higher grades of underwear, hosiery 
So on and using their entire manufacturing production for higher priced goods 

‘s increase their profits instead of dealing with the medium priced goodb.
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—A. That situation has developed now, yes, because most of these controls have 
been abolished to the extent importers can buy higher priced goods, if you will, in 
the United States. There is nothing to stop them. They can get a price fixed 
on them by the prices board which is appropriate in relation to their cost. During 
the war, however, we were getting specific allocations of goods in desperately 
short supply. Our control extended through to the production of those items, but 
that has pretty much gone by the board, now.

Q. The increased price of materials brought into Canada from the United 
States for manufacture here would naturally be reflected in the cost of living? 
—A. That is so, yes.

By Mr. Stewart:
Q. I have a question which I believe is of some urgency to the male popula

tion of Canada. It deals with the question of shirts. I should like to know if 
Mr. Gordon can tell us if the same yardage of shirting is being produced in 
Canada as was produced during the peak years of the war?—A. Shirt production 
is about the only textile production of which I know where we are not fully 
up to the pre-war standard yet, although we are not far short of it.

Q. Is there a reason for it?—A. The reason has been the inability to obtain 
the raw material, namely, the shirting which comes mainly from the United 
Kingdom. The textile situation in the United Kingdom has been very tight. 
We have, in the course of our discussions with the United Kingdom, pressed our 
needs upon them, but the difficulty of sharing shortages is rather acute. We 
cannot get all we want because it is not there.

Q. Would it be the case that cotton manufacturers might have found it more 
profitable to manufacture things other than shirting?—A. They could have done. 
Let me put it this way, shirt manufacturing in this country is taking place to the 
full extent we are able to obtain raw material. The shortage is due entirely to 
our inability to obtain the raw material.

By Mr. Michaud:
Q. What percentage is exported?—A. Very little, 1, 2, or 3 per cent. Even 

then, it is only with the idea of maintaining our traditional markets.
Right Hon. Mr. Ilsley: I should like to ask a question concerning subsidies- 

You indicated subsidies were paid in the sense that had subsidies not been paid 
the price rise would have been considerably greater than the subsidies. NoW, 
my question will be rather lengthy. Of course, I went through all that matter 
connection with the formulation of the policy for paying subsidies. Subsidies 
were paid at a time when, if subsidies had not been paid, the probability and 
perhaps even the certainty was that a spiral would develop, and they were put m 
at a time to stop the development of that spiral. Had that spiral of rising prices 
followed by rising wages, folio-wed by rising prices and so on, developed, prices 
might have gone to very high levels. The payment of subsidies was at that time, 
I think, advisable. The increase in prices would have been very much greater 
than the subsidies, but is that necessarily the case today? It is this question 1 
should like to ask you; would the continuation of a subsidy paying policy today 
necessarily mean, or would it likely mean, the price rise saved by the payment o’ 
a subsidy would be greater than the payment of a subsidy?

The Witness: Please do not blame me for being cautious when Mr. IlsJ^ 
asks me a question. I think you will agree, Mr. Ilsley, in answering that questin’1 
you have to consider two conditions. The first condition was a condition, of 
when the demands of war were so extreme they seemed to be insatiable. Our 
shortages in our domestic market were developing so rapidly, unless we had takeI1
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control of the situation, as you say, prices might have gone to fantastic heights.
The payment of subsidies at that point permitted me to break off that spiral, to 
break it off clean.

», , .. ,, i n+hpr nrocedure in connection with supplyThen, following through the other P civilian supply despite the
conditions, we were able to maintain a a t of subsidies today is
needs of the war effort. Now, the question o where the payment of
really a matter of timing. If there are certa , +ue peri0(j 0f highly
a subsidy would result in holding your p”c®’°nt 0f a subsidy under such 
fluctuating prices in foreign markets the P temporary. But I cannot
conditions might be justified if the conditio > . , , ^set the taxation cost
tell you whether the cost saved the consumer wouM offset the 
m that respect or not. It would all depend upon e pen i ol ti over
you tried to do it. Your domestic price for a given articlemu prieeg
the period of say the next six months reg j understand it the question is, 
if you wanted to spend enough subsidy. But as i unaersta
would it be to the benefit of the consumer.

Right Hon. Mr. Ilsley: Would the taxpayers lose as much as the consumer 
gams under present conditions by payment of subsidies? I think they would, 
Myself. That is my opinion. I think you reach a point m this process where 
Payment of subsidies is no longer justifiable in this sense, that the pa>men 
gradually balances. I think you reach a place where the payment of subsidies 
ruerely keeps prices down to the extent that subsidies are pan , v ureas « 
cariler period, a period of widespread shortages, as a, result o îe p y 
be shortages stop and there is no spiral, with the result that k s « 

consumer of goods is vastly greater by the payment of subsidies than is the 
cost for the taxpayers.

Q. » certain point the payment of *idiee
a spiral?

Right Hon. Mr. Ilsley : Yes. „nntml?
Mr. Macdonnell: And that would be be oic p
Right Hon. Mr. Ilsley: No. payment of subsidies
Mr. Macdonnell: How can you be sure that it was 1 y

an<f not price control that prevented the spun ■ have been made
w The Witness: I would say the pnce c»J *Active in this particular instance without subsidic .

By Mr. Macdonnell:
tiling y1 am. o°t trying to confuse the two things, subsidy and control, but I 
hot h'M°U vau* that it was the subsidy alone that prevented the spiral ; may it 

Th G °Cen as mucb due to controls?
hot haV ' VITNESS • That is quite true, but by the same token, price control would 
subgjj- 0 been effective, it could never have been managed if we had not had 

^es to support it.
rpjr' Jackman : There would have been no production.

Point j\T ^J.TNESS; We could not have got some types of production. On your 
fitPe yp r' IJsley» I think it is clear what you have in mind; that is, in point of 
Jh a co ■Comc *° a place where your prices continue to rise and costs keep rising; 
jo Cech,1 n,uady r^s’nS spiral. What happens today is that you pay a subsidy 
his g00ff.e fbe cost to the consumer but that only means that you are giving him 
hCe n0(.r s af.a price which is less than he would otherwise have to pay, but you 

847u_CuRing off the spiral, in this sense, that you could not make the goods
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cheaper. In the end the taxpayer would be in about the same position, it 
would just about work out to the same sort of thing as the actual dollars 
saved in the buying of goods.

Mr. Marquis: In order to maintain production you have to subsidize price, 
you are almost obliged to pay a subsidy in most of these fields.

The Witness: That is right. And the situation which I am trying to describe 
here applies only while prices or the cost of goods seems to have become stabilized. 
The need for subsidy applies particularly to foreign markets where prices are 
disorderly and fluctuating, and it seems the part of wisdom to continue the 
subsidy period temporarily rather than adjusting ourselves at what might be 
completely false levels. We have had cases of goods in the United States where 
the price comparison would be almost silly. There have been cases where they 
have been ten times higher than ours and then come back. Now, it seems to me 
wise in those circumstances to maintain enough of the subsidy system to enable 
you to hold your final adjustment until these costs in your foreign markets become 
stabilized.

By Mr. Stewart:
Q. Would Mr. Gordon relate his remarks let us say most particularly to 

the matter of subsidy on milk?—A. Yes. I think that is a fair question and a 
very good example. It also demonstrates the different types of technique i*1 
the use of the subsidy. Now, the reason for the milk subsidy in the first instance 
was that the cost of living generally was rising at a very rapid rate and shortly 
after the Prices Board came into existence I went to the minister and sain 
something like this: “Now, the development of the mechanics of price control 
I do not need to remind is a very difficult and a very intricate operation ; 
need some breathing spell here; we need some way of stopping the cost of living 
from rising”, because at that time the cost of living was tied in directly wit*1 
adjustment in wages—with each point of rise in the cost of living index wage? 
automatically went up. You had such an automatic inflationary device that I 
could do nothing about ; things were happening too fast. So I said, now "e 
have got to take certain basic commodities in the general cost of living of th® 
average householder and either stabilize them or roll the prices back to a leve 
which will ensure that I can have a few months at least to stabilize the cost o 
living. Hence our milk price was reduced two cents a quart, below the the*, 
existing level for the purpose of lowering the cost of living to the average house 
holder. As I say, that gave us an opportunity to get our mechanical organizatio^ 
built up so we could handle the inflationary situation. As time went on the 
came a day when we said to ourselves, this device has served our purposes, ^ 
have reached a reasonable stability in our cost of living in relation to otn 
products; adjustments which are necessary from now on arc adjustments- wh*0^ 
we will have to recognize as inevitable. So we decided that the sensible th1IJ5 
to do was to start with more or less artificial consumer price on milk which l*a 
been produced by these subsidies. The subsidy really gave the consul**® ’ 
deliberately, his milk cheaper than he was entitled to get it in relation to * 
farmer’s price. That is what I mean by adapting ourselves to the concrfiie 
effects of cost, the situation as we got into the period of decontrol. K : 2 
government were to say to me today, we want you to take this cost of l*vl J 
in hand and stabilize it and reduce it, one of the first things I would jg 
would say all right then, I have got to have some time in which to get ^ 
thing worked out ; we would have to take certain things and reduce the Prl je 
on them arbitrarily in order to get some time. As to whether or not that u*a g 
an ultimate saving to the Canadian consumer is a matter of argument depei* ^,g 
almost entirely on the point raised by Mr. Ilsley. You may reach a point w 
you have to pay larger subsidy in specific instances than might perhaps apP
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hnlanre out with the taxpayers 
to be justified. It will not just more or «> where your price structure iscost. I put it this way, when you have a a cont^nuing rise there may
disorderly, where it threatens to use an „vine to the consumer through
k justification, and there may be ™tte„lar item; but each item
the payment of a subsidy in connection t relation to the possible trend
would have to be looked into on its own ment 
of prices in the future.

By Mr. Fulton: as u maintain a rigid
Q. Is it too great a simplification to say that ^ pyroduction going? I 

price ceiling you have to have subsidies n0 prjces would be allowed
mean, supposing you were to adopt a P°hc> should make sure that the cost 
to rise, I do not think you would say that adnfit it does rise; all right,
°f living does not rise, and I think even 5 • .uaj. not.because you have to
how are you going to impose rigid price cei . f. ’ in ordev to maintain production 
have a price ceiling and you have to pay s . .. bave an absolutely rigid price
of the goods you need?—A. If you are g g f subsidy to deal with
ceiling I would think you would need to have a lorm 
specific difficulties in regard to production. of production.

Mr. Marquis: And a great deal depen s on tjcuiar field with whichThe Witness: That is right. It depends on the particular 

you are dealing and the cost in those je . ind js that a subsidy is a
Mr. Fulton : Yes. The other tliougi 1 u fike to take the other

Necessary concomitant of a rigid prices c §> then the necessity for subsidies 
v’ew of it, if you want to maintain a pi1C( ( (
comes in. h demonstrated, where we

The Witness: Of course, that is thei^ we leave the rigid price ceihng 
take the subsidy out of the picture is ourselves to the realities of po 
ilnd get into flexible price ceilings, ad]u^in| ou 1 hag been displayed whde
conditions. That has been exactly the pic ceiling, as was demon
"e were trying to maintain a more oi - > war years we had on y ^ated by the fact that for the major part • of & k wfth that degree of rigidity 
°r f°ur point rise. When we were trying with specific cases. . J’ -
Ve made use of subsidies in an endeavour to jt ^ not thc use of subsidy 
J° make it clear that it was used for specific ith roduction pro^ems

subsidize everything. It was used to deal^ J thc signa was that m 
Particular cases. When the end of the - ourselves in such a, y ^

ue course we would have to start i _ a flexible type of adlu . ’ 1
could get rid of controls then "'e begJ, -dies that were m the Pictur ■ 

as wc did that we began to remove the su indicate to us the cost
, .. Mr. Stewart: I wonder if Mr. Gordon com 
'lng trend for the balance of this ye • .

The Witness: Hum-um. I am no _ .
Mr. Jackman: What about the stock .
The Witness: I am not a prophet m that respe*

By Mr. Macdonnell: Pnrdon. I need not say that
I , 9- There is a question I ”oalllik‘0™ibifity of getting back 

“Jeorned what he sairl as to tie P°» bmty he «« ‘ moorto he

gSW 3SK ^pSen^|^SS^»a2
to our prop» rClatiVe ' 11 ‘"T’*

8*?95—2J
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dealing particularly with textiles, but it referred to other things which come 
into this country. What I want to ask him is this: First of all, is it true that 
as time has gone on the department has dealt not only quantitatively but 
qualitatively with these imports ; and have we now got to the stage when 
really the department is supervising the conduct of business ; and is that not 
a tendency which tends to perpetuate itself? How far can we go with that? 
If I thought we could do that wisely in the future then I think I would be a 
socialist. The reason I am not a socialist is that I do not think there is that 
overall wisdom ; and I think that instead of having one planning organization 
we have to have a lot of them. I am not trying to make a speech, I wanted 
to ask Mr. Gordon that question.—A. I am glad you raised that question. 1 
should make it perfectly clear that every import supervision which the Prices 
Board or any other authority exercises stems completely from the conditions 
in the foreign market. In other words, the only reason why we would supervise 
or attempt to exercise judgment in the matter of imports of wool yarns pr 
cotton textiles, keeping in mind the subject under discussion, is because ic 
the first instance this country could not get any wool yarns or any wool fabrics 
unless We accepted the allocation set up by the United Kingdom authorities.

Q. But, Mr. Gordon, are you absolutely satisfied about that ; because &s 
you possibly know there is a very direct contrary view. I am told that that 
is not so, and that while the administration has taken that position there is 110 
reason to believe that the individual Canadian could not buy in England if h® 
were allowed to do so. I must confess that it is a situation which I find it hat'd 
to understand. You said that the individual importer could buy in England, bu 
when you say that you must understand that he can only buy within the term5 
of our allocation.

Q. Well?—A. And if we allowed individuals to exercise their judgmcn ' 
as to the amount they would buy we might heavily over-buy in one type 0 
article and go short in another.

Q. Well, but that surely is hardly consistent with what you said a morne11* 
ago. That is entirely the condition in the foreign country, the country fro1 
which we import, and not conditions at home. Are you not interfering with t*1 
orderly conduct of business at home? I am trying to find out whether you ^ 
right or wrong in doing that.—A. Well, let us trace this thing from the beginnU1»' 

Q. I am merely trying to get at the facts.—A. Let us look at this tlun” 
from the beginning. Certainly it is only facts with which I am dealing. A°r ’ 
the essential fact is the Board of Trade in England decides, on the spep1^ 
allocation let us say of woollen yarns, wool fabrics for Canada. That is arriv 
at after consultation with all the countries affected by England’s export tr® g 
And the Board of Trade after the discussions to which I have referred decu 
that Canada is entitled to so much yardage, do you see.

By Mr. Jackman: ^
Q. Is there not a flood of raw wool on the market today?—A. Raw 

yes. There is plenty of raw wool, but that type of wool at times is very j J’g 
and needs a lot of working over before it can be used. When you are ta'k ^ 
about the overall supply you are getting into a big field. There is a lot of 1 „t.
wool in the world, yes ; but that includes a lot of dirty wool which needs a 
deal of processing, working over before it can be used, and that creates a bo

Oft’neck in your overall supply picture.
Q. There is a physical shortage, not a governmental shortage?-^' 

definitely. And I am dealing with the facts, that we start from the p°wj' \ js 
the United Kingdom has: decided that Canada can get only so much? Tu 
the decision of the United Kingdom, you cannot get it.
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Q The decision of the United Kingdom may h-e an aff^t 
with them if we do not agree that they ai j am starting at the point
A. That has all been taken up with them i refer has taken place Canada
where all the debate along the line to Kingdom and agreement has been
has made its representations to the U , - 7, in mind the overall shortage,
reached that we are getting a fam amount navi & as we can reasonably
We are not getting all we want but we are getting 
expect to get in terms of this overall shortage.

Q. But I was speaking about this. develop one rather narrowThe Chairman : Mr. Macdonnell had begun to develop,^
Point and I think he should have the opportun y ■ ‘ We have this

The Witness: I am dealing Wlthnl^brics. wool tops. Within that alloca- 
allocation. For example let us take wo 1 ,1’fibres or tops as the case may 
tion there are two types or varieties or Ç ®* and so forth. Now
he depending on quality, then there ai ‘ supply into this country 1
then, in order for us to get the balance of ^jupp ^ of ^ kindi of fabric 
necessary that we tell the British that it ‘ h of that; and then the exp 
80 much of this, so much of that and , , t jn collaboration with
permit system of the United Kingdom is worked^ ^ thcre is s0 much avail- 
rmport permit system. Our importers ai . the case may be, tha
able in tops, coarse yarns, certain types ^ ^bnc as t with the British
toay go out and buy it, and they can make^ them automatically approved by 
exporters and if they stay within the allocati t automatically approve 
Çe Board of Trade in the United Kingdom and t w U ^ w€ e not ove - 
? on reference to the Canadian import control did not do that it would
*awn on that particular allocation, h ou - > , t find a situation where s
be a case of first-come first-served, and youJ*^us quantity of a particula 
Wer in Canada would have bought a q allocation and there
ft°ck and that would have exhausted as‘istance of trading committees,
be nothing left for us in other fields; so, wit 1 -- them wbat the facts ar ,
^e sit down with the trade in Canada itsc , ^ jn m;nd what shortage

agree with them with their advice, h » g and such othe
l>t such and such firms may get such and «jcü YP^ hag. worked out vei}

get such and such other types, an - respect.wnll. There really has been no complaint m that P

By Mr. Irvine: country would be permit ted ^ to
, Q. As I understand Mr. Gordon, wie there is noting °ada; he

Uy the entire stock of a commodity s " bas been allocated o because * Canadian importer from buying al that has 0 ^ g0 very. fa ^
t0u d get the whole thing for lnmself?-A. He ^ of it 
J? bave established with the textile trade t ^ ^ Canada as her fair 
locations within, the total aHocation h c _ ^ & confcinuing Le The

nA bhe same time I should say that shortage situation is - . . effect
ulv ho normal m ihosF. fields where t now. for instances, ^ ^ dn nQ^.

I6xt lour ixiL/iJivxxkjj —

By Mr. Macdonnell:.'binlc if^re you in a position to get their disposition in that respect? Do you 
!ashîn ley have a continuing desire to deal with the matter in a governmental 
‘UiproR-0r are they looking forward to a greater freedom of trade?—A. My 
Wlege Sl°n definitely is that the British are as anxious as we are to get out of 

°untry allocations and dissolve them as rapidly as possible.
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Q. I understand that at the present time there is nothing to prevent the 
importation of cotton fabric, is that correct?—A. That is by and large correct. 
Which country have you in mind?

Q. I am thinking of Britain particularly.—A. That is correct in the U.K.
Q. What is the difference between cotton and wool; is it a matter of 

quantity, or is there some difference in the trade?—A. The real trouble with the 
cotton situation so far as the U.K. is concerned, is that our cotton imports are 
now relatively limited. They have no country allocations. The situation there 
is merely a matter of supply. There is only so much cotton available for 
export, and every country in the world, like ourselves, can take as much as it 
can get. We have no obligations with regard to any allocations. As a matter 
of fact during the war we turned in large measure to the United States for our 
cotton needs, and we had very definite allocations then. They are all cancelled 
now and it is a free for all.

By Mr. Jackman:
Q. Do we import practically all wool tops from Great Britain?—A. Yes. 

although we have been trying to get supplies from other countries in view of the 
shortages ; but the large majority, in fact I suppose practically all of it came 
from U.K., apart from what we produce domestically.

Q. I remember seeing the figures recently of the total consumption of wool 
in the United States, it was only a very small percentage being used, or being 
taken from their domestic clip. I suppose they were getting it elsewhere in the 
world. I was wondering wdiat would happen to. the rest of their clip.

The Chairman : A little louder, please, Mr. Jackman, so the committee can 
hear you.

Q. I wras wondering what happened to the rest of their clip, whether it is 
being used by their manufacturers, and if their manufacturers are not using 
all of it whether any of it would be available to us at a price, or whether there 
was an allocation which applied.—A. It would be available to us at a price ; 11 
there is anything available; I am not sure that there is. I have not heard of any' 
thing in the way of imports of wool from the United States. I would suspect- 
although I do not know, I would suspect their prices might be higher than those 
in the U.K.

Q. I suppose probably it would be higher but would there be anything to stop 
people from getting the material over there?-r-A. There is nothing to stop them 
that I know of if they could get their hands on it.

Q. So that an importer may make his own contact with any other country 
excepting Great Britain and make the import himself? I suppose he cannot <* 
that in the United Kingdom?—A. That is the situation so long as allocation 
continue.

The Chairman: Mr. Michaud has the floor.

By Mr. Michaud:
Q. I wanted to ask a question a moment ago when you wrere dealing " ^ 

lumber, but the discussion drifted to something else. One of the criticisms j 
have heard is this, that if those were removed production would be greater- 
wonder if Mr. Gordon could tell us how the present production of lumber co 
pares with the pre-war days in Canada?—A. I haven’t got the figures avail9 
but I imagine it is substantially greater. .g

Q. And how does export compare with pre-war days?—A. That als° 
substantially greater now, I believe.
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, , , . * „ Mr Gordon answers with respect toThe Chairman: I would sugges k detailed information we should ask 
lumber and lumber products that if >ou ''an . ,
the timber controller to come here and give it to us.

All right, Mr. Fraser.

By Mr. Fraser:
Tt . Q- I want to ask Mr. Gordon this; was the allotment of textiles to the t uited States from Britain the same as it was to Canada, or were t hey alio te 
î?°re than we were here? The reason I ask that question is because m the States 
there seems to be no difficulty in buying a man’s suit. They seem to be able to 
Set more British yardage in regard to men’s suitings than we do here in ( anada, 
ai?d I just wondered if they were allotted more than we are?—A. I cannot answer 
^lth, regard to the United'States as to what the allocation from Britain is, but I 
w°uld say this in a general way, that I am perfectly satisfied that on a per 
CaPita basis I would imagine that Canada is getting considerably more.

Q. Does that apply to all lines of British goods? A. A es. I think I am qui 
Safe in saying that.

By Mr. Isnor:
c°4on J " *l.) ash you a question concerning the importation of manufactured
hece8sarv°f k’ WI^ *he increased price charged in the United States it would be 
-Prices ar 1 T & manufacturer say in Halifax to have assistance from the Wartime 
that. H th rade ®oar<-b w°uld it not?—A. AVe have a general order which covers 
sell in q ° j1’ wor(is, generally speaking, there is an order which says they can 
rQarkun f a* the K^d down cost plus the stipulated markup, the profit margin 

neb is mentioned in the order. It is automatic.
go t0 the U°.U^ *>G reasonable to suppose that a Canadian manufacturer could 
Which «• , nited States as an individual and import cotton and sell at a price
^abadi'tn" ' oe effective in Canada by your order?—A. Are you referring to a 
4r r(l0o, manufacturer or are vou referring to a Canadian importer who imports 

resale in Canada?
Q- To both.

Mr. Chairman : Order, gentlemen. It is difficult for the witness to hear 
CoQimittce W l^° there is conversation going on amongst members of the

By Mr. Isnor:
Q ^°U’ ^r" Chairman. It is difficult for us to hear down here too.

rfeturer\,T c,uestion to you was, does it apply both to the importer and the manu- 
, °ard an )111 imports yardage goods? He applies to Wartime Prices and Trade 

be cm s ? sehing price. AA'ould not the price at which he would have to 
2' There SK era"^y. higher than the prices regularly paid for such an article?— 
^°°ds an j&,< two different situations. The manufacturer who imports yardage 
me Cana,V man^acfures them into finished articles. He will be selling under 

q j( Ian Price ceiling and he may receive a subsidy on it. 
ri>bsi,|y (|X'a:s n°t talking about his being paid a subsidy.—A. He will receive a 
/he oy. )n he yardage if it is priced to sell under the price ceiling in Canada. 
e$ale p(!ase is the case of the importer who buys in the United States for 

c°st ni,, r,anada. In his case he has to sell them in Canada at the laid-down 
q 8 *6 mark-up.

^houi tb ,arn n°t talking about the importer of the finished article, I am talking 
m Quifp tnanufacturer who brings the yardage in and makes it up in Canada—
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Q. In that case he receives a subsidy and his price is as a matter of fact much 
higher.—A. In that case he receives a subsidy. And, again, if the finished 
garment which he manufactures is sold under the price ceiling then he can 
collect the subsidy if his material cost has risen to a point where he could not 
produce those goods under the price ceiling.

Q. Then I wanted to ask one more question ; in the case of an article 
manufactured in the United States—and again I am speaking of a definite 
case—The manufacturers in Canada formerly brought in a yardage of certain 
materials, say gabardine for coats. Their laid down cost was $12.50. Selling 
to the retail trade that coat would sell at $18.50. Now, the manufacturers are 
unable to buy the yardage. They bring in the manufactured coat. They 
applied to the Wartime Prices and Trade Board for a selling price and you gave 
them a selling price of $14.50 which means, to the consumer, with a similar 
percentage of mark up, something like $20.50. Is there any control over a 
situation such as that?—A. No, the finished article can arrive in Canada on the 
basis of its laid down cost, as I said, and a profit margin added to that. If 
the article is going to be manufactured in Canada and if there is a price ceiling 
on it, then we will subsidize that to keep it under the price ceiling.

Q. The difficulty is getting the yardage of goods, so they bring in the manu
factured articles?—A. Yes.

Q. Therefore it costs the consumer $2 or $3 more?—A. Yes, that has 
developed in recent times. It did not happen when we had a rigid price ceiling, 
but it is one of the transitional developments.

Q. It is actually happening?—A. Yes, not only in the textile field, but in 
other fields as well.

The Chairman : I am trying to see that everyone has an opportunity to ask 
questions. Is there anyone else who wishes to ask a question on this side?

By Mr. Hazen:
Q. I should like to ask if there arc any producers or manufacturers in this 

country today who are obliged to sell below cost in Canada by reason of the 
controls which are imposed?—A. No, I do not think I can answer that. There 
may be a specific instance where he alleges part of his production to be belo* 
cost, but every time we have had claims of that kind we found the overall 
profit situation was quite adequate to enable him to carry on that line. I alse 
found this, an analysis of cost practices is one of the most frustrating things I 
have ever attempted.

Q. Are producers and manufacturers allowed to make a fair margin 
profit under the controls which exist to-day?—A. If you are talking in term5 
of their overall profit, yes.

Q. On what they sell in Canada?—A. We do not split it, we take the'1 
overall profit situation, whether it is domestic or export.

By Mr. Jackman:
Q. If the export price of an article is 25 per cent higher than the donoesb® 

price and the manufacturer is just breaking even, it must be obvious that y 
profit on the domestic business is nil?—A. That may be so, but we found tn 
prices— ^

Q. It must be so; if the profit is merely normal on the total volume 11 
business, the selling price of the exported commodity is 25 per cent higher th 
the domestic price and the export market, we will say, is taking 15 or 20 P
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cent or even more of the total supply, it must be a factthat'!?“y “JJ^w'tK

S ^ - - —instances it is the case.
tlie fP*e Chairman: I am sorry to have to interrupt you, but Mr. Hazen has

By Mr. Hazen:
Qiarvin * fWaS J’Cang to ask Mr. Gordon how his board determines what a fair 
partisof Pr°tit is?—A. We deal in terms of the overall financial position of a 
isolate l'1 UStry or raanufacturer. We have not attempted, except in very 
mare.jn ,cases> to try to price individual articles in order to ensure a given 

0 Pr°ht- \\ e have dealt with the overall profit position of the company.
fixed 0 r^a^v(? case °t the producers of turkeys in my own province. You 
Market 6 |[1Ce of turkeys for Christmas last year and it resulted in a black 
Peonlo a * Pr°uucer would not sell his turkeys at the price you fixed. The 
had t,n aC to la.vc turkeys, they wanted them. The people who bought turkeys 
thin„ Pay a , "igher price and then this black market developed. The same 
count,.°PCUri:td ^ast summer. Do not the black markets occur all over the 
into ay ,ah, . result of the prices you fix?—A. Well, I think we are getting 
Bowev C TT» pr^ce control rather than of export and import control. 
agree ■ T’ ^ < 0 no* doing so if you want to discuss price control. I will 
market °^rn m -any system of price control there is tendency to develop black 
of h] u ^aat is obvious. The word comes from there. Nobody ever heard 
the enfô mar^ets before price control. The only thing I can say about it is, in 
effort^ f°'cement of price control the administrative agency must use its best 
Price*. 'Vh11113 ou* biac^ markets. It is perfectly obvious, if you have a fixed 
who vv'lT itatTC develops a shortage of supply, there wall always be some people 
ought t i to pay higher prices in which case the producer thinks he

« lave a higher price, and so it goes on merrily.
ordin,, . ! rnel a chap who said they put this control on turkeys to help the 
is a ry man get a turkey, but it did not work out that way?—A. I think that 
Coursea • r,°* opinion. In each one of these cases—we get them every day, of 
fairnp ’ w’, the most exaggerated stories as to what happened. I think, in 
haVo the only way in which we could deal with a matter of that kind is to
act,,, l, ®Pecific instance and then I will analyse it for you and tell you what 
dually did happen.

feJJ* t h airman : Gentlemen, are there any further questions on export
ed control?

' Hazen: May I ask one more question? I do not know whether 
In tli ° +°n can answer this, but perhaps Mr. Mackenzie might some time later. 
reQuir i , cment of the regulations, this book you gave us the other day, it is 
Hot U mat one obtain a permit to export clams, but apparently a permit is 
expoHCGSSary to export oysters. Why is it necessary to obtain a permit for 
export11^ c^a?ls and not oysters? Why does one have to obtain a permit to 

Atlantic salmon? I should like answers to these questions some time.
Chairman : Who is next?

By Mr. Stewart:
or 1 should like to ask a question which has nothing to do with export 

mP°rt controls—
^le Chairman: Do you think you could reserve it?
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By Mr. Stewart:
Q. But it is a very important question because there have been statements 

made which impugn the honesty of Canadian citizens. How extensive is the 
black market in Canada?—A. I do not mind answering that. I think in compar
ison with black markets of other countries it is very limited. As a matter of 
fact, the black markets have not been a major headache.

By Mr. Jackman:
Q. But you do not know about all the black markets?—A. I am not a 

superman, but I will put it this way; with very few exceptions we have not 
found what might be called organized black markets in Canada. There are 
individual situations, mostly, and they have not been chronic viewed in the 
light of the tremendous job that has to be done. I would agree at once that 
Canadian people are basically honest.

The Chairman : Shall we go around the table once for final questions?

By Mr. Jackman:
Q. I should like to return to this matter on which we spent some time, the 

subsidies and their effect on the cost of living and whether it is cheaper to 
subsidize an article at a certain point in its production, or to let the price rise to 
take care of the increased cost. It is fairly easy for me to understand why the 
use of subsidies was a money-saving device during the war when the cost oj 
living index was hitched to the wage scale, but when that was finished I do not 
see as readily as I did before why subsidies result in a saving to the Canadian 
people. If I were convinced of that I think it might help me to become persuaded 
that subsidies would be a good thing for all time. I wonder if Mr. Gordon would 
elaborate on that slightly. All I can see at the moment is if you give a subsidy 
lower down, it might be that the profits on the turnover from one industry t° 
another, the mark ups, are saved?—A. With price increases at basic levels there 
is a pyramiding effect as it goes through the hands of your distributing trade. 
I do not want to leave the impression on the committee I am in any way advo
cating subsidies as a continuing policy. The subsidies to which I have referred 
have to do only with the general idea of trying to prevent the cost of living fro’11 
rising under conditions where prices would rise very rapidly. That was the case 
during the war. I do not, for a moment, advocate subsidies except as a very 
special emergency measure.

Q. Dealing with specific prices in this period, can you mention a particular 
subsidy at the present time which is still being paid by the government where 
there is any benefit, in your opinion, to the Canadian citizens?—A. Yes, I ^ 
give you a very good example in the field of cotton. Briefly, the history of tha 
was, when we established price control we fixed all the prices right back fr°nj 
the retail level on cotton garments. In order to ensure that these prices cou 
be maintained, we told the cotton producers, the primary cotton producers wn 
manufacture from the raw cotton, that we would provide them with cotton * 
Ilf cents or Ilf cents. We said to them, “Now, we will undertake to provid, 
you with raw cotton at Ilf cents regardless of what the world price may b6. 
In due course, the world price rose substantially, particularly after the ^ 

ended. It went up during the war from the subsidy level but not much highc 
than, I think, 20 cents a pound.

We took a look at the world cotton situation after the end of the war to 
whether the price had permanently reached a high level. Perhaps the 
“permanently” is hardly the right word to use, but to see whether it had reach^ 
a level at which it was likely to remain for a considerable time. At that t»'1 ’
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LSAli rt-m h --------

, aTirj we changed our subsidy from 1H to 
cotton prices were 22 cents a poun « , world level we could expect in due
about 15|, believing we were getting near t could take price control off
course. We believed the pncew.mld iaüan ^ wag m in effect m the 
and remove the subsidy. At that tin , 1 jce control in the United
United States, but we were wrong there. reHached a top figure, I think,
States blew up, cotton prices went vei. r t]icn ^ may. have been higher
in the neighbourhood of 40 cents a poun - ^ gtnce that time cotton prices 
than 40, but I am taking 40 as a fair es • t,ack to 40 and so forth,
have fluctuated all over; the price has been down to du,
all over the place. . hold that cotton subsidy at

In the interests of orderly decent io w< in PXDect the world price to settle, 
a level where, in a reasonable Penod> "e , nuund which is just about parity 
So we advanced our subsidy to about 24 ce' s agricultural floor price policy, 
level for the cotton price under the United * ^.esult 0f doing that we have 
We are resting at that point for the momen 1 . ad of finding a demoralizing
been able to adjust our cotton prices gradual y - u cents for raw cotton and 
situation where you would pay anywhere t)ie prices all over the map.
have a most disorderly situation. U ou v , considerable amount o
U would cost the cotton people, in my J * ’
money and thus cost the Canadian consun • sold the cotton

, Q. It may only be costing the Amencan 5P^U^ould it cost the Canadian 
short, or some other person in the United • • . ’ ,Q the Canadian consumer
Public more?—A. I am talking about the Pr, ht at very much higher prices.
cotton products produced from the raw co o ^ to the cotton

Q. Then, you are paying a subsidy to on the day the price
manufacturer in Canada. If he happen ^ and the people °f Can
Was 40 cents, the government is paying ‘ j Canadian public. A.
are paying it out, so how is there any saving to the hig end product on
course, the primary cotton manufacturer will al ) P wiU bankrupt on a 
the basis of replacement cost. He will do that,
rising market. ?_* not under the condi-

Q. But he only changes his price once astablé it is the custom to 
tmns which obtain now. Perhaps when 1 certainly you would nc\ who 
change prices as infrequently as possi i , ^ and 40, as they ‘ >
cotton producer, with prices fluctuating
w°uld not change his price list very quic v. • hPpause he r

— -pr can U

'ducer, with prices nuwU.----„mu not change his price list very quickly. , e he needs it at
Q. If the Canadian manufacturer can impoi c^ „ market, say he needs

cents a pound, which happens to be the P , 0f his year, presents 1
ton for 0 fpi-Ti7Qvd market, then he merely, m Canadian publie "" +

urer can mip».. -pounu, vuuvp 0 be the peak American marKet, =»., — -0n for a forward market, then he merely, at the end of his year,K'?rf“d fhh®
! at 40 cents, less the 24 cents he is allowed. The Canadian publicandthe
fument puts up the other sixteen cents. I cannot see where tie dl“ 
father he is allowed to turn in his raw cotton to the public at 40 cents or
., leri the government subsidizes him for the difference be -we . .c f fat is the individual cost of manufacture. \ ou have be ^ ^ ,
,, about all cotton manufacturers who would adjust then P11 ^ wholeS* the point you are making? It is not one manuacturer butJJewhoto
J. which would make, in this way, substantial profite?-A. They wouM ha e 
Jaise their prices on the basis of replacement costs. Tins would make lor 
P f adjustment. Faced with a speculative risk in a market of that kmd they 
l (1 Put their prices higher than the immediate replacement c^t in order t 
ifcare of that risk. When we give them a stabilized priceHfor .cotton, they

leiU1110*6 firm Prices which are good for a period. If tliej gQ &g to
ike Faw cott°n price was, they would have to adjust their g p ke Care of the speculative risks they would have to assume on raw cotton.
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By Mr. Macdonnell:
Q. I should like to ask a question concerning export control. There is a 

feeling, naturally, because you cannot please everybody, amongst some of the 
exporters that the control does not give sufficient weight to the fact that after 
all an ordinary manufacturer does not want to disgruntle his Canadian customers. 
The manufacturers will look after their customers and the newsprint industry 
is a good example of that. I am told, in the case of the manufacture of machine 
tools, there is no shortage in this country and there is export control. It is repre
sented to me that the canning industry does not need export control and that 
they would be able to look after their own customers. Without labouring the 
point, would you say something on this particular question, perhaps on those two 
points?—A. I do not quite know how to answer you. I can assure you that 
every possible consideration is given to the desirability of maintaining our export 
trade. When export permit control is established, you can rest assured that the 
Deputy Minister of Trade and Commerce, here, will be in there fighting with 
both fists if any agency of government tries to oversupply the Canadian market 
at the expense of cutting down on exports. There has to be reasonable judgment 
on these things. There is no precise yardstick anyone can supply. You get a 
counterbalance there by reason of the fact another person’s job is to see that 
our export trade is maintained.

Q. Could I, later perhaps, if there is anything more to say on that subject, 
come back to it?—A. I am not aware of any discontent in that field, but perhaps 
you are Mr. Mackenzie?

Mr. Mackenzie: I can certainly find out what the situation is. I would 
rather do that than speak to it now.

By Mr. Macdonnell:
Q. It is represented to me that sometimes the views and desires of the 

Canadian manufacturers are not entirely in line with the views and desires of 
the Canadian importer. This is somewhat true in the textile industry. It is 
believed some of our import controls are not unrelated to the views of some manu
facturers in this country, is that a fair question?—A. I think it is a fair question- 
I think the answer is that the decisions which are made in all these control 
measures are made on the basis of what is considered to be the national 
interest. We are always very wary of private influence, so to speak, in the 
operation of controls.

Q. Then, is it a fair comment to make you are really, through this control 
business, exercising a judgment and regulating business to an extent which i® 
almost equivalent to a tariff or import quota, and that has a very direct impact 
on business in Canada. From the nature of your import control it must do 
that?—A. Yes. I would remind you, you are coming back to the beginning ot 
the reason for control.

Q. May I remind you that seems to me to have a bearing on what you said 
originally in regard to import control. If I remember correctly it had to do 
with a situation in the exporting country?—A. Perhaps I could put it more clearly 
this way; no import control is being operated except for the reason of attempt] n2 
to get for Canada supplies which we could not otherwise get under existing 
world conditions. Now, that is a statement of fact.

By Mr. Breithaupt:
Q. Is not this true, too, that there is no limitation on what the United State® 

will ship to Canada, whereas there is a limitation on shipments from the Unitel^ 
States to foreign countries. That situation exists in connection with some com
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modities I know.—A. That bring# up 1 j6 ^CTsTandTomTcominSwas made 
between the United States and Canada l u ta lied export control
the other day as to the fact the United[States ^sno^a^ ^ ^
to Canada whereas we are turning aroun 11 Yj reason we have applied
United States I can enable us to avoid export
import control from the United States ha ifc ig a mutual arrangement
control from the United States. In othe > instances where the United
between the two countries. There have been Y ^ hag exempted Canada 
States has applied export controls to other co undertook to police
from the operation of such controls by reason of fa°t we^ gygtem_ 
the flow of commodities in question Ünoug ^ ^ ^ these import

I should add further, just as a postscript, donne]1 it has been through 
controls, and this may be of interest to you, ^ • h&ve bem iible to justify the 
the operation of the import controls th_ words I have known cases
allocation from the country of origin n allocation originally agreed
where the United States has been refused < , bad a sufficiently
upon because they were not able to de^onS ^etl^ country it did not receive 
precise import control to ensure that as the importing country
more than its share of the goods concerned.

By Mr. Fulton: effective?—A. It is not always
Q. How could that be if the allocation s e t ^ ^ country 0f origin, 

effective in that respect. It may be effee ,d from which we could have
but there may be other countries throughou fair share under
obtained goods and we would have obtained more than
the international allocation.

By Mr. Fraser: up what Mr. Isnor
, Q. I should like to ask Mr. Gordon a Canada. You are
bad to say in regard to manufactured goo niark up, do you take into
allowing a cost plus mark up. In allowing a co* reason I am saYiug
consideration the manufacturer’s welfare 111 . wj^ alarm clocks The
that is this, I know of a situation $3-50; that was the highes
Canadian manufacturer had an alarm clock ;Vml clock selling at $3.50 anr 
Price you would allow. A Swiss company ia colour and you allowed t 'em
they changed the face slightly, made it a " protect the manufacture
to sell it at $3.95. What I am getting at is, do you Y^ ^1qw a higher price for 
here in Canada when you allow these imP . 0£ controls, imports come m
the goods?—A. What we do is, in the unwinding ^ g00ds to come m on
the policy was changed last year to al oxx was quite well rccogui^
the basis of their laid down cost plus a m . mentioned, but that

the time you would have the kind o „nadian manufacturer, becaus 
5pt necessarily mean it is unfair to . & ood market and if stlll ma g
Canadian manufacturer is still able to s t the general idea tha
% reasonable margin of profit. We cannot accept geU afc the highest
Canadian manufacturer, under price control,
COst of his import competitor. in, many ways as the

Q. The clock I am mentioning is exac 1. tl gold for 45 cents more. 
°ue manufactured in Canada, but you allow it
""W. That could be the case, yes. . r«anada is selling them at

Q. And the firm which manufactures them m ,g the profit position of the 
^■50 and is selling them at a 10 cent lossf-A. 

anadian manufacturer?
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Q. The only reason the firm can carry on 'business is because of the export 
trade they obtain.—A. What is the overall profit position of the Canadian 
manufacturer?

Q. Very poor.—A. He had better come in and talk to us because if his profit 
position is very poor he can obtain a price adjustment.

Q. This firm has been after you.—A. If they have been after us, it must be 
that they have not been able to convince us that their profit position is so poor 
or they would have obtained an adjustment.

Q. Perhaps you are very hard to convince?—A. I hope so, because that is 
my job.

May I just make a statement here. I am reminded that I may have left 
the wrong impression with the committee in that you may have believed these 
import permits are still required in a great number of fields. As a matter of 
fact, very few import restrictions are now in existence. Most of the ones I have 
been mentioning have been eliminated. I think there are only eight items left 
in which these controls are still required by reason of the conditions I have 
described.

Also, if I may take the opportunity of saying so, I may tell Mr. Hazen 
that both clams and Atlantic salmon were taken off export control as of 
January 1, 1947.

By Mr. Rinjret:
Q. Inversely to the question put by Mr. Fraser, what action would a 

Canadian manufacturer have when things imported from England of the same 
quality, mind you, are selling for less in the Canadian market?—A. I do not see 
what action the Canadian manufacturer has. He is at a competitive advantage 
in selling his product in Canada when his price is lower.

Q. But when the reverse happens, for instance, in woollen underwear, when 
the imported underwear sells for $4.50 and the Canadian manufactured article 
at $7.50 or $8.00?—A. I do not know about your figures, but if any importing 
company can lay down goods here under- our price ceiling, then all power to ib 
because we are back in the happy days of competition.

By Mr. Fulton:
Q. Supposing that country subsidized its exports?—A. Then you are into the 

question of international trade which is a different story. I deal only with the 
laid down costs in Canada. If some country chooses to subsidize its exports 
into Canada, then that is beyond my sphere of activity.

By Mr. Fraser:
Q. You just mentioned the fact, in the case of a lower price the manufacture!

is in a better position, but if in selling at the lower price he is selling at a loss of
10 cents on each article, he is going into a hole?—A. I insist that if the company 
to which you have reference can show a valid case that their profit position 16 
poor, then we will grant them a price increase as we have been doing all along-

Q. There are a great number of firms in that same position?—A. We f>lf 
hearing from them, I assure you.

Mr. Breithaupt: I was going to ask a question of Mr. Mackenzie ^ 
other day when he gave evidence before the committee. He mentioned the m 
that the export control under this bill will be functioning under his departme
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fi • . , . i Up functioning under other departments,fcr a long time and import control mil be ^ g ^ end of it> and how 
How many departments would be involve provisions of the bill
soon would the whole thing swing ovei to come unuer i 
and be under your department, Mr. Mackenzie .

Mr. Mackenzie: I think the expecttation n^eiitateimport control,
administrators dealing with particular pr s th(? import control, as, for 
those administrators would continue to op oilg and fats. The textile
example, in the case of sugar and also in - there is an administrator
field is coming to an end very quickly, but ^ , wben the administrator
to operate these controls he will continue to ( ( " . atever period, to carry
disappears then as necessary for any short W ^ &t that point; but it is not 
on this control. For example, we would take centralized imported
the intention of import control that we would set up
division as we have in the case of exports. r, • t wish

The Witness: Just for the benefit of Mr. i^rase ff ice ceiling
you could have conveyed to him that clocks and watches
last January!

By Mr. Stewwt. do you consider this
Q. I would like to ask Mr. Gordon inJ ? 0 1 the conditions to which I

bdl to be necessary?—A. Very definitely, s .„(1Scontroi and so long as there is 
have referred exist and so long as we have I shortage conditions
an element of subsidy in that price control, and so long
which give rise to the need for export contre ex ■ h bdl to which

Q. My second question is this, are there any clauses in
you take exception?—A. None.

By Mr. Jaenicke: , _* T am
Q. Is it necessary to have subsidies on agriculture pro 

sorry, I do not get your question. .•
The Chairman: Order, the witness cannot hear ie qu

By Mr. Jaenicke: ld be accessary
Q. Do you think the Agricultural Prices Suppo^ A ^ ^ That is not

lor that purpose also?—A. I would not caie d by the Department of
rny field. I think that question should be answerea y
Agriculture. _„ntlemen? If not we will

The Chairman : Are there any further ques i
fhank Mr. Gordon for his coming and excuse him.

The Witness: Thank you, sir. , . ^ qO o’clock.
The Chairman : We will meet again 1 hui »da> m ' Thursday next,

. The committee adjourned at 1.05 o'clock p.m. to meet agam 

March 20, 1947, at 11.00 o’clock a.m. I
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MINUTES OF PROCEEDINGS
Thursday, March 20, 1947.

, mmmprce met at 11.00 a.m., the 
The Standing Committee on Banking and Conn

Chairman, Mr. Cleaver, presiding. Cleaver Dechene,
Members present: Messrs. Argue, Bt!f‘'h’ 1 Jaenic’ke, Jutras, Lesage,

Fleming, Fraser, Hazen, Irvine, Isnor, ‘ Marauis, Michaud, Quelch,
^acdonnell (Muskoka-Ontario), ^aclNaug- - (Winnipeg North),
Rinfret, Sinclair (Ontario), Smith (York North), btewa
btrum (Mrs.), Timmins. Minister- W. F. Bull,
>v In attendance: Messrs. H. W. Mackenzie, JjPj^rt Division, and T. G. 
u-^ector of Export Division; D. Harvey, Du Department of Trade and
Rails, Chief of Export Permit Branch. a r-nnadian Exporters Association, 
Commerce ; Mr. G. R. Marshall, Vice-President, Canadian

Ol'onto, Ontario. n An Act respecting
p The Committee gave further consideration
Export and Import permits. r„m;ned

Mr. Marshall was called. He made a statement an «« , Mr.
. , Messrs. Mackensie and Bull were also questioned » the eourse 

1 Ltrshall’s examination. , j Tuesday,
At 1.10 pan., witness retired and the Committee adjonrne 

larch 25, at 11.00 a.m. sitting the Com-
Vv. The Chairman informed the Committee that at the ne ^ ^ amend The 
g'ttee would revert to the consideration of Bill JNo. , 

atent Act, 1935. R arsENAULT,
7. the Committee.
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MINUTES OF EVIDENCE

House of Commons, March 20, 1947
11.00^ Standing Committee on Banking and Commerce met this day at 

"m' rl)e Chairman, Mr. Hughes Cleaver, presided.

^orxiimr a rIIAI>MAN‘ Contlemen, we have a quorum. We have with us this 
who wTu n^ar^’ Vice-President of the Canadian Exporters’ Association, 
should")' . ^°.Sive evidence on Bill 11. I would suggest Mr. Macdonnell 
member aT6 to as^ questions in chief before the other committee
Proper , art askjug general questions so that our record may be in reasonably 
then ho<)n i * should like to ask Mr. Marshall to first introduce himself, 
hacko,.,', Clj c carry on giving the committee his association and industrial

R- Marshall, vice-president, Canadian Exporters’ Association, called :

MarshaU ^ V' jS ESS; Mr. Chairman and gentlemen, my name is Marshall, G. R. 
10 exports ^ iaVe a comPany called G. R. Marshall and Company, specializing

ByMr.Isnor:

h^9 in theCpvnm.t 0Ur J3^a-Ce business?—A. Toronto. I started my career in
r, 1 uware anri m^i ,uslness- I am specializing chiefly in engineering, heavy

anadian pXn,9t 1C1>a manufactored articles. I am also Vice-President of the 
ÈXP°rters’ Association in Toronto.

Q ^ ^ai'rman:
t?XP°rters’ 'v-s ^ ,^1C Canadian Exporters’ Association?—A. The Canadian 
a °n acts in ‘"l,nation specializes in improving Canadian exports. The associa- 

s PossibJ,, fi*1 ' oducing buyers to Canadian manufacturers and helps as much 
Q u. lnanufacturer to sell his goods abroad.

Ppfoxiipatl^y 700^°Ur mcmhership?—A. We have a membership to-day of

^9jlada genera 11 n^ne<^ *° Toronto or is it Canada wide?—A. No, it covers

the association?—A. Yes, sir, I

vitness

q Mr- Jaenicke:
°Ulci say°am)‘]l;oy manufacturers belong to ....

Tlie o * 60 per cent-
]\r,URTiAN; You may carry on now from here and ask the wit 

jVjr ’ - Macdonnell.
a Sen('pDfXIVELL: My suggestion would be the witness be allowed to 

j'hâte wl,.,f uStfement an(i then if there is anything I can usefully ask to 
make ‘ Ve las said, I would be glad to do it. I think Mr. Marshall 

c a statement himself.
279
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The Witness: The chief reason for my being here to-day, gentlemen, is in 
connection with export permits. This is a very, very serious part of our business. 
We are receiving many, many orders and enquiries which are now running up 
into the millions of dollars. Due to export permit control we are only able to 
ship about 1, 2 or 3 per cent of what we can get.

By Mr. Fraser:
Q. What you can get or what your orders are?—A. Yes.
Q. What your orders are?—A. I have four suggestions here as to why 

I think such control should be discontinued. The first suggestion is that the 
Dominion government should yield the remaining export control and Canadian 
exporters should be free to produce and sell their products abroad in an 
environment unchanged by the threat of suddenly revised controls through 
order in council. Now, I am not including such items as wheat, lumber or paper- 
I am receiving many enquiries for those lines, but that is not my business.

By Mr. Lesage:
Q. Your remarks pertain to your business?—A. If I may answer that 

question, sir, the engineering business, machine tools and hardware, such manu
factured articles, is a very large proportion of Canadian trade generally.

Q. You might make a general statement as vice-president of the export 
association and not mention your personal interest?—A. I may answer that 
statement, sir, I believe if control was taken off wheat, lumber and paper, 
would be extremely helpful in those particular cases.

Mr. Macdonnell: May I suggest this; I do not know that the witness 
necessarily purports to cover the whole ground. I think all we need ask °‘ 
him is to give his evidence as to the things he knows. The members of th® 
committee can then attach whatever weight to the evidence he gives whir1 
they wish to do. I would think, if I might suggest to him, it would be better 
for him to give the committee evidence as to the things that are within his °w 
knowledge and not cover a wider range.

The Chairman : I think, too, as I mentioned at the opening of our meetin» 
that perhaps it would be only fair to the witness and I think would make >° 
a better record if we allowed the witness to make his statement without mte 
ruptions. The committee members could make notes of questions they wish 
ask and then ask them after the statement is made. ^

Mr. Lesage: I agree with that, but I asked the question because I thoug 
it was a very important distinction. The witness stated he was vice-presid6^ 
of the Canadian Exporters’ Association, and I did feel he was talking 
his own business. I felt the distinction should be made before his statem0 
was completed so the record would be clear.

The Witness : In the first part, I was talking more or less about my oWfl
rterstype of business. I think this second part would cover generally the expo" 

of such items as wheat, lumber and paper. ?
Mr. MacNaught: I wonder if the witness could go to the head of the tab 

I think it would help us in hearing him. ^
The Witness: My second point is, I believe the allocation authority sh°u0f 

not be perpetuated in to the second year of peace. The acute shortages pg 
materials lie behind us and Canadian industry is conscious of its obligat’ 
to take care of our domestic economy. Therefore, these extraordinary P°v ^ 
which were necessary to the winning of the war should be forthrightly aband° 

There is a tremendous amount of wasted time in this export business- ,g 
my own particular type of business, we are in 53 countries and we 'have 262 ag,j_ 
all under signed agreement; we have agency arrangements all over the
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We reach the point of securing orders which «me ' ï«faÏÏwehave
“ a matter Jf applying for i^tetg à-ay mark* and

18 ^portant. Right now, I feel that. Canada■ t chiJce they should
opportunities which may never come her way aga • L -th tke kill 
it will be in a highly competitive field.and m compel
Production and scientific methods of the Lmte ,e advantage of their
oldtimers now crushed who will make every effort to take advantage
former skill and long experience in export permit branch is doing

I do not doubt for one moment but w hat 1 time it is
everything it possibly can. In fact, I know it is, but at
Under some control which is not giving it a Irec ran ■ to Canada for

I have an illustration right in front of me. , engineering business.
|3,215 worth of bench vises. These vises areas another letter from
We applied for a permit on two occasions. We finally got anotn

export permits branch stating, , n„thorities concerned with
■■Your case has bec, not possible to grant

supply for the second time, who advise tin „ Vour request will
approval of your request at the present tun . desire We will hold
be reviewed again in the early part of June if you desire.
your application until that time.

the

By ]\Fr. Fràser:
v Q. Was that this year?—A. Yes, that was dated March 15, 1947. It is 
ery awkward, gentlemen, trying to build up an export business ’

generally. As I say, we are up against that all the time, as are all membeis 
exporters’ association. They are really in fear and 1(^ ^ .

tn 0t^cr ffmy will get an export permit. A lot of money has been s] .
g Ret that business arid it is a shame, when you come down to t îe ■

nr y°u cannot get an export permit.

By Mr. Isnor: . T , p ;f 1 go into them.
Q. Have you many of those cases?—A- ^ t ; A quoted the one because it »

. Q. You arc just quoting the one caseî-A, I just quo^ ^ ^ whole deal,
au example of the many we are getting v>h
s° far as we are concerned. , p«timate? ,

Q. How many cases would you hax e, , ee make notes an r 
The Chairman: Gentlemen, would you piea. 

your questions?
T])^ in C0J1 ■ There *s an°t'her point I should like to bring out and thatluortao-p nr Ion W1tli the shortage of materials. We have heard about the 

f'Unada cnniJ03‘fna^S f°r a l°ng time. During World War 2, it was stated 
iV*Portjn£r ' ,no secure sufficient raw materials. Yet, she was the second largest 
T>ateria]s 10a. 111 the world. It is also stated shh is still short of raw 
" artime ,v, v t ns should not have prevented her from retaining her enviable 
Jhay ^ s!]°n Unfortunately, Canada has now dropped to third place which 
.he shorts',')1 ,m, *° the many recent strikes and labour disputes as well as
^hport-orT , cdness of some Canadian manufacturers in not foreseeing the
, Mv„eK 0 Canada of her export trade.discoHj-j^ ™^ssloni’ gentlemen, is this, that I think all export controls should

w G airman: Mr. Macdonnell, do you wish to ask questions now?
?r tw0 n * acdonnell: I think it would be wise if the witness would give one 
think v; ' -° lnsf<'inces, as Mr. Isnor has suggested, such as the example he quoted. 

'r three o+V"^ ordy one not driving the point home; I think he should give two 
>ers to illustrate the difficulties which have arisen.
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Mr. Marquis : With the dates, please.
The Witness: Do you want the date of the first one I mentioned?
Mr. Marquis : You gave the date as the 15th of March. For the other 

examples which you give I should like the date each time you refer to one.
The Witness : Here is a very simple one. This one started on February 3.

By Mr. Macdonnell:
Q. Of 1947?—A. Of 1947. We applied for an export permit for two tons 

of structural steel. This is a very small item, but the export permit was not 
granted as there was a shortage of steel in Canada.

By Mr. Marquis:
Q: That was the reason, a shortage of steel?—A. That was what was said- 

We applied again and we told the export permit branch that we knew where 
some steel was in stock which we could obtain for immediate shipment. After a 
lot of trouble and correspondence, which is all here, finally on March 17, we 
received a permit to export these two tons of steel. At the same time, while we 
exported the two tons of steel there was approximately 50 tons of that p&r' 
ticular type of steel in Toronto which had been in Toronto for two or three years- 
If that situation had been left entirely with us, we would not have hesitated to 
ship it. Having to apply for an export permit held up the transaction. I am 
sorry I have not any more actual illustrations here, but I have many such cases-

By Mr. MacNaught:
Q. Could you give us any idea of how many cases you have?
Mr. Marquis: I think if the witness is going to refer to some cases he should 

give us the dates and particulars. Otherwise, it will be a general statement 
which we cannot check.

Mr. Hazen: I think Mr. MacNaught’s question is a fair one and he should 
answer it.

Mr. Marquis: I think if the witness is giving a general statement he should 
come back and give the particulars, with the dates and the particulars of tiie 
cases. I think that would be the only fair way.

The Witness: I agree with that, but, unfortunately, I have not 
information here.

Mr. Macdonnell : I think, Mr. Marshall, the suggestion is a very fair °n ^ 
I think, in order to make clear the point you are trying to establish, you ha 
better go back to the bench vises. You could try to give the committee y°d 
feeling as to whether or not there is a shortage in that case, because the sug 
gestion of the department is they are only being strict in the matter of pernl1', 
where there is a danger of a shortage at home. If you could satisfy the c0ljj 
mittee there is no shortage in the case of bench vises, I think that example wou 
have some weight with the members, but I think it is up to you to do that.

Mr. Hazen : Mr. MacN-aught asked the witness a question. I think it w 
a fair question and the witness should answer it.

Mrs. Strum : May I put a question to the witness?
The Chairman: After Mr. MacNaught’s question is answered, Mrs. Stru

By Mr. MacNaught: j
Q. I thought it was a fair question. You said there were more cases,K^er- 

I asked you how many more?—A. That is a very difficult question to ans' 0f 
I would say that we cannot receive permits for, perhaps, up to 90 per cen 
the enquiries and orders we receive.
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Q. That does not answer my question.
Mr. Macdonnell: May I say—
The Chairman: Mr. MacNaught has the floor, 

question. Tlease let him finish his

By Mr. MacNaught:
how^ . ^ °U ma^e the statement you had many cases. I asked you to estimate 
hunrlUia|?y‘ ^ a tair question. Is it a dozen, a hundred, a thousand or five 

• A. Actual cases? You mean similar cases to those.—
Q- Similar cases to those.

many ^ '^ACKMAN ’ Mr. Marshall, perhaps you could tell the questioner how 
'T aPl),lcati°ns you have a month or a week and get a percentage.

ho \\ itness: We will be sending in thirty applications a week.
* 1 • AIscNaught: Thirty a w’eek.

wnnio Ie airman : And to complete that question how many of the thirtyw°uld be declined or postponed?
Jackman : On the average.

Mr. Isnor: He said 90 per cent.
matte ■ ' ^ !tness: No, no; that is another question. I will come back to that 
are t, V” a ™°ment. I will come back to that 90 per cent in a moment. You 

' ung about what percentage of the thirty applications—
ie Chairman : Of the current applications that are declined or postponed? 
u \\ itness: We were getting back about 50 per cent.

Mr. Belzile: Granted.

By Mrs. Strum: , rn tnns 0f steel in Canada,
Q. I should like to know who was holding j did not hear you.

wll° owned it, and who was holding it.—A. I an - j been—
Q. You mentioned there were 50 tons of steel that had 
The Chairman: Lying idle for two or three .
The Witness: It is a firm in Toronto. Fxnort Board.
Mrs. Strum: Surely we could not blame that on

By Mr. Jaenicke:
my steeP‘'l/mi- Export Board that the steel was available?—A. It is not
export ls m st°ek in some other company, and I could have purchsed it to

' °U Export Board this steel was available?
there or *i ACP?3P'ELL; The question is whether the Export Board realized it was 
m derlinf 1,1,1 o have realized it, and therefore whether they were unreasonable 

lining your request.
tre^nlf ; The point I am tnfing to make is this. We know there are
about tj/,Us shortages in Canada. I know I tried to get a washing machine for 
^emand 11 * <r,yearS’ ^ ou cann°t get refrigerators. There is a great unsatisfied 
are 5q j ln ^ anada. I do not see how you can blame the Export Board if there 
think J*'1* ° s^ee! tying some place in the possession of a private company. I 
Peonip '’(met permits are absolutely necessary if we are going to protect the 

H L who live here.
branchK itxess : Wrell, it took us all our time to get from the Export Permit
that I 1 ;,.iat Permit for the 2 tons. In answering your question I might say 
apd ,JoJleve we informed the Export Permit Branch that the steel was available 

"here it was in Toronto.
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By Mr. Fraser:
Q. That was manufactured steel?—A. Yes, it was manufactured steel in 

stock.

By Mr. Marquis:
Q. Who were the owners of that 50 tons of steel? Do you know their 

names?—A. Yes.
Q. I should like to have the name of the firm put on the record.—A. Is it 

right to give that name, Mr. Chairman?
The Chairman : I very much doubt if it would be fair that the names of 

individual companies should go on the record in this general discussion. If this 
committee has sufficient evidence of hoarding to justify a recommendation to the 
House in regard to an inquiry on hoarding then, of course, the House would 
decide as to the setting up of such a committee, and would decide what powers 
that committee would have, but I very much doubt if the Banking and Com
merce commmittee under its present reference should ask for the names of 
individual companies to go on the record. However, I am in the hands of the 
committee.

Mr. Marquis: If you will allow me to say a few words on this point, I do 
not want to question your ruling on the subject, if it is a ruling, but the witness 
referred to a quantity of steel being in the hands of some firm. He said that 
this steel could have been exported. If it could have been exported it could have 
been useful for the people of the country, too. Inasmuch as he has referred to a 
specific quantity of steel I think we are entitled to know where that steel was, 
the name of the firm, and if that steel was available for the people of the country 
because, as Mrs. Strum has said there is a rather large shortage of steel in the 
country.

Mr. Jackman: I think that might be a very interesting matter to continue 
but at the moment we are endeavouring to find out whether or not the issuance 
of export permits is being unreasonably held up. I for one do not want to 
digress along this other channel at the present time no matter how interesting or 
how important it may be when we have other matters in front of us.

Mr. Marquis : I quite agree with Mr. Jackman, but how can we say that 
permits were held up by the control administration if we cannot find out if there 
really was a large quantity of steel and that some steel could be exported? If 
the witness has referred to a particular matter I think that in law we are entitled 
to have the details on that point. That is the point that I tried to submit to the 
chairman of the committee.

The Chairman : I intend to allow a rather wide discussion on this point. I 
have already expressed my feelings. I do not want to have to rule, but if I have 
to I will. I should like to hear from other members of the committee on this point 
as to whether the names of individual firms should be placed on our records with 
respect to the hoarding of steel. I believe that is the point.

Mr. Fraser: I want to say one word. I think perhaps the reason why this 
steel might have been in the company’s yards in Toronto, or wherever it was, was 
owing to the fact wre had a steel controller and the steel controller has only been 
out of a job for a short time. The steel controller would say to that firm, “You 
cannot sell that steel unless I give a priority for it.” Therefore that steel would 
be held there. It was manufactured steel. I think that is the explanation of fl
it would not be the fault of the manufacturer. I am not sticking up for the 
manufacturer, but it would not be his fault.

Mr. Fleming: With great respect, I think we are getting away from the rea] 
point that we are after. After all—and I think this is the answer to Mr. Marquis 
objection—the Export Permit Branch did eventually issue a permit, so evidently
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n A t-horp was steel available without denuding the they must have been satisfied there vv J question that the committee has
domestic market of its supply. ™ it Branch have had the necessary 
to ask itself now is should the Lxport , jssue a permit, or did it
information earlier on which it information? It seems to me
have it and withhold it even in the la ,g ^ ftt gome stage, apparently
that is the only question before us. m , - the permit was issued
after there had been some correspondence - t:,hed there was a quantity
because the Export Permit Branch at that stage vas satistuct
there.

Mr. Isnor: Or the supply had increased. ^ Marshall to indicate
Mr. Fleming: Is not the problem be ou ^ information the Export Permit 

to us how long this correspondence vent , ‘_ the correspondence. If
Branch had, or what information it got in ■ supplies of individual com-
we are going to start in to discuss the CP1C' aoing to be here a long
modities in Canada and where they are to-day ve arc 0

Mrs. Strum : I think it is relevant to tied'“J"s“°^n0fh5Îl "the Canadian 
Parliament we are supposed to be consic cr gvnown that there is a great 
People, not just the wishes of exporters- than there is in the domestic
deal more margin in the export field m m ‘ ])Cen maintained, lumber being 
market where some degree of price control » ( lv 0f the exporter but
one example of that. I think we must be the benefit of higher
of the Canadian consumer, the people who ha > ë interest of price control, 
wages, higher wheat prices, and higher ret , , opening the door wide
We must see they are not now going to be bettayea y e 
to allow all of Canada’s goods to flood the e ] . ‘ would like to say

The Chairman : Arc there any other members who 

something? T tl ink before reaching a
Mr. Lesage: I have one suggestion to make. I, ^ Bull. I asked him 

decision on the point it might be a good thing j should like to hea
a few moments ago and he says he remembers the c •
Mr. Bull first before we make a decision on committee first.

The Chairman : I will hear from the mem )tK , decision after we hear
Mr. Lesage: It would be very much easiei o 1

■Mr. Bull. .11 explanation of this dea
, Mr. Quelch: I think we are entitle*wasonly able to fill 2! to 3 per 
because I understood the witness to say tha permits were not Siant® \ , in 
cent of his orders owing to the fact that^ export goods were needed®
obvious reason for that would appeal are told ti
Canada. That is the logical reason In this cas^ ^ c da, and they were
amount of steel was available, it vas n "me reason for it. I held.
n°t allowed to export. I think there mus _ and the reason
entitled to know who held it, the name of thes firm, they wanted to keep 
Was it due to the fact there was a steel strike 
reserve on hand, or what was the reason.

Mr. Marquis : I wish to add , . , ,,
The Chairman: Mr. Irrara■ h“ ,° '', second °r “V’otlw hand;

tbe witness apparently thought t1 . • e js a matter of U!11 t say 0n the
argument. Therefore its truth or otherwise^ ^ Mr Bull has to say 
at this point it might be better foi b
matter.
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Mr. Breithaupt : I think the point involved at the moment is whether or 
not we approve of your suggestion that the names of firms should not be 
mentioned in the broad discussion of the whole problem of imports and exports. 
As far as your suggestion is concerned I can see the reasonableness of your 
contention that the names of firms should not be mentioned at the present 
time. It serves no useful purpose and will only lead to further embarrassment. 
Perhaps political talk will come into the whole problem which would be entirely 
irrelevant. I would back you up in your ruling.

Mr. Belzile: I want to bring up this point. Mr. Marshall made a general 
statement and as conclusive evidence of his statement he cited that particular 
case. I think we are entitled to the specific details of this case which has been 
introduced as conclusive evidence of a general statement.

Mr. Marquis: I want to add only this. It is because Mr. Marshall referred 
to a record he had in his own hands that I am asking for these details. I 
understand that record reveals the name, the place, the date and the circum
stances under which that application was made. You know that in a court of 
law if you refer to a record we have the right to any particulars contained in 
that record.

Mr. Macdonnell: May I add a word? It seems to me that the suggestion 
already made was a sound one. When we have heard from Mr. Bull it may be 
that the need for this particular thing will disappear. It does seem to me that 
this is not exactly a court of law. This is a place where we want to have more 
freedom. It seems to me that if we can avoid the determination of this point, 
which might be a rather far reaching precedent, it might be wise to do it. 
Therefore I would suggest, as has already been suggested, that we hear Mr. 
Bull first. Maybe when we have heard him we will feel differently about it.

The Chairman : As I view it there are two points involved. One is that this 
committee should have all the facts with respect to a particular complaint 
that has been made by a responsible officer' of the Exporters Association. As 
to that point I think we should give the department an opportunity to express 
their views fully and their reasons why in the first instance this export permit 
was declined, and why subsequently it was granted. That is one point. That is 
entirely aside from the question raised by Mr. Marquis as to which I feel it 
would be better that a" ruling should be made now, and that the committee 
should have an understanding now. I do not consider it fair that the name of 
any Canadian business man should be placed on the records of this committee 
under circumstances which might question the loyalty or otherwise of the 
concern with respect to the handling of a commodity which is in short supply. 
I feel bound to rule that is not within the scope of our reference. We are dealing 
with responsible people. The witness before us is a member of a reputable 
Canadian association.

Mr. Marquis: Let the question stand.
The Chairman: I think he has a right to develop his argument without 

giving names, and so forth, of these individual firms. As chairman of the 
committee I feel I must so rule. As I understood the facts of this case, Mr. 
Bull—and this is what the committee is interested in—on February 3 of this 
year an application came to your department for a permit to export 2 tons of 
structural steel. In the first instance your department declined the application 
on the grounds- that there was a shortage of steel in Canada. Then we were 
told that in the following month the application was renewed. Your department 
was advised of the fact that a quantity of this steel was in a yard in Toronto, 
had been there for two or three years and was available, and was- not being 
used in any fashion, and your permit was promptly granted. To me that pretty 
well answers the problem, but I would be glad to have now any explanation 
from the department.
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Mr. Lesage: Do I understand that your ruling is a general ruling applying 

to all such cases?
S' due respect, Mr. Chairman, it is a very dangerous

The Chairman: I agree it is a Hoïewithtii l tlsk M fnvestigaThigcommittee is not a committee charged by the H ()ur reference is a bill from 
the question of hoarding or anything of that n ■ individual firms are
the House in regard to termite for “1 Xm to ansaer or anything
not represented here. There is no opportunity allowed their names
of that sort. I think it would be a most thing ifweallowea
to go out in the press with any innuendo attac u g j think you Vvill

Mr. Fleming: May I make this observation o Qn yie part of the
admit this reservation, that if there were son nermit it to make its reply 
department in identifying the case in quest Lfficient particulars should
then there would be ample ground or saying that juttcxmt ^ where the 
be given to the department to enable them to problem of identification
department is well aware of the case and th bypaths and away from
then it seems to me we are going to lead ours^fnf^Sars. 
the main point if we are going into these ma -

The Chairman: Shall we hear from Mr. Bu • min hag said. That is
Mr. Lesage: I agree perfectly with ^ ^ ‘ BuU jf he can answer the 

why I asked first that we should hear tr?m t V wanted to avoid a general 
question without mentioning names, that 15
ruling. It is always dangerous. mpmhers 0f the committee to

The Chairman: I think it is only fair to the members 
know the facts of this case. Mr. Bull knows 1 -

Mr. Lesage: It is all right in this case.
Mr. Bull: Am I to speak on that specific case.
The Chairman : Yes. _ from Mr. Marshall for
Mr. Bull: This is the question of theÆ Came into the Exp0rt 

the 2 tons of structural steel. That apphcati ^ .g ()ne of the most critical 
Branch. We saw'the words “structural steel hotel in Montreal and see
items in Canada. You have only to hmk £ Jhe* there. We re erred it to 
the difficulty they have had putting up He saw the word “structura
the Steel Controller following our usual P^C<X ;haU and explained that it was 
and refused it. We passed it back to Mr Marshy ^ the supplier I know 
refused because of the shortage in steel. ,l0Usemen in Toronto. 11 > ,
the firm. They are a reliable firm of warehmi^ R ,g a .perfectly norma 
nothing wrong in having that steel in th gtocks 0f steel in warehous
and natural thing for them to have very g jficatjons. Some are m co ‘ 
over Canada. Steel runs into hundreds ofjP ^ made the contention thatjtwa. 
demand. Some move very slowly. M • , d it back to the Steel
surplus steel that was not moving. ^ c whether the steel was suri - 
He had his investigators check on tha I creation, size and typ
Canadian demand He found it was of aHsfappr0Ved of the permit end we 
could not readily be used in this coUS'iandle literally hundreds of pe™its 
granted it. We do that every day. JJc - inaintaining this service, m e y 
month covering material which we exp „ ers have been offere . 1. , a
case we ask the controller if Canadian d that commodity arK1tmodify. If we find that they have been "cr Canadian requirement^
type which they cannot use and that t ^uj receiving a reque - for a
then we issue a permit. We cannot do that on ^ wjth the controller and
Permit, but only after we have made 
the people who use steel of that kmc.
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The Chairman: Can you tell the committee in this instance as to what 
delay occurred between the date when you were advised as to the special circum
stances of this case and the date when the actual permit was granted?

Mr. Bull: I could not give you those actual dates without checking through 
the file in the branch. The delay was not unusual. The request in the first 
instance would have to come to us, then we would have to get in touch with the 
steel controller. He or we in turn would have to get in touch with the ware
housing firm in Toronto, then the matter referred back to the controller again, 
back to us, and so forth. In other words, we would have to be satisfied that it 
was not required for Canadian consumption before we could issue an export 
permit.

The Chairman : I would like to have those dates because to me they are 
very significant. My notes tell me that the second application was made on the 
17th of March ; the initial application on the 3rd of February, and that the 
actual permit was granted on the 17th of March. I cannot see any undue delay 
there at all.

Mr. Irvine: I can’t either.
Mr. Lesage: They were granted a permit to export the two tons?
Mr. Bull: That is right.
Mr. Lesage: When did you hear about these fifty tons in Toronto?
Mr. Bull: There are stocks like that all over the country.
Mr. Lesage: Did you have any specific information about this stock?
Mr. Bull: Not until the request for export came up.
Mr. Lesage: Do you know what kind of steel it was?
Mr. Bull: It is structural steel of shapes not generally in demand in this 

country.
Mr. Lesage: Does that apply to the whole fifty tons?
Mr. Bull: I would not be sure about that without checking back on it.
Mr. Fleming: Mr. Chairman, I think the evidence Mr. Bull has given raises 

a question which may get to the crux of the general problem. I am getting away 
now from the particular question because I for one am more interested in knowing 
what steps are being taken either through your department or through other 
departments in cooperation with permit and control authorities to be sure that 
they are at all times being kept fully informed of the particular situation m 
Canada with respect to these commodities for which you are receiving applica' 
tions for export, particularly in cases where there is a scarcity in Canada of 
these particular commodities. On whom do you rely for that information?

Mr. Bull: We rely on the controller or administrator concerned, they and 
the Wartime Prices and Trade Board, or, in the case of steel, on the steel con
troller. He in turn has his own people out. He has information coming to hnn 
from all over the country as to what the supply position is. He must know what 
Canadian production is and also what Canadian consumption is. He has a verV 
capable statistician working under his direction who keeps him informed as to 
Canadian demand and the supply position. We have very many ways ot 
checking this information. We have cases where people come into our depart' 
ment—I will give you an actual instance: we have people coming in to us f°r 
permission to export a material because they are in a surplus position. There lS 
one case of a structural steel manufacturer who came to us and said that 16 
faced an arbitrary closing down of his plant because of a lack of pig iron and l,c 
was making application to us for an allocation of pig iron to avoid the shutting 
down of his plant. Our position and attitude with respect to the exporter is tha _ 
we want to help him as much as we can. When we receive an application t°l
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, . . with the control administrators whoan export permit we take it up mimed 5 situation is. When somebody
are in the best position to know *hat th ha\{ did and supplements his original 
comes back to us as in this case Mr. Mars ^ we are then in a
application with information of the taJ Mr S „ checking up,
position to take it up directly with the controller wn.
finds the facts to be as stated and oul J right if there is

Mr. Fleming: I can 8ee howthere are definite shortages? 
cooperation, but what about the case answer a specific ques-

Mr. Isnor: Mr. Chairman, Mr. Bull was should have a complete
tion. We have a witness before us. /j™Vhag answered the point raised, 
statement from the witness now that Mr. p him later?
If you want Mr. Bull as a witness why n . the point.

The Chairman: I think Mr. Fleming’s question was rig
Mr. Isnor: I think he was pretty wide of1everal meetings and 
Mr. Jaenicke: We had Mr. Mackenzie with us 

he went over that procedure in detail. to ask Mr. Bull
Mr. Macdonnell: I am afraid Mr. Chairman, that I 

a question also, if you rule that we ™a> ,, to complete his statement.
Mr. Jaenicke: A moment ago Mr. Marsna crux 0f the matter.
Mr. Timmins: I thought we were getting a me if we would clear up 
The Chairman: I think perhaps it might ■ s before we go on with

this one point on the application tor s.111 that we do that? anything 'else. Is it the wish of the Jatemcut.
Mr. Fraser: Let the witness get on
The Chairman: All right, Mr. Fleral"g; , t question again?
Mr. Fleming: Would you let me put that last qu
The Chairman: Yes. T -j t can see how you can

, Mr. Fleming: I will restate mv question 1 > touch, provided there is
keep in close touch or how you are _keep g jiese commodities wheie ■ 
co-operation, with the supply situation a. , ^ you have not a commo
are commodity controls; but in the other case, where fu,]y informed on the 
control what is the specific means yo1Lu?f_ ■ pment. ...
supply situation to protect the domestic r q question quite readi y.

The Chairman: I think Mr. Bull could answnfo,matlon on most Canadian
Mr. Bull: We have very excellent supp ; 1 pities under c0“JroIJ!^se 

commodities. There is a large number of com control for the purpose
appear to be in short supply and they are kept unj gupply in Canada and 
°f. regulating movement and ensuring P fông, detailed negotia 
Jmgs like that. Where we are assured,^aft ^ ;ulministrators and the ■ 

producers and with the W artnne Bn ^ the quantity of a ccr _
^rollers as to the supply situation, we ai auantity which must >< ' P nd
ÿich can be let out of the country and the qua ^ the immediate deman^

deal with the facts; as I say, we - bgure that thirty P , . jn the 
sduation is domestically and then possi > j;vcrted to the expoi , m:ne the
Product, of a certain commodity, ma> . done we not only, a qUOta
case of a commodity where that has export but we arri . what
Percentage which may be permitted 0 ,n,,facturers. Then we m movement 

that production to apply to the mam.faJ hich covers the fovement 
^ call our S.P.L. permit, a spec.a permit ion^ (,onsignee in.any countiy 
q. a number of units to any coun i> > ^ tbege g.P.L. pernn . , com„
^Sht at the present time we have °ve There are a great ma . 
nd they cover a great volume of exp
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modities which we will not program because there is no regular continuing 
supply about. We deal with them in individual cases and review the immediate 
supply situation with respect to such a commodity. In our export branch we 
have a set of ledgers which gives us the picture of the overall quantity of 
commodities in Canada. The information contained in that record is kept 
up to date and we refer to it to determine the action to be taken in individual 
cases. Now, when it comes to countries like the West Indies and Newfound
land, we have actual programs drawn up with them where they have indicated 
what they wanted and we have cleared to them in advance the amount that, 
it is apparent we can let them have from Canadian supplies. There are other 
industries, other commodities with respect to which the supply position varies 
every few months. When such an article is in short supply it is not available 
for export, and then when there is a large supply, export can be permitted 
within reasonable limits. But we do keep up the records with respect to that.

Mr. Macdonnell : Was there information in the original application which 
might have indicated that to the steel controller, or was this the only way 
in which this small quantity could have been discovered? That is my question.

Mr. Bull: The original application just read “T-bars; quantity and 
value;” and it was only after the thing being turned down that these particulars 
as to dimensions and specifications came out. Things of that kind happen many, 
many times.

Mr. Macdonnell : Yes. Then you seem to give two reasons; (a) the type 
of steel involved ; and (b) you said that it was necessary for you to make 
inquiries from the controller, I believe ; that they were pressing you for 
materials?

Mr. Bull: That is right. The steel controller is under constant pressure 
from people all over Canada about these steel items and where they can be 
obtained. The housing administration are pressing for steel all the time. They 
have to check these demands against the request for export permits. What 
would happen in a case like this is that they have a specialist in structural 
steel and all different types of steel. They would have a competent man 
investigate this report and find out if such steel was in warehouse ; whether 
it was suited for the demands for structural steel coming from Canadian 
builders, and find out just what the type of steel involved was. By that I do 
not mean that they would recommend that it be sent back for smelting down 
at say $15 or $20 a ton; they would probably rather recommend that an 
export permit be issued and keep the steel available for the purpose for which 
it was made. They would consider it better economics to make that steel avail
able to some other country than to have it kept here and smelted down and 
made over again.

Mr. Jackman: May I just make a remark, because you see you referred to 
the undue delay between the 3rd of February and March 17.

The Witness: Well—
Mr. Jackman: As I understood the chairman he said that it appears to him 

there had been no undue delay between the original application for export permit, 
between February 3 and March 17 when the permit was finally issued. We had 
some discussion the other day as to the various stages which were gone through 
before the final issue of the permit, and I think it showed that business might 
very well have to wait a month or a month and1 a half on an item such a= 
steel to get an export permit. It seems to me that if business is going to be 
able to carry on at all in Canada we will have to have more expedition in 9 
matter of this kind than that.

Mr. Irvine: That is an exceptional case.
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Mr. Jackman: No, the witness said heh^ditious°where one^has^o 
suggesting that it cannot possibly bÇ con6^" . r very long time, and I feel 
wait for a month or a month and a half. J»at avery g ^ ^ permitte(j 
that we are going to lose business lf this so be8the most expeditious way
to happen frequently. At the same time that' ™a^Dekn0W_ j thi‘k we should 
of handling it under the circumstances. 1 d 
examine that further at some time.

By the Chairman: , ,, n1ipetinns for Mr. Bull on this point,
Q. If the committee has no further qu Mk the witneSs. You have

I. have one or two questions which I would h export controls should
cited these cases I take it as the reason why you think an expo
be removed? A. Yes. very serious shortage of

Q. You are fully aware of the fact that tt 
structural steel in Canada?—A. Yes. , nnurse of

Q. And you know that there are many .b™^™gructUra1 steel?—A."Yes. 
erection that are delayed as a result of that short ag - PYnorter asking for

Q. Then, having that in mind, do Yju not think that a pj |aye
? permit for the export of structural steel an P » he wanted to export 
indicated in his application the dimensions o exceptional applicationto order to show to the steel controller that Xldf- and tK exporter in this 
?nd was in regard to steel not needed for Canada and tbe gp ,f
instance failed to give that information in his application, so 
was entirely the blame of the exporter?—A. Yes.
. Mr. Lesage: Of course, the witness does not have to answer that, everyone 

knows the answer to that.

By the Chairman: ... .
Q. In the light of these facts do you consider?that Chairman,

•hat any reasonable man should seriously enter c nermitg generally. I just
-hat this particular subject applies so much to - P was ah0ut the smallest 
toked the one of the two tons; as a matter o ’
e have. , , QTld convince this committee

Q. Now, you came here, did you not, to y 
aat export control should be done away with • ’. the committee that

Q. And this is the best complaint you can supply 
UPort control should be done away with. • \ ,, committee in support

Q. And this is the best complaint you can supp y 
your argument? A. No, sir. * .. Mr. chairman, may I

Mr. Jaenicke: Just in connection with P >
-sk the witness one question?

The Chairman: Yes.

By Mr. Jaenicke: branch that the steel„ Q. When did you finally Mom the export penrt branch

« available, on what datel-A. On what the original application
a , Mr. Jackman: Might I just ask wanted?
lad in it in the way of description of the steei y

The Chairman: That is already in the record.
Mr. Jaenicke: He said two tons of n0 dimensions.
The Witness: T-bars, which is structure

Rflftno n
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By Mr. Jackman:
Q. Is there any other information there to distinguish it from other T-bar 

structural steel?—A. No.
Q. What was the true differentiation of the type that you wanted to get 

from the ordinary T-bar structural steel? What was the distinction? This is a 
surplus item.—A. This was actually in stock and had been in stock for, I repeat, 
about two or three years:; it had not been sold on the domestic market. And 
whatever you call it, it was called T-bars. But we automatically sent up our 
request for an export permit. We only gave them the details of it in the letter 
we sent under date of February 12, and following that we all found out exactly 
what the position was.

The Chairman: If there are no further questions on this structural steel 
complaint—

By Mr. Irvine:
Q. I would like to ask one question, Mr. Chairman. In view of the fact 

that there were serious shortages, and particularly in structural steel—I mention 
that because it was the illustration given by the witness—would the witness 
answer this, when there is a great shortage of a specific item how does he 
justify the abolition of export controls?—A. We have been discussing, these 
last few minutes, the two tons of T-bar steel. This is just a fraction of the 
various types of enquiries and orders which are coming into Canadian business 
houses at the moment. Canadian manufacturers generally, at the moment, have 
enquiries and orders on their books for millions and millions of dollars worth 
of materials. In my particular case, we receive enquiries and we do not even 
send them up to the export permit branch because we know there is either 
a shortage or we would not get a permit.

Q. May I interrupt to ask, is not that all the more reason why we should 
have the controls?—A. I beg your pardon?

Q. Is not the statement you have made proof of the need for the controls 
we are discussing?—A. In certain commodities, I would say yes, such as anything 
pertaining to national welfare such as atomic bombs, yes. So far as anything 
which is manufactured is concerned, this export permit department is very 
troublesome. Manufacturers are still going to retain and supply the domestic 
market. They are all taking a long-range view to try and establish connec
tions, an export business, and if they can only send out of the country token 
shipments, something to keep the customers happy, it would make a consider
able difference. Perhaps, in two, three or four years time all the Canadian 
manufacturers, or most of them, will be on their hands and knees for business- 
It is no use starting an export connection or an export business when you reach 
that particular time.

By Mr. Stewart:
Q. May I ask if Canada was ever a heavy exporter of structural steel?-'' 

A. No, the largest exporting lines were raw materials, wheat, lumber, paper and 
so on. With the exception of a few manufacturers, it is only within these last 
two years, or perhaps the last three years, that Canada has really been looking 
for an export market from an industrial point of view.

By Mr. Jaenicke:
Q. Does not the export board permit token shipments?—A. Yes, but not aS 

much as the manufacturers would like to have.
Mr. Lesage: That is the very reason we need the controls.

By Mr. Isnor:
Q. I should like to ask the witness two or probably three questions, e&c^ 

one hinging on his answer. I am particularly interested in the statement c»n'
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cerninp- ,vnm-l business because of the effect it is going to have on the economy 
Your assSion has been operating for how many years?-

m
Â FiftSyeis. Y°Ur aSWiatlon - — --------- - many yeara

V0l“«(f Â9:îiï 3dWb"ab^rtKrtm«™in” ^ W *ith *>*7, «
more "so. °" " °llld 14 be in 1939 as compared with 1935?—A. That would be

0 Werp v. °Ur Pan,on?—A. It would be more in 1939 than in 1935 
0 rhnr, ,°U rePr,esentmg the same number of manufacturing firms?—A No 

m 1935 1 )ovm!’rJ° UTe °1 busin,ess t0"day is just about the same as it was 
O Dr, V 11’emember the total export business of Canada in 1938?—A No

•to W « ere now to LS‘pt^lC^da ”**** Y” *** * mommt 

q ™ere we in third place in 1935?—A. No. trois?—a 1 Yes^6 aFG ’n a better position to-day, notwithstanding export con-

^ Tban we were in 1938?Fleming: Do you mean relatively or absolutely?

Ry Mr. Isnor:A. Ye* bl( buively, we are in a better position to-day than we were in 1938?—

field Bull, giving us the over-all picture told us of the whole
rati© of p.n " 1011 un<ler examination, that the allocation had been made on the
is that eon'ert?Cen* *° 4be exP°rt market and 70 per cent to the domestic market,

and som(. o-1 L'V, * liat *s tust a case in point; some are down as low as 5 per cent 
"'ere just ”° ,as jugh as 30 per cent. It is based on our experience. Some industries 
tries \Vcrp n "ely export and they carry a very much higher figure. Other indus- 
Pre-war n.1!?nua y very small exporters and we tried to hold something like the 
ti°n jn j-1 u Cln on a percentage basis, taking account of the increased produc- 
are ac(. anada at the present time. This gives us an increased volume, so we 

\t ' exP°rting more than we have ever exported in our lives before.
Mr* fTKUM: ®n what basis did you give this 30 per cent? on a 3o' buLL: Just as a case in point; several of our commodities we have based 

have e0 j>Cr cent figure. Some of our public utilities, toasters and ironers which 
continu''16 +n comParatively free supply and which we normally exported, we are 
d°mcsti t0 exP°rt- We try to base it on what is necessary to maintain the 
market^ market and what is necessary to maintain our position in foreign

jJ,s' Strum: It seemed to me that was a very generous ratio, of 0u ' ■ Bull: The over-all ratio for all of Canada is running about 35 per cent 
stick P,(,duction going into export. Some industries go as far as 80 per cent,

1 s newsprint, and some go down to 2 or 3 per cent.
' Fleming: Is that based on value? 

r- Bull: That is on a value basis.It js , ,s; Strum: It is even a better picture than the one I wanted to present, 
at ha IlttIe more than a third, which means, in the over-all picture, the people 

ue are getting, roughly, twice as much as we are sending abroad.

r- Bull: That is right.Offerin' Strum: B is a fairly good picture in view of the scarcities we are

ng at home.
83003-2i
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By Mr. Macdonnell:
Q. Could the witness give us the percentage of manufactured articles as 

distinct from raw materials exported?—A. I am afraid I cannot.
The Chairman : Mr. Bull may be able to do that.
Mr. Bull : I am sorry, I have not the over-all figures. I know the figures 

for some individual commodities, but I do not know what the average would 
be. I believe, in truck tires we are doing 90 per cent, that is based on 
a percentage of what we formerly exported. For motor cars, I believe it is 
something in the neighbourhood of 30 per cent. They go out in what we call 
a CK.D. condition; they are incomplete. These people are short the same 
materials as we are in trying to build motor cars in Canada. The motor cars 
go out without upholstery, many without bodies; they go out as a chassis and 
motor. On radios, I think we are doing 30 per cent.

Mr. Macdonnell: Do you happen to know the case of .tool steel, Mr- 
Bull?

Mr. Bull: Yes.
Mr. Macdonnell : It was suggested to me it was not in short supply.
Mr. Bull: Tool steel is in an unusual position. We greatly expanded our 

production during the war. It is made in electric furnaces using various types 
of steel many of which are alloy steels which go in to be broken down. It is 
made from a type of scrap which cannot be readily used in the manufacture 
of carbon steel. There is a critical shortage of scrap for the manufacture of 
carbon steel, that is the common or garden variety of steel used for plates* 
sheets, tubes and that sort of thing.

Tool steel is made from various metals made up from alloys. They can 
take alloy scrap such as battle scrap, melt it down with an electric furnace 
and get the percentage of nickel and other alloys. They are the only people 
who can use that type of complex scrap. Therefore, we are virtually giving 
the tool steel industry a free hand on export. We give them blanket permit5 
for as much as 20 million pounds. No serious requests for the export of tool 
steel have been denied.

Mr. Macdonnell: Will you explain why, in that case, the blanket permit 
is needed?

Mr. Bull: It is difficult to check the tool steel for export. It saves the 
collector of customs a lot of work attempting to ascertain whether it is tool 
steel or carbon steel. We know the tool steel exporters and we give them tlu5 
blanket permit. The only work, so far as the exporters are concerned, is the 
quoting of the S.P.L. number on their B-13b form. There is really no serioU5 
restriction on these goods at all.

The Chairman : What is the delay involved in obtaining these blanket 
permits?

Mr. Bull: There is no delay at all. We keep ahead of it. We give permit® 
to them on a six months basis. If they run out during the six months, they *el 
us and we extend it or give them another large quantity. If we run out of stee 
we can put the finger on them and hold the goods in Canada.

Mr, Marquis: If I am correctly informed, the price of steel, that is struc' 
tural steel in Canada, is three or four cents a pound?

Mr. Bull: That is right. It varies a great deal. It runs anywhere from 
to $60 to $70 a ton.

Mr. Marquis: In Canada we have a ceiling price?
Mr. Bull: A ceiling price.
Mr. Marquis : But in the United States there is no ceiling price? 
Mr. Bull: That is right.
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cents^a pound ?UIS ' S°’ “ the United StateS) steel reached a Price of 10 to 12

States for^nHnô ^ 6 ^ave ^ecn °^ered lar8e quantities of steel in the United 
Mr v rangmg as high as 12 cents a Pound. lted

steel could be "Zr' + 1 !1,erC7f?re’ \{Jhere were no export permit needed, all the 
w°uld not be supphedhaCt aï? d SMeS &t tha* priœ and the people of Canada

Tile nULL: Tliat is vcry true.
concernéeWoul<? 7<,u care to 8ive the committee the particulars 
of bench vises? lndlvic*uat complaint made by the witness, namely, the export

Mr. Bull: Mr.uPfortuna1hpVnn=4u ‘ Marshall is a very good friend of mine, but is in a very 
all these item 7; i0n, t \at his trade consists of these machine tools and steel, 
statement he ') 1, ! the supply situation is critical. In the first part of his 
filled because Vf V j'V on^y ? Per cent of the orders he is getting have been 
as a whole V, ti Ule difficulty in getting export permits. Now, for the country 
?flly refused 70VrJ,P?nt l November, we handled 17,154 applications and we 
board we refnV i 1 118 Vcans that for all the exported commodities across the 
Jh- This i« i,V fornetulng less than 5 per cent of the applications which came 
eXamp]e the '] . f!everse of Mr. Marshall’s experience. If he were in, for 
experience no 'rpV', iur business or some other commodity, he would 
Col«modifinc „V ,cu ty whatever. He just happens to be concentrating on the 
. On Z u are in critica! supply in Canada.
bench vises Vu, 10n °t bench vises, applications have been turned down on 
!Panufactur ' 31 y7 .generally because the bench vise is an article of very simple 
T°m pjo' :’ JV1S made from grey iron castings which, in turn, are made 
COîOrnodîfif.°n .1 • V1 ere *s a. definite shortage of pig iron. It is one of the few 
5, parload V " 11 • are being allocated by the steel controller and doled out 
;ls pig jr arJj,me to essential users in Canada who can claim they need 

vise soothe -'fiere *s a minimum amount of machining going into a bench 
steel goinn- p,Ice> ,on export, is not a great deal more than the price of the raw 
bench vi ' ? - V 1*- These vises are going to Holland where we never sold 
jtiture tae Pasfc and it is very doubtful if we will ever sell them in the

Usual] i'ave difficulty competing in an article of simple manufacture.
We can' c 'V d° muc.b better in a complex piece, such as a generator or a motor. 
ai’e co„,. °mpete with the world on those items, but so far as the simple types 

Our ? 1 We cannot compete.
3nd easti i controller looks on the bench vise as being very close to pig iron 
8oeg inf, Vs because of the minimum amount of machining and labour which 
no 8h0 , them. For that reason, he is holding back on the permits. There is 
Which V .of bench vises in Canada. There is a shortage of the raw material 

.noon mto the manufacture of them.
ffiteres-r Macdonnell: That seems to me to introduce a very different and 
fbcstion'M Principle. If I have understood you correctly, that seems to be a 
for , not of a shortage but of the steel controller determining it is not wise 
1 fi c or r ( et 1 y ? *° Pavc certain kinds of manufacturing in Canada. Have I stated

Wise Z ^ULL: I get your point exactly, but the problem is not that it is not 
hot enn 1 6 that manufactured in Canada but that with the shortage of material, 
of Car,U11 material to go around to satisfy all demands, it is in the best interests 
by U Jda to have that material go out sav in an extrusion machine made 
than t rn Tool Works in Toronto, where it goes out at $1 a pound rather 
the fjjV ho out as a bench vise where it goes out at 30 or 20 cents a pound, 
at <Tcnce being labour, or go out in a complex piece of electrical machinery 

per Pound, such as a watt hour meter. It is better to have it go out
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in that form rather than have it go out of the country in a form of simple 
manufacture or primary form.

Mr. Macdonnell : I am not competent to have an opinion on it, and 
what you say sounds very persuasive as it always does, but I am still wondering 
whether if you accept the principle of token shipments sometimes one’s 
predictions do not come true. Could you say anything more on that? How far 
has that control discriminated in saying it is wise to do this and it is not 
wise to build that? I am very nervous about judgments of that kind because 
my own predictions are nearly always wrong, and1 I think perhaps other 
peoples are.

Mr. Mackenzie: May I say a word? I am speaking now not of any 
particular item but I am talking of the general policy of those unfortunate 
people who have to administer export permits. Where we have a very small 
supply to meet a large demand we have to make some decision and some choice 
because everybody’s demands cannot be met. One of the guiding principles is 
that token shipments should go to those markets where it appears that there 
will be some continuing value. Mr. Bull pointed out that in the case of these 
items which require a very small amount of manufacturing in Canada, and 
are only one degree removed from the raw material, it is highly improbable 
that under more normal conditions, if those ever come, that we will be able 
to compete with manufacturers much closer to the markets. Under circuit' 
stances like that we would deliberately use our influence—

Mr. Macdonnell: Power, not influence.
Mr. Mackenzie : —to try to direct what limited supply there was to the 

inarkets where we thought there was some advantage. The witness has said 
that these export demands for this type of product are something entirely new. 
It is not business we ever had before.

Mr. Macdonnell: But prima facie one would think that you should 
encourage the new, would you not?

Mr. Mackenzie: If there was enough to go around, but not if it involved 
cutting off somebody else who had an established market and had a very good 
prospect of continuing it.

Mr. Macdonnell: We are talking on the basis of token shipments. I d° 
not want to labour the point. I think perhaps I have talked about that enough- 
but I just leave that point with you. It seems to me that prima facie a thing th9 
,is new ought to be encouraged, and you might take a flyer on a token shipmen 
,on something that is new even though it did not look as if it were going 
continue.

Mrs. Strum : I am very much interested in this. Would it be corre- 
that five years from now shipping these things to Holland we could not 
with Sweden, for instance, 'because they are very much closer to the

Mr. Mackenzie: Nobody can predict with certainty what will happen, b^ 
there is every reason to believe that will be the situation. Wc will not be am® 
,to compete in that type of product.

Mr. Fraser: It would depend on the quality, too.
Mr. Fleming: There are two points I should like to make in that connecti0" 

for Mr. Mackenzie’s comment. The first is this. Is the effect of that policy, 9 
you have indicated, not to favour the existing producer at the expense pcrhaP 
of the new producer? Secondly, are you not prepared to admit that with jj' 
tremendous development during the wartime of our industrial potential and tj9 
admitted need of finding new markets we are looking not simply for extend 
.markets for pre-war products but are looking for new markets for new product- •

;t to say 
compel® 
market*
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Mr. Mackenzie: I quite agree we are looking for new markets for new 
.products, I was not speaking about established manufacturers or new manu
facturers. I was talking about the prospects of a continuing market. I am 
basing this whole thing on the fact that somebody has to make a decision and 
that there is not enough to go around. In other words, a choice has to be made. 

Mr. Irvine: If you were not making it who would be making it? That is

.what I should like to know.Mr. Breithaupt: It seems to me that it is wise that the supply of material 
should be directed to the making of articles such as the motors mentioned bv

Mr. Bull.The Chairman: That is the important point, as it appears to me. Are there 
any further question the committee would like to ask Marshall.

By Mr. Lesage: . . .Q. There is only one as far as I am concerned. You said at the beginning
°f your remarks that on account of the fact there was a svsteni o _
exports your clients could export only 1, 2 or 3 per cent of "
n°t applied for but asked about. Then later on you mentions ia J ^
Pot export in 90 per cent of the cases. Which one is right?—A. In the Dm 
place we receive a lot of inquiries and orders that never go up _1( P . 
Permit Branch at all. That is a very small percentage, “ ,1ivra aDDr0X1'

rvir,T^l__ o____________ I____ 1

rer go up vv v— .
as I have said, approxi-

nit Branch at all. That is a vei,y r-t is the 90 per cent fori I understood it was the same thing?

VQNWhat is it?—A. Would you repeat that hbouttte^ per cent, please?

Q. You mentioned 90 per cent, Mr. - la. ia made to your firm
Q. As being the percentage °f ^he demam ^ of 3 per ccnt would be 

it you had to turn down yourself. A. The ,, }iandle about 3 per
icrally on orders and inquiries coming in. ^ would 
it of them. Then you say about this 9 pei ccn unt of reasons firstly

Q. Ninety per cent, that you would turn < o\ T>ermits.—A. Now then out
short supply and secondly you could not siau ..m pl,t. them in another 
those where we would have about 3 per ccn tr(q branch or items wetegory of articles that would go out to the expo* control 
'Uld be able to sell. Does that answer your quest d-fference between your 

Q. No, I still do not understand it What is t ^ yQu were referring
Per cent and 97 .per cent, because I undeis o ? ^ j do not remember
the same demands and you changed youi ft ; ereement between Mr.

Mr. Macdonnell: I think there was su.. he was in by reason of
■II and the witness that in this Pf*^h^Siouriy.
°rtages the department had to restrict changed his figures.

Mr. Lesage: Right, but I want to know w >> , j may have under-
Mr. Jackman: May I say that I onlv 3 per cent of foreign

K>d incorrectly—that When the witness said * 0f business that we could
fkrs could be filled he meant that of the total ^ that only about 3 per 
Port from Canada, apart from our basic i> j did not take it o m
nt of the potential actual demand you < a J(j
at only 3 per cent of the applications w

Mr. Lesage: Not applications. demands for steel and other
. Mr. Jackman: Ninctv-sevcn per cent of these
lngs are remaining unfilled. difference between the poten ia

Mr. Lesage : Then there would be !
■qand and the demand itself.
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Mr. Belzile: Following the line Mr. Lesage has taken Mr. Marshall stated 
that applications were sent to the department for permits in the number of 
about 30 per week. That is right?

The Witness: Yes.
By Mr. Belzile:

Q. And those applications were granted in the proportion of 50 per cent?— 
A. Yes.

Q. How many applications were declined in percentage?
The Chairman: Fifty per cent.
Mr. Belzile: He said some were postponed, too.

By Mr. Jackman:
. Q. Fifty per cent were automatically granted?—A. Fifty per cent were 

granted.
By Mr. Belzile:

Q. And some were postponed?—A. You have to make re-application.
Q. What is the percentage of those?—A. Approximately 10 per cent 

re-applications.
Q. And then 40 per cent are declined?—A. Yes.
Q. How does that 50 per cent of applications granted compare with that 

figure which you gave of 3 per cent or 10 per cent that you just gave Mr. 
Lesage?

Mr. Irvine: You are making it very clear.
By Mr. Belzile:

Q. You said you had inquiries made to your firm for millions and millions 
of dollars out of which goods could be exported in a proportion of 3 per cent. 
Then you said that applications sent in amounted to 30 a week of which 50 per 
cent were granted?—A. That is of the 3 per cent?

Q. How does that 50 per cent of applications granted compare with the 3 
per cent?

Mr. Fleming: That is the 3 per cent, is not not?
Mr. Belzile: I want to know what is the amount in dollars really repre

sented in exports of the 50 per cent granted?
Mr. Lesage: What does the 50 per cent of your applications represent 

dollars, in value, in a year?
The Witness: A year’s trade?
Mr. Fleming: You have got 30 a week. Stick to the week.
Mr. Lesage: Let us say a week then. It is only 1\ per cent of the total, is 

it not?
The Chairman : I would hardly think it is fair to the witness to ask him to 

figure that out.
Mr. Lesage: This is cross-examination.
Mr. Fraser: It is not fair to the reporter, either.
Mr. Belzile: You mentioned that the export business is now stifled by th6 

troublesome—that is the word you used—
Mr. Lesage: Stick to your question, what is the value of the l\ per cent?

By Mr. Belzile:
Q. I want to find out what is the value of what goes out of Canada under 

these permits that are granted?—A. I cannot tell you, but I will tell you th)S' 
We get inquiries for automobiles, stoves, lathes, machines, presses, sugar refinh^ 
plants, various types of motors, any available quantity.
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By Mr. Isnor. «nvthimr that is scarce in the world

Q. I suppose you get inquiries for anything t
market?—A. Well, we get inquiries for what people a e q g-

Mr. Marquis: The people in Canada. want In a lot 0f cases
The Witness: In many cases they -no ^ ,f yYQU can SUpply them with

they want so many motors. They want to - available quantity,
electric motors. Some of these countries want them in any

By Mr. Belzile: world noW, and any available
Q. There is a scarcity of goods all ove Canada would be very easily sold 

quantity of goods that could be shipped o «carcity, but for that very
in the world market. That is a fact on wcoun* of the sealrcj^ ^ peop,e in
reason do you not believe we should keep o , view, yes.
the amount that we nced?-A. From a selfish;point o’new, y

Mr. Marquis: What we absolutely neec - => for Qur orangeS) our coffee,
Mr. Jackman: We must realize we have balance left in this

our sugar, and a great many imports if we want to have 
country. •

By Mr. Fraser: H id he had agents in 53
Q. May I ask the witness, tins 9uest^mm these 53 countries. If you do 

countries and is receiving inquiries for goo » . ^ the countries to which you
get the goods here do you ever have any dd i > 
ship them allowing those goods in there. • •

Q. Do they restrict you on imports. • v ̂  countries restrict you on
Q. That is what I am getting at. Some ol mes imports?—A. Yes. . , • t vml?_
Q. On what kind of goods do they restrict y 

'mport permit—
Q. You must get that first?-

without one. A . .. vou and they say they have an
Q. And your people, your agents, wri . > official

import permit?—A. Yes, they send it to us. A Yes. That is our official 
. Q. They send that import permit to you. ^ apply for our exPor°-K. to go ahead and try to secure the ™atc“ koW that we have the necessary 
Permit and we submit the import perm t_ our agent resides, tl
Prmission to send it to the country m ' ,• iars
with which we wish to deal. +W?—A. They have all the p 1 ’

Q. And the department know about • thisthat it is all above board and shipshape. ^ pke to ask; you dvjse
Q. And there is another ««"“S, U "Sf™ ^ to™ 

exporters’ association ; does the export ^ should manufactm , ’f c_ 
the manufacturers in Canada as to what they by ^ Canadian Manutac^ 
they make suggestions of that kind, oi . s, d as to what you rec( • rters 
turers’ Association? Do you keep them informed 8 p) k - what mpmter^
for?—a. No. Naturally, if a manu «0^^ ^ particular informa^ 
from other countries are interesta ’ uld do its best to supp ,tment, 0f
regarding export demand, our associa thing for t ic , d we
tmn for them. And I may add hat we do the 1 inforniation we i 
Trade and Commerce. Any time he? want Canad,an Manutact
Possibly can for them. The same 11 ^ f „oods Do vou

STS»s say that you receive

» tt'soTrf'STD^'S Canadian Manufaeturers - .

-A. If we do not get an 

-A. We do not make any further inquiries
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Or do you refer such inquiries to Mr. Mackenzie or Mr. Bull here in the depart
ment?—A. No. We generally apply to the manufacturers and ask them if they 
can manufacture it or if they cannot manufacture it.

Mr. Irvine: Mr. Chairman, I would like to ask the witness a question.
The Chairman : Mr. Michaud has the floor.
Mr. Michaud: I came in late, Mr. Chairman, and I am not just sure 

who the witness represents. I understand he represents the association of 
exporters and that he has come here to express the views of that association. 
Now, I am just going to ask you one particular question because I am not in a 
position to go into detailed discussion of what has been given here. Considering 
the well-being of the people of Canada as a whole arc you still of the opinion 
that export control should be abolished?

Mr. Irvine: The answer to that is, obviously, no. I was just wondering, 
Mr. Chairman; I do not think we are getting very far. I think we arc using 
atomic bombs against the mosquitoes of objection. I think we ought to get on 
with the bill.

The Chairman : We have Mr. Mackenzie with us to-day and he will supply 
some information asked for by the committee, if there are no'further questions 
of this witness.

Mr. Marquis : I have one question I want to ask, Mr. Chairman.
By Mr. Marquis:

Q. You stated, Mr. Marshall, that- you had orders amounting to a million 
dollars, do those involve Canada only or foreign trade as well?—A. They all 
involve what is manufactured in this country.

Q. Do they apply to the needs of this cbuntry alone or to other countries 
as well?—A. Yes, it is needed all over.

Q. You say it is needed all over; so in these inquiries there are demands 
for things by foreign countries which may be needed at home. What is the 
proportion of requests or requirements by foreign countries in this million dollars 
of inquiries which you say your association holds?

Mr. Jackman: They afe all from foreign countries.
Mr. Fleming: Yes, one hundred per cent.
The Witness: They are all foreign countries.
The Chairman: I do not think the witness understood your question, M1"- 

Marquis. I understand that his evidence to-day has dealt solely with the 
requirements of other countries.

Mr. Marquis: I am sorry, Mr. Chairman ; I did not understand it that way-
By Mr. Lesage:

Q. As a matter of fact, all the inquiries which come to you come from abroad- 
do they not?—A. They are all from abroad.

Q. All from abroad?—A. Yes.
Mr. Breithaupt: I think the important thing in this whole discussion 13 

the trend. I think I would like to ask Mr. Marshall this question.
By Mr. Breithaupt:

Q. Is it easier now to get export permits than it was let us say six month3 
or a year ago?—A. Yes.

Q. All right, then the trend is satisfactory. I think there is a balance IkT-’ 
involving Canada’s export trade. We have to look to the future and take caij; 
of our own Canadian people as well. AVe also have to back up the Depart®®*1 
of Trade and Commerce in their efforts to get a certain amount of exports * 
help us hold our foreign trade. The fact that we have not been able to exp°r
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certain things does not mean that we will not he abh ^aiMed! ha= ^id^that 
future. I think that if .1,0 trend ,s -total?*. “ fV^.mtve n'o'difficult,

Q. Mr. said in your -M|*£gS &£S$de°K
times had the result of cancellmg^orders that orders vere
you mentioned that, did you not9—A. n t understand your state-

Q. Have you figures to support that? Because permits, some of
ment correctly it means that while y ou aie •• = called off; could you tell
which were subsequently granted, business de . amounts to?—A. I cannot 
us what the percentage of business lost in ia y ... ■ j. add to whatRive you any actual figures, but there is one thing I *iU «VJ™ te it is not 
I have already said; after an inquiry comes m jn the meantime,
easy to quote unless that we know we can get ai 1 . , matter of
by the time we do get export permit, even although rt >
thirty-six hours or twenty-four hours our ' P™ ^ chairman, We ought to 

Mr. Rinfret: I think in fairness to the ’ kc to tjie committee. -let him state whether he has any further representation to mate

The Witness: No.
By Mr. Jackman: . tjie development of our

Q. The witness said that novy was & crue1 newer manufacturing lines,
export trade, particularly in relation to so Canadian manufac-
May I ask him if it has ever come to his notice tha^t som ^ ^ tlet for 
turers who might in the near future greatly'desi cxport business because
some of their products do not even try to g f i er government regulations :
of the necessity of aoplying for permits ant minds of some people who
Do you find that to be a stumbling block ‘“duettoCanada?-A. Yes, when 
temporarily find a complete market for tici P , business up right away.
they come to these export permit^theyju» P on that;

-A. No. There are a numpc ,....will not
1DV111V VV UllVQXv ~ x- '

, , Q- I don’t suppose you would caie w, —elaborate on that‘at all?—A. No. There are a number or w» - 
jnanufacturcrs who realize and appreciate that this domestic businessi tu
ast much longer at its present volume and they are turning «> 1 1 ,f|Jr continued outlet. It is reallv something new for Canada. Tie have> beer 

shipping wheat, lumber and paper all over the world for many many y ears 
but this export field is going to be a very important asset for Canada m the ye 
fha are ahead; but a good many of these smaller concerns know that there
|s Dus export permit branch and it is inclined to make
JUst can’t export. , -,Mr. Jackman: Mr. Chairman, I wonder if I iniSbt J/'in-irk Mr. Irvine

opartment officials a question which is prompted i.v , Y.. j "aij0wed «ade. As I recall it, Mr. Irvine asked who decides what shoukl b 11 J
b).bc exported; in other words, on whose authority is J ® ^^“the iong or

Jght ask that question at any time in our economy «> y. ,, , a]jowetj to supply; who would decide what particular branch should
xPort; whether such export should be allowed, etc. - rallv acceptedau îng authority before the war. and I think this fa pretty &D*raUyuxW^

hn< t think there is considerable authority f«i 1 > "‘A,‘ , 'k Mackenzie With that little preface to my question I should like to ask 
Z Mr- Bull: how would you decide. let us say m î'fttcel mi tL market here? 
I-110n controls should come off? Mhen there is a S 1 ^ consuming public
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ways and new articles, we are always looking for more; we always want to 
increase our consumption because our desire is never satisfied. There is always 
something someone wants to buy. Let us take the case of steel, when and how 
would you say that export controls on steel should be removed?

Mr. Mackenzie: Mr. Chairman, I tried to answer a similar question a 
couple of days ago. It is impossible to give a precise answer to a question of that 
nature. There is a continual process going on between officials on just that very 
problem. And as I said before, the officials of the Department of Trade and 
Commerce approach these things with a bias in the field of getting rid of export 
controls; the official responsible for domestic supply approaches with a natural 
bias to make sure that he has got an adequate supply in this country to meet 
the demand. You get these two groups together, or the representatives of the 
two groups, and a discussion is held and out of that discussion comes a recom
mendation. Now, there is no precise rule by which these decisions are reached, 
or by which these recommendations are prepared. They are in effect recom
mendations by officials to council either to do something to end export control, 
or to put it under export control. I think perhaps the answer to your question 
will come when we table, as we want to do today, a list of items that have 
been taken off control and a list of items that have been put back under 
control. Now, we can give you the commodities and the dates, and of course from 
that information as supported by our records you can probably ascertain the 
particular factors which influenced decisions at the time. But I really do not 
think it is possible to be precise.

Mr. Jackman: I do not think it could be done mathematically, but there 
must be some authority under which it is done, something which enables you 
to decide when a control should be taken off or put on, when you make a 
recommendation to council that it should be done. Sometimes you find the 
ministers bringing down recommendations where they do not know very much 
about the reasoning behind them except that they are the recommendations 
of those in whom they placed their confidence. May I ask you this, if there 
were no export controls I presume those firms in Canada would do their exporting 
where they would get the longest price, the longest price being offered by 
importers of other countries, and that likely would represent the greatest need. 
That is the old system, and that would be what would happen if you did not 
have any controls here.

Mr. Mackenzie: I would not like to speak for Canadian manufacturers. 
We can assume that a Canadian manufacturer endeavouring to build up an 
export business would pay attention to a great many factors of which price 
would be one; but he would be equally concerned as to his prospects for continu
ing business relationships in the export field. There‘are so many factors that 
come into play there, I do not think that you could say that it was entirely 
or essentially a matter of the highest price.

Mr. Lesage: Some do it.

By Mr. Jutras:
Q. I think the discussion sums up to this; Mr. Marshall recognizes the 

necessity of looking after the domestic market. If I understand correctly, he 
wishes to be in a position, or his association wishes to be in the position, of 
sending more token shipments out of the country at the present time by having 
the export control removed. I presume, Mr. Marshall, you have studied the 
domestic and world situation and you are satisfied that we can send more token 
shipments out of the country at the present time. Now, would you be in a 
position to state, generally, what increase in the percentage of exports we 
would be justified in giving at the present time.

Mr. Fleming: In his line?
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■S-’SkSÎS* ;X"oP“u^i- The 

witness will give you an answer in a » any percentage. The only
The Witness: I doubt if I c°uld, ®.ven ,g . Je are really trying to build up 

thing we, in this association, know is this , shipments we can send out, the
Canada as an exporting nation. The more token shipnu> which wc desire is 
better it is going to be. So far as the actual percentage m ^ ^ present as to 
concerned, it would all depend upon the siz possibly give you a
how much he would want to send abroad. I could not
definite answer to that.

By Mr. Quelch: pnrtailine consumption in Canada in
Q. Is it fair to say you would favour curtai e 

order to expand our exports?—A. les, to a p
By Mr. Fraser: In England the average

Q. The same as is done in Englanc . y domestic market and 60 per 
manufacturing plant supplies 40 per cen pnnada I know of a number of 
cent to the export market. I know of firms c’ent for export due to the
them, and they are not even considering 5 and 10 per 
fact they are looking after the domestic mai

By Mr. Stewart: . , United Kingdom not entirely
Q. Is the reason for the large exports m uhe United Kingdom simply 

different from the position we have in Canada • 
must have foreign exchange.

Mr. Fleming: So must we.
Mr. Stewart: Not to the same extent. „fQVnnrable balance of trade. 
Mr. Quelch: England has a very laige u h markets she had
Mr. Stewart: England is looking forward to holding 

before the war.
By Mr. Rinjret: h :n„ exported in Canada and

Q. The 5 per cent to which you referred fiPgures refer to similar
fbe 40 per cent being exported irom Eng > cent you said, A. 
goods-as a matter of fact, I think it wa^per.^ ^ in England auto- 
try to explain it this way: If I had a ., comes from—automati <. } 
matically, my figure—I do not know v cent to exp or .figure is 40 per cent to the domestic market and P

By Mr. Michaud: .. Here in Canada it is really
Q. Would that be on all hues?—A. All aUocated for export. I 

taking us all of our time to get 5 or J ause j do not know 1 , tde
talking about wheat, lumber and Pai manufactured articles are C(™ ^ • gIn general, we will say, so far as the manMact domestic trade is beinB
balance of it is going to the domestic trade,
^ell looked after.

By Mr. Rinjret: . yes, they are similar goods?-
. Q. The answer to my question ’ no ner cent?—A- Yes. . whereas England exports 60 per cent

Q. We export less than 5 per cent 
A, Yes By Mr. Marquis: pvnort 35 per cent of our productior,

Q. Is it not true that in Canada we export 

inr»lnHr*c nxzp-rvt.hlM?
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Mr. Fleming: You mean raw materials, now?
Mr. Michaud: Newsprint, do you consider that a raw material?
Mr. Isnor : I should like to ask Mr. Mackenzie this question. Is it necessary 

for the minister to announce any change in regard to the removal from or putting 
on your list, of an article?

Mr. Mackenzie: Is it necessary for him to1 announce or is it necessary for 
him to make the decision?

' Mr. Isnor: Announce in the House.
Mr. Mackenzie: It is not the question of announcing of which I was 

speaking. The decision to put things on the list or to take them off the list is 
in accordance with the order in council which provides that the Governor in 
Council takes action.

Mr. Isnor: You have a list in your office and it is simply added to or 
removed from as the case may be?

Mr. Mackenzie: That is right.
Mr. Isnor: On a decision made by the officials?
Mr. Mackenzie: I say recommendation made by officials to the Governor 

in Council.
Mr. Isnor : A recommendation made in your office, and there is no announce

ment made in regard to that in the House as to particular items?
Mr. Mackenzie: It might well be that the House was not in session. It 

may be just an announcement to the trade, an announcement to the press. 
Ordinarily I do not think they are announced in the House.

Mr. Jackman : It was not the Minister of Trade and Commerce to whom I 
had reference.

The Chairman : Are there any further questions of the witness? If not, 
there is one question I should like to ask the witness.

By the Chairman:
Q. In answer to Mr. Jackman you stated that you believed the fact that 

export permits were necessary was deterring small manufacturers from seeking 
export markets. Would you elaborate on that, please, and tell me why you 
believe it has a deterrent effect with respect to small manufacturers?—A. First 
of all the small manufacturer is not altogether well versed in export. That is 
one of the reasons why recently you have had a lot of what they call export 
merchants and a few export agents taking over this business for them, but as 
far as the actual manufacturer is concerned, the export merchant and the export 
agent in Canada generally really would like him to export because we all have 
the feeling, as I said before, that in two or three years time we will want that 
export business. I am not talking against the Department of Trade and Com
merce because I am backing them up all over the world, but there is also the 
feeling all through the trade that this export permit department is definitely 
holding back the export business as we see it today. During wartime it was a 
different proposition, but now private enterprise feels that that was a war 
control, and we are in the second postwar year now. They are watching the 
domestic requirements, and they feel as though they want to get after this 
export business.

Mr. Michaud: More money.
The Witness: No, not more money. Do not think because you are 

exporting you can get more money. In some countries you can, but you are 
still up against competition with other countries.

By the Chairman:
Q. What is there about the control that is discouraging to the small indus

trialist?—A. It is a waste of time. To put it very bluntly it is just red tape-
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Q. Have you any suggestions as to «ays and means by which the system
can be improved?—A. Yes. apart tr0D' ,“ :]"| ! | j applied?—A. I think if 

<>. What period of time do t sohte sp-dhed time, that would
we were given maybe a period of six montas,
help to ease the situation. „ . F the permit branch toQ. A period in which what is to |3et,Jcn^llv, have time in 
find out; or let the manufacturers, let t jP°r thatDwe are short of a great 
which to find out what is actually short actually short on.
many things, I think we should know v, hat 1 , find 0ut from you if you

Q. I am trying to find out what is what is there
can make any helpful suggestions to correct wl . think is harmful?
about the routine of applying forrlSfftav to bJdealt with; or, what 
Is it the delay; is it the number of forms that haie to
is the trouble?—A. We think it is the be ay- cannot commit ourselves

Q. Tell us what delay occurs, then—— > department that what 
at all until we get permission from the export permit I 
we are interested in can be shipped out of 1C • are complaining about,Q. Yes, I agree with you; but what isrthedday3™ » ? to wait to
what delay occurs?-A. It is more or less that decisio , 
find out , _4 There is delay in that particular

Q. There is no delay at all tnere
end of it. . , T +o know the answer.

Q. You see, you made a statement, an the position: You have
Mr. Macdonnell: Mr. Chairman, is , ;g ready to close a deal,

somebody who wants to do business, some o department. I imagine
and it cannot be closed because they have to go to the aep
that is what the witness has in mind. j„_nrtment it is the factThe Chairman; It is not the delay m the department,
that the manufacturer cannot commit himsc • means is the delay

Mr. Jaen.cke; No, that is not right. I^/gAg to be allowed to be 
ln pointing out whether a particular commo ., 3
exported ; is that what it was?

The Witness : There is a slight delay iere>
By Mr. Jaenicke: , : a published list of the

. Q. May I just ask the witness this= jts do you know what articles
articles on which you have to get expoi 1  ^ ’yes
Squire permits and what are on the free => aometimes they arc cha g • p 

Q. You mentioned a moment ago - • ^ specific enougi- - • ’Q. You mean by that that the lists are not ^ export and then
sometimes they are changed. First of al latcr maybe you ar
you are not allowed to export and then a which
eXP0Q.' If you are notified ^ ^

nits and those on the rtee i _ .^.wthe
nderstand that the

Q- If you are notified more îrequc-v 
need permits and those on the free lis s

r doing business?—A. Yes, it would. t underside -----The Chairman : Gentlemen, before »1‘ 31, , finally with section 19 
^rtmental officials are now ready for - .. wjH devote the entire
he Patent Act, and if the committee are wd mg noQn we «-ill come
ning Tuesday of next week to patente, ^^^tory?
< to the export-import permit bill. Is that satisi
Some Hon. Members: Agreed. Qf+Pmnon’
The Chairman: Do you wish to si 15
Soma TTrvn Mf.MMÇRS I NO.
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The Chairman: Then before we adjourn, on your behalf, I would like 
to thank Mr. Marshall for taking the time and trouble of coming to our 
committee meeting and presenting the views of the exporters’ association.

The Witness: Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

The committee adjourned at 1.10 p.m. to meet again Tuesday morning next, 
March 25, at 11.00 o’clock a.m.
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The Committee resumed consideration 0 Export and Import Permits. . , , ,

Mr. Mackenzie was called. He submitted answjsto^ques^ions „c„
Previous sittings and filed statements which app 

-D”, “E”, and “F” to this day’s Minutes of Evidence.

At 4.20 p.m., the Committee adjourned to meet again on mrs a ,
27> at 11.00 a.m.
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MINUTES OF EVIDENCE
House of Commons,

March 25, 1947.

■ce met at 4.00 p.m. TheChainnarft on Banking and Commer
Th e Mr' C eaVer’ i)resided-

this afternoon GentJeJPan’ ,as F™ are aware the object of the meeting
of material nromi^/h™^ th^ tablmgof answers to questions and the tabling 
convenience <>f 4i'eC >y ,t lc F^puty Minister of Trade and Commerce, for the 
this material knr € members so you will have an opportunity of considering 
matter un win +l6 °Vr ,fina meeting on Thursday morning. I have taken the 
printed cnnio= /w c erk of the committee and we hope to be able to have 

oi the material tabled in your hands late to-morrow afternoon.

^" Mackenzie, Deputy Minister of Trade and Commerce, recalled:
Second mpJr™1?8" Mr- Chairman, we were asked I think during the first or 
the dp,-in i , a bs* °f the commodities removed from export control during
Peak DenVil e+Ckmxber n> 1944' to March 15> 1947’> December 11, 1944, being the 
We bave h > 6 r ™e wb®n the greatest number of items were under control. 
Permit rco- T'r 3 ls*’ classified by the same grouping as is used in the export 
This is foU a lowing what items have been taken out from under control, 
control ,JWCdJy a second hst of the. items which were reinstated under export 
is also a tr i v Samc Peri°d, December 11, 1944 to March 15, 1947. There 

•durino- 4i .IIrd h®t of the commodities added to the export control schedule 
We * Same Period.

result 0fVT ^fked as weH for a list of the items under export control as a 
Emergen . t anadian government’s commitment under the International 
a listai m rood Control and other international contracts. We have prepared 
fact of A,! 'T6 -now table, but I should like to point out in that connection the 
Kingdom re bemg an international arrangement or a contract with the United 
instanp m maf be Part of the reason. It may not be the whole reason. For 
have k ’ ]vc, bave items here which were in short supply in any event, so we 

e headed the statement,
The following articles are under export control as a result, in part, 

p il,e Canadian government’s commitments under the International 
Emergency Food Council, and the contracts made with the United
■Kingdom.

into Afr- Fleming: Will these be printed as an appendix or incorporated right
0 the proceedings?

he Chairman: They will be printed as an appendix, 
of C J be Witness: Mr. Fraser asked a question in connection with the export 
tl,p ,nteetionery to Newfoundland. I think this statement which I have meets 

Point.
tig.liJhuing the war, exports of confectionery to Newfoundland was substan- 

1I1(1^ased over normal pre-war shipments due to the presence of Canadian 
• navy and air force personnel, and purchases by canteens operated b> such 

and Q,ef as navy, army and air force institutes, Y.M.C.A., Knights of Columbus 
donk* Va,ti°n Àrmy i/tzi+k +kn ramnvnl of the trooDS surplus stocks were no 

bt disposed of thr
. . With the removal of the troops surplus 

through normal commercial channels.
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Production of confectionery in Canada in 1946 amounted to 132,347,000 
pounds of which 3,919,400 pounds, or 3 per cent were exported to all countries 
in that period. Of the total exported Newfoundland received 972,712 pounds 
or three-quarters of 1 per cent of production.

One question was raised, I think by Mr. Hazen, with regard to export 
control of clams and Atlantic salmon. I am not sure if that question was 
answered before, but the answer is that export control of those items was 
removed on December 18, 1946, and is included in the loose sheet amendment 
to the book which was distributed to the committee, “Export Permit Regula
tions.” It is just another indication of the impossibility of keeping a printed 
record up to date.

I think those are the main questions which were raised.
The Chairman : I believe a question was asked as to what the United States 

has done and is doing in regard to export control. Have you any information 
on that?

The Witness : Yes, I have here a statement which appears in the Con
gressional Record of the United States which is a message from the President 
to Congress requesting the extension of export control for a period of one year. 
Would you care to have the President’s statement?

The Chairman : I do not think the comment should go in, but I think the 
actual statement should go in.

Mr. Macdonnell : Take it as read.
Mr. Fleming: I suppose it is very short.
The Witness: His message is actually three and a half pages long.
Mr. Fleming: We do not want the whole message, just the part dealing 

with this export control.
The Witness: It all deals with export-import control.
Mr. Fleming: All of it? Then, we ought to have the whole thing.
The Chairman : What is the date of it?
The Witness: It appeared in the New York Times of March 20 of this 

year. I have not the exact date of his message but I would assume it was the 
19th, probably.

The Chairman : Gentlemen, I will see that this material is printed.
Mr. Fraser: May I ask a question?
The Chairman : Our agreement was we would ask no questions.
Mr. Fraser: I am sorry, I did not know about the agreement.
Mr. Fleming: I thought we were going to have a list of the commodities 

which are under export control today.
The Witness: This has been tabled with the amendments.
Mr. Fleming: That is complete to date now?
The Witness: That was complete to the date it was tabled and there has 

been no change since it was tabled.
The Chairman: I will endeavour to have all this material printed and in 

your hands late to-morrow afternoon. I thank you for coming. I have tried 
to keep my promise that it would only take a few minutes. The committee is 
adjourned until Thursday morning at eleven.

At 4.20 p.m., the committee adjourned to be resumed on Thursday morning’ 
March 27, 1947, at 11.00 a.m.



List No. 1
APPENDIX “A”

DEPARTMENT OF TRADE AND COMMERCE
EXPORT PERMIT BRANCH

Commodities Removed from Export Control During the Period 
December 11, 1944—March 15, 1947

Group 1—Agricultural and Vegetable 
Beverages, Distilled, All Kinds, 

including Whiskey, Brandy, 
Rum, Gin, Cordial and 
Liqueurs.

Blueberries, Fresh or Frozen. 
Broom Corn.
Essential Oils—

Bergamot Oil.
Cassia Oil.
Eucalyptus Oil.
Jasmine Oil.
Lavender Oil.
Lemongrass Oil.
Neroli Oil.
Patchouli Oil.
Peppermint Oil.
Sandalwood Oil.
Essential Oils, N.O.P.

Lac.
Litmus and all Lichens.
Patchouli Leaves.
Quassia Juice.
Sphagnum (Peat Moss).
Parsnips, Fresh.
Tomatoes, Fresh.
Certified Seed Potatoes.
Dried or Dehydrated Soups 

and Vegetables 
Horseradish.
Mustard, Prepared and Ground. 
Vinegar.
Yeast, N.O.P.
Field Crops and Vegetable Seeds 

Asparagus.
Beans (Garden).
Beet.
Borecole or Kale.
Broccoli (Sprouting).
Brome Grass.
Brussels Sprouts.
Cabbage.
Carrot.
Cauliflower.
Celeriac.
Celery.
Chewing’s Fescue.
Citron.
Clover, Sweet.
Corn (Garden).
Creeping Red Fescue.
Cress.

Products
Crested Dog’s Tail.
Crested Wheat Grass. 
Cucumber.
Egg Plant.
Endive.
Kohlrabbi.
•Leek.
Lettuce.
Mangel.
Meadow Fescue.
Millet.
Musk Melon.
Mustard.
Onion.
Onion Grass.
Parsley.
Parsnip.
Peas (Garden).
Pepper.
Pumpkin.
Radish.
Red Top.
Reed, Canary Grass.
Rough Stock Meadow Grass. 
Rye Grass.
Salsify.
Sorghum.
Spinach.
Squash.
Sudan Grass.
Sugar Beet.
Swede.
Swiss Chard.
Tall Oat Grass.
Timothy.
Tomato.
Turnip.
Vegetable Marrow.
Vetch.
Watermelon.
Slender Wheat'Grass.
Western Rye Grass.

Spices—
Allspice.
Cloves.
Coriander Seed.
Cumin Seed.
Fennel Seed.
Ginger.
Turmeric.

Peaches.
311
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Group 2—Animals and Animal Products.
Ambergris.
Candles.
Cattle, ox and calf tail hair, including switches.
Fleshings, tanners’.
Gelatin Capsules, empty.
Hog, cattle and horse hair, n.o.p., other animal hair, n.o.p.
Musk, of animal origin.
Beef bladders.
Beef bungs.
Beef bung caps.
Beef casings.
Beef middles.
Beef rounds.
Hog bungs.
Hog bung caps.
Horsehair (Tails and Manes).
Furs and Fur Skins.
Clams, in the shell, shucked, or in any other form.
Fish, Atlantic, n.o.p., dried, salted or pickled.
Herring, Atlantic, salted, pickled or smoked, including bloaters, but not 

kippers.
Lobster, canned.
Lobster Meat, fresh or frozen.
Mackerel, salted or pickled.
Salmon, Atlantic, fresh, frozen, salted or smoked.
Salmon Pacific (White Spring and Red Spring varieties only), fresh, frozen, 

salted or smoked.
Smelts, fresh, frozen, filleted or not.
Canned anchovies.
Canned clams, quahaugs and mussels.
Canned crabmeat.
Canned eels.
Canned halibut.
Canned lobster paste and tomalli.
Canned fish paste, n.o.p.
Canned shad.

Group 3—Fibres, Textiles and Textile Products.
Feather manufactures.
Felt base floor coverings.

Group 4—Wood, Wood Products and Paper.
Balsa and manufactures.
Barrels, kegs, casks and other similar containers of wood.
Cooperage stock : barrel heading, hoops and staves, in the rough °r 

manufactured.
Pails and tubs of wood.
Paper and board manufacturers, excepting facial tissues, sanitary paC*s’ 

cellophane, toilet paper, paper towels and paper bags.
Teakwood: boards, planks, logs and scantlings.
Books, other than those to the Armed Forces.
Cellophane.
Christmas trees.
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or

Cork—
Cork, corkwood or bark, in a natural, ground, milled, or processed 

SGmi-processed stât6 
Cork products (of which cork constitutes fifty per cent or more by 

volume, or of which cork is the single component material of chief 
value) including bottle tops or crowns lined with cork.

Lignum vitae: logs, boards and lumber.
Newsprint.
Fine Papers.
Facial Tissues.
Sanitary Pads.
Sandalwood.
Wood pulp, alphacellulose bleached, rayon and chemical grades.
Wood pulp, soda.
Wood pulp, sulphate and sulphite bleached and unbleached.
Wood pulp, screenings.
Wood pulp, chemical, other.
All other wood pulp, including screenings.
Wood charcoal.

Group 5—Iron and Steel (including Alloy Steel) and Then Produc
Iron ore and concentrates.
Pig Iron. _
Automobile tire-service equipment and parts.
Blanks for tool bits.
Bolts, nuts, screws, rivets and washers.
Cranes.
Derricks.
Dredging machinery.
Dredging machinery parts.
Electrical conduit. , or.fnr
Elevators, freight and passenger and parts thereto .
Fence posts.
Flax machines of all kinds.
Hoists. . , fs
Laundry and dry-cleaning equipment an 1
Machinery and parts, n.o.p., over $25 m va ',-rv other manufacturing 
Metal and wood-working machine tools and machine y,

machinery and parts, “)cludl^-_ontal and vertical).
Drilling and boring machines (horizontal a
Grinding machines.

Melting or casting furnaces and machines.
Milling machines.
Planers. , . n
Presses (hydraulic and mechanic 
Reamers.
Shapers and slotters. .
Bits and drills of all descriptions.
Broaching machines.
Die machines.
Dies.
Draw benches.
Engraving machines.
Forging machines.
Gear cutters.
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Hobs.
Honing machines.
Jigs.
Jig-boring machines.
Lapping machines.
Milling cutters.
Machine tools, portable or non-portable.
Machine-tool fixtures.
Rolling-mill machinery.
Stamping machines.
Taps.
Thread millers.
Tools incorporating industrial diamonds.
Welding sets.
Wire-drawing machines.
Used or rebuilt machine tools of any description.

Oil well-drilling machinery and parts, including petroleum and gas-well 
equipment and parts.

Petroleum refining machinery, equipment and parts.
Plastic moulding machines and presses.
Precision instruments—

Gauges.
Balancing machines.
Testing machines.
Measuring machines.

Pumps, hydraulic, except for domestic use.
Ferro-alloys.

Group 6—Non-Ferrous Metals and Their Products.
Aluminium—aluminium ores and concentrates, refined metal and alloys semi- 

fabricated and fabricated, scrap, salts and compounds, paint and inks 
containing aluminium in any form.

Cerium—cerium metal, alloys, salts and compounds, and manufactures. 
Columbium—columbium ores and concentrates, metal and alloys (including 

ferro-columbium).
Magnesium—magnesium ores and concentrates, metal and alloys semi- 

fabricated, scrap, salts and compounds.
Mercury—mercury ores and concentrates, metallic mercury, salts and 

compounds.
Silicon—silicon metal and alloys (including ferro-silicon).
Selenium and Tellurium—selenium and tellurium residues, metal, salts and 

compounds.
Strontium—strontium ores, salts and compounds.
Thorium manufactures (including incandescent mantles).
Zirconium—zirconium ores and concentrates, metal and alloys (including 

ferro-zirconium), sand, salts and compounds.
Beryllium—beryllium ores and concentrates (except gem varieties), metal, 

alloys, scrap, salts and compounds.
Bismuth—bismuth matte, slimes and residues, metal and alloys, salts and 

compounds.
Bronze powder.
Cadmium—cadmium residues, metal and alloys, pigments, scrap, dross, salts 

and compounds.
Carbide. ,
Chromium—chorium ores and concentrates, ferro-chrome, pigments, salts and 

compounds.
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Chromite refractories containing chromium in excess of 10 per cent in semi- 
fabricated or fabricated form.

Cobalt—cobalt ores and concentrates, residues, metal and alloys (including 
stellite), salts and compounds.

Manganese—manganese ores and concentrates, metal and alloys (including 
ferro-manganese, spiegeleisen, silico-spiegel and silico-manganese), salts 
and compounds.

Molybdenum—molybdenum ores and concentrates, metal and alloys (includ
ing monel metal), semi-fabricated and fabricated, scrap, salts and 
compounds. . ...

Platinum Metals Group—platinum, iridium, osmium, osmiridium, palladium, 
rhodium, ruthenium-concentrates and residues, metals, alloys, manu
factures, scrap, salts and compounds.

Spiegeleisen
Tantalum—tantalum ores and concentrates, metal and alloys (including 

ferro-tantalum), salts and compounds.
Titanium—titanium ores and concentrates, metal and alloys (including ierio- 

titanium), pigments, salts and compounds.
Tungsten-tungsten ores and concentrates, metal and alloys (including leiro- 

tungsten and tungsten carbide), semi-fabricated and fabricated, salts
and compounds. , ,, ,

Vanadium—vanadium ores and concentrates, metal, alloys (including erro- 
vanadium), salts and compounds ; petroleum ashes, soot and residues, 
containing vanadium.

Group 7—Non-Metallic Minerals and their Products 
Cartoon Electrodes.Carbon brushes and stock, carbon stoppers, lightening carbons and carbon 

products, N.O.P.
Clays, not further manufactured than ground.
Cryolite—Cryolite, natural or artificial.
Gas, helium.
Glass—cullet (broken glass), including ground glass.

Demijohns or glass carboys, bottles, decanters, flasks, jars, phials and 
balls of glass.

Glass, non-shatterable or bullet-proof.Glass optical, but not including spectacles or ordinary reading glasses. 
Glass, plate, window and sheet.
Glassware, table. , _. ,Lamps and lantern chimneys of glass, over $50 in value Limestone, grounc.
Lime, N.O.P.
Pyrites, iron.
■Jewels and Jewel Bearings, industrial.
Pumice, Calcareous tufa, pumice stone and lava.
Quartz crystals—Piezelectric and optical.
Talc, steatite, soapstone and pyrophyllite, crude and ground.
Abrasives—Abrasive wheels of emery, corundum and game ,artificial abrasives, crude and in grains; grindstones natural and of 

artificial abrasives ; sand-paper and other abrasne p P 
other natural and artificial abrasives, hones am " h s ° ■ , ,Asbestos1—Asbestos in primary forms, refuse, sand and vaste, Mos 
'brake lining, clutch facings, gaskets, packing an ' ‘ ’
except roofing products and shingles.

Chromite refractories.
Diamonds—Industrial, including dust and bort.
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Earths, diatomaceous, infusorial and Fuller’s.
Fluorspar.
Ganister.
Graphite—Amorphous, flake and crystalline, crucibles, retorts and stoppers. 
Graphite products, N.O.P.
Magnesia refractories—Magnesia, including crude or calcined rock, excepting 

dolomite, containing magnesia in excess of 20 per cent in semi-fabricated 
or fabricated form.

Mica—Mica blocks, sheets and splittings, scrap and waste, and manufactures. 
Petroleum Products—

(a) aviation motor fuel, i.e. high octane gasolines, hydrocarbons and 
hydrocarbon mixtures (including crude oils) boiling between 75 
degrees and 350 degrees F. which, with the addition of tetra-ethyl 
lead up to a total content of 3 c.c. per gallon, will exceed 80 octane 
number by the A.S.T.M. Knock Test Method; or any material 
from which by commercial distillation there can 'be separated more 
than 3 per cent of such gasoline, hydrocarbons or hydrocarbon 
mixtures.

(b) Other motor fuels and gasoline.
(c) Lubricating oils.
(d) Crude oils.
(e) Blending agents of petroleum origin, all kinds, including iso-octanes, 

alkylates, and hydrocodimers.
(/) Naptha, mineral spirits, solvents and other light products.
(p) Kerosene (including all burning oils).
(h) Gas oil, distillate fuel oil and residual fuel oil.
(i) Lubricating greases.
0") Liquefied petroleum gases.
(k) Paraffin wax, refined and unrefined.
(i) Petroleum asphalt (including road oil).
(m) Petroleum and petroleum jelly.
(n) Paraffin wax manufactures (including candles).

Group 8—Chemical and Allied Products 
Calcium chloride.
Coal and pine pitch, burgundy pitch, and coal and pine tar.
Cosmetics.
Glycerin.
Nitric Acid.
Perfumery.
Proprietary medicinal products, packaged for retail sale, and in bulk form. 
Soda ash (sodium carbonate).
Toilet preparations.
Cellulose, regenerated (cellophane) in sheets or otherwise.
Copper sulphate, all grades, including blue vitriol or bluestone.
Acetate or lime, or calcium acetate.
Acid, pryroligneous.
Agar-Agar.
Charcoal, animal, N.O.P.
Charcoal, vegetable and medicinal.
Chenopodium.
Coal tar chemicals used in connection with explosives, N.O.P.
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Drugs, herbs and leaves, roots.—
Aconite, leaves and roots. ,
Arnica, flowers, leaves or root, whole, granulated or powdeied. 
Belladonne, crude, extracts and products thereof.
Colchicum.
Cube (timbo or barcasco) root, powder and extract.
Digitalis seeds and digitalis compounds.
Hyoscymus, crude and extracts thereof.
Nux vomica, crude.
Psyllium seed.
Senna. , ,
Stramonium, crude, extracts and products tnereo .
Balsams.

Explosives not included in Category VII of Group 
Ferric ammonium oxalate (iron salt).
Ferric chloride.
Glycerophosphoric acid and glycerophosphates.
Hexamethylene tétramine.
Indigo, Indigo paste and extracts thereof. .
Iron liquor, being solution of acetate or nitrate o ir
Soared, being crude acetate of aluminum prepared from pryroligne™

acid.
Muriatic acid (hydrochloric acid). . • enfp1]m aluminium
Sodium aluminium fluoride and products containing sodium 

fluoride.
Acetic Acid and Acetic anhydride.
Acetic Aldehyde.
Acetone.
Acids and Acid anhydrides, N.O.P.
Activated carbon.
Acrylonitrile.
Alcohols and glycols, N.O.P.
Amyl alcohol or fusel oil.
ÎSeand coal tar dyee and i-termediatea, and other chemical preparationa

Amli^t^aSdStin and artificial alien».

Argols and cream of tartar.
Arsenic trichloride. including arsenical medicinals
Arsenic salts and compounds, N.O.P•> , . containing arsenic acid and
Arsenic acid and arsenious acid, p

arsenious acid.
Arsenous oxide.
Ascorbic acid.
Atropine.
Baking Powder.
Barium chemicals.
Benzyl chloride. , , . •
Beta Naphthol. . , . „ ,.hle N.O.P., for parenteral administra-
Biological products, animal or^ jeg gerums

tion, such as vaccines, an, /q0(jium acid sulphate).
Bisulphate of soda or nitre cake (bocuum
Blueing, laundry.
Borates.
Borax, fused, and borax glass.

317
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Boric acid.
Bromides, crude.
Bromine.
Butadiene.
Butly alcohol.
Butly acetate.
Butylene.
Butyric alcohol (primary, secondary, tertiary).
Caesium (cesium) salts and compounds.
Caffein, caffein salts and compounds.
Calcium arsenate and products containing calcium arsenate.
Calcium carbide.
Calcium cyanide, including crude cyanide.
Calcium hypochlorite and products containing calcium hypochlorite. 
Calcium salts and compounds, N.O.P.
Calcium silicide.
Calomel and products containing calomel.
Carbon bisulphide and products containing carbon bisulphide.
Carbon black, including gas black.
Carbon tetrachloride and products containing carbon tetrachloride.
Casein, casein glue and other casein products.
Casings, synthetic, for meats.
Cementing preparations for repairing, N.O.P.
Cements for sealing cans.
Chlorinated hydrocarbons, N.O.P.
Chlorinated phenols, N.O.P.
Chlorine.
Chloroacetyl chloride.
Chloroprene.
Chlorobenzenes, N.O.P.
Chlorotoluenes, N.O.P.
Chlorpicrin, ethylene oxide, methyl bromide, methyl formate, cyanides, 

or mixtures containing any of these.
Chromium tanning mixtures.
Coconut shell char in any form.
Collodion.
Copper carbonate and products containing copper carbonate.
Corrosive sublimate and products containing corrosive sublimate. 
Creosote or dead oil.
Cresylic acid and cresols.
Cyanogen bromide.
Dibutyl phthalate.
Dichlorethyl ether.
Dichlor-Diphenyl-Trichlorethane.
Dicyanodiamide.
Diethyl phthalate.
Diethylene Glycol.
Dimethylaniline.
Dimethyl sulphate.
Dipentine.
Diphenylamine.
Dipropylphthalate.
Drugs, herbs, and leaves, roots—

Camphor, natural and synthetic.
Menthol, natural and synthetic.
Quinine barks, cinchona or other barks from which quinine may be 
extracted.
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fluid extracts, ampoules and similar liquid solutions N.O.P.

(Ethylene glycol, diethylene glycol).

Red squill.
Egg substitutes.
Elixirs, tinctures 
Ergot.
Ethyl acetate.
Ethyl alcohol.
Ethyl chloride.
Ethyl ether.
Ethyl lactate.
Ethylene.
Ethylene alcohol t&tn;
Ethylene chlorhydrine.
Ethylene dibromide. . . 0 æMiloride
Ethylene dichloride and products containing e }
Ethylene glycol monoethyl ether.

Formaldehyde and products containing formaldehyde.
Gases, N.O.P. (liquefied, solidified, compressed).
Guanidine.
Guanidine nitrate.
Hexachlorbenzene.
Hexaehlorethane.
Homatropine.
Hydrofluorsilicic acid.
Iodine, iodine salts and compounds.
Iron blues (prussian blues, etc.).
Isopropyl acetate.
Isopropyl alcohol (isopropanol).
Lacquer solvents. N.O.P. . . , ,
Lead arsenate and products containing lead 5 '
Liquid gum inhibitors for treating petroleum 
Liquorice extract and mass ;
Metaldehyde. , , . _
Methyl alcohol (methanol) and derivatives.
Methylamine.
Methyl chloride.
Methylene chloride;
Methyl ethylaketone.
Methyl methacrylate. ,
Methyl methacrylate fabricated prod
Monochloroacetic acid. pnntaining monohydrate copper
Monohydrate copper sulphate and products contain g

Naphthalene and products containing naphthale^^n ^ per cent.
Nitrocellulose, having nitrogen conte , naphthalene and phenols. 
Nitroderivatives of benzene, toluene, xylene, naj
Nitroguanidine. _ .,
Nitrous ether, sweet spirits ol nitu.
Oil of citronella.
Omega chloroacetophenone. pnr,taining organic mercurials.
Organic mercurials and products ferments, etc., prepared
Organotherapeutical preparations, enzymes, 

animal glands.
Oxalic acid. , „„ nnr| writing.
Ink, shoemaker’s, printing, rotograv paradichl0rbenzene.
Paradichlorbenzens and products
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Paraformaldehyde.
Paris Green, dry (copper aeetoarsenite.).
Pentachlorethane.
Pentaerythrite.
Perchlorethylene.
Perchlorethylene.
Peroxides of hydrogen.
Phenol.
Phenothiazine.
Phosphoric acids.
Phorphorus, ferro-phosphorus and compounds.
Phthalic anhydride.
Plasmochin.
Polishes, automobile, metal and shoe.
Polishes, wax, floor, wood and furniture.
Preparations or chemicals for disinfecting, dipping, spraying or fumigating, 

N.O.P.
Propylene dichloride.
Propylene glycol (methylethylene glycol).
Pyroxylin plastics, cellulose acetate, cellulose ester plastics, including 

moulding compositions thereof, other synthetic plastic materials, N.O.P., 
and articles partially or fully fabricated therefrom.

Quinine, quinine salts and compounds, including proprietary and non
proprietary preparations containing quinine.

Refrigerants, gaseous (other than ammonia), N.O.P.
Resins, synthetic, of all kinds, including synthetic resin moulding composi

tions made therefrom, and articles partially or fully fabricated there
from.

Riboflavin.
Rochelle salts (potassium sodium tartrate).
Roots, medicinal, viz: alkanet, crude, crushed, or ground ; calumba folia, 

digitalis, gentian, gensen, jalap, ipecacuanha, iris, orris-root, liquorice, 
sarsaparilla, squills, taraxacum, rhubarb and velerian 

Santonin.
Scopolamine.
Sodium arsenite and products containing sodium arsenite.
Soda lime.
Sodium acetate.
Sodium bromide.
Sodium chlorate and products containing sodium chlorate.
Sodium cyanide.
Sodium hydroxide (caustic soda or lye).
Sodium hypochlorite and products containing sodium hypochlorite.
Sodium silicofiuoride and products containing sodium silicofluoride.
Sodium sulphate (saltcake).
Sodium salts and compounds, N.O.P.
Stains and dressings, N.O.P. for wood, leather, etc.
Stains, coal-tar colours.
Styrene.
Sulfacetamide.
Sulfadiazine.
Sulfaguanidine.
Sulfanilamide.
Sulfapyridine.
Sulfathiazole.
Sulphate of iron (Copperas).
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Sulphide of arsenic.
Sulphur.
Sulphur chlorides.
Sulphuric acid, all kinds.

ether^chloroform ; N.O.P, preparations of vinyl ether.

Tannic acid. , . .,
Tar acids and products containing tar acids.
Tetrachlorethane.
ïeSefhÿftaïpure tetraethyl lead ethyl fluid or any mixture containing

more than 3 c.c. of tetraethyl lead per ga on. nreoondcrant
Tetraethyl lead, compounds of, in which tetraet n 

constituent by weight (ethyl fluid).
Thallium.
Theobromine and salts thereof.
Theophylline and salts thereof.
Thiocyanates for insecticide purposes.
Sol1Sight oil resulting from the distillation of coal tar.

Trichlorethylene.
Tricresyl phosphate.
Triethanolamine.
Triphenyl phosphate.
Urea.
Vanillin.
Vinylidene chloride. , treatment compounds.Water softeners, purifiers, boiler and feet water treauni
Xanthates.
AH ’chemicab^not enumerated elsewhere, except Rosin.

Uroup 9—Miscellaneous.
Aircraft parts, equipment and accessories.
Aircraft pilot trainers.
Aximuth (Astronomical) instruments. . , ;nstrument cases.Bags, physicians’, tool, duffle and sports, musical
Binoculars.
Brushes. ,
Buttons and parts, other than niera .
Brooms, and whisks, of corn. . ,
Brushes, containing hog or pig 1)1 is -■
Buttons and parts, of metal.
Cartridges, .22 calibre and smallci. metal watch attachments.Clocks, clockV^p^^TSl “X-etered luggage, «ces and 
Luggage, all kinds, A.u.r., exu-p
Luggage, bags, cases, all-leather-cox eied. d
Microscopes and accessories. .-««nries except phonographs an 
Musical instruments, parts and accessories, •
MusicaHnstruments: phonographs, record players.
Navigation instruments, N.O.r.
Cptical elements. . i OT,:„fli
Pencils, all kinds, including nice 
Pens (commonly known as pen n 

85241—2
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Photographie and projection apparatus and supplies.
Recording instruments, N.O.P.
Rifles, revolvers and pistols, .22 calibre and smaller.
Scientific and professional instruments, apparatus and supplies. 
Shotguns.
Shotgun shells.
Tachometers.
Telescopes.
Umbrellas and umbrella frames.
Fountain and stylographic pens, and parts thereof.
Jewellery.
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List No. 2
APPENDIX B

department of trade and commerce
EXPORT PERMIT BRANCH

°M modi ties Re-instated in the Export Control Schedule During 
Period December 11, 1944-March 15, 1947

°up 4 Mood, Wood Products and Paper
arrels, kegs, casks and other similar containers of wood.

'vood charcoal.
Gp■oup 5—Iron and Steel (including Alloy Steel) and Then Produc

Iron ore and concentrates.
Pig iron. ,
Automobile tire-service equipment and par s- 
Blanks for tool bits.
Bolts, nuts, screws, rivets and washers.
Cranes.
Derricks.
Dredging machinery.
Dredging machinery parts.
Electrical conduit. . , fWofor
Elevators, freight and passenger and par - 
Fence posts.
Flax machines of all kinds.

Laundry and dry-cleaning equipments and pajC
Machinery and parts, n.o.p., over $25 i ^ machinery, other manu ac 
Metal and wood-working machine t( - _

ing machinery and parts me ! “ zontal and vertical).
Drilling and boring machine. U
Grinding machines.
Meeting or casting furnaces and machines.

Milling machines.

Presses (hydraulic and mechanical).
Reamers.
Shapers and slotters. ,
Bits and drills of all description..
Broaching machines.
Die machines.
Dies.
Draw benches.
Engraving machines.
Forging machines.
Gear cutters.
Hobs.
Honing machines.

THE
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Jigs.
Jig-boring machines.
Lapping machines.
Milling cutters.
Machine tools, portable or non-portable.
Machine-tool fixtures.
Rolling-mill machinery.
Stamping machines.
Taps.
Thread millers.
Tools incorporating industrial diamonds.
Welding sets.
Wire-drawing machines.
Used or rebuilt machine tools of any description.

Oil well-drilling machinery and parts, including petroleum and gas-well 
equipment and parts.

Petroleum refining machinery, equipment and parts.
Plastic moulding machines and presses.
Precision instruments—

Gauges.
Balancing machines.
Measuring machines.

Pumps, hydraulic, except for domestic use.
Ferro-alloys.
ADDITIONAL 66 ITEMS PARTIALLY EXEMPTED BUT LATER 

RE-INSTATED.

Group 6—Non-Ferrous Metals and Their Products
Thorium manufactures (including incandescent mantles).

Group 7—Non-Metallic Minerals and Their Products 
Glass—

Gullet (broken glass), including ground glass.
Demijohns or glass carboys, bottles, decanters, flasks, jars, phials and 

balls, of glass.
Glass, plate, window and sheet.
Lamp and lantern chimneys of glass, over $50 in value.

Group 8—Chemical and Allied Products
Pine pitch, burgundy pitch and pine tar.
Glycerin.
Casein.
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APPENDIX “C”

List No. 3
DEPARTMENT OF TRADE AND COMMERCE 

Export Permit Branch

Commodities Added to the "Export Control Schedule Di ring the 1 EE 
December 11, 1944-March Id. 1947

Group 1—Agricultural and Vegetable Products 
Broom corn.
Soybean flour (full-fat and defatted).

Group 2—Animals and Animal Products concentrated, liquid or desic-
Animal glandular products, all ox-bile), sheep gall, hog Sw

eated, including ox-gall (also known as
and spleen.

Fleshings—
Calf fleshings.
Cattle fleshings.
Fleshing stock.
Limed fleshings.

Sulphide fleshings.
Gr■oup 4—Wood, Wood Products and Paper 

Clothes pins.
Doors, sash and millwork.
Houses, pre-fabricated or pre-cut.
Pickets, of wood. , , i.
Piling, Douglas fir and western hem <
Piling, of wood, n.o.p.
Poles, of wood, n.o.p. ^ dryj saturated or laminate. , »' $25.Shôô+iT* ,,vuu> ^.v.L,.

lng and building papers

roup Q_—At tThor1 ' on'l' errous Metals and Their Products 
1Um an^ its derivatives, n.o.p.

r°Up y_, ,AjUn • on~^letallic Minerals and Their Products 

Asbestn*1? n,a,^s anfi staples.
^8Phalt + Proc^uc*s'n-°-P-> overCoaj 01 ar ro°fing and siding products, floor tile and shingles, ov 

CoIce (mineral).

T°UV 8._nh .Strem ernical and Allied Products
ePtomycin.

'r°Up 9
Rr0 2^Cellaneous

" and whisks, of corn.

's. over $25.

G

G
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APPENDIX “D”

DEPARTMENT OF TRADE AND COMMERCE 
Export Permit Branch 

CANADA

The following articles are under export control as a result, in part, of the 
Canadian Government’s commitments under the International Emergency Food 
Council, and the contracts made with the United Kingdom:—

International Emergency Food Council.
List I—

1. Animal Feeding Stuffs.
2. Cereals (rice, including rice starch and flour).
3. Cocoa.
4. Fats and Oils (Edible and non-Edible, including all oil bearing seeds, 

and soap).
5. Nitrogenous Fertilizers.
6. Fish (canned until March 30, 1947, salt until June 30, 1947).
7. Meat (excluding poultry, rabbits and venison).
8. Peas and beans.
9. Seeds (red, white, crimson and alsike clover, spring vetch and 

perennial ryegrass).
10. Sugar and Molasses.

List II—

Items not properly under I.E.F.C. allocation, but over which the Council 
closely watches the supply position, and prepares shipment programmes.

1. Cereals (Wheat and wheat flour, barley, oats, rye, corn and grain
sorghums).

2. Vitamin A oils.

United Kingdom Contracts.
1. Meat and Meat Products—bacon and hams, beef, lamb and mutton,

canned meat, hog casings, ox tails, beef and pork offals (livers, 
kidneys and tongues).

2. Dairy Products—Cheese, evaporated milk and skim milk powder.
3. Dressed poultry and eggs.
4. Dried peas and beans.
5. Flax Fibre.
6. Wheat and flour.
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APPENDIX “E”

DEPARTMENT OF TRADE AND COMMERCE
CANADA

Export Permit Branch 
Confectionery—Newf oundland

During the war, exports of Confectionery to Newfoundland were substan- 
tially increased over normal prewar shipments due to the presence of Canadian 
Army, Navy and Air Force personnel, and purchases by canteens operated by 
such agencies as navy, Army and Air Force Institutes, Y.M.C.A., Knignt> ol 
Columbus and Salvation Army. With the removal of the troops surplus stocks 
were no doubt disposed of through normal commercial channels.

Production of confectionery in Canada in 1946 amounted to 132,347 000 
pounds of which 3,919,400 pounds or three per cent were exported to a 1 coun ues 
m that period. Of the total exported, Newfoundland received 9/2,02 pounds 
or three-quarters of one per cent of production.

APPENDIX “F”
extract from congressional record OF U.S.A.

The text of the President’s message is quoted from yesterday's Congres- 

onal Record as follows:—To the Congress of the United States—in my message to the Congress 
on January 31,1947, concerning the extension of specified parts of the 
Second War Powers Act, I stated that it was desirable to delay any 
communication on the subject of the control of this country s exports 
until it became clear whether or not an extension of such controls would

be necessary beyond June 30, 1947. .Further review of domestic and world supplies has now convinced
me that this government must continue its control over the export of 
products in critically short supply here and abroad, in order to protect 
the economy of the Ùnited States, as well as to discharge our international 
responsibilities. The situation, although essentially temporary in 
character, will certainly remain acute for some time to come.

As a result of the war, many nations have been stripped of essen ,a
suPPlies and their productive capacity has been curt;ailed. F g 
demands for these supplies are therefore extremely large- [f L TTnitp(, commodities in other countries are far above present level m the UnRed 
States. Uncontrolled exports of food products would result in a marked 
increase in the already substantial burden of ^mg costs borne by ^ 
American people. Unlimited export of feeds ^pfod-nroduS goals 
make extremely difficult the achievement o would increase thewhich we have asked American farmers to meet and would inerea e

cost of production of farm products.
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This country is the great undamaged centre of industrial production to 
which the whole world looks for materials of every kind. Our steel, lumber, 
building materials, industrial chemicals, and many other basic industrial 
commodities are sought throughout the world. Shortages of many of 
these commodities restrict our own domestic production of other essential 
products. Unrestrained export would inevitably limit the level of our own 
industrial production and employment. Furthermore, there are instances 
in which we wish to direct exports to those countries which produce 
commodities essential to our own economy. Thus, limited amounts of 
equipment have been directed to certain countries to increase the produc
tion of tin, hard fibre, sugar, and fats and oils.

Serious as would be the effect of unlimited and completely undirected 
exports upon a nation still troubled by many shortages, our domestic 
problems are not the only ones which lead me to urge upon the Congress 
a further extension of export controls. The United States has become a 
nation with worldwide responsibilities. During a period of world short
ages, the distribution of this country’s exports has serious international 
significance. If we retain the ability to channel commercial exports of 
critically scarce materials, we can permit export of these products to 
countries whose need is greatest while still protecting the United States 
from excessive export drains. Our international responsibilities cannot be 
fulfilled without this machinery. In its absence, foreign purchasing would 
tend to be concentrated on those commodities in greatest world shortage. 
Not only would our domestic supply and price structure be seriously 
affected, but the commodities would go to destinations where the need 
is comparatively less pressing.

Furthermore, we have granted loans and other monetary aid to 
nations whose existence must be preserved. These loans will accomplish 
their purpose only if the recipient nations are able to obtain critically 
needed supplies from this country. Export control is an important 
instrument in carrying out the purpose of these loan programmes.

The record clearly shows that this authority over exports has been 
exercised in the past only with respect to those commodities in critically 
short supply and that, as rapidly as the supply situation has improved, 
commodities have been removed from control. The list of items subject 
to export control has been reduced from a wartime peak of over 3.000 
to approximately 725 on October 1, 1946, and approximately 500 at 
the present time. We will continue to remove export controls as rapidly 
as the supply situation permits. I look forward to the day when the 
United States and other countries can remove these interferences to the 
free flow of commodities in world trade. But the danger of immediate 
and complete decontrol in the face of continuing domestic and world 
scarcities is too great for this nation to undertake at this time.

I, therefore, recommend that the authority derived from the Export- 
Control Act be extended for a period of one year beyond its present 
expiration date, June 30, 1947. It is essential that this extension be 
made well in advance of this date. Delay would prove unsettling to 
business and would handicap the planning and execution of our food and 
other export programmes. Effective administration of the export control 
orders requires the assurance of continuity in operations. T urge upon the 
Congress prompt action in extending this authority.
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MINUTES OF PROCEEDINGS

1 uesday, March 25, 1947.
The Standing Committee on Banking and Commerce met at 11.00 a.m., 

the Chairman, Mr. Cleaver, presiding.

Members present: Messrs. Argue, ArsenauU [Maison-
Breithaupt, Cleaver, Dechene Dionne (Bea R ^ ® MarquiSj Mayhew,
neuve-Rosemont), Jaemcke, Jutras, Lepage, Timmins
Michaud, Nixon, Pinard, Quelch, Smith (lork North), Timmins.

In attendance: Hon. C. W.G. Gibson, Secretary of btatc;^Iu.^.
Commissioner of Patents, Major J. H. President patent Institute of
General, and Mr. Christopher Robinson, Vice-President, rat
Canada.

. , nf Rm xt0 16, An Act to amend TheThe Committee resumed consideration ( f
Patent Act, 1935. , .

... „ia,]SP 4 and the amendments thereto The Committee agreed to reconsidei cla -
adopted on March 6.

A redraft of the said clause was submitted immediately after
4. The said Act is further amended by ins^J_ 

section nineteen, the following heading

Government Owned Patents
19a. (1) Any officer, servant or employee of the Crown or of a cor

poration which is an emanation of the Crown, who, acting within the 
scope of his duties and employment as such, invents any invention in 
instruments or munitions of war, shall, if so require'd by the Minister o 
National Defence, assign to such minister on behalf of His Majesty all 
the benefits of the invention and of any patent obtained or to be obtainc 
for the invention; and any other person who invents any such invention 
may so assign to such minister on behalf of His Majesty all the benefits 
of the invention and of any patent obtained or to be obtained or ic 
invention.

(2) An inventor, other than an office , ^ yf the Crown, acting
Crown or of a corporation which is an ‘ent as such, shall be entitled
within the scope of his duties and emp > ^ 0f National Defence
to compensation for an assignment to u tion to be paid for such
under this Act. In the event that the _ duty 0f the Commissioner 
assignment is not agreed upon it shai, Q ,• nrovided his decision shall 
to determine the amount of suÿ c5insl Court. Proceedings before the 
be subject to appeal to the Excheq „ "b ^eld in camera upon
Exchequer Court under this ^^^0 the proceedings, 
request made to the court by any party fi f the invention

(3) The assignment I«hW "f His Majesty,
and patent in the Minister of National I contajned for keeping the
and all covenants and agreemen ■ . effectual, notwithstand-
invention secret and otherwise sha ‘ enforced accordingly
ing any want of valuable consideration, and maj 
by the Minister of National Defence.

329
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(4) Any person who, as aforesaid, has made an assignment under this 
section to the Minister of National Defence, in respect of any covenants 
and agreements contained in such assignment for keeping the invention 
secret and otherwise in respect of all matters relating to the said invention, 
-and any other person who has knowledge of such assignment and of such 
covenants and agreements, shall be, for the purposes of The Official Secrets 
Act, deemed to be persons having in their possession or control informa
tion respecting the said matters which has been entrusted to them in 
confidence by any person holding office under His Majesty and the com
munication of any of the said information by such first mentioned persons 
to any person other than one to whom they are authorized to communicate 
with by or on behalf of the Minister of National Defence shall be an 
offence under section four of The Official Secrets Act.

(5) Where any agreement for such assignment has been made the 
Minister of National Defence may submit an application for patent for 
the invention to the Commissioner, with the request that it be examined 
for patentability, and if such application is found allowable may, before 
the grant of any patent thereon, certify to the Commissioner that, in the 
public interest, the particulars of the invention and of the manner in which 
it is to be worked should be kept secret.

(6) If the Minister of National Defence so certifies, the application 
and specification, with the drawing, if any, and any amendment of the 
application, and any copies of such documents and drawing and the patent 
granted thereon, shall be placed in a packet sealed by the Commissioner 
under authority of the Minister of National Defence.

(7) The packet shall, until the expiration of the term during which 
a patent for the invention may be in force, be kept sealed by the Com
missioner, and shall not be opened save under the authority of an order 
of the Minister of National Defence.

(8) The sealed packet shall be delivered, at any time during the 
continuance of the patent to any person authorized by the Minister of 
National Defence to receive it, and shall if returned to the Commissioner 
be kept sealed by him.

(9) On the expiration of the term of the patent, the sealed packet 
shall be delivered to the Minister of National Defence.

(10) No proceeding by petition or otherwise shall lie to have 
declared invalid or void a patent granted for an invention in relation to 
which a certificate has been given by the Minister of National Defence 
as aforesaid, except by permission of the said Minister.

(11) No copy of any specification or other document or drawing, by 
this section required to be placed in a sealed packet, shall in any manner 
whatever be published or open to the inspection of the public, but, save 
as in this section otherwise directed, the provisions of this Act shall apply 
in respect of any such invention and patent as aforesaid.

112) The Minister of National Defence may at any time waive the 
benefit of this section with respect to any particular invention, and the 
specification, documents and drawing shall be thenceforth kept and dealt 
with in the regular way.

(13) No claim shall be made in respect of any infringement of 9 
patent wdiich occurred in good faith during the time that such patent ^raS 
kept secret under the provisions of this section ; and any person who, befo?'e 
the publication of such patent, had in good faith done any act which' 
but for the provisions of this subsection would have given rise to any su(’1 
claim, shall be entitled, after such publication, to obtain a licence t0
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manufacture, use and sell the patented invention on such terms as may, 
in the absence of agreement between the parties, be settled by the Com
missioner or by the Exchequer Court on appeal from the Commissioner.

(14) The communication of any invention for any improvement in 
munitions of war to the Minister of National Defence or to any person 
or persons authorized by the Minister of National Defence to investigate 
the same or the merits thereof, shall not, nor shall anything done for the 
purposes of the investigation, be deemed use or publication of such 
invention so as to prejudice the grant or validity of any patent for the same.

(15) In order to preserve the safety of the state, the Governor in 
Council may make rules and regulations for the purpose of insuring secrecy 
with respect to any application or patent for an invention relating to anv 
instrument or munition of war, considered to be an invention vital to the 
defence of Canada, and whether assigned under the provisions of this 
section or not.

"19b. If bv any agreement between the government of Canada and 
any other government it is provided that the government of anada wi 
apply the provisions of the last preceding section to inventions disclosed in 
any application for a patent assigned or agreed to 'be assigned by the 
inventor to such other government, and the Commissioner is no « 
any minister of the Crown that such agreement extends to the invent on 
in a specified application, such application and all the documents relating 
thereto shall be dealt with as provided in the last preceding se^ion exc p 
subsection two thereof, as if the said invention had been assigned or 
agreed to be assigned to the Minister of National I c once.

PATENTS RELATING TO ATOMIC ENERGY
“19c. Any patent application for an invention which, in the opinion 

of the Commissioner, relates to the production, application or use of atomic 
energy shall, before it is dealt with by an examiner appointed pursuant 
to section six of this Act, be communicated by the Commissioner to the 
Atomic Energy Control Board.”

On motion of Mr. Fleming, sub-clause (15) of the said redraft was deleted
nnd the following substituted therefor:

The Governor in Council, if satisfied that an invention relating to any 
instrument or munition of war, described in any specified application lor 
patent not assigned to the Minister of National Defence is vital to the 
defence of Canada and that the publication of a patent therefor should 
be prevented in order to preserve the safety of the state, may ou n ~ < 
such invention and application and all the documen s ic a ing le 
shall be treated for all purposes of this section as if the invention had been 
assigned or agreed to be assigned to the Minister of National Defence.

, (15). On motion of Mr. Fleming, the following new sub-clause (16) was
adopted: . , ,The Governor in Council may make rules undw ^nafonts^o 

purpose of ensuring secrecy with respect to aPP 1 ‘ , flic'purpose
which this section applies and generally to give 
and intent thereof.

Clause 4, as amended, carried. .; Clause 14 of the Bill, as amended on March 6, was, by unammous consent, 
^considered and further amended to read as follows :Suh-sections two, three and four of>section, ttety-fn-e of the sa,d Act 

are repealed and the following substituted therefor.
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(2) The specifications shall end with a claim or claims stating 
distinctly and in explicit terms the things or combinations which the 
applicant regards as new and in which he claims an exclusive property or 
privilege.

(3) When the number of claims in an application exceeds twenty a 
prescribed fee shall be imposed for each claim in excess of that number, 
provided that when the number of claims in an application for reissue 
exceeds the number of claims granted in the original patent an additional 
fee shall be imposed only for each claim over and above twenty in excess 
of the number of claims granted in the original patent.

The Committee then considered a new clause to the Bill as suggested and 
recorded in the Minutes of Proceedings of March 11, page 156.

On motion of Mr. Fleming, the said new clause was amended by deleting 
the wmrds “thirty-first day of March, 1947” at both places where they appear, 
and substituting therefor the words “date this Act comes into force’’. The clause 
wras adopted as amended.

The following new clause was also adopted, viz:—
Section nineteen of this Act shall come into force on the first day of 

May, 1947.
Ordered,—That the Chairman report the Bill as amended.
On motion of Mr. Marquis,
Ordered,—That the Bill be reprinted as amended.
In the course of this day’s proceedings Messrs. Mitchell, Robinson and 

Major Ready answered questions on the several amendments presented.
The Committee adjourned at 12.15 p.m., to meet again at 4.00 p.m., this day.

R, ARSENAULT, 
Clerk of the Committee.

(For minutes of proceedings and evidence of meeting held at 4 P-m- ^IS 
day, see No. 11).



MINUTES OF EVIDENCE
House of Commons, 

March 25, 1947.

The Standing Committee on Banking and Commerce met this day at 11.00 
a.m. The Chairman, Mr. Hughes Cleaver, presided.

The Chairman: Gentlemen, we have a quorum. The meeting called this 
morning is to deal with the patent bill No. 16. The members of the committee 
will recall that sections 3 and 4 of the bill were allowed to stand in an endeavour 
to redraft a satisfactory definition for a war patent which would be sufficiently 
narrow to exclude from its effect all industrial patents which were not intended 
to be covered. You will find in the reprinted bill which you have before you 
that subsection (15) of section 19a has been redrawn. In its present form it 
meets With the approval of the Commissioner of Patents and both of the inter
ested ministers, the Secretary of State and the Minister of National Defence. 
Subsection (15) is short and I should like to read it.

In order to preserve the safety of the State, the Governor in Council 
may make rules and regulations for the purpose of insuring secrecy with 
respect to any application or patent for an invention relating to any 
instrument or munition of war, considered to be an invention vital to the 
defence of Canada, and whether assigned under the provisions of this 
section or not.

Are there any questions in regard to this?
Mr. Lesage: Would it be more satisfactory if Major Ready were to say a 

few words as to the necessity for this section? Were there any cases during the 
war in which you had to force the secrecy of some applications?

Major Ready: I am afraid I am not in a position to discuss the technical 
necessity for it.

The Chairman : I think, perhaps, the Commissioner of Patents could answer 
that question.

Major Ready: Other than the fact you might want me to quote the cable 
from England which we received. I have been requested to read a cable which 
was received on the 17th of March from England and which will show that 
England as well as the United States is interested in what we are doing with 
regard to secret patents.

Paragraph 1 : In respect to patent security for inventions of minister 
of supply, understand emergency order 19 expires March 31, 1947.

Paragraph 2: On expiratory present security minister supply anxious 
ascertain position regarding patents at present prohibited from publication.

This has reference to patents which England has forwarded to Canada.
Paragraph 3: Advise will secrecy be maintained on existing cases.

Can new secrecy orders be issued after 31st of March.
That relates to patents which they contemplate sending to Canada for the 

use of the minister.
Subparagraph (c) : What safeguards does Canada propose to main

tain in respect of patents held under security in U.K. for which corres
ponding patent applications are filed in Canada.

Paragraph 4: Existing U.K. emergency defence regulations have been 
extended to the 3rd December, 1947, and may be reviewed at that time.

Paragraph 5: Confirm immediately that no security patent will be 
released without reference to supply minister.

333
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That paragraph again refers to English patents or specifications which have 
been forwarded to the commissioner for his retention on a secret list.

We have also had the same type of enquiry from the United States request
ing information as to what the Commissioner of Patents intends to do with 
those applications which have been in his possession and held secret as well as 
with any further applications or specifications which the United States might 
forward to Canada for the use of the department.

The Chairman : Mr. Robinson, have you any further representations which 
you wish to make to the committee before we deal with these sections?

Christopher Robinson, Vice-President, The Patent Institute of Canada, 
recalled :

The Witness : I would propose, Mr. Chairman, that subsection (15) as 
printed in the bill be redrafted to provide for an order in council when an 
application is to be made, rather than general regulations under which orders 
for secrecy may be made. That is the basis of the draft which you have before 
you, Mr. Chairman ; would you like me to read it?

The Chairman : I did not see it until two minutes ago and I do not suppose 
any member of the committee has a copy of this proposed draft. I think you 
had better read it.

Hon. Mr. Gibson : I might say, gentlemen, Mr. Robinson brought in a newr 
draft for subsection (15) which he took up with the Minister of National Defence 
to ascertain whether it would meet his requirement. I received a note from Mr. 
Claxton approving of this draft to replace subsection (15) of section 19A as it 
appears in the March 20th redraft of bill 16 and stating that he will notify Mr. 
Cleaver. I understand Mr. Claxton has not notified you.

The Chairman : No.
Hon. Mr. Gibson : Mr. Robinson interviewed him and that is the note I 

received.

By Mr. Lesage:
Q. If I understand your amendment, you come to the same point. You 

prevent the Governor in Council from making any rules or regulations to ensure 
secrecy.

Hon. Mr. Gibson : I think perhaps I will read your draft, Mr. Robinson, as- 
submitted for subsection (15). It is as follows :

The Governor in Council, if satisfied that an invention relating to any 
instrument or munition of war, described in any specified application for 
patent not assigned to the Minister of National Defence, is vital to the 
defence of Canada and that the publication of a patent therefor should 
be prevented in order to preserve the safety of the State, may order that 
such application and all the documents relating thereto shall be treated 
for the purposes of this section as if the invention had been assigned or 
agreed to be assigned to the Minister of National Defence.

Mr. Jaenicke : The Governor in Council would still have to make regulations 
for the guidance of the Commissioner of Patents. How does the Governor in 
Council know an invention should be kept secret unless there are some rules 
and regulations by which the Commissioner of Patents informs the Governor in 
Council?

The Chairman : I think we should hear from Mr. Robinson as to the reason 
why he feels everything should wait, with respect to secrecy, until a certain event 
happens, then the Governor in Council should pass an order in council with respect 
to each individual patent.
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The Witness: Mr. Chairman, the point is this: as was indicated by the 
witnesses at the last hearing of the committee, the difficulty that was felt about 
general secrecy regulations for non-assigned patents was that they might be 
thought by inventors to be a discouragement to disclosing to the Minister of 
National Defence for fear, as a result of that disclosure which could take place 
only by a voluntary act, that is either by direct disclosure or the filing of an 
application, the inventors would lose the benefits of their inventions because, 
obviously, an order for secrecy could mean an inventor might not be able to 
exploit his invention or disclose it to anyone. The proposed redraft is designed 
to name the security that is necessary for the exceptional case of which various 
witnesses have spoken but, at the same time, "reduces as far as possible the 
undesirable effect of a provision which provides now for general regulations 
which would be passed once and for all, then dealt with purely administratively. 
It represents a compromise between the views of the witnesses which were put 
forward at the last meeting of the committee, who really suggested that no 
provisions of this kind were necessary at all and the views of the other witnesses, 
particularly for the Department of National Defence, who thought some 
provision was necessary to deal with the exceptional case of which they spoke 
as being something which might arise only once in ten years or so.

Hon. Mr. Gibson: May I interrupt you for a moment? Is your complaint 
that, if the Governor in Council makes rules and regulations for the ensuring 
of secrecy, those rules and regulations would then be interpreted by, perhaps, a 
minor official in the Patent Office who would apply them to certain inventions 
which such official considered to be essential to the. safety of the State?

The Witness : That was, in effect, the point. An important thing such as 
that, considering it arose so rarely, might well be dealt with by order in council.

By Mr. Marquis:
Q. The effect of an amendment such as that will be to multiply the orders 

in council instead of having one regulation?—A. T understood the witnesses who 
had spoken of the necessity for some supervision indicated it would only be the 
extremely rare case when resort to a provision of this kind would be necessary. 
I gathered that was the whole point in the representations which were made.

Mr. Fleming: Mr. Chairman, may I ask Mr. Robinson a question? I follow 
your redraft of subsection (15V until you reach the concluding clause. I am not 
clear yet as to the extent of its application.

—may order such application and all the documents relating thereto 
shall be treated for the purposes of this section as if the invention had been 
assigned or agreed to be assigned to the Minister of National Defence. 

Does that mean we incorporate the effect of the sections dealing with compensa
tion and any other matters, as well as those dealing specifically with the ensuring 
of secrecy?

The Witness: No, because the compensation section deals only with the 
consideration to be paid for an assignment of an invention. The concluding 
clause of the redrafted section (151 would apply, or would have the effect of 
applying subsection (5) and the following subsections of section 19a.

Subsection 1 (5) says,
“Where any agreement for such assignment—” and so on, the min

ister may present an application and may certify it. Now, the concluding 
clause of subsection (15) says that the application and all the documents 
relating thereto shall be treated as if the invention had been assigned. In 
other words, it would empower the minister then to give his certificate
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provided in subsection (5) that the particulars of the invention should 
be kept secret, and it would apply to the following provisions of section 
19a concerning the sealed packets delivered only to authorized persons.

Mr. Lesage: You would have to compensate the inventor or it would not be 
fair. If the inventor cannot use his own invention, you would have to compen
sate him. He cannot use it if it is secret. In the United States, it is done in 
that manner.

The Witness: The present section does not provide for compensation. If 
the members of the committee feel that compensation could be given, certainly 
we would think it desirable. That was not put forward because an attempt was 
made to keep as close to the printed provisions as possible. Personally, I would 
certainly favour a provision for compensation in those cases.

Mr. Fleming: Mr. Chairman, just dealing again with the specific terms 
of the redrafted subsection (15), I am still not convinced that this redraft does 
not incorporate the other provisions of section 19, including the provision for 
dealing with compensation.

Now, the effect of an application of secrecy by the Governor in Council in 
the case of an application for an invention in relation to munitions of war, is 
to incorporate, by reference,'all the provisions of this section and to be treated 
as though it had been assigned. Applying subsection (2) it surely means, then, 
by reference, that the applicant for that particular patent is treated as though his 
application had been assigned or agreed to be assigned to the Minister of 
National Defence. Under subsection (2) if the inventor and the minister cannot 
agree on the compensation, then it goes to the Exchequer Court to determine the 
compensation.

Hon. Mr. Gibson : I think you are right on that.
Mr. Fleming: With respect, I do not quite follow Mr. Robinson when he 

says some of the provisions of section 19 would apply in that event, and not 
others, because if it is treated as if an assignment had been made or there was 
an agreement to assign it, then, for all purposes under the section, I do not see 
how you exclude the application of subsection (2).

The Chairman : Certainly, if any doubt arose, an inventor could bring 
himself within the provisions of subsection (2) by assigning.

Mr. Fleming: If the Governor in Council wanted an assignment.

By the Chairman:
Q. Mr. Robinson, you have already been asked this question but I want to 

be absolutely sure I understand your answer. Do I understand your objection 
to subsection (15) as it appears in the redraft of the bill under date of March 
20th, is that the discretion to be exercised would be exercised by an official in 
the department instead of by the minister?—A. Our point, Mr. Chairman, was 
that in a very exceptional case of this kind, the discretion is one which should be 
exercised by the minister rather than administratively.

Q. Yes. Then, would not the same result be achieved by inserting the words, 
“by the Minister of National Defence,” in line 36 of the reprint after the word 
“considered”.

Mr. Lesage: I think it would be well to have an order in council passed 
every time we force an assignment. It may only happen once or twice in ten 
years.

The Chairman: My point is this, Mr. Lesage, this subsection (15) of section 
19A has been drafted by Dr. Ollivier and the committee is convened for the 
purpose of approving this section. Now, at the last minute, without any 
opportunity on the part of Dr. Ollivier to check the drafting of the subsection,
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we have a brand new subsection brought to the committee. I do not want to 
have to adjourn this matter again and recall the committee. If we can agree 
on the addition of a few words to the draft as we have it, I would consider we are 
on perfectly safe ground.

The Witness : I may say Dr. Ollivier has seen it.
The Chairman : Why has everybody but the committee seen it?
The Witness: I had gathered from Mr. Claxton he would inform you of it.
Mr. Fleming: I think we are all agreed that we desire to bring this matter 

to a finality. On the other hand, I think the committee is in the same position 
with respect to the amendment just introduced by Mr. Robinson, and with respect 
to the draft in the reprinted bill because I tnink", outside of one or two, no one 
has seen that draft before coming to this meeting. For my own part, I approach 
this with a feeling that I ,do not want, as I have indicated in earlier meetings, to 
give to the Governor in Council under the guise of power to make rules and 
regulations what is, in fact, the power to legislate. If this present redraft of 
Mr. Robinson’s is acceptable to the minister and provided we can clarify this 
matter to the satisfaction of the committee, it seems to me it disposes of any 
fear that the subsection does give the power to legislate.

The Chairman : I have sent for Dr. Ollivier, but I think the Commissioner 
of Patents should have a few minutes to consider this proposed amendment 
carefully. Mr. Mitchell had no word of it and had not seen it until coming 
here this morning.

Mr. Mitchell: When an application is filed there is no provision in this 
section for it to be held in secrecy. The whole office will have access to it. 
Now, until an application is considered by the office and the office requests a 
technical officer from the Department of National Defence to call at the office 
to review the application, no one knows whether it is an application which 
should come within this category of subsection (15) or not. There is no provision 
made here for the office consulting with senior officers or technical officers of 
the Department of National Defence. I think such provision should be made. 
I think that section as it appears in the reprinted bill is just as effective as 
this redraft. It would only be one order in council and it would not be exercising 
a great deal of discretion because it would be exercised only on the authorization 
of the Department of National Defence and the technical officers of that 
department.

The Chairman : Would you be content to have the words added after the 
word, “considered” in line 36, “considered by the Minister of National Defence
to be an invention vital-------”, or, “considered by the Governor in Council to
be an invention vital-------”.

Mr. Mitchell: The Governor in Council will have to be guided by the 
Department of National Defence, consequently it should be by the Minister of 
National Defence.

The Chairman: Would you be content to have the words added, “considered 
by the Minister of National Defence to be an invention vital-------”?

Mr. Mitchell: If acceptable to the Minister of National Defence, I would 
say yes.

The Chairman : Mr. Fleming, would that meet your objection?
Mr. Fleming: I do not quite follow the commissioner, but perhaps he 

could clarify it in my mind. He said there is no provision made here for dealing 
by rules, as may be necessary, with such applications. I do not see any difference 
in that respect between the form of the reprint and Mr. Robinson’s draft, 
because neither of them deals explicitly with that matter it is left to be dealt with 
in the other subsections of section 19.

Mr. Mitchell: This subsection (15) of the bill—
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Mr. Fleming: Let us distinguish between this bill and the draft, which do 
you mean?

Mr. Mitchell: This section in the reprinted bill does make provision 
for rules and regulations. This redraft makes no provision at all for any rules 
or any regulations. It simply says, that the Governor in Council may order 
that such application and all the documents relating thereto shall be treated
for the purposes of this section-------and so on. Until an application reaches
that position where it is referred to the Governor in Council, what is going 
to happen? Something has to happen under the provisions in the reprint up 
to that point. Then we changed it.

Mr. Fleming: The effect is good up to that point, but from that point 
on the two drafts differ as to what is to happen.

The Witness: The reprint does not provide for the Governor in Council 
making rules and regulations. I would like to clarify that. The Governor in 
Council may make rules and regulations under which the Commissioner of 
Patents may bring to the attention of the Minister of National Defence any 
patent which appears to him to be of necessity to the safety of the state. The 
commissioner would operate under this provision. In the redraft there is no 
provision for these rules and regulations to be provided.

Mr. Lesage: Section 12 would give the necessary powers to the Governor 
in Council; section 12 of the Act as amended by section 3 of the bill.

Mr. Jaenicke: Those are the general regulations.
Mr. Lesage: Yes.
The Chairman : Would that cover it?
Mr. Lesage: Yes; for carrying into effect the objects of this Act.
Mr. Jaenicke: I think your suggestion is a good one, Mr. Chairman. I 

think it should satisfy those who are objecting to this in subsection (15) by 
inserting “Minister of National Defence” after the word “consider”. Then 
there is another matter there to which I would like to direct attention and it is 
that in Mr. Robinson’s proposed amendment he includes the words “safety of 
Canada”; I think that is better than “in the defence of Canada.” That 
presumes an enemy on the outside.

The Chairman : Well, the opening words of subparagraph (15) read: “in 
order to preserve the safety of the state”. That refers to the safety of Canada.

Mr. Jaenicke: The secrecy would only be applied to such matters as were 
considered by the minister to be vital to the defence of Canada. I think that 
should be, “for the safety and defence of Canada”.

Mr. Marquis : I have not the amendment before me. I think according to 
this proposed amendment the Governor in Council would be obliged to pass an 
order in council each time an application is made. For that reason I do not 
think it could be worked out at all.

Mr. Fournier: It would be the same procedure every time.
Hon. Mr. Gibson : That might only happen once in three years.
Mr. Fleming: The rules and regulations would govern that, would they not?
Mr. Marquis: But they have no power to make rules and regulations under 

subsection (15).
Mr. Fleming: They would need to have that at some point.
Mr. Lesage: In connection with that subsection (15) I think we need & 

change there ; instead of “the Minister of National Defence”, I think it should be 
accompanied by the words “by the Governor in Council”. You know how it iS'

Hon. Mr. Gibson : It would be done under the recommendation of a minister 
anyway.
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Mr. Lesage: Yes, of course ; I think it would be all right.
Mr. Rinfret: I think it should state, “Minister of National Defence”; of 

course, he is the one who would make the recommendation.
Mr. Lesage : Yes, but as there would be orders in council I suggest that it 

should be on the responsibility of the government as a whole. That would be 
much more satisfactory.

Mr. Rinfret: If there is an order in council it would be at the request of 
the Minister of National Defence, nobody else.

Mr. Lesage: Yes.
Mr. Rinfret: And if you put in “governor in council” that would mean that 

nobody else could do it.
Mr. Fleming: Mr. Chairman, may I ask Mr. Robinison a question?
The Chairman : Yes.
Mr. Fleming: It is this; in moving from the bill in the form in which it was 

before, at our last meeting previous to this a reprint of subsection (15) has been 
supplied to us. It then read (reprint of March 13, 1947) :

19A. (15) The Governor in Council may make rules under this 
section for the purpose of ensuring secrecy with respect to applications 
and patents to which this section applies and generally to give effect 
to the purpose and intent thereof.

We have in the reprint a provision to empower the Goveronor in Council 
to make regulations for the purpose of ensuring secrecy with respect to any 
application and patent for an invention relating to any instrument or munition 
of war, considered to be vital to the defence of Canada—in this draft you do not 
make provision for any power to make rules and regulatioins either specifically 
with reference to an invention relating to an instrument or munition of war 
considered vital to the defence of Canada or generally as was contemplated in 
the former draft for purposes of ensuring secrecy with respect to applications 
and patents to which the section applies generally with respect to the purpose 
and intent of the whole of section 19. What do you say about that?

The Witness : That is a point that had not struck me, Mr. Fleming. It may 
well be that subsection (15) as it appeared in the bill when it was launched before 
the committee should be retained and that proposed subsection (15) might become 
subsection (16).

Mr. Fleming: That is just what I have been wondering, if it was not just 
omitted in the reprint ; if the intention was not to insert a new subsection (15) 
and then change the former subsection (15), the general subsection dealing with 
regulations, and make it subsection (16).

Hon. Mr. Gibson : Then you have the question of the payment of remunera
tion which might be provided under section 2.

Mr. Fleming : I think it might be; I mean, if it is considered by the Governor 
in Council that a particular application—

Hon. Mr. Gibson: Should be kept secret.
Mr. Fleming: —is of such a nature that it is vital to the state and the 

Governor in Council in effect has clamped secrecy on that application, that will 
have the effect of tying it up completely with the result that no benefit can be 
derived from it by the inventor. Then I think it is a proper case for compensation.

Hon. Mr. Gibson : Yes.
Mr. Fleming: The minister acting through the Governor in Council might 

say, well as long as time runs we are going to tie this up, and in that event I 
think it is a proper matter for compensation. I think this subsection would be 
much stronger and much more fair if all the provisions of the other subsection
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applied to it, not just those beginning with subsection (5). And with respect 
to the view put forth by Mr. Robinson, it seems to me that the first draft does 
have the effect of incorporating that in the section because he says, the patent 
to which the action applies; in such event such patent is being treated for all 
purposes of the section as a patent assigned or agreed to be assigned.

Mr. Lesage : I think the only change needed there is instead of saying “for 
the purposes of this section,” let us say “for all purposes of this section.”

Mr. Fleming: Right; and then add as subsection (16), Mr. Chairman, what 
we had before us at a previous meeting as subsection (15) in the reprint of 
March 13, 1947, namely :

19A. (15) The Governor in Council may make rules under this section 
for the purpose of ensuring secrecy with respect to applications and 
patents to which this section applies and generally to give effect to the 
purpose and intent thereof.

Hon. Mr. Gibson : If you made it as broad as that they would not get com
pensation and the department would not get the use of the patent because there 
would be no assignment.

Mr. Fleming: Then what would happen in that case surely is that an.agree
ment is going to be worked out for the assignment for the reason that the man 
may not use his patent because of the blanket of secrecy which has been imposed 
on it by the Governor in Council in the interests of the state.

The Chairman : Dr. Ollivicr assured mg that the last draft of subsection (15) 
would be in lieu of the previous subsection (15) and in addition would restrict 
the exercise of this secrecy power to inventions vital to the defence of Canada. 
Now, I do not like to depart from a subsection drafted by a law officer of the 
Crown. Mr. Robinson has merely indicated that his objection to the present 
subsection (15) would be met by putting in the words “by the Minister of 
National Defence”; and I would suggest that if we have reached agreement we 
insert those words. Obviously, someone has to exercise discretion as to whether 
or not an application with respect to a patent is vital to the defence of Canada. 
I do not know of any person better fitted to exercise that discretion than Canada’s 
Minister of National Defence. And, as to compensation I would suggest I think 
that the present subsection (15) would apply to the entire section. But if any 
question should ever arise as to the right of compensation all the applicant would 
have to do would be to assign the patent or the application to the minister and 
then under the law he comes under the compensation provision.

Mr. Fleming: Is Dr. Ollivier going to be with us to-day?
The Chairman: Unfortunately, Mr. Fleming, he will not be available this 

morning. Is it the wish of the committee that we should amend subsection (15), 
line 36, by adding the words “by the Minister of National Defence”?

Mr. Marquis: I would so move, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Fleming: Wait a minute, Mr: Chairman; I would like to put my point 

before the committee and then you can vote it down if you like. I would move 
an amendment that we strike out subsection (15) of the reprint and substitute 
therefor the following:

(15) The Governor in Council, if satisfied that an invention relating 
to any instrument or munition of war, described in any specified applica
tion for patent not assigned to the Minister of National Defence, is vital 
to the defence of Canada and that the publication of a patent therefor 
should be prevented in order to preserve the safety of the state, may order 
that such application and all the documents relating thereto shall be 
treated for the purposes of this section as if the invention had been 
assigned or agreed to be assigned to the Minister of National Defence.
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And, subsection (16):
(16) The Governor in Council may make rules under this section for 

the purpose of ensuring secrecy with respect to applications and patents to 
which this section applies and generally to give effect to the purpose and 
intent thereof.

The Chairman: You are reading from subsection (15) of the old draft?
Mr. Fleming: Yes, the one I have now designated as (16) to follow the 

amended subsection (15) and subsection (15) as we had it before us previously. 
It appears in the reprint which is designated on the top “March 13, 1947”. 
That is the same as Mr. Robinson’s draft with the exception of one word ; I 
have said “for all purposes of this section.”

The Chairman: You would delete the word “the” and substitute therefor the 
word “all”?

Mr. Fleming: Yes.
The Chairman : Would you mind reading the new subsection (16) again so 

that I can check your wording?
Mr. Fleming: Mr. Chairman, there is one other change just indicated to me 

which should be made in there. May I read the whole thing again for the 
purpose of clarity?

The Chairman: Certainly.
Mr. Fleming:

(15) The Governor in Council, if satisfied that an invention relating 
to any instrument or munition of war, described in any specified applica
tion for patent not assigned to the Minister of National Defence, is vital 
to the defence of Canada and that the publication of a patent therefor 
should be prevented in order to preserve the safety of the state, may order 
that such invention and application and all the documents relating thereto 
shall be treated for all purposes of this section as if the invention had 
been assigned or agreed to be assigned to the Minister of National 
Defence.

(16) The Governor in Council.........
Hon. Mr. Gibson: Will you read it a little more slowly, please; I mean 

the part you are now reading.
Mr. Fleming:

(16) The Governor in Council may make rules under this sec
tion for the purpose of ensuring secrecy with respect to applications and 
patents to- which this section applies and generally to give effect to the 
purpose and intent thereof.

May I just add this one word with reference to that, Mr. Chairman?
The Chairman : Yes.
Mr. Fleming : With all respect to Dr. Ollivier I cannot help but feel that 

the old subsection (15) has been overlooked.
The Chairman: Oh no, he assured me that it had not.
Mr. Fleming: That is the point.
The Chairman : I asked him about that and he assured me very definitely 

that it had not been overlooked.
Mr. Fleming: Certainly putting in an express provision such as now is 

contemplated in subsection (16) removes any question whatever and makes it 
apparent that the powers to make rules and regulations apply to the whole of 
the section.

Mr. Mitchell : Would you read it again, please?
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Mr. Fleming:
(16) The Governor in Council may make rules under this section for 

the purpose of ensuring secrecy with respect to applications and patents 
to which this section applies and generally to give effect to the purpose 
and intent thereof.

Mr. Lesage: Mr. Chairman, of course this amendment, this new subsection 
(16) proposed by Mr. Fleming, is much more clear and goes to the same point.

Hon. Mr. Gibson: I think it does. I think it is an improvement.
Mr. Lesage: Oh yes, definitely. Section 19A refers to both applications and 

inventions and it appears to me something in it there to cover all sections is 
desirable.

The Chairman: Yes, but I am just wondering if the word “and” means 
something which we did not intend. Do you mean that, or do you mean 
“and/or”?

Mr. Lesage : “Such applications, such inventions, and all documents relating 
thereto”; so it applies to the application itself as well as to the invention.

The Chairman: Yes, just think a minute ; “and/or such invention and appli
cation”. Do vou mean that this is only to apply where there is an invention 
“and”?

Mr. Fleming: Don’t say “patent”.
Mr. Lesage: It may be better to say “that such application and/or 

invention”—
Mr. Mitchell : Don’t put “or” in; just say “application and invention.” 

We are required under section 56 to put in “and/or.”
Mr. Lesage: Oh, yes.
The Chairman: Gentlemen, the minister, the Secretary of State, and the 

Commissioner of Patents accept Mr. Fleming’s amendment, that subsection (15) 
of the redraft of the bill which you have before you should be deleted and a new 
subsection (15) and a subsection (16) as read to the committee be substituted in 
lieu thereof. Are you ready for the question? All those in favour of the new 
amended subsection (15) please signify. Those opposed.

New amended subsection (15) carried.
All those in favour of the new subsection (16) please signify.
New subsection (16) carried.
Shall the entire section 4 of the bill as amended carry?
Carried.
Shall section 3 of the bill without amendment carry?
Carried.
Hon. Mr. Gibson : There is one other thing, Mr. Chairman: Mr. Robinson 

has brought forward one other suggestion, and that is that subsection (2) of 
section 35 of the Act be amended by deleting the last sentence thereof. He told 
me that when applications are being filed it requires a signature and it is com
mon practice for patent attorneys simply to have the applicant sign a blank 
sheet of paper and attach it to the end of the application. He feels that it is a 
waste of time on behalf of the applicant and on behalf of the attorney and is 
not required by the department and suggests that it be deleted.

The Chairman : We are now dealing with section 12 of the reprint of the 
bill dealing with section 35 of the Act.

Mr. Marquis : What is the proposed amendment, Mr. Chairman?
The Chairman : The proposed amendment relates to subsection (2) of 

section 35 of the Act, that it be amended by deleting the last sentence thereof.
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Hon. Mr. Gibson : I might read it: subsection (2) of section 35 of the Act 
says:

(2) The specification shall end with a claim or claims stating dis
tinctly and in explicit terms the things or combinations which the appli
cant regards as new and in which he claims an exclusive property or 
privilege. It shall bear the name of the place where and the date when 
it is made, and be signed by the applicant.

And what has been suggested is that we delete the words, “and be signed by the 
applicant.”

Mr. Jaenicke: You said the whole last sentence.
Hon. Mr. Gibson: “It shall bear the name of the place where and the date 

when it is made, and be signed by the applicant.” I understood it was just 
“and signed by the applicant” which should be removed.

The Witness: I am sorry I did not make myself clear.
Mr. Jaenicke: I would like to hear Mr. Mitchell on that.
Mr. Fleming: It is an empty formality at most, is it not?
Mr. Mitchell : Yes. That invariably is not signed by the inventor at all 

but by the attorney under his power of attorney. I do not think it is necessary 
to have that last sheet signed. The authorization given in the petition is quite 
sufficient. I think it would be quite agreeable to the office to delete; “It shall 
bear the name of the place where and the date when it is made, and be signed 
by the applicant.” That may be deleted. It does not affect office practice in 
any way.

Hon. Mr. Gibson : That is when the application is made?
Mr. Mitchell: Yes.
Mr. Jaenicke: Would there be any danger with respect to identification 

later on if that is not signed?
Mr. Mitchell: No, the petition would cover that because the application 

is attached to the petition as it arrives in the office, so at most it is a repetition 
of signatures.

Mr. Fleming: Now, so long as the commissioner is satisfied. I understand 
that all we are doing now is to dispense with an empty formality.

Mr. Mitchell: Yes. It is a phase we can very well do wdthout.
Hon. Mr. Gibson :■ We have already amended sections 3 and 4 of this section 

of the Act.
The Chairman: May I deal with the proposed amendment? If you will 

refer to section 12 of the reprinted bill you will find that section 12 of the 
reprinted bill already deals with subsections (3) and (4) of section 35 of the 
Act, repeals those and substitutes a new subsection (3). The present proposal 
is that subsection (2) of section 35 shall be amended. I am referring to the 
Patent Act, by striking out the last sentence in that subsection. It reads as 
follows :

It shall bear the name of the place where and the date when it is 
made and be signed by the applicant.

The commissioner has indicated that he accepts this proposed amendment and 
that it makes no substantial alteration in the patent practice.

All those in favour of the amendment please signify?
It is carried and the clerk will make the necessary amendment to the bill.

I assume it will mean redrafting section 12.
Mr. Fleming: I do not think the committee formally adopted the new 

section 23 of the bill. It was discussed in the subcommittee, but we did not 
formally adopt it in this committee.

85527—2
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The Chairman : Will you please turn now to section 23 of the bill. Is 
your proposal that it should read,

on request made to him not later than the date this Act comes 
into force?

The Witness: Yes.
The Chairman : Gentlemen, the proposed amendment to section 22 of the 

bill is made necessary owing to the fact that this measure will not get back 
to the House and will not be dealt with by the House before the 31st of March. 
It is moved by Mr. Fleming that we delete the first five words and the figures 
1946 in line 39 and substitute in lieu therefor, “the date this Act comes into 
force,” so that section 22 of the bill will read, subsection (1), “On request made 
to him not later than the date this Act comes into force.”

Then, if you will turn over to the next page, there is a similar correction 
to be made in line 10. The words, “the 31st day of March, 1947,” will be struck 
out and a similar amendment made, “The date this Act comes into force.”

Shall those two amendments carry?
Carried.
Mr. Fleming: Section 23 has to be adopted yet, Mr. Chairman. It is a 

new section.
The Chairman: Section 23 is a new section. Shall section 23 carry?
Carried.
Shall I report the bill?
Carried.
Moved by Mr. Marquis that the bill be reprinted as amended. Shall the 

motion carry?
Carried.
Gentlemen, I do not think we should close out our hearings on this bill 

without expressing our thanks to the commissioner and to the officers of the 
Department of National Defence as well as the officials of the Patent Office 
for their very able assistance to the committee and their great patience in 
connection with our enquiry.

Hon. Mr. Gibson : I would also, on behalf of the Patent Office, like to 
express to the members of the committee our gratitude for the great assistance 
you have given us in preparing an Act which will not require amendment for a 
considerable time. I know, on my own behalf, and on behalf of the Commis
sioner of Patents, we very much appreciate the assistance which has been 
given.

Mr. Fleming: I think if I might undertake to add one word, we are also 
greatly indebted to Mr. Robinson appearing on behalf of The Patent Institute, 
because he has been of very great assistance to us.

The Chairman : Oh, yes, that omission I assure you was not an intentional 
one, Mr. Robinson.

In connection with the other bill which is before us, I think it would be 
-very wise if we could clear this bill before the Easter recess. Are you willing 
to sit this afternoon?

Mr. Fleming: I do not want to do that. Might I suggest we have a 
meeting at two o’clock because the business in the House this week may 
necessitate the attendance of many of us there. I, for one, would like to do 
all I could, as a member of the committee, to expedite the completion of our 
consideration of the bill and get it finished before Easter. I do not want to 
do that if it means absenting ourselves from the House. I would be quite 
willing to sit at two o’clock.
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The Chairman: We will adjourn until Thursday morning at eleven o’clock 
and hope to clear it all up then.

Mr. Fleming: Is it possible for us to have, in advance of the meeting, 
what the deputy minister of Trade and Commerce was going to file with the 
committee? If we could have that in advance of the meeting, I think it would 
shorten up the proceedings.

The Chairman : That is a very good suggestion. Would it meet the 
convenience of the committee to sit at four o’clock this afternoon for ten 
minutes, simply to permit the deputy minister and the officials of his department 
to table this information. We will meet purely for the purpose of the information 
being tabled, then we will sit on Thursday morning until we report the bill 
even if we have to sit after one o’clock.

The committee adjourned at 12.15 p.m. to meet again at 4.00 p.m.

Note—The minutes of proceedings and evidence of the afternoon sitting 
relate to Bill No. 11, an Act respecting Export and Import Permits, and are 
contained in No. 11 of the printed proceedings.
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REPORTS TO THE HOUSE

Friday, March 28, 1947.

The Standing Committee on Banking and Commerce begs leave to present 
the following as a

Third Report

Your Committee has considered Bill No. 16, An Act to amend The Patent 
Act, 1935, and has agreed to report it with amendments.

A reprint of the said Bill as amended has been ordered.
A copy of the relevant printed minutes of proceedings and evidence of the 

Committee—Nos. 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 and 12—is appended.
All of which is respectfully submitted.

HUGHES CLEAVER.
Chairman.

Friday, March 28, 1947.

The Standing Committee on Banking and Commerce begs leave to present 
the following as a

Fourth Report

Your Committee has considered Bill No. 11, An Act respecting Export and 
Import Permits and has agreed to report it with amendments.

A reprint of the said Bill as amended has been ordered.
A copy of the relevant printed minutes of proceedings and evidence of the 

Committee—Nos. 7, 8, 9, 10, 11 and 13—is appended.
All of which is respectfully submitted.

HUGHES CLEAVER.
Chairman.
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MINUTES OF PROCEEDINGS

Thursday, March 27, 1947.

The Standing Committee on Banking and Commerce met at 11.00 a.m., the 
Chairman, Mr. Cleaver, presiding.

Members present: Messrs. Belzile, Bradette, Cleaver, Dorion, Fleming, 
Fraser, Gour, Hazen, Isnor, Jackman, Jaenicke, Jutras, MacNaught, Marquis, 
Mayhew, Michaud, Pinard, Quelch, Sinclair {Ontario), Stewart (Winnipeg 
North), Timmins.

In attendance: Messrs. M. W. Mackenzie, Deputy Minister, W. F. Bull, 
Director of Export Division, D. Harvey, Director of Import Division, and 
T. G. Hills, Chief of Export Permit Branch, all of the Department of Trade 
and Commerce.

The committee resumed its consideration of Bill No. 11, An Act respecting 
Export and Import Permits.

At the request of Mr. Fleming, it was ordered that the following corrections 
be made in the printed Minutes of Proceedings and Evidence of March 18, 
1947, viz:—

1. On page 249, in the second line in the second last paragraph, insert the 
■word “not" between the words “does” and “wish”.

2. On page 254, in the third line of the second last paragraph, insert the 
word “not" between the words “was” and “specifically”.

Mr. Mackenzie was recalled and further examined.
Some questions were also answered by Messrs. Bull, Harvey and Hills.
Clause 1 was adopted.
On motion of Mr. Mayhew, clause 4 was amended by adding at the end of 

the said clause the following words :
, or unless the price of such article is supported under The Agricultural 
Prices Support Act, 1944, The Fisheries Prices Support Act, 1944, The 
Agricultural Products Cooperative Marketing Act, 1939, or is in effect 
supported under The Agricultural Products Act.

On motion of Mr. Stewart, clause 4 was further amended by substituting 
the word “ensuring" for the word “insuring” in the second last line thereof.

Clauses 5, 6, 7, 8, 9 and 11 were adopted, further consideration of the other 
clauses being deferred until the next sitting.

At 12.35 p.m., the Committee adjourned to meet again at 8.00 p.m., this day.

AFTERNOON SITTING
The committee resumed at 8.00 p.m., Mr. Cleaver, presiding.
Members present: Messrs. Argue, Arsenault, Breithaupt, Cleaver, Fleming, 

Fraser, Isnor, Jaenicke, Marquis, Michaud, Sinclair (Ontario), Stewart (Winnipeg 
North), Timmins.
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In attendance: Messrs. M. W. Mackenzie, Deputy Minister, W. F. Bull, 
Director of Export Division and D. Harvey, Director of Import Division, all of 
the Department of Trade and Commerce.

The committee resumed consideration of Bill No. 11.
On motion of Mr. Marquis, clause 2 was amended by deleting paragraph 

(a) thereof.
Clause 2, as amended, carried.
On motion of Mr. Fleming, clause 3 was amended by deleting the words 

“published in the Canada Gazette” in the third line thereof, and substituting 
therefor the words “which order shall be published in the Canada Gazette within 
fifteen days after the passing of such order.”

Clause 3, as amended, carried.
On motion of Mr. Fleming, clause 4 was further amended by deleting the 

words “published in the Canada Gazette” in the third line thereof, and substitut
ing therefor, the words “which order shall be published in the Canada Gazette 
within fifteen days after the passing of such order”.

Clause 4, as amended, carried.
Clauses 10, 12 and 13 carried.
Mr. Fleming moved that clause 14(1) be amended by adding to the end of 

same the following words :
“or the thirty-first day of March, 1948, whichever shall be the earlier date”.

The said amendment was negatived and clause 14 adopted on division.
On motion of Mr. Fleming, the following new clause was added to the Bill, 

viz:—
As soon as practicable after the thirty-first day of December, 1947, 

the Minister shall prepare and lay before Parliament, if Parliament is then 
in session, a report of the operations under this Act for the year 1947, or if 
Parliament is not then in session, within the first fifteen days of the 
next ensuing session thereof.

Ordered,—That the Chairman report the Bill as amended.
On motion of Mr. Fleming,
Ordered,—That the Bill be reprinted as amended.
At 8.35 p.m., the committee adjourned to the call of the Chair.

K ARSENAULT,
Clerk of the Committee.



MINUTES OF EVIDENCE

House of Commons, 
March 27, 1947.

The Standing Committee on Banking and Commerce met this day at 11.00 
a.m. The Chairman, Mr. Hughes Cleaver, presided.

The Chairman : We have a quorum, gentlemen, and we will get on with 
bill No. 11. I believe perhaps the next thing the committee should do would 
be to hear from the department in regard to the actual issuance of permits. 
You will recall when Mr. Marshall was before the committee at previous sittings 
he made some comment, perhaps criticism, in regard to the issuance of permits.

Mr. Jaenioke: Did we not have an explanation of that at the last meeting 
at which Mr. Mackenzie gave evidence explaining the procedure? We have 
all heard that evidence, I think.

The Chairman : I believe in view of the rather explicit statements that 
were made by Mr. Marshall including, I believe, some remarks as to the 
percentage of applications made by him and the percentage that were declined 
the officials of the department should have the opportunity of making a reply.

Mr. M. W. Mackenzie, Deputy Minister of Trade and Commerce, 
recalled :

The Witness: Mr. Chairman, I think it would be useful to the committee 
to put on the record some of the information that we have developed in regard 
to the evidence that Mr. Marshall gave and the statements he made to the 
committee as they appear at page 283 of the record. He said they were sending 
in about thirty applications a week—the answer he made there is not just clear 
as to its meaning, but I think what he was trying to say was that of the thirty 
applications a week which they were sending in about fifty per cent were 
declined.

Mr. Jaenicke: Or postponed.
The Witness: Or postponed. Then he cited two cases one of which involved 

a delay I believe of forty-five days and the other one also involved a long delay. 
We cannot keep actual records or take the time to compute statistics on 18,000 
applications a month, the number which comes before the export permit branch ; 
but we have taken all the applications that Mr. Marshall sent in. Now, one 
point I would like to make is that all these applications deal with steel and they 
are not representative of the average application coming before us. I think it 
is safe to say that fifty per cent of applications, covering all types of com
modities, are cleared within four or five days, but in the case of steel, it is a 
particularly difficult situation, first because steel is in very short supply and 
secondly because each application involves consultation with the steel controller 
or the administrator in the Wartime Prices and Trade Board or both. We find 
from the records that for the period of twelve months preceding Mr. Marshall’s 
appearance before this committee he filed 263 applications, that is an average 
of five a week. Of those applications 230 were approved, that is ninety per cent; 
ten per cent were refused and six were withdrawn as not being required or 
cancelled at the request of the applicant. Now, that is the actual case history
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of the applications filed by one particular applicant and recorded in his name. 
The average over-all time it took to dispose of each of these 263 applications 
including all the bad ones, the ones which took forty-five days, (and I may say 
that we found one that was even longer), the average time for the whole 263 was 
twelve days. Some were cleared in one day while the worst one, the slowest one, 
took sixty days to clear; but more than half of them were cleared in about a week, 
seven or eight days. May I say also that for all these cases I am giving you 
the elapsed time from the time the application was received until the final 
answer went out. It does not take into account Sundays and holidays. Very 
often an application would come in on a Friday night and possibly would not 
be finally dealt with until the Monday following. But including these delays 
at least one half of them went out in eight days, and the average was twelve 
days. I might also just put on the record a notice which the United States 
export permit authorities send out to people applying for permits. This is a 
quotation from their regulations: “Every effort is made to examine applications 
and advise applicants of action in the shortest time. Applicants should allow 
a period of two weeks plus mailing time, before inquiring as to the progress 
of individual applications. Certain types of application require more time for 
necessary examination and consideration”. I think that possibly gives you a 
better understanding of the actual time that is involved in the issuance of these 
permits.

By Mr. Michaud:
Q. How many hours of labour on the part of the staff of your office was 

involved in getting out the information you have just given to the committee?— 
A. The Export Permit Branch has a staff of about eighty. I do not know what 
it is translated into actual hours of -work. There is a good deal of overtime 
in it. Perhaps Mr. Hills could answer that better than I could.

Mr. Michaud: Mr. Hills, how long did it take your staff to get out this 
information which has just been given to us?

Mr. Hills : About four or five persons worked on it two days and two 
nights. In actual hours, that would be six and a half working hours a day, 
thirty-three hours of my own time; and I should say ten to twelve hours of time 
on the part of that staff.

Mr. Jackman: Mr. Chairman, I wonder if I may refer to a matter which 
I cannot quite understand, and that is whether we have an actual import control 
on wool. When I brought the matter up the other day I was told despite the fact 
that there is a tremendous amount of wool in storage, in Australia for instance, 
nevertheless the types of wool varied greatly; that the best wool was being used 
throughout the war for army uniforms, etc., and was not generally available 
to the trade. I read recently, just the other day, that the total production in the 
United States had gone down very considerably. Unfortunately, I could not lay 
my hands on the clipping just before coming down to this meeting. I do not 
think I am exaggerating when I say that the production in the States has 
declined about a third because it is considered to be cheaper for American 
industry to import wool rather than to grow it there. If that be true, that being 
the case, I do not know why we in Canada should have control over the 
importation of this commodity. I do not know why it should be. If we are 
willing to pay reasonable prices I think we ought to be able to get plenty of it. 
What is the reason for the need for this import control? I am merely raising 
the question, I do not wish to take up the time of the committee to deal with it.

Mr. Harvey: Mr. Chairman, the situation there is that there is not actually 
any shortage of wool. The shortage arises in the conversion of wool into yarn ; 
that is a question of industrial capacity. On the question as to why we should 
have any import control, in actual fact there is no import control applied at the
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present time. If you can obtain the fabrics, yarns or tops you can import them. 
The situation with respect to imports from the United Kingdom, however, is that 
the British government exercises its own allocation authority which says where 
exports shall go, and we ourselves are involved in negotiations with the United 
Kingdom government to obtain supplies under their allocation plan. But 
although the import control exists on paper in the form of an import control 
authority, the import control is in no sense restricting any imports at all because 
the general permit number is endorsed on the face of the invoice and the customs 
entry is otherwise normal.

Mr. Jackman: Then, why are we not importing from the United States?
Mr. Harvey : We import from wherever we can obtain it. There is no 

restriction on import buying from any country where the importer can buy; 
that is, there is no import restriction ; there are restrictions on the ability to 
purchase in foreign countries exercised by the government of those countries.

Mr. Jackman : I was more particularly interested along the conversion line. 
I might say that it does seem strange, and I think the committee might be 
interested in going into a particular case such as wool, why we were able to 
maintain ourselves during the war and provide Canada with woollen clothing 
requirements for the* armed services and that at a time when the demand wras 
much heavier than it is for private use to-day. It is now two years since the 
war ended and there is plenty.of raw material, raw wool around. Why is there 
lack of capacity ; is it because we are not willing to pay a reasonable price for 
it. I cannot understand why we should have this bottleneck continuing after this 
length of time. I believe we have reached a point now where we should get 
away from this bottleneck. I would like to know just why the situation is what 
it is, it does not exactly seem right.

Mr. Harvey : An answer to that broad, general question would require a 
considerable amount of study of many aspects one of which is the reopening 
of markets which were closed during the war. For instance, demand is now 
effective on world supplies from central European countries; and also the return 
to normal of the shipping movement has reopened markets which were closed by 
wartime conditions. Another factor is the enormous increase of consumer 
demand in general. I am not positive but I believe that our present rate of 
consumption is considerably higher than it was during the war years on the 
finer clothing types. And the third factor that you have is the situation between 
certain foreign countries where they commit a certain part of their export to 
each other under their commercial treaties and trading arrangements with the 
result of these supplies being channelled from one country to another ; that has 
an effect on the normal supply and demand relationships in world markets 
generally. We in this country are not nearly self-sufficient in production capa
city in respect to worsted yarns. We also are not self-sufficient in fabrics, but 
processing or finishing are less significant than our dependence on imports of 
worsted tops and worsted yarns. But there is now no restriction effective so far 
as prices are concerned to our purchasing, but there has been during the course of 
price regulation in Canada. I believe that Mr. Gordon, chairman of the Wartime 
Prices and Trade Board, pointed out that a number of these commodities which 
at times have been under price ceilings have also been assisted by subsidies.

Mr. Quelch : Has there been any study made as to the relationship of 
the production of yarns and fabrics to-day as compared to 1939; and also as 
to how wool and yarn fabrics stand?

Mr. Harvey: I could only give you a vague guess.
Mr. Quelch : Is it greater to-day?
Mr. Harvey: Not enormously greater.
Mr. Quelch : It is greater?
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Mr. Harvey : Yes.
Mr. Quelch: Is production greater in Canada to-day than it was?
Mr. Harvey : In some categories, definitely.
Mr. Isnor : Mr. Harvey, is it not a fact that the supply position is affected 

by the increasing demand for the better qualities of yarns, tops and fabrics? 
I mean, is it not a fact that considerable demand shows a preference for the 
finer qualities, and that is a necessary sequence to the change from wartime 
demand?

Mr. Harvey: Yes, that is a very definite factor. I had that in mind when 
I mentioned the increase in the demand for finer clothing types of fabric.

Mr. Quelch : And would you say there was a considerable supply being 
held back off the market in anticipation of a price rise?

Mr. Harvey : I see no evidence of that at all.
Mr. Jaenicke: Is wool a commodity which has or may be brought under 

the Agricultural Prices Support Act?
Mr. Harvey : I am afraid I cannot answer that.
Mr. Jaenicke: Would not that be one of the import control factors to 

which Mr. Ilsley had reference when he appeared before this committee on 
March 14? He did not have reference to wool, of course ; but I was just asking 
if wool would be one of the commodities that would be included under that 
Act?

Mr. Harvey : That would be subject for decision. At the present time there 
is no effective import control on wool, yarn or tops.

Mr. Jaenicke: I mean raw wool.
Mr. Harvey : There is no import control on raw wool.
Mr. Jaenicke: I think that is what Mr. Jackman was referring to.
Mr. HaIîvey: There is no restriction on raw wool. There is, on types of 

yarns and fabrics, what is in form only an import control. There is no import 
control on the raw wool to-day.

Mr. Jackman: But there is a control on wool fabrics, tops, I think they 
call them.

Mr. Harvey: Just in form only.
Mr. Timmins: What does that mean, “in form only”?
Mr. Harvey: It means that the import control is not effective on the 

individual customs entry. If you wish to import fabrics, yarns or tops and can 
obtain those you merely endorse the customs entry with the general permit 
number; that is simply written by the importer across the face of the customs 
invoice—I think that number is G2041.

Mr. Timmins: And that means that it does not have to be referred to the 
department?

Mr. Harvey: No, it does not have to be referred to any administrator 
whatever.

Mr. Jackman : Is that because the country which is the source of the wool 
has' export control?

Mr. Harvey: I think every country has export control on woollens at the 
present time.

Mr. Jackman: Would you say that Canada is getting its fair share of 
the wool in its various forms available in the countries at the present 
time?

Mr. Isnor: AVhat kind of wool do you mean?
Mr. Jackman: The kind of wool that human beings wear.
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Mr. Jaenicke: I thought you were referring to raw wool when you first 
asked your question.

Mr. Harvey: So far as a fair share is concerned, Mr. Chairman, I think the 
situation might be put this way, that in general we are very much better situated 
than many other countries in our supplies, but we could use a good deal more. 
If it were possible to negotiate for increased supplies, then we would very gladly 
endeavour to do so.

Mr. Pinard : At the present time, what country is the largest exporter of 
wool to Canada?

Mr. Harvey: England.
Mr. Michaud: That is raw wool?
Mr. Harvey : The United Kingdom is for the forms in which we need it. 

We have no difficulty in obtaining all the raw wool we want to buy. Of wool, 
in the semi-converted and converted forms, the United Kingdom is our biggest 
supplier.

Mr. Pinard : Would the United States come next?
Mr. Harvey: That is a very difficult question to answer, because I am 

trying to include in one answer about a dozen different categories of goods in 
different forms.

The Chairman : Gentlemen, if there are no further questions shall section 1 
of the bill carry?

Mr. Fraser : I do not want to talk about wool, but I should like to ask Mr. 
Bull a question concerning structural steel. On page 287 of the evidence, Mr. 
Bull said this the other day:

We saw the words “structural steel” which is one of the most critical 
items in Canada. You have only to look at the Ford Hotel in Montreal 
and see the difficulty they have had in putting up their building there. 
We referred it to the steel controller following our usual procedure. He 
saw the word, “structural” and refused it.

I understood there was no control on structural steel, at least, that is according 
to a report I received, that the steel controller does not control structural steel.

Mr. Bull: That is true, he does not control the use of structural steel in 
Canada. If you can get it from the United States or somebody in Canada and 
have a building permit to put up a building, which permit you have secured 
from your local community, then you can go ahead with your structural steel 
in that building; but, there are priority buildings, such as hospitals and indus
trial buildings and that kind of thing where the steel controller attempts to 
obtain supplies of structural steel. He is having it constantly brought to his 
attention. There is a definite shortage of structural steel in Canada.

Mr. Fraser : You mentioned the Ford Hotel, that would not be a priority 
building?

Mr. Bull: No, it is just a building we have all seen which represents a large 
investment and which is only half completed or has been so for many months 
because of the shortage of steel. There has been much about it in the news
papers. They had a great deal of difficulty in trying to find steel. Most of our 
structural steel is coming in from the United States at very high prices. People 
who are building find small lots down there and bring it into Canada.

Mr. Fraser: I just wondered why you referred it to the steel controller 
when there is no control on it. All he does is direct it, there is no control on it. 
Something special, something which is really for the country’s good then the 
steel controller ships it in that direction?
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Mr. Bull: Yes, but he controls all steel for export. Every article which 
contains steel and which you desire to export, must be cleared by the steel 
controller.

Mr. Fraser: On March 4th, the Minister of Reconstruction told me there 
had been no export of nails.

Mr. Fleming: That is, no lawful export.
Mr. Fraser: In checking up in your export book which is just off the press, 

re nails, I find there is mention of some $300,000 worth of wire nails and some 
$500,000 of iron nails. Now, export control went on nails on the second of 
February. Mr. Mackenzie told me the other day that if there had been export 
permits for nails, they might continue for six months. Does that apply not only 
to nails but to everything else, that is, the length of time these export permits 
run?

Mr. Bull: The usual life of our permit is six months unless, for some 
special reason, we issue a permit in connection with critical materials for one 
month, two months or three months. The usual life is six months. The strikes 
in the United States and Canada completely reversed our steel position. Up to 
January and February 1946, we were issuing limited permits for nails covering 
essential requirements to Newfoundland and the British West Indies. They were 
getting nails from us as they have for the past forty or fifty years. We stopped 
the issuance of permits on instructions and request of the Department of Recon
struction and Supply, as soon as the situation as the result of the strikes showed 
we were going to have a critical situation on nails, but we did not cancel the 
outstanding permits.

Mr. Fraser: That would allow the permits to run for another six months.
Mr. Bull: A permit could have been issued in January which would carry 

through to July, the end of the six months’ period. Shipments would be made 
during that period. Nails are so short in the West Indies they are renting them. 
If you are putting up a concrete reinforcement, you rent the nails to put up your 
rough wooden structure for the concrete. Then, you pull the nails out and 
send those nails back to the man from whom you rented them'.

Mr. Fleming: May I have one moment to make a correction? I would 
not trouble the committee with a trifling correction but, in this case, the reporter 
has just the opposite to what I said. On page 249 of the evidence, about ten 
lines from the bottom.

“And I am not asking Air. Gordon to go into that field if he does wish to—” 
It should read, ,

“And I am not asking Mr. Gordon to go into that field if he does not wish 
to—”.

Similarly on page 254, the fifth line from the bottom of the page reads,
“that this bill was specifically directed or aimed to cope with our exchange 
problems.”

It should read,
“that this bill was not specifically directed or aimed to cope with our 
exchange problems.”
Mr. Jackman: May I ask a question or two about this wool problem and 

this whole procedure? I think Mr. Harvey said any wool importer in Canada 
merely had to fill out his form and he automatically had his permit. I think 
I recall, in some of the earlier sessions we were told, even if there was no 
immediate necessity for exercising export or import control, nevertheless, if the 
article was not one which was in the clear, it was well to find out where it was
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going so we would not use more in Canada than our international allocation. 
In order to keep some bookkeeping record, we still made use of these permits, 
even though it was merely a matter of bookkeeping. Is that the reason why we 
use it in connection with wool?

Mr. Harvey: No, Mr. Chairman, there is no international allocation at all. 
The international allocation is the basis of the commitment which requires 
certain of these controls to which you are referring. So far as the wool 
situation is concerned, control of woollen yarns, fabrics and tops is one which 
has enabled us, in the past, to secure far better consideration of our claims on 
supplies from the United Kingdom.

Mr. Jackman: In other words, there is a useful purpose to be served in 
keeping books on imports of wools into this country in order that we may show 
the United Kingdom how much wool comes into Canada and that our demands 
have not been fully supplied; is that the reason?

Mr. Harvey: I think in his evidence the chairman of the Wartime Prices 
and Trade Board pointed out that in the United Kingdom, sponsorship is 
exercised over the granting of export licences by the British Board of Trade 
and that sponsorship is, in essence, an endeavour to obtain supplies in the required 
forms from the United Kingdom. Associated, of course, with that sponsorship 
is the necessity, in form, for the existence of import control. In essence there is, 
thus, control over the form of supply exercised by The Wartime Prices and 
Trade Board, on what comes from England.

Mr. Jackman: But if the purpose of gathering this information, at some 
little cost to the country and some little cost to the user in Canada, is as you 
say and if that information is available already to the sender, the United 
Kingdom in this case, because the exporters in the United Kingdom have filed 
their export licences and forms, is there not duplication there? Is there any 
chance we would be getting our larger share of the international wool clip or 
wool in its various forms? Must we.not go to the one exporting country to get 
it? Why is information not available to the exporting country without your 
going through all this business of keeping books and keeping people employed 
both in the civil service and in business itself to make out all these unnecessary 
bookkeeping forms?

Mr. Harvey: I do not think, associated with the form of import control 
which exists in this particular case, there is necessarily any expense at all 
because it is not a case where there is any special bookkeeping. The situation 
is that certain of these foreign governments will not go to the lengths of enforcing 
the channeling of their exports to us at our request unless we give them an 
indication that the situation is very serious.

Mr. Jackman : Do they not know how much wool was sent to Canada?
Mr. Harvey: They do.
Mr. Jackman : Is not that sufficient evidence?
Mr. Harvey: If we make this market entirely free, that is to say, it is free, 

but if in essence we said from here forward we are going to have no interest 
in the question of allocation or the question of control, we abandon that form 
and place the trade on a free commercial basis, we have had it intimated to 
us that then our requests to these foreign governments would not be taken as 
seriously as they are. The over-all quantity of our supply, therefore, might suffer.

Mr. Jackman: The trade in Canada, as I understand from what you have 
said, is entirely free except that you know what the total quantity is by adding 
up all the applications which come under this general import licence?

Mr. Harvey: That bookkeeping is not done with respect to the import 
licence on yarns and fabrics.
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Mr. Jackman: How can you tell the supplying country how much has been 
used?

Mr. Harvey: There is the normal Dominion Bureau of Statistics records 
which are available, the bureau’s export statistics. A vast amount of informa
tion has been contributed by the industrial concerns in order to obtain our 
assistance.

Mr. Jackman: I must have misunderstood you. I thought you said the 
reason for having this import licence still in force, and the reporting of what a 
particular importer was bringing in as well as the automatic granting of a licence 
to him was for the purpose of letting the exporting country, we will call it the 
assigning country if you like, to let that country know exactly what we were 
getting here. Otherwise, our application for an increase in the supply of wool 
would not be as favourably considered. Was not that what you told us?

Mr. Harvey: In essence, but perhaps if I put it this way it may be more 
easily understood. If we exhibit no more interest in special treatment from 
these foreign countries then, so far as they are concerned, they would have 
other uses for some parts of these exports which we are pressing them to deliver 
to us. Now, the supply situation here is not such that, if you let nature take its 
course, we would obtain what we want, particularly from the United Kingdom. 
The market is far more attractive to the manufacturer in the United Kingdom 
if he were to manufacture and ship to Canada knitting wools, hand knitting 
wools, whereas what we require are the finer clothing types of yarn. We require 
industrial weaving yarn and industrial knitting yarn. Consequently, we are 
persuading t'he Board of Trade, with its export licence system, to channel certain 
varieties of materials of this type to Canada in place of others. It is not a 
question there at all of there being any specific control on the import at this 
end, the control is at the other end. If there were no control here at all, if it 
were eliminated, our persuasion would be somewhat weak, or our position would 
be weak in attempting to exercise persuasion on the Board of Trade to give us 
special treatment.

Mr. Jackman: Did I understand you correctly when I say there is no control 
exercised here except for the compilation of statistical information?

Mr. Harvey: There is even no statistical compilation.
The Chairman : If you will refer to page 265 of the evidence and read 

Mr. Gordon’s very long answer on that page, I think it will answer your question.
Mr. Jackman: May I ask if anyone from the Department of Trade and 

Commerce knows whether the United States has a similar permit system in 
connection with the importation of wool and these varieties?

Mr. Fraser: We secured a lot of wool from India during the war, did we 
not, excellent wool?

Mr. Harvey: That was carpet wool. There is no import control of wool in 
the United States.

Mr. Jackman: The United States gets its wool from the same source as 
we do?

Mr. Harvey: Yes, but the United States is self sufficient, very largely, in the 
conversion of raw wool into yarns and fabrics.

Mr. Mayhew: Is this about our situation, that we have insufficient capacity 
in the combing, carding and knitting of wool?

Mr. Harvey: Yes.
Mr. Mayhew: Therefore, we have to look to Great Britain for some of that 

yarn?
Mr. Harvey: Yes.
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Mr. Mayhew: The U. K. position is this, if they can convert it into worsted 
and completed goods, their dollar value on the wool exported is much greater 
than it would be at the present time. Therefore, they would not readily, unless 
there were pressure from the Board of Trade, send us the semi-raw material ; 
is that nearly correct?

Mr. Harvey: I should say that is correct. One cannot speak for the Board 
of Trade’s policy, but it is fairly obvious.

Mr. Mayhew: It would be obvious that that is what is happening?
Mr. Harvey: Yes.
Mr. Isnor: It is reasonable to say that would be the tendency. You spoke 

of finer wools and fingerings. Naturally, they would slip more fingering than the 
coarser types of yams?

Mr. Mayhew: Our solution is to encourage the first process, that is, the 
making of it into yarn.

Mr. Harvey: Yes.
Mr. Jackman: How much does Canada have to say about the allocation or 

the sharing of the total wool supply in the United Kingdom?
Mr. Harvey : The United Kingdom has given our requests a great deal 

of consideration. They have certainly assisted us materially. So far as what 
say we have in the matter, since we are the applicant to the United Kingdom 
government for an export allocation, we have been and we are at the present 
time—

Mr. Jackman: Can you say from your background knowledge how our 
present allocation in the various types of wool would compare to our pre-war 
importation from that source, relating the whole to the total amount now avail
able as compared to the total amount in the pre-war years?

Mr. Harvey: That is a difficult question to answer offhand. The situation 
is that the United Kingdom, itself, is by no means back on its feet. With regard 
to production, the textile industry generally is one industry, I think, where reports 
indicate that labour and coal are the biggest problems. Production is not up 
to pre-war levels and our receipts in the very many categories we are receiving 
from the United Kingdom are, on an average,'below pre-war levels.

Mr. Pinard : Has it increased?
Mr. Harvey : It has increased.
Mr. Jackman : The United Kingdom over-all supply is likely lower than 

it was in the pre-war years because of labour conditions and so on. Therefore, 
our total take in Canada is less. What is the relationship between the pre-war 
take and the pre-war available supply and the post-war take and the post-war 
supply? Are we getting as good a percentage as we received prior to the war?

Mr. Harvey: I would say there is definitely an increase in our own produc
tion in Canada and our receipts from the United Kingdom are slightly below 
pre-war.

Mr. Jackman : In percentage?
Mr. Harvey : Yes.
Mr. Marquis: And there is a much greater demand?
Mr. Harvey : A very much greater demand for the finer clothing type.
The Chairman : Shall section 1 of the bill carry?
Carried.
Section 2?
Mr. Fleming : There is a question in connection with the definition of 

“goods”. It is rather a broad definition. Has any thought been given to some
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definition more specific than that, “goods” includes every article of commerce? 
After all, an article of commerce might include securities, for instance. What you 
are getting at here, I take it, is merchantable goods.

The Chairman: Could we say, “every consumable article of commerce.”
Mr. Fleming : I think that would be a help.
The Witness: I do not know whether a change in the definition would 

help. I am wondering if the wording of the definition, taken in conjunction 
with the wording of sections 3 and 4, does not cover Mr. Fleming’s point. 
Section 3 says, “a list of goods shall be drawn up.” Then, the proviso states, 
that no article, other than certain things, shall be included. It would seem to 
me that would really take care of the point Mr. Fleming raises.

Mr. Pinard : Why not say that, “goods” would include only the goods 
mentioned in the list. Otherwise, the definition is too wide. “Goods” includes 
the goods mentioned on the list which could be established by order of the 
Governor in Council.

The Witness: The operative sections of the Act only -apply to the goods 
which are on the list.

Mr. Fleming: I do not know that the answer of Mr. Mackenzie is a com
plete answer. What we are trying to do is to pass legislation which is as complete 
as possible without leaving legislative powers in the hands of the Governor in 
Council. I was wondering whether that was not an unnecessarily broad definition. 
By your definition you are creating a sort of pool of things to which the Governor 
in Council can apply import control by means of the list he draws up under 
these sections.

The Chairman : I am not a draftsman, but I do not see any need for the 
definition of goods at all. Subject to consultation with the law officers of the 
Crown, shall we delete that subsection?

Mr. Fleming: I do not think, for instance, it was ever intended that it should 
include securities, specialties or anything of that nature.

Mr. Mayhew: I thought the word might be deleted, but would we not be in 
rather a serious position if we were to drop out three or four items?

The Chairman: Let the section stand and I will consult the law officers of 
the Crown.

Mr. Fleming: I have one question I would like to ask with respect to 
section 3, referring to the matter of the order in council published in the 
Canada Gazette, that all orders made under this Act and all amendments thereto 
shall be published. That is provided for, but there is no time limit in either 
section 3 or section 4 for publication in the Canada Gazette. It seems to me that 
there should be a time limit set for that publication. I have no specific period 
in mind. Perhaps Mr. Mackenzie could suggest what would be an acceptable 
period for gazetting. I think it should be a short period because these changes 
are of immediate and direct importance to the business community and there
fore I think should be promptly gazetted.

Mr. Marquis: Perhaps they might do the same as they do with this list, 
publish it every week.

Mr. Fleming: Yes, that list is published every week.
Mr. Pinard: And the provision with respect to the list is that it must be 

published in the next following issue of the Gazette.
The Chairman: What have you to say about that, Mr. Mackenzie?
The Witness: Mr. Chairman, I can assure you that the practice is to publish 

these orders just the minute they are passed because the whole purpose of it 
is to get the information to the exporters and importers as quickly as possible. 
I see no objection whatsoever to putting in a time limit of fifteen days, or 
something like that.
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Mr. Fleming : Possibly we might take Mr. Pinard’s suggestion of having it 
appear in the next following issue of the Canada Gazette.

The Witness: That might be a little inflexible in the odd case. I can conceive 
of a situation arising which might make that impossible, but certainly within 
fifteen days will be perfectly satisfactory.

Mr. Fleming : That will apply to section 4 as well.
The Witness: It might be put in as a separate section perhaps, that orders 

in council in connection with this Act will be published—
Mr. Fleming: That is, orders under section 3 and section 4?
The Witness: Yes.
The Chairman: Shall we say, “shall be published in the Canada Gazette 

within fifteen days thereafter”; and we will let the law officer of the Crown draft 
that in proper form. That is the intent.

Mr. Fleming: That would apply to both section 3 and section 4?
The Chairman : Yes.
Mr. MacNaught: I cannot see the necessity for Mr. Fleming’s suggestion 

that it is necessary to have them published.
Mr. Fleming : Oh yes, it is.
The Chairman : It says, “may be established by order of the Governor in 

Council published . . . .”
Mr. MacNaught: Oh, it has to be published.
Mr. Fleming : I think that is the interpretation. It is not very clear, it 

seems to me, and that is why I raised the point.
The Chairman : I was re-reading the section and I am inclined to think you 

are right. It says, “A list of goods to which section five of this Act shall apply 
may be established by order of the Governor in Council published . . . .”

Mr. Fraser: May I ask Mr. Mackenzie a question on that? In the past 
when the department put a control on a certain article did they not do that 
without the order being published?

The Witness : The minute approval is granted to an order in council 
putting something under control we do everything we can to publish it, including 
press releases.

Mr. Fraser: The point I am getting at is this, the control would go on 
before it is published?

Mr. Michaud: Yes, but that was under this order in council procedure ; 
henceforth it will be under this new Act.

Mr. Fraser : But even under the Act I think that the deputy minister would 
immediately put the control on and see that the control was put into effect, even 
before it was published.

The Chairman : You mean, and not wait for its publication?
Mr. Fraser: No.
The Witness : There are cases when it may be announced that export 

control would become effective in two days time, for instance.
Mr. Fraser: So when you say published, that means published in the 

newspapers?
The Witness: We do, in fact.
Mr. Fraser : You do that, but in the meantime perhaps within four or 

five hours that control goes on?
The Witness: That could happen.
The Chairman : I have made a note of the point and I will be glad to 

discuss it thoroughly with the law officers of the Crown.
85660—2
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Mr. Bradette: I would like to have Mr. Fleming enlarge on his point 
about the necessity for publishing these orders in the Gazette. Personally I do 
not see why it is necessary.

Mr. Fleming : The question is whether it is necessary or not. If the order 
provides for the publication of all orders under this Act in the Canada Gazette, 
then I think a similar provision should apply to all amendments to such orders. 
I do not think it is fair and that is why I proposed the amendment I did. 
If it is, that is not the way in which I read it. I am in entire accord with 
the chairman’s idea that we should refer this to the law officers of the Crown 
so that it may be clarified anti any ambiguities removed.

Mr. Bradette : I would ask Mr. Mackenzie if he has any direct criticism 
of this?

Mr. Fleming : All I can say to that is what Mr. Michaud has just said, 
that now we are legislating rather than depending on orders in council. I want 
to do it so that it will be free of any ambiguity.

By Mr. Fraser:
Q. As soon as you issue a notice of control you pass an order under this 

part and although that may not be published for two or three days it is in 
effect from, the moment it is passed?—A. Here is a typical case: on February 27, 
1947, this notice was sent to the collectors1 of customs ; by order in council 
No. so-and-so, of February 25, effective on and after March 3, the date set 
forth herein, see schedule so-and-so.

Q. That gives them six days?—A. It gives them, a couple of days to get 
these notices out to the collectors and get things working. It also gives notice 
to the exporters that the control is being put on. I suppose it is possible that 
there may be situations where it had to go on instantly, but this is the 
general procedure.

Q. But you have on occasion put them on the same day? I have seen notices 
from your department. I think I am right.—A. That is right. There have 
been emergencies like that. I think this is more indicative of general practice, 
but there have been emergencies as you say.

Mr. Marquis: Why not put it that way then, that it shall come into effect 
with publication of the order fifteen days after issue in the Canada Gazette.

Mr. Fleming: Why not leave that to the law officers of the Crown.
Mr. Jutras: What was the date of the publication in the Gazette in the 

case to which you referred, Mr. Mackenzie?
The Witness : I am afraid I have not got a copy of the Canada Gazette 

here so I cannot tell you the exact date of its publication. The order in 
council is dated the 25th of February and this notice went out on the 27th, 
and the order in council was put into effect on and after March 3.

Mr. Jutras: So that the effective date is not always the date upon which 
it appears in the Canada Gazette.

Mr. Jaenicke: Mr. Chairman, is there not some general law about the 
publication of orders in council in the Gazette?

The Chairman : Gentlemen, I shall be pleased to clear this up. I understand 
very clearly what the point is and I will be pleased to have it cleared up and 
report back to the commtitee.
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Now, in regard to section 4, Mr. Ilsley asked that an amendment should 
be moved. Mr. Mayhew, would you move this amendment, please: this to be 
added to section 4 at the end of the section :—

or unless the price of such article is supported under the Agricultural 
Prices Support Act of 1944, the Fisheries Prices Support Act, 1944, the 
Agricultural Products Co-operative Marketing Act of 1939, or is in effect 
supported under the Agricultural Products Act.

Mr. Mayhew moves that amendment. That section will stand with the 
amendment moved.

Mr. Stewart: Mr. Chairman, I would call your attention to the word 
“insuring” in line 32 of section 4. Should not that read “ensuring”?

The Chairman : Yes. Thank you, Mr. Stewart.
Mr. Fleming: One further thing about this amendment; “is in effect 

supported by the Agricultural Products Act”. We haven’t got such an Act yet. 
There happens to be a bill passed by the House of Commons which I believe 
is now before the Senate. What is our position in writing into this bill a reference 
to something that is a bill at the moment that is referred to here as an Act?

The Chairman : Well, I would say this Mr. Fleming; that the bill with 
which we are now dealing would eventually become an Act, and as it becomes 
an Act after the Agricultural Products Act is in existence I would say then our 
timing is right. Would you not say so?

Mr. Fleming: And in the case of the other three Acts they have the word 
“support” in them, while in the case of this agricultural products bill we use 
the phrase “is in effect”. What is the reason for the difference?

Mr. Mayhew: In the case of the other three they are Acts when this bill 
is passed.

Mr. Fleming: No, but this is different ; what we have here is, “is in effect 
supported by the Agricultural Products Act.” The phrase does not appear in that 
form in the other three Acts. I was wondering what the difference was.

The Chairman : Well, I do not know as much as I might about the Agri
cultural Products Act but from following the debate I should think, Mr. 
Fleming, that the distinction is this: that under the Agricultural Products Act 
in some instances there is a more or less indirect support and not a direct price 
support; so that if you left out the words “is in effect” you would be then 
confining the operation of section 4 to only such commodities as are directly 
supported by the Agricultural Products Act. If you go through that Act you will 
find that most of the controls there and most of the support there is quite indirect.

Mr. Fleming: I think it is a vague expression.
The Chairman: It is necessarily vague because of the nature of the Act. As 

I recall it there is no direct support.
Mr. Fleming: It confers very wide powers on the Minister of Agriculture 

to do almost everything in the way of regulating the curing, processing, market
ing and export of every agricultural product except wheat. However, as they 
are leaving this section over I will not press the point at the moment.

The Chairman: An example of indirect Support, you see, would be where 
the price of his raw product was supported or controlled in order eventually 
to effect control in regard to a finished product. The support effected by the 
Agricultural Products Act is in most instances remote, indirect.

Mr. Fleming : I did not want to press this point any further at the moment.
85660—21
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The Chairman : Does section 5 carry?
Carried.
Section 6?
Carried.
We are now on section 7.
Mr. Hazen : Mr. Chairman, may I ask a question in connection with this 

section?
The Chairman : Yes.
Mr. Hazen: The same applies to section 10. Section 7 says:

The minister, or any person designated 'by the minister, may issue 
to any person applying therefor a permit to export from Canada, to such 
place and in such quantity—

and then it goes on:
—and may amend, suspend or cancel any such permit.

Now, in section 10:
The Governor in Council may make regulations :—

(a) prescribing the terms and conditions upon which permits 
may be issued and shall continue in force.-----

but it does not say anything in that section about regulations being made as 
to amendments, suspension or cancellation of permits.

The Chairman: Oh yes, “may be issued”; I would think “shall continue in 
force” takes care of your point.

Mr. Hazen : The power to make regulations should be defined in clear 
language, and while here the Governor in Council is given the power to make 
regulations and to issue permits nothing is said about amendment, suspension 
or cancellation with respect to such purpose.

Mr. Jaenicke: Except, “generally for carrying out the provisions of this 
Act.”

Mr. Hazen: I would like to ask if there is a provision to that effect under 
the present order in council authority.

Mr. Marquis: Mr. Chairman, subsection (e) covers the point that has been 
raised ; “(e) generally for carrying out the purposes and provisions of this Act.”

Mr. Hazen : No, I would not think so.
Mr. Marquis : The section gives the Governor in Council orders to make 

regulations, to issue permits and so on; and for the purpose of carrying out this 
section you obviously have the related power to amend, suspend or cancel permits.

Mr. Hazen : Why do they have that section in there at all?
The Chairman : Mr. Hazen, if you refer to this publication, this brown book 

of regulations you will find that there is provision there for cancellation.
Mr. Hazen : But that must be done by order in council?
The Witness: That is right.
Mr. Hazen: But now that we are going to put this in the form of an Act 

and it is the intention to convey such powers to the Governor in Council, if he 
is going to have the right also to amend, suspend and cancel permits, I think we 
should say so in this Act.

The Chairman: When we come to section 10 I will be pleased to discuss 
that section also with Dr. Ollivier and draw your point to his attention.

Mr. Fleming: The first regulation gives, the minister power to cancel or 
suspend but it does not say anything about amending.
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The Chairman : Shall section 7 carry?
Carried.
Shall section 8 carry?
Carried.
Shall section 9 carry?
Carried.
Section 10 stands.
We are now on section 11.
Mr. Fleming: On section 11, I take it that follows largely the language 

of the present regulation No. 18; but I am wondering as to the necessity of it. 
We have heard nothing from the deputy minister yet as to the necessity for 
such a provision as you have in section No. 11, and I am wondering if he has 
anything to say on the point.

The Witness : Mr. Chairman, the whole procedure of present controls rests 
in the last analysis on the physical movement of goods across the border which 
is under the jurisdiction of the customs officers, and the attempt here was simply 
to vest in the customs officers the authority to stop improper shipments.

Mr. Fleming : Excuse me; may I say that I had intended my remark to 
apply to both section 11 and section 12; I should have said with particular 
reference to section 12, the point there being that you are incorporating the 
provisions of another Act into this one in effect.

The Witness: Well, the purpose of doing it in this way was to avoid the 
necessity of setting up extensive provisions covering penalties and giving the 
right to stop shipments and search and so on. Customs officers must have these 
rights to examine a parcel of goods to make sure that it is in accordance with 
the permit which is entered with it. We could just duplicate the provisions of 
the Customs Act in this bill but it seemed a great deal more simple to deal with 
it in this way, and we were advised that this was a satisfactory way from the 
legal point of view.

Mr. Fleming: As far as the right to search is concerned, I think that is 
reasonable; but when you put down the right to detain, seize, forfeit and con
demn, I am just a little bit troubled about the principle, the idea of incorporating 
all the provisions of another Act, without sitting down and examining in detail 
the provisions we are incorporating by one step in this bill.

The Chairman : Of course, Mr. Fleming, you know that the Customs Act 
has been in force for quite a long time. It has been added to as the need has 
arisen. Do you not think we are on reasonable safe ground in introducing for 
the purpose of the enforcement of this Act the established practice in regard 
to the export of goods as established by this Act?

Mr. Fleming: As established by the Customs Act, yes; but what I had in 
mind was the penalty which would fall. That is what I am concerned about. 
It includes not only search, but detention, seizure, forfeiture and condemnation 
as well.

The Chairman: Yes, I wonder if there is any reason though why we should 
depart from our general practice in regard to export penalties for breaches of 
the Customs Act in regard to the export of goods?

Mr. Fleming: But you have section 13, and in that section substantial 
penalties are provided for breaches of this Act or of any regulations made under 
it. What troubles me is the idea of ours, without sitting down and examining 
these forfeiture provisions of the Customs Act, just incorporating them into this 
Act by a short clause. I was wondering' about the principle. We read, in the 
language of section 13, substantial penalties laid down for breaches of this Act 
or any regulations made under it.
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The Chairman: Can you see any harm that would flow from what appears 
to you like duplication of penalties or alternative penalties?

Mr. Marquis: I think the principle involved is the possibility that operat
ing under the provisions of this Act an individual might at the same time commit 
a breach of the Customs Act ; for. instance, we might have a situation where 
somebody would report someone for bringing cigarettes through the customs. 
Points of that kind might arise.

Mr. Fleming: I have not made a detailed examination of the Customs Act 
on this point relating to the detention, seizure, forfeiture and condemnation of 
goods, and I do not know whether other members of the committee have or not. 
It just troubles me that by the inclusion of a subtle phrase now which has 
very sweeping limits that we are in fact incorporating a penalty section over 
and above those proposed in this bill in section 13 for breaches of this Act or 
regulations made under it.

Mr. Marquis: Yes, but he might under a permit issued pursuant to the 
provisions of this Act try to bring in some commodities from the United States to 
which his permit does not entitle him and thereby he would be committing a 
breach of the Customs Act as well as of this Act. With the section in as we 
have it here now he can be punished under the provisions of the Customs Act; 
and at the same time, he could commit a breach of this Act by trying to bring 
in something for which he had no permit, or to which his permit did not apply, 
then he would be liable to punishment under the provisions of this Act as set out 
in section 13.

Mr. Pinard: The point which worries me is this matter of condemnation, 
and so on, in section 12. An individual might lay himself open to prosecution 
under section 13 for violation of this Act, and at the same time he might also 
be open for prosecution for a violation of the Customs Act; in other words a man 
might be prosecuted under both Acts, this Act and the Customs Act.

Mr. Michaud: I can see where he is liable for prosecution under the pro
visions of either section. A man may be guilty of trying to bring in goods and 
avoid the payment of duty, and at the same time he may commit the offence of 
trying to bring goods into this country which are not covered by his permit. He 
could quite possibly lay himself open to prosecution under both Acts.

Mr. Fraser: Under this, Mr. Chairman, if you are importing from the States 
and you give a description of the goods that were to come in, then after the goods 
came in and they were inspected the department might turn around and say you 
have given us a description of goods xif a certain type and these are not of that 
type, they are a little different from those which you were authorized to bring in, 
you might be liable for prosecution.

The Chairman : Would it meet with the approval of the committee if I were 
to discuss this point with Dr. Ollivier with the object of adding a third sub- 
paragraph to section 13 providing against duplication of penalties?

Mr. Pinard: It also affects the question of the legality of entry.
The Chairman: Then, section 11 carries.
Sections 12 and 13 stand.
Section 14, coming into force.
Carried.
Mr. Fleming: Mr. Chairman, there is one section I think which should be 

added to this bill.
The Chairman: Yes?
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Mr. Fleming: There is no provision in this bill for a report being tabled 
in the house. Now, it is true that this bill is to be in effect for one year, but it 
seems to me that it is highly important that reports should be laid on the table 
of the House at the opening of the next session of parliament. A report on the 
operations under the Act during the present calendar year. I would like to move 
that the following section be added to the bill:

15. The Minister shall prepare and lay before parliament a report 
of the operations under this Act as soon as practicable after the 
close of the calendar year 1947, and in any event within thirty days there
after or if parliament be not then sitting, within thirty days after the 
commencement of the next ensuing session of parliament.

The Witness: I would assume, Mr. Chairman, that that would be dealt 
with as all the departmental activities are dealt with. It is the practice to put in 
an annual report of the department which would cover this.

Mr. Fleming: That does not come to us for about ten months after the 
close of the fiscal year and it would not be of the slightest help to parliament at 
its next session in deciding whether this legislation should or should not be 
extended. AVere it permitted to lapse on the 31st of March, 1948, then the 
report, of course, does not matter so much although I still think it should be 
tabled, but if there is any proposal that the effect of the Act should be extended, 
then certainly parliament is entitled to have before it such a report as I have 
indicated on the operation of the Act for this year. There is another reason, 
quite apart from the time element, why an annual report of the department will 
not help us here. It is this, we are dealing with a special power of government 
under a special Act and I think there should be a special report under this Act.

The Chairman : While we still have a quorum may we agree on when we 
will meet again? I would hope to be able to clear up these different points by 
to-morrow morning. Is it satisfactory if we call a meeting for eleven o’clock 
to-morrow morning?

Mr. Jaenicke: AA7hy not this afternoon?
The Chairman : Some members of the committee desire to be in the House 

this afternoon, and I doubt whether I would have time to have Dr. Ollivier 
check these points.

Mr. Fraser: Mr. Timmins, Mr. Fleming and myself have a special meeting 
to-morrow morning.

The Chairman : AAkmld any other hour of the day suit the committee?
Mr. Jaenicke: AA'hat about eight o’clock to-night?
Mr. Fleming: Make it seven o’clock to-night, then we will not conflict with 

the sitting hours of the House.
The Chairman : AA’hen we adjourn, we will adjourn until eight o’clock 

to-night.
Mr. Timmins: I think Mr. Fleming made a very good point there. After 

all, about a year from now we will need such a report or we will not need it at 
all, depending upon whether we have to consider the matter.

Mr. Pinard: I understand the Act expires sixty days after the commence
ment of the first session.

The Chairman : I have made a note of all these different matters.
Mr. Fleming: There is one point I overlooked. In subsection (1) I think 

there ought to be the same sort of addition as was made to the National Emer
gency Powers Act. Subsection (1) of section 14 now says it shall expire sixty 
days from the commencement of the first session of parliament commencing in 
the year one thousand nine hundred and forty-eight. I think such words as these
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ought to be inserted, “Or the 31st day of March, 1948, whichever shall be the 
earlier date.” This would cover the situation in case parliament were not called 
until away on in the spring. I think we all understand we are legislating here 
until the end of the fiscal year.

The committee adjourned at 12.35 p.m. to resume at 8.00 p.m.

EVENING SESSION

The committee resumed at 8.00 p.m.
The Chairman: Gentlemen, we have a quorum.
On section 2 of the bill, subsection (a) ; the question was raised that the 

definition of goods was much too wide. On re-checking the bill the law officers 
of the Crown are content that subsection (a) should be deleted. There is no 
need to define the word “goods.”

Mr. Marquis moves that subsection (a) be deleted and that subsection {b) 
be re-lettered (a).

Carried.
Shall the section carry?
Carried.
Section 3 was allowed to stand. Mr. Fleming moves that the following 

words be inserted after the word council “which order shall be published in the 
Canada Gazette within fifteen days after the passing of such order;” and that 
the words, “published in the Canada Gazette” be deleted.

Carried.
Shall the section as amended carry?
Carried.
Mr. Fleming moves a similar amendment to line 24 of section 4. Shall the 

section as amended carry?
Carried.
Mr. Fleming: Might we have the other amendment, Mr. Chairman?
The Chairman : The other amendment has already been moved. I under

stood there was no objection to it. I will read it again if you like.
Mr. Isnor: You don’t need to do that.
The Chairman: Shall the section as amended carry?
Carried.
Then section 10 was allowed to stand. Members of the committee will recall 

that Mr. Hazen raised a question in regard to section 10. On checking with 
the law officers of the Crown I believe that the objection occurred through lack 
of full appreciation of the other section which was grouped with section 10. 
In one instance it is the cancellation or otherwise of a permit by the minister 
whereas section 10 refers to regulation by the Governor in Council. I am sorry 
that Mr. Hazen is not here but I think when that is called to his attention he 
will have no objections.

Shall section 10 carry?
Carried.
Well, then, sections 12 and 13, why were they allowed to stand?
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Mr. Fleming: It was a matter of a double penalty question there.
The Chairman : Here again I had not read the sections with sufficient care. 

There is no double penalty. Section 12 simply refers to search, detention, 
seizure, forfeiture and condemnation. There is no fine or other penalty in 
section 12, whereas I am told that in some instances it is necessary not only to 
seize the goods but it is also proper that a penalty should be imposed. I believe 
uranium was one commodity given as an illustration. An attempt was made 
during the war, and under such circumstances there certainly should be a 
penalty in addition to seizure.

Mr. Fraser : Of course, that was Defence, of Canada Regulations on that, 
was it not?

The Chairman : No, that is simply cited as an instance that might arise 
under this Act.

Mr. Fraser: You mean where there would be a double penalty?
The Chairman : Yes.
Mr. Fraser: You mean it would come under that?
The Chairman: Uranium was involved in this instance, and it was under 

export control.
Mr. Fraser: But it was also under the Defence of Canada Regulations?
The Chairman : Yes.
Shall sections 12 and 13 carry?
Carried.
In regard to Mr. Fleming’s motion for a new section 15—
Mr. Fleming: Mr. Chairman, there is a point on section 14; not later 

than the 31st of March, 1948.
The Chairman; I missed that; I am sorry I did not discuss that with them. 

I remember you raised it but I wonder what we can do about it. Would you 
be content to carry it on division? I understand it is going to be the policy 
of your party to insist on a similar clause in the omnibus bill. It can be 
introduced by way of an amendment in the House.

Mr. Fleming: It is easier to get an amendment through here where 
everybody can discuss these things on their merits.

Mr. Jaenicke: Suppose they do extend it a few days longer to the 31st of 
March, say on into April.

Mr. Fleming: I will move the amendment, Mr. Chairman.
The Chairman : All those in favour of the amendment please signify. 

Opposed?
The amendment is lost.
Shall the section carry?
On division.
Then, with regard to section 15, moved by Mr. Fleming, the minister 

accepts that section and I have a draft of it.
Mr. Isnor: You could not compromise by having Mr. Fleming withdraw 

his motion now that Mr. Ilsley has accepted the section?
Mr. Fleming: It is too late now.
The Chairman : Section 15 as redrafted by the law officers of the Crown 

reads as follows:—
As soon as practicable after the thirty-first day of December, 1947, 

the minister shall prepare and lay before parliament, if parliament is
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then in session, a report of the operations under this Act for the year 
1947, or if parliament is not then in session, within the first fifteen days 
of the next ensuing session thereof.

You may care to have a look at that section, Mr. Fleming.
Mr. Fleming: Thank you.
The Chairman: Mr. Fleming moves that section 15 as I have read it 

should be incorporated in the bill. All those in favour?
Carried.
Shall I report the bill?
Carried.
Mr. Fleming moves the bill be reprinted as amended.
Carried.

The committee adjourned at 8.30 p.m.
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MINUTES OF PROCEEDINGS

Tuesday, July 8, 1947.

The Standing Committee on Banking and Commerce met at 10.00 a.m., 
the Chairman, Mr. Cleaver, presiding.

Members present: Messrs. Belzile, Blackmore, Breithaupt, Cleaver, Fraser, 
Hackett, Jackman, Jaenicke, Mayhew, Nixon, Ross {Souris), Timmins.

In attendance: Hon. C. W. G. Gibson, Secretary of State, Mr. G. D. 
Finlayson, Superintendent of Insurance, Mr. D. K. MacTavish, K.C., Parlia
mentary Agent, and Mr. A. W. R. Sinclair, Solicitor for The Canada Permanent 
Trust Company, Toronto.

The Committee gave consideration to a report by its subcommittee 
appointed to enquire into the administration of The Patent office in regard 
to staff, space and equipment.

The Honourable Mr. Gibson expressed his appreciation of the sub
committee’s work and of its findings and recommendations.

On motion of Mr. Fraser, seconded by Mr. Timmins, the report was 
adopted.

(The said Report is appended hereto as the Committee’s Twelfth Report.) 
Note.—The Committee then proceeded to the consideration of a Private

Bill.
R. ARSENAULT,

Clerk of the Committee.
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REPORT TO THE HOUSE

Tuesday, July 15, 1947.

The Standing Committee on Banking and Commerce begs leave to present 
the following as its

Twelfth Report

On March 4, 1947, the House instructed your Committee to inquire into 
the administration of the Patent Office in regard to staff, office space and 
equipment.

Your Committee appointed a subcommittee to hold a thorough inquiry and 
report back. Your Committee has received the following report from its sub
committee which it has considered and adopted as its Twelfth Report to 
the House:—

“Report of Subcommittee of an inquiry into the administration of the 
Patent Office in regard to staff, office space and equipment:— •

The importance of the Canadian Patent Office in the service of Canada 
must be viewed both in its national and international aspect, since the Patent 
Office, in addition to Canadian applications, receives and deals with patent 
applications from the principal countries in the world.

APPLICATIONS

In investigating the backlog of patent applications in the Patent Office, 
it is found that some three years’ work has accumulated which should be 
completed as soon as possible. The total number of applications uncompleted 
is approximately 31,400. This may be broken down into applications which 
have been acted upon by the examiner and await reply by attorneys, and those 
on which examinations have not been made by the examiner. The actual 
backlog is 26,000 applications.

The Subcommittee finds that the Commissioner has the Patent Office as 
well organized as is possible, considering the lack of office space and the lack 
of sufficient staff as hereinafter referred to, but at the present time there is a 
time lag of about two and a half to three years in the examination of patent 
applications. The Canadian Patent Office in this regard is in a similar position 
to many other patent offices since the cessation of hostilities.

It is unnecessary to go into the details of the building up of the backlog, 
the principal work of your Subcommittee is to recommend a method of dealing 
with this backlog and having it removed so that the Patent Office may function 
in a normal and efficient manner.

Normally the Office received nine to ten thousand applications per year, but 
the number has greatly increased during the war years. The office scarcely 
equipped to handle the normal number of applications, now finds itself totally 
unable to keep up with the increased number of applications. The Patent 
Office for the fiscal year ending March, 1945, received over fourteen thousand 
applications and during the last fiscal year it has received far in excess of that 
number.

There are two contributing factors to the creation of the backlog and these 
are lack of staff and lack of and the very unsatisfactory nature of the existing 
space. In the consideration of these we intend to recommend not only what
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should be done to eliminate the backlog but to see that in the future more 
efficient and speedy service can be given to the public and to inventors. It 
must be stressed that adequacy of staff and office accommodation are inseparable.

STAFF

In order to carry on the work of the Patent Office efficiently and to over
come the backlog, it will require a technical personnel of 50 examiners and in 
addition they must be provided with clerical assistance, office space and library 
facilities and we append hereto a table showing the staff required for that 
purpose.

On January 1, 1939, there were 90 permanent and 24 temporary employees 
or a total of -114 which included 28 patent examiners in the Patent Office. On 
January 1, 1946, there were 64 permanent and 30 temporary or a total of 94 
which included 19 patent examiners, that is, 29 less than at the beginning of the 
war. While this reduction of staff has improved slightly, in April, 1947, there 
are only 97 employees in the Patent Office and it is still 17 under the prewar 
establishment.

With a staff of 50 examiners and 12,000 patent applications annually, each 
examiner would receive an average of 240 applications per year. An examiner 
at present does turn out from six to eight allowed applications per week and 
taking the average working year, excluding Sundays, holidays and sickness, 
as being approximately 280 days, it will be found that an examiner should be 
able to examine and allow an average of 240 applications per year. The 
classified patent searched by the examiner to determine the prior art is prin
cipally Canadian patents but the examiners are also instructed to search British 
patents and at least the last ten years of the United States classified patents 
and any French classified patents which are available. At this point it may 
be emphasized that the Subcommittee was very disappointed with the number 
of French and American patents classified up to this date. Not only are 
these patents required by the examiners in the Patent Office but they are of great 
importance to manufacturers in Canada who search the Patent Office records 
to ascertain the latest development in the arts in which they are interested. 
A fuller development of the Patent Office Library is recommended by your 
Subcommittee on account of its usefulness to the Canadian people. In under
taking the work of classifying these patents, clerical service is required besides 
supervisory service by a technical officer and it will also mean that thoroughly 
trained technicial librarians should be on hand to assist in making searches 
and giving assistance to the public who seek information. The augmenting of 
the technical staff will require that the clerical staff working with the examiners 
in typing reports, filing cases, entering amendments and doing other allied 
work will have to be materially increased.

At the present time, some of the clerical staff are working for four 
examiners and it is physically impossible to do this work correctly. It is 
thought that one clerk typist for each two or three examiners or say about 
18 to 20 clerk typists are necessary to relieve the examiners of routine work 
which they should not be called upon to do and which may be performed by 
a less experienced and lower paid assistance or help.

To co-ordinate all the divisions of the Patent Office there should be an 
Administrative Officer, since if printing a patent is to be undertaken as here
inafter recommended, it will have to be co-ordinated with the work of other 
parts of the Office and the Assistant Commissioner could not undertake this 
additional administrative work as he has other duties which fully occupy his 
time.

Since the termination of hostilities, the difficulty of obtaining staff is 
almost as great as that during the war, but for a very different reason. During
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the war the men were occupied in probably a more essential work of con
tributing to the defence of Canada but on the return of many industrial firms 
to normal conditions the great number of technical men have already obtained 
positions in private enterprises, the salaries of which are more attractive than 
those offered in the Government Service and unless proper inducement can be 
given by adequate salaries it will be difficult to encourage engineers to enter 
the public service.

PATENT OFFICE SPACE

The main offices of the Patent Branch have been located in the Langevin 
Block, since the year 1890.

There are also some offices in the Hope Chambers on Sparks Street, in the 
Fraser Building on Queen Street; all of which offices we visited; and there are 
also offices in the Trafalgar Building on Queen Street, and in the Sovereign 
Building on Bank Street, which we did not visit.

Applications for patents have increased by leaps and bounds. There were 
only 4,628 applications at the turn of the century but there were 14,778 applica
tions in 1946. The -office space available in 1946 is apparently not much more 
than it was in the year 1900, and in addition, the fact that it is now in five 
different locations greatly increases the problem.

Other Departments of the Government occupy space in the Langevin 
Block mainly the Post Office Department. On the second floor of the Langevin 
Block there are long rows of filing cabinets of Patent Office records in the centre 
corridor, extending far beyond the offices allotted to the Patent Office itself. 
There are some rooms here and there in the Langevin Block which have been 
assigned to the Patent Office from the basement up to the garret where the 
photostatic room is situated. The rooms allotted to the Patent Examiners are 
overcrowded. There are two or three to a room, and a small room at that, 
and they cannot possibly work satisfactorily or with efficiency under such cir
cumstances. Because of lack of space the records of American patents are 
stored in three different places two different places in the Langevin Block and 
another storage space in the Hope Chambers. This is very awkward, not only 
for the examiners, but also for the Patent Attorneys and the general public who 
should have access to records such as these.

The Patent Office owns a very valuable library of British patents and in 
case of a fire the loss of this library would be irreplaceable. The space in 
which this library is situated is not fireproof.

The whole Patent Branch should be in one building. Perhaps there is no 
branch of the Government in which it is more necessary to make references 
and cross references to matters before the Commissioner and his assistants than 
in the Patent Office, and files should be readily available at all times. All the 
documents and matters pertaining to patents should be filed in a place where 
the staff, and even the public, can have easy access to these files and records.

The Commissioner estimates that at the present time he has about 15.000 
square feet of office space and 8,000 square feet of storage space at his disposal 
and he estimates that he will need approximately an office space of 50,000 
square feet together with 40.000 square feet for filing purposes and 20,000 
square feet for printing patents as hereafter mentioned, or a total space of 
110,000 square feet, and we append, hereto, a table showing details of the space 
requirements.

PRINTING OF PATENTS

Our Patent Act provides for the printing of patents. This is not being 
done at the present time as the Patent Office has no printing plant facilities.
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Down to the present time all copy work is done on typewriters, which is not 
satisfactory and which is very expensive, having a cost ranging from $2.00 
to $4.00 per patent. The printing of patents is an international obligation 
which Canada has assumed but has not fulfilled.

After making full inquiries your Subcommittee finds that a suitable print
ing plant of adequate capacity using the offset process, could be installed at a 
cost, including all necessary equipment, of approximately $36,000.00. The 
yearly labour cost of operating such a plant, with a capacity for printing 75 
copies of each patent issued, including specifications, claims and drawings, 
would involve an annual expenditure of $47,700.00. The yearly cost of paper, 
materials, depreciation, etc., would be about $100,000.00, making a total yearly 
cost in all of $148,000.00. If a charge is made for these printed copies of 25 
cents each, similar to what is charged in other countries, the amount received 
for copies wTould not fully meet the cost of printing, however, the Patent Office 
has through the years earned a substantial surplus and the newly revised 
schedule of fees will be more than adequate to take care of the cost of printing.

RECOMMENDATIONS

Staff.—Attached to this report is an appendix showing the minimum staff 
which should be supplied to the Patent Office, and your Subcommittee recom
mends that this staff should be supplied at the earliest possible date.

Office Space.—Attached to this report is an appendix showing the amount 
of office space, storage space, etc., required by the Patent Office, and your Sub
committee recommends that when the Government is expanding its building 
program for the housing of Government departments, suitable space both as to 
size and of fireproof construction should be made available to the Patent Office.

Printing of Patents.—Your Subcommittee recommends that a printing plant 
by the offset process should be installed in the Patent Office for the printing of 
patents, specifications, claims and drawings, and that the necessary staff be 
employed to operate the same a‘t the earliest possible date.

All of which is respectfully submitted,

JEAN LeSAGE,
Chairman.’’

All of which is respectfully submitted,
HUGHES CLEAVER,

Chairman.

CORRECTIONS

The following communications in respect of errors in the printed record 
were transmitted to the Clerk of the Committee by the King’s Printer:

Toronto, Ont.,

April 2, 1947.
The King’s Printer,
Ottawa, Ontario.
Dear Sir:

Please refer to Minutes of Proceedings and Evidence No. 10 re Bill No. 11, 
dated Thursday, March 20, 1947 and in particular the evidence of Mr. G. R. 
Marshall on page 280.
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Mr. Marshall wishes to draw your attention to an error in your printed 
record of his evidence. On line 12 the word “unchanged” should have been 
“uncharged”.

I do not know your procedure in connection with correcting an error but 
thought that you would like to be advised.

Yours very truly,

CANADIAN EXPORTERS’ ASSOCIATION
(Sgd.) A. F. TELFER,

General Manager.

Toronto, Ont.,

April 7 1947.
The King’s Printer,
Ottawa, Ontario.

Dear Sir:
With further reference to my letter to you of April 2nd, Mr. Marshall wishes 

to draw your attention to another error in the printed record of his evidence.
This is on the same page and the same line in connection with the first 

error I reported to you and the word “revised” should read “revived”.

Yours very truly,

CANADIAN EXPORTERS’ ASSOCIATION
(Sgd.) A. F. TELFER,

General Manager.
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